Affidavit #2 of D. Tottenham
Sworn October 30, 2020

COMMISSION OF INQUIRY INTO MONEY LAUNDERING IN BRITISH COLUMBIA
The Honourable Mr. Austin F. Cullen, Commissioner
AFFIDAVIT
I, Daryl Tottenham, of2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver, British Columbia, SWEAR THAT:
1.

I am the Manager, Anti-Money Laundering ("AML") Programs for British Columbia
Lottery Corporation ("BCLC"), a participant in this Commission of Inquiry (the
" Inquiry"), and as such, have personal knowledge of the facts and matters hereinafter
deposed to, save and except where such facts and matters are stated to be made upon
information and belief, and as to such facts and matters I verily believe them to be true.

2.

I swear this affidavit to provide evidence to the Commission of Inquiry into Money
Laundering in British Columbia pursuant to a summons issued to me pursuant to the
Public Inquiry Act.

Patron Interviews
3.

Described below and attached as exhibits to this affidavit are copies of summaries of
interviews conducted by BCLC and produced by BCLC in this Inquiry.

4.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "1" is BCLC0009459, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 4, 2019.

5.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "2" is BCLC0009460, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated August 23 , 2019.

6.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "3" is BCLC0009461, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 8, 2017.
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./7.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "4" is BCLC0009462, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 30, 2015.

8.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "5" is BCLC0009463 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated July 24, 2019.

9.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "6" is BCLC0009464, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 13, 2018.

10.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "7" is BCLC0009465, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated December 4, 2017.

11 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "8" is BCLC0009466, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 24, 2017.

12.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "9" is BCLC0009467, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 21 , 2019.

13.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "10" is BCLC0009468, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 17, 2017.

14.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "11" is BCLC0009469, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 28, 2015.

15.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "12" is BCLC0009470, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 13 , 2018.

16.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "13" is BCLC00094 71, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 4, 2016.

17.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "14" is BCLC0009472, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 27, 2018 .

18.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "15" is BCLC0009473, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 28, 2016.
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19.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "16" is BCLC0009474, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 23, 2017.

20.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "17" is BCLC00094 75 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 11, 2016.

21.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "18" is BCLC0009476, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 8, 2020.

22.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "19" is BCLC0009477, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated August 1, 2019.

23.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "20" is BCLC00094 78, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 7, 2016.

24.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "21" is BCLC0009479, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 15, 2017.

25.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "22" is BCLC0009480, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 13, 2019.

26.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "23" is BCLC0009481, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 17, 2019.

27.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "24" is BCLC0009483, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 30, 2015.

28.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "25" is BCLC0009484, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 2, 2017.

29.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "26" is BCLC0009485, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated July 24, 2019.

30.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "27" is BCLC0009486, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated December 18, 2019.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "28" is BCLC0009487, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 21, 2017.

32.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "29" is BCLC0009488, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 17, 2019.

33 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "30" is BCLC0009489, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 14, 2015 .

34.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "31" is BCLC0009490, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 11 , 2015.

35.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "32" is BCLC0009491, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 14, 2015 .

36.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "33" is BCLC0009492, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 7, 2015.

37.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "34" is BCLC0009494, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 23 , 2018 .

38.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "35" is BCLC0009495, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 25, 2017.

39.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "36" is BCLC0009496, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 16, 2016.

40.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "37" is BCLC0009498 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 25, 2016.

41.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "38" is BCLC0009499, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 30, 2015 .

42.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "39" is BCLC0009500, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 4, 2017.
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43.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "40" is BCLC0009501 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 10, 2018 .

44.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "41" is BCLC0009502, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 21, 2017.

45.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "42" is BCLC0009503 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 23 , 2019.

46.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "43" is BCLC0009504, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 18, 2019.

47.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "44" is BCLC0009505 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 24, 2017.

48.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "45" is BCLC0009508, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 2, 2019.

49.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "46" is BCLC0009509, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 4, 2019.

50.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "47" is BCLC0009510, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated July 9, 2018.

51.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "48" is BCLC0009511 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 29, 2016.

52.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "49" is BCLC0009512, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 3, 2017.

53 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "50" is BCLC0009513 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 20, 2019.

54.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "51" is BCLC0009514, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 16, 2015.
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55.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "52" is BCLC0009515, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated July 20, 2016.

56.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "53" is BCLC0009516, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 18, 2016.

57.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "54" is BCLC0009517, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 30, 2015.

58.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "55" is BCLC0009518, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 14, 2017.

59.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "56" is BCLC0009520, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 2, 2017.

60.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "57" is BCLC0009521, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated December 12, 2016.

61 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "58" is BCLC0009522, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 23 , 2019.

62.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "59" is BCLC0009523, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated August 30, 2018 .

63.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "60" is BCLC0009524, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 9, 201 7.

64.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "61" is BCLC0009525, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 7, 2017.

65.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "62" is BCLC0009526, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 17, 2016.

66.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "63" is BCLC0009528, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 17, 2019.
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67.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "64" is BCLC0009529, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 4, 2016.

68.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "65" is BCLC0009532, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 23, 2017.

69.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "66" is BCLC0009533 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated December 24, 2015.

70.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "67" is BCLC0009534, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 12, 2015.

71.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "68" is BCLC0009535 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated December 24, 2015.

72.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "69" is BCLC0009536, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 10, 2018.

73.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "70" is BCLC0009537, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 29, 2017.

74.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "71" is BCLC0009538, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 6, 2019.

75.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "72" is BCLC0009540, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 5, 2018.

76.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "73" is BCLC0009541 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 29, 2016.

77.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "74" is BCLC0009542, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 7, 2019.

78.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "75" is BCLC0009543 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated January 22, 2019.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "76" is BCLC0009544, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 2, 2017.

80.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "77" is BCLC0009545, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 7, 2015 .

81.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "78" is BCLC0009547, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 10, 2016.

82.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "79" is BCLC0009548, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 28, 2017.

83.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "80" is BCLC000955 l, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated October 23 , 2018.

84.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "81" is BCLC0009552, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 30, 2017.

85.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "82" is BCLC0009553, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 25, 2019.

86.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "83" is BCLC0009554, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated March 15, 2017.

87.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "84" is BCLC0009555, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 25 , 2017.

88.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "85" is BCLC0009556, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 25, 2016.

89.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "86" is BCLC0009558, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated May 31, 2019.

90.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "87" is BCLC0009559, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 18, 2018.
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91.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "88" is BCLC0009560, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 4, 2016.

92.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "89" is BCLC0009561 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 27, 2017.

93 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "90" is BCLC0009562, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated April 4, 2017.

94.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "91" is BCLC0009563 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated August 24, 2018.

95.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "92" is BCLC0009564, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated August 15, 2017.

96.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "93" is BCLC0009565 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated July 27, 2017.

97.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "94" is BCLC0009566, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated September 4, 2019.

98.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "95" is BCLC0009567, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 8, 2016.

99.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "96" is BCLC0009568, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 26, 2016.

100.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "97" is BCLC0009570, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated November 8, 2017.

101.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "98" is BCLC0009572, a BCLC patron
interview summary dated February 19, 2019.

102.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "99" is BCLC0009573 , a BCLC patron
interview summary dated June 28, 2017.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "100" is BCLC0009574, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 10, 2017.

104.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "101" is BCLC0009575, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 23 , 2019.

105.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "102" is BCLC0009576, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 30, 2019.

106.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "103" is BCLC0009578, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 9, 2016.

107.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "104"

IS

BCLC0009579, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009580, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated August 29, 2016.
108.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "105"
patron interview summary dated September 25, 2015.

109.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "106" is BCLC0009581 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 18, 2016.

110.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "107" is BCLC0009582, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 11, 2019.

111.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "108"

IS

BCLC0009583, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009584, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated January 11, 2019.
112.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "109"
patron interview summary dated September 12, 2015.

113.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "110" is BCLC0009586, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated February 1, 2019.

114.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "111"
patron interview summary dated March 6, 2019.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "112"

IS

BCLC0009588, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009589, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009590, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated March 15, 2019.
116.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "113"
patron interview summary dated October 22, 2015.

117.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "114"
patron interview summary dated January 17, 2019.

118.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "115" is BCLC0009591, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 27, 2017.

119.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "116" is BCLC0009592, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated December 5, 2017.

120.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "117" is BCLC0009593, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated February 28, 2019.

121.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "118"

IS

BCLC0009594, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated April 4, 2017.
122.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "119" is BCLC0009595, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated November 6, 2015.

123.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "120" is BCLC0009596, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 27, 2017.

124.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "121" is BCLC0009597, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 6, 2018.

125.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "122" is BCLC0009600, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 22, 2019.

126.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "123" is BCLC0009601, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 20, 2019.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "124" is BCLC0009603, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 14, 20 15.

128.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "125" is BCLC0009605, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 19, 2018 .

129.

Attached collectively to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "126" is BCLC0009606
and BCLC0009571 , a BCLC patron interview summary dated February 19, 2019 with
attachment.

130.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "127" is BCLC0009608, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated November 6, 2017.

131.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "128" is BCLC0009609, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 25, 2015 .

132.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "129" is BCLC0009610, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated April 20, 2016.

133 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "130" 1s BCLC0009611, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 31, 2019.

134.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "131" is BCLC0009612, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 16, 2016.

135.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "132" is BCLC0009613 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 23 , 2019.

136.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "133" is BCLC0009614, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 27, 20 17.

137.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "134" is BCLC0009615, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 12, 2017.

138.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "135" is BCLC0009616, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated December 21 , 2017.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "136" is BCLC0009617, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 7, 2019.

140.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "137" is BCLC00096 l 8, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 27, 2018.

141.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "138" is BCLC0009619, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 11 , 2015 .

142.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "139" is BCLC0009620, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 5, 2017.

143 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "140" is BCLC000962 l , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 1, 2016.

144.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "141" is BCLC0009622, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 18, 2017.

145.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "142" is BCLC0009623 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 22, 2018.

146.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "143" is BCLC0009624, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 29, 2015 .

147.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "144" is BCLC0009625, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 11 , 2015.

148.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "145" is BCLC0009626, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 25, 2018.

149.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "146" is BCLC0009628, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 4, 2015.

150.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "147" is BCLC0009630, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 3, 2017.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "148" is BCLC0009632, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 11, 2015.

152.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "149" is BCLC0009633, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 15, 2018.

153 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "150" is BCLC0009634, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated October 27, 2015 .

154.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "151" is BCLC0009635, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 11 , 2015.

155.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "152" is BCLC0009636, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 19, 2018.

156.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "153" is BCLC0009637, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 21, 2015.

157.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "154" is BCLC0009638, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 20, 2018.

158.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "155" is BCLC0009640, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated November 12, 2015 .

159.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "156" is BCLC0009641 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 23, 2019.

160.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "157" is BCLC0009642, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated February 15, 2016.

161.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "158" is BCLC0009643 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated December 12, 2017.

162.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "159" is BCLC0009644, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 9, 2017.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "160"

IS

BCLC0009645, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009646, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009647, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009648, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009649, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated March 15, 2019.
164.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "161"
patron interview summary dated April 9, 2019.

165 .

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "162"
patron interview summary dated October 5, 2016.

166.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "163"
patron interview summary dated December 5, 2019.

167.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "164"
patron interview summary dated March 1, 2018 .

168.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "165" is BCLC0009650, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated March 1, 2018.

169.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "166"

IS

BCLC0009651, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0009653, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated March 1, 2018.
170.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "167"
patron interview summary dated October 27, 2015.

171.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "168" is BCLC0009655, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 23, 2018.

172.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "169" is BCLC0009656, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 27, 2019.

173.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "170" is BCLC0009657, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 24, 2017.

174.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "171" is BCLC0009658, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated February 22, 2018.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "172" is BCLC0009660, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 8, 2018.

176.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "173" is BCLC0009661, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated November 17, 2017.

177.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "174" is BCLC0009662, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 4, 2018.

178.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "175" 1s BCLC0009663, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated July 13, 2016.

179.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "176" is BCLC0009664, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated December 13, 2017.

180.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "177" is BCLC0009666, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated September 18, 2018

181.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "178" is BCLC0009667, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 23 , 2016.

182.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "179" is BCLC0009668, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated April 27, 2017.

183.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "180" is BCLCOOl 2939, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 27, 2016.

184.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "181" is BCLC0012941, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 21, 2016.

185.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "182" is BCLC0012943, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated January 4, 2016.

186.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "183" is BCLCOOl 2965, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated May 9, 2016.
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Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "184"

IS

BCLC0012966, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0012971, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated April 29, 2016.
188.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "185"
patron interview summary dated October 2, 2017.

189.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "186" is BCLC0012973, a BCLC
patron interview summary dated August 14, 2017.

190.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "187"

IS

BCLC0012976, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0012979, a BCLC

IS

BCLC0012981, a BCLC

patron interview summary dated July 13, 2017.
191.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "188"
patron interview summary dated June 28, 2017.

192.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "189"
patron interview summary dated May 17, 2017.

193.

Attached to this affidavit and marked as Exhibit "190" is BCLC0012985 , a BCLC
patron interview summary dated June 1, 2017.

SWORN BEFORE ME at Vancouver,
British Columbia, on 30/10/2020.

)
)

)
)
)
)
)
)

.aULlA E. ROOS
eamster & SolldtOI
Hunter Llt\gatlon Cham~treet
Suite 2100. 1040 W~t;::~ 1
Vancouver,
os
Telephone : 604·891 ·?.4
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1

This is Exhibit " l.
" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Commis o r for taking Affidavits for the
Province of British Columbia
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAR-04
Interview Time: 11 :30 hours
RRCR (Chairman's Room)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
• •

t I

I ...

•

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-Feb-25 BCLC- Patron is banned pending interview with BCLC AML unit. Please
advise patron to contact the Consumer Services line at 1-866-815-0222 to arrange for
an interview date and time. Daryl Tottenham , Manager, BCLC AML Programs.
Recent LCT Activity:
3 LCTs in total (all in 2019).
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $17 ,725.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $23,200.00
The focus of the interview will be facilities .
Occupation: Student
Redactcc Patro1 lnte··v1ew
m lnfc1mal on
Company:
ldenll~

recent suspicious activities within BCLC
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History:

•

No incidents before 2019-JAN ; since this date, 6 incidents.
Received a cash delivery at River Rock x 2 (same date).
Disrespects barrings.

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:

IN20190013458, 2019-FEB-24, River Rock-cash delivery
Discussion Points:

Cash delivery

sow
Addresses/contact info
Associates
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm patron's Canad ian address; patron gave address for
den· fy ng
but Encore Card list .. Rccac·c: d Pa•r::m l n'er11r.w
on
• With whom is patron staying while in Canada?
• Patron's phone number? (Encore list RecaC'ed Pa'"On ln:erv1ew
2. Clarify occupation as "student".
• What is patron studying?
3. All sources of wealth?
• Parents? Parents' employment?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?
• Property? Other?
4. Associates in Vancouver?
• Show •
•
lnf~rmat

..

•'

'

I

0
0
0
0

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldentifyi ng Information

0

5. IN20190013458, 2019-FEB-24, River Rock-cash delivery
• From where doesllilacquire gambling funds?
• How many times haSl!llhad cash delivered to him?
o From whom?

Reda:::led Datrcn I nterv e\\
lden11fy ng nformr:1t101
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•
•

o From which business?
o Contact information?
How much did RRCR19-08788 delive- Cash/chips?
How many other times ha~used RRCR19-08788's services?
o Driver's identity? Contact information?
o How did llfirst meet RRCR19-08788?
o How much has he received from RRCR19-08788 to date?

Fees/rat.
. orrowed to gamble?
From whom ha
· borrowed money to gamble?
Rates , fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

6. How much money ha

•
•

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:

The following information was provided by
interview:

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

.resides at
He has never resided at the address on file in .

during the

keda:::leJ t-'atro n
lntcrJ1cw oe n· f 11

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Occasionally.stays the night at the River Rock Resort Hotel despite not
too far from the casino.
- llJllopts to stay at the casino hotel if he is playing late so that he does not go
~e and disturb his roommate.
- . .also admits that he is lazy and sometimes it is just easier to stay at the
casino hotel than go home after a late night of gambling.
~

~arding the incident at River Rock on 2019-FEB-24 (IN20190013458) where
-went to a black Honda van on two occasions and appeared to possibly
receive a cash delive-ecalls going to the van in the afternoon.
friend nameclfkj?I made multiple orders from the van's driver for
goods scillincluded his own order as well;lllordered two (2) bags of
· t h'os and three (3) packages of cigarettes.
embers going to the van on this occasion because the driver commented
hat he noticedlil,,d been wearing the same clothes repeatedly and
that the driver could take .. out shopping for clothes if he wanted.

-

- Illa
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- lilll:laced the pistachios in his right pant pocket and the cigarettes in the right
pocket of his hoodie because he always carries his black zipper wallet in his left
hoodie pocket.

-m

1as used the delivery services of a black van on multiple occasions.
The driver is known as someone able to get a variety of products for sale/delivery
~ding Chinese junk food and cigarettes.
- B does not know the driver's name but he calls him "big/older brother" in
Chinese; the driver is about thirty (30) years old.
- The driver is contacted through WeChat; llllwas unable to provide the
investigators evidence of previous conversations in WeChat with the driver as
-WeChat has been hacked and he has since had to create a second
account without most ofal contacts, including the driv~e van.
- .first learned of this driver through word-of-mouth from . . friend ....
-. •--·l""'!lwww1n·ervt€\\'
not gamble).
- •
met the driver some time in 2017 after Chinese New Year, but does not
know more details than that.

- recalls the buy-in he made in the afternoon of 2019-FEB-24 that was for
.Ej80; he recalled that he bought-in with $50s and $20s.
- already had these funds on his person because clMhad come from his
~clll!llilphonetic), who is a gamer and who owe ·:· · money .
. . nacrpr'eviously borrowed Chinese currency worth $6,200 CON from
to
~nter a gaming competition ; to date .•
still owes~bout $2 ,000.
- Ill made another buy-in on the afternoon of 2019-~24 that came from funds
he had taken from his Chinese credit card in the form of a cash advance through
an ATM at River Rock Casino; he had taken these funds prior to this gaming date
and had the funds with him already on his person.
- At no time ha. . .ver borro_
gamble or received a cash delivery,
~ding from the driver of the 1fj( · van discussed during the interview.
-showed the investigators his four credit cards, three (3) of which were Union
Pay Chinese credit cards , which are not accepted at the cage in BCLC gaming
facilities.
According t o l l although he has not maxed out his credit card limits, the
Chinese government puts controls on how muc~e can take from cash
advances off of credit cards in foreign markets;. has reached this threshold
and is therefore no longer able to take cash advances off his Chinese credit
cards .

II

Ii_

-

cannot specifically recall the second visit he made to the black Honda van on
the evening of 2019-FEB-24 at River Rock.
He recalls one visit when he was ei!Mg with the driver about procuring
Canada Goose jackets on behalf o .:
uncle in China;-showed the
investigator (LEE) his text messages with his uncle regarding his request for
Canada Goose coats.

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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The driver of the-van said he could get the coats, but he would not ship
them to China;~~Uid be responsible for the transportation of the coats to
China as the driver did not want to take the risk of paying for the shipment and
then potentially the shipment not reaching the destination.
- lill:jid not order any coats and has not gone back to the driver to discuss the
matter.
- - a s shown a photograph of RRCR 19-08788 (SID:26237fil who has been
van (license plat. .
previously associated with the
believes, but cannot be 100 percent certain , that the individual in the photograph
is the same person who he met driving the van.
On 2019-FEB-24, the driver of the van had his hair slicked back.

1Blnlftli•

Redacted - Patron Interview

- •
-

recognized a photograph of
as a fellow patron at River
Identifying Information
Rock.
··
does not know •
name, but knows tha- is from Beijing.
" · did not reco nize a hoto of

On one (1) occasion.used the services of a money services business
(MSB).
He received money via IMPORTRANSACT CAPITAL, at 118-5951 No.3 Road ,
Richmond , BC , V6X 2E3 (London Drugs),
WeChat itc-canada.

Investigators' comments:

At no time during the interview did .display any examples of deception. He provided
fulsome responses to the investigators' questions, when he was not sure of an answer
he said so and he displayed no physical behaviors to indicate that he was hiding the
truth or providing untruthful responses.

Ii™i
~i iMil1 •
p)!£ ·j Jifjit+Jf(jtnd
mj~il~liN.iver
18 I

This is the third interview that BCLC has conducted in relation to the Honda Odyssey

Rock casino (see interview of
In his interview on 2019-MAR-05,
was able to confirm that the RRCR19-08788 (SID:262375) , is in fact the same
person whollllnows to be the driver of a black Honda van and who is known tclill
Pa•·c n 1n·erv1t-w
as cen· fyn g ln'orma·con
~ecac-ed

It should also be noted that in all three interviews, the patrons have each commented on

Ill procuring and delivering random goods.

BCLC is unable to confirm or refute~ explanation that he happened to already have
cash on his person when he went in~ van on 2019-FEB-24. That being said, as
mentioned above, there were no signs during the interview thatlilillNas being
dishonest.
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•
gaming privileges have been re-instated although he has been placed on sourced
cash/chip conditions.
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations

8
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2019-AUG-23
Interview Time : 10:00 hours
RRCR (Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , LAM
Contact Approach: Patron's gaming suspended pending interview with BCLC AML
Unit.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language: Mandarin
Conditions:

2019-AUG-14****BCLC DIRECTIVE-ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-AUG-14***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
Recent LCT Activity:

277 LCTs in total since 2008-0CT-15. 16 LCTs in 2019, all since 2019-MAY.
Her profile at this time shows:

Bl : $2,643,510.00
FX: $90,726.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $11,400,426 .00
DISBURSEMENT: $2 ,155,465.00
Current PGF balance (as of 2019-AUG-21 ): $60,000
Current $5000 chips held : 0

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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The focus of the interview will beBllsource of wealth .
Occupation: Housewife
Company: N/A
History:

85 incidents total
2 Exchanges cash/chips (1x2017-JUL; 1x2013-MAY)
22 UFTs (17 x substantiated (related); none in 2019)
1 year VSE Enrollment (2018-MAY 3 to 2019-MAY-03)
Civil Courts:
(Name match to former name, not confirmed.)
201
Supreme Family Law Proceedings
2005, Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information - Supreme Family Law Proceedings
Recent Activity:

2019-AUG-14 - BCLC Prohibition violations at Parq
IN20190030295, 2019-MAY-06, Parq
o M•eopened PGF account with $20,000 bank draft.
IN20180027575, 2018-MAY-03, River Rock
o Voluntary Self Exclusion Enrollment (1 year)
IN20180024715, 2018-APR-21, Parq
Redactea Patro1 Interview
Information
o .::
· assisted a cash pass between
o .
. arrived to the site with $167 ,000 in chips with no LCT record.
IN20180024006, 2018-APR-17
.. .
o BAO suspected to provide ~inanc.ial facili_...., game play
o BAO was observed to receive chips fro11 ·. ·
lden 11 ~y1ng

Discussion Points:

SOW/SOF
Associates
notably cash/chip passing
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm address Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
• Who owns this home?
• Does she rent or own it?
• With whom does she reside?
• Any other addresses? Wh were these provided?
0

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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0

Redacted

Patron nter.tew Identify ing lnfo·mation

2. Confirm phone number
3. Recent whereabouts? Back so soon after enrolling in VSE?
4. All sources of wealth?
•
•
•
•

Spouse? Family?
Property? Other?
Previous Employment? Business ventures?
Assets?
o Vehicles?
o Investments?

5. From where d o e - acquire the funds she uses to gamble?
• Bank? ATMs? MSB? Friends?
• Which banks doeslllluse? Joint accounts? With whom?
o Records show drafts from TD , CIBC
o Which branches does she visit most for drafts (Records show drafts
purchased from West Van and Yaletown locations)
• What money does she use for gambling? (Does she set money aside
specifically for gambling?)
• Can she explain why always small bills ($20 bills)?
6. How many chips does she have in possession?
• Kept at home? SOB? Purse?
• Why does she bring chips home and don't cash them out?
• Re: IN20180024006, 2018-APR-17
o Showed up to~aming table with $167K in chips however
records showllBdeposited $1 OSK into her PGF for CPV that day.
She was seen was $1000 chips however CPV records indicated
she didn't receive any - where are they from?
7. ••associates?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

(IN2018-0_
.. . 5/IN20180024006 2017-APR-20 to 2018-APR-21, Parq)
Re::lactec P<itro·1 lnte
lnf31 m c1t1c1 1
How does
know
?
Re::lactea Patr::n
,
How did : · .meet
n 1n'Jrn1al on
Does ~he know how doe~ow1:·· ?
·
D o e - hang out w i t h - often .
Known since when?
How doe··
· : contact-and
What is tHe na ure o~ati- withMinW
o M'Mstated she works fo -. - , what kind of work?
111e1J

ld~nt1'y111g

ln1e~,11ew

ldent1~

lit?

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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Why hire her? How much and how does she pay her?
Is she aware thatW:film rarely plays but would buy-in? What does
Ill know about her?
• Re: IN20180024006, 2018-APR-17
o Arrived t~no with
was already there earlier in
the day), deposited 2 drafts from 2 different banks purchased
on the same day ($95K from TD , $1 OK from CIBC) - why different
banks?
1
• How does she kno~
• Re: IN20170071997, 2017-DEC-18
o illlwas handed a cheque and bank draft fromllwhich she put
_
ffo?e[ ourseyayhe aamifw table . What were the cheque/draft for?
1
1

o
o

• E.f% &H.i!IH.ifi'f
..

¥1M!!!!H~~,e!!~ ·~~!'''

•
•
•

How does she know - Re: IN20110002949, 2011-JAN-20
o-:
. ceived $60,000 of $20 bills in a shoebox/white bag from
What are the source of these funds?

8. How much money ha:Rborrowed to gamble? Ha-lent money to others
to gamble?
•
•
•

From whom h a s . borrowed/lent money to gamble?
Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?
Re: IN20170071997, 2017-DEC-18
o Showed up to~aming table with $167K in chips however
records show . . deposited $105K into her PGF for CPV that day.
She was seen was $1000 chips however CPV records indicated
she didn't receive any - where are they from?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:
Reaac·ed

Pa' on 1n•erv1eV'.' lde1rrfy ng

ln'crma' on

provided the following information during the course of her

interview:

- ill changed her last name from

Reda:tcd

Patron

Inter 11ew aen• fyt lQ

' in 2017 after her current

husband, whom she officially married in 2015.
- -resides atl·l-·!m·ml·li·ml·I·llililllBDlmlq
husband and herself. She previously resided at
10 years ago).

over
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- ••esides with her 3 children (approximate ages 20, 14 and 4 year old) and
husband (PR since 2017, travels between Canada and China). Her parents and
in-laws would visit from China occasionally.
-

husband owns shares in financial investment companies in China.
Specifically, the businesses involves trades and mutual funds. She mentioned he
is in the process of selling shares/businesses and plans to move to Canada
permanently.

-B

li

moved back to Beijing in 2004 and officially returned back to Canada
anently in 2016. While she was residing in China between 2004 and 2016,
would come back to Canada for short visits, and gamble at the casino.

11-

- li'J!• is primarily financially supported by her husband . She also has a part-time
job receiving commission for referring clients to her real estate friend,
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
since 2015. She receives
one cheque annually for the year's referrals (approximately $70-80k/year). She
stated she receives T4's and files the commission as personal income
accordingly to CRA.

- MiWbanks with CIBC and TD . She mentions she primarily uses CIBC and
occasionally use TD. She presented CIBC debit card when asked and she didn't
have TD debit with her. All accounts are solely owned by her and that her
husband would wire funds to her from China.
- -states she doesn't have any chips in her possession at the moment. There
were previous instances when she did take chips home because the buy-in
process is very time-consuming, however no longer takes chips as she loses
them outside the casino .
When asked about having large quantities of $20 bills, she explained they were
accumulated from China, from foreign exchange companies when in Canada and
other forms of repayment in cash (non-casino related). •would bring CAD
cash from China when she travels back and forth, and would use foreign
exchange companies for cash. When asked what foreign exchange companies
she used or how she exchanges currency (i.e. physical RMB to CAD or
wire/transfer in for cash), she couldn't recall any company names (vaguely
mentioned they were located in Richmond and Burnaby) and that she didn't
remember the process as it was a long time ago.
Repayments would have been personal loans to friends for down payment and
they would pay her back in cash. It wasn't clear how she lends the funds, but
briefly mentioned they were friends from China but she was repaid when in
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Canada. She had no preference for type of bills and was given $20 bills. She
also mentions she gets cash regularly to pay for household services such as
cleaning and lawn services, and that was the preferred method of payment. She
also did comment that bringing $20 bills to the casino would be easier than to
deposit at the bank.
- -

mentioned many times she is a "recreational player. " All the funds she uses
to gamble were her own money and that her husband is aware but does not fund
her gambling. She has never borrowed money from anyone for gambling
purposes. She did mention she had "helped people out" before, but was repaid
and no form of interest was ever involved.

- 11111 enrolled in Voluntary Self Exclusion (VSE) for a 1 year period (2018-MAY03 to 2019-MAY-03). She explained she enrolled out of impulse when she had a
bad experience with the casino staff and did not want to return for a while.
In regards to IN20180024006---rought in 2 drafts (one from TD and one
from CIBC) totaling $105,000. When asked why from 2 separate banks, she
explained most likely one account did not have enough funds therefore had to
purchase 2 separate drafts.
-

.1.n regards to IN20170071997 lllwas handed a c . e and bank draft from
llWhich she put into her purse at the gami.e.
explained she works
for her real estate friend, whom compensate . .: . · for the referrals .1111
resented a hoto of a draft she had received showing payer as
···
··
was also presented headshot photo of
whom she identified as the same person .

callifi

•
was presented a headshot photo of · · ·
· ..... ·
She
identified her and
the name · · ·.
explained her knew
RJ89from knowing _-.
husband , whoPJ.Wfi all met back when they
led at Edgewater Casin_o.-stated ··:. : is like ~ little sister to her.
xplained that becaus91i11 is a smaller player, · ·
ould offer to help
ith daily tasks to assist her while - i s busy gambling. :
ou Id go
pickup friends from the airport (her referrals for her part-time reai' estate job),
drive her childre.ck up grocer!es. There is no official compensation for
what she does but ·
would treat MR to dinner and pay her back a little
more than what · ·. · · quoted her for groceries.

fi

- MIM was presented a head shot photo o-Mll!auaua.m•lfili!• She

~

identified him and calls him by the nam1 ..
She described their
relationship as a friend whom she met through mutual friends in Canada . He
resides in China and would visit Canada annually. She explainedllhas not
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visited Canada for over 2 years as his businesses (wood materials industry) in
China were not doing well , however plans to visit later this year.•M11entioned
- a l s o ran errands forlll such buying items for his wife and children in
China. He wou-eml•$10-20k CAD cash to spend. When asked what
kinds of items,
mentioned mostly high-end cosmetics and beauty
supplements.
In regards to IN2~1.8002!p.sj.was suspected to have assisted a cash
pass between MR anc
explained all three of them were gambling
together, and-was sitting in betweenlfJimf•and lllWwas not . w e l l
and wanted to chase his losses however he had no more cash on hand. ·. .
would have spotted him but she knew the cash she had wouldn't be enil for
his level of play, and lfJ.l•happened to have money left from helping ···· buy
items of his family. • mentioned she tried to warn them about passing cash to
each o t - tables as it can be viewed n . i
ely, however without any
warning, ... . placed the handful of cash on .~· . thigh andllil reached over
and grabbed it.

?ii

Wi,W'*@Hf.Um.

- - w a s presented a head shot photo of
She
iden~im and calls him by the name
explained she had
met-over 10 years ago at the casino. She described him as a poor
newcomer to Canada, who slept in his friend's garage. She mentioned , give his
situation, she helped him out invitinjhim over for dinner and have him help fix
things around the house (her'f?ll ·tl!home) when needed. She referred to
him being a little brother to her and that when she decided to move to China in
2004, she offered him to go with her so she can help him find a job in China.
•@W 1eclined and explained he wanted to stay in Canada as it wasn't easy to
come over in the first place. Since then, she explained they drifted apart but
would try to stay in touch. While she was residing in China, she heard through
mutual friends thallll had "made it big, " that in a matter of years, he started
businesses with friends, got married, had 3 children and bought a house. When
asked what type of businesses s12ecifically•· .
· stated she did not know. It
should be noted that when aske< . . for ·. · s full name, she could not recall
either.
In regards to IN20110002949 --was passed a white bag f~
containing a shoe box wit~-·00 worth of $20 bills, in which-used'"to buyin at the time. When aske
how she acquired the $60K in $20 bills (without
mentioning the cash pass), she explained most of the funds were from her
husband and it was left over cash from paying household services. She also
mentioned cash could also be an accumulation of cash consolidated from her
physically bringing over from China when she visits and leftover from for~
exchange companies. When specifically asked about the shoe box f r o m -
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she explained this happened too long ago and she doesn't remember such
details. This presents a discrepancy as based on information provided.
would have still resided inMIMM(or have already moved back to China) and
earlier in the interview, she briefly mentioned household services were only
R:eoac·c d Pa'"on 1n·er11ew
needed at her current home located in
:ient fyng lnf"crma· on
- ll.1/llwas asked about her knowledge of private casinos and whether she has
ever attended one. She responded she has never been however was
approached by strangers at the casino for her interest. She explained they tried
to tempt her by explaining there would be no lengthy buy-in processes or cash
restrictions, however she was not interested. Given her lack of interest, she was
not told where they are located.
Investigators' comments:
The interview of initiated a~was referred as being "uncooperative" when asked for
source of funds when she attended Parq Casino on 2019-AUG-14. • attended her
interview with BCLC at the River Rock casino on 2019-AUG-23 as scheduled.
WheRlarrived for the interview, she appeared calm with minor signs of
nervousness. There was a slight delay with getting access to the interview room
howeveMMdid not seem impatient. At the start of interview, before any official
questions were askedltm immediately explained that if we were not to setup this
interview today, she intended to meet with BCLC to clarify some questions she had.
She explained that "many of her friends" have been recently "disappearing" from the
casino due to "being investigated, " and she wanted to know why. She mentioned that
through conversations with casino personnel, they were not clear and wanted to reach
out directly to those "who make the rules ," whom was referred by casino personnel as
BCLC .
After going through all the interview questions, -as able to provide reasonable
responses for most. •
mentioned she is very forgetful , she forgets things from last
week, let alone from years ago-was assessed to have some moments where she
might have been dishonest. When asked about how she acquires large quantities of
cash, she was unable to provide a clear answer-initially stated she had to get
cash from foreign exchange companies to pay for household services as it takes time
for her husband to wire funds from China, however did not fully disclose what funds she
used to exchange. She then later said funds are from husband because husband is the
primary provider for household expenses. There seems to be some details she was
reluctant to share.
Her relationship withEll•also presented many discrepancies as she explained they
were once really close friends like siblings however could not recall his last name. When
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asked about the cash pass (IN20110002949), she states she does not remember the
details and source of cash does not appear to align based on time frame .
At the end of the interview, the topic of her "disappearing friends" was revisited . When
asked to provide names of the friends , she was reluctant to share. When asked about
her behavior at the casino , she explained that she was unhappy with how casino
personnel approaches her with questions about her husband. She also mentioned that
she does not want to disclose personal information to casino personnel as they are
seen to be "gossipy and untrustworthy."lili'llconcluded that she was relieved to learn
that BCLC is here to protect and not to be antagonized for "getting rid of her friends ."
As a result of the interview, it was determined tha-does have a source of her own
personal income from real estate referrals that can support her play. She is also
financially supported by her husband . . .was absent from the casino due to her
enrollment in VSE and recently returned with no recent incidents of concern was
notified by BCLC that her tempoli barring was removed and can return to the casino
for gaming as of 2019-AUG-23.
will remain on full source cash/chip conditions.
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BCLC IS 1§1§1¥i!l.l·E!@'l'§Effiijijfl!! !.E

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2017-JUN-08
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location: fl~{p[ii'l~tekf°{@l,X~'l~l
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA and COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

-

play was suspended pending interview due to SOW concerns.
Instructions from BCLC Manager of AML Unit:
1- No further gaming at any BC site pending interview with the AML unit to determine

sow.

2- Obtain plus/minus data forll
3- Conduct an OSI NT on her and see if there is anything on file for her.
4- When we interview her she will need to bring in some bank records and /or information
that will source her cash and failing to do so may result in cash conditions which in her
case we will include slot play.
Recent Activity:

Ill has generated 225 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-JUN.
On 2017-JUN-05
her SID profile:

Ila play was temporarily suspended with the following comment added to
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2017-JUN-05 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is suspended from gaming
pending an interview with BCLC AML unit. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services
at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC
Investigations to schedule an interview. Daryl Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML Programs.
lllwas approached by staff (I N20170032322:illl stated that she does not have a spouse,
she does not work, she just stays at home.
Plus/Minus data fa.as of June 6th, 2017:
Sent: Tuesday, June 06, 2017 1:30 PM
Subject: RE: Slot Encore Card 2258081
Here is the summary of carded play.

2017
2016

Coin-In
$7,637,916.09
$11,569,082.68

Coin-out
$7,533,675.70
$11, 103,042.74

Casino Win
$104,240.39
$466,039.94

The account was created March 23, 2016.

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC .
•

occupation as a "Housewife" does not aid in establishing SOF or SOW.

History:
llltias been attached to Found Money, Jackpot, Customer Complaint and-was the victim
in a Theft from Others incident.
. h a s disbursements valued at approx. $7,350, 164.40 in (225) Large Cash Transactions
within 3 years.
Bdoes not have a Patron Gaming Account at any of the (8) different sites she attends.

Occupation:
Housewife

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm her address at

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

is current.

a. Does she own or rent?
2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm her source of income including how U
and where the business is located and what

she has been working there

ms role or job title is.

2
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4. Educate her with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
funds with no SOW is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Encouragellilto open up a PGF Account.
6. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

BCLC Conditions: None
Interview Results:
Investigators had previously arranged to meet withlllin front of the main gaming floors
cashier at River Rock at 1300hrs on 2017-JUN-08.
Investigators were monitoring the cashier area from the investigators office and spotted
waiting in front of the cashier. While investigators were walking downstairs to m e e t - ·
BEEKSMA called River Rock surveillance to update that we would be interviewing
· ·
was
temporarily set as banned in the casino reporting system pending interview.
When arriving at the cashier a security officer and slot shift manager were-king wittillJI
Unaware she was there to meet with investigators staff were approaching . o ask her to
leave.
lllwas quite upset at this and was very vocal with investigators as she was escorted through
the hotel lobby and up to the private room in the VIP Salon.
Initially when we arrived in the private roorrlllwas quite hostile and questioned what right we
had to ask her these questions, what is the policy we are following and what she had done to
bring her to our attention now, after gambling for over 3 years.

II

Investigators explained to . h e role BCLC plays in BC Casinos, listed the stakeholders
(service provider, BCLC , GPEB and FINTRAC). BCLC's reporting obligation to FINTRAC was
clearly explained t<m . Investigators drew multiple comparisons to CON Banks to helpill
better understand our requirements.
COUSINS showed-the FINTRAC website and pointed out the guidelines for casinos
reporting of financiaMransactions.
Enhanced COD and KYC requirements were explained to lland she was informed that based
on her level of play and occupation she had been placed into the enhanced due diligence
category which was the reason for the meeting.
Oncellilunderstood what investigators were trying to accomplish and the Federal legislation
we are required to adhere to, she began to open up and be more cooperative .
llllconfirmed that she owns the home on Redacte:I Patron ,terv ew tdent1y1ng lnfo·r1a110n
o She added that she moved to Canada in 2007.
o She bought the home as it was close to a good school that her son would
attend.
o Her son is presently going to Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
o Other than her son who visits for a couple weeks at a time she is alone in
Canada.
:;... lladvised she is a retired la~er.
o She ran a law firm in811MUIZ China (near the border of China and Hong
Kong).
o She specialized mostly in patent law and litigation.
1

:;o..

3
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IRll!llJlis a very technology centric area of China
comparable to the "silicon valley" in California.
The law firm employs more than 100 people and is one of the biggest in

o i!llixplained that
o

•· .:·

11'.!LE

also has a background in technology which is why she likes the slot
manager.
~ lllexplained she is very methodical with her gambling and almost always plays the
"Lotus Flower" machines. She believes the machines in the high limit slot areas pay out
better.
o Most of the money she wins on jackpots she puts back into the machine.
o She doesn't care about the money she plays slots to keep her mind sharp.
o llllstated that most of the money she is putting into the machines is money she
was paid out (either credits won while playing the slot or jackpots won) .
o She will often begin her play by redeeming credits that she has earned on her
~re Card.
o -likes to stay with one slot game and learn how it works, be comfortable that
she understands all of the intricacies of the machine.
o llllgambles around three days a week.
~also added that she is in control of her spending and knows when to quit if she hits
an unlucky streak.
o

Interpreter required: No.spoke English throughout the entire interview.

BCLC Conditions:

01-

The investigator has removed the suspension of play fromlls profile and updated her
occupation to Lawyer (retired) .
At this time there are no restrictions or conditions
casino profile.
Investigator Comments:

lnitially8Nas ready for a confrontation (the phone call placed by LEE to arrange the interview
suggested she would be) but once investigators were given the opportunity to educate her on
reporting requirements she began to open up and provided the required information.
At the conclusion of the intervie-apologized for her confrontational behaviour. She
explained that as a retired lawyer she was skeptical as to who we were and why we needed this
information. Investigators were invited to speak to her whenever we need to now that we have
established a relationship.
Although the "coin in, coin out" numbers above appear substantial when adding an entire years'
worth; when considering l!lgambles at least 3 times a week (likely more) the financials
become relatively insignificant when considering
per visit amount. Most of the coin in is
wins at the machine and jackpots paid out and put back in the machine.

Ill

The investigators believes111111to be a low risk patron and no further conditions are needed.
Post interview the temporary ban was lifted and lllloccupation has been updated to retiredlawyer.
S.BEEKSMA
4
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BCLC
AML Investigations
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:

NAM~101-11·-1•p!•llli!IMI

SID #.I_.,_,_
Interview Date: 2015-SEP-30
Interview Time : 1555hrs-1655hrs
Interview Location : River Rock Casino Resort (Private room in "Tramontos" restaurant)
Language spoken : Mandarin
Investigators : Steve BEEKSMA and Jerome WAKELAND
Translator: BCLC Executive Assistant Nicole WU (via speaker phone)
BCLC iTrak file : 2015-51025

Pre-Interview Events:
On the afternoon of 2015-SEP-30 investigator BEEKSMA received a call from River Rock (RRCR)
Executive Host Lisa GAO informing that Priority 1 patron
was with her in the
resorts "Curve Lounge" and wishes to speak to a BCLC investigator regarding the following conditions
placed on his casino profile as per BCLC's AML unit:
"2015-SEP-29 as Per Ross ALDERSON • ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately (as per letter
sent to SP management this date) patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced"
cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further
notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss
further. Ross ALDERSON , Director AML & Operational Analysis , BCLC AML Unit"
GAO indicated thatlim did not want to be seen meeting with us in the casino and suggested we meet in
at a table at the "Curve Lounge" located in the resorts lobby. GAO further explained thatliillavas very
nervous and wanted GAO to sit in as translator for him. GAO stated this was OK'd by GCGC Terrence
DOYLE who apparently received approval through a "BCLC VP" named "Brad".
BEEKSMA explained to GAO that this was a deviation from standard protocol for BCLC and would need
to be approved/verified by BEEKSMA's upper management. GAO was anxious to get the interview
started and asked BEEKSMA to please hurry as she had been sitting withlla'or nearly 3 hours .
While this was happening BCLC Director of Corporate Security and Compliance Kevin SWEENEY was
making enquiries with RRCR investigators with regards to the same patron liilill BEEKSMA spoke with
SWEENEY via telephone and was updated regarding the above conversati~ GAO. SWEENEY
confirmed that a GCGC representative would not be sitting in on the interview.
BEEKSMA confirmed with BCLC Executive Assistant Nicole WU that she was available to assist with
translation then called GAO back to update her.
Consideringllilvas not comfortable meeting inside the casino GAO arrange for us to meet in a private
room inside the resorts Tramontos restaurant.
When meeting with GAO she explaineciilltRRCR was most interested in learning what 11111 should do
with the chips he has at home . According to GA0 ,11!19ias appiii~OOK in RRCR chips-and the
casino is able to verify them as winning over the past 2 years of •· · play (though an internal tracking
program).
GAO also indicated thcllllwas returning to China on 2015-0CT-04.
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Synopsis:
lnve~rs BEEKSMA and WAKELAND met with GAO in the hotel lobby who made the introductions
with-then escorted us to Tramontos.
GAO showed us to a private room (closed door) in the restaurant and waited outside when the interview
commenced.
WU was called from BEEKSMA's cell phone , briefed on who we are speaking with then the phone was
put on speaker to begin the interview questioning .

Conditions surroundin~ inability to use un-sourced funds were explained to him . He was educated
regarding casino PGF accounts and acknowledged he has used them previously.
It was learnt thatllmhas approx $1 .6 million in RRCR $5K chips at his home.
The interview lasted approx 1 hour and lllremained respectful (but reserved/apprehensive)
throughout.

The following points of interest were learnt from

lfillfi!•

Firstly the accuracy of current casino records ~ertainini to KYC was confirmed w i t h .
He is the president of a company called W:l!!ilfln-11wnfiiiniill!.(and provided a business card) .. .
~rovided with BEEKSMA's business card .
f(edar.ted Patron nte r\'tf!W ldent1•ying
-also confirmed his local address as on file :
nfonna11~1
RE: RRCR UFT incident 2015-50388:

~xplained he went out to meet a guy who is a "friend of a friend".
-He was driven off site by the Cadillac to meet other friends.
-They were going to go for dinner but changed their minds. After speaking with his un-named friends off
site he returned to the casino to meet them at RRCR and gamble .
-iillNas told he was seen retuning a Taxi with a large blue bag and asked if he could tell us what was
in the bag-respectfully declined talking about that.

Regarding the un-sourced cash:

Ill was not comforta11ussing anything with regards to this topic.

-BEEKSMA explained t ·: · hat we are not the police and we do not view him as a criminal. He was
told that in order to improve processes for valued customers in his situation we need to first learn how
~are happening now.
lililllexplained (numerous times) that he feels like he's treated like a criminal.
-He doesn't like to "borrow" money but he has no choice in his mind as all of his wealth is in China.
llllvould be happy ifthere was a legitimate way for him to access his wealth when he comes to
Canada .
oesn 't like feeling like he's doing something wrong.
ndicated this problem is not exclusive to him ; there are many people in a similar position as him.
•
-As a result of
reluctance to talk a portion of the interview template pertaining to this topic was
passed over.

lillll

RE: PGF accounts:
-As per iTraklllils PGF accoun~ RRCR (iTrak records suggest the account is still "open ").
-On 2014-JUL-22 · deposited a $266 ,298.24 RBC Bank Draft. This is the only datelllt PGF
account had any deposit activity.
-Confirmec8,lldoes hold an account with a Canadian financial institution.

2
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lllindicated he is not willing to utilize this method as he believes this could create a tax issue for him.

Underground Casino(s):
has no direct knowledge of any underground casinos in operation .
•
indicated he does not like to go to these kinds of places.
-BEEKSMA made ~ clear tolilllthat these places are illegal and if he is even in attendance inside one it
could create legal problems TOrh'T'm, he understood .

Education RE Conditions, chips andl'l!I> options:
.advised he currently has approximately $1 .6 million in RRCR $5K denomination chips at his
residence. He advised he always takes chips home due to safety concerns surround leaving the casino
with large amounts of cash .
and GAO (following the interview) were advised that he will be updated by the casino with regard to
what he can do with the chips he has at home and that BCLC's upper management will be the ones to
determine this. GAO was informed that direction would likely not be given prior tollil:1eparting for
China on 2015-0CT-04.
-GAO claims they can verify approx. half of this as casino winnings ($BOOK) via an internal tracking

IHI

. a s re-educated with regard to the terms of the conditions BCLC has imposed on him . He was
informed that he will not be able to gamble with any un-sourced cash or chips and the casino, along with
BCLC will need to be able to verify the source of his funds .
-RRCR's "Cash and Win " program (accessing funds via credit card) was discussed with GAO a n d following the interview. GAO suggested he would not be able to get enough money this way for his level
of play.

l l l l s suggestions/comments:
lillllwants to be able to wire transfer his money direct from China to an account at the Casino .
. .claims to have an account in Las Vegas that enables him to do this.
l i l a l and convenient why for him to gamble in BC is important to him .
· . · · plays slots and would like if he could purchase a $5K slot voucher for slot play.
-Is interested in Credit if BC Casinos can offer it but wants the process to be convenient/fast.
-Feels he has no choice but to "borrow".
llltold inv.tors of an unspecified date whereby he was gambling with some friends and they felt
like criminals . · •· · was asked if his friends had fund to which he stated no, they lost $400K and felt like
crimina ls. There are no recent casino records to connect this $400K loss to any specific individuals .
lillllfeels like all businessmen (from China?) are treated like criminals.
-BEEKSMA assured liiilahat we consider him a valuable customer (not a criminal) and are trying to
learn from him to make gambling in BC casinos a more safe and pleasant experience for people like him.
-BEEKSMA explained sourced funds options.

Interviewer comments:

~as somewhat evasive/hesitant (possibly nervous) during certain aspects of the interview process.
He spoke at length about his desire to be able to wire his money from China to the casino and that he
does not want to resort to resort to dealing with the people who can get cash for him when he's visiting
Canada.

3
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Some of the information obtained via this interview re-enforced some of what BCLC investigations have
learnt via other patron interviews .
il!ldid offer some solutions/alternatives to cash for BCLC to consider including wire transfers direct
from China and indicated he was interested in Credit if made available.
BCLC 's AML unit will need to provide direction to be passed t o - i t h regards to the $1 .6 million in
chips he claims to have at his residence .
A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATTO
and Kris GADE.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigator

4
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BCLC IS

'+H*ii'+'"l'·i'Miiiih'Hll

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JUL-24
Interview Time: 10:00 hours
RRCR (MDB63 Salon Premium)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron's gaming suspended pending interview with BCLC AML
Unit.

Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-JUL-11 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE-ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-JUL-11 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
42 LCTs in total since 2016-AUG-11. 13 LCTs in 2019, all since 2019-MAY. No LCTs
between 2018-SEP and 2019-MAY.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $345,400.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
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DISBURSEMENT: $462,428.00
The focus of the interview will b e - recent suspicious activities within BCLC
facilities, her associates and her source of wealth and her associates.
Occupation: Insurance Agent
n l'lterv ew
Company Redacted Patrolnfo11na!
on

lderit1f~•1n;i

History:
10 incidents total
3 Exchanges cash/chips (2 x 2018-JUL; 1 x 2019-JUN)
3 UFTs (2 x substantiated (related) 2019-JUL; 1 x unsubstantiated 2018-SEP)
Civil Courts:
2014, Redac·ed Pa!·on Interview 1oen• 1fymg Information

- Supreme Family Law Proceedings

Recent Activity:
IN20190036784, 2019-JUN-04, Parq
o
passed approximately $4,000 worth of chips tolilll
under the table.
IN20190044940, 2019-JUL-09, Parq Vancouver (Related custom form
IN20190045616)
IN20190044940, 2019-JUL-09, Parq Vancouver
o 1111 passed chips under the table to
chipped-in for $100 (1
x $100).
o 20:21 hoursBlieJJlpassed purpl~- under the table toll.BMill•
~assed chips under the table t
·
o was observed holding 3 x $500 chips ($1,500) and approximately
1Ox$100 chips ($1 ,000).
Reda:led Patron 'lterv ew
o received a cash delive.from
Ide ll1fy ng nfo1mat1::n
then conducted
cash pass tows.ll.l1llrilr
then bought-in for $6,300.
IN20190044940, 2019-JUL-10 Par Vancouver
o 18:14 hours-li!llmet ...... _ ·
on the 3rd level patio; she passed him
cash under the table.
o 18:22 hours, table MDB307 -WiM bought-in for $5,000 in $100s.
o
bought-in for $5,000 in $100s.
IN20190044940, 2019-JUL-11, Parq Vancouver
o 04:25 hours -was gambling with•M andrAlfl.
o...
lost the rest of her bankroll.
o · ·. ot up from the table_an_~ l~ft all he'ifl1iings on the chair.
o She then left Jade West w1t11fl• and .: .
and all three women
w~nt to the i:nai~ washrooiwilf er ne_~.r the baccarat pit on the 3'.d floor.
o Via a reflection 1n a m1rror, ._
anc MfiM were observed staying
near the entrance of the bathroom and appeared to be talking .

11!1
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o 04:28 hours

Redacted Pallan riterv ew
ldenllf 11n, Information

and . .
· all left the washroom after
returned to MDB307 where
E f i - had
lost his bankroll.
o 04:29 h
returned to her seat at table and conducted a cash
under the table.
o
bought-in for $4,000.
2019-JUL-11, 2019-JUL-19 and 2019-JUL-20 - BCLC Prohibition violations at
Parq, Grand Villa, and River Rock.
Ye_r~@i ately just over~ minute. · ·

Discussion Points:

Gambling-related incidents, notably cash/chip passing
SOW/SOF
Associates
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home?
Does she rent or own it?
With whom does he reside?
2. Confirm phone number
3. All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property? Other?
Parents?
4.

Reda:ted

Patron lnterv ew

lden11f • n

1formall01

I

assed under

5. IN20190044940, 20~L-09 to 2019-JUL-11 , Parq Vancouver
• 2019-JUL-09passed chips under the table toMW twice (once
coming from · ·
o How much di
o Why did both
o From where does
o How does
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Ill

o How does
kno_!Y .. _. · ?
o From where die -~Jll'
acquire the funW:JMt~mble?
o Why did-!~ cash pass from ··:· :· .
o From where didm!#acquire the cash she passed to

o
o
o
o
o

(cashde•m:r·
_-__- ·

How doe ._How doe
·
Confirm photo
Confirm photo
Confirm photo

kno . .
know
o·._-f·of
· ·
of · ·

•lllil

?

2019-JUL-10. . >assed $5,000 t41l·• on the 3rd level patio under
the table; they both then bought-in for $5,000.
o How much di ··.: ··
. . .?
o Why dictlll pas
the money?
o From where/whom did ·.
acquire the funds she passed to
o

•144
How much die 'Tl• pay/compensatelll for the money?

REda:::ted Pa•ron ln'erv1ew
2019-JUL-11. left Jade West with
and all three
den• fy ng '1form.:11ton
women w_e.nt to the main washroom together near the baccar~t.J2~~ on the
3rd floorllllreturned and conducted $4,000 cash pass tclfllB
under the table.
.
o How much did1·
· · pass tcl~·l·ll._'1111:&1?1
o How much did ..
receive in the bathroom?
o Who provided · : the cash in the bathroom?
o Why did this person giv1jlll the funds?
o Why were the funds passed t
· ·
o How doeslllil kno -. .' ..
o Confirm photos of
an

M•

6. From where does-acquire the funds she uses to gamble?

Bank? ATMs? MS~iends?
Which banks does.m use? Joint accounts? With whom?
7.

From whom h a s • • borrowed money to gamble?
Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?
Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:

The following information was provided by

Reda:::ted ;-Jatron
lnterJ1ew ccn· fvmg

during the interview:
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_ 's address has changed to Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
·
has lived at this address for approximately one ~ar .
- The · · ·
· · ·
·
address is owned b ll!B
son resides at the - ·
address with her.
is a housewife; she has never been an insurance agent and does not know why
the casino would think that she is an insurance agent.
is supported by her husband who resides in Chinamll and her husband are
separa~ough he continues to support her.
- When-returns from China she brings money back with her.
- In 2019-APR, 1111 returned to Canada from China; when she goes to China, she
usually stays four (4) to five (5) months.

-Ill does not remember specific incidents of chip passing, but acknowledges
conducting numerous chip passes and conducting chip passes as a regular part of her
~practice .

-mll conducts chip passes to repay her associates who have bet on her behalf or to
receive chips from others for whom she has wagered .
- She regularly bets for others or asks her associates to bet for her when patrons have
run out of chips, or one patron is having better luck than the other, or the minimum
on the table is too high.
· :_ . · does not know from where other associates acquire their funds , even whenllll
uses an associate's chips .

if:.ij

qeoac·ed Pa' :in
cerr fy ng lforma!Jo1
recognized a photo of
.
kno~11•from Canada, but they are from the same area in China.
ani MQ often place bets for each other and often exchange chips to bet for
•
each other.
- If
sees that the other is doing well at the table, they will have the other
~a bet hoping to maximize the other's good luck.
lilllfl!I remembers on one occasion conducting a chip pass with•M for
approximately $4,000, but she cannot recall the specifics.
11n~rv1ew

Wrecognized a photo of Rejacted Patro1 l nter11ew cent fyng ln'crm;r on
- Regarding IN20190044940 dated 2019-JUL-10 at Parq,
remembers passing
IM• somewhere between $3,000 and $5,000 as repayment for the previous day's
loss when · · :
had been wagering forlil
- After repayin~MIM she continued to play using $100 bills that she had kept in the
house.
- - does not remember any specific incidents of chip passing w i t h - · however
they bet for each other all the time and will pass chips back and forth to pay back the
other after plai.liih other's bets.
knows · · · from Canada, but they are also from the same region in China.

-1
·. ·
-·

· recognized a photo of

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
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-does not remember any specific incidents of chip passing wit1RJ.!Mhowever
they bet for each other all the time and will pass chips back and forth to pay back the
other after pl.ach other's bets.
knows ·:· : from Canada and they met at Parq; is from Shanghai.

I

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
recognized a photo of
(phonetic).
••recently enrolled in the voluntary self-exclusion (VSE) program.

Investigators' comments:

11111 acknowledged conducting chip passes as a regular part of her gamiJ within

BC~ties. She also acknowledged conducting these passes with•ciMMf,!tl!"
an~ At no time didlllflhide this fact despite not remember specific examples
of chip passing .

M!lhas been placed on sourced cash/chip conditions.

She has been thoroughly
educated about the requirements within BCLC facilities to not engage in cash/chip
passing .
gaming presents little to no risk to BCLC as she is a low level player
and she now understands the sourced cash/chip conditions. Since the interview.has respected the directive and has gamed using sourced cash .

M•

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC

1p*ff·'W"ii6i+i'lfi'9 !!.'ll

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-SEP-13
Interview Time: 10:30 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron insisted on an interview further to being placed on sourced
cash/chip conditions
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron

Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-AUG-30- Patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "unsourced" cash
or "unsourced or borrowed" chips .

Recent Activity:
l!lhas generated ninety-eight (98) individual LCT records dating back to 2008-NOV-10.
His last LCT was 2018-SEP-01 when buy-ins totaled $32,400 and he had a
disbursement of $6,600.
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $1,165,200
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FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $941 ,274.50
The focus of the interview will be l if;1il gaming activities related to repeated
circumvention of the BCLC directive requiring proof of source of funds (SOF) . SOW
and enhanced CDD/KYC will also be reviewed .

Occupation:
Sales Manager

Company:
Reda::ted Patron ,terv ew
tde1trfy ng nrormati::i1

History:
9 Incidents including:
- 1 site barring, 2011-JUN-10, River Rock- Barred for 24 hours for disruptive behaviour
at a poker table ;
- 1 Substantiated UFT, 2017-JAN-23, River Rock-Conducted $10,000 buy-in in $20s
after a possible cash-pass in the washroom (IN2017004488) ;
- Incidents related to SOF directive:
• 2018-JUL-11 , Parq,lill!lsurpassed $10,000 without receipts ; after buying-in for
$11 ,000 his play was stopped. He went and cashed-out then went to another
table and bought-in again. Play was stopped again and he left.-180043094)
• 2018-AUG-25/2018-AUG-26, Parq; after $9,900 in cash buy-in · . · lost his
bankroll , was spoken to by the DS re SOF (he returned $100 bills to his wallet
during this conversation) . He then did a $3,000 with an ATM receipt.lil!I
bought-in for another $3,500 total without receipts, then a $1 ,900 buy-in with
ATM receipt , then a $3,000 debit cash withdrawal. .. ... Buy-ins totaled $27 ,300;
unsourced $15,400);
• 2018-AUG-26 , Parq, ·:· :·__co_nducted $1 ,300 cash-out on behalf of SIDR.l!M
(unidentified female) , bt
·
wife (IN20180052614);
• 2018-AUG-28, Parq, incide.rit created to document thatl l l bought-in for $900
over threshold without receipts. Was not asked for receipts and the error was
realized after the patron had left (IN20180053884 );
• 2018-SEP-01 , Parq,lllllbought-in for $13 000 with no receipts before OS
spoke to him ; he then cashed out $5, 100. continued to buy-in at multiple
tables totaling $13,800 in new buy-ins ($11 ,900 sourced ; $1 ,900 unsourced).
l l l lwas again spoken to by DS and they went together forl i l lto do a global
cash transaction ($4,000), he conducted an additional global transaction . He was
spoken to by a DS for a third time then he left the table , cashed -out and left the
site. Total of $18,900 without any receipts despite being on conditions.
2
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Civil Courts:
Recent Activity: September 2018

His last LCT was 2018-SEP-01 at Parq when buy-ins totaled $32,400 and he had a
disbursement of $6,600.
1 LCT in September 2018; 3 LCTs in August (2 x Parq; 1 x Villa)
Played at Villa on 2018-SEP-03 (made a complaint against the dealer)
Discussion Points:

SOF Directives and circumvention
Ensure patron understands clearly the SOF directive and consequences on
repeat violations

sow
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his Canadian address. 2018-SEP-04 Encore card changed address to
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home? What

iMa relationship to the o w n e r s -

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

With whom doesllllreside?

2. What type of business is ··. · .. _· · . Specifically, what is the company's
objective and what is ·:· .. specific role?
3. Other citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
R:ejacted Pat·o1 lnter11ew
J
4. With whom doesl!llshare the car lease?
ldentr'y1'lg lnfcrm a· on
5. Why doe--have no assets registered in his name?
6. Why did he start playing at Parq when he previously played at River Rock?
7. What do you understand about the BCLC Directive regarding proof of SOF?
8. W~-·ou understand about why your play is conditioned?
9. As ": :· to review the incidents related to SOF directive from above (2018-JUL11 Parq; 2018-AUG-25; 2018-SEP-01)
10. How is llllrepeatedly able to buy-in past $10, 000 without receipts? How is
-allowed to continue to buy-in after being told he needs receipts?
11 . Who is the women from August 26 3rd party cash-out (btb wife)
3
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12. Other sources of wealth?
13. What are people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within
BCLC facilities? What effect are these changes having on the gambling
community? With which other underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview Results:

confirmed his address as Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
(provided driver's license) .
'*'§'i+ii,iifi. . is a previous address near UBC .
son-in-law, · : . · ''!'is the owner of the home a 1 '{e::Jacted Pat·on 1n·erv1ew centfyrng l1format1on
Re:Jac•ed Pal 'o1 lnter,11ew
also previously owned the ldent1'y11g ln'orma11on
home before selling it and moving to

-fJ!il

i

Patron Inter.cell
ldcnt1'yrnt; lnfo·r1at1on

Hec1~cted

-resides with his wife ,

Redactec

Patro1 lntc·1.1e11
lnf::Yr1at1cn

his son-in-law and his daughter.

ldent~yrng

llllilretired between 5-6 years ago after completing a large contract with a Chinese
h - c h company.
- ·. : immigrated to Canada under the "investor's program " (believed to be the
"Immigrant Investor Program ", which was closed on 2014-JUN-19).
•JllM current source of income comes from investments and property in China that
continue to generate wealth .
llMshowed the investigators his Canadian bank account and the numerous
transactions conducted through this account, including the electronic transactions he
conducted at Parq.
-believed that receipts were only required for the cash buy-ins after reaching the
$10,000 threshold.
Mwelieved that he was respecting all of the rules and regulations by using his debit
and credit cards when he was at the point of almost reaching the $10,000 threshold .
never borrows money to gamble or lends money to others to facilitate gambling.
does not like to use his Encore Card because he believes that every time he
•
uses it he loses.
does not want to open a PGF account believing that, like the Encore Card, it will
be bad luck .
. .mostly plays below the $10,000 threshold and often maxes his play at $3,000 in
cash buy-ins; he likes to frequently cash-out then buy-back in, repeating this process.
- After using up all his cash,ll!llwill then move to debit or credit card transactions in
order to continue gaming and "chase back" his losses.
4
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II• wife sometimes drives him to the casino ; she will play low-limit slots, but
nothing else.
- Sometimesllllls wife plays bonus bets (Pandas, for example) and will win chips.
ll\llwas lined-up to cash-out his own winnings when his wife asked him to cash out
hers as well (as noted above) so he cashed-out $1,300 in chips for his wife .. . did
not think there was anything wrong with this.

-Ill previously gambled primarily at River Rock when he was living in Richmond ;
River Rock was a more convenient location.
-·now gambles primarily at Parq and occasionally at Grand Villa as they are the
most easily accessible to his home in West Vancouver.

Investigator Comments:

-was open, transparent and honest during the interview; much of the information
provided bBMI is corroborated by BCLC OSINT checks.
OSINT c .... confirm that•Rl@•is one of the owners of the h_ome ~here.
resides. ·.
driver's license also confirmed his address at thelflll•M1ocation.
· · . ·
· .
.
is documented in ltrak as an unidentified (PARQ18-52614;
· .·:. ..
. no e was a ded to sJQliP!lfilliiJS profile under "Alias" indicating her
name and that she isM• spouse.Wshowed the investigators his bank account
on his phone; as noted above, his debit transactions conducted at Parq were all there.
It is the investigators' assessment tha-did not properly understand the BCLC SOF
directive , he believed he was respecting the rules and he was genuinely surprised
during the interview when he was explained that the directive requires proof of source of
funds for all of the funds that contributed to reaching the $10,000 threshold. It was also
explained toal'ilthat despite believing he was respecting the directive, his activities at
Parq Vancouver made it appear as if he was deliberately trying to circumvent the
directive. lllwas repeatedl~ined the directive by the investigators so that he
does not continue to violate it. - w a s also explained options to facilitate legitimate
gambling that respects the directive, such as openi~GF account, bringing receipts
for all cash, and using the global cash club option . . . was also reminded that he
remains on sourced cash/chip conditions.

5
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Ma description of his play is corroborated in casino records. -

comes to the
casino with about $3,000 in cash, but no more. As a result of low buy-ins and not being
a high-limit player (not re-LCT threshold), despite playing in the high limit room,
the casino would not kee . .s player tracking card and would therefore not have a
record to use to verify his play when he says his funds were from casino winnings from
a previous day's play. Also, because of his relative modest level of play, his gambling
activities are not necessarliemorable to the site. It is the investigators' assessment
that in the incidents when : repeatedly bought-in past $10,000 without receipts,
would be confronted by staff, then allowed to play without receipts , it is likely that he
explained the funds were sourced gaming wins and after some deliberation the site also
assessed thal".i1a funds were sourced casino winnings, but did not document the
decision.
Based on casino records OSINT checks and the information from this interview, the
investigators assess thaW:!I• source of wealth is legitimate and his gambling is
legitimate.

Therefore, based on the above-noted information, the investigators recommend
removing the BCLC directive onPlll profile indicating he can only buy-in with
sourced chips/cash.

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC -AML
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BCLCIS

•.1 '"

h:.

1:.•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-DEC-04
Interview Time: 151 Ohrs
Interview Location: Villa - Cypress Room - Private Suite
BCLC Investigators: Brandi CHAN , COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Cantonese

Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions

Recent Activity:

p4Whas generated 110 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-DEC.
On 2017-NOV-30 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:
Sincelllls first LCT in 2013 DEC his record is as follows :
Bl:$, 1,010,450
FX: N/A
PGF: N/A
DISB: $1 ,216,308.50

Occupation:
Truck Driver

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

***not on Google***

Questions to establish SOW .... .. .. .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How big is the company?
Do you own the company?
How many trucks?
Where does the company operate out of/address for business?
How do clients pay?

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:
Over 2 dates gambling in 2 different BC Casinos (2017-NOV-18 at Grand Villa/River
Pa''cn tn'erview
Rock and the 21st at Grand Villa) a male casino patron identified as Rcaa:tcd
cen· fy ng I 1fo1mal 1on
produced a total of $44,000 in unsourced CON cash (all $20 denomination bills) for
purchase of chips.

2017-65805 I 2017-NOV-18 I Grand Villa I $12 ,000
2017-65819 I 2017-NOV-18 I River Rock I $16,000
2017-66400 I 2017-NOV-21 I Grand Villa I $12,000

2017-65805 I Grand Villa I $12,000:

2
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Cash presented in bundles from jacket pocket.
By 1230hrs cashiers had completed counting the cash which totaled $12,000 (600X$20
bills).
-accepted the chips on table MDB6 completing the buy in transaction.
Review ofllls table tracking documents attached to his LCT record this date shows
his average bet was $300 per hand (somewhat conservative).
-At 1254hrs-collected his chips ($11 ,640 worth) and attended to the cashier.
only redeemed $1,650 of his chips (paid cash), holding onto the remaining $9,900 (he
may have added a $100 bill to retain possession of an even $10,000 in chips).

1!11

-At 1259hrs
returned to his vehicle and departed the casino. He would arrive at
River Rock approx. 30 minutes later.

2017-6581912017-NOV-18 /River Rock I $16,000:
At 1343hr~approached the exterior window of the Salons cashier (CD17) where
he presented approx. 8 bundles of CON $20 bills (each bound by elastic) initiating a buy
in.
-By 1354hrs cashiers had completed counting the cash which totaled $16,000 (800X$20
bills).
-accepted the chips on table MDB24 in the VIP Salon then rode the elevator down
to the ground floors Dog Wood high limit room .
The initial portions o - s play was reviewed and he did not seem to be wagering any
significant amounts. He stood behind the tables, mostly observing play, placing the odd
bet (reaching over the players seated at the table).
Tracking attached tolills LCT at River Rock this date showed no chip movement
representing win/loss, which may suggest his wagers were too small to warrant being
logged.

2017-66400 / 2017-NOV-21 /Grand Villa I $12,000:

3
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1212hrs
Cypress high limit room . Cash Desk 15 where he presented bundles of CON $20 bills
(each bound by elastics) initiating a buy in of $12k
Approx 1500hrs
Chip out $17,500 (appears to take minimal cash)

16:00 hrs
Back with $12K in chips

17:20hrs chips out $7K
Bets for all days around the $300 range/hand

2017-NOV-26
Chip in ($7K from 21 51?)
CIO $10,275@ 18:29 hrs ($100 bills)

20:48hrs
Bl RRCR $1 Ok in $20 bills (chip out $10,500)

2017-Nov-28
Villa - CIO $17,445 ($100's)

2017-NOV-29
Villa Bl $15,700 all ($1 OO's) and later in the day $4k in $20's

1. Where are all the $20's coming from
4
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2. What are you doing with all the chips you take out of the Casino's?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview ldenllfy1ng Information

is current.
a. Does he own or rent?
b. Does he have family living with him?

2. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
3. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity.

4. Encourage. to use a PGF account.

5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Brandi CHAN translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted Patron :iterv 1ew
lde,t1fy1ng lnfo·ma11::m

stated the following:

He has been in Cana~proximately 4.5 years
He owns his home i n _
He lives with his wife and three children
He comes from
China
In China he was a contractor/builder
The company,
is not a real company (not a
licensed name) he made it up
He works for a friend who has a truck, if his friend is busy he will assist
Busy time is the summer months
Winter months he hangs out at the Casino
He has a ?seater vehicle and two 5 seater vehicles
5
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He also moves people and things (very vague with his answers)
They/he does not advertise it is referrals and word of mouth that gets them jobs
The money he has primarily comes from Asia, essentially "friends and family" (5-10
people) bring money over every couple of weeks (under 9k each .... mules?)
He is owed money by 8-1 O people for doing favours for them in China (would not
specify)
There is no limit to what they owe him
He does not ask them where they get the $20 bills
When he runs low and friends and family have not been over to top him up he
"borrows from friends and families" in Canada
He often will buy-in and if he is losing he will leave taking chips home for the next
day, it is easier to take chips home rather than cash out
Does not think it is fair he is on the black list
Underground Casino's are run by the Triads , they cheat, they lure you in and
"create" a winning streak, then turn the tables and you start to lose
You have to pay back with interest; they will run you so far in the ground you will
have to sell your house to pay back money you owe. They will stop just short of
ruining you forever
You get a $1000 commission for bring a new person in
He does not know of any underground casinos here but hears rumors they do exist
His knowledge of undergrounds are based knowledge from days when he lived
China
BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash chips.

Investigator Comments:

COUSINS and CHAN believe that sourced cash/chips conditions should remain.
When patron was advised he could no longer bring cash without a receipt he got red
faced and appeared agitated
CHAN explained PGF to the patron
OSINT requestedlll
May be a good target for JIGGIT - see what's up with the money delivered to him
Conditions changed to reflect interview is completed

2017-DEC-05
Interview forwarded to AML Manager for review and has been approved for filing , conditions
remain .

2017-DEC-06
Interview filed, spreadsheet updated
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
6
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BCLC 11 S

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Patron Interviewed:
NAME: Rtda:ted ::>atron 1terv ew
lde 'ltrfy ng ,fom1at1:n
SID#:
Interview Date: January 24
Interview Time : 12:31 pm
Interview Location : River Rock Casino VIP Salon MOB 15

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Recent Intelligence has suggested that• •s source of cash may be problematic
causing a concern for risk.

Interview Results:
During the course of this interviewMlffl, in part, disclosed the following information:
•

It was explained to him the role of BCLC in casinos and government reporting
requirements and he understood;

•

He still resides a I Redactea
mother's residence;

•

He also has a residence located at
year son;

•

He stated that his employment is through ownership of a concrete business and has
been doing this for 3-4 years;

•

He said that the business, operated out of M:ffiil.lf'I' seasonal and is slow right now
because it is the rainy season ;

•

The concrete business employs three individuals and has 3 trucks;

•

He is a partner in this business with a

•

He has been in Canada for over 30 years;

Patro, lnte·v1cw ocnt f~·ng 1n•crma· on

Reda::ted

but clarified that this was his

oatrc n l1terv e\\

ldc!n'rfy ng 'lfom1at10'1

where he lives with his 16

qccac·cct Pa··cn 1n·erv1ew ldcn'rf)' ng 1fomnt101
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•

Other than the M81isted on his profile he also own a Redacte:i. Patron Interv iew l dent1'ying Information

•

He is leaving for China tomorrow to spends some time with his son;

•

He does not own a residence in China and is currently separated from his wife;

•

He lives half the time in Canada and have the time of China;

•

He was unaware that he was the subject of conditions and said the site did not say
anything to him ;

•

The conditions were fully explained to him at this time;

•

He was curious how he became the subject of the conditions given his manner of
play. He plays about $1,000.00 a day and will only lose $3,000.00 before quitting;

•

.,.

His nick name isMW This was revealed when he was talking about
conversations with other people and in the conversation he was referred to as

•

He attended the site with a few chips in his pocket;

•

He said the majority of his buy ins consist of $100 denominations;

•

If any of them were in smaller denominations he either received them from an ATM
or from his business partner from a job that was done;

•

When selling concrete they either received cash or cheque or a combination of both ;

•

He says that he has never been approached for a loan while he was playing in the
casinos . He has heard about loan sharks but nothing specific;

•

He mentioned that it was part of the Chinese culture to loan money stating that it is
nothing more than normal ;

•

He has heard about private casinos but believes that they are a little "fishy" and they
may not pay you;

Interview over at 12:58 pm

2
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Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund Accounts .

Interpreter required: Yes and No. When he called consumer services he requested a
Mandarin translator and upon attendance to the site he requested Cantonese. Just to
confuse matters the interview took place in English. His understanding of English was clear
during the interview.
BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC Casino
as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC, on January 201h, 2017.

Investigator Comments:

This patron has a limited history with BCLC. His manner of play does not involve large
sums of cash. He has a habit of attended the casino and playing for a short period of time
and then leaving. He appeared nervous during the course of the interview. It is possible
that the cash he receives from his business could support his buy in 's however it is not
certain that W;,,,W disclosed his entire financial situation during the course of this interview.
With this in mind it is appropriate he remain the subjects of conditions .

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations
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BCLC IS

*·'%'*hii6H+'IFI*" .•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-21
Interview Time: 12:30 hours
RRCR (Lobby boardroom)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-Apr-30 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UN IT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2017-DEC-06 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2017-DEC-06 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
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2015-0ct-12 BCLC Directive: If subject attends any BCLC site she is to be advised to
contact BCLC for an interview and should be provided the phone number for consumer
services to make contact with investigators and leave a contact number that they can
call her at. Consumer# is 1-866-815-0222. Please advise writer by email when CHAN
is spoken to and provided the consumer number. Daryl Tottenham BCLC AML Unit
2015-FEB-23 BCLC Directive: Please update patron information on next visit and
document in their subject profile. This includes confirming current address, phone,
occupation, AND the company name for employees and business owners. D.
Tottenham BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
No LCT since 2018-APR-26 (due to barring) at Parq for deposit into PGF of $15,000.
She has generated one hundred fifty-eight (158) LCTs since 2011-DEC-29.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $2 ,248,411 .00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1,270,500.00
DISBURSEMENT: $1 ,990,326.00
The focus of the interview will be Ml•; source of wealth and her suspicious activities
within BCLC facilities .
Occupation: Owner
nter\ rew ldt:ntify 111g
Company: Redc.Klej Patron
'lfom1at1on
History:

•

Frequent change of address.
Cannot confirm occupation as electronics company owner.
85 incidents, of which 51 are UFTs and 43 are substantiated.
Numerous incidents of exchange of cash/chips , facilitation
Large cash buy-ins using small denominations
Buy-ins (cash or PGF deposit/CPV) then little or no play

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:
May 2018-February 2019
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No activity due to barring
April 2018
IN20180024715/IN20180026807, 2018-APR-20 to early morning of 2018-APR21 , Pa. . .couver
• · .: . passed cash under the table tolMl.llMMwho then passed the
same cash under the table to
then took the cash to the
cash desk and bought-in for a CPV; the amount totaled $12,900.
IN20180024054, evening of 2018-APR-17, Parq Vancouver
• 1t1fl• is believed to have passed cash in woman's washroom. Three
patrons each bought in $5,000 in $20s with limited to no play.

IN20180024006, afternoon of 2018-APR-17, Par
were involved in
numerous suspicious transactions which included : buy-ins just under the
$10,000 threshold in order to circumvent the BCLC directive requiring
receipts for unsourced cash or chip buy-ins; c ·
· passing; buy-ins
with little to no play; and, financial facilitation. · ·
likely facilitated a
minimum of $58,000 in cash/chips during this incident.
•

4 LCTs in April 2018:
• 2018-APR-26, Parq, deposit into PGF with
• 2018-APR-17, Parq, deposit into PGF with
• 2018-APR-09, Parq, deposit into PGF with
• 2018-APR-03, Parq , deposit into PGF with
Cash disbursement totalling $13,425.00

RBC bank draft for $15,000.
CIBC bank draft for $46,000.
RBC bank draft for $10,000.
CIBC bank draft for $40,000.

Discussion Points:

•

SOW/SOF
Banking
Associates
Gambling-related incidents, notably chip/cash passing (facilitation)

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address Redacted · Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
• Who owns this home? Does she rent or own it? With whom does
she reside?
• Re-confirm husband's identity and current whereabouts/profession .
2. Does she own any property? Addresses?
3. What is her English name? Other names?
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4. Clarify occupation/business?
5. Why does she gamble at Parq despite living i n l - 6. Recent whereabouts? Explain absence from casinos and lag in calling in for an
interview.
7. What banks does RlMuse? Which bank for which purpose? Branches? (RBC ,
8.

w41Mt5 associates?
•

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
(IN20180024715/IN20180026807, 2018-APR-20 to early morning of 2018APR-21, Parq)
• How doesBllf•know
• How d i d . : meet
• How does ·. · . · know ·:·
• •. . English name? Other names?
•
· · Vancouver address, phone number?
• Since when?
• How does liMl·:;lilll·.•1 contact l'Rilteti&
• What is the nature of •K7e1ationship with ·
· · ?
• Who facilitate-'s travel to Vancouver and play at Parq?

•
•
•
•

•

How do~ know

Howdi~eet

~ecaC'ed

Pa· on 1n•er1rew

oent fyng 1n•crma· on
Hertactej I atron nter. te·u
1

ldc1t1fy1n;:i lnfoT1at1on

Since when?
What is the nature of • • s relationship with "mlMlllm . .
Redacted - Patron Interview ldentrfyrng Information

R:eda.::ted Patrcn l , l erv e\\
lden1rf • n 1fom1at10'1

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

(IN20180024054- 2018-APR-17, Parq)

Howdo~kno

~ecac·ed Por::n tn·erv1ew lden·rfy ng

1fomB1 10 1

•

How d i d - meet
English names? Other names?
Where doesllM-live? (address is one o f - s previous
addresses and same forlfiWms1•
What doe
do for a living?
Contact information for Ila>
Address and contact information forllt (Chinese passport)
What doesliilMa do for a living?
Reda:ted

;:>alron l1terv ew

lde'lt1f~1 1n;:i lnfo-r1at1Jn

9. IN201768618-2017-DEC-01 at Parq, - believed to have received a cash
delivery from a lighter coloured BMW sedan, worth $25,000.
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10. IN20170059120-···
· ..
(2) consecutive taming sessions on 2017-0CT-07
and 2017-0CT-08 ·
accompanied . . .!!Mto Parq when he presented a
combined total of $170,000 in CON currency (all $100 bills) for purchase of chips.
lntev1ew
• From where did Iden rf rnPatron
acquire $170,000?
Info· a r
Red~cteJ

11 . All sources of wealth?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?
• Other?
12. What
•
•
•
•

assets doe-rA• have?
Vehicles?
Property? In/out of Canada?
Investments?
Other?

13. What is the value of chips she has in her possession? From which casinos? (As
of 2018-APR-24, Parq chip tracker has her for 3 x $5,000 outstanding chips)
Interpreter required: Yes

Interview results:
~eoac'ed

Pa·

~n

ln'erv1ew lden-rfy ng -ifo1Tnat10 l

provided the following information during the course of her

interview:
lll•uses the En
She resides at
has not resided at the
for a couple of years .
·
showed her BC driver's license to the investigators which included the
. . . . .: .· r r. •
address.

•11•

- Mlllresides with her husband 8RIJQ, their four year-old son, and-s
parents.
- • • s husband no longer works for a car dealership; he now manages a
storage rental complex.
Currently, one a _ . , brothers
who is the
youngest brother, 1s staying at ..._ · s residence with his five month-old baby
o splitting from his partner.
has two children in China from a previous marriage.
mother was visiting from China since early 2019-FEB and was flying
back to China the date of the interview (2019-FEB-21 ).

ll
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- W!118was asked to bring to the interview letters from her banks indicating since
when she has held accounts with them ;E1Mdid not bring any such letters to
the interview.
In 2018-NOV, RBC advised that it was closing all of Ml s bank accounts and
terminating her access to a credit card .
Before the account closures,Wli1•had a chequing account in her name, a joint
account with her husband liliJM), an RBC Visa and RESP .
- continues to pay the RBC Visa bill, but does not have access to credit
through RBC .
- --does not know why RBC closed her accounts; RBC would not provide a
reason ; the aforementioned accounts were closed in 2018-DEC ..
RBC did not close the RESP thatMl8pays into.
- • • >reviously used the RBC accounts for the bank drafts and Global Cash
she put towards her gambling.

-

In 2019-JAN ,M8:ipened bank accounts with the TD.
She opened one (1) chequinliii,unt and one (1) US account.
The TD accounts are only in · · · · s name.
The TD accounts are used to pay ills and to receive funds from Ml•s mother;
Riis mother will send money from China before the mother travels to Canada
then she has access to these funds once in Canada.
Typically, am; mother sends $5,000-$8,000 at a time.

- W.IJ!Walso has a joint chequing account with her husband with the CIBC.
The CIBC account is primarily used to pay for the vehicle lease.
- . . brought to the interview a variety of tax related documents from 2014,
2016 and l~iii· The documents provided b y - show her name
spelled a.s µ ;
· j
The following is a summary of the documents and
ln'o rma• on
relevant 1n orma ion :
•
•
•

Notice of assessment for tax year 2014 indicates that14ms total
income was $943 (line 150);
~· ..
Tax reassessment for tax year 2016 indicates that Bis total income
was $1 ,031 (line 150).
Tax assessment for tax year 2017 indicates thatlllllMs total income was
$127 (line 150).

- B• no longer has any ownership in an electronics company.
-

About one (1) year after her last interview with BCLC (interview was in 2015), her
divorce settlement in China was finalized; in the divorce, her ex-husband took the
ny and he took the two (2) children .
received alimony for about one (1) year after the divorce.
has been married to llllfor five (5) years now.

ii

- • •has no property in her name.
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- MIMh.usinesses or companies in her name.
In 2015, ·.. ... received approximately $120,000 when her term life insurance
~Taiwan matured (her parents paid into this plan since she was a child).
- deposited the money from her life insurance plan into her RBC account;
she only has approximately $30,000 remaining because her husband lost most of
it gambling .
-

When asked about depositing a $40,000 bank draft into her PGF account, then
withdrawing the entire amount via a CPV and engaging in little to no p l a y indicated that she did this to protect her remaining funds from her husbancr-- _ , husband had access to the bank account so by converting cash to chips,
"""Sli"e"COuld keep the chips and cash them out when she needed to.
- Afterllllls husband enrolled in the voluntary self-exclusion (VSE) program,
she tiieii""fedeemed the chips for approximately $2,000 - $3,000 at a time.

- MW was advised by a VIP host at Parq that l'fn$ls play had been suspended
pending interview.
Upon learning of her suspension,wM came to Parq and redeemed the chips
she had in her possession, which totaled approximately $32,0LWhile she was at Parq cashing-out, many patrons approached-asking for
repayment for money her husband had borrowed --bling.
- After each patron approached her for their money · ·: : messaged her
husband to confirm the accuracy of the information before she repaid the patron .
- •lrepaid her husband's debts in chips totaling $6,000.
The mostl'4•repaid to one patron was $4,000 to an unidentified Vietnamese
woman in her forties (40s) with a twenty-one (21) year-old daughter (she is
known to often show a picture of her daughter).
- MimW also repaid two (2) unidentified Chinese females, approximately forty (40)
to fifty (50. . .-old and Mandarin speakers.
Currently, ..._ ·· has $0 worth of chips in her possession.
- - w a s recently motivated to call BCLC for the interview because her
husband's VSE expires in 2019-APR and she wants the ability to accompany him
to the casinos in order to monitor his spending.
Heda::ted

.J at1cn l1tervew lde1t1fy1ng

- Ml•<nows
from when they would gamble at
1n&orma·1on
Edgewater.
..
- They met wher~a~Mat Edgewater and aske~~•llllWlif she would be
interested in helpirl-•with some tasks, such as picking-up and dropping-off
kids from school,• • g up groceries, etc.
continues to help ... · with running errands for her and also by
•
chauffeuringllllls out-of-town visitors.
- m•does not receive a ~,-lir regular wage from- but she d~es receive
irregular co• •sation fro
.: · ~?r ~x~mp.le , liilloceries that
bought-on .: . behalf cost $120,m!lwrll grve ·.
$200 as payment.

Ml•
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:ontinues to work fo ·- :· and oes to
twice a week; still lives i
...
· · .·

s for dinner at least once or

1

• •

Info nat1c n
- . :·. met Redacte:J Pallan , !er\' ew
at Edgewater Casino.
·:. comes to the Lower Mainland from China approximately twice a year to
ldent1fy1n~

~ble .

- =likes h o w - tracks the baccarat games so he asks for her to help him

o~nd

met •independently
it was only later thatlif.lli• realized
- f i l - k n o w each other.
Reda:led Pf1•ro n lnterv1e\\
When-comes to town, he uses
s husband liill to drive
1dcn: fy ng riform at 101
him around .
- -previously used Parq's vehicle services within the Lower Mainland , but after
one occasion wherli!illwas abandoned somewhere,lllwill no longer use
Parq's drivers.
-

In 2018-APR • • went for dinner w i t r - f t while at dillll!!4 gave
•m•$10,000 that was intended for=:i= to go sho~ with on :·
behalf.
After dinner, they all went to the casino' together when-suddenly lost all of his
chips so he asked llWfor his money so h~ld buy-in; since it was I l l's
money, MWfelt obligated to give it back to-so she passed it to him under
the table.
- ~s-Srar driving services with lump sum payments similar to
-howeve · · oes not pay well ; she only made $150 from
during his
trip to Vancouver in 2018-APR.
Redacte:::I Patron
- MWecommended ln-ervicw ce n· fy ng

II

RIM identified the following photographs:
•

brother-in-law; he is the second
husband being the eldest

IU19M

•

•

Reda:ted

::>a•rcn 1n·crv1ew

lde ,1 1~·

ng nformat1:: n

- - c a m e to Parq casino with Redacted · Patron Interview Identifying information n 2018 -APR
h them how to gamble.
- •
was unable to explain what is believed to have been an incident of cash
passing betweer •llllR!J.that the t h i i others all bought-in with small
denominations with limited to no play and :. . did not actually show them how
to gamble.
· ·· ·
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reco nized a hotograph of Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
· · ··· ·
as two (2) women who are known to gamble at Parq
although · · · does not know the women or their names.
When asked why she would go into the single-stall woman's washroom with two
(2) women she does not know.- answered that they often wait their turn for
the toilet while in the washroom and while the toilet is being used instead of
waiting outside of the washroom ; it is very common for the women to go to the
washroom together even when it is a single-stall washroom and when they do
not know each other.
***NOTE***
On 2019-FEB-25,llBpresented herself to security at Parq Vancouver stating
that she had miss~eeting with BCLC AML Investigators and was wishing to
speak with someone from BCLC regarding this issue.
11•tMeventually walked off the property, crossed Pacific Boulevard at its
intersection with Smit~et at approximately 13:01 hours then spoke to another
Parq security officer. -stated that she had missed her AML meeting due to
being assaulted on 2019-FEB-03 and was therefore afraid for her safety. After the
conversa~ion -•met with an unknown male associate (believed by security to
1
likely beH!~~husband , IMMl (IN20190013474).
Later the same day,Wi!Mpresented herself at the BCLC main office providing the
same information that she provided Parq security.

Investigators' comments:

•1!M

Regarding
presenting herself at Parq Vancouver and at the BCLC Main Office on
2019-FEB-25, BCLC has no information to corroboratelitll!la statements . . . .
attended her interview with BCLC at the River Rock casino on 2019-FEB-21 as
scheduled. No subsequent interview was planned. During the interview,•Mwas
provided the phone number for the BCLC office at River Rock so she could contact
Stone LEE (Mandarin speaking investigator) when she was ready to present BCLC her
letter from the bank confirming her banking relationship . To date, MW has made no
attempt to provide BCLC with the required banking letter. As well, at no time during the
interview di1E11• indicate she was ever assaulted .

lfi!WM appeared very calm during the interview and at no time demonstrated any signs
of anxiety or nervousness. She also appeared very prepared for the interview. Without
being asked questions, EIMbegan speaking almost immediately upon sitting down
for the interviewlfjiiovided information on topics about which the investigators had
intended to ask .: .
including her former electronics company business . However,
MWappeared less p r . . for some of the questions asked by the investigators,
notably questions abou .
s specific gaming-related activities. For example, when
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R$•was asked about going into the washroom with two (2) women to conduct what is
believed to be a cash pass, or when - :. · was asked about the incident with herlll
· explanations did not adequately account for the
information already available to BCLC through other sources, such as surveillance
footage . W$!Ms also assessed to have been dishonest at times during the interview.

Ill'

Previous reporting indicated a known cash facilitator named
had been barred
from BCLC facilities ; the description of - ·· resembled8Mhowever, at the interview,
M!i!Mintroduced herself to the writer as · · ·
At this time, the previous
reference to the cash facilitator.: cannot be confirmed to be the same person as

.,.

·..

otm•;

BCLC is not aware of the details surrounding the closure
RBC accounts.
Casino records indicate that
has P.reviously used bank drafts for gambling from
RBC and CIBC. It is noted that althoughWllMdid not bring the banking letters to the
interview as she was aske
id bring multiple tax-related documents. Based on
the information prm(
s tax documents as well as her own statements
during the interview
does not have a source of wealth to support her previous
levels of gambling.
_
pears to work forl1M1Has a type of "personal
assistant" however, i -: . s ~wn reporting, she does not receive a steadmWie or
guaranteed rate of pay from ·· · That being said, it is acknowledged that ·:. · also
has a habit and reputation at Parq Vancouver for withdrawing a large amount of funds
from her PGF in the form of a CPV and engaging in little to no play with her chips.
Although she often does not play, given she has next to no income, the original source
of her funds that she used to make deposits into her PGF cannot be accounted for.

B•

Regarding the $40,000 bank draft thatMllMdeposited then withdrew as a CPV without
engaging in any play (2019-APR-17, Parq Vancouver, IN20180024006),
explanation that she did this to protect her money from her husband is assessed by the
investigators as an unlikely scenario. In the incident, aMhad been involved in
numerous chiQfcash passes with multiple patrons, left the site and returned the same
day with••lnand with a $46,000 (not $40,000 as referenced by the investigator
during the interview) CIBC bank draft that she deposited into her PGF. She withdrew
the entire amount in the form of a CPV never played any hands then cashed out
$2 ,675. These records indicate that -possibly left the site with approximately
$43,325 worth i l l s. The next large cash transaction (LCT) record shows that on
2019-APR-26, -··: · deposited a $15,000 bank draft, she took the entire amount in a
CPV and gambled . The player tracking card indicates that IBM•was up $4,000. LCT
records show no cash disbursement on this date and there has been no LCT since. As
well , i f - wanted to protect her funds from her husband by placing them in the
PGF, ~uld have easily left the funds in the PGF without withdrawing any of the
amount and her husband would have had no ability to access the PGF.

•Jma

-indicated in the interview that after her play was suspended she cashed out her
remaining chips worth $32,000 however, since there is no LCT record since 2019-APR26,l l l l • is not believed to have returned to Parq and cashed out her chips in one
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transaction or in a few larger transactions that would have triggered the requirement for
an LCT record . Rl•s gaming was suspended on 2018-APR-30. On 2019-FEB-19,
Parq Cage Manager Linda BABIC confirmed with the writer that•l•has a $0
balance in her PGF. A review of Parq Vancouver's "Brown Chip" tracking records
($5,000 chip tracker), as of 2019-FEB-26, 81~8 currently has 2 x $5,000 chips in her
possession. As well , if lfl•had returned at any time to try to cash-out chips
gradually her presence at a BCLC facility should have triggered an alert and been
reported as a violation of her suspension; there are no records to indicate thatl•m11Elilam•••
returned and cashed-out her remaining chips as she noted during the interview .
. . . . husband is
who i - c t of the voluntary selfcan reexclusion (VSE) program expiring 2019-MAR-27. :: :· was advised that
enroll in the VSE program if he chooses.
In conclusion-does not have a steady or reliable source of income and she does
not have an income that supports her previous level of play, notably a PGF account,
play in the high limit salons or making deposits of large sums. It is also noteworthy that
she is believed to have lied during the interview about having chips in her p -·on
since the barring. Based on previous gaming activities and casino records, · .: ·
appears to be accumulating chips from Parq and is believed to be using cas
1p
passes as a means of cash facilitation and not as part of chip/cash sharing amongst
friends. Given this information, fJ!W remains on suspension and is recommended for
a barring from all BCLC facilities.

ic
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This is Exhibit " -lO
- -" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-17
Interview Time: 1000hrs
Interview Location: RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
Miiiis presently on full cash/chip conditions pending interview with investigators.
Recent Activity:
BMhas generated 196 individual LCT records dating back to 2005-0CT.
On 2017-NOV-09, as a result of $116,500 (all $100 bills) in cash buy ins at PARQ, the following
comment was added t#J.ille SID profile:
2017-NOV-09 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in
at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or
"un-sourced or borrowed" chips until interviewed by the AML unit. Please advise patron to
contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide
contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl
Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC

MIW 1olds PGF account 11635 at PARQ Casino . He has used his PGF account once since
opening his account in 2017-NOV-08 Uust before being placed on conditions). The account was
opened with a $21, 000 Scotia Bank draft.

lncident(s) to discuss:
2017-NOV-06 I 17-63904 I UFT-PARQ:-conducted 13 separate buy ins totalling
$116,500. A large portion of these buy ins were confirmed by the casino to be "Global Cash"
transactions (credit card transactions).

Occupation:
Manager

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

qe~act ed

Pat·on lnter11ew den· fymg
lnforma11on

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
a. As@Wto explain his role in the

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng lnformat1on

business.

3. Educate him with respect to fact that large volumes of unsourced cash is BCLC's
primary concern.
4.

Encourag~to utilize his PGF account or continue to use Global Cash or
debit at the cage as his primary source of funds to gamble with .

5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-NOV-06 / 17-63904 / UFT-PARQ:
1. The vast majority of the funds used this date was byway of credit card transaction at the
cashier (Global Cash) so source of funds is not the primary issue.
a. Asklf',;.,W to explain why the sharp increase in play level.
b. Discuss responsible gaming initiatives w i l l - · He was enrolled in the VSE
program previously.
2. EducateMiflregarding BCLC's concerns surrounding source of funds.

2
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Interview Results:

., pirnl confirmed his address on

Reda;;ted 0 a·rcn lnte1v1ew
oen• f n I ,formation

is current.
He stated the property is family owned but his name is not on the title .
o Technically he doesn't own it but he is not renting it either .
ljcnt1 ..y11g ln..crmat on
., • • confirmed his occupation as a manager fo Redacted Patro1
current.
o The company is based out of
gets paid in USO.
o

lnt c~,1c11

is

0

.,

does banking in Canada (Scotia Bank) and holds both Canadian and an
American Visa credit card .
., It was explained toMl!I that the main reason investigators wanted to speak with him
was the sudden spike in p l i i ; j noted in the above mentioned PARO incident. Most if
not all of the funds used by·.: · came by way of Global Cash transaction (credit card)
as such SOF was not the primary concern, responsible gambling was.
does hold a PGF account and is open to using it. The main concern he has is
controlling himself when he knows he has more funds in his account.
";- The topic of underground casinos was not discussed with Mii as investigators felt he
would not be aware of any of these.

-, Ml

RE 2017-NOV-06 / 17-63904 / UFT-PARQ:
.,

~admitted he was chasing his losses and on tilt this date.
o

lim stated all of the funds he used this date was from either bank withdrawal,

credit card or Global Cash withdrawal.
This is out of character and he feels he somewhat lost control.
••stated at one point he told staff to cut him off/stop dealing to him but they
continued to telling him it is his choice to stop or not.
o It was explained to-that all front line staff are required to take Appropriate
Response Training, he feels staff failed him this date and should have
recognized he was on tilt and cut him off.
. ...
o The Voluntary Self-Exclusion program was discussed with • . He
acknowledged he had enrolled in the program twice previously (confirmed via
casino records) and stated he has discussed this option recently with someone
close to him . He was encouraged to consider it again but he was unsure if it
would help him.
o Alternatively investigators suggested tha-should call his bank/credit cards
and place a limit on them to avoid overex~.
• He stated his CON accounts already have a limit but the issue is with his
American Visa which has no daily withdrawal limit.
o
o

Interpreter required: NoMIJl!ffapeaks English fluently.
BCLC Conditions:lilM is on full sourced cash/chip conditions.
Investigator Comments:

3
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- w a s very open and honest with investigators.
The topics discussed were different from that of the typical patron interviews . Rather than
addressing source of funds concerns the bulk of the discussion surrounded responsible
gambling.
&•acknowledges he lost control or was out of character on the incident date in terms of how
much he spent and stated he would do better to control himself moving forward (he stated he
would be taking a break from gambling).
From an AML perspective , when considering the purpose of the conditions program, the
investigators does not believe thatlBtl.poses a notable money laundering risk as such it is
recommended he be removed from the conditions program . Most if not all of his funds have
come from a recognized financial institution.
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

4
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This is Exhibit " -11
- -" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Commiss · ner fo aking Affidavits for the
P vince o British Columbia
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BCLC Interview Request and Plan
Patron Interviewed:
NAME

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

SID#:
Interview Date: 2015-0CT-28
Interview Time: 1300 hours
Interview End: 13:37 hours
Interview Location: Edgewater Casino Private Salon
Language Spoke: Mandarin
Interviewed by: BCLC Stone LEE , Thomas PLANTE

Reason for Interview:
A BCLC Directive was issued foSJlfl•from AML Investigator Daryl TOTTENHAN.
WJl•vas to contact Sales Force and arrange for an interview. Interview date of
October 28, 2015 at 1300 hours was arranged and was to take place at the Edgewater
Casino in a private Salon. iTRAK Corporate file #15-56242 refers.
BCLC Investigator and translator LEE , Stone and the writer met with. .t 12:54
hours Oct?ber 28rnf..O.~ 5. lntroductio.ns were ~ade and the purpose !~r ~ur interview
was explained to i l • by LEE. Writer supplied a business card to l i J • at the
conclusion of our meeting.
Conditions surroundina f l l interview: E M had been observed in recent weeks
arriving with known high limit patrons which were conduca / le cash buy in's using
small denomination un-sourced cash . It was thought tha :: . · may be facilitating the
funds to these patrons. R . l a1so was noted to have an Edgewater PGF account
which funds from this account may have been diverted . All avenues surrounding this
play, and WllW>action were to be explored.

Reference iTRAK files #15-52585, #15-52304, #15-52133
Interview Results:
Subject profile information was confirmed. Name, DOB , BC DL and Health
Services Card was produced. Current occupation was given as "House wife.
(Changed from owner of Electric Company which was explained)
Electric company was explained by ··:: : · that she is a 20% shareholder in this
company which deals in
eceives
dividends from the company.WJ.iff•also receives cash regularly from her
mother; her father has since passed away.
PGF account currently in use at Edgewater was confirmed and ~ asked
about using this account to help I assist I supply others with funds . stated
NO.
Persons identified were asked about and her relationship to these subjects.
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BCLC Interview Request and Plan
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

•
1na.
!111. .!m!lli.11!1!

0

Rive~s~~~~ ~ e·-·enrolled in the VSE

•
Family friend of her husbands from village back
as rea -estate business in China.
son
nen of lirf:P• mother, like an Aunt to W:I•
Friend to her husband's hasn't seenWjfl• in a year

mother.
s wife.
Recent buy in's surrounding·· ·::· ere discussed. Wher l d l has been
drinking alcohol~-i ll bring him to ~he .casino and take him home. On days
Wl•does not drin
4 will meetin! lt;i1Mat the casino and they will each use
~ n vehicles to come and go from the casino.
- does use her PGF account for her use only.
- Incident #15-52304 was brought i J fEE & writer revie_wed circumstances after
this intervi.ew which corroborated_:,;,_• ; st- ·ut ·· ~ad brought th~ c.ash
to the casino and was NOT from the trunk o -. .
car.
had been drinking
this day andlt:Pm helped him out.I I • received a call from 11111-vhen he
arrived at the Edgewaterl1J1•met him outside.
Casr.111• uses is her own.
·ps in her possession from any other Casino's
·. ·
source of cash is unknown, his cash .
·e about lending money out: only to close friends and people she (lfl•
knows. Does not lend money to people she does not know.
Do you bring cash in for others.NO

ff

Bil

- 11··
..

s

ADDITIONAL Investigator comments:
W:P• appeared very open and receptive to the questions LEE was asking and was
able to answer what she knew. lt,:,dmdoes make use of her PGF account for her own
play and will bring family members I friends to the casino when drinking or when they
are going to indulge in alcohol and drives these people home.
In most of the STR's on file lf:fA•. was found not to be directly involved and was found
to be present with her associates.
Redacted - Patron

BCLC Prohibition: Current! Interview Identifying
~ BCLC conditions placed on her and
the purpose of this interview was to learn if~as in fact facilitating cash to others
and her relationship.
A copy of this report will be sent to BCLC Corporate Security management, Ross
ALDERSON , Kris GADE and Bruno GATIO .
Thomas Plante, BCLC
Casino Investigations
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2018-MAR-13
Interview Time: 11 :00
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Manderin/English
Conditions:

2017-JUN-05
Gaming privileges suspended pending interview with AML Unit.
Recent Activity:

-

has generated 45 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $155,920
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $9,146,000
DISBURSEMENT: $682 ,225
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.
Occupation:

Student-Language
Company:

II
History:

11111 has made a significant number of account deposits that have not been sourced to the
satisfaction of the AML unit.
-claims to be a student which does not support the level at which he is gambling .
Per OSIN :

Synopsis
•
•
•

•

No adverse media or court records
RTIC=No results
Possible male identified as-father.
s listed as
a Real Estate Developer. Company could not be located . The company is
believed to be in China. Partial address match in iTrak (missing unit number) and
last name match. No unusual activity, $122,000 (approx.) buy-ins from 2015.
qe--iac·ed Pa1·01
2 international companies that list a ' ntcn
Unable to confirm
1cw ldc nt1• m
association.

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
llil!ils Casino profile is unremarkable (other than the volumes of money to be discussed this
date)
2
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Discussion Points:
Actual occupation - validate it

sow
Identify parents
Identify fathers source of wealth
Identify - :: ·· monthly allowance
ldentif
associates what is his relationship to
-

qeoac'ed Pa'·cn ln'ervrew lden·rfy ng ,format101

and

ldenti~yank/branch
wraH1J&1

used for PGF- documents validating it is his account (TD -ACCT
""IM'M*i!!liK:•m;•his name was on the bank drafts - account now closed)
lnfo·ri1atran

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron lnterv:ew ldent:fying lnformat1on

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong dad)

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Encourage him to continue to use his PGF account

4. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS .
Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,..,.stated the following :
He is an only child
Pa•·an 1n·erv1ew den· f)' ng "lformatl01
His father is confirmed to be
His mother is~
He was accepted int: : : : s t year and as a reward he was given $1 million
Canadian
The money was deposited 2017-JUN-01 (per bank documents he provided to
investigators)
He took a total of $850K out over 2017-JUN-01/02 in bank drafts for play at
RRCR (sourced back to the $1 million his dad gave him)
He banks with TD
He did bank with CIBC but they closed his account due to his Casino activity
He has no income other than the money his parents give him for living expenses
~eaacied

3
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He receives about $800K/year for living expenses
It is deposited in to his account on an annual basis, but if he needs more money
his parents w~d him more
He started at . . last fall
He took the winter semester off as it conflicted with Chinese New Year
He will be attending his second semester during the spring/summer
The apartment he lives in is confirmed, it is a rental property
Neither he nor his family own property
His mum and dad visit 1-2x/year
His dad started out as a real estate developer and now has interests in many
companies, he is not aware of all the companies or what they "do" but the three
bi est are in Hon Kon , Shan hai and Gui an
are Casino
acquaintances
He does not associat
outside the casino
He has not been approached, nor has he any knowledge of underground casinos
He has not borrowed or lent any money and has no intention of ever doing so
The two companies noted in the synopsis are confirmed to be associated to his dad
- there are more
BCLC Conditions:

Conditions (AML Interview) fulfilled 2018-MAR-13, no further conditions at this time

Investigators Comments:

- lil!llwas forthcoming and very polite throughout the interview process
He provided banking information that confirmed his account numbers/his name on
the accounUthe association of his account to the bank drafts he is using
The information provided was in document format from TD bank date stamped 2018MAR-13 (date of interview)
He is primarily a PGF user
Further he was educated on receipts for cash buy-in's $1 OK and over
Profile and spreadsheet updated
2018-MAR-13 interview summary forwarded to Manager for review

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

4
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Redac•ed Pa"on Interview
Identifying lnfo rmat on

BCLC Interview lntell Summary

Patron Interviewed:
NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview
SID# ldent1fy1ng Information
Interview Date : 1/4/2016
Interview Time : 1500 hours
Interview Location : River Rock Casino MDB19

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
1. What is his source of wealth?
2. What his occupation is?
3. On November 14th , 2015 he attended the casino and conducted a buy in for
$100 ,000.00, small denominations:
•
•

Where did he get this cash from?
Who did he get dropped off by in the silver Nissan?

4. On November 24th, 2015 he attended the casino conducted a buy in for just
under $60,000.00 , small denominations:
• Where did he get the cash from?
• Who was the drive of the vehicle that dropped him off and who
owns it?

5. What is the cost of borrowing?
6. How do you pay it back?
7. What have you heard about the underground casino 's lately?
8. What his occupation is;
9. His use of PGF accounts;;
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10. Discuss the possibility of conditions and what they are should he continue to
access cash as noted above.

Interview Results:
•

stated, in part, the following :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentifymg Information
I,
He owns a shoe factory in China
1
Regarding the Nov 14 h incident, this was as a result of money that was owed to
him by a friend;
He would not identify the friend but stated that he was a slot player;
He was concerned about his gambling because he was told by the site that he
was not allowed to use cash ;
He was advised that this was not the case ;
He uses PGF except for the two instances in November;
He will try his best to use PGF;
He has no chips at home ;
When he is low on funds he does not borrow from anyone on site.

Interview over at 15:19 hours.
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

RJfl was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.
BCLC Sanctions:Bl!l has no sanctions at this time but was advised of the reasons
other patrons have had the sanctions placed on them and that it remains a possibility.
Investigator Comments:
n •s using his PGF account aside for the indiscretions in November. He was vague
about the origin of the cash from the November incidents and stated he did not want to
share any other information as to who he was dealing with because it was private to
him. He was quite nervous when speaking with investigators but appeared honest.
Tom Caverly
Casin o Investigat ions

2
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2018-FEB-27
Interview Time: 13:00
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

2017-MAR-08
No further cash buy-in's at any site until status is changed by AML unit - pending investigation.

Recent Activity:

-

has generated 14 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-SEPT.

Noted incidents are all from RRCR .

INC 20160070332

-arrived on site 2016~15 with his wife (late evening) carrying a white plastic bag
containing a brick of $20's. Im placed the bag on the table in the smoking patio used his
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phone briefly th~'lr

3

"Hlt&& arrive.oak the bag and the brick and proceeded

to buy in ($10k'
1 ; ; ;'Jillson to be on site appeared to be to deliver the money.
****At the time of this inciden d
was noted to be a "President of a Construction Company''.
No company name provided.

INC20170013344
••arrived o~017-MAR-06 with his wife (late evening,.w•/!lli!TilPM•iJ!lwi™m·"·•·r
already on site.
wife was carrying red bag that she subsequently passed
as
they approached the washroom in the salon. Having already signaled tc,,liJlw,reentered the
washroom wittll following .
exited the washroom with the red bag an a emped a $20K in
$20'sbuy-in. Buy-in denied due to believed cash passllthen passed $6k back to
who
attempted to buy-in but was also denied.

Ws

{yy

a

Ill

Relationship between

Redac·ed Pat '31
ntcrv1cw ldcnt1* m

Bl!il

unknown.

INC20180008319

. .,#iMifiMc;;:~t:;:?tfliii~~

t et ree o
Redacted Patron
where an unknow.. action took placed (cash pass I :iterv .ew lderit1f •1n
Salon Prive where ·
bought in for $9,900 in $20's.

and
,

The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

~t the ti~jjjjil,1r• has changed his profession/occupation to "Owner
Detail Business" ***
cen· rying lnforma·ion
1

*** N.OTE

Occupation:
Owner Detail Business

Company:
Red;:icted

Patro1

lnte ~~1e!I

ld en11~y1 ng lnf~·rnat 1c n

***********Unable to locate Google***********

History:
A/A

Discussion Points:

2
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Actual occupation - validate it
His actions indicate he is a moneylender(per noted incidents) how does he explain
himself
Where do the bundled $20's come from that he is passing

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds/chips is BCLC's primary concern.

5. Encourag441n!ll to use a PGF account.
6. What is his association/relationship to :
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of this interview, llll.ilMliR. stated the following:
He owns his home on in Re-da:ted =>a·rc n ln'eMew lde1t1fy ng 1nformat1::>ri
He lives there with his wife, they both own the property
He has a daughter here in BC too
He immigrated here in 2005
As part of his immigration process he had to prove he could support himself and his
family
He is retired
3
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His SOF is renting property he owns in China
President of a Construction Company as noted on his 2016 UFT was his occupation in
China
(profile updated)
is a longtime friend of his from China
~- . lives in Saskatchewan (per profile this is correct
has been previously interviewed
by AML
INC 20160070332:
- R.i• advised that the money he and his wife brought to the casino in this incident
belonged tell tha8stays with him when he is visiting as he was on this occasion
llflad been losing and needed money, the money was a t • • house so they
brought it in

-II

·11"
•JMi)t;11.leirnl§fU¥iP®'HWIM{,Jh,€i!!•le-

~
owne
(confirmed)
The restaurant is a cash business
,Ja·ron lntervrm\ lde1trfy ng •nformat101
The restaurant is under an umbrella company called
Reda:::ted Patron
(confirmed)
His son manages the business, they keep the cash at their home
His son bundles the $20's (as seen in the noted incident)
Using cash is something he does in both Canada and China
Perlll- .

Reda~ted

•'

'

I

INC20170013344:
Agairllwas visiting the money was from him
They were going to gamble together and he would have paid $6K back tell based on
their luck except they were not allowed to buy in (perlil interviewllill delivered the
money per his request) which is consistent with w h a - said.
INC20180008319
Reda:::ted Pa·rcn rn·ervte\\ lde1t1fy ng nformat101
is friend from his Province in China , they are not related

- *@¥1 .'6%5¥+"+ " S l o a friend from China

He met :
that evening a .: . said he'd been down and needed luck, for
• • t o sit beside him and or squeeze cards for him
He went to the parkade wit~to look at his car asll'!lll has a Tesla an•nml·s
daughter wants an electric c~ wanted to look at the car and ask a few questions
He has nothing to do with money lending; he has no money to lend out. To be a
moneylender you have to have money and be at the casino all the time . He does not
have that kind of money nor is he at the site all the time.(*per site staff he generally plays
in Dogwood)
He has been advised of the PGF system but does not play big enough to need it
(advised him limits are going to drop - he is still not interested for his level of play)
He is aware of the new SOF Directive , it "does not affect me, I don't gamble that big"
Per site he is believed in facilitating junkets to Vegas (consistent with statement given by
his good frien<ll

BCLC Conditions:
General BCLC SOF Directive

4
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Investigators Comments:

- W:il•was forthcoming and animated at times during the interview
"No buy-in pending interview" has been removed from his profile
Profile/spreadsheet updated
L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:
Rcoac'cd Pa"'cn
NAME lnle
1.cen ldenl1 yng
Information
SID#:
Interview Date: October 28th, 2016
Interview Time : 10:58 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
8

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
M!Wwas made the subject of no unsourced conditions as it appeared that a number of
patrons who were also the subject of conditions were using her to facilitate their bets and
further to circumvent their conditions.
The following questions were addressed during this interview:
1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
on Ruling #19

3. Why was she making bets for
Ruling #19
at 12:40 am at the River Rock casino?
4. On

Ruling #19

a.e.NIS!A!!l 1n•orma·1an

it is believed that she assist patronin getting chips after he lost his bank roll.

5. Does she remember who she called around the time she was speaking
wit•IW (Note: She handed the phone toMMto allow him to speak
to whoever she was)
6. If she assists in facilitating chips does she get paid a commission?
7. If not why d i d - give her Ruling #19

on Ruling #19

8. Why was she making bets to Rcda:tcd Pa·rcn 1n·ervicw lde1trf). ng
Ruling #19
01 :30 am . at the River Rock casino?

nfom1at1:>11

at 10: 14 pm?
on Ruling #19
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Redacted

Patron lnte"11ew cent1fy11g

lnfo·natron
9. Advised her that aside from
we have information
that suggests that she is placing bets for a number of other patrons and
that this has to stop?

10. Has she ever received a commission for assisting with bets?

11 . Has she ever used anyone else's cash to play with?
12. Educate her on her conditions and what they mean with respect to getting
or helping others obtain chips to play with .
13. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
14. Educate on PGF Accounts .

Interview Results:

W4H!IW in part, stated the following:
-,,. She was provided and explanation as for the reason for the interview and BCLC's
role ;
Ruling #19
Reda:ted

::>atron 1terv ew lde'ltrfyin;i

..,,. She resides in

Redacted

Patron nter~ 1ew
lnfo·rnatt:::n

lde1!1fy1n~

-,,. She has been going to Ruling #19
-,,. She met Redacte:::l Patron , nter\'1ew ldent1'y1ng
would have dinner together;

;
J

through

Redacted

-,,. She admitted to placing a bet foll on Ruling #19
was part of the culture and it was hard to say no;

Patro1 Interview roent 1fyng tn'crmat on

:

) and

but stated that in doing so

-,,. She is glad that she is now the subject of conditions as it will be easier for her to say
no;
..,,. The manner in which things unfolded on the Ruli was that she was losing quite a bit
ng
ancllsaid that he would help her. When he#19
started to help she began to win;
-,,. She first me 1 Redacte::i Patron 1terv ev.. ldent1fyin,9 lnf:rriatron here in Canada at the River Rock and now
stays in touch with him even when he goes back to China;
-,,. She stated thatMllwas looking for one of his friends and that she had a new
phone number for the friend so she called the friend with her phone on his behalf
and gave him her phone to speak to his friend;
2
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?

She was asked if she ever helped to facilitate and she said no;

?

She was asked wherdll-eceived his cash from after losing his bank roll and she
stated that she had nothing to do with this and that if she knew something she would
tell;

-,, She was asked if she thought • a s using a facilitator and stated that because
many people have been placed on conditions not too many are borrowing;

?

She then spoke about herself and specifically buying in for $60 K using a bank draft;

-,, She was advised that not all her buy ins were bank drafts and now it would be easier
for her with the conditions to do this;

?

She was asked again about her source of play because it did not seem reasonable
given her job. She went on to s~ that Ruling #19
Ruling #19
and further t h a t -Ruling #19
Ruling #19

?

She was questions specific to an incident with -. - · ·.
and said that she went in half wit

Mlfilthat involved Ruling
#19

?

She was question about the underground casinos and stated she honestly does not
go anywhere else. When the undergrounds were at their peak she still went to the
River Rock to play;

?

She said that she had been there once or twice;

?

The manner in which business was done at those locations was that if you lost
money they would give you more and if you continued to lose they would offer credit;

;.. She was asked what would happen if a patron could not pay it back but she could
not answer other than to say it has likely happened ;

?

She has never go into debt;

?

The two that she was referring to were located on
attended about a year ago;

Redacted Patron
Jn•e1•11ew 1aen' fy ng

and that she

-,, During their peak there was 8-9 underground casinos;

?

She was asked how she found out about them and she was vague in her answer
stating that everyone knows about them;

?

She does not recall who took her to them;
3
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";>

It is usually a play first and play later proposition ;

";>

If you lose you settle up the next day;

?

If you win they settle with you a couple of days later;

-,,. There are variations on the table limits between 1-2 K but never as big as the regular
casinos ;
-,. The number of players playing is similar to what you see at the Salon;
~

She was asked how she knows that they have been closed and she stated that
because no one is talking about them;

";>

She further stated that a number of players with conditions have gone to Las Vegas
to play;

";>

She was questioned about the small denominations and where they originate from
and explained that witllllllll•Ruling #19
Ruling #19

";>

She was asked who owns the private casinos and she said that Ruling #19
Ruling #19

~

She implied that the dealers she saw Ruling #19

-,. She was concerned that word would get out she spoke about these places
expressing concern for her family;
-,,. She was advised that this would not be disclosed to anyone else;
-,,. She was told that if she continued to bet for others she may be banned from further
play and she stated she understood.

Interview over at 12:05 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patron se Patron Gaming Fund Accounts.

4
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Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC Casino
as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC , on October 261h, 2016.

Investigator Comments:

B!m appears to have a hard time saying no when requested to bet on someone's behalf.
Wt'li"'This in mind it is appropriate that she remain the subject of conditions . It should be
noted that on Ruling she was involved in a chip pass incident with rl.I. He bought in for
#19
Rulin and passed
chips to her for play. Another patron was also involved. Ruling #19
g #19
refers) . This reinforces that point she should remain the subject of conditions .
It is believed that she knows more about the underground casinos than willing to say which
is probably for safety reasons more than anything.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations

5
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-23
Interview Time: 1200hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Occupation: Owner Renovation Company - Redacted

PahO 'l lnte vv2w laenl1fy1'lg
l nfo·rnat1 ~ n

Previous Occupation: Housewife - spouse : Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

I

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information

Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
As a result of concerns surroundin# ' J . • SOF on 2016-0CT-26 the following comment(s)
were placed in her casino profile:

On 2016-0CT-28
as interviewed by BCLC AML Investigators. The general impression
was thatllll!il knew more than she was saying and was likely not very truthful regarding her
involvement in cash/chip facilitation and her knowledge about underground casinos. The
investigator recommended she remain on conditions and has to this date.
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2017-0CT-20 - BCLC AML Unit - Provincially banned 14 days pending further investigation.

R:edac•ed Pat·o1
has long been thought to be the wife or "girlfriend" to a male identified as nter..
1n
Not long after BCLC rolled out sourced conditions program
Mia(and to a lesser degre · :: ·
were noticed by AML Investigators seemingly acting as
facilitators for players on conditions (purchasing chips for them , placing wagers for them etc).
Mlllwas placed on conditions that also remove her ability to purchase chips with unsourced
cash but continued to be involved in incidents whereby she was suspected of being on some
level involved in cash/chip facilitation .
iew ld~ ntt'

Review oflifJ\111s incidents since being interviewed by BCLC investigators shows she has
been attached to (7) substantiated Unusual Financial Transaction, twenty -one (21) BCLCDirective and nine (9) Exchange cash/chip incidents.

Recent Activity:

2016-SEP-27 I 2016-55054 / RRCR I UFT: After losing the initial $50,000 a player identified as
Redactea Patro1 lnte"\'1eJ1 ldent1'yng
was observed interacting withMI During this interactiorM•
lnfo·nalt:J n
was observed using her cell phone more than once and at one point handing her cell phone
over to
who concluded the ca1Ml.eparted the casino (alone) and returned about 15
minutes later with $59,500 in cash (mixed bills) used for buying in.

1111

2017-FEB-17 / 2017-09845 / RRCR I UFT: Video evidence strongly suggests tha r.tda:::ted
· ::>atron - Patron lnte'Vte·u tctent1'y1ng 1nf::irmat1on
passed $20,000 in un-sourced cash to a female identified as
Reda:ted · ::>atrcn 1,terv ew
the cash to purchase chips and gambled alongside her associate;
lc1ernfy ng 1fom1at10'1
H:edactec · Patro1
Pat·::n Interview
is on full sourced cash conditions and was known to use bot ldent1'y1ng lnfo-r1at1cn
ldentrfyng ln'crma• on
to place wagers through .
Redacte~

-·

lnte~1e11

"e~ac•ed

2017-FEB-27 I 2016-11909 / RRCR I BCLC Directive/chipl.f!l!.lmallowed a patron identified
a
t~himself to her chips.
is on full sourced cash
conditions and was known to u s e - to purchase chips/gamble through .

Ill
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a,'j'!f!!Mf'?.

2017-APR-10 / 2017-20805 / RRCR I UFT: Two players identified
-- - - ---. .both out of chips , were seen meeting witl _:. ·_
After speaking wit ::. _ both men left the casino. They returned a short time later, each in
possession of $10,000 in $20 bills that was used for purchasing chips. It was suspected the
- a y have had a role in making the arrangements for the cash for th•1•and

2017-APR-24 / 2017-23685 I RRCR I BCLC Directive/chip~:- allowed a patron identified
a
iAmhimself to her chipsli(i'S'Oi1 full sourced cash
conditions and was known to us - -: · to purchase chips/gamble through .

rm

2017-APR-25 / 2017-23883 / RRCR I Exchange cash/chips: A patron identified
Re:::lacted Patro'l lnter,11ew
was observed attempting to help himself to chips belonging to• ldent1fyr 19
on
stopped him (likely to a v o i . spoken to about chips passing) then was suspected of placing
a wager at the direction of . :. _

'..]M

1nr~1mat

2017-MAY-20 / 2017-29152
to $40,000 in casino chips to
to a player identified a
hide their actions.

was observed passing up
then passed at least half of them
. All chip passes were done covertly as if to

2017-MAY-30 I 2017-31315 / RRCR I BCLC DirectivMlallowed a patron identified as
Patron nter\ ew ldent1fy1ng Info r1atton
to help himself to her chips.Ill is on full sourced cash conditions
and was known to u s a • to purchase chips/gamble through.

Redacted

2017-JUN-03 / 2017-32092 / RRCR I BCLC Directive:-8allowed a patron identified as
help himself t.o her chipslll is on full sourced cash conditions
and was known to us
.
to purchase chips/gamble through.

'llf§IMH'%8.!i+*Mo

approached~

2017-JUN-03 / 2017-32099 / RRCR I UFT: A female identified a.;;i'M&&!Milhlllt&
nfmma!l:n
purchased 10 000 in chi s collected the chi s then
who was at a gaming
table with - • · • • - •
as described as providing direction tolilll
Soon afte · ·· bought another $25,000 in chips (both buy ins were all $100 bills) then joined
at the gaming table-was suspect of betting at the direction oflll

lfl
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2017-JUN-04 / 2017-32265 / RRCR I BCLC Directive/chips:l:Mwas suspected of placing

wagers at the direction o~;'§ry,@i@i--sot]!iis also the recipient of a chip
1format101
pass from a male patron 1dent1f1ed as
.

2017-JUN-03 / 2017-32741 / RRCR I BCLC Directive:- was suspected of placing wagers
at the direction of Redacted Patron 11er\' ew ldent{ying Info rrnteon

2017-JUN-07 I 2017-32753 I RRCR I BCLC Directiv~ was suspected of providing chips
to a player identified a. .;'§§Eff'llfH'Hf'F@l.i!ifl·-is on full sourced cash/chip
conditions.

2017-JUN-30 I 2017-37240 I RRCR I BCLC Directive.,,..,as suspected of placing wagers
at the direction of a patron identified as
ln'orma· on

•·MNPMw•r

2017-JUL-12 / 2017-39865 / RRCR I Exchange cash/chipsJlllias observed entering the
washroom with another female identified asw•l!fliffiil!ll•!liiwr~
. She was suspected of
providing her with 2X$5K chips.

2017-AUG-06 / 2017-44695 / RRCR I Exchange cash/chips:lfJl•was suspected of placing

a wager at the direction of a patron identified as
wonM• passed the winnings toMn•

After the wager

2017-AUG-11/2017-45654 / RRCR I BCLC DirectiveEl!.was seen to be in possession of
approx. $50,000 in casino chips that could not be sourced.

2017-AUG-13 / 2017-45977 / RRCR I BCLC DirectiveMI• was seen to be in possession of

an unspecified amount of casino chips that could not be sourcedRM was approached and
asked to leave the casino for circumventing her conditions .

2016-AUG-1712016-46837 / RRCR I UFT: A patron identified as!t'ff:!fbW!ti'1 •

m•

appeared to have lost the balance of his chips. He was seen speaking wit ; ;

M
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briefly then exited the casino.M• returned soon after in possession of $20,000 (received
somewhere behind the bus loop from unknown associate) .

2017-SEP-19 / 2017-53268 / RRCR I BCLC Directive:Mmwas seen to be in possession of
$10 ,000 in casino chips that could not be sourced. She was asked to stop playing and used
funds via her PGF account instead.

2017-0CT-19 / 2017-59543 / RRCR I UFT: A patron identified as .. · .,
.
• •. seated at the gaming table wit
· · · ·· ·
·· ·
lost the balance of his chips
($80K buy in)-laccessed her phone briefly, then exited the casino just behincMMand
ey walked together to the parking facility and departed the casino in separate vehicles.
did not returned to conduct further buy ins .
•

BCLC intelligence file:

On 2017-AUG-14 a female patron identified as Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information was
interviewed by BCLC investigators. In addition to having firsthand knowledge of underground
casino-also hinted that
husband) is into questionable things.
llillstated "we know what he's into, she doesn't want to say but we know". The impression
was tha111Bvas acknowledging thalP.Rtl is into some illegal or questionable things.

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS .

Interview Results:

During the course of her interview

Reda::ted Patron
ldenl1tyng

l nte~1ew

stated the following:

Her address is current, she lives witt•IMl!m•

- MTiM still owns the home in Surrey (that is on his profile)

It•

Redacted

Patro1 lnte rv1e .'1 ldent1fyng

She works for
in an administrative roll for his company
lnfo·r1at1on
She does pass her phone to patrons to use, they will ask her to call a friend or
something and she will comply
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She does lend cash/chips, stating "I am sanctioned any chips or money I use is
clean"
Sometimes friends are chasing their win and she will lend them chips and they will
do the same if she is chasing
Similarly with cash, they help each other out, it is mutual
There is no specific "limit" it depends on the circumstance and what she has on hand
Some of the player
are out of her league and she really doesn't
like to loan out to them but again it is "expected"
If they ask she will lose face if she doesn't help out
She questions why all the focus is on her as this happens with everyone , she feels
targeted
Sanctions drive the patrons to behave like this when they run out
When told that people said she was lending money she replied she does not have
the money to lend and perhaps it is people she does not share with that have bad
mouthed her
She knows nothing more of underground casino's than she did when interviewed last
year stating that she hasn't heard much chatter about them of late
The persons noted in the above incidences are "casino friends and acquaintances"
She does not like to wager for others as it can become tricky, if the "friend" loses she
has to get the money back and if they win she is down the commission
There is no gain from the shared cash/chips scenario

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash chips .

Investigator Comments:

Patron's comments and responses were consistent with her October 2016 interview.
COUSINS and LEE believe that sourced cash/chips should remain .
Patron was advised that should she keep up the shenanigans she will likely face a
::>a•rcn 1n·erv1ew lde1!1fy ng
barring similar to that of her frien e
For Management review
Reda~ted

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

nformat1:'.l~
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:

NAM :

Redacted - Patron Interview

Identifying Information
SID#
Interview Date: 5/11/2016
Interview Time: 11 :05 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

Ri.l!Wwas asked the following questions:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Has he ever worked fo

Redact ea

Patron 1nten1ew

l d e n11~y1ng

nformat1on

4. If so, how does he get paid?
5. Where did the money come from he used to buy in on January 31st, 2106?
6. This is amount of cash is not consistent as coming from his source of
wealth.
7. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
8. IT is out of his norm for.just to watch and not bet. Did he place bets
on January 31 51 , 2016 on behalf oilll
9. Either way it needs to be impressed uponMIM that this could be viewed
as a means of circumvent conditions and could result in prohibitions for
himself and anyone he associates with .
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10. What happened to the chips he walked out with when he finished play on
the 31 51 ?
11. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
12. Educate on PGF Accounts .

Interview Results:

Pl• stated, in part, the following:
?

He has been employed by th4fMJI& for 8 years and runs their branch office in
Vancouver ;

?

He has three other people that he manages out of this office ;

?

He was advised that there is government oversight of the casinos which affects how
they are managed;

?

He was advised that casinos have reporting guidelines with respect to transactions
like the banks do;

?

He was asked specifically abo

and stated that they are his clients;

? l!mused to be his client when he worked at the

Reda:ted Patron 1terv ew
Identify ng 11fo1111.:1!101

~ When-came to Canada he was assigned to look after him ;
?

He has the same working relationship withlilm

~

He was spoken ~revious incident where he was involved in a suspicious
transaction withlli.il!M

?

He explained that he and.went to the Starlight Casino and when they l e f t .
was up on his cash;

?

They were on their way to the River Rock when.said that he did not want to
play with all the money, only half;

?

The agreement was that once he lost that they would leave the casino;

~ As it turned out. .lost the money and asked- to go to his car to get the
other half;
?

He said that it was-s money and what was he supposed to do;

?

He is aware of all the rules and does not do anything illegal;
2
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Redacted

Patro11 lnte·v1ew

ldent1fymg Information

used to be his boss but has since retired;

Redacted

Patro:i

?

He was asked about the small denominations that have been in both :iterv ew ldenlrfy1n3
possession and stated that they have contacts that allow them to access this money
but that he does not know anything about this ;

?

He would only say that it is something like an underground banking system;

?

He was asked if he wonders where the money comes from and stated that "It is
suspicious but what do I do?"

?

He does not get involved in those conversations ;

?

He does not really know the people who they get the money from;

?

He does not know of anyone inside in the casino to contact to access the cash ;

?

He plays sometimes but does not play big because he does not want to play in front
of his customers ;

?

Normally he will play downstairs ;

?

He was question about his play on Jan 31 and explained thal l l l asked him to
come and play but he told him all he had was 3 K;

~

51

-,.. He borrowed 150 K from him;

?

He was asked what the plan was if he lost the money but did not come up with an
answer ;

-,. He was not placing bets for PMf!" was teaching him how to play;

?

In working for the • • he has had AML training and therefore knows about
money laundering ;

?

He said it is difficult to educate his clients on this ;

?

He said it is easier in Vegas as they do not have to have cash as they use credit ;

-,. He has received calls from his customers asking how they can bring money into the
casinos and he has told them bank drafts only;

?

He was asked about the underground casino and stated that there are 7 to 8 of
them ;

3
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~

He believes that because of the conditions placed on the players it is forcing them to
the underground casinos;

~

The underground casinos are a no-cash business;

~

He used to be a dealer at the River Rock;

~

He feels that the use of PGF accounts is problematic as it allows the patron's wives
know that they are gambling;

~

He believes that credit is the best way which will eliminate the local cash problem;

~

One of his responsibilities is debt collecting when the patrons fall behind on their
credit which means making calls and then to a collection agency;

-,. He did concede that what BCLC is doing with the conditions is good for the long
term.

Interview over@ 12:11 pm
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that sanctions have been placed on.Ji\WIM ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chipsMIMwas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

lnterpretelf$.l'lied: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview. ·-.. .understands English very well but was more comfortable at times
conversing in Mandarin.

BCLC Sanctions:--ontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on February 5th, 2016.

Investigator Comments:

wW office is located at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

• • was candid with investigators for the most part aside for the following:
AlthoughW4111stated he was not betting for-on the Jan 31 st it was under his direction.
This begs the question wasllill circumventing his conditions or teachim•M how to
bet. Either way, it lends itself to suspicion .

4
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Given his employment it is conceivable that he has more information to offer about the
underground casinos.
He claimed to have no knowledge as to how to contact the money lenders and purposefully
stayed an arm 's length from that information when asked. This is likely to do with the fact it
may compromise his employment with

thelM-

The conditions imposed

orW:'.I• are appropriate.

Tom Caverly
AML Investi gat ions

5
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--M-BCLC 15-!N
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2020-JAN-08
Interview Time: 0930 hrs
RRCR (MDB63)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
2018-JUL-04 ***BCLC Directive*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in
at any BCLC site with any amount of "unsourced" cash or "unsourced or borrowed"
chips. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2019-NOV-25 **BCLC** AML - Patron's gaming privilege is suspended for 30 days,
patron must schedule an interview with BCLC a week prior to return**
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Recent Activity:
Wil'IWis first documented in a BC Gaming Facility 2008-JUL.
HRP Patron
215 LCT's to date and 16 UFT's associated t o - profile to date, twelve (12) of
which are substantiated .

MW; profile at this time shows:
Bl : $1,910,510.00
FX: N/A
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: N/A
DISBURSEMENT: $2 ,327,064.50

Occupation:
Chef

Company:
lft-lll{company confirmed per OSINT- employment not)
The focus of the interview will be questioning to reinforce the conditions associated to
his profile and follow up on INC 190075112 (cash pass $1 OK small bills). INC
200001411, dispute between patrons 2020-JAN-06. Since being placed on sourced
cash chip conditions July 2018,If. . is documented to have been involved in passes
nine (9) times . Patrons involved in the 9 passes are:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
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INCIDENT 190075112
RRCR 2019-NOV-17
17:45 hrs -IMQ[irollow-W in to the washroom on main gaming floomlli
then Bl ($20's elastic - $5K)

811

Meanwhile
meets
BI stopped due to pass

Redacted

Patron

cash pass under the table $20's elastic ($5K)

lnte1v1ew I dent fy ng

-returned the money toW:l'llat the Hotel

-II left

Second meet withllM•in the washroom - chip pass

Source of $20's?
How was meet with .(.arranged?
How does he know lllhow was that buy in arranged?

INCIDENT- 20200001411
2020-JAN-06
••aggressively approached SID
Casino:

Reda:::ted
Iden!

Pat1on Interview
1

n

nformat1on

in the parking lot of Hard Rock

• • a n d two UAM approachelln the parking lot of Hard Rock casino with the two
UAM's in behin:9111i.then ripped the glasses ofll and indicated to him to follow
- - f o u r males then entered a vehicle and there appeared to be~rsationlil
a n d - were individually spoken to by security, both patrons sai
..
"wanted to
talk to himlll but did• •vide a reason why 9tated when asked that he did not
want police involved. ·.
was sent off site due to his current directive anclllreturned
to the casino for game play. Appeared an arranged meet llon phone?
Discussion Points:
What is your association tcmand how long have you known him
What was the nature of the conversation
Who were the males with you and why were they there
How did you get a hold ofllto get him to the parking lot
Are you loaning money, what is your interest rate
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Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm occupation and location/name of company
Confirm his address/owners of the home (Per OSINT:

;
I

1•1;1;rrr•""•are noted. to be the registered owners otMMM

-

l"".":'I

""l'l•'!!(ocT-2019 - occupation (x2) sign maker)

? who are they to you

Other residency? Other addresses?

sow
Family here?
How often in Canada?
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Yes - Stone LEE

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview

Patron lnterv1eu
ldentrfymg Information

Redacte~

stated the following:

Interview Results:

During the course of his interviewElllfl!li'"stated the following:
He lives at the noted address irlM•IMwith his family
Redacted Pa1ro1 lnte""1ew oent fyng lnforma· on
His family consists of his wife
daughter (22 and 24 yrs)
His kids are both employed but live at home

and a son and
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He and his wife rent the property
His parents also live in Canada but not in BC
He has no relationship with the owners of the property
His wife has family on China, Mother and two brothers
He has some ownership in family property there
He is still a chef atMB@", he has been there at least two (2) years
He has always worked as a Chef but has switched up restaurants in that role
His wife works
as a Manager
He banks at TD only (3779 Sexsmith Rd., Suite 2100, Richmond)
He also has various Visa cards
*Note with respect to INC 19007240flfi'Mll• was only shown a picture to see if
he knewlland once he said he knew him from casinos was he asked when he
last saw hi~
He last saviiili shortly before he was barred,mvas back betting at the
tables, he was only there for maybe 10 minutes
He believesllll is not allowed in casinos but does not know for sure
With respect to INC190075112 he did not do a cash/chip pass witl lillMIM
- i s a casino friend , his nickname is ·S;.1•
He came to the casino with the chips in question
He did pass $2K
it was for money he had borrowed in the past
He did not give her $5K, he does not know where that came from (*note per
CCTV review the money passed was placed i n . purse*)
The money was wrapped in an elastic to keep it straight
He got the money from his ATM at TD bank
*Note he was unable to explain with any degree of believability why she returned
the money to him when the buy in was denied*
With respect to INC 20200001411 , he knowfltrom Casino's
He an~attended at HR to pie& up to go drinking
He phonedll{Consistent with footage) to come out as he is barred
He did t a k - glasses off but only to look at a scar b~ i (inconsistent
with footage review, the glasses are aggressively taken fro · s face and•llM
appeared agitated when he speaks witl ;.· · . ·
get in his car witrlMQll
and a UAM where he spoke to him . IB!lf8appeared angry)
did not go drinking with him as he was with a friend and they were playing
slots (consistent with footage, but not until after security approached andlfwas
able to get out of the car)
He does not know wherellllives
He spends $2-$3 k per Casino visit
He buys in more if he is up

atUf?WP

-

-

tclll

-

-

- Ill

1
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He has been told by the casino they will not accept his ATM receipts because
they do not have banking information on them
He does not like buying in at the cage as the fees are high

BCLC Conditions:

2018-JUL-04 ***BCLC Directive*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in
at any BCLC site with any amount of "unsourced" cash or "unsourced or borrowed"
chips. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2020-JAN-08 **BCLC** AML - Patron has been interviewed and remains barred until
further notice.
Investigator Comments:

BC policies and procedures explained tol·1··1·1··--'l!ll!l!lllm
The reason for his suspension was explained t
. __ _
The accounting of events is questionable with respect to incident 2019-75112
It is believedltll•does borrow money, but limited amounts
The accounting of events is questionable with respect to INC 2020-1411
GPEB were notified of the incident as an 86 was sent on the iLPR (2020-1412) with
2020-1411 attached as a related incident
•.IMdid acknowledge he last
(SID :*** just prior to his suspension,
however he failed to mention he got in · · vehicle for a 5 minute drive (this was not
pursued as the file associated to this was generated by GPEB and investigators did not
want to compromise that inves!illil
It was made abundantly clear t - · :
that one incident of cash/chip pass will see him
suspended six (6) months (inclusive of his wife)
He has borrowed money in the past but only from other players on whatever table he
may be on
He was told he can buy in at the cage (electronic transfer)
It was noted by INV LEE thatlfJl8switched from Mandarin to Cantonese when
"cornered on a specific issue" (his native language is Cantonese)
Per OSINT (**2014 bankruptcy)

saw·ll!lii.\l'l'B-1111

Investigators recommendlf:.lmbe closely monitored , stay on conditions and be
suspended six (6) months should he continue cash/chip passing .
2020-JAN-08
Interview Summary forwarded to AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for review
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2020-JAN-10
Interview Summary approved
Recommendations approved
Patron profile updated
RRCR Guest Services updated
Interview formatted as a PDF sent back to D. Tottenham and filed.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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BCLC

1s

*Meee1 1++1f'E'++m

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-AUG-01
Interview Time: 11 :30 hours
RRCR (MDB63 Salon Premium)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron's gaming suspended pending interview with BCLC AML
Unit.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-JUL-15 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE-ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Programs
2018-NOV-05 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with any amount of "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank
or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips. Daryl Tottenham, Manager
AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
Recent LCT Activity:
7 LCTs in total in 2019. Last LCT was 2019-JUN-26.
Her profile at this time shows:
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Bl: $2,085,740.00
FX: $2,502.70
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $20,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $550,455.00
The focus of the interview will b e • • recent suspicious activities within BCLC
facilities, her associates and her source of wealth.
Occupation: Cashier ltrak /Homemaker (BC Assessment in OSINT)
Company: ' · · · ·
!'w'
History:

•

38 incidents total
3 UFTs, all substantiated
3 exchanges of cash/chips
27 incidents related to VSE and violations

Civil Courts:
NIA

Recent Activity:
IN20190044940, 2019-JUL-11, Parq Vancouver-Cash pass in washroom
Patron 1terv ew
04:22 hours, table MDB310- In the Jade West salon Reda::te::i
Identify n;i nforma!l:r1
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
coloured-up their chips then
went to the cage to cash out.
04:24 hours, cash desk (CD) 13-IM8:ashed-out $2,715 (5 x ~59-12
x $100, 3 x $5) in chips and received (27 x $100, 3 x $5) in cashM.I
cashed-out $4,280 (8 x $500, 2 x $100, 3 x $25, 1 x $5) in chips and
received her cash ($100 x 42, $20 x 4 ). When the cash was received
separated the $280 from the $4,000 and put the separated bundles
in separate parts of her wallet and then left Jade West.
04:25 hours
left Jade West withll.il8
am91HUJJCand all three women went to the main washroom together
near the baccarat pit on the 3rd floor. Via a reflection in a mirror,lfj1•
andP- were observed staying near the entrance of the bathroom
Reda:::ted Pa•1c n l1l'erv1ew
and appeared to be talking. (Suspected cash pass by cent fy ng 1format1on
or
$4,000)
· : ·· returned to the table then conducted a covert cash pass ti 11111$4

MM

. ·. . "·!" ..

~.,

IN20190036784, 2019-JUN-04, Parq Vancouver-Chip pass
• Ml8passed approx $4,000 worth of chips t8RW.l@lilft11"
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IN20~09, 2019-~AR-O,_P_~r-~a-~couver- Chip pass

• -

passed chips tolMFfJ!juM

IN20180066421, 2018-0CT-30, Parq Vancouver-Chip pass
17:57 hours, table MDB815- Redacleo Patron lnte·vtew ldent1fyir19 lnforma. on
bought-in for
$9,000 in $100s. The cash used in this buy-in came from a Global
_transaction at the cage Ml• then reached under the table and passed
• • chips, estimated to total $4,000 in chips.
IN20190053325, 2018-AUG-30, Parq Vancouver
23:30 hours, table MDB809 - Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
began to count ou!_ m~ni from her wall~t and th~n counted the money
Pat·on 1n•erv1ew
under the table. IM@iiji hen walked with associate Redac·ed
oen· 1f}1ng ln#orma:1on
IMRa from the table to the single stall women's washroom.
23:32 hours, table MDB809left the washroom and
returned to table MDB809lll• sat down and ~assed an unknown
amount of $100~e table toi;§FEM!.i!§QiE!§E!M"i!ii'* beside
her on her right. - o o k the bills from under the table then took 1
x $100 bill out of an envelope from her purse and added the single bill
to the stack passed to her by
The buy-in totaled $3,000 in
$100s.
23:46 hours
got into a vehicle driven by •f111then
quickly got out, returned to casino floor.
23:53 hours ••·"chipped-in $5,000 (1 x $5,000) after it appeared
previously that she had lost all of her chips.
01 :43 hours, table MDB809got up from the table
and went int~en's washroom together.
01 :45 h o u r s - - l e f t the washroom andB•
returned to table MDB811 to buy-in immediately with $5,000 (45 x
$100, 10 x $50).

Ma

•1111•

Discussion Points:
Associates
Frequent chip passing resulting in incidents
SOW/SOF
Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home?
Does she rent or own it?
With whom does she reside?
2. Confirm phone numbe

Patron lnte-,11ew
Identifying lnformat1on

Re~acted
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3. All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property? Other?
Spouse?
4. How much money hasMMflI••
-. .. d to gamble?
• From whom ha .":. _ borrowed money to gamble?
Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

How doe
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7. From where doemlfl acquire the funds she uses to gamble? How many chips
does she have in her possession, at home, stored, etc.?
Bank? ATMs? MSB? Friends? Private lenders?
Which banks doe•i!n•use? Joint accounts? With whom?
8. Other Associates
Redacted

Patron nfer\ 1ew Identify ing lnformatron

How doesMllknow-'
Where and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo

. ':!1.1181!'*""6!1¥@.!if-. .
• How does : . know MU
Where and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo

•

w.&~mrlt~oo~~::• kno~
·1formdt101

Where and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo

• .:f.iiff.rli&O.llt..1Mt.•

.

If.

How does ·. . know
Where and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:
The following information was provided byMM!ilKVjeduring the interview:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
and her ex-husband both own the house together.
previously worked as a cashier although she currently does not work.
receives spousal support from her ex-husband.
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tM!IW sources of wealth come from the spousal support she receives from

her exhusband, funds she received from an ICBC settlement, and the value of her home
(according to BC Assessment the home is assessed around $1 .9 million) .
(;:Ji

• •

- Regarding IN20190044940 wher
were assessed to have
conducted a cash pass in the washroom t
denies having ever engaged in
a cash pass.
- After cashing out,Mlllalways puts the majority of the funds, usually about $5,000,
in an envelope that she does not keep in her wallet because the envelope is too thick to
close the wallet; the remaining amount of loose bills she usually puts in her wallet.
Rll• keeps this envelope in her purse specifically for this purpose; the next time she
games she will use these funds for her buy-in .
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnformatron
llM-cognized a photo of
are
rs .
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
ecognized a photo o
know
e
er from the casinos.
_
.
.,, , . iso from the ~egion of China.
:ften
to wager f o - the most thatB asks for is $500 to
$ '
.
- · · readily wagers onltJR behalf or lend-chips.
- . · · never charges a service fee or interest when she lends chips or wagers on
BJ• ~~hc:ilf, or on behalf of anyone else.
- Whenlllborrows chips at the casino , she usually pays back the funds or chips the
next day.
- a n d P•play often together and-gambles almost daily .

-~

asksQ:SL

recognized a photo of .. . · ·
· ·
·
.
a i i o u r of ··:: ·
and i.s from the same region in China as . .
•
nd . · . play together often in the casino.
- Although . . does not recall any specific incidents of cash/chip passing withm•acknowledges the likelihood of chip passing with mas they would both wager
for each other and then need to pay each other back.
1

M n!I M plays in Parq's Jade East Salon and will reserve a table with a minimum bet of
$300 although many of her friends do not like play'.
· such a high minimum bet.
- Because the minimum bet is high for her friends
will often bet for the friends
who will then pas•:ll l chips to pay back · .: .
' ·· ·
Mii and her friends like playing in Jade East because there the dealers will give
free hands (burn off the cards) .
~recognized a photo o •

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

as a woman known

·has no personal dealings with- · although she knows thatMMm•
played with a bald man.

often
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Redacted Patron 1n1er.11cw ldent1'y11g Information
• • identifiew
as the bald man who
often played with.:...;,.......;.,._
- Despite a previous incident where casino information reported tha1Mwemi=
were involved in a cash • •st off of Parq Vancouver property and that...:.·.:..- was
with the two at the time , ··:.
has no recollection of the incident or ever leaving the
Reda :;;ted P,d ron
site with Int erview de n· f m

hedacted Patron nterv ew Identifying
PJMwas shown two (2) different photos o '
and did
not recognize him .
8'Ju• thought that the two (2) photos were of two (2) different men, despite both
photos being oflill
lnf~rmallon

-11:
il'.2~l!!J~-.
)hl.FI.1'9~if~1~?!.-!!f:~¥:!ff~S~H~~"i~·~§~M~N~Mf~%:!!.i:·S:- ·
sre~ognized
nickname ~-1s
1

6

1

· · only knows•mM inside the casino , but sinci•J•has been placed on
sourced cash/chip conditions---will have nothing to do with her.
- In the pastM•would as~ to bet for him and he always settled right away .
· .. · has never borrowed money to gamble.
.
. never lends money in the casinos: • • understands that her casino
•
associates are not real friends and are just associates.
- Typically,WJ!ft• acquires her funds on site at the cage using her Visa card.

Investigators' comments:
W•1cknowledged conducting chip passes as a regular part of her gaming within
BCLC facilities although generally she is unable to remember specific events. Despite
this , the investigators assess thatMMwas being honest. She frequently conducts
chip passes and had not considered it problematic although she clearly knew that chip
passing was not permitted or she would not have tried to hide the passes. • •
explanation of keeping an envelope in her purse and using this for the large sums of
cash after cashing-out is corroborated in IN20190044940.

111• remains on sourced cash/chip conditions.

She has been thoroughly educated
about the requirements within BCLC facilities to not engage in cash/chip passing.
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IJ•

gaming presents little to no risk to BCLC as she is a low level player and she
now understands the sourced cash/chip conditions .

. . . has a long history of gaming in BCLC facilities (her earliest LCT is dated 20060CT-06) and has made numerous associates within the gaming facilities. After
interviewing R • the investigators assess that Rilfas association with these abovenoted associates, including some with known cash facilitation activities, is not nefarious
and thatm• has no involvement with cash facilitation.

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:
Redac'ed Pa•ron
NAM : Inte
rv iew lde nt1fy11g
I nforma•ion
SID #
lnterv
I
I • • PR-07
Interview Time: 1330hrs - 1350hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Private room in VIP Salon MOB 63)
Language spoken : Mandarin (LEE translating)

Synopsis:
On 2016-APR-07 at 1330hrs investigator ~SMA along with investigator LEE attended to the private
room as previously arUI~ to meet with~ho was being escorted to the room by RR~est
Service Phoebe YAN ·::·
as escorted to the room by YAN and introductions were mademwas
thanked for taking the time to meet with us.
BCLC's role with regard to Gaming in the province of BC was explained t<llll Considerin!lllllis fairly
new to BC Casinos it was explained we needed to ask him some questions to get to know him better .
Conditions surroundin£illll inability to use un-sourced cash/chips were explained to him .
The interview lasted approx. 30 minutes andlllremained respectful (but reserved) throughout.

The following points of interest were learnt from

Ill

Regarding the 2016-APR-03 incident ($350K in chips and $140K cash):

~xplained he is visiting Canada on vacation to see family and friends (not on business). He was in
Whistler Skiing and indicated his friend hurt himself and they came back from Whistler to see a doctor
~could be the male seen in a wheelchair on the April 3'd incident footage).
li!iladvised he has friends everywhere he goes including Canada.
Prior to arriving at the casino on the incident ni~ht , while at dinner, his friend made the arrangements to
get him the chips and cash he used on April 3' .
Wriends that reside locally had many contacts that had access/connections to the chips and cash .
ll!llwas unwilling to divulge the identity of his friend(s) that helped him get the cash and chips.
Source of wealth:

Associates:

Ill confirmed that

Reoac'ed Patron 1n·erv1ew
ldent1f n 1n~ormat on

1 works for his company in China and referred to him as both a
friend and business associate. He was unwilling to confirm the name of the company he runs thatll
works for .
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lllleferred t t

Hedacled

Patron lnter J1ew IC!ent fy1ng
lnfo rmallan

I

as his friend .

Cash alternatives and education RE Conditions:
.confirmed he does not have a bank account in Canada as such bank drafts are not an option for
him.
was re-educated with regard to the terms of the conditions BCLC has imposed on him . He was
informed that he will not be able to gamble with any un-sourced cash or chips and the casino and BCLC
will need to be able to verify the source of his funds.
He was told that the results of our interview would be forwarded to upper management and someone
would be in touch with him.

Ill

li!B suggestions/comments:
llllbrought up BC Governments cultural ignorance and suggested that what he has been gambling in
River Rock are small amounts. He indicated he could ask any one of his friends/associates for $3 million
and he would have it no questions asked .
indicated he has a line of credit at every casino in Vegas up to $1 o million at each .
-If BCLC offered credit he would use it.
-Hold Cheque was explained to him but likely isn 't an option for him .

1ii1

Interviewer comments:
illwas somewhat uncooperative during certain aspects of the interview process.
He was reluctant to discuss his businesses and suggested investigators should (and have already) do
internet searches and we would find all the answers we need.
He was also unwilling to discuss who his friends are or his local contacts are.
Reda:1c:l z:>atron .ntcrv cw ldent1fy1ng
Followin~ interview investigator LEE went to the
website (which has a
photo o f - and confirmed by reading the Chinese characters the pronunciation of the company name
islitJfl!l8.

BCLC's AML unit will need to provide direction to the casino regardinglilll status with BC Casinos. His
SID profile comments have been updated so the site is aware that he 's been interviewed and conditions
remain in place . To eliminate confusio~wing a conversation with AML File Coordinator Tom
CAVERLY, the ban was removed fro~ profile and he was put under watch.
This was communicated to RRCR Guest Services Phoebe YAN verbally.
A copy of this interview summary has been sent to AML File Coordinator Tom CAVERLY.

2
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BCLC ISW:Rti1Mffli&:x1illi1Jao1r.l5i\MJGJ!.

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date : 2017-NOV-15
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location : RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:

RHMlis presently on full cash/chip conditions pending interview with investigators.
Recent Activity:

llfll has generated 43 individual LCT records dating back to 2017-FEB .
On 2017-NOV-03, as a result of an $50,000 (all $50 bills) buy in at PARQ , the following
comment added tcMIDls SID profile:
2017-NOV-06***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC .com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager
AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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-

occupation as a "student" does not clearly aid in establishing SOF or SOW.

History:

He is part of a group of younger gamblers, most also listed as
students. BCLC has interview some 0W1P.a associates and in most cases they claim to be
financed by parents overseas and money may come from exchange/wire transfer businesses.

lif!R holds PGF accoun1M• at PARO Casino. He has used his PGF account 4 times since
opening his account in 2017-0CT-29 Uust before being placed on conditions).

lncident(s) to discuss:
2017-NOV-03 I 17-62657 I UFT-PARQ:. .conducted $55,000 in cash buy ins (5 bundles of
$50 bills , each bound by elastics plus an additional $5K) .

Occupation:
Student - Unknown where

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Rcaac'ed Pa··on Interview den" fy ng 'lformal101

is current.

a. Does he reside primarily in Canada?
b. Does he own or rent?
i.

Who owns the house?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
a. If he is financed by parents overseas explain the process of how he gets
money in Canada .
b. What do his parents do for a living?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as a student.
a. What school is he attending?
b. What is/was he studying? Is he still registered as a student there? Does
he have any source of income in Canada?
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced cash is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Wherliili'il does bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. How does he make the arrangements?
6.

Encourage~to utilize his PGF account as his primary source of funds to
wit~

gamble

2
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7. Doeslm have any casino chips at home? Does he make a habit of leaving
with chips if so from where (which casino(s)) and how many?
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-NOV-03 / 17-62657 / UFT-PARQ:
1. Where did he acquire the $50K in cash?
a. Explain the process of how he came into possession of it.
2. Educate

II.: regarding BCLC's concerns surround the source of these funds .

3. Caution ·
. against using associates/3'd parties to conduct transaction on his behalf.
This could result in a suspension from BC Casinos.

Interview Results:
Redacted

Patron Interview ldcntr'ying

nforma110'1
confirmed the address on
is current. He is renting the
condo/apartment.
)i;> llll!i!I confirmed he is financed by his parents who reside overseas (China).
o His parents are involved in a business that deals in agricultural goods : Fertilizer,
pesticides, chemicals etc.
o His mother often wires him money.M l 1as accounts at 2 CON Fl 's: RBC and
TD Canada Trust.
~ 111!ff•is attending
where he is studying English and a bit
of math. His casino profile has been updated with the college name.
)i;> He is in Canada on a student visa (not a citizen or permanent resident) .
? - d o e s not have any income/business or employment in Canada .
? ""T'he"'Cash used in the casino is a combination of recycled winnings, cash from a MSB or
ATM/debit withdrawals.
)i;> lll•mentioned that he drives a"tl••illlAtf.that he previously sold ts>
Richmond Nissan (Richmond Automall) for cash . He then financed the s a m e .
•'I.back from Nissan. According to casino record-·s attached to
~MllMt!tif"®"
)i;> ~was encouraged to utilize his PGF account. He acknowledged he has an account
at PARO . He stated he won a lot over a couple days and used his winnings to open an
account at PARO . Review of LCT records at the time of opening his PGF account

? -

al@vj.ZM

•

supp o - - .
o ·:- · r:nentioned his friend he referred to asR(believed to be.111111&
-warned him to not take cash away from the casino. · is also on
conditions and had already been interviewed by BCLCl!ll encouragedlilill
to leave some of his money at the casino in a PGF account to avoid issues with
BCLC. According tc1fm•ar@IU"* taught him how to gamble.
RE: Underground Casinos:
~ lll!llwas aware of the existence of unregistered or underground casino but stated he
has never been.

3
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He recalled being approached by an individual while smoking outside the old
Edgewater casinos Salon. This Asian male noticed he had been losing and
offered to take him to an underground casino where he would be lent money.
According toli'iC,9he male told him that if he loses $10 ,000 in borrowed funds
~uld only have to pay back $8,000.
o - w a s asked to describe the male:
• Approx. 30 years old, Asian male , 1701bs, 5'6" to 5'8", hair was shaved on
the sides with a slightly longer patch of hair on the top.
f-'a''an
• The male goes by eithe nter\'1ew ldent1'y1ng
o li""'·""-il-!l!i-lmentioned others in his group of friends had bene approached by this male
previously.
o Since Edgewater moved to PARO.Bil has not seen this male.
o

~ecac·ed

RE 2017-NOV-03 / 17-62657 I UFT-PARQ:
>-- m•was adamant that he only bought in for $20,000 on this incident date.

Investigators described he had 5 larger bundles of $50 bills, each totalling $10,000. He
stated the bundles were only $5 ,000 each (which would have made $25,000, not
$20,000) .
o The investigator called BCLC HUSLER in the onsite office who confirmed via
LCT record the total buy in this incident date was $55,000 ($50,000 in $50's) .
Attached tracking also supported this amount and notedliil received 50X$1K
chips.
o This information was relayed to IRlwho seemed surprised as he did not recall
buying in this much.
o Post interview the investigator requested PARQ surveillance transfer the footage
to the secure shared drive. Footage associated to the UFT was reviewed and
confirmed 5 larger bundles of $50 bills (each bundle appeared to contain 2
smaller bundles) were presented bylll!iltotalling $50K. Footage also confirmed
he received 50X$1 K chips to complete the buy in.
o Its possibl~ may have been buying in for lii!ll(who is on conditions and
accompanied him to the casino on the incident daV.ifjfage showed the dealer
slid the chips towardlii!llwho redirected them to .:
This could explain why
.
- d i d not recall buying in for $50,000.
;... -advised that he was sent $300,000 RB by his mother in China. He needed to
convert (what sounded like a portion of it) to CON currency and one of his friends
suggested he use the money exchange business in Crystal Mall (Burnaby) near his
residence.
o B!ililpulled up an advertisement for the company on his smart phone which
confirmed the MSB is called "Vange" (www.vange.ca)
o The address is 1005-4500 King sway in Burnaby.
o The company uses the "We-Chat" application to conduct its business.
o By todays exchange rate $300,000 RB would equal approx. $57,000 CON .
Interpreter required: Yes , LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking notes .•
English.
BCLC ConditionseMis on full sourced cash/chip conditions.
Investigator Comments:

4

did speak some
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-seemed to be honest with investigators and answered all questions asked of him .
He was educated that he can use his debit card at the cashier as one cashless alternative which
he was not aware of and seemed receptive to.

liiJli8was told that if he chooses to use cash to gamble in BC Casinos it will have to be
accompanied by a receipt. He seemed fine with this; he holds accounts at 2 CON Fl 's and a
money exchange business should provide him with a receipt.
It is recommendedlll.I remain on conditions .
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

5
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BC LC IS ij§fi§l@(lflif!'flff@i.l!.lfii!.l,i
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2019-FEB-13
Interview Time: 1O: 00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being
spoken to about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin

Conditions:

BCLC Directive 2019-JAN-29:
Patron gaming suspended effective immediately pending AML interview.

Recent Activity:

- h a s generated 370 individual LCT records dating back to 2005-AUG
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His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $3,657,485.00

FX: $218,794.15
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1,662,600.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2,934,485.94

The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF, SOW and
relationship to various associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC and
follow up

Occupation:
Ruling #19

- Previously a Ruling #19

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

- h a s been documented in BC Casinos since 2005-AUGwith eight (8)
UFT's to date.

Activity Outline:
Per his OS/NT in 2019 the following issues need clarification. The key
concern is outstanding funds owing and the money he is using at the
casino.
Ruling #19

1

2.

Ruling #19
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Redacted - Patron Interv1ew Identifying

Ruling #19

Redacted - Patron Interview

3. Listed as previous Directorfor BC Company Identifying Information
Ceased to
be a Director on the same date company was incorporated (Oct 24,
2017)
(NOF itrak) is the new company Director.

4.

Ruling #19

.
Dated Website article lists the following:

s.IMli@land
Ruling #19
of a
Ruling #19

··• · _..

Hedacted Patro1 lnte~wrew
tdent1'ying lnfo rmat1cn

Ruling #19

(NOF iTrak - same address as. . subject
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Discussion Points:
SOW/Fraud Charges/Outstanding Debt
Any other properties
Clarify business information
Any other family here
Redacteo Patron Interview
What is numbered company
Confirr r
is his wife
What is the status of the lawsuit (Documents indicatetliUIM owes
Ide ll1fy1n;i lnfo1r1at1:m

Ruling #19

Relationship to :
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Confirm the owners of the home.

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:
During the course of this inteNiew,
-

Redactea

Patro11nte~ . 1eu

ldentffy11g

Info nat1Jn

Redacted - Patron Intervi ew Identifying Information
He lives at
Ruling #19
The property is owned b

stated the following:
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-

Ruling #19
Reda::ted

Ruling #19

Pat ron lnterv ew lde1t1fying
lnforma·1on

Ruling
#19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19

- ••4'.llmiN!j" (NOF itrak) is a friend of his

RSZ and a third person went into a partnership to open a

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

11 hence the company

in • .

Redacted

PatrO'l tnle v1eu ldent1fymg
lnfo·mat1:::in

- Whil..-, name is on as director now he manages it
- The company claimed zero income last year
- The purchase money for the home in ••t!:!came from Ruling #19
-

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

-

He gets money from three sources:Ruling #19

Ruling #19

He has tried to quit gambling in the past
Ruling #19
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- He claimed $30K in income tax last year from his business
- He is generally paid in cash (Ruling #19
)
- If he is paid by cheque it is made out to him personally
- He has had two gigs so far this year
- Ruling #19

- He has no other family in Canada
- He has no other properties in Canada
- He used to live inRuling #19
- While living there he me 1 Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
and they became friends
- He me
in 2000
fyFJg
- During the course of his friendship with
he went to
Redac·ed
1aent

Pa' ron ln'e1v1ew
tnforma' on

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

Redactea

Patro1

tnte~v ceu

!denl1fy1ng lnfa·rria11cn

- As

-

Ruling #19

Rejacteo Patrol lnle ' 111ew
ld en11~y1ng

lnf:irmat1on

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

Rejacied Pat ron ln•erv1ew
l aentlfyng lnforma· 1on
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-

He had

Redacteu

Patro1 lnte ·v1e11
ldentr'ymg lnfrrmat1cn

R:edac'ed Pat·on Interview
1oen• fymg ln'onnatron

Ruling #19

-

-

-

Ruling #19

)Ruling
#19

He plays very small at the casinos now
He has been accused by a number of financial institutions (i.e. banks)
of money laundering when he deposits cash and immediately
requests a bank draft made out to him
Numerous financial institutions have severed ties with him, he is
currently getting drafts from HS BC
He gets the drafts due to his BCLC Conditions
The bulk of his money is recycled or Casino wins (he recently won
$40Kovertwo days)
He received a letter from The Financial Institutions Commission
(FICOM) with respectto his dealing at some banks (sounded like a
"warning letter''
He has no association to Undergrounds or loan sharks
He has gone to "Money Mart" style locations for advances in the past
The interest rates in these types of places is crippling
Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19

BCLC Conditions:
2019-FEB-13:

~mentfor interview has been removed f r o r 1 - ; profile.
- s currently barred pending investigation

Investigators Comments:
-

Investigators f e e l - i s a desperate man,

Ruling #19
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Ruling #19

- Investigators tried at length to getM•to VSE, Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19

- Investigators are concerned f o 1 - s stability
- Game Sense advisor Brent RUNTE advised of concerns
- RUNTE referred investigators to ~fo Support Rep Margaret
SI GS WORTH for assistance with-.
- Investigator L~ince contacted SI GS WORTH requesting
ncefohas de~~n.~trated he is vulnerable and could be taken
•
advantage of for his financial gain
- It is not clear if he gained financiall~is dealings with
or, if it was strictly a s - stated, to save face.
R(:dacled Palfon 'llerv ew
lde:it1fymJ lnformat1ori
1

Recommendations:
- s history and debt load are of concern.
The source of some of his funds could be questionable.
His stability is in question.
Given BCLC is aware of all of this, a barring may be appropriate.
2019-FEB-14
Forwarded to Manager AML for review.
2019-FEB-15
Five year Barring approved
2019-FEB-20
Barring completed (I NC2019-12047)
Profile update.
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLC

1s•@&k.lf'.i§!i.1§1.fi@N!.*lf!.. .
1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-17
Interview Time: 10:45 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2017-NOV-16:
Full sourced cash/chip conditions with request for AML interview

Recent Activity:

I•

has generated 34 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-AUG

His profile at this time shows:
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Bl : $379,785.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $964,300.00
DISBURSEMENT: $316,040.00
The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF, SOW and relationship
to various associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:

General Manager
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

(China) (20% owner)

Of these UFT's : is directly involved in seven (7)
incidences. The primary concern is money dropped off to liil, and moneylll appears
to be providing to other high roll patrons.
The incident that triggere-s sourced conditions and request for interview occurred
2017-NOV when he received a drop off $99,500 (500x$100 - possible bank strap) and
the balance in $50's wrapped in multiple elastics.
Prior to this incidenm is noted to have been involved in some way with multiple small
denomination large volume cash buy in's.
Per his OSINT in 2017, nothing negative uncovered .

Activity Outline:

llis a seasonal player
2015-AUG - RRCR

llllwas seen removing 5 bundles of bills a white bag and placed the bundles on the
cage counter. Each bundle was wrapped with elastic bandslllllproduced 32 in $5 bills,
125 in $1 O bills, 2402 in $20 bills, 7 in $50 bills and 2 in $100 bills for total of $50,000
buy-in.Bbought in for total of $55,000 and did not cashed out during this visit.
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Dropped off with Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
exited the vehicle with the noted white plastic bag.
? driver
?origin of cash
?association to

2016- MAR - RRCR

R

appeared to facilitate two buy in's by delivering a shopping bag of $1 OOK in $20 bills
to two individual males i.e. one bag each, one dropped at Sea Harbour (u/m recipient)
and one passed in the Salon.lllwas staying on site at the time l h floo;i bil of
money from his room). One of the shopping bags ended up withffillfH
Redacled Patron
ln1erv1ew Iden• • n

?origin of cash
?association to

2017- JAN - RRCR

1llillproduced 2000x$20 bills for a $40,000 buy-in (plastic bags - dropped off in VIP
parkade area by
with a U/M). The U/M handed the noted white plastic
bag tollillwhile heading towards the skywalk.
***Of note the day after this incidentmopened a PGF account with a $100,000 CIBC
bank draft***
?who drove? origin
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
2. · .'. arrived at the site as passenger in
···· ·· ·. '. .·. · and produced $34,835 in mixed~omination bills. The bills were
wrapped in elastic and wrapped in newspaper.
also bought in.

m

Association toll

2017- FEB - RRCR

1111 withllarrived on site in a

drivingB placed 3 bundles of CON
$100 bills (each bound by elastics) and 2 bricks of CON $20 bil~lso bound by
elastics) for buy in. lililianded a significant amount of chips to.for play (per TGM
chips returned to Ii).
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2017- MAR - RRCR
15

Attended the site wittlllin the ~· 11;;"fl1jM*ISi\:w~· both carrying dark coloured
plastic bags. Both produced $50 1n
s or uy 1n to a $1 OOK - $5 bundles each).
The bills were wrapped multiple elastics.
?origin of bills

2017- NOV (Parq)
.ought in for $99,9~0 (50~x$100, 999X$50 . The bills were delivered to him by a
-'.IWm1z11ed 1n behind th
- •. • •. •
•
• • . •
the
driver of the ··:: : got out of the car and passed a bag t ·:: though the driver
window. The bag was a white plastic bag (the words golf were on the side) with a black
plastic back that was inside the white plastic bag (possible bank strap on the $1 OO's).

~as last noted to be at a BC Casino in 2018-AUG (LCT's) . There are no further
directly related UFT's on file forllill
** vehi_cl~s/pa• .-Fey lender/borrower??**
Assoc1at1on t< · :.• •
r

ti

Discussion Points:

sow
•

SOF (from whom was he acquiring the small denomination bills.
How did he become involved in distribution money to colleagues ($20's)
Why one year absence (Sept 2016 - June 2018)
Family here?
How often in Canada?

Relationship to:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his Canadian address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
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Confirm the owners of the home. When was the home purchased? How was it
purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.) Citizenship? Other residency? Other
addresses?
Clarify business information

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

Reda:::ted

Patron I '11erv ew

Jdcn'lf)' ng 1format101

._.

tated the following:

Patro1 lnle'V1ew
His address has been updated to 1 Redactec
(profile updated)
lde nt1'y1ng l nformatrcn
Per BC Assessment his home is currently valued at $3,846,000
He owns his home
He has a wife and three children living in Vancouver
His children are 8,6 and 3
His two eldest were born in Hong Kong and his youngest was born in Canada
His wife is striving to get Canadian Citizenship, he is not
He lives 5-6 months a year in Canada
He comes over as often as he can as his kids are young
His trips are pending how busy he is at work
He lives in Wu Han City, Province of Hubei, China
He is 20% owner in the trading company he is affiliated to
The company is involved in trading "natural resources"
He has recently invested in a second company which roughly translated in to
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
English is '

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

-

All noted associates are friends from China:
Re:1acerl Pat-01 lnle r11ew cen· fying
(known over 10 years, has a house in Vancouver and a
lnfo·rrnflan
business in China)
00
•mr.mr!lll!llt
Info mat1::in '"15iil\l\JillW (often visits Canada with him/borrows his vehicles/stays at

his

le~

lnfornat1:.in

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
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Any money used in the described incidents is money passed back and forth
between his circle of friends (money owing/borrowed) if they are over for a visit
etc.
No specific source of the $20's named
There are no interest payments
He is not involved with an~oan sharks/does not know an~ loan sharks
He owns the noted •@Z@ii#ii(•ielM§aj@fy®HGFMl.!hfii!!.!,. .
He has heard of undergrounds through "guys talking" when they are out eating
and drinking
From what he has heard about undergrounds they are dangerous, he has no
desire to attend one and does not have a specific location for any
On every visit he brings cash over ($1 OO's)
He has $150K in RRCR chips, he finds it easier to buy in that way . He has a
habit of taking a few home when he plays. (NOTE - Director table games has
been asked to source the alleged chips)

BCLC Conditions:
2019-JAN-17:

Reguirement for interview has been removed from
Bcurrently is still on full cash/chip conditions

llm profile.

Investigators Comments:

Ill was evasive on the origin of the $20's. He did c• ..· _. he was given the first bunch of
$2cl's in 2015 as he had just arrived in Canada and
gave it to him so they could go to
the Casino to gamble.
lilil was otherwise forthcoming
SOF/SOW requirements have been fully explained toBas has BCLC's concern with the
use of small bills for buy in
Bllwas encouraged to use his PGF
Welll'il defiantly has wealth ; it is recommended he stay on full sourced cash/chip
conditions

llim company is confirmed as:
Company Nam ;,

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

qeaac-ed Pa•ron 1n•erv1ew
laenllfyng ln&orma• on

Guest Name

Redacted

Patro1 lnte"J1ew aent fvng
Info r1atmn
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Company address:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview

ldenHfymg Information

Address:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
English :

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
The highlighted name is lilt;
2019-JAN-17
Forwarded to management for review
2019-JAN-18
Per management review, lllwill stay on full sourced cash chip conditions . Profile reflects
same.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC
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SUPPLEMENTAL INTERVIEW:

There has been a request by AML Manager D. Tottenham to follow up with lifwith respect to
chips he has been bringing on site at RRCR for cash out.
In his prior interview on 2019-JAN-17l lstated to investigators:

He has $1 SOK in RRCR chips, he finds it easier to buy in that way. He has a
habit of taking a few home when he plays. (NOTE - Director table games has
been asked to source the alleged chips)
Per patron LCT review, since the interview incident, WITHOUT play.

as cashed out the following WITHOUT

2019-FEB-07 - $1 SK c/o
2019-MAR-2 - $1 OK c/o
2019MAR-11 - $1 SK c/o
2019-AUG-23 - $30K c/o
2019-AUG-28 - $40K (chips seized) no c/o
Total $11 OK

An outline of what is required noted below:
Hey St one,

So as we talked about, it doesn't appear RRCR w ill be go in g o ut of th eir way to help us he re.

-

was in on the weekend askin g for his ch ips back and/or ask ing for an update.

Ca n you please try and get a hold of him and confirm how many mo re chips he may have t hen set up an
interview date/time.

He wil l need to bring all chips t o the interview fo r us to know what we're workin g w ith.
Th e interview w ill focus on him providing an exp lanation as to when he wo n these chips, why he takes
them home instead of cas h them out etc.
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To now it see ms l l l as been pretty st rai ghtforward w it h us and the site so I' m guess in g he' ll be
coo pe rative .

Acco rdin g to David Z he could have up to $30K more at home and all the y co uld so urce is 3 ch ips.

According t o the SF Case (03114525 ) his# is :

Th anks,

Steve Beeksma
2019-SEPT- 11
09:30 hrs
Suite 100 - RRCR

Interview Results:

During the course of this intervie'V'PlfMlm!t1-tated the following :
He has $25K in chips $5K chips in hand (in his man purse, showed them to
investigators)
He may have a few $100, $25 chips floating around, that's just "chump change"
The only reason he is cashing out is because RRCR/BCLC will not let him play
with the chips
He really just wants to play
He doesn't understand why his money was accepted for buy in and now the
chips are not "good"
He did not receive a receipt for the $40K in chips that were taken from him 2019AUG-28 (asked for one at the cage - INC190056564 refers)
Previous VIP Manager Lisa GAO is aware of his habits, when he loses $10-$20K
he tends to pick his chips up and go
He has played this way since he started gaming at RRCR
As stated in his 2019-JAN-17 interview, he hangs on to the chips for convenience
He is not a resident, when he visits it is easier to just have chips on hand when
he is in town and wants to play
That the site (RRCR) cannot source the chips is their problem , not his, all of the
chips in question are his
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Investigators Comments:

The answers provided byllare consistent with those provided in his January 2017
interview
Investigators find nothing of concern inllm accounting of events and believe the
chips to belong tolllas he has stated
In making their recommendation with respect to the ownership of the chips, Investigator
LEE pointed out Incident #17-27057whereb
a patron
surveillance and tables watch very closely was up $100K in one session and
surveillance and tables missed the tracking demonstrating oversites in tacking can
occur.

Discussion with AML Manager:

Interview results discussed with AML Manager Daryl Tottenham
Tottenham is in agreement with Investigators reasoning and findings
Tottenham directed investigator thatlila can keep his $25K in chips for play
with the proviso the site is updated
AsRis headed off site for the day, he is to cash out the $40K in chips held by
the site
Site staff are to be notified o f . new status

Investigators Actions:

Assisted in cash out of $40 K
Oscar CHOW, Ricky LAI and Davis ZHOU have all been updated, o n - new
status; that he is sourced to 5x$5K chips as of this date and time (10:30 hrs) per
Daryl TOTTENHAM
LAI had added a supplemental to incident
Follow up email sent to ZHOU documenting the approval of $25K sourced chips
forllll
From: Ly nn Cous in s

>

Sent: September-11-19 3:09 PM
To: 'David Zhou' <

>

Cc: Daryl Tottenham <
Subject:

Redacted

>; Steve Beeksma <

>; Lynn Cousins

DJ"on l11' e1v1ew ld81trfy ng

Hi David,
Ju st to follow up on our conversat ion with respect to SOF for
After a second interview wit

Rcda:ted

Patron 1terv C\\ tdc1t1fy1n;;i

I 1forma·1on

rill th is date, BCLC has a pp roved the return of funds for the $40K in chips

seized 2019-AUG-28 INC190056564.
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BCLC has further approved $25K in "chips in hand " thatfllproduced this date as sourced .
Moving forwards please adjust your record s accmd ingly.

Regards,
Lynn
Lynn Cousins , CAMS
AML Investigator
Legal, Compliance, Security Division, BCLC
2940 Virtual Way, Vancouver BC VSM OA6

c 778-868-4012
lcousins@bclc.com

2019-SEPT-12
Per management review, interview ready to file.
PDF created and dropped in to AML Risk Folder.
L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC - AML
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
•

Redacted - Patron

NAM • Interview Identifying
SID#
Information
Interview Date: 10/30/2015
Interview Time: 13:05 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Specific Questions to Ask :

1. Confirm source of her wealth?
2. On October 11 th you cashed out 16 k where did you get the money to buy in?
3.

On October 1i

hyou conducted a 6.6 K buy in , where did you get the

money from?

4. On October 23'd you received a 5K chip pass , where did the money originate?
5.

Does he understand the conditions?

6. Educate on PGF Accounts.
7.

Remind him that he may be banned again if he continues to play with un-sourced money.

Interview Results:

?

At the beginning of the interview it was explained to him about government
regulations and reporting requirements;

?

He was advised that the reason for the meeting was to talk about his conditions and
to ensure that he understands them;

~

He responded by saying that people from China usually pay in cash and do not like
to use credit;

~

He stated that he will go to the casino and keep it under the 1O grand marl;
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-,. He advised that we (BCLC) are forcing him to break the rules and that he will play
small and win a bunch of chips then go into the washroom and come back out and
do the same again until he has a large number of chips;
-,. He usually keeps it under 10 grand but late at night he will call for the cash and
mentions that he uses a money exchange business;
-,. He further stated that there are many of these exchange business and that the way
that it works is that the money is wired from his account in China to another account
in China and the money is delivered;

?

He declined to go into specific details as to what number she would call and who he
would meet;

?

He does not want to use PGF as it takes too long which has an effect on his luck;

?

If he is on a winning streak he will just take the money home and at one point has
170 K at home;

?

He has lived in Canada for the past six years and has not worked as he still has a
construction business in China which is the source of his wealth;

?

He has about $2,000,000.00 in his bank account here;

?

He was questioned about the October 23rd transaction witl WllWand stated that
the two are good friends. They would pool their money and play together. He may
play at the direction o f B • It would depend on who is lucky at the time;

?

He mentioned that in the early morning hours he calls the money exchange people
because the banks are closed;

?

He said if he wins that he would pay them back right away;

-,. When the conditions were explained to him he stated that he understood but that he
just wanted to play;

?

He went on to say that he knows that the BC Government is asking who is loan
sharking but he would not offer any information in this regard ;

?

He was told that he must follow the conditions;

?

He stated that he has about 12,000 in chips at home;

Interview ended at 13:52 hours

2
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Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that sanctions have been placed or l l l ability to buy-in using cash or unsourced chips.
was encouraged to use a Patron Gaming Fund Account.

II

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.
BCLC Sanctions ~ontinues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as imposed
by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:

II did not seem to appreciate the importance of adhering to his playing conditions . With this in
mind he was reminded that if he did not he would be banned again.
His banned was lifted shortly after his interview.
Tom Caverly
Casino Inve stigations

3
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BCLC IS """ .,. ·

rn

••• . , "

'

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-02
Interview Time: 1200hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

•I.IS has generated 28 individual LCT records dating back to 2006-DEC
On 2017-0CT-30 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:

E m N i s associated as a participant to 2 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified
as· unusual transactions, 1xunsub 1xsubstantiated .
The concer~ and reason fo~ in_terview is to establish SOW and SO_F a~~\~l-llllil·.·11.1·1!~1 most
recent buy-in of $50K cash 1s 1n excess of an average buy-in for h1m.lli:::il:i.I..$
average is $18-$20k
What is your relationship to the following :
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
INCIDENT: 170054120
2017-SEPT-23
2201 hrs
$5K+ chip pass to · - ( H a r d Rock)

INCIDENT: 170055840
2017 -OCT-01

·ti!Mif

-~

v
· .....
drove91._off site whenllMl!l!Wan
out of chips
When they returned .. JJitihad $50K for buy in .....
Where did you go?
Whose money is it?

INCIDENT: 170061579
2017-0CT-29
$50k Bl - RRCR - all $100 bills
Rcdactej Patron 1ntcrv ew
??? Was this a buy-in fo
1nfmmation

ldent1fym~

is on conditions??

As per LCT records, on the early morning of 2017-0CT-2.slifJ.im conducted a total of $57,500 in cash buy
ins at the Grand Villa casino. The total was comprised of 4 separate buy ins between 0017hrs and 0103hrs
(morning of the 29th}.

oMi'ffMLCT

Review
records shows his most recent one occurred on 2017-0CT-23 at the Hard Rock
casino detailing a disbursement for $57,600. On 2017-0CT-24• •vas placed on conditions.
It is reasonable to conclude that the mone!•sed at the Grand Villa prior to attending River Rock
on the afternoon of 2017-0CT-29 is sourced t
disbursement at the Hard Rock casino on the

_QW

23rd (nearly and exact match to the dollar amount).

2
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The focus of this report will btf!RJJ$so,ooo cash buy in at River Rock on the afternoon of 2017-0CT29 as it is deemed to be unsourced.

At 1401hrs"i'•lfMlfl'"arrived in the casinos upper level Phoenix high limit room. They settle on
table MEZB25 when:• • begins removing multiple bundles of $100 bills from his side bag. He
removed the elastics from the bundles before providing the cash to the dealer for counting/purchase of
chips.
-By 1414hrs the dealer had completed counting the cash which totaled $50,000 (500X$100 bills). WWW
was provided with the chips and began to gamble withM.seated next to him observing play.

MllllNas putting amounts at risk consistent with his buy in amount (average $SK per hand).

The investigator reviewed approx. an houroflf:.11• play.lifJ\1.remained seated at the table with
him observing play but was not seen handling cards or chips.

Review o;•41fl!!W LCT record this date confirms that at 1858hrs he presented $115,000 in chips for
redemption which was paid cash to complete the disbursement.

SincelWlll first LCT in 2006 his transactions are as follows :
Bi: $2,982,860
FX: $0
PGF: $5,594,300
DSB:$4,7 48,564.50
Average BI: $50-$60

Occupation:
Antique Dealer

3
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Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

LCT's - SOF??

2017-0CT-29 -$100x500=$50K

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
a. Does he own or rent?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6.

Encourag~ to use a PGF account.

7. Cautio,'1WMfPagainst using associates to conduct transactions for
him . Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on
his ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.

4
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Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted

Patron ntef'\. ew Identifying
nforma11ori

stated the following:

He owns his home
He has three sources of income; Antique dealing (goes to estate sales and then sells
privately)/ Independent IT Consultant i.e. unlocks hones, resells a ain a rivate
endeavour/Owner of a
which is M · al Marijuana facility he is also a consultant for the chain
re good friends, known each other for 30 yrs
He and
ave funded one another in their gambling with cash/chip passes
He now understands that his behaviour needs to change/sourcing and tracking has
to be accurate therefore he will no longer chip/cash pass (he said "as a gambler you
say it won 't happen again but it will if you're chasing)
When he and
drove off site (I NC 1700~5840) ~he~nt to their respective
homes to get money then returned to play, he did not give - t h e $50k
He'd had a big loss and was chasing it (170061579) and borrowed $50k from•9f!I.!"
win the night before
He was not wagering for"i'ila~s there watching him because if he was
u 4 , ,1$wanted his money baCi( ~as there to haul him out of the casino
once e covered his big loss and before he lost MMle $50k. He was playing out
of desperation.
He generally uses debit to buy-in as a means to control his weekly to $20k
Recent LCT's he was chasing

•J.19

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips.
Investigator Comments:

COUSINS and LEE believe that sourced cash/chips should remain as patron has acknowledged
that he has "a gambling problem ; I don't like losing". Patron is aware of the VSE program, was
VSE'd in the past. Patron stated he is one to chase a win.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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This is Exhibit " 1 G " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Commis ione or taking Affidavits for the
ovinc of British Columbia
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BCLCIS

f:ri •

•

HC.li

11;.r

:.I.\•

ri ·

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JUL-24
Interview Time: 13:00 hours
RRCR (MDB63 Salon Premium)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron's gaming suspended pending interview with BCLC AML
Unit.

Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-JUL-11 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UN IT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-JAN-24 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
25 LCTs in total since 2015-SEP-07 . Last LCT was 2018-AUG-26.
Her profile at this time shows:
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Bl: $237,600.00
FX: $7,150.75
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $119, 145.00
The focus of the interview will b e l l l • recent suspicious activities within BCLC
facilities, her associates and her source of wealth .

Occupation: Housewife
Company: N/A
History:
•

29 incidents total
3E h •
h/ h.•

2 f th

h

•

Personal

.th Information

Redacted - FINTRAC
Once put on conditions, history of buying-in with sourced funds

Civil Courts:
NIA
Recent Activity:
Ruling #19

•

Ruling #19

, Ruling #19

,

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

)
.. ..
passed-an undetermined amount of

18:44 hourschips under the table.
· eceived a cash delivery from a

being driven b y -

,.
passed - - . the cash she received from
the delivery fro · .. (believed to be Ruling ).
#19
20:21 hours ·
passed chips under the table tcM1!1W($2,500).
Ruling #19

Ruling #19

Ruling #19
and Ruling #19
During the evening
, large amounts of $20s were
passed between multiple patrons and used to buy-in in the high limit
salon. Total cash buy-ins reported as suspicious in this session is
$12,200. Ruling #19
During the afternoon of Ruling #19
stacks of $20s were passed
between patrons and a cash-pass is believed to have taken place in
the single-stall bathroom. Total cash buy-ins reported as suspicious in
this session is $13,980. Ruling #19
)
Redacted
Patron
Interview
ldenl1fy1ng
Information
19:32hourswalked toward
Ruling
#19
the single-stall washrooms in
. The door was locked so they

of Ruling #19
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turned aroundJ2 gaveMW 1 bundle of $20s. The amount is
unknown .a~ returned to table MDB308.
19:35 hours, table MDB308 -MWbought-in for $1,300 in $20s.
During the early evening of Ruling #19
) M!IW
unzipped her Ruling purse, held the purse open and directed the open
#19
towardsll.IBHiRI put a stack of $20s intcMIW purse and
walked away.
•
• 1"5::26 hours, table MDB511- AsM!flwalked up to table MDB511 , she
reached into her purse and removed a stack of $20s then presented the
funds for buy-in. The count totaled $1,000. She received 2 x $500.
already had b l . l s in her possession. The $500 chips were not used
to gamble whil
: . sat at MDB511 .
16:49 hours, table MDB302-lll8 returned to the table, removed a
Ruling wallet from her purse and removed $1 OOs from the wallet which
#19
she presented for buy-in. The count totaled $2 ,000 in $1 oosWl!IW
received 2 x $500, 10 x $100.

111/lm•

Discussion Points:
Gambling-related incidents, notably cash delivery from SOW/SOF
Associates

......

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home?
Does she rent or own it?
With whom does she reside?
2. Confirm phone numbe

Redactea

Patron lnterv1e111

Identifying lnfo'Mat1on

3. All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property? Other?
Spouse?
4. Ruling #19
• Cash pass from
to be $1,300).

•@i!!'#hdool§fo§flpQIM!.ii,,@Z.• (bundle of $20s believed

,,,~.??

o Whydid. .
o How much did
- .. (.
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o
o
o
o

From where didRMacquire the funds?
How much did she bring with her to the casino this date?
How did she recuperate the money she gave/loaned tc:R!ifl?"""'
""'::""":.-.
How much interest/money/fees didMl.chargeiRll?

During the early evening of Ruling #19
, Mll,.mzi2Qed her
Ruling purse, held the puifA'fin and directed the open purse towards -M!M
#19
put a stack of $20s into .: .
purse andm•walked away.

0

0

0

0

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

o 18:44 hours

Red.ictej

Pahon

~ter\

ew ldenl1'y111g Info r1at1on

o.eceived a cash delivery from a

•
•

being driven b y .

Show photo of Ruling vehicle
#19
Show photo of · · . .:·
Why di ···
meet ·
How much did ···
ive
From where di
acquire the money?
eceive cash from . .
· do with the cash she received frorr.?
What di :
How does :. · n o: · ·
Where and when did ··.:
eet.
Why procure funds from
and not from another person?
How much doeslillcharge?
Current status of their relationship?

o - p a s s e d - [ £ he cash she received from the delivery from
(believed to be Ruling ).
#19

B
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5. From where doewWacquire the funds she uses to gamble? How many chips
does she have in her possession, at home, stored, etc.?
Bank? ATMs? MSB? Friends? Private lenders?
Which banks doeslirJ.lm use? Joint accounts? With whom?

6. Other Associates
Redacted - Patron Interview ldcnt1fy1ng
Information

o
o
o
o
:fili~r;::r'i

o
o
o
o

How does.I knowWhere and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo
•

lllr I '"

"1.!.

How does
know
(part of incident above with
Where and when did they meet?
Current status of relationship?
Confirm photo

liml

7. How much money has -borrowed to gamble?

From whom hawWborrowed money to gamble?
Rates , fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview results:
The following information was provided by
interview:
- --onfirmed that she resides at '

Redacted

Pall on 'lier\. ew

ldente~y1ng 1nfo

fllat 1cn

during the

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnformat1on
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owns the Ruling #19
residence.
Redac'ed Pd: on Interview
confirmed her phone number i • laent1fy1'1g ln'crmat on
is aRuling #19 ; her husband is Ruling #19
also has her own income from Ruling #19
-

On Ruling #19

•@l

.
Redactej

while at Ruling #19

Patron 1nter.1ew Identifying

11fom1a1101
. i n g with
went to the parkade where she

§eiifiG®

I

met a vehicle for a cash delivery.
Upon being shown the photo of the vehicle •Mhad approached for the cash
delivery, she openly acknowledged the incident and described how she walked
out of the elevator lobby, walked to the passenger side of the vehicle , reached in
for the cash delivery and left.
- - · i d not know the type of vehicle used for the delivery because she never
got into the vehicle.

-a•

Reda:::ted Pa·ro n ln·erv1e\\ lderil•f)• ng nforma1to·1
recognized two (2) photos of
individual who conducted the cash delivery to her at Ruling #19

Ruling
#19

as the
on Ruling #19

Reda:ted Patron
lnterJ1ew den· fyng

knows.as
.
(phonetic).
ordered the cash delivery from · by calling him .
would not provide.:" phone number to the investigators.
was introduced to ·.
pproximatell four (4) years ago via Ruling #19

Ruling #19

- WIMhas not had contact with ·

in many years.

While at Rulin on Ruling #19
09,llW:allectlllto borrow money because she
g #19
had no more cash on her and her daily debit cash limit is less than $1 ,000.
- ..
: ... does not like to gamble with large amounts and is too embarrassed to ask
nen s to borrow cash from them.
instead o ted to borrow money from
- To save face with •41!1M and ·: ... ,·
lllso she could continue gambling with
. . .
Not knowing that she could increase her daily debit limit ·. · opted to borrow
money fromlilllwhich provides a level of convenience as he will deliver any
amount at any time of day.
In the cash delivery incident with
-

11111

~ecac'ed

Pa"on

'lier.· ew ldentr'

in

I

orrowed $2,000 in $100s from

The interest fee for borrowing $2 ,000 is $100 if paid back within one week .
ers a ten (10) day limit to pay back loans.
does not know what happens if the loan is not repaid within ten (10) days,
•
but assumes in her case that she would be requir~ pay an additional $200.
When liJ..lM is ready to repay the loan, she calls mand he comes to her to
pick up the money, often at a casino.
·
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After receiving the cash delivery fromWNl-annot remember exactly what
she did, but believes she would have passed the cash t
to buyin for her because she is subject of sourced cas~onditions .
- DespiteWiffl~·g-in for more than $2,000, -did not receive more
· miJ!IWJass more than $2,000.
than $2 ,000 fro . .' an~1·
W,l.hypothesizes thatWfi& buy-in after the cash pass must have
included his own funds as well as the fundsWJ!llpassed him .
-

- - · i d not know thatllwas barred from the casinos because she sees him
~t the casino.
·
- h a s always had positive experiences with
as he has always been very
respectful towards her.
- . .:. .ws where
1ives.
.. . oes not know from where
acquires his funds , but does not assume
funds are acquired illegally.
as never introduced Pers to any associates or told anyone, including her
onal
Persona does not want
d that she borrows money
Infor from a cash facilitator; l
mati
Informat
- anyone to know.

II

•M

II

on

-

ion

~as borrowed f r o - a few tiiM it is estimated that in total MW has

borrowed approximately $10,000 from ·
- HM never borrowE
. re than $2,000 to $3,000 at a time.
~funds loaned b
· come in either $100 or $50 denominations.
illmlhas never aske · : ·· to work for him in any capacity including
recommending patrons to him or facilitating cash deliveries or repayment.
- ••does not work form in any capacity.

-11:
.
-

· ·.

ofll'fi'¥'ffh!HH§:!f§5!*!!.i•

recognized a photo
does not kno~ outs1ae o1'1he casino.
will bet for each other when one runs out of chips.
and

1111

knows them .

_ has asked • . .· . to bet for him when he has run out of chips; the most
- . .. .
· has asked .. . to bet for him is $800, which is more than she would
normally wager.
M•usually only bets $100 to $200; even a $300 bet is too much forMW
preference.
visit to
- aJMP.•likes to play on high limit tables and during the Ruling #19
Rulinge was playing on tables with a $3,000 minimum bet, which is too much for
#19

-

When playing at tables with a high minimum betB•will sometimes ask
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Redactea - Patron

1 nt erv1e~1

ldent1'ying Information

and referred to him by

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

(phonetic)-and she identified. by

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

Reda:ted Pat1on
ldentrfyng

l nte~1ew

Ruling #19

when she

- - d o e s not specifically ~ecall passin~bun.dles of cash in the h - · at
Ruling
d she does not spec1f1cally remember opening her purse so tha .: .
#19
could put cash in it.
Pa on 1n•erv1ew hJen·rfy ng 1formallo l
Before the incident with
was not aware that chip
passing was a problem , but since then when she was put on sourced cash/chip
conditions , she has understood that chip/cash passing is not allowed.
~~dac·ed

In general, althoug1W$•does not recall specific incidents of cash or chip
passing, she acknowledges conducting numerous chip passes with numerous
friends in the casino on a variety of occasions.
- WJ.11f•considers it normal to help out friends at the casino when one patron has
run out of chips but wants to continue to gamble.
- MW1as never loaned money to other patrons for gambling.
- ·· :
. did not recognize a photo of
·. · · referenced above .

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is not

Investigators' comments:
During the interview with BCLC investigators,

Rcdactco Patron lnte......,1cw
Ide 1t1fy1n;i Info nat1cn

is assessed to have been
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truthful ; when she was unable to remember details she acknowJ91_ged this and was also
assessed as being truthful around her lack of specific memory .. .; responses to
the investigators' questions and her accounts of incidents corroborate previous
reporting.
rocnt fy ng
- w a s ver~n about her association with known cash facilitate
and her use ofillls cash facilitation/lending services. The investigators explained the
risks of using cash facilitators and explained that cash facilitation is not permitted in
BCLC facilities . By the end of the interview,8!11 was assessed to understand these
risks and that there are consequences to her access to BCLC facilities as a result of
knowingly using a cash facilitator, which has already been demonstrated by her
temporary gaming suspension and need for a BCLC AML Unit interview.
Heda~ted

•'a'ron ln1 erview
riforn~at101

The investigators assess thaW4!1Wwas na'lve regarding the risks of using cash
faci~that her motivation was simply for convenience . The inv.ators assess
tha~as truthful when she reported having never worked for
· in any capacity;
WJ1ii8'does not want anyone to know she has used a cash facilitator.
While discussing the risks in using cash facilitators , including tlMlffNappeared to
become nervous: her voice became high-pitched ; she became fidgety demonstrated by
scratching the scalp and playing with her shirt collar; and, she would not look at the
investigator. It is expected that after this interview,B•will no longer use the
services of any cash facilitator, includin~
MMwas also educated about different cash access options at the casino , such as
using the debiUcredit at the cash cage or the A TM machines on site, which charges
much less than-she was also explained that daily debit limits can be adjusted at the
bank.
AlthoughMlldoes not specifically r~call cash and chip passes, she was very open
about conducting these transactions. e!I acknowledged all of her known associates
and indicated the likelihood of having engaged in chip and cash passing with them . She
was reminded that for reporting purposes, the tracking of possession of cash/chips
needs to be associated to the correct patron .
MIWis assessed to have the funds to support her level of gambling. She is a modest
gambler (seeing $300 is out of her level of comfort).
CurrentlyMW remains the subject of sourced cash/chip conditions and her
temporary gaming suspension remains in effect. Going forward, the investigators
recommend to keep Ml!M conditions in place. It is also recommended to lift her
~suspension whilst monitoring her activities within BCLC facilities ; conditions on
- s profile and reporting would be escalated as required .
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations

r"'\"I

r"'\n,...l"'\.n
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This is Exhibit " i 7
" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-DEC-18
Interview Time: 10:00 hrs
RRCR (MDB63)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-DEC-11 - Gaming suspended pending interview.

Recent Activity:
- w a s first documented in a BC Gaming Facility 2016-AUG .
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• • profile at this time shows:

Bl: $16,300
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $21,000

Two (2) LCT's to date
The focus of the interview will be questioning to establish SOF, SOW, enhanced
CDD/KYC and review of incident 190080344.

Occupation:

Travel Agent Manager
Company:
I

Reda:ted

Pa11o n lnterv1ew tde •1t1fy ng nrormat1:n

Discussion Points:

sow
Family here?
How often in Canada?
Confirm occupation and location/name of company
Why Toronto phone numbers l!z'iM!iHN'l"*MM!f!.
Unit Number at'f!TWM.11.;.·;__

INC 190080344
"On 2019-Dec-10 at 1351 :10 hrs patron identified as ···· ··
arrived at the
hotel driveway in • · • - · • • - •
was seen exiting from the rear
passenger door holding a purse in hand and headed into the hotel lobby while the
vehicle proceeded to drive off site.
At 13:54 hr#j!IWarrived at the Salon cage window,lf.llwas seen placing 2 small
bundles of $20 denomination bills on the cage counter (wrapped in elastic bands). It is
noted tha1MWremoved one bill from each bundle before the cashier begins to count,
WJ!IW produced 198 in $20 bills for a $3,960 buy-in .
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At 1408:16 hr• • eceived the gamin• •rom MEZB19MijMtook the chips
and moved to MEZB20 and begins to play ·
was seen wagering from
approximately $300-$1 ,000 per hand with nothing suspicious noted during her play.
At 15:34 hrs••was seen on various tables on the main gaming floor.
At 1551 :08 hr•t•was seen texting on her phone. (It is noted that-appears to
be low on her gaming chips at this time.)
At 16:06 hrs.::. was seen talking on her phone.
At 16:15 hrs ·· : was seen texting on her phone while sitting in Salon. It appears that
91111•had no gaming chips with her at this time.
~8 : 36 hrs mfl exited the west entrance and appears to be looking for someone,
- w a s seen running towards • · • • · • • • •
· · •·
• ~ . .-. •
that was
parked in the taxi loop waiting area (appears to be the same vehicl
had arrived
in)

At 1629:58 h r s - was seen entering the rear passenger door. (it is noted that the
rear windows of the vehicle are tinted)
At 1631 :12 hrsM•appears to be texting/using her phone a d - s phone screen
was seen lighting up, at the same time the driver's phone screen was seen lighting up,
the driver appears to enter (possible code) on his phone.
At 1633:20 hrs the front passenger can be seen counting what appears to be large
bundle of bills.
At 1635:46 hrs the front passenger was seen passing part of the bundle toM11!1WNhom
was seated in the rear seat, • I was seen counting the bills. (The bills appears to be
$50 and $20 denominations.)
At 1639:36 hrsM• exited the vehicle after finishing counting the bills and headed
back towards the west entrance.
At 1642 hrsNijl arrived on MOBS and attempted buy-in $2 ,000 in $20 bills,M f l
was approached by site management and the transaction was denied.
A review oMl•s recent activities shows that-had cashed out $8,001 .5 on
Dec/09/2019 from RRCR, -received cash disbursement $8,000 paid in $100
denomination.

It was later learned thall;llattended Parq casino after leaving River Rock on
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Dec/09/~~-1ymarrived at approximately 18:15 hrs in a Taxi. Surveillance review
showeM!!!'had bought in for total of $5,500 ($2000 in $20 denomination and $3,500
in $50 denomination bills.) lnc#80519 refers.
1

It i_s no~ed that d_uring re~i-~01J1W; activities/inte.raction while in the ve.hicle wit~ the
driver, 1t 1s possible thaMJI~ had conducted a wire transfer of funds with the driver
and received the cash on the spot.
Due to the possible drop off and amount of small denomination bill used/attempted to
use byllWon this date, the incident is deemed suspicious."

Specific Questions to Ask:

-

Who dropped her off?
Who did she text?
Who did she call?
What was she doing on her phone while sitting in the car?
Where did the money she receive come from?
Who provided her with the connection to get the money?
What is her address in China?
How often here?
When leaving?

Association to:
I

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
LNU, RRCR190080344 (Dropped the money)

Confirm her address/owners of the home. ? Condo number**
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Other residency? Other addresses?
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Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Stone LEE

Interview Results:

During the course of her intervieV'-!M stated the following :

o+;'§§'iff"i!H'§EiffH'll(visiting

-

She does not live
from China)
Evasive when asked where she is staying, then said friends and now Sheraton
Richmond
She flew into Toronto where she picked up a SIM card (hence the Toronto area
code phone number)
After a few days she flew to Vancouver
She is with friends (no names provided)
She has no return flight booked, she anticipates she will live at the end of the
month as flights are too expensive right now
She works in sales "medical cosmetics" and part time Travel Agent work
She brought $SK in to Canada (deliberated before answering)
With res7ect to Incident 190080344.she arrived on site via an Uber vehicle

*iii!#*N!ih'Mil'ii@!.i!..I"!.!.
On the date in question she bought in at the cage with 2x$2k bundles

-

-

The money was part of $8K owed to her by a friend (lent out in 2016)
He paid her in $20's and $50's
She contacted him to pay her back
As noted on the STR associated to this incident (19~4)1ti'•Nas noted to
peel back a $20 from each bundle before the count.- stated that was all the
money she had so wanted to be sure she had some cash left in case she needed
it to get homi.
Her friend is
(would not provide first name, became agitated and raised
her voice asking why we were asking so many questions - advised of SOF
requirements)
Further said it's ok if she cannot come in to Casinos, she has considered VSE,
she is chasing as she has lost quite a bit
She is currently down about $1 OK
When accounting for her session she did not acknowledge going outside to get
more money after she blew for the $3,980
She was reminded she went outside and asked then what occurred

j8Q
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Said she didn't know, then said she got in a car (note it is the same "Uber'' car
that dropped her off)
When asked what happened in the car she did not respond
Investigator reviewed his CCTV observations with ··:: : ·
ho then recalled
getting $1 ,000 (note **footage review shows · :: : · counting the money in the
car, appeared to be well in excess of $1 K)
When asked how it happened that the "Uber'' car dropped her money litli•
became agitated, she would not acknowledge texting while in Maple and on the
phone while in Dogwood
She further did not acknowledge texting on her phone while sitting in Salon
shortly after
The money she got in the car came from the people who owed her
When showed a picture of the driver of the car she said she did not know him
When told he was the driver, and if it was the friend giving her money owed why
did she not know him, W:l• said her friend had sent someone drop it off .. . .... it
was part of the money owed ($8K - she was getting it in installments)
When challenged with respect to her accounting of event«limagain became
agitated , hands covering face , raised voice
lntervle\V Identifying
- IW;I• knows Redacted - Patron
from the casino but does not know his
Information
name
- Wli• knows Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
from the casino

BCLC Conditions:
2019-DEC-11 - Gaming suspended pending interview.
2019-DEC -19 - **BCLC **Patron gaming privileges answers 2019-DEC-19 to midnight
2020-FEB -19. BCLC AML
2019-DEC-19**Please update patron profile upon her return to BC gaming facilities and
advise aml@bclc.com . BCLC AML.

Investigator Comments :

-

-

-

as extremely evasive
as late for the interview and when contacted to be sure she would be
~ in asked the reason for the interview and if she could do it over the phone
talked circles when asked questions
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-

When challenged on her accounting of event..Ml!.became very agitated and
raised her voice (numerous occasions) and when cornered on a piece of
information put her head in her hands (numerous occasions)
Changed her story numerous times when her answers were challenged
Initially said it's ok if she can't come to Casinos , that she had been thinking of
VSE as she has lost about $1 OK
Became extremely agitated when told she is still suspended
- When asked if she owes anyone money (in light of the drop off) she said no
- Ill• did use a $10K brick for a buy in when on site 2016, has no recollection of
that
- Investigator LEE noted - t o be stuttering quite a bit trying to get her answers

~id show LEE an ATM transaction on her phone

She has no local bank, only an account in China
When advised it is believed she is being untruthful and will not be allowed back in
the Casino until further review•Wbecame extremely argumentative stating
she had lost a lot of money (wants to win it back)
- When asked to be more truthful about what went on in the car, who it was etc
MM 1gain became argumentative "why do I have to tell you, do I have to tell
you what I had for breakfast/lunch, who I'm dating ..... "
In closinf';tme·•argued her case for approximately ten (10) minutes (trying to
be allowed back in)
Of note wher lfil!i•s buy in with drop off money was declined,Miii took the
money too a different site and bought in. (70x$50=$3.500 + 100x$20=$2,000
total $5,500 buy in)
- Investigators assesa'!Mto be untruthful
- While she is not assessed to be a "risk playing", the concern is SOF and that
allowing her to play is putting her at risk (i.e. borrowing?)
-

2019-DEC-18
Interview Summary forwarded to AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for review
2019-DEC-19
Upon review, Manager AML recommended 1-2 month barring and sourced cash chip
conditions on her profile. B .has been suspended for two (2) months; 2019-DEC-19
to midnight 2020-FEB-19.
Patron profile updated .
Interview narrative put in PDF format and placed in AML folder.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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scLc

1pl;@l®'lii·'·'ml§·iWIA®HW+Mt.1u.@!.!·•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-21
Interview Time: 1035 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patrons to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information

Language:
Mandarin
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Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview

fo-

Recent Activity:
-

has generated 9 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-DEC

"""Of Note"""
Mlshows very little activity in BC Casino's between 2014 and 2017
- h a s generated 72 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-AUG
_All incidents associated tollhave been generated in 2017 , with a trend of assistinglilmcircumvent conditions

"""Of Note"""
Redacted Patron
Appears lnler 111eW 1den• f
Fl

...
,..

re seasonal players

On 2017-NOV-15 1111>1aced on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.

History:

• • i s associated as a participant to 6 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as
unusual transactions (2 still open). 2.ilill>uying in with $20's ($20k range) , 1x cash
facilitation per below, 1x buy in and play fo
present) and the
Patron
$100k buy-in b-Nov 15th and attempted buy-in of $100k delivered by ln'Redacteo
erv1ew ldemrf •1n
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF and their
relationship to below noted.
Per below, what is your relationship to the following :

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
2
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***NOTE

Redacted Pat·on lnterJ1ew
Identifying Info rmal on

husband/wife***

INCIDENT:170034194

2017-JUN-14
16:18hrs
lf:B• was the driver o
collected a
~ntaining $1000x100=$100,000 from the car (while idling in front of Sea Harbour).
--then parked the vehicle and she,
exited and proceeded to the
Salon.

INCIDENT: 170065228
2017-NOV-15
RRCR
17:56 hrs
. o n site with $100k in $50's - loses all (arrived with. .

21 :57 hrs
arrived on site inE;fuf'@d@H!i\1•. livered a green shopping bag t~(placed it by his feet at the table in VIP
a on . : · attempted a buy in using $50's from the bag wrapped in elastics and then
wra~e~ain in ne~aper (denied) .
Patro:i lnterviev1
maa.4 ....,li™zn·=•iii!•
all then left together in the Redacted
ln*ormat on
ldentif 1n lnformatron

*!!.!.*

1

··
·
arrived back on site in t h e • •
does 3x$3k=$9k buy-in's all in a row with $50's (likely the same denied fo.)
****
Reda::ted

::>atrcn lnterve\\

lde1t1r~1n;i

l nfo1P1allon

Bought in $47, 950 in total with $20k in $50's believed to be from thelilll denied buy-in

***confirm ownership of

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

**

???MIT";
See below

•1r·; attempt

INCIDENT: 170065309
2017-NOV-16
RRCR
03: 15 hrs (5 hrs after the afore mentioned denied bu
the hotel entrance b

3

ed off at
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-·proceeded to the Salon and attempted to buy in using $50 wrapped in elastic
and newspaper (per above)

SinccBll first LCT in 2013 his transactions are as follows:
Bl : $1 ,384,900
FX:$0
PGF: $0
DSB:$970,890
Average Bl: $20-$25k .... .. ... ... .... .. ? why the increase in play?

Occupation:
Food Distributor

Company:
Redacted - Patron nterv1ev1
ld ent1fy 1n~

1nfornat1on

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?
Why was it wrapped in newspaper?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current

a. Do they own or rent?/ Where is your primary residence?
2. What is the source of their wealth?
3. Confirmllll occupation/source of income including how long he has
been working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate them with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

4
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6. Encouragem to use a PGF account.

7. Cautionagainst using funds belonging to others to conduct buyin's/facilitate their play l iWlin
• ) Should this behaviour continue BCLC
might put further restrictions on their ability to buy in at BC Casinos.

8. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.
Interview Results:
*****NOTE: Redac•ed

Patron Interview 1cen' 1fy11g

1n~crmat 1 on

Failed to Appear For Interview*****

During the course of this interviewl W l l M stated the following:
- lillldid not attend the interview as he was "hungover"
She primarily lives at the Vancouver address associated to her profile with her two
children (19 and 23)
She goes to China 2x/year for 1-2 months at a time and when she is there, she
works in their Import Export business (seafood). When in Canada she is a
"housewife"
Her husbanis leaving again for China on 2017-November-29 as they are
heading in to a busy time with year end and Chinese New Year
- •·-.
· comes to Canada twice a year to relax
·_ lends money in China and gets paid back in Canada which helps fund his
gaming (the source of the cash)
At times he loans in China and does not get paid back which makes her angry
The $200k used November 15, 2017 all came from the house and was pay back
from loans ($1 OOk denied)
- •:·. wraps the money in newspaper
· _· sent her home to get the second $1 OOk, he told her where in the house it was
and she picked it up
She does not specifically know the names of the players her husband associates
with , it is not casino etiquette to ask, she knows faces only. They are primarily .
"casino friends"
She attends the casino primarily whenl l is in town , primarily to be sure he does
not go overboard in s p a
She acknowledges tha ···· · spending has increased but there is little she can do
about it, this is his form of relaxation when he comes to Canada
She is the owner of th : Redacted Patron 1nte-v1ew ldenttfyng

5
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Redacted

Patron lnle"J1ew

After the 1OOk was denied here she, lde nl1fymg ln ormat on
went to Parq to try and buy in
but were denied
She denied having anything she did not seelllend/give money to anyone after the
$1 OOk was denied
·
She deni~ything to do withRWs return to the casino when she had the
$100k forlll
She denied giving any money tc9H!JJll4or buy-in
The home they live in is one they built, they tore down the house they owned 5 years
ago and rebuilt using a contractor their neighbour used. She does not recall who it
was.
1

BCLC Conditions:

lifJlm Sourced cash chips.
2017-NOV-23

Riii In discussion with D. Tottenham ,II has had his gaming privileges suspended
pending interview per BCLC AML.

Investigators Comments:
as forthcoming for the most part, though she did lie about her association to
. .(her comments are contrary to CCTV re~
Given the sketchy nature of the funds atllland-s home, investigator recommends
remain on sourced cash/chip conditions.

W"Jtl•

2017-NOV-24
Per AM L management,W..I• will remain on source cash/chips
Interview filed, spreadsheet updated.

L. Cousins, Investigator

BCLC -AML

6
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BCLC

1sll;'S@'f%HH'lllHIH·1 !ii•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-SEP-17
Interview Time : 11 :00 hours
RRCR (MDB63 Salon Premium)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron's gaming suspended pending interview with BCLC AML
Unit.

. ..

...
...

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-JUL-31 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2018-NOV-22 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice.
Recent LCT Activity:
None
Only LCT is dated 2017-0CT-07 when he had $20,000 worth of buy-ins.
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $20,000.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $0.00
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The focus of the interview will beM'IW suspicious activities within BCLC facilities,
notably his recent attendance at Parq Vancouver with Reda::;ted ;:>al/on l'1l e1v e\\ ldtnt1ry1ng lnfo1mat10"1
who
is subject to a 5-year BCLC Prohibition.
Occupation: Owner of a Printing Company
Company: Unknown
History:

20 incidents total

•iil'Wl,ltf;Wing

(SOF conditions and UFTs)

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:

IN20190049617 , 2019-JUL-30, Parq
Patron Interview
o 18•M met with Redactea
ldent1fy1ng lnfo 'r1at1on
,. associates at the L9t.us Lounge.
o
·.:
associates went into the washroom withlllwhil. .waited
in the Lotus Lounge.
o All subjects met up witllil.sitting in the Lotus Lounge.
o MM• associates bought-in (total $19,000) a n d - never played.
IN20180071288, 2018-NOV-20, River Rock
o •. ··
. conduced 7 separate buy-ins using mostly $20 bills totaling $2 ,070.
o
. only gambled minimally relative to his buy in amount(s) and
conducted the next buy in while still in possession of chips .
IN20180069875, 2018-NOV-14, River rock
o 111.illllM\I was observed conducting 3 separate buy-ins using $20 bills
totaling $1 ,520. She was only observed placing one wager then attended
the cashier where she pres;iij1 ,550 in chips for redemption.
o • ··. '.
as accompanied b ·: ·· and a female identified

as•l·l:RRll•I

o

·. .
as also observed conducting 2 X $500 buy-ins using $20 bills and
gambling minimally.
Patron Interview
o At total of $2,520 in $20 bills was used between Redacle';J
lde1t1fymJ lnfo 'mateon
o These 3 individuals were suspected of using the casino in an attempt to
convert or "refine" their smaller denomination bills into large bills which is a
high risk indicator of an unusual transaction .
Discussion Points:
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Substantiated UFTs
Pat·o1 Interview
Associate ldent1f yng ln&crm a• on
Occupation
~eaac : ed

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Who owns this home?
Does he rent or own it?
With whom does he reside?
2. Confirm phone number (number according to customer service is

RedacteJ Patron lntef\i 1ew
ldentrfying lnfo·ma t1on

3. All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property?
Other?
4. Confirm business (printing company)
Name of business?
Location of business?
Contact information for business?
Partners?
Income from business?
. MM; role within the business?
5. IN20190049617, 2019-JUL-30, Parq
o With whom was•• at the casino this evening?
o How doe ·
know these associates?
o What w
· purpose there (he did not gamble)?
o Why di
associates go into the washroom withllt
o Why di
ait in the Lotus Lounge?
o
o
o
o
o

HowdoesllMknow~

How do the other assoc~
Who facilitated the contact withWhy wa.~: used to deliver cash versus another cash facilitator?
What is · , contact information?

..

6. IN20180071288, 2018-NOV-20, River Rock and IN20180069875, 2018-NOV-14,
River Rock
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o

o
o
o
o

What was the purpose oB!•s attendance at River Rock both these
evenings (when he conducted multiple buy-ins using mostly $20s and
engaged in minimal play)?
(Nov.14,Ml•also bou ht-in with 20s and en a ed in minimal play)
~o'f doesM$Mkno • •· • •. •
?
•Ms contact information, occu ation?
How doecM!W know

7.llfJ!ll•s gambling habits
o How often does MWgamble within BCLC facilities?
o Does he gamble anywhere else?
o From where doeslillll acquire the funds to gamble?
o Doesltll• ever engage in illegal gambling, gambling houses, etc.?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:
*Note* This interview was conducted in Mandarin with BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
conducting interpretation between Mandarin and English; however, during the interview
it was determ~- first language is Cantonese and not Mandarin .
Nonetheless,-wasat)ie"and willing to participate in the interview using Mandarin .

confirmed that his address islMQi!Ji
although the home is in in his wife and son's names.

M'IW works for the family business in China, which is a packaging company.
- The family business is owned byWl!IMs brother.
-· ·
· travels back to China three (3) or four (4) times a year to work there.
- ·
has no employment in Canada and is working towards gaining his Canadian
citizenship so he also maintains residency in Canada.
- Regarding incident IN20190049617, dated 2019-JUL-30, from Parq Vancouver,
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
reco nized a icture o
did not gamble this evening at Parq whil -_

r,edacted Patron
I nt crv1ew cent fymg

rll•

gambled in a private
salon.
- - d i d not recognize a picture o
although MM
remembered t~a-.1.~v.:ere waiting for a friend of theirs to meet them at Pa:q.
- Oncell,larrived, h-=: :::::'!Mllwent to the washroom then they started gambling
afterwards.
- When
went into the washroom, ••stayed behind in the Lotus
Lounge waiting for the group to return.
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oes not recall what happened tcilllduring this evening .
. .oes not know how•-!&Zknowllllor how they reached out to him to
meet them at the casino .
and·_·: are friends ollfilWs from Duong Guan area of China.
and : : were in Canada as part of a tour group, which had also previously
•
travelled to Toronto.
litJM ancilill reache~- to see if he wanted to get together and since they
did not have a vehicle,-drOve'them around .
-The three (3) men. .Vancouver so tha
could gamble;
drove them all in his . · .. · ·.
: .· ·
at arq with other members of the tour group.
took ;· · ·· ·
to casinos in the Lower Mainland on two (2) occasions: the
first was the trip to Parq referenced above and the second visit was to River Rock.

All

MNMJ~iiiind would not need to procure funds from anyone.
- For example, · (
were observed shopping and buying numerous items
demonstrating wealth and access to funds.
Redacted Patro1
-lii'li!'m suspected tha- was part of the tour company hosting :itel\' ew lde1trfymg on their
tnpn;rO'ugh Canada.
•.llRMW:• live in China and do not visit Canada often.

J·

- Regarding incident IN20180069875, dated 2018-NOV-14, at River Rock Casino,
recognized a photo o Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information as a friend of his from
~uage class.
--previously gaveMl!pla ride to the casino;B•cannot remember exactly
when he drove her to the casino, but it was a long time ago.
-·'.
· · ambled the day he drovcEl•o the casino.
- . . oes not remember exactly how much he spent at the casino during this
gaming session, but speculated that it would t icall be between 2 000 and $3,000 .
•4'1W did not recognize MiMo of
, but suspected
that she is the daughter of · · .

Mm

- - does not gamble often or with large amounts.
- He will gamble with $20s after returning from Macau when he gets his currency
exchanged back to Canadian dollars.

Investigators' comments:
The investigators assess thatR!iMdoes not kno
and does not know the
details about how
~or knew to contact·: ·
Althoughrlli•
does not believe that
would have received a cash delivery, the
's sole purpose for attending the site this evening was to
It remains undetermined how · · ·· ·
would know
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Illar have his contact information given they live in China and do not visit Vancouver
often .
The information that-I provided during this interview that he could recall ,
adequately corresponds to inf<?rn:iation on file and is an indicator of his honesty during
~ .
·e
For example,.
.
acsthathe waited in the Lotus Lounge while
. .. .
went to the was room wit . • •
rroborated by casino footage and
rep6rt'ing . Reporting also corroborates that :
did not gamble during the incident
involvingliilll
I

Ill

In cone- the investigato-s
.... ss thatWJ..W• had no relatioiR with
does
not kno
and has not used ·
services or recommended .. s services. The
investigators also assess tha ··: :· wealth supports his level of gambling (his level of
gambling is low). fiBM remains on sourced cash/chip conditions and his temporary
gaming suspension has been lifted.
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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Incident File Full Report

Incident File #IN20150025289
Record Creation Details

Date/Time Occurred:

51 8/2015 7:23 PM

Department:

BCLC Corporate Security

Day of Week Occurred :

Friday

Owner:

sbeeksma

Date/Time Creatad:

5/14/2 015 10:27 AM

Operator ID :

sbeeksma

Date/Time Closed:

5/14/2 01 5 10:28 AM

Operator Name:

Closed By:

sbeeksma

Personnel ID:
Card Number:
Job Position
Secondary Operator:

Location of Incident
Property:

River Rock (GCC )

Location:

Casi no Floor- River Rock (GCC)

Sublocation:

MOB 27

Details of Incident:
Daily Log#:

DL201 50433668

Related Incidents:

IN20150024297

Type:

Assistance To

Specific:

BCLC

Category:
Incident Status:

Closed

Synopsis:

SID 31644 - $ 300 K PGF deposit/buy in. Li mited play. M 405

Checklist:
Narrative:

Created By

Created On

5/ 14/2015 10:28 AM
Intervi ew -

Modified On

Modified By

sbeeksma

Redacted - Patron Interview ldenhfy1ng
Information

Executive Brief:
Participants Involved:

Subject
Full Name :
Role:

Redacted - Patron Interview

Company

Patron

I I

Reporting Party:

"i!Wlt'f

1•

Supervisor:

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Printed: 1/22/2020

7 :03 AM

Page 1 / 3
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Incident File Full Report

Incident File #IN20150025289

Supplemental Entries:
SP20150070535 Attached by sbeeksm a on May 14, 2015 10:29
- Interview will Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg Information

Description

BCLC Directive:

As per guidelines outlined in BCLC Investigations Protocol for Educating, Warning , Sanctioning , or
Barring Patrons, please arrange to interview

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentlfymg Information

The basis for the interview is to determine:
1. From who's bank account was the SOOK HSBC bank draft he deposited to his PGF account on
May 8th, 2015.
2. The disposition of th e 300K in chips he received on May 8th , 2015.
3. The source of his funds .

RRCR AGM Rishi KHAIRA was advised of the above verbally, followed by an email. KHAIRA
suggested RRCR Table Games manager Lily MA wo uld be able to assist investigators in
facili tating this request.

On 2015-MAY-13 at approx 1550hrs the writer arranged with RRCR Table Game Manager Lily
MA to meet witWJA.on MOB 17 (private room) in the VIP Salon. The writer along with
BCLC investigator Jerome WAKELAND attended the VIP Salon and mat with Casino Shift
Manager Chris LONG who approachedlii!lland asked him to meat with us at table 17 .

The writer was lead to believRls flu ent in English as such a translator would not be
required .

Interview:

H

antered the room and was greeted by BCLC investigators. After introductions (business

card provided tof.IM!ifa£.£{as thanked for taking the tim e to meat with us and informed that
we are hare to discuss his activity on Friday evening , May 8th 2015.
liillrecalled conducting the $500K PGF account deposit and subsequent withdrawal of $300K.
It was explained tolii!ilthat although we do prefer he use his PGF account as opposed to cash
the issue was that he left the site with the chips and we need to determine where the chips anded
up.
He was asked what he did with the chips to which he replied he used them to pay off soma loans
adding that "ha ha s noth ing to hide".IMilililwas asked if ha would provide the writer with the
names of the people ha owed the money to. Ha avoided answering and went on a rant stating
"what, am I supposed to write them a cheque?" and "do you known how long it takes to cash from
the bank" (among other things regarding casinos in general and the government) .
also talked about wanting to write a book about casinos titled "Green Felt Jungle".
•

went on to talk about how hes bee n gambling for many years and lost a lot of money

adding that ha recently lost his house due to gambling debt. He also added that he has two sons
and the thing he's most thankful for is that neither of his sons gamble .
filMvas asked if he was aware that there are programs available to help him if he's having
difficulty controlling his spendingllimrepliad that he's aware of them and that he's OK.
llillconfirmad that the bank draft did come from his account. The writer misspoke and referred

I I

Reporting Party:

Supervisor:
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Incident File #IN20150025289

SP20150070535 Attached by sbeeksma on May 14, 2015 10:29

SP2015007053
5 - Continued-

to the draft as a CIBC draft and liliilwas quick to co rrect the writer sa ying it wa s HSBC (it was
in fa ct from HSBC ).
It was explained that a $500 K bank draft is significantl y more than his average transaction
amou nt. Again,llilllreiterated th at he used it to pay his loans and reminded the writer tha t he
sold his house. The writer asked directl y "so th e source of the $500 K was from sell ing your
home?" and he responded with "yes, that's what I told you".

~as informed that acco rding to casino records he's retired, previously in the construction
business .•

co nfirmed this is not accurate, th at he is not retired and is still in lhe con struction

business.

11\11-vas !hanked for speaking with us and allowed to return to gambling .

Casino managemen t was upda ted via email that we've spoken t4i111and tha nked for acting
quickly to accommodate BCLC investigators.

BCLC management and AM L updated.

S.BEE KSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigations

~R_e_po_m_·_ng_P_a_rty_:

_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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BCLC Interview Summary
Patron Interviewed:

Interview Date: 2015lnterview Time: 20:40 hours to 21 :20 hours
Interview Location : Private gaming room VIP Salon River Rock Casino

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD
BCLC Investigator Jerome WAKELAND

Reason for Interview:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

was included in a list of players who have had sanctions placed
on their ability to conduct gaming play in BCLC Casinos. The interview was scheduled
in order to explain the sanctions to the patron.

Interview Results:

• 111·::
·:· stated he would go to the media over the sanctions placed on his play.
•

,".... :. stated that if he was given money by BCLC he might be able to provide
more information regarding the underground casinos in the lower mainland .

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD conducted the interview with BCLC
Investigator Jerome WAKELAND taking notes.
NORGAARD explained that BCLC was increasingly concerned with cash deliveries to
the River Rock casino as it poses a possible threat to the safety of patrons.
NORGAARD explained that sanctions have been placed onRJW ability to buy-in
using cash or un-sourced chips.l f : I • was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund
Account.

W:llW provided the following information:
His bank account was terminated because the bank was concerned about the frequent
use of bank drafts to the River Rock casino. This has hampered his ability to purchase
bank drafts recently.
He doesn't get frequent cash deliveries and couldn't understand why he was included in
this list of sanctioned players

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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BCLC Interview Summary
He knows there are underground casinos operating in the lower mainland and he feels
that they should be shut down
He frequently leaves the casino with chips because it is convenient. It takes too long to
cash out at the end of each gaming session and then buy-in again at the beginning of
the next session.
He had similar complaints regarding the use of PGF accounts taking a long time to be
processed.
He also presented 2 x $5,000 RRCR chips to game with and asked how it is that he
could use this to play. He was informed that if the site were able to substantiate that he
had left site with these chips that he could use these chips for play. He also presented
a wade of approximately $10,000 and asked how he could these funds to game with .
He was informed that he would be required to deposit this into his bank account, then
purchase a bank draft to use at RRCR.

Interpreter required: No
BCLC Sanctions:continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 , 2015
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Incident File #IN20150047691
Record Creation Details

Date/Time Occurred :

9/1212015 6:52 PM

Department:

BCLC Corporate Security

Day of Week Occurred:

Saturday

Owner:

brnorgaard

Date/Time Created:

9/1212015 6:53 PM

Operator ID:

brnorgaard

Date/Time Closed:

9/12/2015 6:55 PM

Operator Name:

Closed By:

brnorgaard

Personnel ID:
Card Number:
Job Position
Secondary Operator:

Location of Incident
Property:

Vancouver (BCLC)

Location:

Corporate Security BCLC Vancouver

Sublocation :

Details of Incident:
Daily Log#:

DL20150864734

Type:

Assistance To

Specific:

BCLC

Category:
Incident Status:

Closed

Synopsis:

Interview of

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1

n Information

Checklist:
Narrative:

Created On

Created By

9/12/2015 6:54 PM

brnorgaard

Interview o

.

Modified On

Modified By

Redacted - Patron Interview

Executive Brief:

~I

_R_a_po_rn_·n_g_P_a_rty_:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,!

Printed: 1122/2020

7:12 AM
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Incident File #IN20150047691

Incident File Full Report
Participants Involved:

Personnel
Full Name :

WAKELAND , Jerome

Role:

Docum enter

Fu ll Name:

NO RGAARD , Brandon

Role:

Documenter

Property: Vancouver (BCLC )
Department: BCLC
Property: Vancouver (BCLC )
Department: BCLC

Subject
Redacted - Patron Interview

Full Name :
Ro le:

Compa ny:

Redacted - Patron Interview

Patron

Supplemental Entries:
SP20150132202 Attached by jewa keland on Sep 14, 2015 08:47
Description

2015 SEPT11 - Interview session took place at the River Rock Casino w ith patr o r H •

mm
Interview was condu cted by BCLC Brandon Norgaard and Jerome WAKLEAND in the Salon.
Interview notes were taken and intelligence notes were sent to BCLC Ross ALDERSON .
l i i . l lwas advised of current sanctions in place again st him .

J. WAKELAND
BCLC Investigator
SP20150132406 Attached by sbee ksma on Sep 14 , 20 15 15:31
Description

Redacted - Patron Interview

Follow up interview
201 5-SEP-14 @ RRCR

On the above date at approx 1206hrs the writer received a phone ca ll from RRCR surveillance
manager Peter DEMONTE advising thai i i l l . vas on site and in possession of a si ngle $5 K
ch ip, origin unknown to surveillance personnel. DEMONTE was adv ised that enq uiries would be
made and he would be updated accordingly.

At approx 1208hrs the writer received a call from BCLC assistan t ma nager casino security and
surveillance Bruno GATTO regarding the sa me matter.
The writer was asked to approaciii.111 and attempt to determine how many chips he may have
in his possession total (off site or on his person). After determinin g how many chips he may have
BCLC management and the AML unit would provide furthe r direction.

DEMONTE was updated and confirmedlii!lwas playi ng in the Phoenix high limit room and
offered to have a manager meet the w riter there.

The w riter we nt to th e VIP Salon and met with Guest Services employee Jacky CHOU. CHOU
was informed of the writers' intentions and accompa nied the w riter to the Phoenix room where

11111 was playing .

.__R_e_p_o_m_·n_g_P_a_rty_:
Printed: 1/22/2020

------------------~'
7:12 AM
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Incident File #IN20150047691

SP20150132406 Attached by sbeeksma on Sep 14, 201515 :31

SP2015013240
6 - Continued-

CHOU offered to have - step away to spea k privately howeveilllwas not interested in
leaving the gaming ta ble. The writer has spoken tclililill on a previou s occasion regarding
unrated matters and approached .lii.lldid not want to step awa y from the table and asked what
we needed to talk about now.

ltlil asked if he had any chips on him or at home.•

prod uced a single $5K chip from his

pocket and initia lly stated that it, th at"s all l"ve got.
The writer reiterated to confirm if he had any chips at home or in his car.liiill:ould no t com mit
to an am ount but suggested he probably had so me chips here and there but ca nnot be sure on
amountsliilll indicated that just recently he found a few chips in his ca r that must have fall en
out of his pocket.
li i l ! ldoes have any chips outside of the casino it would likely by a relatively insignificant
amount.

lilill th en went on a lengthy ran t asking wh y we keep bothering him, threatened to go to the
med ia rega rding his unfair treatment by BCLC . Executive host Rand y SUE attended a~
was getting quite loud.li!ill-vas clearly fru strated but remained respectful to th e writer.

lillllexited the Phoenix room with SUE. The writer further explained to CHOU what BCLC was
hoping to verify witt i l i . l lthe reason for the approach.
CHOU was clea red of some of th e confusion rega rdin~over the past weekend .

GATTO and Director of AML Ross ALDERSON were updated w ith the above details.

The w riter followe d up wi th SUE and cla rified the fo llowing points:

The sa nctio ns deta iled orlliiilll> iTrak SID profil e remain in place but to cla rify a few points:

1.

Please encourage 1 ;®®®&o use his PGF acco unt as he has in the past. There was some

confusion regardin g th e lack of account hold ers nam e on the bank draft. As is the case with the
majority of C DN fin ancial institutions , most bank drafts provid ed by the bank do not have the
account holders name printed/typed on them. This is out of our control as such we will continue to
acce pt these drafts. However a draft cann ot be accepted w hen the re is an account holders name
on it and it differs from that of th e person attempting to use it at the casino (no 3rd pa rty negotiable
instrum ents as per policy). Needless to say th ere may be other unique circumstances that could
result in a PGF transaction being refu sed which is covered in the BCLC AML training and/or
FINTRAC guidelines.

2.

The second issue that has co me up is surrounding the use of chips from previous ga ming

sessions. In

llifJI• case the amounts are relatively smaller (from a few hundred to

$5 K/$ 10K). If River Rock tables/guest services have documentation/records that are able to
source the chips in his possession to previous gaming sessions we are OK with him using them.
suggest this sho uld be communicated to surveillance to avoid any co nfusion or the player bei ng
app roached unn ecessarily. It's im portant that surveilla nce is made aware of how much in chips he
has bee n verified to be in possessio n of from previo us dates for the purposes of monitoring. This
w ill become an issue however if he shows up with signifi ca ntly more chips than he has been
tracked leaving with the previous date. As detailed in point 1 though, if he's using his PGF
account for withdrawals (buy ins), return of funds deposits or verifie d w in deposits we avoid all of

~R_e_po_m_·n_g_P_a_rty_:------------------~'
Printed: 1/2 2/2020

7:12 AM
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Incident File #IN20150047691

SP20150132406 Attached by sbeeksma on Sep 14, 2015 15:31

SP2015013240
6 - Continued-

this confusion and the necessity to track the chips he leaves with .

As always, any irreg ularities should be reported in iTrak according ly so BCLC investigatio n can
co ndu ct further follow up.

As re quested from SUE , to ensure all re leva nt site staff is on the sa me page, a version of the two
points outli ned above were sent to applicab le RRCR staff (m anagement for Cage, Tables and
Surveillance as well as Executive Host SUE) via email following approval from ALDERSON .

Nothing furth er required at this tim e. BCLC management have bee n provided w ith a copy of this
supplemental report.

S.BEE KSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigatio ns

~R_e_po_m_·n_g_P_a_rty_:------------------~!
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Interview of •mr.ifiiiffii&iJi\llll.IJir'r.""'"llllll!W on 2015- 17390

2015-APR-07@ approx 1255hrs the writer, alon;..with BCLC investigator LEE,
Stone assisting with translation met witM;§'HEf @!foii+fl'*@!.fo\fi!!.f.* as previously
arranged. RRCR AGM's were updated and RRCR VIP staff arranged for us to
speak witl. . in one of the private rooms in the Salon (MDB 13 and 14).
To the writers knowledgtti#.lmdoes not speak English, the entire conversation was
done through LEE via translation in Mandarin.
Firstty llBwas thanked for taking the time to meet with us.

ZuMM

We discussed the 2015-MAR-23 incident at VILLA casino that involve.
receiving a cash delivery from a vehicle believed to be associated t o . ;
lf;liMexplained that he is lazy and does not want to leave the casino and they will
deliver to him. He referred to them as "friends" that know is credit is good and will
provide him with money when he needs it. When asked for his "friends" name(s) he
only stated he referred to one of them as Wlil!P.M". When asked if W;Jff"" is
bald he said "that guy too" (possibly referencing
stated he simply
makes a phone call and they bring him the money he's asked for.
Next we moved on to the 2015-MAR-31 incident at RRCR detailing a cash delivery
from a vehicle associated to a banned
stated that similar
to the VILLA incident he makes a phone call and the money is delivered to him.
11.W.vas asked if it is the same number he calls and he stated no, these are 2
different groups of "friends" (different people).
We explained to 1111 our concerns surrounding cash deliveries and the fact that
some of these people are banned and we don't want them near the casino.
W-li• explained that he loves Canada, is completely legitimate (his money is
legitimate), pays taxes and does not want to break the law. He stated he would stop
calling these people to bring him money. • went on to explain that he has lost
nearly a quarter of his net worth in the casino and had to sell one of his 6 homes as a
result.
We explained tJillll our concerns for his safety in receiving cash deliveries and
walking around with bags of cash, he thanked us for our concerns.
We also told him that he is a valuable customer in BC Casinos and that 90% of the
time he is what we consider to be the perfect player (using his casino account). We
communicated that if he continues to associate with these individuals that are
delivering cash he may be put in the same category and it could affect his ability to
gamble in BC Casinoslif'JIJ.I understood and told us that he would not do this any
longer. He stated that if he needs more cash in the future he would go and get it
himself (earlier in the conversation he had indicated he has up to $700K in cash at
his home from casino disbursements).

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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Over the weekend an exchange cash/chips incident was generated at RRCR
occurring 2015-APR-02 (2015-17415 refers). This incident detailsllllredeeming
$550K in chips, placing the cash into a green bag and giving the cash to all8f•
whom was in the company of an
(neither identified on
the incident date as they had departed the casino).
lllll!lwas asked t o . n who they were and why he gave them so much money. It
took a moment for
to recall then suddenly remembered what we were
referring to.
-explained that the male (described byllillasmm> is the manager of a
~er in
He stated he has spend millions at this
jeweller over the past years. The money was for a 10 carat diamond ring and watch
he purchased for his wife (whom accompanied him to the casino but waited in a
lounge area while we spoke with
proceeded to show us a photo of the
rin}in his cell phone which appears substantial. Both the writer and LEE agreed
tha 91was telling the truth. The writer has overheard staff at RRCR talking
about the substantial diamoncll!I had recently purchased for his wife.

IMMI•

Overalll•was very cooperative with us. He stated he is willing to meet with us
anytime and that he would stop having cash delivered to him suggesting perhaps
this will help control his spending.
He was thanked again for his time and our meeting ended here.
Following the meeting RRCR AGM Daniel LAY was updated and thanked for
allowing us to meet at RRCR.
BCLC corp sec management has been sent a copy of this report.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigations
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BCLCIS

C

l;l

-

n'

I l

P:IH J

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAY-23
Interview Time : 10: 15 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: BONDESEN, Shiela - COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions:
2018-MAY-04
Full cash/chips conditions

Recent Activity:
Redacted Patron 'lier.• ew
lderit1fy ng I nformat101

has generated 01 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-JUN.

His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $0

FX: $0

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $15,765

The focus of the interview will be incident ~pecific question~ng estab~i-~ h fiA°1;ong
with enhanced CDD/KYC. Further, to provide 1ns1ght into his friend . . : ltil!M!m1
11.fMY!l':ll• activities ; who is providing the funds , etc.
involvement (i.e
is he being used bylilll to do the buy-ins/transactions onlil!B behalf.)

Occupation:
Civil Engineer

Company:
TBD

History:
Redacted - FINTRAC
Upon being subject of a BCLC Directive and determining that the Directive was put in
place by AML Investigator Sheila BONDESEN , HAGHSHENAS emailed BONDESEN
with the below noted information about himself:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
From:
Sent: May-06-18 7:46 AM
To: Sheila Bondesen <
>
Subject: inquiry of condition

•

My name is
. Yesterday, I was surprised to understand that
apparently my name is on a directive from BCLC with instructions about source of funds
documents. I obtained your contact info from Geeta - the pit manager at Parq. I just play
poker and typically my buy-ins are very small. My wins and losses are typically less than
1000 $. I believe I represent very little danger in terms of money laundering and I am
ready to present you with any information I can provide to support that. I have been
playing in Parq and previously Edgewater casino for at least ten years and I have had
impeccable history of conduct. I can provide you with names of many dealers, cashiers ,
and managers and I believe all of them will attest to m character and conduct during
the past 10 years.
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

2
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I would really like to meet you and clarify any incidence that might have caused this
directive. I am ready to provide you with any personal guaranties that I am capable of to
hopefully get this matter resolved . I have resided in Vancouver since 2003 and I haven't
any infractions not even driving ticket or fine .
I look forward to hearing from you.
Best regards,
Redacted - Pabon Interview ldenlifymg
lnfonnat1on

Per OSINT:
Patron listed on several Canadian poker tournament websites as a player
His academic background in civil engineering has been confirmed , however he is not
listed in public view of Engineers and Geoscientists of BC. He did publish a paper on
Civil Engineering in 2012.

Incidents of Note:

20180029126-2018-APR-30
Cash delivery/pass while in the company of

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentifymg Information

20180027375 - 2018-MAY04
Cash delivery by U/M while in the company of

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg lnformat1on

Synopsis
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying lnf01mat1on

•

Casino profile consists of cash drop offs, chip/cash (since 2018-MAY)

Discussion Points:
Who is the LNU that dropped of the cash on 2018-APR-30 and what is his
association to him
Who owns the l!l.llillllilm•
Who is the second LNU from the 2018 MAY-04 incident and what is his
association to him
What is his association to Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg lnfonnat1on
How are arrangements made to get money

3
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How much interest does he pay
What is the source of the funds he is given to game with
How does he know ·: · and how Ion has he known him
Is he related to
and if so in what way
(per iTrak distinguishing features "associate of ·· ,,...,.. ""....,

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted· Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong dad)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Make it clear to him purchasing chips for others could result in further disciplinary
measures
4. Make it clear to him that cash drop off and cash passing could result in further
disciplinary measures.
5. Ensure he understands his full sourced cash/chip conditions
6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No
Fintrac reporting requirements/SOW/KYC discussed

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted

Patron nterv ew lde nt1fy1ng lnfo·matrcn

•M!S

stated the following:

He goes by the nickname
at times
He recently completed the course for real estate agent (USC - Sauder Business
School "Real Estate Trading Services)
He is not yet affiliated to a company or actively listing/selling properties
He got his real estate license on 2018-MAY-18
He was not employed prior to that
His wife works at ReoaC'ed Pa"an ln'e1V1ew Identify ng 1form.::it101
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
They recently moved to
(profile
updated)
4
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They rent, they have no kids
His wife did not know about his poker play until recently
He was playing approximately 5 days/week but with receiving his real estate
license he is starting to focus on getting that career off the ground
His brings approximately $1 ,500 for a session but does not necessarily buy-in
that amount
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
He is not related to
He arrived in Canada in 2003 and started school immediately thereafter
He is a civil engineer and does have his Phd
He was introduced to poker in school and 2004-2005 he played at RRCR
Since then he has been at Edgewater (Parq) with some minor earlier play at
Hard Rock
Currently his SOW is his wife and he has received cash payments for tutoring
and from his poker play (of note only one LCT in June 2013)
Further he borrows from friends and family (VSE discussed)
He is in debt to his credit card and student loan in addition to his day to day bills
(rent etc)
Now that he has been placed on SOF he takes cash from his house, deposits in
the bank then withdraws it to acquire a receipt
He has started depositing at the bank then getting cash at the cage so as not to
raise any red flags in the banking system with two visits a day
Redacted Patron nterv1ew
INC180029126 AND his relationship with lde11t1fymg lnfo·rr1at1on
He has known
for approximately 3-4 years
He met him in the Casino, they are now friends outside the casino too (he and
his wife~and his wife got out to dinner together on occasion)
He and ·· have engaged in shared play in poker in the past
- • . ":'if~ isUllf•(no SID found , not associated to-profile)
SD.ltJmrecently moved from Port Moody to West Vancouver
- lillis a retired, he worked iri the real estate industry in lildRMwhere he is
originally from
In discussin911is SOW; he believesllll still has properties in Vancouver
(inconsistent w'.th .?SINT) and a!so in';f.llllm.'and ,11ave family money .
He sees how b1g1i11plays and 1n August 2017 aske . · .. for a $1 Ok loan which
he received
He had paid back $1,800 until recently when he paid off the balance
There is no interest associated to the "loan"
In his opinionllll has a gambling problem
does not likeiiil playing baccarat as he loses too much money (brief profile
review lleven/up a bit)
- -drives aM.W~lt•and dropsilaoff at the casino on occasion

- II

5
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Redacted Patrnn nterv ew

Because he, ldenllf}•mg lnfo rrnat1on
, is concerned aboutllm; play, he tries to
encourage.to leave if he is out of money etc. vrs trying to access more to
further his play
With respect to this incident,
and iillwere at Parq the Sunday
of "Sun Run" (2018-APR-23) l!lllwas staying the night
had run out of money and wanted to go to the bank for more ,
Redacted Patro1 lnte'V1ew
encouraged him to call it a night saying he would bring him some
'
'
cash in the morning
He delivered $4,000, cash he had on hand at his home as a "loan"
On 2018-APR-30 when he received an envelope from
he stated that was
payback from the $4000 he'd lent him
During that sessionB lost the balance he had brought with him and he and.
went to the washroom where
gaveB the $4K he'd received
earlier
INC180027375 (it should be noted that there were quite a few moments of
silence before
provided an explanation as to what the money
drop off in this incident stemmed from ............. . .)
Some time agolii!lllhad asked him about sports betting
He knew a gentleman named li'..QM who he believes lives in Burnaby that is a
"Pinnacle Agent" for online betting
He has known
for about 10 years from poker
He does not know lilllast name
Redacleo Patro1
e\\ tde'll1f)'ln:J
- llllls Phone number was provided to be I1tcrv
(later online search
revealed that number to belong to ~ Reda:ted Patron I nterv ew lde1t1f) 1ng nformafl::iri
- NOF Court
Search)
- •
spea.MEffHh'H§ilifQH·!foi!!.!.* was the go between
in having
·
set u . s account
He~.
, placed the bets foriillonline vi•lll:; account
- gav~20K credit for betting purposes with Pinnacle
The drop off on 2018-MAY-02 bylil• was the money from- recent
win ....... (of note it was pointed out to. .!RiV?f)I" that this is not how online
bets are made or paid off ................ )
He held the money forlll when it was dropped off
He took $4k of the money to pay himself back for the money he had lentllll
The $15k was all in $20's andlll was very angry at this and told him to have
MM· shut his account down
- He did ask-why the money was delivered in $20's and lllila advised he
didn't have $100 bills available
Rcda:tcd :>a•ron 1n·erv1c\\ lde1t1fy n;J
ln'arma· on
When asked why he buys in fo
advised he buys in forll!ll
when asked a - i s his friend and he does feel some obligation to him

- B

11

BB'

torill
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-

f:!l~as running out of chips and told

Reaacted Patron ln•er11ew
Iden! fy111g ln'ormat on

to buy in for him
When he tried to buy in for $5k (baccarat) he had confirmed with the Pit Boss
(Danny) and the dealer (Queenie-who also works as a DS) that he could buy in
with-money
He was referred to the cage to buy in, he told the cashier he was buying in for
and the buy in was denied (as Ill could not provide receipts and he had
reached SOF level)
- After he an-were placed on full sourced cash/chip conditions and "in the
heat of the momentllllasked that the remainder of the $1 OK he had lent
Rej ac1ed - Pat on ln 1erv1ew
in August 2017 be paid back
lcent1fy1 11g lnfo rma• on
He had $4k at home cash, took $2k out of his LOC and had the remainder in his
bank and he pai-back
- He has not seen much otllllsfmll:
•·1c:in~s incident
Of note he has picked up cash for. in the past by arranging a meet with
- o f f site
- He is not aware of anyone else thatll has received cash from

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash/chips.

Further to the interview, on 2018-MAY-24
investigator S. BONDESEN :

Redacted Patron lnten.•1ew
1dentrfy in g lnfa·matro n

sent the following email to

"Hello Sheila,

I asked . ..and he can identity the person who brougN him m.on. t~~ d "
mentioned (Apnl 30). The gentleman 1s his good fnend, his n a m e ; r p
His phone number is
That day, he says he called• · ·
· to bring
him money. They are very good friends and sometimes WJilM borrows money from
him for short periods of time.

MW wanted me to give this

Sorry for contacting you via this email address, but
information to you. He said you can feel free to contact
Yours,

•

.

7

MIM!Mto confirm this.
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-

Reda~ted

Patron 1n1erv ew

ldent1fy1ng nformat10·1
Searches for
in ltrak are n~tive.
An internet search indicates that one"if!l-ijtfj. is the President, Director
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
and Secretary for
although the company is Florida-based. At this time it is not known if this is the
Recac·ed Pa·-on l n'erv1ew
Recac'ed Pa"on ln•e rv1e\o..'
same
referred to in cen• fyng l nform a·1on
email.
aen' fying I r1fo11na•1on

BCLC Conditions:

Full sourced cash/chips .
HAS STATED HE IS IN DEBT AND HAS/DOES BORROW FROM FRIENDS AND
FAMILY
Investigator Comments:
Redacted Patron 1ter\' ew
lde1t1fytng Information

appeared very nervous during the interview.
He was reluctant to answer questions and often went "around and circle" and or did not
address the point at all. At times , he went silent for a bit "to think out his answer". He
was not at all transparent or forthcoming.
·-· - e of his answers are clearly lies
a ears to be borrowing money from a third party for play
·- - · ·. · - has stated he is in debt and has borrowed money from friends and
family
A one-year barring for each is recommended for consideration
Investigation by an outside agency in to WJIA'•· activities recommended/barring?
Follow up with Pit Boss and dealer with respect to giving the "nod" to a third party $5K
buy in recommended
As it stands at this time ,
has been told point blank that if he keeps up
his current shenanigans the matter will be escalated and he will likely be barred.
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
UPDATE :
2018-MAY-25
Per AML Manager D. Tottenham , he has reviewed noted IS and has advised player
shall remain on full sourced cash/chip conditions and information obtained during the
course of the investigation will be forwarded to the appropriate agencies for further
follow up.
2018-JUN-04
Interview filed
L. Cousins
8
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BCLC 11 S Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Patrons Interviewed:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve Beeksma
Reason for Interview:

There is some concern a
have frequented both the
Edgewater and Grand Vil a casinos overt e ast wee or two. During the course of
their buy ins there are two distinct concerns specific to money laundering.
The first centers around that their cash consists of small denominations ($20's) and the
manner in which it is secured. On all occasions it is presented in bundles secured by
elastics.
The second is that there is a pattern of their buy in's being under the 1O K reporting
requirement. Further to this both have them have when approaching the cage have
taken out a small amount of cash which corroborates deliberate avoidance.
Redacted

Palron

Immediately upon making introductions with Interview 1oent f .n it was established they are
husband and wife. Although not typical, given the incidents involved both parties and
they are believed to be husband and wife
were interviewed together by
investigators.

Interview Results:

1. What is the source of their wealth?
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a. B confirmed he owns a construction company in China. He added
he has no businesses or income in China and his construction
company is owned and operated in China.
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located .
a. China
3. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to removing the
small amount to avoid reporting is a sign of money laundering and causes
concern.
a.
seemed unaware of BCLC's reporting obligations to
FINTRAC . They explained the reason they always remove a portion
of the money is their own superstition/luck routine. They came
across somewhat embarrassed to admit it but.further explained
that he usually starts with $9,800, if he loses he tries $9,900 the
next time and if he loses again he will start again and $9,700. It was
also noted they both have disbursement transactions attributed to
them so they were generating records.
4. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
theirs,,.
a. · · explained that when he comes to Canada from China he brings
cash (clarifying he declares the currency when he enters the
country). When he exchanges the money at the "bank" for CON
currency he is always given a variety of denominations. liii!I stated
he used the larger denominations already and just recently started
using the $20's which he saves for last because they are more
convenient for general spending (other than gambling).
llassured investigators that his money is all from a bank. It was
unclear i f . is referring to a bank or a money exchange place as
"bank" could be interpreted as either.
5. Mention to him should he continue he could be made the subject of no unsourced cash conditions or further banned from play.
a. Ii.ii was advised that further reports of unusual activity could result
in conditions that would remove his ability to bring cash into the
casino ,
understood.

II

6. Have they heard about;i underground casinos and if so, where?
a. Neither
have heard of any "unregistered" or
"undergroun casrnos.

I.I::

7. Educate on PGF Accounts.

2
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a. 9RBWl!J~ filw are of PGF accounts but find them
inconvenie~}Ufk indicated she is embarrassed to ask for a bank
draft made out to a casino from her bank as she feels their
gambling is a private more personal matter.

Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Steve Beeksma taking notes.

LEE explained the possibility that conditions may be placed on this patron's ability to buy-in
using cash or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patrons use Patron Gaming
Fund Accounts.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Conditions: This patron is not the subject of any conditions at this time. The
temporary ban was lifted and SID profile comments updated.
Investigator Comments:
Redacted - Patron

Interview Identifying

were very cooperative throughout the interview process.

, ,• • claimed to be unaware they were inadvertently circumventing LCT reporting
y remciv1ng small amounts of cash from $10K buy ins . They seemed embarrassed to
explain to investigators their method/superstition of removing small amounts to buy in for
specific amounts that are "lucky" to them .
Hopefully being interviewed by investigators will correct their behavior. •t.llM!l,il\W;
activity in BC Casinos will continue to be monitored with reports generated and action taken
as required .
Steve BEEKSMA
AM L Investigations

3
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Reda:ted Patron nterv ew
Identify ng rifo1mallo r1

BCLC II Summary

Patron Interviewed:
NAM. ·:···
..
SID#:
. .'
Interview Date: February 161h, 2016
Interview Time: 01 :59 pm
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC lnvestigational Assistant: Brandi CHAN
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Occupation:
Housewife

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

What is the source of her wealth?

2. Confirm her occupation.
3. How does she support her play given her occupation?
4. Where did she get the cash she used to buy in on January 31 si, 2016?
5. It appears that she had little interest in gaming on January 31 si, 2016 as
noted above. Has she done this often?
6. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
7. What is her relationship t 1

R:eaac'ed Pat 01 Interview
ldent1fy119 ln1 orma· on

8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
9. Educate on PGF Accounts.
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Interview Results:
•

stated, in part, the following:
?

Her understanding of the conditions that have been imposed on her;

? The conditions were explained in detail to her;
? The money that she uses to game comes from investments;

? She brought up the January 31 st transaction explaining that she has just returned
from China and attended the casino. Wh ile at the casino she met some friends
and had Dim Sum at which time all her friends decided to pool their money and
that she would gamble on their behalf;
? While she was playing she received a phone call from a friend at which time she
advised the friend she was up some money. The friend told her to cash out and
come back because of this.

? When she cashed out she received $100 bills as opposed to the $20 bills she
bought in with;
? She would not identify the names of her friends;
~

She does not work but relies on her husband's wealth;

?

He is a furniture builder in China;

? He conducts money transfers into her account or in their kids account so she can
access the cash ;
Redacted Patro'l lnle•v1ew
l denll'y1ng Informal on

?

Her husband name i .,

?

She was advised that because she was using small bills and converting them
into large ones it makes it look like she is laundering money;

?

She assured this was not the case and left the casino abruptly because of a
phone call ;

?

She usually plays in the $20,000-$30 ,000 range;

?

She recently opened a PGF account at the Edgewater;

2

(phonetically) B:- -
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~

l!illBis her neighbour and they have been coming to the casino for years
together;

~

She is unaware of any underground casinos;

~

She was asked about cash services and stated that to facilitate this she would
call
but does not know anyone who operates a cash service
business;

~

She has been in Canada for eight years .

Interview over at 02:30 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Invest Asst Brandi CHAN conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

1111

CHAN explained t~at sanctions have been placed on
ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips.was encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Invest Asst. Brandi CHAN acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanctions: aontinues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on 2016-FEB-04.

Investigator Comments:

II was honest during the interview for the most part.

She was vague when it came to
51
identifying her friends who provided her with the cash on the 31 . Consis!li.
_· this
she was vague about cash services other than relying on her close friend
· :. . . en
she needed cash. A natural assu.n given their friendship would be tha ·-:
would explain the cash service to .. .
A search of the subject database in ITRAK found no match fo

3

Pat -o n Int erview
ljenflfyng ln'crma• on

~e::ac'ed
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Although she has limited play, conditions should remain
interviewed.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

4

untili111

has been
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Redac:ed Pa:ron Interview 1aentffy1ng
Information

8115

Patron Interviewed:
Re:Jacted. Patlo'l
NAM : 1tel'\
ew ldenltfyinJ
•
I n•ormat on
SID
Interview Date: November 25 1h, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :00 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
There was some questions as to whetherllllwas assisting patrons circumvent their
no unsourced cash conditions. As a result of this the following directive was placed on
his patron profile:
"2016-Nov-16 BCLC Directive- No further gaming at any BCLC site until patron contacts
the consumer services line and is interviewed by the AML unit. Please provide patron
with contact number 1-866-815-0222 and request they call and leave contact
information . Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC AML Programs"
In preparing for this interview the following questions were considered during this
interview:
1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
3. Who are his associates?
4. Is he familiar with the no unsourced cash conditions that have been
placed on a number of patrons.
5. If he says no than explain to him the conditions and the purpose of them.
6. Ask him to explain his attendance to the River Rock on
including who he was with.

Ruling #19
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7. How does he know these people?

Redacted Patron
t1terv ew ldenllfymg

8. Where did the money come from that he attempted to buy in with on the
Rul h?
ing
#19

9. What did he think was happening when the buy in was denied?
1O. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
11. D i d - •sk him to buy in for him so that he could play?
12. If so, did he offer compensation for doing this?
13. Who are involved in cash facilitation presently?
14. Re~ardless how he answers impress upon him that his attendance on the
Ruli and what he was doing is consistent with cash facilitation, ask if he
ng
understands how we see it this way.
#19
15. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
16. Educate on PG F Accounts.

Interview Results:

MM in part, stated the following:
);.>-

It was explained to him the reporting requirements for BCLC to assist in giving
context to the interview and he understood;

>r He was questioned

as~ relationship

Pe11fon , llel\"ew Ide 1t1fy1ng Info r1ati::m
wit
has been associated t~ and related to UFT incidents together.
Reda~ted

as she

is his Ruling #19 ;

);.>- -

);.>-

He was asked where he got the cash from on Ruling #19
that was
refused by the River Rock and he said that he received it f from his friend and
that his friend had delivered it to him;

);.>-

Ruling #19

;

2
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-Y He then went on to say that this guy was just a delivery guy and that somebody
contacted him, out of the blue, asking if he needed money;

>- He said over 60% of his buy-ins were from Loan sharks/Money Lenders;
>- He was asked that if he borrowed money how did he pay it back and he advised
that if he loses, the money is wired to the lender from one of his bank accounts
in China ;

>- He is charged 2% on the money and if he cannot come up with the money he just
pays the interest until he can;

>- He said that if you have good credit with these people it is easier to get the cash;
Redacted

Patron 'ltcrv cw ldent1fy1ng

He was asked about his relationships wit
1rirormat1on
that he does not know him well, only from gambling at the casino;

';r

>- He said that the day that he received the cash on
with him;
,,. .

drives

•

Redac'ed Patron ln•erv1ew
ident fy111g tn'ormat on

Ru 1
hlllwas
lin
g
#1
9

-Y He then remembered that he did have contact w i t - on the
him off at the casino;
-,, -

and stated

Ruli
ng
#19

not

and dropped

changed the story after he was confronted and claimed he forgot about this
because he was at the casino twice that day;

-,, . w a s playing with his own money;
~as adamant that the money he attempted to buy in was not the same cash
lmhad attempted to buy in with earlier;

-,,

-Y~ asked if this money wasltJJ•, and he was attempting a buy in so
-

:»

could play and he said that this was not the case;

He did sa-ong ago he am
30% and

..

1111'11 did pool money to play but he only put in

put up the rest;

-,, This happened about half a year ago;
).-

would lend him the money orlftflwould have chips;

-Y He also know~ from the casino for about a year;

3
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~

It was exQ!_ained t - that based on what happened it appeared as if he was
assistin#JiifiM._nt his condit!ons and he. ~esponded by saying that he
was unaware tha_ .:,;.,.:..,_ was the sub1ect of cond1t1ons;

~

It was explained to him that by betting for someone or pooling money that this is
circumventing conditions and this may result in him being the subject of
conditions himself;

~

He was questioned about the source of his buy ins and the fact that they contain
bills in small denominations;

~

He responded by saying that he obtains his cash from wire transfer places, 60%
loans and people he borrows from;

~

He mentioned specifically a wire place at the Parker Place Mall but mentioned
that there are plenty of these places on Number 3 road (4380 No 3 Rd,
Richmond, BC V6X 3V7);

~

He went on to explain that there were two private wire places he has dealt with
and that he learned about them by word of mouth;

~

You can also find these places on the "Chinese Internet" and the fees are small;

~

The individuals will deliver and call you from downstairs when you are at the
casino;

~

It is his understanding that small denominations are hard to get and they usually
get them from the restaurants;

~

He stated that the way it works is that you will get a call out of the blue either
when you have not been at the casino in a couple of days or when you are low
on chips when you are sitting at the table;

~

He said that he usually says yes to them and arrangements are made to receive
the money;

~

He stated that all of these people are loan sharks;

~

He does not know how they get his phone number and could not provide the
phone number they called him at because the number comes up as blocked;

~

His source of wealth is from

~

It is also from

Ruling #19

;

Ruling #19

;

4
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'r

Ruling #19

;

'r He was asked about information relating to underground casinos and stated he
had heard about them but had never been there before.
'r

Ruling #19

closed;

'r This place was on

Ruling #19

? He was asked how he got there and he mentioned with a friend;
? The table limits are the same as River Rock's;

'r He was asked if he had any concern for his safety and stated that he had not
thought anything about it;
'r He figured these places were just like normal casinos and if he wins they pay;
?

He did not use cash to play but credit and that day he was there he won;

? He did not take his cash but left his credit which was used by friend who lost it all;
?

He was asked if he ever helped the loan sharks find customers and he stated no;

~

He was asked if he had any trouble paying back the loan sharks and stated no
and further that the longest time he had an outstanding debt with them was a
month;

~

As long as you pay the interest than everything is fine;

? He does not know what happens if you are in default of payment;
? He was asked if he deals with the same individual or others and stated he does
not know who these people are and has dealt with multiple peoples.
~

He is open to passing on the phone numbers of these people if he learns them;

Interview over at 11 :51 am

5
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Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained no unsourced cash conditions to this patron to give him further
understanding as how he might be assisting other patrons to circumvent their
conditions.
Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions: This is still subject of the above noted directive pending decision to
makthe subject of no unsourced cash conditions himself.

Investigator Comments:
This patron was far from honest with investigators. When he was confronted with
inconsistencies he appeared to provide answers that were believable. B l has likely
frequented illegal gaming houses on more than one occasion. With this in mind he
knows more about them than he wants to let on. He was definitely honest about the
fact he is using facilitators to support his gaming . Based on this , it is suggested that he
be made the subject of "no unsourced cash " conditions.
It is still not clear wha- ·s source of wealth based on the manner in which he
responded . Ruling #19

•

has yet to call to arrange to for an interview.
Tom Caverly
AML Investigations

6
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAME Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#:
Interview Date: September 30, 2015
Interview Time : 14:00hrs
Interview Location: BCLC Vancouver Head Office
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Tom PLANTE
BCLC Investigator David SLOBODIAN
Reason for Interview:
Redacted

Patron

lnterv 1 e~1

Patron ldenllfyin;;i
was included in a list of players who have had sanctions placed on
their ability to conduct gaming play in BCLC Casinos. The interview was scheduled in order
to explain the sanctions to the patron.
lnfo ·rnati ~ n

Interview Results:

-,. WA• advised that the source of funds in question he receives are from a 'friend'
in China .

. ,. lfMiJIJI calls his friend in China when he needs funds and his friend transfers funds
that is owed t o - due a previous business deal
provides his vehicle License Plate information to his friend and an unknown
vehicle meets him to drop off funds in Richmond.
Location of drop off is usually McDonald's in Richmond .
-..,.. ··
advised that he does not know who delivers the funds , but it is usually a
different person each time.
• • d o e s not pay back any funds as the funds are owed to him from his friend in
~e to a business deal in 2005 where MIW sold his business .
- d o e s not believe the funds are from a Proceed of Crime as he repeatedly
claimed they come from his friend in China that owes him money (approx.
$2,000,000 still outstanding) .

-,. •NIM
-,.
-,.
-,.
..,.

Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Tom PLANTE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
D.SLOBODIAN taking notes.
PLANTE explained that BCLC was increasingly concerned with cash deliveries to the River
Rock casino as it poses a possible threat to the safety of patrons.
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PLANTE explained that sanctions have been placed o • & ability to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips.Mlf"was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund
Account.
PLANTE also advised-that attendance at an underground Casino is a Criminal
Offence in Canada and could jeopardize him visiting or living in Canada.
Reda:::ted

Patron

~ler.•

lde11trfy ng nformat101

ew

provided the following additional information:

? . & 1 a s no businesses in Canada. All is in China
-,,,
£}.;tated that the funds he receives are not always readily available and
claimed he requests sometimes 2-3 days in advance.
? •J.JM advised he has $40,000- $50,000 in Grand Villa gaming chips still in his

--ion.
claimed that he does not utilize his PGF account because it is too much
'trouble.' The process takes too long and is a hassle.
?.
. -. · .
would be interested in 'credit' from BCLC if it was available.
'?
:
claimed he does not attend any underground gaming facility as he does not
trust them.

'?

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Brandi CHAN was utilized to assist in the interview with
Cantonese interpreting.

BCLC SanctionslBBcontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September
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BCLC IS

llfrifiHFiifil9'§ffif'!.!!•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-04
Interview Time : 1130hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room) .
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE I Steve BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
MUICwas recently placed on sourced cash conditions as a result of a UFT occurring
at RRCR casino on 2017-APR-22 that involved a late night delivery of $25,000 cash (all
small bills . · ·: ·
received this de live in large part for a female associate identified

Recent Activity:
On 2017-APR-25IRMwas placed on full cash conditions with the following
comment added to her SID profile:

2017-APR-25 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
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The focus of the interview will be the incident withllll establishing SOF and SOW
along with enhanced CDD/KYC .
History:

1844has only generated 1 individual LCT record on 2017-FEB-10. She does not
appear to be a significant gambler in BC Casinos, at least not exceeding LCT reporting
thresholds .
Redacted - FINTRAC
I ne was in relation to the
2017-FEB-10 LCT *un-sourced cash buy in) and the other 2 were both related to the
activity with I'll)'

fE

The follow incident occurring 2017-APR-22 (late night) can be summarized as follows :

lim

RRCR incident 17-23269 (APR-22, just before midnight):
presented $20,000 in
CON $20 bills for buying in. The cash was provided tollim amv'!18llM'$19Nho
was playing with her at the gaming table. Prior to the buy in AL ·
as seen receiving
a phone call then leaving the resort and meeting with a vehicle described as a late
model,
she acquired a white bag believed to contain
the cash.
Upon returning to the casinolM•met witl 1'111 in the Salon washroom at which
~it was suspected she provided her with the cash.
lllllproduced $20,000 in $20's andM11•$5,000 in $20's.
Buy ins were refused by the casino, followed by BCLC , placed both individuals on
sourced cash/chip conditions.

'k·'*'Mh!!HHf§fl'h!i\!!.i9vhere

Occupation:
•~edac 1 e d

Pat-~1

lnler11ew

Housewife: It was learned via the interview with
may run/own a
tdcnt1fy119 ln'orma: on
Chinese restaurant in Reda::ted - PcUron 1terv ew and also gets income from rental properties.
Company:

N/A
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm her address in

Redacted

Patro1 l nterv1ew
ldent1'y11g Informal on

is current.

2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm her source of income including how Ion she has been working
there, where the business is located and wha · :.
a. Confirm if she owns a restaurant in
2
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b. Does she have income from rental properties?.
4. Educate her with respect to fact that her activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
6. Encourage
BC Casinof
Casino.

use a PGF account should she want to gamble in
oes not presently hold an account at any BC

7. Caution•·•against using associates to conduct transactions for her.
Should this behaviour be obseNed BCLC may put further restrictions on
her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE RRCR incident 17-23269:
1. M f j e d off the $25,000 along the South hotel driveway

WJIM

a. How did she make these arra!ements?
b. How does she knovl-~
i. -ll!lassumed this wasRiJlf•s family member who
delivered the funds (son?).D
ii. Does she know where the money comes from?
BCLC Conditions • & 1 s not a significant player in BC Casinos and would be
categorized as lower risk. It will be determined post inteNiew if she will remain on
sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or
other negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:

>- Wµr•confirmed her address ir "· i . " . :., is current.
>- She explained she immigrated to Canada in 2011 as an investor.
o She purchased a property inlll!illliwhich she rents out to students.
o She has someone who manages her rental property for her.
o Mostly students rent her property and they always pay rent with cash , in
most cases $20 bills.
o She doesn't collect her rental income often and estimates she still has up
to $30,000 in rental income being held by the individual that manages her
o mlstated this was a small amount of money to her and it was not a
crucial source of income.
3
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~

- d e d that in 2012 she opened a Chinese restaurant inllll
The restaurant is still open today.
~ •JJ.1!-is single and was almost offended when questioned about her
occupation as a "housewife". She stated she has always been independent and
has never needed to rely on a man to support her financially.
~ 11Hf8does not gamble in BC Casinos often, she stated she doesn't really like
casinos.
o When she does gamble it is relatively smaller amounts: around $2,000.
o She tends to go to Edgewater more than River Rock (closer to home).
o When she first immigrated she gambled more out of boredom .
o Now she only gambles when she plans a night out with friends .
o She only takes an amount of cash with her that she is willing to lose. If she
wins great, if she loses she accepts it and stops.
• She does not seek out ways to get money to chase her loses.
mentioned she has a son who owns a couple bars down town
ancouver
stated she invested in them with her son). When he found
out BCLC wanted to interview her he was happy as he had the impression it
meant she couldn't go to casinos anymore.

>f'iro•t::C

8fl•

RE RRCR incident 17-23269:

~ •II tescribed her relationship withBMlas that of longtime friends.
She stated they've been friends for more than 10 years .
s
2_arents were friends in China (long history, family friends) .
? IMladescribed as very rich adding she had just purchased a new home
in Richmond . AfterW'A• was finished with investigators she planned to visit
er home.
~
stated thatmwas gambling earlier on the incident date and had lost
approx.
$30,000.
They arranged to meet for dinner and ate in the Sea Harbour
restaurant. Another female friend of theirs named llm was supposed to meet
them as well but could not make it.
o - w a s out of chips , wanted to keep .. _- and asked MllM if she
had any cash on hand. She did not but ·. ·
called the individual who
manages her rental property and asked her to bring $20,000 of her money
to her at the casino.
o The person who manages her property sent her son to drop off the money
because it was late at night.
0
w.111• did not dispute the cash pass in the washroom .
o She stated just $20,000 was delivered, the additional $5,000 was hers and
she had it on her all along.
o • • reiterated that it was her money that was dropped off to her.

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking
notes.
Investigator Comments:
4
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Considering llilt@lfl frequency of play (supported not only by what was learned in the
interview but also casino records) she would be classified as a low risk patron.
Although her explanation as to the source of the $20's may seem unusual it is quite
plausible.
BCLC has learned from numerous interviews with students that they typically are wired
money from their parents to their Chinese accounts for tuition , living expenses etc.
Money Service Businesses are then utilized to convert the Chinese funds to CDN cash .
BCLC has also learned from multiple patrons that Money Service Businesses nearly
always dispense $20 bills unless the cash is needed for a major purchase (car, property
etc).

lfW1fl• is renting her property to students it would make sense that they pay rent
using cash/$20 bills .
Her restaurant in

Redacted - Patron lnteMew

Identifying Information

would also likely bring in a lot of cash .

occupation has been updated
as advised that until further notice she would need use an account and/or all
•
cash needs to be accompanied by a receipt; she understood .
The investigator is recommendingl l M •continue to be monitored when attending BC
Casinos but can be removed from all AML Programs conditions.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investig ations

5
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BCLCI

• •

•

•

l

"Blll1;.i

;,&"

. '"

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-0CT-10
Interview Time: 10:32 - 11 :04 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS

Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-AUG-18:
BCLC Directive - All gaming is suspended pending interview by BCLC AML Unit.
Please advised patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to arrange an
interview date and advise writer by email when patron is advised of request, Daryl
Tottenham , Manager BCLC AML Unit.

Recent Activity:
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liliMJliJI 1as generated 472 individual LCT records dating back to 2006-SEPT. His last
LCT was 2018-0CT-04 with a buy in of $40,000 PGF and VWof $8,880. The entire
amount was put on hold pending interview per his profile comments 2018-0CT-02
(suspended play).
His profile at this time shows:

Bl : $23,747,200

FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $39,121,000
DISBURSEMENT: $18,350,507
Occupation:
Civil Engineer
Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
as Real Estate Developer***??

Spouse:

::::.,,
. . *_
I•

I

e

•

8

Associated to 5xHRP and 1x VSE

History:

•
•
•
•
•

Opened PGF at River Rock 07 MAR 2018 with $200K BMO bank draft
33 x associates. 15 x WATCH, 4 x BANNED. (2 VSE and 2PS)
PS=
(association??)
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information
...
sociation??)
He is on watch and currently rated as an HRP . Active sources cash/ch ips
conditions and bank draft receipt requirement.
2
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•

Reda::ted Patron iterv ew lderi\1fy1ng Info P\al1:m
Cannot confirm - · connection to
J;,~~any. Company confirmed as •~-.·-"'·
.•@•·••'=¥"'·llll!(.!!l!],•im•l§~ri"'!§"'k"'H"'·M'•H!!l,iQf!ll!!l!ll,Hll!M"!.!llllJillllll,,€111.1"'!!.!ll!!],.
ll!ffU!!(***double check with lli!ri ":"~ .

11

under joint title to
transferred to · :.. , .. · ......

Incident of interest per JIGGIT:
Reda::ted

Patron riterv cw ldent1fy1ng
Information

2018-02-14
Bank Draft Information:
Bank: TD Bank Draft
Location: 4777 Mcclelland Road, Richmond
Date: 2018-02-20
Bank Draft Number: 82871713
Redacted Patron lnte·v1ew
Pay to:
ldent1fymg lnfo·mahon
Amount: $100,000.00
Source of Funds Declaration:
Portion about asking the guest where they acquired the funds was not completed .
No account number documented. Note on form states "FULL NAME ON BANK DRAFT"
No receipt for the funds provided . Note on form states "NAME ON BO"
Patron signed the declaration

Discussion Points:

Account holder of TD and BMO accounts used for drafts
Confirm employment, income, company info, etc

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his Canadian address.
With whom doe•MUJQ eside?
Since what date hasMim·•resided in this home?
Percentage of time in Canada vrs China
2. What type of business is
what is the company's objective and what is ·
3

. Specifically,
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3. Other citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
4 . Other sources of wealth?
5. What are people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within
BCLC facilities? What effect are these changes having on the gambling
community? With which other underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes - Stone LEE

Interview Results:

!111111

During the course of this interview.1·1·1
·

IMF-!!?

stated the following:

riWWLF*'

-

'i.

The address onff
is correct, the house is owned by his wife
His wife is confirmed to be
He has a daughter and a son, his son has his Canadian Citizenship and works in the
States
His wife and daughter are under immigrant status
His daughter is in grade 1O in a school orWl;il•
Mli• 1imself did not stay long enough to get his PR status and now travels to
Canada on visitor visas
He in in Canada 3-4 times per year and stays approximately 20 days/visit
He is just waiting to hear back on a contract he is to be signing and when he gets that
call he will be headed back to China
He is the CEO of
with 93% ownership
Depending on the Chinese or English way to spell it is can b•~Mllll•
Recacted Pat·cn l n·erview lden•rfy ng
ln'orma• on

The address on file i n - i s correct
The company is involved with real estate development and construction
He has 70-80 people reporting to him plus the construction worker themselves
His company made approximately $200,000,000.00 last year ($33,300,000 CON)
He owns a second company called Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

;!~:::•;$£

listed as CEO of this company too
While he develops under the once company, he leases retail and office space from his
developments under his second company. This company is also used to control his
investments.
He does not have any interests in Canadian Companies and owns the house on
. .;=only
4
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TD BANK DRAFT:

He does not specifically recall this draft
Perhaps it was repayment form a friend he loaned money to
If he loans money he does not charge interest (not a common practice to loan)
Perhaps he wife got the bank draft for him, they did have a TD account some time ago
His wife does the banking he will have to follow up on that draft
For him $100K is a drop in the bucket, why make such a big deal about it.
In addition to BMO he also banks at HSBC ([per OSINT correct)
*IM•became very agitated when the topic of the bank draft came up, it is the feeling
of the AM L investigators that he knows the source of the draft but is weighing out his
options/any repercussion if he discloses the information. It is further feeling of the AM L
Investigators t h a t - knows he made a mistake by introducing that bank draft in to the
Casino.***

BCLC Conditions:

2018-AUG-18:
BCLC Directive -All gaming is suspended pending interview by BCLC AML Unit.
Please advised patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to arrange an
interview date and advise writer by email when patron is advised of request, Daryl
Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML Unit.

*11\ldhas
now been interviewed and that portion of his conditions has been updated.**
**For management review on suspension status.**
Investigators Comments:

IM•was forthcoming and open until the bank draft come up.
Per JIGGIT the $100K bank draft in question was introduced on 2018-02-14

5
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It was actually introduced on 2018-FEB-21 (see LCT 20180009354)

understands he is still suspended buy would like to withdraw his PGF money.
•

also introduced three TD bank drafts on 2018 -MAR-03 for a total of $130K
(LCT20180011465 refers)
Investigators did not question him on the three on the 1s1 as they were not aware of them at
the time of the interview.
Of the four (4) TD bank drafts he has introduced it is noted they have been drawn from
three separate TD banks in Richmond ($100K- Mcclelland Road, $30K and $50KSexsmith Road , $50K - Steveston Highway)

2018-0CT-11
Forwarded to management for review

2018-0CT-14

,

AML Manager Daryl Tottenham has reviewed this incident and followed up with Director,
David ZHOU . TOTTENHAM will be adding a supplementary report to
INT. AML Management has made the decision is to remove the suspension
profile and place him on his previous Directive of full sourced cash/chip
conditions . Profile updated.

Iii

2018-0CT -18

Interview filed , spreadsheet updated.

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-

6
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BCLC IS . . . (SID:81761)

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-21
Interview Time: 1130 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:
• •has generated 24 individual LCT records dating back to 2010-MA Y
On 2017-NOV-16 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning .
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History:

l q a i s associated as a participant to 2 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified
as unusual transactions (both substantiated).
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF .1111111 is just
coming off a 2 yr VSE (1OSept2017) recently made a $30k bank draft deposit (2017-

%£¥?1f

0CT-27 ) 11.Q~it.d bY. sa~ lllll~d
~nitially by
1nc1dent out 1ne e ow
.

•

5H

buy in on 2017-NOV-16 with funds presented
{he was denied the buy-in denied} (see

Per below, what is your relationship to the following:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
***NOTE:

Reda:led

Pa•ra n 1n·erv1ew

1ccn• .ry ng 11forma1101

husband/wife***

INCIDENT: 170065228
2017-NOV-15
RRCR
17:56 hrs
Ilion site with $100k in $50's - loses all (arrived with with 21 :57 hrs
arrived on site in · · · · · · .·.
elivered a green shopping bag t ··. · (placed it by his feet at the table in VIP
Salon). : attempted a buy-in using $50's from the bag wrapped in elastics and then
wra~ed a;ain in nm,aper (denied).
Redacted Patron
ww.rnmflftirms.&11Jlill
all then left together in the
:il er\' ew lde -.11fy1ng
Information
0120 hrs

-"''t•l!Rflafffi\™• arrived back on site in the •MM
;;

does 3x$3k=$9k buy-in's all in a row with $50's (likely the same denied for

B

****
Redactea

Patron lnte "V1e\•1 Identifying Information

Bought in $47, 950 in total with $20k in $50's believed to be from th-denied buy-in
See belowlM@IQ attempt
INCIDENT: 170065309
2
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2017-NOV-16
RRCR
03: 15 hrs (5 hrs after the afore mentioned denied buy-in)•• was dropped off at
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
the hotel entrance btb by
•&oroceeded to the Salon and attempted to buy in using $50 wrapped in elastic
and newspaper (per above)
Where did you go when you left?
Whose money is the buy-in money you used?
Whose idea was it for you to return with the same buy-in money?
Why?
Who dropped you off and whose · · & e r e you in?
Where did the initial buy-in
resented come from?

money~

SinceMlffi··s first LCT in 2010 her transactions are as follows:
Bi : $295,600
FX: $4,391 .20
PGF: $125,000
DSB:$250,000
Average Bl : $20

Occupation:
Sports Trainer/Instructor

Company:
Reda:l ed

Pa·ron Interview lde'lt1fy ng
lnfcrma· on

Where is this school located?
Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?
Why was it wrapped in newspaper?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
3
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a. Does she own or rent?
2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long she has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate her with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encourage MIWto use a PGF account.
How do you afford a $30k bank draft on a Sports Trainer/Instructor wage
($30k 2017-0CT27)?
Whose account was it that the money came from?
Proof?

ml•

7. Caution
against using funds belonging to others to condud buyin's. Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on
her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,ftll1Nl8tated the following :
She lives with her sister and they own their home
She sometimes stays with her mum,lli.Ml1lliiM(has an apartment at liimwhere
her brother goes to school)
Her dad lives in China
She volunteers at the Soccer School , it is not her job
She works for her dad as a scout for property investment
For houses they will buy and flip or buy renovate and flip
The house she has dealt with are in the Richmond area
They have flipped 5 in the past 4 years
Her dad "pays" her
In their culture if you work in the family business you do not receive a specific "pay
cheque" you are provided a living expense which is what her dad does with her
4
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The $30k bank draft came from her bank account at CIBC (showed on phone)
This is the account her dad deposited money in to
The amount of deposits varies depending on if there is an investment opportunity
When asked how her dad can transfer so much money she advised he has
approximately 300 employees, each person is allowed $50k/year so them money is
transferred out under a bunch of different employee names.
Her dad is in Real Estate in China and that is the majority of his income (200
employees). He also is involved in rental cars and has a taxi company (100
employees).
Some of the investment opportunities in Canada are bigger and that is when her dad
gets a pool of investors in China
Her dad is part of an investment group that bought a mall o
does not
recall the whole name of the investment company on that deal but
is part of it
arrived
On the date.lion s.he was in the Salon before · :·. ',. · ·
She knows :
a "casino fnend'
She knows . · . o be his wife and calls he1!;S!l!$"t'
She arrived at the casino with some chips in hand and was chasing the $30k loss
from October 271h
She hitched a ride withWAMas she wanted to leave when Mii was headed out
She also got a ride back with lllM
She left again (provided a taxi chit) to get more money
She had a shower and called Uber to get a ride back to the site (text/recorded
message read and listed to by INV LEE validating this)
It was the · ~-. · :
.
r
She does not know
· ·' '·
INV's believed he had dropped
her off. INV's reviewed footage a second time and noted Ml.was on site
when the MRf
dropped onMMI•
- She denies the $~he attempted to buy in with (wrapped in newspaper as was
. . came from• stating it came from home

P

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash chips.

Investigator Comments:

COUSINS and LEE believe that sourced cash/chips should remain. Patron has stated that she
primarily plays with bank drafts and takes chips home to play again until she is up (cash out) or
runs out. Patron does have a PGF account she does use. Patron stated the only time source
would be an issue would be if she ran out on her PGF and wanted to continue (chase) and the
banks are closed . COUSINS advisecflR-hat as she has just come off a two (2) year VSE
perhaps it would be better if she cannot get cash in the middle of the night.

2017-NOV-24
Per AML Manager patron will remain on source cash/chips

5
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Interview filed , spreadsheet updated

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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BCLCIS Redacteo Patro1 Interv iew denlffying Information
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-0ct-23
Interview Time: 11 :00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, HUSLER
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2018-NOV-27
Patron gaming suspended three months with interview to follow prior to gaming
privileges reinstated .
2019-Apr-11
Patron gaming suspended six months with interview to follow prior to gaming
privileges reinstated
Recent Activity:
• • h a s generated 301 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-FEB
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $3,926,631.00
FX: $62,690.10
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1, 191,916.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2,540,171
The focus of the interview will be reinforcing the meaning of her full sourced cash/chip
conditions and possible next steps if she continues chip passing.
Occupation:
Doctor
Company:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Redacted - FINTRAC
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. h a s a PGF account at RRCR and uses it with frequency.
The primary concern is prolific chip passing. Arrogance with respect to her conditions ,
pa-spite them - blatantly.
Pe ··.:. · s OSINT in 2016-AUG, nothing negative uncovered.
Activity Outline:
- 3 incidents of Chip/Cash pass on her profile after being allowed back in with in a
month.
Discussion Points:
• continue to engage in chip/cash pass will result in an one year ban by BCLC.
R I f
h" • t
Redacted - Patron Interview
ip pass x2)
Identifying Information
(Chip pass)
Specific Questions to Ask:
Interpreter required: Yes, to clarify some points
Interview Results:
Pa'ron lntervrew
Duriniihe course of her interview, Reoacted
stated the following:
1den: 1fy1'lg 1n&ormat1on
llRIG status has not been change since the last interview.
- She has no real friends outside the Casino, all mentioned associates are "friends
from Casino"
- She has been interviewed and barred once in the past for chip passing
- She says it is difficult to say "no" if a casino friend needs money/chips it causes
her to lose face to say no
-B•stated that it's hard not to ask other patrons "friends" to place wagers for her
when she is c-j~er lost.
-Qit@is ··:: :·
daughter and 2 of her chip passing were with her daughter which
· . .' didn't realize she h~~ ~.id an;j~llw~. . . . i
.
.
Redacted Patron
-writer shown a photo o f • • to
did not recoiae ln•erv1ew Identifying
was reminded the incident and stated that most likely she had ask ·::· o place wager
on her behalf due ttMl.being on sourced condition .
BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash/chips conditions
Investigator Comments:
- Patron was cooperative and forthcoming during the interview
- She acknowledged she has been spoken to and barred before about chip
passing
- It was made abundantly clear to patron that chip/cash pass would not be
tolerated at any level moving forward
- BCLC/Gov't position and processes were clearly spelled out to her
- Recommend she stay on full sourced cash/chip conditions

ml!Etfl•

Forwarded to AML Manager for review
2019-0ct-24
Interview approved for filing
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S LEE, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-SEPT-18
Interview Time: 11 :05 hours
RRCR; Private Room MDB63
BCLC Investigators: Cousins/Lee

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
2019-SEPT-11 *BCLC Directive*: Patron is banned from all gaming pending interview
with the AML Unit. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at1 -866-8150222. BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:

Iii has generated 52 LCTs since 2018-SEPT-26 with his most recent LCT dated
2019-SEPT-05.
His profile at this time shows:

Bl : $657,170.00
FX: $0.00
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ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $220,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $728,975.50
The focus of the interview will b - source of wealth and a recent suspicious incident
at RRCR (Incident 190059178 refers) .
Occupation: Stock Investor
Company: Self Employed

Civil Courts:
N/A
CSO:
N/A
Recent Activity:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Redacted - FINTRAC

Incident 190059178 refers :
2019-SEPT-08
19:38hrs

withifa§H.'i'M%'f'.1!.iifaifUF

Footage begins
exiting the main gaming floor and
exiting the site via the east doors. . crossed over to the South Tower entrance to the
Hotel where he waited by a pillar curbside.was in the possession of his phone.
19:53hrs
A Reda:ted Pa1rcn Interview Ide 1t1f} n;1 nf01mat101
driven by what appeared to be a male in a long sleeve
white shirt, pulled in the south tower driveway. The driver waved at m.vho crossed
over the South Driveway and proceeded slightly west until he came up to the rear
passenger door of the vehicle.Hgot in the vehicle empty handed. The truck was
driven forward slightly stopping in front of Sea Harbour Restaurant.
19:54hrs
Bexited the vehicle carrying what appeared to be a gre~lastic shopping bag. The
vehicle was driven off-site. When he got out of the truck,Ill began walking towards the

2
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Resort but turned around after crossing the street. He headed back towards the South
Tower and took the elevator to the South Parkade L4.
19:57hrs
.entered his vehicle - a

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentrfymg Information

20:01 hrs
lllexited his vehicle, had a brief interaction with an Asian male - who was parked next
to him; Asian male appeared to be his son
. As he walked
across the parkade,
had his wallet in hand-continued across the sky walk, he
appeared to have a ripped white envelope in hand

Ill

20:02hrs
llentered The Salon and made his way to the men's room . When he exited he no
longer was in possession of the white envelope.
20:04hrs
llexited the men's room and wandered around the Salon observing play.
20:08hrs

llil received a phone call
20: 11 hrs

II received a text
20:13hrs
lflentered the elevator down to the Dogwood
20:14hrs
l!lwent out to the smoking pit where he had a cigarette and chatted to a UM
20:16hrs
llwent back inside and made his way to MDB03 where he presented $20's for buy in.
The money appeared to be sorted in $2,500 segments (x2). The money came from his
left pants pocket. He appeared to remove elastics under the table before he put the
money on the table for buy in.

3
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20:20hrs
After the count the buy in was determined to be 250 x $20 for a total of SK. After
receiving his chips,
commenced play. He stayed at MDB03.

Ill

20:59hrs
- a s approached and spoken to by TGM JIANG.
remaining chips and leave the site.

II was asked to cash-out his

21 :04hrs

II made his way to the smoking pit where he was on his phone.
21 :09hrs
llwas again asked to leave.
21: 15hrs.
•

cashed-out 3K at CD09 and was paid-out in $20s. llthen picked up some parcels
and exited the Casino via the West Lobby.
headed to the South Parkade L4 and
Patro1 Interview
drove off-site in his Redacted
ldent1f 1n Information

II

Discussion Points:

•
•
•
•
•
•

SOW/SOF
Does he live full time in Canada
Who did he meet
How was it set up
What did he receive
What is his relationship to the driver/drop off person

Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm address:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it? With whom does he reside?
1. Does he own any other property? Addresses?
2. Clarify occupation/business/locations he works
3. What banks does he use? Which bank for which purpose? Branches? (per
profile CIBC account is linked to him, drafts)

4
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Interpreter required: Yes
Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

11-M stated the following:

He lives primarily in Canada
He is a Canadian citizen
Redacted Patron :nterv ew Identifying
In addition to his son
' 'lformat1o'l
e has a son in grade 8
- . . is an Office Assistant for
He, his two sons and wife · _- ·
- He receo/% bought a townhouse that he is currently renting out

*·§ii!ii!!!!@i'h'i•'lii1Ml!.i•

-

1

M•will ultimatf}t.live at theMlf' address
Both of th *'MIMI.;_ homes are in his wife's name
He does not have a mortgage on any of his properties
He owns a property in China, not much there for him anymore so he is rarely there
As a self employed stock Investor he invests in the North American and Asian
markets
He banks at RBC
Regarding incident 190059178, he did receive mane that evenin
The money was a drop off from his friend · · "" · · ,,, , ., m"''
He lent $1 OK toBi number of months ago
There was no interest 1 £ d
He does not know wha ·:··
anted the money for, he didn't ask
The money came from his bank account, it was such a small amount he didn't
really think about it
called him on the night in question stating he was returning to China the
followin,.ay (2019-SEPT-09) and wanted to pay him back before he left
He told - he was at the Casino
He is aware there are cameras, but as it was his money to start with he did not
give the transaction any thought
He crossed over to the hotel side to have a smoke and wait forill
arrived as back seat passenger in a black truck
He has never seen the truck before
He does not know the driver or the front seat passenger
He did not aslfll the "source" of the $20's
In the green bag he received from llwas two (2) boxes of Chinese tea, an empty
white envelope and the money
He took the bag to his car and dropped the tea off there
He put the bundle of money in his pocket
He knew the casino frowned on $20's but they were bulky so he wanted to use them

- Ill
-

-

Ill

5
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He had $100's in his wallet ready for play, but because the $20's were bulky, he
elected to buy in $5K with them
After he'd conducted his buy in the TGM asked him where the $20's came from
He told the TGM of the drop off as he did not think there was anything wrong with it,
it was his money he had loaned to his friend
TGM said he could not accept the money due to the drop off and he was asked to
cash out
He generally plays with $100's, cash and win , debit from the cage, PGF
Circumstance had him using the $20's
He has money, it's an insult to think he would have to borrow it for game play

BCLC Conditions:

2019-SEPT-18
Conditions removed

Investigators Comments:
Very upset with respect to how he was escorted off site , stating it made him feel like
a criminal , causing him to lose face
Ve animated during the interview
. .
1e is assessed at $2 ,709,000
town home is valued at $1 , 100, 000
He presented a RBC receipt showing he'd deposited the $20's and withdrew it again
on 2019-SEPT-14
First incident of this nature
Do not feel conditions are required at this time, to be monitored and can add later if
concerned

2019-SEPT-18
Forwarded to management for review
2019-SEPT-19
Recommendations approved by D. Tottenham
Interview saved to shared drive

Interview filed .
L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC6
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-24
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE , Steve BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:

I

is currently under sourced cash conditions.

Recent Activity:
On 2017-MAY-15ilwas placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:
2017-MAY-15 BCLC Directive: ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is
not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank
or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please
advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager, BCLC AML Programs
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The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC and establishing llrelationships with some of his casino associates.
History:

flias generated 129 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-JUL.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have relating to the STR's have ranged from $10,000 to $50,000 per
visit, in large part small denomination bills. Average or typical amounts have been in the
$25K range .
Incident summaries (recent STR's):

2017-07973 (RRCR) 2017-FEB-09: I·:. bought in for $40,000 (mostly $20's, a few $10's).
2017-08461 (RRCR) 2017-FEB-11 :

bought in for $18,000 (all $20's).
I

2017-11797 (RRCR) 2017-FEB-26: llbought in for $10,000 (all $20's). The cash was
stron I sus ected of bein
rovided to b~ a~ associate identified as. . .
1ns1de the Salon washroom .
presented $30K in $20's for buying in, took back a brick and went into the washroom
witl -presented $1 OK in $20's soon after for buying in .

-==

n•

2017-11947 (EDGE) 2017-FEB-27: ·::: ought in for $30,000 (all $20's).
2017-13904 (EDGE) 2017 -MAR-08:

ought in for $45,000 (all $50's).

2017-28220 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-15: .'. ought in for $50,020 (all $20's). He appeared to
come from the back door of the Sea · arbour restaurant with "i'fMM!llllllU* u;on
receipt of the chips i!Nas suspected of passing an undeterm inable amount t o l l f •
Occupation:

Civil Engineer
Company:
Redacted

Patron 1terv ew ldentrfymg lnfo·riat1on

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address at

Redacteo

Patron lntervrew ldcntrfy1ng Information

is current.
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2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located and whafils role or job title is
(if applicable) .
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encouragellilto use his PGF account. Review o ' i j n t LCT activity confirms
he holds P~ accountllll at RRCR and account .: . at EDGE .
7. Cautionlllagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him . Should this
behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his ability to buy in at
BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

RE: 2017-28220 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-15:
1. Described his relationship with

Redacted Patron
lmervtew ldemrf)'1ng

2. Did someone drop off the $50,000 to him in the restaurant? It appeared on
footage he exited the back door of the restaurant (River rd. and GC Way).
a. Who?
b. If no, where did the money come from?
BCLC Conditions: To remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced
to disbursements or bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized
financial institution).
Interview Results:

>-

Redactea

Patron ntcf'\·1ew Identifying

nforrnat1on
llconfirmed his address on
is current.
o 1115tated he spends about 1/3 of the year in Canada and the rest in China.
o He first came to Canada in 2013.
~ ll!lconfirmed his occupation as a Civil Engineer for an investment company.
o The company is based out of China .
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o lldoesn't have any business interests in Canada but is looking for
work/opportunities.
>- •advised that in most cases the money he brings into the casino is money paid
back to him by friends who he has lent money to in China.
>- It was explained t o-··hat BC Casinos are regulated very similarly to banks and
we have concerns · ound the large volumes of small denomination bills.
o Once it was explained to lthat $50,000 in $20 bills does not come from a
banklilstated he didn't think about that before and asked where did his
friend get the money from?
o l!lacted as if he was shocked when he thought about where someone
would get that kind of cash in small bills.
>- Investigators briefly went over each of the incidents summarized above.
o llcould not recall specific details saying he can't remember details going
back to February.
o Regarding 17-11797; stated there was no way thatR1W passed him
money in the washroom .li!ldenied this even happened.
>- lwas encouraged to use his P~ ac_count whenever possible.
o The only issue with them thatllspoke about was the effort it takes to get
a bank draft at the bank. He didn't have anything to say about the process
once in the casino .
>- Btated he has heard of underground or unregistered casinos from his
friends/associates but has never.ilone.
o Investigators made sure 11.mderstood these unregistered casinos are
ille~I to whichllresponded "of course they're illegal".
o As• understands, the underground casinos are run like some casinos 1n
Vegas and Macau in that if you lose they offer 10% cash back as an
incentive. For example if $10,000 is lost the player could qualify for $1 ,000
back.

II

RE: 2017-28220 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-15:

>>-

&stated he had been out golfing with a group of friends/associates.
After golf about 20 of them (some visitors from China) went to the Sea Harbour
restaurant for dinner.
>- One of these individuals was a "friend" that owes him money.
>- The $50,000 in $20's was brought to him at the dinner in the restaurant by this
Jr.i.end.
>- llwas not willing to provide even the family name of this friend . He stated this
individiaj still owes him money.
·
o •did not know if this friend owns any business in Canada.
o He di
ere his friend got the money from .
>- described
as a good friend . They knew each other in China but
have become closer friends since coming to Canada.
o They like to golf together.
o They both live in the same area in Vancouver.

II
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Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking
notes.
BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution).
These conditions and all of lls options for bringing funds into the casino were clearly
explained t.
Investigator Comments:

When111Nas educated on his conditions he went on a lengthy rant questioning why
BCLC would place him on these cond itions without warn ing.
R stated that if his past buy ins were the reasoning for his present conditions why did
we accept the money and why wasn't he ever warned .
! ladded that he cannot read minds and if he was doing something wrong he should
~ve been told as such . He suggested we should have a sign that explains BCLC 's
expectations. He feels it is not fair and that the government is bullying him.
Investigators reassured!ilthat BCLC is not picking on him and that there are numerous
players in the same position he is in and that we are always evolving.
l asked if he could use the $20,000 he cashed out for on the 151h. He was told that the
casino tracks his win/loss and if the cash can be sourced to a recent disbursement he
should have no issue using it.
Post interview investigators spoke with RRCR Table Game Director David ZHOU who
assured investigators that anytime a player brings large quantities of small bills into the
VIP Salon they are warned that they could end up on conditions if they continue to do
so.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
A ML Investigation s
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BCLC IS
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m . . ... ,,

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-0CT-02
Interview Time: 10:45 hrs
RRCR (MDB63)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2018-AUG-02:
Garn ing suspended pending interview

Recent Activity:
- h a s generated one (1) LCT record 2017-SEPT
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nW

profile at this time shows:

Bl: N/A
FX: N/A
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: NIA
DISBURSEMENT: $30,000.00
The focus of the interview will be questioning to establish SOF, SOW, relationship to
various associates, enhanced CDD/KYC and to follow up on Incident 20170050956.

Occupation:
Unemployed

Company:
N/A

- EPT Redacte ::i FINTRAC
The primary concern is a
cash out of 30x$1 K chips 2017-SEPT-07. Further confirmation of SOW is required .

Incident of Concern: 20170050956
presented $30,000 in River Rock casino $1,000
denomination chips for redemption. Rll8 had no records in a BC casino previously
and it was suspected the chips did not belong to her (she may have been redeeming
them on behalf a 3rd party).
Redactea

Patro1 Interview ldent11 y11g 1n1 ormat on

21 :07hrs. on September 7, 2017, Surveillance was informed of a 30K cash-out at CD9
Redac'ed Palron
for an unknown Asian female. Patron later presented an ID with the name - lnterv1ew ldentlfy119
no existing SID.
21 :02hrs. the Subject arrived on-site as a passenger in a•™l¥1il"'•M!lru"'M'IJlll!W with
BCLP-!!!t' The vehicle parked along River Road , at the west-end of the South
Parkade. The driver was an unknown Asian male, who remained in the vehicle.
•mlMentered the Casino through West Lobby and headed directly to the Main Cage.

Ill

21 :05hrs. she took a white plastic bag (containing Chips) from her purse and presented
the Chips on CD09 - 30 x 1K Chips.
She was paid-out in $1 OOs - 300 x $100.
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Upon completing the transaction, she immediately exited the Casino through West
Lobby and returned to the vehicle. They left site shortly after.
It is suspected tha

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

is the driver.

Discussion Points:

sow
•

Family here?
How often in Canada?
Confirm occupation and location of company

Relationship to :
Redacted - Patron Interview ldentrfyrng
Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
How did she come to have the $30K
Has she cashed out for Bin the past?
Has she bought in forll and then given him the chips off site so he can violate his
VSE?
Confirm her address/owners of the home.
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Other residency? Other addresses?
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Minimal Interpretation required - Stone LEE
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Interview Results:

During the course of her interview

Redacted

Patron

1nterv ew ldenl1fymg

stated the following:

IR

She goes by the English name of
She is unemployed and has been for approximately 2 years
The company she worked for went bankrupt
Redacted Patron lnte rv rew
Her job was cashier at an internet cafe lderit1fy1ng lnfo·rnattan
She moved to Richmond (approximate!~ two (2).ars ago)
She now lives in an apartment on --Hd-(profile updated to reflect
current address)
The apartment is a rental unit
Neither she nor any of her family own property in Canada
She is an only child
Her parents send her money every month for her living expenses
She is here on a visitors visa
Her visa expires May 2020
Redac1ed Patron ln'eNlew
She was initially here on a student visa and attended both
den1,fymg lnformat 10n

••

1

She did not graduate from either program
She has been here seven (7) years
He parents came over once when she originally got here but otherwise she has
been on her own
Her parents live in China, they own a clothing factory
She is not actively seeking citizenship, she is waiting to see if her boyfriend goes to
China with her in May before she decides if she wants citizenship
Other than the most recent encounter at Starlight, the last time she was in a casino
was approximately two (2) years ago
She does not frequent casinos, she has kept herself busy with her boyfriend (doing
other things)
She was with her boyfriends mother when she attended at Starlight and found out
she was barred
She does not go to the casino often
She did cash out $30K in chips fo
in September 2017
(confirmed his identity via photo provided to her)
She is friends withlilll met him throu h another friend'
ne of the owners of • · • • - • • • •
She had been out for dinner withlilwhen the cash out occurred
last minute and asked her to dinner)

a

called her
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-

After the dinner, they attended at f'#fltogether in his car
He handed her the chips and asked her to cash them out for him, that parking was
full and he would just wait for her in the car
She did not know he was going to ask her to cash out chips after dinner
She did not know the value of the chips when she took them in to cash out (did not
count)
She was not paid a commission to cash out forlll
- ~gave him the money as soon as she cashed out
ll!look her home after she cashed out for him, she did not give it any more thought
She did not know she was not to cash out for someone
On one occasion she bought in forlia he told her it was for a friend who couldn't
go to the casino
- Again she did not understand that she should not buy in for someone
- The buy in was close to $10K
She has not seen
since 2018-JUL
She only knowsll not his family

Ill

BCLC Conditions:
Conditions removed

Investigator Comments:
- •IWwas very respectful during the interview.

-

She was forthright in her answers.
She struck the investigators a na"fve
is not associat~ profile
Investigators educated_.-wJth respect to third party buy ins and cash outs (i.e.
don't do it again)
No further action recommended at this time

•.M•

2019-0CT-02
Interview Summary reviewed by AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM and approved for
filing
PDF filed and sent to TOTTENHAM .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAR-04
Interview Time: 09:30 hours
RRCR (Chairman's Room)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-FEB-21 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Programs
2019-FEB-12 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
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6 LCTs in 2019 (15 LCTs in total). Last LCT was 2019-FEB-18 at River Rock with
$12,000 cash disbursement.
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $75,000.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $20,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $279,895.07
The focus of the interview will be

Bs recent suspicious activities within BCLC facilities.

History:

•

No incidents before 2018-NOV; since this date, 9 incidents.
Received a cash delivery at River Rock
3 incidents of buy-ins over $10,000 threshold without receipt

Civil Courts:
N/A

Recent Activity:
IN20190010044, 2019-FEB-11, River Rock-cash delivery

Discussion Points:
Cash delivery

sow

•
•

Addresses
Associates

Specific Questions to Ask:
4tii

Re::iactf:d Pat·on Interview dent fymg

1. Confirm patron's Canadian addres
and Chinese address.
Informat1on
• With whom is patron staying while in Canada?
Redacted Patrori
• Clari~XfJtous address given by patron that does not exist nten:1ew ldenltf 1n

''11111llfl•

1
"

2. Clarify occupation
3. All sources of wealth?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?
• Property? Other?
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4. Purpose of travel to Vancouver?
5. Associates in Vancouver?
•

Show
0

0
0

•

f

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

6. IN20190010044, 2019-FEB-11, River Rock-cash delivery
• From where doeslll£guire gambling funds?
• How many times has Bhad cash delivered to him?
o From whom?
o From which business?
o Contact information?
• How much did RRCR19-08788
deliver. Cash/chips?
•

How many other times ha : .. used RRCR19-08788's services?
o Driver's -tity? Contact information?
o How dictllfirst meet RRCR19-08788?
o How much has he received from RRCR19-08788 to date?
Fees/rates?

7. How much money has

Ill borrowed to gamble?

•

From whom has &borrowed money to gamble?

•

Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview Results:
Redacted

Patron nterv ew lde,t1fy1ng
l!lformat10,

provided the following information during his interview:

I

s current addr
resides at the
address with his wife
who is pregnant.
- ·-·
: ~ is renting the unit from a friend .
Redacte:l Patron lnter\1ew ldent1fy119 lnformat on
a student at
she is majoring in landscape
design.
R.c:lac·ed Patron Interview cen· fymg
previous address listed in casino records as
Information
· ·· '. . · · . was his wife's address.
lnte -v1e 1· 1ldemti1y1 19
·. · drives a Redacted Pcitro1
lnfo·matt:in

- lllJ
-

• .: s income is generated through investments.
· . .' invests in products and businesses related to medical supplies, cosmetic
surgery, hospitals, and spa products.
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On one (1) occasion, while gambling in Macau, llwon 4 million (in Macau's
currency);
often plays big and also wins big.

II

Redacteo

Patro1 Interview

ldent1*ymg Jnformat1on
Regarding···· river of the
in IN20190010044, the driver's
surname i . . first name is no~iii·w
.
.
also goes by the nickname·£ ••(English translation).
drives a black van.
first metBat River Rock casino i~ 8-AUG.
knows Vancouver well so Ill hired lii!las a driver for him when in
Vancouver.
- 1i113lso knows where to buy merchandise and can get products.

I

-

llhas nev~r borrowed money to gamble or had money delivered to him,
including b~
Circa 2018-0CT, after gambling with
at River Rock, •MMMwent for
dinner at a Richmond Restaurant with the name "Kirin"; this was the same day
thatlillwon ~00 at Parq Vancouver.
.
DurinQdinner,.asked to borrow money from . o that
could continue
bling after dinner.
loanedll$3,000.
decided to lend.the $3,000 in an attempt to build a bridge withll
because.could be a good contact to have forlls wife who is often alone in
Vancouver; she cou~refore use • s services get acquire products she
needs, especial~., absence.
As an example,
previously used.to acquire a humidifier and a blender.

II

Ill

-

i

ill

On 2019-FEB-11, in incident IN20190010044, Radvised that he went into the
van withlllto get back his money thatllhad previously borrowed.
On that same evening, llhad come to the casino with his wife who had a bank
draft, but then he realized that he was not permitted to gamble with her PGF
funds.
contacted··:..requesting to recuperate his funds from
which is why Ill
then went into .·· .. vehicle .

- II

II

- • a s shown a photograph of RRCR19-08788 (S1o•F& whoB
confirmed isB
- lili8Nas shown a photograph of
who
confirmed is
his wife.
- lllfe~ognized a photograph.'%'411N'.%i!S··~· as ~ther patron
from River Rock who follows .: around and cop1e ·. . bets; llldoes not
know this patron.

II

Investigators' Comments:
At no time during the interview didlldisplay any examples of deception. He provided
fulsome responses to the investigators' questions, when he was not sure of an answer
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he said so and he displayed no physical behaviors to indicate that he was hiding the
truth or providing untruthful responses .
Redacted

Patro'l lnte rvie11

This is the second interview that BCLC has conducted in relation to the ldent1f m lnfo·ma11on
-ha.ears to b e
- ··ng cash deliveries to River Rock casino (see interview of
• ....iAi •
1Jt&r.l5il•l!Jlll!w. ..· has confirmed that the onl
ho has been
associated as a driver of Hi.e van , RRCR19-08788 SI .·. ·· ··
is in fact the same
person wholllnows and who is known to · · ·· · _-. · ··
. (Note that a third
BCLC interview related to thelllllf-was conducted on 2019-MAR-05 o f .

BM•)
.corroborated information found in the interview oflltlQ;JI indicating that RRCR1908788 (SIDW#M!?'. is a local who can procure and deliver random goods .
A review ofllll large cash transaction records (LCT) shows that his first LCT in BCLC
facilities only occurred on 2018-SEP-11 . There are no LCT records showing a
disbursement for $80,000 from any casino however, on 2018-NOV-07,
received a
$57,000 verified win cheque and $9,000 in cash as disbursements (totaling $66,000);
this was the largest disbursement thatllhas received. Balso had disbursements
prior to the $66,000 disbursement ($18,500 on 2018-0CT-2'7) as well as after ($6,200
on 2018-NOV-11 ).

II

BCLC is unable to confirm or refute. explanation that he loane. money then
collected the funds frorr . .on 2019-FEB-11 . That being said, as mentioned above,
there were no signs during the interview thatllwas being dishonest.
-

gaming privileges have been re-instated and he remains on sourced cash/chip
conditions.
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC IS •dj@l@d®'9Pi!Sif$'fffMi·!ihf'il·h~
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-JUL-09
Interview Time: 11 :30
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: BEEKSMA, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions:
2018-JUN-25
BCLC Barred Pending interview.

Recent Activity:
Redacted Patron Inte rvie w
ldent1fy1ng l nfo'TT1at1on

has generated 135 individual LCT records dating back to 2007-NOV

Her profile at this time shows :
Bl : $7,000
FX: $87, 182.92
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $87,182.92
DISBURSEMENT: $3,958,390.21
PRIMARY GAME: Slots
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:
Accountant

Company:
Redacted Patron nterv ew
Identify ng qfom1allon

History:
There are no incidents of note for this player
She opened a PGF account on 2018-JUN-05 and as a result of the OSI NT done for
every patron upon opening an account, she was escalated to interview.
There are no associates listed in her Mofile.
Historical companies wher• Mli86n!l"j)" is listed as a former director in BC:

••

llMlll-1~
(ceased to be a Director in 2011-Sept)
Redacted Pa: ron 1n·e1V1ew lden•rfy ng
lnfcrma•
I on
(dissolved 2013)
Redacted

Patron

Civil suit AGAINST Interview Ide 1t1fy ng
dated 2007
Reda::ted Pa•ron Interview
has adverse court records indicating that she abused her
oen• fy ng nforma11on
position at a previous bank and allocated expenses and vacation pay
(-$250,000) to herself which the bank claimed was a breach of fiduciary duty.

BC Court Services Online:
Query performed on 22-Jun-2018

Civil:
·~

~ ~"·--

c.c·

·Co·~ ~ '"' ·-~--·"- ~

.. -f~~~,i'iii ~bii~:·.

,,.~ Di~la'it~

--!Hlt~~if1~

New
Westminster
Law Courts

112086

25Mar2008 26Mar2008

Supreme
Supreme Civil
(General)

New
Westminster
Law Courts

112126

27Mar2008 09Jan2017

Supreme
Supreme Civil
(General)

Powell River
Law Courts

2396

14Feb2013 29May2015

Provincial
Small Claims

Robson
Square
Provincial
Court
Powell River
Law Courts

1346744 28Nov2013 15Jul2016

Supreme
Supreme Civil
(General)

2

2436

18Aug2014 01Jun2017
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•

•

•
•

falsely submitted overtime hours
and expenses in ... -. .
Chief Administrative Officer/Chief
Financial Officer.
was ordered to repay nearly $250,000 she
received for overtime, expenses, and vacatiOIJ.Jl.ay.
Court record 1346744 states that
did not pay her lawyer between
2011 and 2013. The total for these invoices was roughly $4600.
Court record 2396 is related to court case 2436 .
Court record 112126 and 112086 both relate to
She was lent
$33,250 and did not repay it. She wrote bad cheques to repay her debt. They did
not clear.

Criminal:

•IM'Jl9

Nil

Her husband is ·r:r.;. • · •
:w,
is linked to the ·. ·. · ·. ·. store wealth. BC civil
court records confirm
link to
She is listed withli'JMl!Ron
documents from theB•
(Director effective 2016-APR-01 - company had same address as her DL))

Discussion Points:
Confirm occupation/contact information
Discuss civil suits - have all debts been paid and/or does she have any orders for
repayment
Current source of income
SOW for buy-ins
How often gaming in BC

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her address at

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent:fy:ng !nformat:on

a. Does she own or rent?
2. Encourage her to continue to use her PGF

Interpreter required: No

3

is current.
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Interview Results:

During the course of his interview

Redacted

>=>atron lnterv ew

lde1t1f~·ing

tnfo·mat1on

stated the following:

She and her husband llilllilR own the
The home also se
· ·· ·
.
She is a director o · ·
· .·
·
, a mining coml2filly
She manages the administrative side of things and•t• 1andles the operational
side of things
- ·-~i~~~:~~~;~~ately $13 million when his grandfather (of•IWmmt1•
He is getting annual payment from the estate (after the $13 million disbursement)
He invested in Mines in the Yukon
His father had previously bought him a mine
) which is what got him
interested in mining in the first plaii;; ..
five (5) stepchildren withJ•

ll

as a number of other interests including a Redacted Pa'·on ln'e1V1ew ldentrfy1ng nformat1on
ad approximately 200 claims, he sold off 100 last year to a father son team who
had been working it for approximately 8 years (and paying them royalties

-•IPR

Redac' ed

- -

Patro n Interview

has finally received permission to do some work in 1dent 1f m lnforma•ron
where he
has claims in exchange for building a road
- IBMBhas to be mined via blasting which he hopes will start up this winter
The other mines have about a 100 day window per year (spring/summer)
As an example,
i.:·· ' · .
stated a single mine can yield up to 800 ounces of gold
in a season . At current mar et prices of $1,200 to $1,300 per ounce (USD) this equates
to over a million dollars USD (for all their interests). One thirds goes to pay
expenses/overhead and the remaining is profit.
Prior to her contract work on reserves she worked for CRA
She was hired by the Federal Government to clean u!i the finances and come up with a
contingency plan to manage the finances of•:llii•t11w::tn1Mr·1"·'"'1JW!w
She was paid by the Federal Government, the work she did and hours she claimed were
Redacted - Pdt10 '1 l nte1v1ew
supported by th ;
ldent1f
lnf::lrmat 1on
Six weeks in to her contract KPMG showed up to do a Forensic Audit
The audit lasted 18 months, she regularly worked to midnight during the course of the
audit
Her contract stated that if she worked more than 10 hrs OT/week she would be paid
The civil suit with respect to her payment during this time was brought on 4 years after
the fact by which time she was withE1M
Redacted Patron I riterv ew
The
that sued here were different than the denl •fy ng ' riformat1ori
when she
was there
It appears they felt she brought the forensic audit on them as it occurred after she had
been on the job only 6 weeks
..... .
The notice of suit was sent to her residence in-luring mining season and she was
not aware _of it and miss~d the c?urt date at ~hi ch time ~ judgem~---t&hl!!iifl.lfill!W
ln'crma1
She has since been fighting the Judgement with the assistance o
W on
She was most recently in Supreme Court on the matter in July 2017 at which time she
was told the fine would be dismissed, it is now in the hands of her la.rs
She has not worked in a similar capacity since she left the •:mrMf5i•::t:111"nformat1on
IMMt:1111Jm.w
11

4
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-

The other civil suit she was involved in occurred when her x-husband took money from
her account and she sued him to get it back. He counter sued her as part of the dispute
over these funds .
She enjoys many perks at RRCR as a result of her play including rooms , dinners and an
exclusive parking spot
Her privileges were suspended due to the barring
She does not come to BC specifically to gamble, but does play if she is in town
not gamble much, he will watch her or play the odd game of cards

li'J!Mdoes

BCLC Conditions:
2018-JUL-09
After discussion with AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM conditions removed

Investigator Comments:
Reaacted - Pat ·a1 Interview
fdcntrfy1'lg 1n•orma·1on

was a very well spoken woman .
She appeared very forthcoming and knowledgeable in her field.
She was extremely polite and cooperative during the entire interview and struck the
investi-s as an honest person.
llHl?Jij!\1@1" answered all questions she was asked and the answers reflect information
gleaned from her OSINT and in iTrak.
2018-JUL-10
Referred to AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for review.
2018-JUL-23
PDF and filed

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

5
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Redacted - Patron Interview lden11fying lnforma11on

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:
NAME: Redacted Patro"l lnte·v1ew Identifying lnfarmat on
SID#: 86401
Interview Date: June 29th, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :03 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigators Tom CAVERLY and Stone LEE

Reason for Interview:
On May 12th, 2016

was made subject of the following BCLC directive:

"16-May-12 BCLC Directive- Patron requires SOF (source of funds) interview for unsourced cash buy-ins. Please document in an ltrak incident file, scan copy of interview
into media file and advise the AML unit by email at aml@bclc.com of the incident file.
Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC."
Subsequent to this directive between June ?'h and June 15th, 2016 IBMJU was
associated to four incidents that occurred at the Starlight Casino where he attempted to
buy in but was not able to establish the source of his funds and the buy in's denied.
As a result of this he was made the subject of the following BCLC directive:
"2016-June-18 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC AML Programs"
With respect to the above he was asked the following questions:
Explain the reason for the interview and the reporting requirements.
What is their source of wealth?
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•

•

On June 7th 2016 .ou attended the Starlight Casino with two (SID
Who are they and
how are you associated to them?

+ii@+frftiMiij§!?llnlfiffll.!i.iii!i.!:• individuals.

On June 141h, 2016 you attended the Starlight Casino and conducted a
buy in at which time you told the site that the cash was obtained from the
Patron lnterv ew
BMOin Redacted
ldentrf
I lformal101
•111

•

What is the process of obtaining this amount of cash from the bank?
Do you get your cash from any other financial institutions?

•

If the response is also from a friend, what is the friend 's name?
If we were to contact them would they corroborate this?

•

Where the business is located.
Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
The manner in which the money is secured (elastic bands) also leads to
this suspicion.

•

Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
Educate on PG F Accounts.

Interview Results:

lil1IRIB in part, stated the following:
~

He began by saying that he just wanted to get everything straightened out and
that he actually prefers using cheques but sometimes it does not happen;

~

At times he will have cash at home and that he just wants to play and will use
that;

~

He was advised that casinos are required to report certain cash transactions just
like banks;

~

He owns a logistic company that is based out of Singapore and he also has a
Vancouver office;

>-

The names of the his logistics business are
2

RedJcteo Patrol lnte v1r::w
ldentt'ying lnformattcn
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Redacred - Pat ron
nterv ew ldentr#y1ng

);>

He owns a nutraceutical business called

);>

He also part owner of a couQ.!_e 011;Kill"lll."~!1Jj•G one in Vancouver and one in
North Vancouver.
--~.:.._.:IM!.!1,,fiil·lr·;

i;f$$M#tjl.:....'!:_

);>

He was questioned about the June 14th incident at the Starlight casino and was
clear that the money did not come from his bank but from a friend;

);>

He now realizes how this transaction has brought attention to himself and stated
that he would not be doing this again ;

);>

He was adamant that the cash came from a legitimate source;

);>

He did not want to mention the friend's name but stated that he would bring him
in for an interview;

);>

When he borrows cash from a friend he is not charged any interest for it;

);>

It was explained that the small denominations may be associated to criminal
activity;

);>

He knows both SID

);>

The three of them attended dinner before going to the casino;

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

from the casino;

~ He thought that whenW4• was asked to leave the casino that night it was
because of an ID issue;
English name is

'EIM;

);>

He stated that he plays for entertainment and does not use "Sharks";

);>

He wants to follow any procedure he has to in order to play;

);>

He is aware of the gang activity in the lower mainland;

);>

He is aware of the private casinos and has been approached by women asking if
he was interested in attending;

);>

He has no desire to attend and does not want to put himself in a situation where
he may get arrested;

);>

He has only been asked a couple of times but they know he is not interested so
they do not bother asking again;

);>

He is not in the habit of keeping receipts He qua Iif ied this by saying that he does
50 million in wire transfers a year and does not take receipts for those
transactions;
3
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);;>-

He would like the luxury if he had cash in his pocket to pull that out and play with
that as well should he need to.

Interview over 11 :50 am
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigators Stone Lee and Tom CAVERLY conducted the interview.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips. It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts.

Interpreter required: No.

BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC
Casino as imposed by Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs BCLC, on June 181h,
2016.

Investigator Comments:
This patron has a history of using PGF accounts. He was spoken to further educate
him on the use of PGF accounts given his transaction on June 141h. He is aware how
this drew attention to him and stated that he would continue to use his PGF account.
The companies and business he provided that speak to his source of wealth were found
on the internet corroborating what he provided.
He has no business relationships with
other through casino play only.

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1rymg lnformahon

They are associated to each

Given this patron's history of using PGF accounts consideration should be given to
removing the no un-sourced cash conditions. He should remain on the SOF list.
Tom Caverly
AML Investigation s

4
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IS (SID: 23057)
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-0CT-03
Interview Time: 1145hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions
Recent Activity:

Ill has generated 93 individual LCT records dating back to 2006-AUG.
2017-SEPT-20 - placed on SOF Interview
2017-SEPT-29 - placed on sourced cash/chip conditions directive pending AML interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.
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History:
i l lis associated as a participant to 93 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as unusual
transactions AND 03 exchange cash/chips. He was the conductor in all of the UFT incidences.
The UFT activity started in 2011AUG . Upon review of his activity it is noted from 2011to2014
the buy-in's are done in $20's at up to $200,000 per buy-in. In 2015 there were some $100K
buy-in's with $20's and then moving forward the bulk of 2015 buy-in's were $50 and $100 bills
(but they could not be sourced and hence substantiated UFT's).

The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF to discuss the $20's from
early buy-ins and his most recent use of unsourced $20's as outlined below.

"""'""'Where was he getting this $20's 2011 -2015?"""""

Buy in amounts are in the $100,000 range.

PGF account opened in August 2017 and has been used twice .

B

is known to associate with a number of different VIP and HRP players in particular:
Reoacted

Pa•ron ln:erv1ew tde ltrfy,ng

- Jun2017 5 year bar - cash facilitator
What is your relationship with llill?
ln~orma• on

Redacted

Pa:·on Interview ldentrfy 1ng

(H~

What is your relationship with Ill?
Redactea

Patron

lnte~cew

(alleged retired dentist associated to
second interview re SOF)
What is your relationship with Iii?
0

,

Redacted
~

1

SincEills first LCT in 2008-AUG his transactions are as follows :
Bl:
$8,900,498
FX: $47,598.67
PGF: $226,000
DSB: $1 ,388,738

Occupation:
President Real Estate Company

Company:

2

Patron Jnte~1ew
I f rn a ton

who refused
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnfonnat1on

**Google Search could not locate the company specifically

** Provide proof of company (correct name/location/business card??)**
INCIDENT OF NOTE:

2017-52741

1ifi7;~.E~~-h16

-

ips received $20K in cash from

Redacted - Patron Interview

at the direction of -

2017-55130
2017-SEPT-28 early evening hours
Redacted - Patron
Arrived alone in his Interview
ldentr m
Presented 11 bricks of $20's from a pink cooler bag for buy-in (multiple elastics)
Total after the coun1Jll.0,020
PER SOF interviewilmstated the $20's was "own savings"
Early morning hours asked to leave for threats to dealer, CO $185K
During the count.I I presented another $1320 in loose $20's from an envelope for buy in with
the dealer
After an alleged threat and show of temper to the dealer, l l lasked to leave
not want to cash out when told he was getting $20's back for his buy-in money ($110,020)
took
the chips and was barred pending investigation.
•

2017-SEPT-30
1900 hrs
Ill returned to the site after the site contacted him , paid out 112K in $20's and $73 K was
verified win deposited in to his PFG.
2017-0CT-01
attempted to buy in again with the $20's he was previously paid out with - denied
further attempted $16K in $100 - denied - SOF
•
i ! lattempted to have companionmfilfP 1uy in with his $100's (cash passl l lwas denied.
Related Incident Questions:

Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up?
How does the money exchange occur?
Why did you brings the bills back the next day? (denied)
Where do the $50 and $10~ome from?
What is your association to ~
Who does your drop off's for you

3
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Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is his

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity.

6. Encouragelllto use his PGF account.
7. Cautiorllfl against using associates to conduct transactions for him. Should this
behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his ability to buy in at
BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking notes.

Interview Results:
During the course of his interview,

Reda:ted Palron
lnt e"J1ew dent fy11g

stated the following:

He lives in the listed address in Vancouver with his wife and kids and owns it
His family live in Canada full time and he is here part time (60-40 China/Canada)
The are landed immigrants
He confirms he is the President of Reaac•ed Pat·o1 lnterv1ew Ident fy111g l'1forma•1on
He has been with•li•since 1992 and is paid on a salary bases
The company builds and leases primarily commercial properties but also a small
percentage of residential properties
As president he oversees the company
The company works out of Hong Kong and China
The money he buys-in with comes from money exchange places in Richmond
He uses different locations pending the posted exchange rate
Exchange facilities charge more for larger bills than smaller bills which is why initially he
started out with $20's for his buy-in's
He gets $50's and $100's most frequently now to reduce the hassle at casino's with
respect to buy-in's

4
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To buy in he attends at a facility, wires his money from a Chinese account in to another
Chinese account and once the deposit has been confirmed, within a couple of hours he
gets his money
There is no "call ahead" required at the exchange facilities , he picks the money up
himself
All the money he has used at BC Casinos is his money
The method of obtaining funds is due to China's strict financial rules (i.e . how much you
can remove from the country)
He does not reco nize the name
y are just friends
He met
He is very good friends wit
in addition they have some real estate
business ventures to ether in China
To his knowledge
.
"gaffer''
He recalls the $20 k from · · on 2017-SEPT-16 advising this represented some money
:· owed him in China, he was out that night and asked for repayment in that amount.
:· · gavell the nod to get the money (ATM) and that in turn was given toli!I
:: did have a large stack of chips with him during the early morning hours in question
bu · ·: aware of chip pass policies just askecill to pay back some of the money he
owed him . s stack of chips confirmed by Inv. LEE on CCTV review)
He got the $111,340 he bought in with in the 28 1h from a money exchange, he believes
on this occasion it was either Yohan or Parker Place
The site did not question the buy in (i.e the $20's)
The incident with the dealer (reported as thre~ccurred when the dealer, new on
shift, dealt him numerous bad hands in a rowm stated his comments were not
personal nor directed at the dealer, he was "mad" at what the shoe was giving him, i.e.
the shoe was "not on my side". After he left the table he was waiting to speak with the
Manager to straighten out the misunderstanding when he was approached by security
In his opinion security staff were extremely rude, he felt he was being treated like a
criminal, that he is referred to as a VIP, but the way he was treated was far from VIP
treatment
The site decided to pay him in $20's after the dealer incident which he feels is
hypocritical; he had been playing 12 hours would have stayed on and kept playing; the
site were happy to take his $20's and then turned around and made him feel he had
done something wrong
He cannot take the $20's back to the money exchange without incurring a significant fee
He hoped to get to buy in with the $20's again (they seemed to be acceptable on his
initial buy-in .. . ... ... .. . .. )
He currently has a trunk full of cash he can 't use, hence the second attempt to use the
funds to bu in the were happy to take it once why not again)
·
· is a friend, he did give he the $20's so that she might buy in (see
trun u o cas
e can't use) but she was denied too
He is not aware of any underground facilities in Canada/BC
He is aware of the concept in China , they are very dangerous, if you lose and don't pay
"they" will cut off an arm or an ear

Investigator Comments:
- •. . was very well spoken and quite animated at times
- ·. often gambles alone

5
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He is not a fan of bank drafts as that alerts his wife as to how much he is spending (and
losing) which results in fights with her which takes the fun out of "gaming"
He comes to Canada to relax, Casinos are entertainment for him, a place to have fun but
they are becoming less so with how patrons that allegedly are VIP are treated

Braised some interesting points:
If you don't want us to use the $20's don't license the money exchange facilities
Make a $20 bill a coin that would stop the flow of the problematic $20's in to the casinos
Do not treat us like money launders, shut down the money exchange facilities or at the
least investigate them, get to the root of the problem
Protect the public from being used a pawns in the money laundering process
Visitors are not necessarily aware they are using "laundered" money until they get
accused in situations like his
Government needs to take action to tackle the bigger issue, the facilities, where their
money comes from , who is associated to them - not hassle the patrons (unless there is
intelligence to indicate they are a POI) who are unwittingly the last step in the laundering
process . The current process is a "mickey mouse" approach, that government gives
licenses to money exchanges to operate how they do is the countries problem .
BC casinos need to make themselves aware of how the US and Australia deal with their
clients - no money exchanges hands, he is flown in, given the presidential suite, he
gambles on credit and if he loses the money is wired back to the casino in payment
He was kicked out because for the alleged threats not the $20's he used for buy in, he
should be able to use them again as they were acceptable on the first buy-in
It is laughable how he is being treated as a money launderer with all the money he has
lost at BC Casinos

For Consideration:
Allow9o use the $20's he currently holds with the understanding this kind of buy in will not
be accepted moving forward .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-NOV-20
Interview Time: 10:40 hrs
RRCR (MDB63)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-FEB-13 - Sourced cash/chip conditions
2019-JUL-29 - Please contact AML for interview.

Recent Activity:
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was first documented in a BC Gaming Facility 2019-FEB.

- s profile at this time shows:

Bl: $121,900
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $90,000
DISBURSEMENT: $117,191 .00

Eight (8) LCT's to date
PGF opened 2019-FEB-23 - $1 Ok TD Bank Draft

The focus of the interview will be questioning to establish SOF, SOW, enhanced
CDD/KYC.

Occupation:
Housewife

Company:
N/A

Discussion Points:

• sow
•
•
•
•

Family here?
How often in Canada?
Confirm occupation and location/name of company
Husband's name occupation/company name and location

•

INC 19008326 2019-FEB-04 - $9K buy in
$8K $20's wrapped in elastic with sticky notes attached and $1 Kin $1 OO's

•
•

INC 190010352 2019-FEB-13- $9K buy in
20x$100, 100x$50, 100x$20 (wrapped in elastic bands)
Placed on Directive

-

***Where are the bills coming from that you are depositing in to TD for Bank
Drafts (i.e. 100x$10 50x$20/100x$20 50x$50)
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Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm her address/owners of the home. ? Condo number**
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Other residency? Other addresses?
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Stone LEE

Interview Results:
During the course of her interview

-

Redacted - Patro!l lnt er11ew
ldent r•yng ln'ormat on

stated the following:

She is a visitor in Canada, has no residency status
Her daughter9fT(19 yrs) is a first year student atlll she comes to visit
her
Her first visit to Canada was 2019-JAN-05 (consistent with profile)
Her daughter arrived in August 2019 to be ready for her first semester
As a student, her daughter is required to have a bank account with a minimum

($MM

balance
When she ·· · runs low in her account•I• husband tops the account up
from China
Her daughter also has a Visa and they (she and her husband) pay the monthly
balance in China

JW(illj'!f!Pm

Her husbands name
The address o n _ , , , , , . ; ; :no longer valid, she and her daughter now
rent a room at
(profile updated)
She is on the hunt for an apartment for her daughter and herself (when visiting)
She does not own a car, she is currently renting one
She and her daughter are currently shopping for a vehicle as it will be cheaper to
buy than rent
She does not have any other children
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Her husband has not been over as he is an only child and has elderly parents to
care for
She and her husband own a clothing design/manufacturing company in Canton
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Chin _
Her association is confirmed to the company per google
They have approximately 20 employees
She only plays a Parq
Parq staff educated her on the SOF Directive and the requirement for receipts at
the $10K mark
The site encouraged her to open a bank account and subsequently a PGF
(which she did)
She opened an account at TD as it was nearby her rental property
Further, as she is only a visitor she had been turned down at another bank but
TD accepted her custom
The money she was playing with was from a MSP
She wired the money from her account in China to an account that belonged to
the MSP in China and was given the cash right away
The MSP did provide receipts for the transactions
The MSP is MTI Centre - Currency Exchange located in the International
Village , Vancouver (#1113 - 88 Pender Street, Vancouver BVC V6B
6N9/PH :604-998-6646)
She believes the Account she wires to for the MSP is in Beijing
The money she uses for bank drafts is also from MTT Centre - Currency
Exchange
Upon receiving the money from the MSP she takes it to TD, deposits it and gets
a bank draft (see LCT's Cash in /denominations are outlined on the receipt)
TD on occasion ask her for a receipt for the cash which she has provided in the
past
This is a slow time for their company, hence the visit to see her daughter
She will likely return to China in March (after Chinese New Years)

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash/chip conditions

Investigator Comments:
- l l l • was very forthcoming in the interview
- All the information she provided can be validated via Google, and documents in
iTrak
For Manager review regarding TD and any follow up there?
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2019-NOV-20
Interview Summary forwarded to AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for review
2019-NOV-22
Interview approved for filing
TD is responsible for their own DD

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:
Redacted

Patio ·1 lnle Jte11

NAME Ide ntifying lnformatton
SID#: 100893
Interview Date : 2015-0CT-16
Interview Time : 1535hrs--1615hrs
Interview Location : River Rock Casino Resort (Private room in the VIP Salon)
Language spoken : Mandarin
Investigators : Steve BEEKSMA , Stone LEE and Jerome WAKELAND
Translator: Investigator LEE
BCLC iTrak file : 2015-54516
..:';~~!:;

·,ftt;

,.;;:~/·

Pre-Interview Events:

umF'•;~,.
1~'0 '
"""-~~~

;,,

~:J'i.
'ii ,;t..

On 2015-0CT-16 at approx. 1156hrs investigator BEEKSMKraceived a"'' all from'HiMer Rock (RRCR)
Executive Host Lisa GAO informing that Priority 1 patrnp
had "just landed"
and wanted to• •with an investigator.
. \·,Hit:;!'"·· · ~;~
'\k
GAO indicate · : :. wanted to get this taken ca%~f AS.'\Kas-Jl~;~~gted to gamble uninterrupted over
the coming weekend . GAO was told the conditio~'W ill likely· remain ·irt;pl~ce, even following the interview
but that we would accommodate the interview as f.e~ueste.c;f . ·-;~

m•

~·

casino profile

!T

~:f#.;f!::~

comments/direct\yo~<fa follq~~:" ~''~ · .
--c~r=:.c.

~;;1::-

'~~~''•

,,~t+ "- '

L·fi!:4·~~v

"2015-SEP-24 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Eff~!jye imrri~@iately~(as per letter sent to SP management this
date) patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BG~9 site '4',ith "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or
ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowe'a~j,C hiQ.~·· until further notice . Please advise patron to
contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or 'v~iB mail through BCLC .com and provide contact
details for BCLC Investigations to s.cJ'l~aule an interview to discuss further. Ross ALDERSON , Director
AML & Operational Analysis , BCLCAML Unit"
GAO indicated that - w a s presently 1;1ating lunch in the Sea Harbour restaurant (across the street
from the reso.JlJ:~n~;,~H9gested 1300hrs for the interview time which was aweed:
.
. ..
After some ba,ck and·f<i!rtb between BEEKSMA and GAO the agreed upon interview time was solld1f1ed as
1530hrs c:i.ue 'B~.scheduTIN~,.conflicts withB•s availability .
.1::ilJL, . -~b:_
'i'i.
A pri v_~te room in~!~e Salonl;yyas set aside as the interview location . BCLC Management and AML were
updatf¥~..
%~':;,;:•t!i'tirr
'f.1b;
. "d•····

Synopst~;_,

4

;ij

"co~b't!P.

At approx. 1535tirs Investigators BEEKSMA, LEE and WAKELAND met with
a private room (MDB 13/14)) in the casinos VIP Salon .

11111 (escorted by GAO) at

After introductions were ma~_ej~EEKSMA's business card provided tolil!il), BCLC 's role in Gaming in
BC , conditions surroundinaa inability to use un-sourced funds were explained to him.
He was educated regarding casino PGF accounts and thanked for using one of late .
The interview lasted approx 30 minutes an• •remained respectful throughout.
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The following points of interest were learnt from

•.:I•

w.:1m, particulars (including sourced of wealth, business name(s) etc) were confirmed recently (soft
interview on 2015-FEB-16) as such this was not covered again during this interview.
It was learned thatB!i!ilhas a wife and 2 daughters in Canada and it seems he spends more time in
China than in Canada.

Over the next few day. . .indicated he would be going to LA for business then returning to China
where he will remain for up to the next year.
B'l•confirmed he does not have any RRCR chips at home/off site .
Pa•ro n Interview
At one point during the interviewlllgbrought up a dinner he had with a qe:::iacted
"fro~
l dent1f 11 I
on
RRCR. He stated the dinner was around Christmas time (2014-DEC) and shovy,%'d 1f!Y~Stigat%~ j~ ages
saved on his smart phone.
"i.
}~ 'T:·\; ·, 1~·"
~a rma '

·1~

The following staff was recognized in the photos shown bWJn• -

:: ,+-.:?'

... ~ ·~1

";W

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Regarding the un-sourced cash:
-When 1111 uses cash he said he borrows from '1riends" locally.
-Loans are generally paid back in China g~ allothjs businesses are there .
-He indicated his friends will either deliver the casn to his house or to the casino (depending on his
needs)Mlfflused the word "borro..rf. _:__
_
-When asked where his friends get th~!Ji.oneyJromlil!lresponded by stating he doesn 't know and has
never asked.
""'"
- -.:.
~of these "friends 'MRmet hereJ~~l_ly ,- a~ _social gatheri.ngs (dinners, out drinki~g etc) .
spoke about how he caffnQ_t e'{~n gel \ !g "friends" to get him bank drafts, or his wife and
understands they need to be in his-ffame .
'°4r
-He would rather not deal in cash as h~ l:las personal safety concerns regarding carrying cash around .
stated ~e- do not have to worry about him using cash anymore, he will use his PGF account only
apolog1ze~}T) ore than once for any problems he may have caused us) .
•

llB

f '±r''~'"'''1tt:i..

~

-+~:~t.

RE: PGf,accolmts:
~i;ifi'ft' u~

-~~;~ : ,

'\Ht

tf~

Btiifspoke a~'f~'lt9!.~h apJ~ the difficulties he had opening a bank account in Canada. There were

issues'.~\~h him imniigr:ahrtg"due to not spending enough time in Canada (he indicated that in 2011 he
was ouf'~f J.he country for 2 years) .
-With the Ii~!?. ?JW§:'lawyer and accountant,
managed to open a Canadian bank account which is
how he was a'61iHO' open a PGF account
RRCR using HSBC bank drafts.
&•indicated it is still complicated for him to get his money from China into his CDN account sighting
something about possible tax implications .
lilm indicated the bank limits the amount he can take out which he advised is OK as it helps control

lliill

lililllllJat

~ding .

-mentioned he finds the whole PGF account process takes too long (both deposit/re-deposit and
withdrawals) .

Underground Casino(s}:

2

Rr'I rnnna1;111 n')
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brought this topic up without any prompting from investigators .
believes there are 2 or 3 underground casinos as he understands .
stated that all of our players are there.
•
e re losing a lot of money to underground casinos and should come up with a solution quickly.
-His "friends" have been trying to convince him to go. He doesn't want to go but many of his "friends " are
there .
H•stated he was taken to one of them once following dinner/drinks with friend-· indicated he
doesn't drive) and noted "everybody" was there.
-He stated he did not gamble (only watched friends play) but learned that you do not need cash to play
~mbling losses are paid back in China.
MR was asked if he noticed what the underground casino is using for chips , ar ~ they the same as
RRCR's (pointing at the chip tray of the table we were seated at). He stated no , they t:!_ave their own chips
(different from RRCR 's) .
-He stated we need to do something fast and offered some suggestions (detailed below). ~_
-When told th~being present at one of these illegal gaming houses could have a negative le1}al
impact on himlllil seemed surprised. He was told that this could hax~ an impact on him if he's- trying
t Canadian citizenship , permane.nt residency etc and could al ~o~rnpa'et .~. is ability to visit Canada.
understood the nsks of attending these kinds of places . A:~;•
·~h.
•
{l!~~ft; \~:}~

lffl •s

tt:i\
<t:~

suggestions/comments:

..

""''~':.

ll!l!arought up more than once during the interview that he would like th~'tasino to have a sort of
safety deposit box where he can store his chips .
He suggested the casino (cashier) could hold the key and whenever he wants to accesses it he could get
the key from them then return it.
-He finds the verified win and PGF deposi t p roG~$S too slow and this would be much faster for customers .
-This addresses any safety concerns for customer s taking cash/chips off site.
-It also prevents customers from takin,g chiR$ off site. · _
'tffi
-: ·~
~
+f:~ '

Education RE Conditions,

~~oi;

c~~~ and•

,~,,,

'ti!ffi, ,,1Ji~

•

. ~l!'ll.

optiq~s:

confirmed he does 'lfPt. ha\.tela'ny casino ;Qhips off site/at home.
was re-educ ~t~d witti regard't'~Hhe terms of the conditions BCLC has imposed on him . He was
informed that he will n~U;>e~aplf3 ·1~roam6le,. with any un -sourced cash or chips and the casino , along with
BCLC will need to-be able;:to-vtilrify~ll'i~so l'.irce of his funds.
Mi!il8advised lnvestigator&"dori1'wihy about cash", he will use his PGF account (and apologized
or causfng us pro blemij.
indicate9 that he w~uld trynot to engage in chip passes or verbal bets but advised it is difficult to
•
say no to friends~or for friends to say no to him).
He advised that "Western " culture doesn 't understand . If one of his friends sees he is out of chips he will
be provided with more ;:otten times without even asking .
-He will try not to engage in chip passing but advised he will not say no to a friend asking for chips as this
~ perceived as disrespectful ("losing face").
-clearly understands BCLC 's concerns regarding the un-sourced cash .
•

Interviewer comments:
*RRCR Executive Host GAO:Bmdated upon completion of the interview and reminded the same
conditions remain in place lo · ·:· . • . .

llJJR was very approachable and spoke freely on some points without the need to be prompted by
investigator questioning .

3
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thaMliMery

The investigators impression is
social person , enjoys going for dinners , drinking and
making new friends . Near the conclusion
• stated he wished he could speak I i i . s o he could be
friends with investigators and invited investigators for dinner (respectfully declined) · -•. :: made the
same offer to investigator BEEKSMA at the conclusion of a soft interview on 2015-FEB-16.
Some of the information obtained via this interview re-enforced some of what BCLC investigations have
learnt via other patron interviews .
• • did offer a solution/alternative to cash for BCLC to consider (on site chip storage) .

lfJlll stated he does not have any casino chips off site/at home so no further directiQ_n is required from
unit on this point. Considering this , an open (site specific) iTrak incident was n9t requested .
SID profile comments have been updated
- -_ _
- A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to project co9fginator Tom CAVERLY-:, CC 'd to
BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATIO , Kris GADE and AM L;s~Boss""ALDERSON and Daryl
TOTIENHAM.
,.;;;~F
·-·1t'\
(f;:;:t

S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigator

.tl:'.ilt::ft.o

,iqr'·::'·,,,,ih.

4

.. ~

1t~1t.
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Redacted

Patron nten.1ew ldent1'y1ng tnrormal1on

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:
Patron tnte"\11ew
NAM
•
ldentrfymg lnfo·r1at1cn
SID
Interview Date: July 20th, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :18 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 17
Redacte~

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

was asked the following questions:
1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located .
3. What is your current address? Do you have an address here?
4. How do you knowllMB How long have you known her?

5. On May 27 at around 10:00 am you were playing and lost all your chips.
You then left the casino and came back a short time later with more cash .
Where did you get this cash from?
6. Also on June 1 at 11 :00 am the same thing occurred but in this case you
were observed coming out of the Sea Harbour. Did you meet someone
there to get the cash . If not where did the cash come from .
7. On Jul~ 15th you attended the casi~o withfl~J<JJJ.f<tBS,fld initial!Y lost. At
one point you were observed entering a~MI.- Who did you
meet there? Did this person give you any money?
8. The day before you received 49 K in disbursements consisting of 100
dollars. Where did you get the cash from for the 49 K buy in on the 15th7
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9. When you borrow money what rate do you get charged?
10. The day before you cashed out 49 Kand was given 100 dollar
denominations but you cashed in on the 15th using different
denominations. Where did this cash come from?
11. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
12. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
13. Educate on PGF Accounts .

Interview Results:

l • B stated, in part, the following:
'? At this time he was about the government reporting requirements with respect to
some financial transactions in casinos and indicated that he understood;
'? He was asked about the phone conversation that he had with BCLC Investigator
Stone LEE as he mentioned that he knew why he was spoken to as the site had
told him .
'? He responded by saying that he had received two phone calls from the site. The
first was to make an appointment with BCLC to set up an interview; the second
was to explain the noun-sourced cash conditions that had been placed on him ;
'? He had heard previously that the reason that patrons were being spoken to was
because of their chips and he had won a bunch in the past;
'? He got one of the managers to figure out his chip history a couple of days before;
'? There are no chips in his possession ;
'? He lives

in18@14and comes down to the coast to do business;

'? His current address is
'? When he is at the coast he either stays at a friend's place or rents a room;
'? This room is about five minutes away from the casino ;
'? He was questioned about his business and advised that at this time he does not
own a restaurant. He still has the business names for his restaurants because
he plans to open one in the future once his kids attend school.
2
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~ He owns a14,000 square feet building

inMIPP This building has a restaurant
in it. He intends to open a grocery store, a restaurant and use the remainder for
storage;

~

He current source of income comes from selling restaurant supplies, fruit and
ginseng ;

~

He used to buy restaurant supplies when he was running his restaurant which
allowed him to get to know others in the restaurant business who came to him for
supplies;

~

He would get them at a better price on the coast than the cost of the same item
in the Okanagan ;

~

He would take Okanagan fruit to the coast and sell to the grocery stores;

~

He would also transport ginseng that is grown by a Caucasian male who lives in
IMQIM as well;

"? He only knows him by the name of
for about ten years;

WM but has been doing business with him

"? The ginseng used to sell for $30.00 per pound but currently goes for $120.00 per
pound making it quite lucrative;
"?

In all cases these sales are cash based and he receives cheques or cash in
small denominations for payment;

"? His clients do have large denominations but they keep them for themselves;
~

He deals with the small denominations in a couple of different ways;

~

He will attend the casino and buys in with them and when he receives his
disbursements he will deposit the 1OO's he receives in his bank;

"? He will go to an ATM and do an envelope deposit and right after go to the teller
and deposit more;
"? He stated that he currently has $7,000.00 all in 10's;
"? Unsolicited, he began to talk about his recent encounter with the police specific
to being pulled over in Hope and having $36,000 seized. He stated that he was
pulled over for no reason. The police said they were going to search his vehicle
but he told them no. He was told by the police that if he did not allow them to
search the vehicle he would be spending the night in jail;

3
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~ He produced a receipt from CIBC dated June yth, 2016 in the amount of
$20,000.00 which he also showed the police when he was stopped;
~

The police still have his money but he said he was told by the police that
everything was fine and the he would be getting his money back;

~

He was upset about this because it took one minute for the police to take it and
now it is taking months for him to get it back;

~

He asked investigators if there was anything they could do to help him get him
money back quicker and was advised it was up to the police;

~ He was asked about the May 29th incident where conducted a $30 K buy in using
small denominations;
~

He stated that he had this cash in his room where he was staying and went there
to pick it up. The cash came from his business sales;

~ He was asked about what happen on May 30th specific to being at the Sea
Harbour restaurant and stated that he got a call from a roommate asking for the
key and met him at the restaurant;
~

The money he brought back was again from his business sales;

~ , _ k e d about the July 15th incident where he approached
I
and shortly after conducted a buy In ;

aaM

~

The cash for this buy in came from his business sales;

~

The reason why he went to this person was he was going to help him find a body
shop to fix his truck and they were going to go together he changed his mind
given the time of day. He thought the traffic would be too bad and just went back
into the casino. (This occurred at 5:48 pm);

~

He was asked if he now has his truck fixed and stated that it could not be fixed as
he was in another accident last Sunday just after he went over the Knight Street
bridge going into Vancouver. The vehicle was totaled;

~

He does not get cash deliveries ever and any cash he brings into the casino are
from his business dealings;

~

He understands the issues with the small denominations but given the manner in
which he does business he will never have a receipt;

~ -

is his girlfriend;
4
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~ He lived in

·.-J.

from 1991-1996 and then moved

tclM@IJ!i

~

He is aware of the underground casinos but does not go. He believes they are
too shady and then relayed a story where someone was at one and was up 80 K
and wanted to cash out but they would not let him. They told him he could not
until he was up to 300 K. He kept playing and when he did get up to 300 K they
still did not let him cash out;

~

He would not feel safe there and would be concerned about getting mugged;

~

He heard this information from some female;

~

He has his conditions explained and stated that it would be difficult for him to
produce receipts as his business is all cash.

Interview over at 2:19 pm
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips. It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts.

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions: Th is patron no longer has conditions. They were placed on in error.
Further consideration will be given to this pending review of this summary.
Investigator Comments:
Redacted

Patro;i

was selected for an interview as his open source review gave some
indication he no longer owned a restaurant bringing his source of wealth into question.

I !l{Cl'\' ICW lde'1t1fying

R.eoac'ed

Pat ron

Investigators spent considerable time with ,terv ew Identifying
He has been the most talkative
patron to date. He is adamant that he does not arrange any cash deliveries and that the
cash for his buy in's come from the proceeds of his businesses. It is reasonable to
believe that he would receive payment in small denominations. This source of income

5
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may support his level of play. His present businesses are not conducted under any
businesses he has registered .
The indicat?rs that c:r:w~s~nt th~t would normally support a substantiated UFT have
been explained b~ ll!!Mlil with reason .
If no unsourced cash conditions are considered- - Mwould not be able to
comply as practically speaking he does not get receipts for his business transactions.
His activities will continue to be monitored and the information contained in this
summary may be considered to assist in determining if a UFT should be substantiated
or not.
Tom Caverly
AM L Investigation s
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BCLC 11 S

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron
NAM = Interview
Identifying
SID#
Information
Interview Date: 2016-0CT-18
Interview Time : 0945hrs
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA
Topics discussed during interview:

Both BCLC Investigators conducted the interview. R • indicated he was fine speaking in
English.
It was explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips. It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts and if he does bring cash it will need to be accompanied by a receipt. Accepting
chip passes from other players was also discouraged .
Interpreter required: No.
BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC Casinos
as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC , on JUN 13th, 2016.

Reason for Interview:

1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and where
the business is located .
3. What does he drive and does he share these vehicles with anyone?
4. On October 11 1h, 2016 you attempted a buy in at the River Rock Casino, where
did you get this money from and how do you explain it was all in $20's (1 OOK).
5. Was the $10 K you attempted buy in at the Edgewater part of this cash?
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6. What is his relationship with
7. What is your relationship wi

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

?

8. How come- never plays but he always has cash?
9. Was thel.i!llJsed for her buy in at the Edgewater on October 13th, 2016 part of
the $100 K?
10. Do you understand why your play has been suspended?
11 . If he does not that explain to him it appears as if he is attempting to circumvent
his conditions.
12. On October 14t-attempted a $60 K buy in that was refused, do you know
where she got the money from?
13. Are you using a money service and if so what rate are you paying?
14. Do you have any chips?
15. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for their safety.
16. Educate him on his present conditions and that he attempts to circumvent them
he could be prohibited from going in to any casino in BC.
17. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
18. Educate on PGF Accounts.
Interview Results:

?

m•
indicated his previous occupation as the CEO of · ··
is no longer current (the company no Ion er exists . · ·. :· updated his occupation

as the owner of a company name
which is a renovation/
property development company (internet search confirms this companies existence) .
? ••advised the $100K in $20's presented at River Rock on October 11th, 2016
was from a money exchange business
spoke at length that this is where
most, if not all of his cash comes from.
o He explained that most exchange places have 3 rates: small bills, large bills
and bank drafts. Clients willing to take small bills receive the best rate. He
explained that he's coming to the casino for fun and usually takes the funds
that offer the best rate.
o He could not recall the name of the exchange place he used to acquire the
$100K.

WI•

2
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referenced the many exchange places on No. 3 road and Westminster
Hwy in Richmond. It was not clear if he was referencing a single exchange
place or the many exchange places that are located on both No. 3 road and
Westminster Hwy.
o Some of the exchange places will provide a receipt (but not all). He
referenced one in China Town he uses regularly who always provides a
receipt (he couldn't remember the name).
>- The subsequent buy ins and attempted buy ins at Edgewater was all part of the
ori inal 1OOK.
~
i ·- - 's personal assistant (described byM•as
: :· as a reP.lacement for his previous assistant;
advised thalll does all things a typical assistant
would do which includes carrying his bag (cash) for him and retrieving it for him if
o -

need~

o PWwas interviewed by BCLC investigators previously as a result of similar
behaviours now demonstrated byllll Consideration was not given to ban
··_ ·· who is not resentl active in BC Casinos.
>girlfriend .
>understands BCLC's reporting obligations and our concerns surround large
volumes of unsourced cash.
";r _ :• _
•
stated he still has $20,000 in Edgewater chips in his possession.
>- . . .. was asked if he knows of or has been to any "unregistered" casino in the
Lower mainland, h - d no.
";r It was explained to - . :
that receiving chips from other players is still considered
unsourced and should he engage in chip passing it~~ Ji8te further issues.
)> Specific example~ced funds were provided t J1ff (cash with receipt, bank
draft to PGF etc).-seemed to recall he does hold a PGF account at River
Rock and encouraged' us to check his records as he has used it previously. He also
indicted he could access funds via his business account and didn't see these
conditions as a problem for him.

Investigator Comments:
-

was very respectful and receptive to investigators concerns as it relates to
source of funds.
He now understands what BCLC 's concerns are and is willing to adapt to avoid future
issues. It seemed as though• •will have no issue using his PGF account and/or
producing a receipt for buy ins moving forward.
Review of his LCT records confirms he has had some substantial play at River Rock via
PGF previously.

lliflms (updated) occupation and other wealth indicators support his level of play.

~as placed back on Watch in the Casino Reporting System and his occupation
updated with the information learned fromWiJ/l!iW this date.
He has now been educated on his conditions and the expectation with respect to
sourcing his cash.
3
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying

As per
is his girlfriend. Her play had been temporarily
..... ,
Information
suspended (set to banned) which has now been removed fro~sino profile. •
has been placed on SOF conditions and put on Watch. Shoulc:mim conduct large buy
ins using un -sourced cash fDi• J l •she can be esc9lated to full source cashed
conditions. Ongoing monitoring is recommended forl l l l
Redacted - Patron

On 2016-0CT-17 Interview ldenhfy1ng was banned 2 years from all BC Casinos for
lnapproP.riate Transfer of cash/chips . The majority of the incidents to support the ban
involvedeither carrying or dropping off money for W:I• whom we now know is
his boss.
- Patron Interview
does have s~me_ historical incidents involving patrons other than Redacted
ldent1 m Information
was i~formed tha~ lll has been ~anned ~ult of activities ~bserved ._ He did not
wantl l l l to get into trouble for th1~e - -) has done (or directed him to do).
The investigator recommends that lilm's ban status be reassessed with consideration
to revoke it and place him under sourced conditions to avoid attempted buy ins for

1111

.
Ii

should remain the subject of conditions at this time.

Steve Beeksma
AML Investigations
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:

NAM

:

Redacted Pallan
1n·erv1ew Jdent~· ng

lnfo·mat1::n
SID#
Interview Date: 10/30/2015
Interview Time: 13:55 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Questions to be asked:
1.

We are curious about the purchase of 50K in chips on October 1i
immediate departure from the casino ;

h, 2015 and the reason for his

2. What happened to the chips and where they are now ;
3.

Whether he purchased them for someone else and if so who?

Interview Results:
~ W:ft•was advised about Government requirements for reporting large cash

transactions;

'? When asked about October 121h he advised that he purchased the chips for his boss
Rejact'2d - Pcitro l
'lier\' ew Jde'1l1fyin;J

~

He received the money from his boss and he purchased the chips;

~

His boss came the next day to play and used the chips;

~

His boss still has $45,000.00 of the chips;

~

He was told that this type of transaction makes it look like he is trying to launder
money;

'? He was concerned that this was going to affect his credit rating and was told it would
not;
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-,.. His boss is quite demanding and he will have a hard time telling his boss that he
cannot purchase the chips ;

Interview over at 14:07 hours

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions:

J.lllwas banned pending interview with BCLC investigators. The ban has since been
lifted.

Investigator Comments:

was honest with investigators and clearly was acting on behalf of his boss. He was
advised if he were to do this in the future that the same thing would likely happen . His boss,
·...:· ... is a HRP atron which corroborates what
told investigators.
(SID
· -~- .. :· ·. .· ~:...

11111

Tom Caverly
Cas ino Investigations
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BCLC ISEt!l'lfffllffii&iJ!ll!llff8°1rii!l'iinllllJ!W
Informal on

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-JUN-14
Interview Time: 1115hrs-1215hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

R

play was suspended pending interview due to concerns surrounding his activity in BC
Casinos .
Recent Activity:

fill has generated 41
On 2016-FEB-25
SID profile:

individual LCT records dating back to 2013-DEC.

lls play was temporarily suspended with the following comment added to his

2016 FEB 25 BCLC Directive*** Effective immediately*** No further play. Please advise patron
to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide
contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Ross
ALDERSON , Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC AML Unit

all

According to casino record.resides in mii!P.'"(supported by
DL). Investigators will
attempt to determine what he is doing in BC and if he has a permanent residence in BC.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.
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II occupation as a "Steel/Metal Salesman" does not aid in establishing SOF or SOW.
History:

Iii is attached as a participant to 5 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as unusual

transactions. He was not the conductor of the transactions for any of them.
The suspicion was thallmay be acting as some sort of agent or conduit for players to obtain
funds to gamble with.

lllhad been known to associate with a number of different VIP players. Some of them were
identified via incidents in common as follows:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Incidents to discuss:

amiilevel

16-11798 I 2016-FEB-25 I UFT-RRCR ~ . arrived at the casino ~i~h
P!aye~ identified
as
•
- d1v1ng :,- . · s veh1cle.lll!ll
conducted a number of cash buy ins this date. In one instanct11was observed attending to
vehicle where he acquired $12,020 in $20 bills that he brought
in the casino.

w:i•s

toliillil

16-10057 I 2016-FEB-17 I Site Ban-EDGE: On this date one of the VIP Ma~ers working in
Edgewater's VIP Salon reported that he overheard a conversation betweera and a female
patron. II reportedly offered to this patron that he would be willing to assist her in making illegal
bets at an underground casino.
allegedly stated that the patron could place part of a bet on the table (legal b&and another
bet illegally (under the table) . The patron refused and dismissed this idea and··: llegedly did
not pursue the matter further.
Wherilwas informed by the casino that he was being site banned 6 months for solicitation he
stated that he was acting as an "agent for the players".

Ill

Occupation:
Steel/Metal Salesman

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

a. Does he own or rent?
b. Does he have a residence in BC?
c. What is he doing in BC if he resides

is current.

irill?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as a Steel/Metal salesman.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
funds with no SOW is BCLC's primary concern.
2
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5.

I

has been known to associate with a number of VIP players in BC Casinos.
a. What is his relationship with these individuals?
b. Does he provide some sort of service for them? If so what?

6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 16-11798 I 2016-FEB-25 I UFT-RRCR:

1. How doesll

knowM·tMPf'M'tBfPM*?

Ill

2. Did he help
get the money he us~mble?
a. II was seen getting money from car that he brought to
casino.

Ill.I inside the

RE 16-10057 I 2016-FEB-17 I Site Ban-EDGE:

1. Aslll to describe his conversation with the player at EDGE that was overheard by an
employee?
2. What didllmean when he described himself as an agent for the players?
3. Is he still in a position to take payers to an underground casino?
4. What can llfells us about underground casinos?
BCLC Conditions: None
BCLC investigators.

-Ill presently has a permanent provincial ban pending interview with

Interview Results:
?

II confirmed his address i n - as his permanent address.
He does not reside in BC, only visits.
In the past he has stayed in RRCR's hotel.
• Early on he paid for his room in the resort himself.
• He has also used comps from big players to stay in the resort. This was
offered to him by at least one player when he told them in conversation
that he would like to stay in Vancouver awhile longer.
• lflilcan't get a room in the resort (as he is presently banned) he will use
Air B&B type accommodations.
• Ill stated that River Rock won't even let him charge his cellphone in the
hotel lobby.
confirmed he used to work for a steel company doing online sales.
o He is currently unemployed.
o Prior to working at the steel company he was a meat salesman .
o He does not work in BC or do any jobs or services for anyone here.
o Occasionally he helps his friend at his friends warehouse (small appliance) for
the odd day here and there. This is not about income but more just to help his
friend out (but he does get paid a small amount for helping).
o
is mostly living off of savings and also gets small amounts of money wired to
him from his parents in China.
o

o

, ,_ II

Ill

3
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• l!llremoved a laptop from a backpack he wore into the casino. He showed
investigators his broken iPhone (screen shattered) and said that he had
some screen shots of wire transfer notifications that had backed up to his
iCloud service.
• ll1ogged into his iCloud storage and showed investigators 2 separate
notifications that money was ready to be picked up.
• Both were from 2016-MAY.
• One was approx. $4,000 and the other was approx. $2,000.
only uses Western Union when receiving money from his parents. He
has done this through the bank before but the process at the banks is
very slow.
does not use any of the MSB's (other than Western Union). He added
the amounts are relatively small so the service charge is small.
» advised investigators that he had been trying to arrange an interview since May.
o He had previously been corresponding via email with a Tom CAVERLYll
named Tom, former BCLC AML investigator).
o l!land CAVERLY came to an agreement that the next time he was in the
Vancouver area he would email Tom to arrange an interview date/time.
o When he emailed CAVERLY as agreed, his email was returned with an error
stating the email address does not exist (CAVERLY had left BCLC for a job at
GPEB).
~ Iii is presently debating whether or not he will stay in Canada or return to China.
o He is not sure how long he will stay in BC for .
~
explained when he stayed in the Resort he would often come down to the casino to
kill time, sometimes in the middle of the night.
o He met a number of big players simply by hanging around in the casino.
o
specifically named a male he calle.::;l!r'lwho he described as bald .
Investigators believe he is referring to
- - - w h o is a signif• •yer in BC Casinos.
• II stated he me ·-. :· at a table, gambling together and they became
friendl~ven going to dinners together.
•
Wherflllbrought up in conversati<;>n with . . that he would like to stay
a cou&more days in Vancouve1H• offered to use his comp points
toge ·: room .
o
admitted he doesn't gamble really substantial amounts. If he is winning he bets
higher but typiclll he plays in the Phoenix high limit room and bets on average
$200 per hand. - estimated that most of the time he gambles his buy ins are
less than $3,000 per visit.
» 111.vas asked if he ever made arrangements or facilitated players in the acquisition of
~oney and he stated no.
~ Ill recalled that several years ago someone asked him to lend them $700 and he did and
never got his money back.
~
also recalled several years ago he was directed by another ~yer to an individual in
the Dog Wood room at River Rock who could lend him money II was looking to
borrow).llasked this player to lend him money and was redirected to the unknown male
in the Dogwood room.
o The male askectillfor ID which he provided.
o As soon as the male saw he was fromlll he declined he request for a loan .
o 1- was hoping to borrow $3-$5K.
o _ could not remember this individuals name _

• Iii

• II

II

II

Iii

nz.:@•§NM!fol§iHl'•IM'·llHfil!l·l·-

Iii

II

4
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~ lllstated that staff and plvs have given him the nicknam.S!• (translated from
~hinese) . While escortingl!lto the - :
. oom for the interview a dealer acknowledged
lflby s~ng to him in Chinese "hey . . , is it your time for an interview?"
o B believes there is another individual that has the nickname--· that may
be a cash facilitator and he has been mistaken f-ividual by players.
o People needing more money were told to talk to'_:_.___ '.
o This is not him anll believes this is a case of mistaken identity.
o lldoes not have any money or access to money to lend to people.
~-had overheard about underground casinos in conversations with other players in the
casino.
o Once he enquired with another player what the benefit of going to an
underground casino would be.
• Ali!lunderstood a player does not need cash to play in the underground
casinos.
• Everything is done on credit.
• The underground casinos offer "kickbacks" or cash back type incentives.
• Becauseliillis from out of province he assumed he would not be able to
go and never went or pursued it further.

RE 16-1179812016-FEB-25 / UFT-RRCR:
>--

Ill stated tha. . is from the same province in China as him but they didn't know each

""Other there, they met in Canada (gambling in the casino) .
~ llfstated they we~e gambling to.er at_Ha~~. Rock Casino in Coquitl~~ ~arlier this
date.HM was tired and asked ., to dnve llremember he drove alfil•.
>-- Regarding the inciden~d thallli1M =ed him to get his passport from the glove
compartment of his c a r - s passport was in a large wallet/handbag . If there was
money inside it &was not aware .
o Reviewing this i . t details there was no mention of a wallet, it was an open
bundle of cash. ··.: :· had multiple buy ins andU may had been confused with
the dates/instances.
RE 16-10057 I 2016-FEB-17 I Site Ban-EDGE:
>-- lilstated he did not say anything to the female player about taking her to an

underground casino as reported by Edgewater.

~ liflremembered arriving at the casino with his friend he named as Bil. Review of his
iilijasino associates suggests this is

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

~ ~~all there was a female the table with them but says he was banned with no
clear explanation as to why.l,lsaid the site told him that if he is coming with another
.Syer it was fine but he was not allowed to come to Edgewater by himself.
~ II denied ever describing himself as an agent for the players .
o He doesn 't known why Edgewater would say this but thinks they were making
things up because they have a history of not getting along
does not like
Edgewater Casino).
o II described an incident occurring at Edgewater whereby he was overpaid at the
cashier by $1,000. He was cashing out for approx. $3,000 and was paid out
approx. $4,000. lncident2015-41948 refers.

Iii

5
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•

llstated he received a call from an evyee at Edgewater named "Sue"
who informed him of the overpaymentMagreed to come back the
following day to repay the money.
returned to Edgewater the following day. He went to the dining area to
order some food and was passed ~a manager he described as an Asian
female, short and heavyset namecJNIJlliJ did not say anything to him
when they passed each other in the first instance. While waiting for food
lllapproached him with 2 security officers and demanded he repay the
$1,000 . According tclt.S•told him to repay the money or he would be
escorted out of the casino and banned.I.I did not likelils tone/attitude
as he was there to repay it and it was the casinos error after all. He
refused to repay the money out of principal, the money was not important
to him .
• Late.received a phone call from a manager named '1flD1$''was
more respectful to him and convinced him to come back and repay the
overpayment. As per the iTrak incidentildid repay the $1,000.
• lilbelieves this incident was the beginning of Edgewater's dislike for him.
• Since this incident he has felt a growing tension between himself and
Edgewater staff. There have been many small negative interactions that
have contributed to the growing dislike.
o lflstated he was smoking with River Rock VIP Director Lisa GAO once and Lisa
told him that Edgewater called her and asked if she allowslto enter the VIP
room at RRCR, she replied yes then was advised that he had been banned from
Edgewater.
believes Edgewater was telling GAO bad things about him due to their
negative history.
was told that his status with BC Casinos (ban) would remain unchanged until the
results of our interview are reviewed .•
response was "I hate Edgewater''.
o llwas only banned by BCLC to force him to come in for an interview, not as a
result of the allegations made by Edgewater casino .
o llwas told that he would be updated with any changes after his interview is
reviewed . He suggested if we cannot get a hold of him to contact River Rock
Executive Host Jenna QIU who can get in touch with him .

• II

• ii

?

II

Post interview BEEKSMA and LEE spoke with River Rock Director of VIP Lisa GAO to try and
corroborate some of the information provided bYlmand learn what GAO knows about him.
-,,. GAO stated that Edgewater would never call her to enquire about the status of a player.
She suggested that(iijnay have brought this up with her in conversation.
>- GAO confirmedll is not a big enough player to be gambling in the VIP Salon but
acknowledged that a lot of the big players seem to like him, she didn't known why.
>- GAO was asked ifllis not a big player how does he get rooms in the resort comped?
GAO stated that sometimes big players will used their comp points to get a room forlil
("add him as a guest").
? As GAO understands II has a child and recently divorced with his wife who GAO
believes is living in th.J.lflf.rea.
? GAO was not concerned w i t - status in BC Casinos stating "he doesn't belong here"
(meaning he doesn't play at a level that warrants him being in the VIP Salon) .

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translated as BEEKSMA took notes.

6
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BCLC Conditions:
At the time of this reportl l remains under a permanent provincial ban pending further
investigation.

Investigator Comments:
llis a relatively insignificant player in BC Casinos . He has acknowledged that he typically
gambles on average about $200 per hand and buy ins rarely exceed $3,000 per visit. The
primary concern wasfil possible association to an underground casino, not source of funds;
as such BCLC AML Units conditions program would not apply toll.
The ban presently in place has served its purpose (bringinfllin for an interview) as such
consideration should be given to remove that.
The impression left with investigators was thatHdoes not have a lot of money and may be
going through challenging times. He has no job, no real fixed address and has gone through a
recent divorce as per GAO (which may involve a custody issue).
is contemplating returning to China as it does not seem there is much left keeping him in
Canada .

II

The investigator recommends that R be placed on Watch and his activity in BC Casinos
monitored moving forward . If he is suspected in being involved in suspicious activity BCLC can
consider further action at that time.
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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Patron Interviewed:
NAME Redacted - Patron Interview
SID#: Identifying Information
Interview Date: 2017-MAR-02
Interview Time : 11 :07hrs
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon ( 13/14 private room)
Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:

II is currently unable to buy in using any cash as of February 18th 2017 until spoken to
by BCLC .
Recent Activity:

II is fairly new to BC Casinos with only 3 LCT records all time, each occurring in 2012.
In 2017-FEBl!littended RRCR and was observed receivin a delivery of $50,000 in
CON $20 bills from the unknown occupants of a :··· ·· ·.'. .-. ·
. The cash was
refused by the casino due to the circumstances o · · acquiring it.
The focus of the interview will surround this incident along with enhanced CDD/KYC .

iTrak 2017-09819:
Transaction Details: (attempted) $50,000 (all $20's)
Transaction date and time: 2017-FEB-17@2110hrs

Incident Summary:
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ave his bag to the male and received another bag from him that was retrieved
ram theliilm
At 2110hr-presented $50K in $20's from the shopping bag received from the
male from the
The buy in was denied by the site.

1111

History:

He has 5 incidents associated to him since February of 2017:
1 is a BCLC Directive;
2 exchange of cash/chips ;
Redacted - FINTRAC

1 is a refused (unable to produce) ID ;
He has 3 LCT reports associated to him .

Occupation:

Manager, Stock Exchange
Company:

Unknown
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm/clarify his occupation , including company name and how long he
has been working there and where the business is located .
3. Is he new to the country or visiting (establish primary residence).
4. Confirm address (in China) ask for local address.
5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the cash
delivery is BCLC's primary concern.

2
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6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
7. Ask how he made the arrangements for the $50K to be delivered. Names,
numbers, addresses, company name etc.
8. Ask what was in the bag he gave to thelll passenger.
9. Ask who this male is and/or who was driving the.(are they associated
to a company, phone number etc). Is the driver ma e or female?
10. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
11. Confirm if he has a Canadian bank account and educate on PGF
Accounts.

Interview Results:
llexplained he has a lot of money in his account in China and uses it to buy/sell
stocks on the China stock exchange. He doesn't have a company, basically he is
a freelance day trader.
)>-Ill is only visiting Canada stating he arrived on 2017-FE B-17 (the same date of
the UFT). He has a son that is going to school in the US and a friend in the LMD
and planned to visit with both. He is returning to China on the evening of 2017MAR-02 (same date as the interview) and has no set plans to return to Canada
although he likely will. 81aimed he intended to fly back to China a couple days
prior to meeting with investigators but postponed his return flight to resolve the
issue with BCLC .
residence is in China. He explained he has no residence or business
interests in Canada. He's been staying in the River Rock Resort.
" BCLC lnvesti~ors learned from
·
·
··
interview thatllis staying in the resort using, his "friend"
· : · :- _- ·
Redacted Patron rn1e-v1ew den!lfy1:ig lnforma• on
comps.m1•is a HRP with multiple
associates including some high level POi's.
" ._.. does not have any CON bank accounts.
le often seen accompanying him
is his wife.
)>-

" Ii

Incident 2017-09819:
" lilexplained that it has been several years since he gambled at RRCR (he
believed it was 2013 but wasn't sure). He indicated that he was up approx.
$80,000 (give or take a few thousand). He kept a few thousand for himself and
3
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went to the US leaving the rest with a local (LMD) friend. He eventually returned
to China.
Mciaimed when he knew he would be returning to Canada he called the friend
he'd left the money with a few years prior to arrange to have his money returned.
l!lwas asked about the bag he exited his room with that was given to the
unknown male fromllll (in exchange for the bag containing the $50K).lill
adamantly denied he had a bag, he also denied that he exited the room with his
wife when he left to meet the unknown male from thelila It was explained tcill
what was observed on footage (in detail) and he still maintained that he did not
have a bag. Post interview investigators re-watched footage which clearly shows
II exit the hotel room wit1W$•(his wife) carrying a bag. He is clearly seen
excha. his bag with the bag containing the cash provided by the passenger
of the . ·
llexplained the young male that gave him the bag containing the $50K from the
lill is his friends son , a student (the impression was that this friend is the same
Onelllclaimed he left the cash with years earlier). He did not want to provide
investigators the name of his friends son as he didn't want to bring him any
trouble.
lladvised it had been several years since he'd been to Canada and was
unaware he was doing anything wrong (referencing the delivery and $50,000 in
$20's). He stated had he known, we would not be speaking with him.
It was explained
how the delivery of cash looks to the casino as well as
investigators concerns surround he source of funds in these instances.
llwas told that if he won years ago in the casino he would have been paid in
$100 bills and asked why he is now presenting $20 bills.II said it was several
years ago and he assumed his friend would have spent the money by now.
Ill felt that site staff handled his situation poorly and didn't properly explain to him
why the casino was unable to accept his money.
It is reasonable to deduct that
is the "friend" referenced b
left his money with.
dropped off the money to could be
s son but remains unidentified.

tell

Mle

I

Interpreter required: Yes; BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview with BCLC Investigator. Steve BEEKSMA taking notes.

BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements or bank draft or other
negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution).
global casino profile
has been updated to reflect this.

II

Investigator Comments:

llfonied many of the key aspects of the UFT incident discussed despite being told the
facts had been confirmed on camera by investigators.
4
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The credibility of much of whatlll told investigators is questionable.
Review of lW!I casino profile confirms he has not generated a record in a BC Casinos
since 2012 . There is not record to confirm thatliilwon $80,000 on his last visit (the
money he alleges he left with a local "friend").
As investigators were walking with l l trom the interview room he asked if he could buy
in with the $10 ,000 that he won recently. He may have been gambling with "un-sourced"
chips but there are no records to support he won $10,000 recently. The site was
cautioned that it is highly unlikely any cash can be reasonably sourced

torfll

Redacted - Patron Interview

His possible association or connection with
(who is linked to
ldent1 m Information
numerous STR's and POi's) may help shed some light on his SOF and who his local
"friend " is.
- Patron Interview
The Redacted
has been tied to a number of cash delivery type incidents. The
Identifying Information
driver and/or occupants remains unknown and the license plate has never been
captured to the investigators knowledge .
Without a CON or North American bank account &
options are limited with regards to
money he can use in BC Casinos.
He was told that any cash he wanted to gamble with would need to be accompanied by
a receipt or he would not be allowed to use it.
Consideringlll indicated he was departing from China later this date and had no plans
on returning it was recommended he call the VIP staff prior to his next visit to confirm
his status and avoid any transaction being denied .
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investig ation s
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Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

BCLC 115

Patron Interviewed:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Interview Date: December 12, 2016
Interview Time: 13:00hrs
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA

Reason for Interview:
Conditions:
"2016-DEC-05 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until he is interviewed by BCLC AML
Investigators. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or
via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to
schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs,
BCLC ."

Recent Activity:
Re:lacted Pat i o:-. lnte view oenl fyng ln orma' on
On December 3rd, 2016 at 04:18 am
entered the
Salon Prive . Just prior to that he was observed walking on the sidewalk carrying a
medium sized gift bag branded with "Make a Wish".
8

I R•
s1oke to a couple of patrons and then went di~~alon washroom .
WhilellHfillS was in the bathroom patronllantered. remained in the
bathroom for approx. 4 minutes (0423:40 -0427:42).

Ill exited the bathroom carrying something under his jacket;lll walked directly to the
Salon cash cage and placed three large bundles of cash onto the ledge for the cashier.
It was noted that the bills were in CON $20 denominations and held together with
multiple elastics when produced.
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Ills cash buy .i.o~e.rJI. d due to surveillance stating that the funds were likely
received fromlflt!W&was given a gift bag to carry the funds out of the Salon and
left the site shortly after this .
IMMexited the bathroom and began playing alongside
for several hours.

I

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
3. Ask him if he knows why his buy in was denied on December 3rd, 2016
when he was at the River Rock casino?
4. Ask him how well he knows

Redacted

Pa• ron ln·erview lde1t1fy ng nfom1a!lon

5. When and where did he meet him?
6. Did he receive money from him in the Salon Prive washroom on
December3~,2016?
7. If he says yes ask him if this was a loan and if so what rate he is being
charged?
8. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
9. Does he make it a habit of using money lenders or loan sharks?
10. Is he aware of who the loan sharks are and if so can he provide their
names and numbers.
11 . Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

12. Thank him for using PGF and encourage him to keep using these
accounts.

Interview Results:

2
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lstated the following :

II

-,, Introductions were made,
was provided a brief explanation on BCLC
investigators role in BC Casinos and the reporting requirements BC Casinos are
held to.
? 1 and 2:li!lconfirmed his occupation and company name as detailed on his
casino profile, further clarifying his business is in China (adding he has no
business interests in Canada).
II went on to explain he is presently trying to get his Canadian citizenship which
requires he remain in Canada for 5 months out of the year. It was the
investigators impression becoming a Canadian citizen is very important toll
? 3 through 8: llltreely admitted to borrowing money from another patron on the
aim incident date. He advised he lost his initial buy in(s) and another player in the
casino offered to lend him some money. He explained that he was unaware we
do not allow patrons to borrow money from other patrons.ll.lalso admitted he
received the money ($30K) from ··:. :
in the washroom . It was recommended
bylfillthat we should place a sign that we do not accept money borrowed. If he
knew we did not allow this he would have never attempted the transaction.Ill
stated he would have simply gone home and returned the following day with "a
~e ".

B•

Elms physical characteristics were described to determine if
may have
been theJJayer that offered to lend him t~e mo. .s reacti?n s04e~i;i it
was not ~i1A could be confused as 1t was ._. s assoc1ate;Ml1-that
actually provided the money tolill
stated no interest was charged (it was a loan between players) and that
considering he could not use the money he gave it back to the individual who lent
it to him (without penalty) .
9: It was impressed uponlllthat money in small denominations is consistent with
being related criminal activity, loan sharing etc and that there are some concerns
for his safety.Ill invited investigators to review his casino history and assured us
that this was a one-off occurrence that he would not repeat now that he knows.
10/11: Although not asked directly, it was the investigators impression thatlil
dowiot use loan sharks or any criminal network for funding his gambling.
12dlhas heard of the existence of underground casinos from conversations
with other players in the casino but indicated he has never been .
13lldescribed himself as a model player and advised he has no problem using
his PGF account moving forward (as he has demonstrated previously).

II

?

?
?
?

Interview over 13:30hrs

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator

3
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Steve BEEKSMA taking notes.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed on B ability to buy-in using unsourced cash or chips. Ill was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account and
now understands that borrowing money from other players in the casino can be
problematic for him.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions:l lcontinues to have sourced cash conditions on his play at BCLC
Casinos as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager, and BCLC AML Programs on
December 51h, 2016.
It is the investigators recommendation his status be downgraded to SOF interview.

Investigator Comments/recommendations:

lll indicated that he was OK with the conditions but did want to option to use cash
occasionally. He explained that sometimes he cashes out his chips to show his wife that
he won in the casino. It was explained tol l that the casino keeps very accurate records
and if they can source the cash to a disbursement he will be permitted to use it.liil
removed a bundle of CON $100 bills from his pocket (est. $1 OK) and showed
investigators stating it was cash the casino paid to him.
River Rock Player Relations Manager Lisa GAO was updated at the conclusion of the
interview that Ill remains on sourced conditions until further notice. GAO was also told
that if they can source his cash he is free to use it for buying in .

. Review of his casino profile confirms he
holds PGF accounts at both Starlight and River Rock, using them frequently as his
~eferred method of gambling funds .
l lhas no casino associates of concern (only one , a female who could be his spouse).

II

The investigator believes
is a relatively lower risk player and is recommending he be
taken off full sourced funds conditions and placed on the less aggressive SOF interview
condition.
l l will continue to be monitored in BC Casinos.
Steve BEEKSMA
Cas ino Investigations
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAY-23
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR; Suite 100
BCLC Investigators: Cousins/Lee

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
2019-MAY-17 BCLC Directive: Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at1866-815-0222 to arrange an interview with BCLC AML . Daryl Tottenham . Manager AML
Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
lllhas generated 27 LCTs since 2018-JUN-08 with his most recent LCT dated
2019-MAY-21 .
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $90,800.00
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FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $2, 115,500.00
DISBURSEMENT: $435,430.00
The focus of the interview will be:& source of wealth and a recent suspicious incident
at RRCR.

Occupation: Consulting Company Owner (President and CEO)
Company:
(confirmed via OSINT)

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:

Redacted - FINTRAC

t

Incident 190032058 on 2019-MAY-15 refers :
00:05 hrs
Patro'l lnterv1e.u
An UAM, LNU, RRCR190032058 arrived on site as passenger in a Redacted
ldent1fy1ng Information
Re::tacted Patron Interview
The vehicle parked at the east entrance, tucked behind a pick up truck
ldentr' 11 lnformat 1on
up. The driver of the vehicle did not get out of the car. RRCR190032058 exited the front
passenger seat, he was noted to be empty handed. Upon entering the Hotel Lobby,
RRCR190032058 proceeded towards the Maple Room stopping at the bar for a water
bottle along the way. Upon entering the Maple Room RRCR190032058 proceeded to
cross the room and spoke with a second UAM, LNU , RRCR 19-32058 B. It appears
RRCR190032058 was after some sort of contact information stored in LNU, RRCR 1932058 B phone. Once the information was provided, RRCR190032058 continued to talk
to LNU , RRCR 19-32058 B who appeared to be ignoring him. RRCR190032058, on his
phone, then exited Maple and proceeded towards the east lobby area.
00:07 hrs
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
and companion
entered an
eievarDrin the west tower and descended to the East Lobby area. They sat in the club
chairs under the "up" escalator. B
on her phone (at the same time RRCR190032058
was on his phone) , glancing towards the lobby area on three occasions while on the
phone.
00:10 hrs
RRCR190032058 walked to the lobby area where l l t l l - were, walked past l l
appeared to say something , then walked towards the bathroom in the back east
hallway.g proceeded in the same direction, accessing the hallway through the lounge
2
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area. Patrons met in the hallway east of the lounge/lobby area and entered the men's
room together.
00:13 hrs

RRC~190032058 exited the men's room andilexited right behind him, they parted
waysll joinedi111and they went up to the Salon via the escalator. RRCR190032058
returned to the main gaming floor via the East Lobby.
00: 15 hrs
ll;IM.entered the Salon and sat down at MDB25 wherelfl.moved a bundle of
$100 bills wrapped with one elastic from his right pants pocket.~ '. placed the bills on the
table forlll. Surveillance notified GM of the possible drop off, the buy in was denied (not
counted) and the money returned toll
00:17 hrs
RRCR190032058, LNU, RRCR 19-32058 Band another UAM (backpack) exited the
main gaming floor via the east entrance and exit the east doors. They stood around
briefly talking and smoking.
00:22 hrs
The UAM with a backpack went back inside and moments later LNU, RRCR 19-32058
B, split from RRCR190032058 and walked down the front exterior stairs towards the
road/South Tower.
00:23 hrs
RRCR190032058 got back in the vehicle he arrived in (passenger) and was driven off
site. It is not clear who the driver was.
00:59 hrs

m bought in 9x$100=$900 and commenced play,.watched
13 hrs
left the Salon.

it

~:42 hrs
IJlleft the Salon.

While lftliil5 profile does source his ability to access funds , the entire incident has all the
markings of a cash drop off.
LNU , RRCR190032058 appears to have some sort of affiliation t o - - Reaacted Pat on
- BCLC barred loansharking) and
via a
lnte "-'tew ldentrf
vehicle he was observed in that belonged to noted patrons (2018-180012651 refers).

*;f§§IF"'faii!'4'"f¥i

1:-i
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Discussion Points:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SOW/SOF
Explain what the meeting was all about
Who did he meet
How was it set up
What did he receive
What is his relationship t o l l
What is his address when he is staying in BC
Does he know (print off two LNU photos associated to incident)
How often does he foresee visiting BC in future

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

•

Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it? With whom does he
reside?
1 . Does he own any other property? Addresses?
2. Clarify occupation/business/locations he works (per profile offices in Manitoba,
Toronto, Vancouver, Shenyang and Taishan)
3. What banks does he use? Which bank for which purpose? Branches? (per
profile TD account is linked to him, drafts

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:
Redacted

Patron 1n1erv1ew Identify ing
ln'orma: 1on

provided the following information during the course of her

interview:
Redacted

Patron .nterv1ew

- ll!lstill lives at the address on
it is a rental property
lderiltf
lnfo•matron
His company focuses on immigrations consulting
He has three offices in Canada , Winnipeg, Richmond , and Toronto. He further
confirms the two company locations in Shenyang and Taishan , China
He travels between offices as the need arises, he has no set schedule
During his stay in Richmond, RRCR has put him up
His Richmond office is located
On this particular occasion he was invited by the site for a Baccarat Tournament
(confirmed to be true - VIP Host Jenna)
His personal accounts are with RBC and TD
His company accounts are with CIBC and BMO
He has no partners in his company, he is sole owner
1r1

at•@Mii'IMM!+al§i§IMllM!.11,,fii!!+•
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-

-

-

He has on occasion dipped in to company money for gaming then paid it back
He owns no property in Canada
He is planning to return to811ffi£&2019-MAY-25
He does not know when he will be back, it depends on business
With reference to the incident in question, he had lost $150k in a 24 hr period
During the course of this he met
and she
stuck with him through the day, was very kind and told him to relax and be
patient
He had cash in his room ($10K) and wanted to take another shot at trying to get
his money back.lllkept telling him to be patient
Ultimately he andllllWent up to his room in the early hours of 2019-MAY-15
and he got $8K from his $1 OK
They were in his room about 10 minutes
He had only meiillthat day, and a friend of hers wanted to check up on her to
be sure she was ok
They went to the lobby from his room where they waited around
A male he does not know arrived, sawlllwas ok
Coincidentally they both then used the washroom
There was no pass, he has his own money
Shortly thereafter, he andlll headed up to the Salon for play and his buy in was
denied as they said he had received a cash drop
At the time of the interview he had made back the $150K and more

BCLC Conditions:
Removed - were for interview only

Investigators Comments:
9vas shown photos of both UAM's associated _to the incident and stated he had no
idea who either male was , he had only just met
that day
is primarily a PGF player, has only bought in with cash six (6) times, otherwise it is
drafts
Investigators cautioned him against dipping in to company funds for gaming, that the
habit might lead to his demise
He was surprised on the depth of BCLC's knowledge on him , specifically his two
company facilities in China
He did not wish to answer any questions about China, stating that was private, he
should only have to discuss things that occur in Canada
In a quirky way, Ills accounting of events are feasible and could very well be true
It is recommendllbe placed on "watch' BCLC HRP

II

II

L. Cousins, Investigator

BCLC-AML
5
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-AUG-30
Interview Time: 10:00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2016-APR-08:
Barred/not allowed to stay on site pending interview

Recent Activity:
.has generated only seventeen (17) individual LCT records dating back to 2013-FEB07
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $1,529,240.00
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FX:$0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $719,500
The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF (large by-ins including
$600,000 in mixed denominations), SOW, relationship to associates, along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:
Financial Assistant
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

History:

II has incidents of large cash buy-ins using small denominations:
- IN20160020150, 1·· bought-in for $600,000 in $20's, $50's and $1 OO's (see below for
questions)
:.
- IN20160019700, · accompanied l!llwho arrived at the casino with unsourced . s
($350,000) and then bought-in for $140k in $20s and $1 OOs; "i''!PFWIHi!"M
is
suspected of having facilitated the chips and or cash .
- IN20150035528, 1:. bought-in for $120,000 in $20s.
- IN20140036437, · arrived with unsourced chips worth $200,000 and had minimal play

Civil Courts:
None
Recent Activity: August 2018
LCT 180042272 (2018-AUG-19) for a $5.5K Bl and $10,000 cash disbursement at
Elements Victoria despite patron being banned from all BCLC Facilities.
INC 180051040 (2018-AUG) Bl $3,500- CIO $2 ,650
Discussion Points:
History in BCLC facilities

sow

2
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Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his Canadian address at
•
and telephone number.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

2. Citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
3. Clarify business information:
Redacted

Patron nterview ldent1fy1ng Info m al1on

•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe role?
Who is the owner?
Business address?
Function of the business?
Income from the business?
Company documentation and proof of employment?

Rcdactcj
Soh:::rto r'CI ent

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

P r 1v 11ege

Name of the business?
Phone number?
Type of business?
Address of business location? (Multiple addresses found)
Why is the registered/records office just down the street from the
director's office? Why different locations? Who owns/rents those
locations?
Income from the business?
Employees?
lnforrnatmn
How does this business support Hedacted Patron nterv ew
l de n11~y in g

4. Other income generating activities?
5. Where hasRibeen since circa 2016 when his temporary barring began? Why
return to BCLC facilities?
6. Why no PGF?
7. With which institutions doeslldo his banking? Why those institutions? Which is
his home branch?
8. Numerous large cash buy-ins using small bills, for example, 2016-APR-06source of funds for$600K.u-in l!lwas with a~sociate of •·&·0'7ill.iiirr;w•m1w
who was squeezing the cards. : is the CEO of
the company for which1· reportedly works)?
• From where did: acquire $600K in small bills? From whom? Interest
rate/fees? Process to acquire $600k in $20s?

EMFffH!HS++!!*'!.f
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Redacted

Patron

9. IN20130059394, l lbought-in for just under $1 OOk for lnte rv rew ldent1f
Rock.
Redacted Pal ·on
• Why didll buy-in for someone else? Why did ' nlerv1ew lde nt1'y1ng
Doesllloften conduct transactions on others' behalf?
1o.
associates:
• Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

tri

at River
to do this?

ls

•

•

o How d o - < n o w each other? Nature of relationship? Since
when? What islllls business/occupation?
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Redactea Patron
o How do lnterv
know each other? Nature of relationship?
ew lde1t1fy1ng
Since when? What islllls business/occupation?
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

o

How do Ejl-know each other? Nature of relationship?
Since when? What isliims business/occupation?

11 . Outside of BCLC facilities, where else have you gambled while in Canada? Are
you familiar with/been approached to attend underground casinos in BC?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interviewllllllMstated the following :
He owns the home on

Redacted

Patro1 lnterv1ev1 ldent1fy11g tnformat on

(per OSI NT valued at

$16 , 196,000)

His wife and children live in the home full time
His children go to school here
He lives% time Canada and Y2 time China
Prior to gaining his landed designation he lived in Canada on a full time bases (for 5
yrs per requirements)
He does not have any other personal pro.rty in Canada
He works for
which is the oversite of many smaller
companies
His roll is to find investors from China
Reoacted Pa'ro n
Interv iew ldent1f 1n
is a com pan>'. called -1-1·•1-·l•ll,~la!'l,jfl!IWI• the comp[ any that
1
facilitated the purchase o
by Chinese Investors that he
orchestrated

M§§'*'+d''iiii.Qfi!Gd
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Reoacted Pat·o, lnter11ew

-

It falls under ldent1fyng ln'o11nat 1on
Who leases office space in Vancouver (by the
Fairmont Waterfront)
He does not work out of the office, he works with potential investors off site
He does not receive "bonus" for closing investment deals, it is a salary job
Redacted Patron lnle view
He has shares in
ldent1'ymg lnforma11on
He visits Casinos primarily when he has a client in town, he does not gamble.,2!il.
himself ;hich his w; he was recently in Victoria, he was there with a client.•

N.t!''! · "ll''!'M-

- 1-:· was involved in the Park incident with $100K in "unsourced chips

· . had $60 K in chips from his visit in March (per iTrak confirmed)
· wired money to his friends account so he could buy-in here (friend

.... -. ·..

hllillllil

r file updated)
where he was CEO from 2001Redacteo

R.edac·ed

Pa:':in lnter11ew den: fy ng

BCLC Conditions:

5

Patron lnte '\1 1ev1 Identifying Informal on
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Sourced cash chips.

Investigator Comments:

II

COUSINS has removed the ban pending interview status and placed
on full sourced cash
chips pending management review.
llt~s forthcoming; he lives in a $16 million home, which does provide a level of comfort on his

Ill was very polite throughout the interview process
The information onlllwas provided without prompting as a segue from the Victoria visit

2018-AUG-30
Forwarded too AML Manager for review
2018-AUG-31
Per AM L Manager all conditions removed
Interview filed

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

6
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Interview Plan for .,.,.,.,. ·- · ··~·" """'"

"'" "·'· ..

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAR-09
Interview Time: 10:20hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room housing 13/14)
Contact Approach: Patron was advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:

II is currently unable to buy in using any cash as of March 61h2017 until spoken to by
BCLC . He is now under sourced cash conditions.
Recent Activity:

II has generated 111 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-AUG .1
In 2017-MAR-05fllattended RRCR and was observed receiving a delivery of $20,000
in CON $20 bills from the unknown occupant(s) of a-i!tmlllll1!t1• The cash was
refused by the casino due to the circumstances olllacquiring it.
The focus of the interview will surround this incident along with enhanced CDD/KYC .

iTrak incidents 2017-13269:
Transaction Details: (attempted) $20,000 (all $20's)
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Transaction date and time: 2017-MAR-05@2100hrs

Incident Summary:

lfllwas observed getting into the passenger seat of a

along the
side of River road. He was driven to Charles St, the vehicle made a U-turn then
dropped llott on the side of River Road near the Sea Harbour restaurant.had
$20,000 inside a black bag that was used to attempt to buy in.
History:

Records suggest he was absent from BC Casinos from 2016-FEB to 2017-FEB with the
exception of 1 LCT in 2016-JUN .

Occupation:
Environmental Technician

Company:
Redac'ed Pat •o'l l nterv1ew
ldent1fy1,g lnfo rmat on

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

What is the source of his wealth?

2. Confirm his occupation, including how long he has been working there and
where the business is located.
3. Is he new to the country or visiting (establish primary residence)?

@.--1!1r!1SM• 1nternet search shows a

4. Confirm address
condo tower called

· riten:ew

".Ask for unit or apt#.

2
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5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the cash
delivery and his source of funds is BCLC's primary concern.
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
7. Ask how he made the arrangements for the $20K to be delivered. Names,
numbers, addresses, company name etc.

Ill(

8. Ask who was driving the
are they associated to a company, phone
number etc) . Is the driver male or female?

9. Was the money he attempted to use at EDGE on the morning of 2017MAR-06 (next day) the same money?

10. What did he do with the money now that the casino will not take it?

11 . Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

12. Confirm if he has a Canadian bank account and educate on PGF
Accountslldoes not presently hold a PGF account at any BC Casino.

BCLC Conditions: Placed on sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced to
disbursements or bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized financial
institution).
Interview Results:
I 'lier\' ew lde1t1fy1ng
~ lllexplained he owns an Reda::led Patron
business, based out of Beijing,
1format1ori
China. He's been in this business for approx. 20 years.II advised he has no
business interests in Canada .
~
stated he spends about 1/3 of his time in Canada and the rest in China. He
has a wife and son in Canada (his son goes to school here).
0
~ llladvised he has never resided at the liii'l'lli' "• address on his casino profile
and seemed confused as to where we got this address.II showed us on his
smart ~e his current address as follows:
o -¢titta®•RM·l·i®@ril*'IP®'d.f41f!lml·11Hpm.i.-(his casino profile will
be updated).
~ ll'l!I stated that there is a BMO bank on the ground floor of his building/residence
and most of the time he gambles, the money is from the BMO bank machines.

II

3
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He explained he has 3 different Union Pay cards from China with limits of
$10,000 Renminbi each per day.
-,, Sometimes his money is brought with him from China or borrowed from a friend
in Canada but most of the time he uses the bank machine near his residence.
-,, II stated he does use money exchange businesses on occasion but not often. A
couple years ago he used one in Richmond but more recently he has used one
located in Vancouver. II could not recall the name of the businesses.
? He has on occasion sold his foreign currency to a "friend" locally.
?
had heard rumours of "unregistered" (underground) casinos but has never
been and has never been approached with offers to be taken to one. llwas told
that these places are not governed and may not be safe to attend .11 thanked
investigators for the concern.

ii

Incident 2017-13269:

lnitiall.stated that the $20,000 that was dropped off to him was from his friend
and the money was from his house. He quickly corrected this statement advising
he borrowed the money from a friend that he clarified was more of an associate
or acquaintance.
? I.I confirmed the driver of thelll is female, about 30 years old, average
weight/height.
? He did not know if the female worked for a business or worked alone. Each time
he used the service he dealt with the female exclusively.
'? lllcfoes not make it his business to know where the female gets the money from
and the impression was he doesn't want to know.
'? He stated that if he needs to pay back money this is done in China. He is
provided with the account number to a Chinese bank account and simply wires
what he owes to the account number provided.
? Ill was hesitant to confirm he pays a fee or interest. He described it as more of a
tip or courtesy referring to whatever extra he pays above the amount borrowed.
? He stated he was introduced to this woman at a dinner/social gathering. She
introduced herself giving an English name. He could not recall her name adding
his English is not good and he did not make an effort to remember it. He was
asked how he refers to her when greeting each other in interactions that
followed.llstated he simply says "hello" and "how are you''.
? ~n
a revious patron i_nterview investigators le9L'.1led the female driving~
-·-: ·:.. may go b y · · · · We checked withll If her name could b e and · could not recall, the name did not sound familiar.
Patron 1terv ew lderit1fy1ng lnfo·riat1on
o' Reference interview summary fo
? li!llwas reminded that the things discussed with investigators will be treated as
confidential.
? He was asked if he would be willing to provide investigators with the number he
calls or called to get money from the femalelll stated that he wants to help
investigators as much as possible but was not comfortable providing this
information.
);>

Rcda~tcJ
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The $15' 8attempted to buy in with at Edgewater casino the following morning
was a portion of the same money refused at River Rock.
-,_ i!lwas asked what he did with the money now that the casinos will not take it. He
advised he simply returned it to the female.
~ & reiterated that he does not use this woman's service often and would cease
using it moving forward .
);o- Investigators explained tolll that we have concerns surround the source of
funds, particularly on the incident date.!ill was told that investigators believe this
money may be from questionable sources.
);o-

Interpreter required: Yes; BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview with BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA taking notes.

BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements or bank draft or other
negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution).
global casino profile
has been updated to reflect this.

B

Investigator Comments:

fll was quite cooperative throughout the conversation and seemed somewhat nervous.
He answered most of what the investigators asked and the one or two points he was not
comfortable speaking to were understandable.

II confirmed he does not currently hold a Canadian bank account but indicated he
would seriously consider opening one. He stated his wife does have an account at a
Canadian financial institution.
llwas educated on PGF accounts and advised that moving fo_rward he would need use
an account or all cash needs to be accompanied by a receipt.Ill indicated he would
likely continue to use the ATM machine near his residence and he was told to bring the
ATM receipt with him if he comes to the casino .
Post interview River Rock Director of VIP relations Lisa GAO called investigator LEE
and indicatedli!ladvised he had approx. $50K in chips at home (various denominations)
and wanted to know what he could do with them .
GAO was instructed to have the Table Game department attempted to source the chips
and provide investigators with the documentation, then a decision could be made.
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-APR-07
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs - 1140hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
-- -

...··- -·.....
Language:

Mandarin/English

Conditions:
lllis currently under sourced cash conditions.

Recent Activity:

II has generated 10 individual LCT records dating back to 2017-FEB-16Mappears to
be fairly new to BC Casinos.
On 2017-MAR-2sll was placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to her SID profile:
2017-MAR-29 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
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BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl TOTTENHAM, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC.
Ills occupation a "student" at
SOW.

Rejac•ed Pat·on lnt e r11ew
ldent rfyflg lnformat on

does not aid in establishing SOF or

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to just under $20,000 per visit, in large part
small denomination bills.

~~~M~ ii~ -Rlini~~e casino with her male associatell
-){}% (Cf<fjj- I JI } {~roduced a brick of cash containing
$10,000 in $20 bills (bound by elastics) for buying in.
2017-17930 (RRCR) 2017-MAR-27: ··was observed meeting with her male associate
in the casino South parkade.M •
passed her a brick of $20 bills in the parking lot before they went to the casino together.
MM!IMpresented a brick of cash containing $10,000 in $20 bills (bound by elastics) for
buying in. The buy in was refused and BCLC placedMIJWon sourced cash
conditions pending interview with BCLC investigators.
2017-19332 STAR 2017-APR-03Rarrived at the casino with her male associatel!I
produced a brick of cash containing
10,000 in 20 bills (bound by elastics) for buying in. She was unable to produce a
receipt to aid in sourcing the cash so the buy in was refused. She conducted some debit
transactions to gamble this date.

identified as
facilitating cash for players; particularly players on conditions.

Occupation:

College Student
Company:
Reda:ted

Patron 1terv ew lde1trfyin;} lnfo·mat1::m

(updated)
2

with a male POI
has been suspected of
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Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm her address at

Redac•ed

Pa:"on lme rv1ew lden•rfy ng l !lfom1at10'1

is current.

a. Does she own or rent?
2. Confirm the name of the college she's enrolled in . It could be

Mffi•

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

may be

a typo).
3. What is the source of her wealth?
4. Confirm her occupation/source of income including how long she has
been working there, where the business is located and whatlls role or
job title is.
a. If money is from parents overseas ask how she gets the money in
Canada.
b. Ask for parents SOW.
5. Educate her with respect to fact that her activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does she make arrangements to get it?
7. Encouragello use her PGF account. Review offll profile confirms she
opened PGF account iilllat RRCR on 2017-APR-05 with a $10,000 TD
Bank draft.
a. Explain her options moving forward .
8. Cautionllagainst using associates to conduct transactions for her.
Should tliis behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
9. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
2017-17633 (RRCR) 2017-MAR-26:

1. What is her relationship with . . .

3
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a. How long have they known each other?
2. Where did the $10,000 in $20 bills come from?
a. Describe the circumstances of how she acquired the money.

2017-17930 (RRCR) 2017-MAR-27:

1. Why did

M• pass her the money ($10,000 in $20 bills) in the parkade?

a. Does she know where he got the cash from?

2017-19332 (STAR) 2017-APR-03:

1. Was this the same money refused at RRCR on the 27?

a. Now that the casino will not accept the $20 bills what did she do
with it?
2017-19750 (RRCR) 2017-APR-05:

1. How does she knovm?
a. Does- help her get money?

Interview Results:

'/' iladvised she is no lonier living at thelHBaddress detailed above. Her
current address is in u.• ~··=·"=and she advised investigators that she updated it
with the casino .
o On 2017-APR-OSIJopened PGF account 1111 As per RRCR cage the
paperwork on her account opening shows the same-- address.
o If she did provided an updated address casino records were not updated.
Investigators followed up with the site to get a current address from Ill
o Ill advised she is renting the residence in 8UBM
o Post interview VIP Director Lisa GAO provided investigators with the
followin u dated address for . ··
•
SID rofile u dated).
'/' · - m e d she is attending •
- · .:
. The casino must have misunderstood or mistyped the school name
when her profile was created.
~
stated she has been in Canada for approx. 2 years , recently got married and is
working on getting her CON citizenship.

1f11

4
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>-

);;>-

o She • •d her husbands name as I'll• with a surname that sounds
like' .:
. She added that her husband does not gamble.
Her source of wealth is from both her husband and/or her parents.
o Both parents are in China and her mother is employed in the field of
education.
o She advised that she has used various money exchange businesses to
convert Chinese currency her parents send to CON.
• She could not recall the names of all of these exchange business
but mentioned one that was heard by investigators as "Suhuida".
Additionally she mentioned one in Burnaby near Metrotown and
one in Parker Place mall in Richmond (No.3 road) but could not
remember the name of either business.
lllstated that she has heard of underground casinos but has never attended one.
o An example she gave was when smoking on the RRCR patio with other
players it has come up in casual conversation.

RE: 2017-17633 (RRCR) 2017-MAR-26:

lflstated the $1 OK in $20's she used this date was from withdrawals at 3
separate RBC banks (2 in Richmond and one in Burnaby/Metrotown).
o She had to go to 3 separate branches as the individual branches did not
have enough cash on hand.
o She stated she has numerous CON accounts at different banks to
facilitate wire transfers from China . She mentioned it is difficult to get
money out of China and having multiple accounts helps.
);>- II described her relationship with
as that of friends.
o She stated that she metllat a shop where she was having her car
modified. She statedllwas also a customer at the auto shop having his
own vehicle modified. She mentioned that investigators could see that her
car is heavily modified .
• On incident 2017 -17930 investigator BEE KSMA describeclll
in detail and notes it has in fact been extensively modified.
);;>-

l'I•

RE: 2017-17930 (RRCR) 2017-MAR-27:

);>- Ill stated that she transferred the CON equivalent of $10,000 from her Chinese

accoul"!! tc IMl@ii Chinese account.
o lllshowed investigators, via an app on her phone, the transfer of $53,000
RB to another Chinese account. The text was in Chinese characters but
investi ator LEE was able to confirm the names attached to the transfer

a

.

o lflJstated that whe ·- ·
met her in the parkade and gave her the $10K
in CON $20's she then completed the transfer.
o She did not know wherefllacquired the $1 OK CON he gave her.
RE: 2017-19332 (STAR) 2017-APR-03:

5
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~ lllconfirmed the attempted buy in at Starlight was the same $20 bills that was
refused at River Rock.

RE: 2017-19750 (RRCR) 2017-APR-05:
21

;.. llstated that W:lllhi!Mwmim1N° •. · is a mutual acquaintance. She has a
good friend in China that knows
. but she just met him recently. She didn't
immediatell reco;nize- name when it was told to her but mentioned he
drives aw; .wa.wm 'MfrG1?•
o On this incident date she did not drive to the casino . When she was told
by the casino she would need to get a bank draft . . offered to give her
a ride to the bank.
o She statedlilll drove her to TD where she withdrew a $10,000 bank
draft.
• fllshowed investigator LEE this transaction on her phone.
o Casino records confirm this is the same date she opened her PGF
account at RRCR.

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking notesll
spoke some English but the majority of the interview was in Mandarin .

BCLC Conditionsll remains on sourced cash conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to
disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized financial
institution) .
These conditions and all ofiill options for bringing money into the casino was clearly
explained to her by investigators.

Investigator Comments:
l.lllasked if she could be removed from the list of players on these conditions. She feels
that she has been completely honest with investigators and was able to explain the
source of funds in each instance.
When taking into account the results o & interview together with her level of play the
investigator feels that she could be downgraded to SOF interview conditions as she
presents as considerably lower risk than the majority of other players on sourced cash
conditions .
Investigators explained tollthat following out interview a report would be submitted to
BCLC management that will include everything discussed. Her status in BC Casinos will
be assessed and any changes would be communicated to her.

6
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llvas advised that until further notice she would need use an account and all cash will
need to be accompanied by a receipt.

Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

BCLC 115

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted Patro1
NAM : 1•1te1\'
ew ldent1'y111g
Informal on
SID#
Interview Date : 5/17/2016
Interview Time: 12:56 prn
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
BCLC Investigation Assistant Brandi Chan

Reason for Interview:
1. Let her know that we want to help her and have some concerns about her
safety and manner of play.
2. We need to know some information to facilitate this.
3. Let her know we are concerned about her safety given her recent assault
and that we do not want this to happen to her or anyone else again.
4. Thank her for being kind enough to provide a phone number last time and
ask if she has any more information that may assist in identifying the
individuals she received the chips from earlier this year.
5. Confirm her occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
6. If she relies on her husband's income what is his source of wealth?
7. What is the source of his wealth?

8. What is the name of his company?

9. What is her relationship t
"·-" Redacted Patron
and what did they discuss on Ruling #19
I llerv1ew lde•1t1fytng

" -"
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1O. How come you were nervous that night?
11 . Who

iMMM!IM?

12. Have you had any issues with her at all?
13. Let her know that we have reason to believe she has issues with gaming
and explain the VSE program to her.

Interview Results:
Reporting Requirements:
The reason for the interview was explained t-long with the reporting
requirements for cash transactions by the government ;
-

lllwas unaware of these requirements.

Ruling #19

:

-1·:

Ruling #19

- ·.·R
u
li
n
g
#
1
9

2
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Ruling #19

.

Current Cash Facilitator from previous interview:

- 181$11£ (Translated to

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Reda:ted Patron 1terv e\'I
lde,trf)• ng .nfonnallon

MWhas a daily routine of going to Ruling #19 a '
the morning, then

Reda:ted Patro n l 'lterv ew ldentlf}'lng lnformatto1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

in

(at

around 3pm);
She's had multiple transactions withpi$M
o

Borrowing money in the form of un-cashable RRCR chips

o IJllsold a Ruling #19

t o - f o r Ruling ;
#19

- lllwas not aware o f - s possible gang affiliations and assumed he was just a
regular Cash Facilitator "like the rest";
- -offered to "take care o f " - · for a price to whicll denied;
According to

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

(See map below)

Her last encounter with-occurred at the

Redacte~

Patron lntef\1e:11
ldent1fymg Info matmn

in which she gave

him the chips back. •demanded interest bu.efused to pay as she never
got the opportunity to use the chips as RRCR refused to exchange the chips;
She stated that-has lots of chips;

3
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She met

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

and gave him back the 3x$5,000

RRCR chips;
Ruling #19

She was assured that this information was not shared with anyone ;
- -

admitted he
ties

hasM11MijMM during this meet. l lsays she has since cut

withWJllWas he is dangerous and does not want to risk interacting with him.

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information

4
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Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information

Possible radius

ofRIR•residence:
5
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Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Two other Believed to Be Cash Facilitators:
1.

2.

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
-I

R
uli
ng
#1
9

6
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Ruling #19

Ruling #19

-

Ruling #19
Ruling
#19

;

Ruling #19

- •

Ruling #19

- 1
-

·

.

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

.

Encountering .

:

- ll:lhas bumped into •

numerous occasions in the past, with the most recent time

being one week prior tc::Ruling #19

- 1·:

Ruli
ng
#19

:· : · frequents
Ruling #19

Ruling #19

and a Ruling #19

and is commonly seen at casinos ;

Encountering llMB
Allegedly works wit .
Last encounter with llwas at

Ruling #19

II Ruling #19
Ruling #19

7
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IM@;J4 possible address:
She stated it was right in front of Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Google search indicates

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg Information

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
8
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Money Transfer Business Details:
Ruling #19

Relationship to her relationship t I

RI< nows
Ruli
ng
#19
Ruling #19

On
- ··
-

from occasional interactions at RRCR;

Redacted Pa' on Interview Identify ng riformat101

Redacted Patron
Interview lden•rfy ng

that she was going to the

Ruling
#19

at RRCR;

. -R

Source of

-

Redactea Patron Interview
ldentlfy11g ln'ormatron

u
l
i
n
g
#
1
9
wealth:

lllhas personal source of wealth that husband is unaware of;
Claims her wealth was from

Ruling #19

The household allowance provided from her husband is not enough to support
her gaming pattern so she usually uses her personal money without her husband
knowing;

9
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Ruling #19

;

The husband is aware of her gambling habits but does not know how much she
spends;

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

- •

mother is

i

·m•n

and father is a

Redacteo Patro, lnte rJ1ew
Identifying Informal.an

Interview over at 2:40 pm

Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigators Tom Caverly, Stone LEE and BCLC Investigation Assistant Brandi
Chan conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

Interpreter required:
Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE and BCLC Investigation Assistant Brandi Chan
acted as interpreters during this interview.

BCLC Sanctions:
fllcontinues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as imposed by Daryl
~ttenham (Manager BCLC AML Unit) on May 61h, 2016.

10
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Investigator Comments:

The last time investigators spoke withBshe advised that she did not understand
Mandarin and preferred a Cantonese interpreter. When she called consumer services
she requested a Mandarin interpreter. For this reason both Mandarin and Cantonese
interpreters were utilized. This was to ensure there was no miscommunication bylll
This did not take away from the flow of the interview and worked well.
As a result of the information received fronlln this interview ITRAK was searched and
• • . has been tentatively identified as:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

T.his is ~~sed on the fact that he is currently BCLC prohibited, h!s addr•M~~K
h1story.Brequeste
to drop off funds at the casino, an
:.
told her he can't do that as he has been banned by BCLC for 5 lears. A search of the
possible address with subject that has been banned showslfl;ISMJ•

:M.lmill

• · i s believed to be:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

isllBMH

This is based on the fact that she
has a history of cash facilitation
activities. See ITRAK incident Ruling #19 . BCLC investigator Steve Beeksma has a
well documented supplement as to her activities.
An ITRAK review for - s associate has revealed the following individuals:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

This is based on the fact of hisHMSi'ililjM his associates, and his association to ITRAK
incident Ruling #19 ;

11
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

This is based on the fact that

hisBMIJ@i and his association to UT RAK Ruling #19

;

It is still unclear whailfs source of wealth is which would support her gaming.
Prior to the interview there were some concerns for her safety which has not changed .
In fact there is more concern for her safety based on information she has provided. She
is clearly using cash facilitators with no clear source of wealth.
She was not asked about
being .

Redacted - Patron

Interview ldent1fy1ng

It was felt this was best left alone for the time

Conditions should remain the same.
Follow up investigation is to continue to try and identify the individual during this interview.

spoke about

This intelligence should be passed on to law enforcement for their review and action at
their discretion.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations

12
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This is Exhibit " -63- -" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-0CT-17
Interview Time: 11 :00 hrs
RRCR (MOB63)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
N/A

Recent Activity:
llis first documented in a BC Gaming Facility 2005-AUG
Prior to 2019-0CT she was last noted in a BC Gaming Facility 2015-SEPT
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Upon returning to BC ,lll:ittended at RRCR 2019-0CT-13 and presented 4x$5K old
~ps .

lllstated the chips are from 2015 and she wished to cash them out.
Per Project Sienna, Incident File:2016-02640lllis to be interviewed as she has in
excess of $1 OK in old chips AND she appears to have had them in her possession since
2015. The issue at hand is that in Sept 2015>ought in at Starlight for $50,000 in
cash despite supposedly having $20K in RR chips in her possession . Her husband
however continued to play heavily through 2015 until he was placed on sourced cash
conditions .
Questions from Project Sienna (chip swap project):

1. How did you come into possession of the chips?
2. When did you come into possession of the chips?
3. Why were the chips removed from the RRC?
4. Why did you not use the $20K
5. Did you offer your chips to your husband to game? He appears to have been at
RRCR in September 2015 on numerous occasions.
Li's profile at this time shows:

Bl : $1,530,460.00

FX: $5,000.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: N/A
DISBURSEMENT: $1 ,005.939.50
The focus of the interview will be questioning to establish SOF, SOW, relationship to
various associates, enhanced CDD/KYC and to follow up on the old $5K chips in her
possession.

Occupation:

Owner Telecom Company
Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Discussion Points:

sow
•

Family here?
How often in Canada?
Confirm occupation and location/name of company
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Relationship to:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm her address/owners of the home.
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Other residency? Other addresses?
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Mandarin - Stone LEE

Interview Results:
During the course of her inteNie4IllllMstated the following :
BCLC Conditions:
'l lnte·v1ew
She lives at the address on her profile Redacted PatrO
lnformat1cn
She bought the place in 2002, she owns it, she is on title
The company name on file is correct, roughly translated it means
ld enti~y1 n g

·PmW

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

She is retired
Her son,
- 111:
an only child

l?'lis

1

(NOF iTrak) runs the company now

C*if"Ni'f'F'Miiii• is her ex-husband (separated 2016)

She does not know what assets he may have in Canada
He is primarily in China now
He lost a lot of money to the casinos
He too is retired now
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-

They argued a lot about gambling
She has been back to Canada three (3) times since 2015, twice with her son for
real estate investments and this current trip to address water damage in her
Reda:ted >'alron lritcrv cw
lden••f)' ng ·1formalto'l
condo
She, her son and ex-husband all have their Canadian citizenship
She has three properties in her name in Canada (Vancouver area, unable to
provide specific addresses, her son looks after them for her)
Her son has two (2) properties in his name Burnaby
The most recent real estate purchases were in 2016 when her son sold his one
holding o r - i l l • for $2 million and in turn bought two (2) properties in
Burnaby
Her other two properties are rented out as are her sons
Her son is very anti-gambling and on the two trips she was here for real estate
investments he was with her and hence she did not go to any casinos
She prefers RRCR as she has friends for Shanghai that live in Richmond and
she used to see them at the old Richmond Casino and now RRCR
She has no immediate family in Canada
Back in the day she frequently took chips home from play
The chips in hand with respect to this incident are from her home in Vancouver
They were in a pouch in her purse
She did not take them to China
She had no idea the chips had been switched out, she has no communication
with her casino friends when in China
She knows
from the casino ; "everyone knows.
She has never borrowed money frorr••was kicked out she is "no good"
Back in the day they were able to wire money directly from China to Canadian
exchange facilities and pick up the Canadian money upon arrival
As well, when they immigrated they were allowed a one time "bring over as much
money as you want"
She does have a bank account in Canada
The $SOK buy in at Starlight was for shared play with her then husband and "the
bastard" lost it all, she prefers to gamble in Richmond
She does not recall exactly when she returned to China in 2015
She never gave chips to her ex-husband for play
She has no other old $5K chips in her possession or at her home her or in China
She is headed back to China tomorrow (2019-0CT-18)

Investigator Comments:
- llwas very forthcoming during the interview
The 4x$5K chips are sourced to her blue card from 2015-AUG-13 ($23K in chips)
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-

This i s . first noted visit since 2015 - chip swap was 2016
She had no knowledge of all the changes that have occurred on BC Casinos
INV. LEE explained receipting requirements , PGF, and the chip swap program that
took place.
- 1··: accounting of events is consistent with what the blue card reflects
- urther explained her and her ex-husbands "disappearance" from Casinos to
investigators satisfaction
- Per prior discussion with AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM , following the interview
llwas allowed to cash out her 4x$5K chips (iTraK 190067778)

2019-0CT-17
Interview Summary reviewed by AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM and approved for
filing

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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This is Exhibit" 64 " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

ISSI
er for taking Affidavits for the
Provmce of British Columbia
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Interview
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

2016-MAR-04 Interview starts: 0830 hours
Starbucks (outside patio), 4122 Dawson , Burnaby, BC, V5C OA4
Interviewer: Brandon NORGAARD

Recorder: Brian STEPHENS

1. Impress upon him how he is technically in a business relationship with BCLC
because of his attendance to the casinos and that as a result BCLC is required
by law to exercise due diligence to ensure that money coming into casinos is
coming from legitimate sources.
The investigators met withlllat the outside patio of Starbuck's. Brandon NORGAARD
explains the reason that BCLC has requested this meeting and explains the Business
Relationship betweenlll and BCLC.
2. What is the source of his wealth?
Redacted - Patron Interview

··.·. advises that his source of wealth is from family businesses in
ldent1fymg Information
in China and rental income from
property in the lower main land.

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Two rental income properties in Vancouver
3. Does he have any assets with significance value?
.

dvises that all of the businesses are in his parent's names, and other than a car, he
has no assets in his name .
4. He is listed as an owner of a restaurant , is he able to provide documentation to
su port this?
NORGAARD asks if there are any documents that can be provided for the restaurants
Redacted - Patron Interview
and
in China. NORGAARD also asks what the ldent1fymg Information
is
(this was noted to be his company name in iTRAK).

theW;fMMM!m!fh"

1
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llladvises that the only documentation he has is a survey from Stats Canada that he
recently completed and returned. Further documentation may be available, however, it
is in his parent's name.

~es that the

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

is now called

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnfonnat1on

5. Would he be willing to share his bank information which will corroborate his
source of wealth?
lfla.dvises that everything from the businesses is taken care of by his mother and she
looks after the banking lil:i.dvises that he receives a salary throug. irect deposit to
his personal account, from the business account, from his mother. . · shows
NORGAARD a copy of his bank statement on his cellphone.
l l1ogged in to the RBC mobile app on his iPhone and showed NORGAARD a recent
statement where several deposits were made into his account ($2 ,500/$3,000/$800).
While reviewing his statement, several large withdrawals were noted of approximately
$14,000-15,000 . Approximately 3-4 were noted. Time frame of the statement was not
distinguished.

II advised that his T-4 every year is about $23,000 and any other income he need is
drawn from the business.
Sometimes he borrows money from friends and then repays them when money is
deposited in his account. NORGAARD asks if he ever pays fees or interest to his
friends when he borrows money. lll advises, no.
NORGAARD asks if there is a company name that is used for the businesses.
LI advises that the company name i '

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldenhfymg lnfonnahon

6. In 2009 he was the subject of a substantial fraud investigation (800 K) and that
we are aware of this because it is public information.
7. As a result of this fraud he is paying back this money to CIBC until 2020 through
a lawyer. What is the payment plan and what are the Rayments?
llacknowledges this incident and advises that he was not the only one involved, but
that he has a financial commitment with the CIBC for $150 per month for eight years
from 2009-2017. Payments are made from his personal account. l lstated that the
total amount that he was found liable for was the total of the $150/month x 8 years =
$14,400.

2
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8. Given this this loan how does he support his gaming?
l lstated that the restaurants that his family owns is his primary source of income.I I
also stated that since he was in the Vi · program (3 years from 2012-2015) ~ ~ d had
saved up money to play. A review of -. - s LCTs shows that from 2011 -2016,lllhas only
had four (4) LCTs.
9.

PGF accounts usage and procedures were explained tc:R

l ls aware of PGF and advises that he was approached at RRCR to open one.
NORGAARD explains how a PGF account works and he explains thafllcould have a
PGF at each Casino he attends. NORGAARD explains that BCLC would prefer a PGF
account to cash due to safety concerns when patrons are seen arriving/leaving with
large amounts of cash.
NORGAARD explains tell that he is welcome at the Casinos but that there are
conditions imposed that will allow him to only use a PGF account, Bank Drafts or
sourced funds rather than cash .
l lasks how it would work and NORGAARD explains that a deposit would need to be
made with a bank draft and to open a PGF account the patron would need a $10,000
deposit.
NORGAARD explains how re-deposit works and how Verified Win amounts can be
deposited into PGF accounts.
B dvises that he doesn 't play that much anymore. He asked about ATM cash
withdrawal. He advised that recently, he had taken $200 from the ATM at RRCR and
the Site would not let him play even though he had the ATM receipt and the Bank card .
l ladvised that the receipt was not acceptable as the D name was not on the receipt.
NORGAARD advised that the Site had erred and offered an apology.
NORGAARD again suggests th .
a

open a PGF account.

sks about simply using a $5 ,000 bank draft and if he could buy in with that and if he
did and he won , how the Site would pay him back.
NORGAARD explained the principle of Verified Wins and a VW Cheque and also
advised that a Convenience Cheque for a maximum of $10,000 could also be issued for
non-verified win funds, but only once per week.
NORGAARD asked if

I

had any questions. None were asked.

0858 hours interview ended.
3
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BCLC

1j;i§ii§l@ifod'§1*@.iii!!ii.H*

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-23
Interview Time: 1030 hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

Ill is new to BC Casino's with his first appearance noted on 2017-SEPT-09. He has generated
eight (8) LCT records since that time.
On 2017-0CT-30 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is the significant use of $20 bills ($93,060 in $20's
since Sept 20th) and $50 bills ($24, 100 in $50's since Sept 20th) for buy-in's and
additionally to establish SOW and SOF.
Since l ls first LCT in 2017-0CT his transactions are as follows:
Bi: $229,500
FX: $3,807 .60
PGF: N/A
DSB: $88,000

DOWN: $141,500

Average Bl : $35

Occupation:
Account Manager

Company:
Redacted Pauon ln'ervrew ldcnt1fy1ng

Related Incident Questions:
- Whose money was it?
- Where do the bills come from?
- Who arranges for him to get the money?
- Who told him where to go?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?

2
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3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encouragelto use a PGF account.
7. Cautiorlllthat should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further
restrictions on his ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview.•li'Mln• stated the following :
He is visiting from China here to relax and play golf and go to the casino
He is staying at RRCR
With the weather changing it has been a while since he was out to golf
He finds himself up at all hours of the night and with nothing to do heads over to the
casino
He came with a friend
went back to China to get checked
out as he was not feeling well
- B • i s a Canadian Citizen
. __ ..
He wired approximately $20K CON to
wife's Chinese account and 811 in
turn gave him Canadian funds when he got here
- He has been here a few months and was going to head home when her heard that
and two other friends were headed this way so he has decided to stay
They are to arrive around December 101h , flights not confirmed
He owns two mines, one is not operational currently as China has tightened up on
mining with environmental permits required
Redacte::J Pallan
He is partners in an Investment firm in Sichuan Province called Interview lden:tfy ng
His firm essentially lends money for business propositions
His main income if from mining
He is stressed about the new regulations in China and that is one of the reasons he
is here on holiday
He was in Vegas two (2) weeks ago for one 1 week and at he casinos there
The bulk of his money comes from •·•· -.

lfll•

lifMI
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-

He has knownRHlfor years
built the damn (for the electricity) for their province (from the same Province

- W:I•

~a)

- lllm is a Canadian Citizen and lives in Canada now involved with investments and
cancer drugs
He worked for81• at one time
is the main source of his cash while here
. .. _
He will square the money owing at the end of his trip and transfer it to Mii
He has also borrowed a very small amount from a male who used to work for him
surnameWl•(LEE not able to discern first name due to "local dialect" issues)
lit:li\1.works across from
and he went tolll•s office for tea one
day and borrowed a nominal amount of money
He did do cash advance on his credit card but can only get $900/day and his
gambling tastes are much higher than that
He does not like to use cash but it is how our casinos operate (vrs Macau and Vegas
where it is cashless
It is a pain to wire transfer there are so many hoops so he borrows from close friends
and then pays it back when he returns to China through their Chinese accounts
They money presents is given to the cage how he receives it
He is not money laundering, he presented the money as he received it (delivered by
and on one occasion wen
was busy on of his employees) , with proper
ID and is losing a lot
The net cast by BCLC and government with their rules is not catching the money
launders, only people like him who do no know the rules here the rest have found
other loop holes
He has since been taken to dinner by VIP staff and understands BCLC looks upon
small bills as a money-laundering indicator.

111111

Mm

&!JI

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips.
Investigator Comments:

- 1111 was very forth coming in his interview
Investigators feel he i s •
- _· in his accounting
Staff at RRCR do know ·- · saying he was a VVIP for years but his play has declined
~ast while
- . . .B1:$20,601,760.00/FX:$8,640.00/PGF:$1 ,535,000.00/DIS:$5,464,325.00)
Of note "back in the day"
use $20's but nothing significant north of 2014

••r

llmldid

-

IHl!•is not a casino
VIP staff do not know41i'MU•. althougtlstates he plays at RRCR
Conditions at discretion of management

4
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2017-NOV-24
- Per management conditions removed , patron will be monitored with any issues escalated as
deemed necessary.
- Spreadsheet updated , interview saved to AML folder

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
NAMES ID#:
· .·
Interview Date: December 24th, 2015
Interview Time: 09:30 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:

. a s initially interviewed by BCLC investigators on September 12th, 2015 at which
time it was clearly explained what the expectations were specific to the conditions. On
September 25th, 2015 he was associated to an incident where it appeared that
associates of his were using un sourced cash and he was directing play. As a result of
this a second interview was requested.
The following topics were discussed during his second interview:
•
•
•
•
•

Whether he understands his conditions;
The source of the money used on September 25th, 2015;
PGF accounts;
Underground casinos;
Any knowledge of cash facilitators.

Interview Results:
•
•
•
•
•

Redactea

Patro'1

lnt e~1eu

The money on the 25th was received from an associate
ldent1'y1ng lnformatlan
who
owed him the money;
He is not sure where the money came from;
He does not remember the denominations or the manner in which the money
was packaged (wr.. in elastic bands);
He mentioned that ~ . has gambled at the Edgewater prior to meeting up with
him at t h e . Rock;
He allowe ·. ~-.
to play with the money and directed some of the play believing
it was shared play;
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•
•
•

She paid him back in chips;
He stated that that the last time that he was here that there were only 2-3 illegal
casinos but now there are 7-8;
A friend of his drove him by a few of these casinos last night but he did not go in:
#3 Road there is one;
#5 Road there is 3-4 by the Auto Mall;
#4 Road there is one.

•
•
•

He does not like using his PGF account because it is too complicated;
With his current conditions he does not even want to play.
He is familiar with cash facilitators and they charge 5%. Old clients are given 1O
days to pay back and new clients 3 days but he said that he is not using this
service.

Interview over at 10:02 hours

Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed onll ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chipslllvas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanction.continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11th, 2015.

Investigator Comments:

ltJlilis the subject of a UFT out of Edgewater on the 25th September where she
conducted a buy in with small denominations also wrapped in elastic bands. This was
early in the morning prior to the River Rock incident. This corroborates whall has said
however there was no clear explanation as to where this money came from.
He understands the conditions but believes that it is forcing patrons to use illegal
casinos. He does not like to use PGF accounts as they are co,icated and his wife is
made aware of where he is spending money. Having said this · is using his PGF
account and was acknowledged for this.
2
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He left for China directly after the interview and will be back in the new year.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Palrori
NAM •• I Redacted
nterv e\\ lde1llfyrng
lnformatron
SID#
Interview Date: 2015-SEP-12
Interview Time: 15:40hrs to 16: 15hrs
Interview Location: Private gaming room VIP Salon River Rock Casino

Interviewed by:
BCLC Asst. Manager Investigations Bruno GATTO
BCLC Investigator David Slobodian
Reason for Interview:

•"S

Patror
was included in a list of players who have had sanctions placed on their
ability to conduct gaming play in BCLC Casinos . The interview was scheduled in order to
explain the sanctions to the patron.
Interview Results:

~

ladvised he pays 'company' in China (Ch ina currency) before attending Canada.
Once in Canada he receives the funds (Canadian currency) he gave to the
'company' in China.
~ llreceives a phone number from the 'company' in China which he uses to receive
his funds
~ lfllstated that the 'company' name in Canada is IMi@iiii pulled up the number on
phone and has it saved undeM111£1£
~
informed tha4B•has personally dropped funds off to him.
~
admitted to knowledge of two underground Casino's operating in Richmond. One
on #4 Rd. (only 4 gaming tables) and the other located on #5 Rd. (bigger and lots of
ming tables)
~
has attended these casino 's via his driver so he is unsure of exact location.
~
oth underground casinos offer compensation on losses. Losses of $100,000+
receives 85% payback compensation. Under $100,000 is 90-95%.

I

ri

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Asst. Manager Investigations Bruno GATTO conducted the interview with BCLC
Investigator David Slobodian taking notes.
GATTO explained that BCLC was increasingly concerned with cash deliveries to the River
Rock casino as it poses a possible threat to the safety of patrons.
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GATTO explaine~
. - t conditions have been placed or9s ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chipslllwas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.
GATTO also advisecllthat attendance at an underground Casino is a Criminal Offence in
Canada and could jeopardize him visiting or living in Canada.
Additional Information Provided

byl

• II advised that the money he receives are sometimes from friends, or complete
strangers
• lflwas not concerned of the funds he receives as he stated the company gave
d/standard exchange rates.
•
oes not use his PGF Account as his wife will find out how much he gambles and
will be unhappy with him
• .does not own any Business in Canada
•
informs that Players are starting to play more in these underground casinos as
they offer incentives on losses and 'credit.llrecommends if Casino's could offer
'credit' to their VIP players it would be easier for them to game.
• l i s not a Canadian Citizen but his wife and son are.lllis applying for his Landed
Immigrant in the near future.

I

Interpreter required: Yes. Mosaic interpreter Mike CHU provided translation over the
phone. Mosaic was contacted at 15: 14hrs and an interpreter was requested. CHU
contacted GATTO at 15:40hrs to begin translation. Translation services were complete at
16:15hrs.
BCLC Sanctionsl,l:ontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as imposed
by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary

Patron Interviewed:

NAMES ID#:
· ·
Interview Date: December 24th, 2015
Interview Time: 09:30 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

llwas initially interviewed by BCLC investigators on September 12th, 2015 at which
time it was clearly explained what the expectations were specific to the conditions . On
September 25th, 2015 he was associated to an incident where it appeared that
associates of his were using un sourced cash and he was directing play. As a result of
this a second interview was requested.
The following topics were discussed during his second interview:
•
•
•
•
•

Whether he understands his conditions;
The source of the money used on September 25th, 2015;
PGF accounts;
Underground casinos;
Any knowledge of cash facilitators.

Interview Results:

•
•
•
•
•

Reda:::ted

Pal!on l'llerv ew

The money on the 25th was received from an associate
who
lden' lfy ng I :iformat1011
owed him the money;
He is not sure where the money came from;
He does not remember the denominations or the manner in which the money
was packaged (wriiifl in elastic bands);
He mentioned tha ··.: ·· has gambled at the Edgewater prior to meeting up with
him at the River Rock;
He allowetM•to play with the money and directed some of the play believing
it was shared play;
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•
•
•

She paid him back in chips;
He stated that that the last time that he was here that there were only 2-3 illegal
casinos but now there are 7-8;
A friend of his drove him by a few of these casinos last night but he did not go in:
#3 Road there is one;
#5 Road there is 3-4 by the Auto Mall ;
#4 Road there is one.

•
•
•

He does not like using his PGF account because it is too complicated;
With his current conditions he does not even want to play.
He is familiar with cash facilitators and they charge 5%. Old clients are given 10
days to pay back and new clients 3 days but he said that he is not using this
service.

Interview over at 10:02 hours

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed o - ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chipslllwas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanctionslflcontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11th, 2015.

Investigator Comments:
. i s the subject of a UFT out of Edgewater on the 25th September where she
conducted a buy in with small denominations also wrapped in elastic band~is was
early in the morning prior to the River Rock incident. This corroborates whaimhas said
however there was no clear explanation as to where this money came from .
He understands the conditions but believes that it is forcing patrons to use illegal
casinos. He does not like to use PGF accounts as they are co.
. ·cated and his wife is
made aware of where he is spending money. Having said this . s using his PGF
account and was acknowledged for this.
2
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He left for China directly after the interview and will be back in the new year.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAY-10
Interview Time: 12:09
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Manderin/English

Conditions:
2015-0CT-30
Gaming privileges suspended pending interview with AML Unit.

Recent Activity:
lmhas generated 06 individual LCT records dating back to 2011-DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $1,490, 100
FX: $20,300
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $500,000
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DISBURSEMENT: $520,100

The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Realtor

Company:
TBD

History:

II has had three substantiated UFT's as follows :
150007446 - 2015-FEB-10
nk draft from RBCl l is suspected of then passing the chips to
) in the Salon washroom (

lif:J.WM

** Of note:
also received cash ($5/$10/$20) from
giving him the chips from the bank draft.

•I•

that same day prior tcl_ll

150007856 - 2015-FEB-12
** Of note this gaming session also involves
the front of the casino for play (btb $240K)**

lfl!U who again received money from f l l outside

liiRms

During
same gam ing session,!ll arrived on site as passenger in aMl1$8 (21132130 hrs) .• bought in for $500,000 in small deno~ _· on bills (600x$5, 300x$10, 24,490x$20
and 84x$50) that he retrieved from the trunk of th
:· (black suitcase) . Site staff carried the
case to CD19 (it appeared quite heavy) .MI received his chips at 2307 hrs , napped in the
massage chair at MDB19 witho, ,g. Just after midnightll was escorted by guest services
to the main lobby where he met · ·:: : · and both parties were escorted to the theater washroom
where it is suspected!ll passed 1m t e $500K in chips aslfJIA•chipped in $400K in chips
shortly after the washroom. l lhad already left the site in a cab.
.

150056278 - 2015-0CT-29

I

Redacted - Patron Interview

arrived on site in a
driven by an Asian female at around hrs. 1,1took two
Identifying Information
weigh~ bags from the back seat of the vehicle and carried them up to guest services in the
Salonl!ll was met by site staff GAO, Lisa and VP Doug ALLISTER who facilitated his buy in .

2
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The final count was $490, 100 with a bill breakdown of 30x$5, 196x$10, 22,477x$20, 513x$50
and 128x$100.
received the chips in two "batches" and left the site upon receiving them all (minor play $100
bets while waiting for the chips) .

II

Reoacted

Pa'ro n

? Who was the driver of the nter.:1ew
? Who where you purchasing chips for
? Where did the money come from
? How did you make arrangements to get the money
? Whose idea was it for you to purchase the chips/how did it transpire
? Have you done this for other patrons/who/why
ldent1~y1ng

Synopsis
lils Casino profile is unremarkable (other than the volumes of money to be discussed this date)

Discussion Points:

Feb 12/15
? Who was the driver of the . .
? Why were you buying chips forMMM
? Where did the money come from
? How did you make arrangements to get the mon~ .
? Whose idea was it for you to purchase chips for-how did it transpire
? H~v-·one this for other patro~s/who/why
? Did . · . pay you to purchase chips
Oct 29/15
Redacted

Patro1

? Who was the driver of the lnterv1e\\ ldc1t1fy1ng
? Who were you purchasing chips for
? Where did the money come from
? How did you make arrangements to get the money
? Whose idea was it for you do purchase the chips/how did it transpire
? Have you done this for other patrons/who/why
Actual occupation - validate it (work in Vancouver or China? .... .Company name)

3
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Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.
a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong dad)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Encourage him to continue to use his PGF account
4. Make it clear to him purchasing chips for others could result in further disciplinary measures
5. Ensure he understands his full sourced cash/chip conditions
6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE and COUSINS

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted Patro'l
riterv ew ldent1fy1ng

stated the following :

He lives at Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
He owns the property
He used to be involved in Land Development in China but no longer is
He has some "shipping" interests in China but is getting away from that
He is a Land Developer in Canada
His company name is confirmed to b
His wifelftl.Mll/Il.I is correct! a listed a
He has no association to '
He has no association to
OSINT)
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
He did own
(per OSINT)
It was property for development and has since been sold
He knowsliili•. they are good friends, they are from the same Province in China
He knew him before his involvement at the Casino
He has given money to
is short at the Casino, there is no interest
charged , he cannot recall specific amounts or circumstances from the 2015
incidences
He is not a "money lender''
He is not laundering money
Typica11Mll w~~im back via wiring money into his account in China
He does not know~
INC:20150007446, the money (bank draft) was from his bank/account

4
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He very well may have given ••chips but he also would purchase chips to give
to clients visiting and looking to invest in his Land Development company
INC150007896, the money he had ($SOOK in $5/$10/$20 and $50 bills) at the time of
this incident was obtained over time from various exchange houses in the Richmond
area, he does not specifically know the names of them
The reason he fell asleep after this transaction was he'd had too much to drink
Again, some of those chips he very likely did give to IM•for his use, and some
were for clients he had comJni.in for busine.urposes
INC150056278, he owns aR'IBMll!t!
(drop off vehicle)
The Asian female who dropped him off may have been his wife (he does not recall
specifically)
He does not recall meeting GAO and Site VP ALLISTER who facilitated his
$490, 100 buy in
Again, the money was obtained from multiple money exchanges and the chips were
to assist him in facilitating play of his business guests when they arrived to discuss
potential investment
He was shorted by the money exchanges on this occasion the $490 , 100 should
have been $500,000 and because he was shorted he no longer uses the money
exchanges
He paid the exchanges via wiring money through China
He goes back and forth between Canada and China, his wife and family are in
Canada and his mum is in China
He has primarily been in China since 2015 and has only recently returned (appears
consistent per iTrak)

BCLC Conditions:

2018-MAY-10 **BCLC** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit on this date and is no longer
required to contact BCLC Consumer Services . Patron remains on Chip/Cash Conditions until
further notice.

Investigator Comments:

COUSINS and LE_~ s _oke briefly with VIP hostess who state'9id not appear to be
ood friends with ··
that she was more familiar with his friendship withlliill''

-

: was quite agitated by the interview process, advising Westerners do not understand
Asian culture and money
COUSINS and LEE believe that the requirement for sourced cash/chips should stay on
profile.

Ills

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

5
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Information

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-J U N-29
Interview Time: 1240hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
NIL

Recent Activity:

I

has generated 95 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-0CT.

On 2017-JUN-20 the following comment added to his SID profile:
2017-JUN-20 ***BCLC Directive***Please direct patron to contact Consumer Services and leave
contact information for interview with the AML Unit. Daryl Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML
Programs.
According to casino record• resides in Vancouver.
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The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.
Els occupation as a College Student,
SOW.

Redacted Patron 1tcf\' cw
ldent1fymg Information

does not aid in establishing SOF or

History:

Elis attached as a partici
unusual transactions .
Redacted - FINTRAC

The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF asBses a
significant amount of bundled $20's when buying in, un-sourced cash used for
purchasing chips.
Buy in amounts have ranged from $3,000 to in excess of $80,000 per visit.
l!lis known to associate with a number of different VIP and HRP player~ as follows:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Sincelils first LCT in 2016-0CT he has conducted a combined total of $1.8 mil in buy
ins, $1.6 in disbursements and $263,000 in PGF. Some of the cash used for buying in
may have been recycled funds.

Occupation:
Student

Company:
Langara College

Specific Questions to Ask:
2
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Redacted . Patrofl lnte"11ew I dent fy1ng
lnfo rr.iat1cn

1. Confirm his address at
a. Does he own or rent?

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located and whatllJ; role or job
title is.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encouragellto use a PGF account. Review o1'11s recent LCT activity
shows he has used a PGF account previously (@RRCR).
7. What is his association t • Redacted Patron 11tervew ldentrfymg lnfo·rnat1cn
(multiple cash and chip passes going both ways)
8. Association to
9. Does he know

Reaac·ed Pa•rcn 1n•erv1ew
oen: f 11 1 n~ormat 1on

R.cdac'ed

chip pass)

Pa1·01 lnter11cw aen' fymg
lnfo·mat1cn

10. Cautionll against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
11 . Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.l!lspeaks English as well and investigators were able to ask some questions in
English.

BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he be put on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution) .
These conditions and all
options for bringing money into the casino were clearly
explained t<11.

08

3
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Interview Results:
During the course of his interview,- s t a t e d the following :
He still lives at the address on Elland owns it
His parents give him $30,_000.00/month for liv?g_ exeenses
He is in second year at
·_·~
;tudying"r'l. .RR@•
His parents have a company t at installs surveillance equipment
He has no other family here and goes home once or twice a year
He gets cash $5k/day (in $20's) from the bank machine or can get up to $10k/day from
the bank teller
Initially he withdrew money every day to build up his funds and then made his buy-in
when he started visiting the sites
- early in his gaming experiences Edgewater told him $20's were not acceptable for
buy-in
He has used money exchange a couple of times only. The one he used is in Crystal
Mall in Burnaby - first floor.
His parents wire money to him directly to his CIBC account (produced a card)
He prefers cash and rarely uses a credit card
He does not use the banks much to deposit his money as he has to answer the $1 Ok
question (he was advised BCLC has the same rules as banks in sourcing funds)
He has a PGF but prefers to have his own cash available to him
He did play at Edgewater, but does not anymore. He does play at Starlight but prefers
River Rock
He has used bank drafts on several occasion at the casino and was encouraged to do
that more consistently
Redacteo
on
are good friends of his, he has known them 2 years.
Both have their driver's license suspended .
He plays with
but they do not share play. They are very -ular about
keeping their money separate. He has lentlilll chips in the past when· ·_ . · has run
out but still wants to play. He is always paid back.
8
He recalls being at the casino one day with
and "'"W1t1w
•'i:l:IMll::• and pinching their cards. He did not play that day; he drove them as
both have their license suspended. He is not aware of the money they used to buy
in as he stopped for a burger when they got to the casino and then went up to the
salon; the buy had been completed by then. Both players were losing so they asked
lllto squeeze cards for luck.
- He recall a cash pass to RM at Starlight. He and
had bought in for play,
tried on several occasion to usems chips and the dealer would not allow it.
wanted to play so he asked him for his winnings when he cashed out. She
•
tried twice to buy in but failed and the money was returned to him. He does not like
to share his mon@~Llae it causes problems.
He does know oflilliQibut has not met him or utilized his services.
He has never been to an underground casino but has heard of one. A friend of a
advises he was told it is in an apartment in
friend lost $20k at one in Richmond.
Richmond , a room with two tables. If you have something for collateral (i.e. a car)
they will give you credit. He is not sure what happens if you lose (i.e. can you go get
the money or they hold the car).
Patro'1lnte~.1ew1::1ent1~y119 1n~crma·

II

4
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He has been to Vegas but more as a holiday, he gambled very little.
He is using primarily big bills now

Investigator Comments:
lllemained respectful throughout the interview. The general impression was thatl
was honest with investigators and he answered all questions asked of him. He did
appear to be quite nervous.

llwas advised that moving forward he should keep track of any bank withdrawals with
receipts should he be asked to source his funds .

I

was encouraged to use his PGF account to avoid future issues.
is currently on SOF interview.

L. Cousins
Investigator, BCLC - AML

5
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BCLC

1s*·'M"!i.1¥ H'6HMffbiii! "II
1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JUN-06
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR privet room MDB18
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE , LAM (observer)
Contact Approach: Patron asked to call Consumer Services to arrange interview
regarding current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-Jun-04 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UN IT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs.
2017-DEC-11 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is required to
produce a receipt for all bank drafts. If a receipt is not provided the draft should be
refused. Daryl Tottenham , Manager, BCLC AML Programs.

Recent LCT Activity:
78 LCTs in total-7 LCTs in 2019, 6 of which occurred in 2019-MAY.
Her profile at this time shows:

Bl: $268,610.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $2,492,960.00
DISBURSEMENT: $430,788.00
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The focus of the interview will be R •s recent increase in gaming activities within
BCLC facilities as well as her source of wealth .
Occupation: Housewife
Company: N/A
History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Multiple PGF accounts.
Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:

•

•

IN20190035365 , (reported on 2019-MAY-31 ), River Rock-large bank draft
deposit into PGF, removal of large amount of chips from site (approximately
$70,000)
o Surveillance reporting indicates that during her gaming sessions, out of
the 18x$5K chips received• M has only gamed with , or observed
removing from her purse 3x$5K.
Daily visits to River Rock where she colours down $5,000 chips , plays with
minimal amounts, colours back up to take $5,000 chips off site.

Discussion Points:

• sow
•
•

Increased gaming
Removal of chips from site

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm patron's address and phone number.
• With whom does patron reside?
• Does she own/rent?
Re::1acted Pat rori 1n1erJ1ew
• Patron's phone number? (Encore lists ldent1fyng
2. Clarify occupation as "housewife".
• Spouse's identity?
3. All sources of wealth?
• Spouse? Spouse's employment?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?
• Property? Other?
4. Banking information
1n~orma •1 on
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•
•
•
•

Where doesM'Moank?
Joint accounts? With whom?
Types and number of accounts used by _ ._.
Purpose of each bank account used by
·
o Records show: RBC , BMO, TD , Scotiabank (review between 20180CT-31 and present)
5. Associates?
• Show . s of:
o
"~
• Nature of relationship with Mw,

M'l'i'N!M'l'M"*flM

0

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

•

o

--

Nature of relationsb!E?

M;§f*#ffil'§'fiflnMNMI.!.•

• Nature of relationship?
6. IN20190035365, (reported on 2019-MA-·iver Rock
• On 2019-MAY-22 , from where di - :: ·· acquire the funds used for the
$75,000 bank draft (RBC account)?
• How much didRJI• gamble this date? How much in chips did she
remove from the site?
• On 2019-MAY-23, how much did • • gamble? What did she do with
the $5,000 chips?
• On 2019-MAY-24, how much didM1•gamble? What did she do with
the $5,000 chips?
• As of 2019-MAY-24, approximately $65,000 to $70,000 in $5,000 chips
unaccounted for.
o Where are these c~f=Afi? Who has possession of these chips?
• On 2019-MAY-28, why di ·- · ·· not use the chips she already had in
her possessionlmile?
o Why did ···:. · deposit $20,000 worth of bank drafts from two
different banks ($8,000 RBC bank draft+ $12 ,000 TD draft)?
o Why did lllJIW also conduct 2 cash club transactions ($1,800 +
$2,300 from TD Visa and Scotiabank, respectively)?
• On 2019-MAY-31 , what funds/chips didMll•use to start her gaming
session?
7. Why wasW:.1• absent from BCLC facilities for an extended period of time (in
2018-0CT she withdrew $14,100 from River Rock PGF with no gaming, but
opened PGF at Starlight in 2018-0CT; no LCTs between 2018-NOV and 2019APR)
8. From whom hasW.lll• borrowed money to gamble?
• Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?
• How much?
Interpreter required: Yes
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Interview results:
The following information was provided by
interview:

Rejacted

Patro1 lnle!'\/1e11 ldent1fy11g lnforma1 on

during the

Investigators' comments:

#JM resides at

Redacted

::>atrcn l1terv e\\ lde1t1fy1n;J lnforriat10'1

Pa.. c n ln•ervrew r.en• fy ng '1formatro1
- She resides with her husband,
at this address.
-· ·
·· does not work.
- · . just received her Permanent Residency status and intends to find work.
~ee1ac*ed

,owns the home a!i'8!®1mff'll
-'I:11:[11~
£i ishusband
an interior designer and a shareho1\r 1nf es1gn company.

- The houseMI• and her husband share is paid for .
s only expenses are food .
is also supported by her parents who reside in China .
•
- Now that she is no longer a student,
parents send her about $100,000 to
$200,000 less per year than previously.
l l l • s parents wire her random amounts of money and if she needs more from them
she asks and they send additional funds .
-RM; parents own properties in China that they rent out and they have investments.

M•

- Currently.
-·.::·
.ses RBC bank drafts for her gambling.
--a
·
used CIBC and Bank of China bank drafts.
·· · · continues to bank with RBC , TD , CIBC and Bank of China.
-All of the fundsMM uses to purchase bank drafts for gambling come from her
personal bank accounts.
- All of lflt!•s gambling funds come from the money her parents provide her.
- Last yearM!W came in 61h in a baccarat tournament at River Rock and won $2 ,500
w•••r her interested in gambling .
- · .: ·· took a break from gambling for about 3-4 months and returned when River
Rock Casino called her to invite her to play in a baccarat tournament.
- River Rock advised that in order to reduce the entry fee for her to play in the baccarat
tournament,MWwould have to return to River Rock and play more often.
-Ui• gambling amounts have increased since she returned to the casino because
she is cha• • losses.
- Typically ·. · : is spending about $10,000 per gaming session .
- Regarding the $75,000 ban~ed b)Wl!Mat River Rock on 2019-MAY-22, the
funds for this draft came from~ RBC account.
- On 2019-MAY-28,M • deposited two (2) bank drafts into her PGF , one for $8,000
and one for $12,000.
- On the evening of 2019-MAY-27 to 2019-MAY-28,B.had been out drinking with
her friends and did not go home at all that night or the next morning.
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- On 2019-MAY-2sM•wanted to gamble, but did not want to go home to face her
husband after having been out all night.
- Instead of going home to retrieve the chiQS she had hidden in the house about which
her husband was not aware (estimated byB• to be 19 x $5,000 and 1 x $1,000) ,
she instead went to two banks on No.3 Road in Richmond where she has accounts and
aaid a bank draft from each bank.
- · :· :
wanted to gamble with a "full amount" so she withdrew all of the funds from
both accounts for the banks drafts (together they totalled $20,000) and then came to the
casino with these bank drafts.
- When asked why she did not red. . . .ge sum of chips back into her PGF
account (notably on 2019-MAY-22 . ·· ·
sessed to have left the casino with
approximately $70,000 worth of chips) ··:: :· advised that during that gaming session
the cards' pattern was not very good so she decided she would leave and planned to
return to continue playing another time when she hoped the cards would be better.
also complained that the administrative process to re-deposit chips into a PGF
is too lengthy and can be a deterrent from conducting a redeposit.
#;;!i!"also has the superstition that whenever she gambles with funds that had been
left in her PGF account, she loses.

ma

MllW recognized a photo of

as an associate from the

casinJ¥he has no relationship
-~recognized a photo of
as an
associate from the casino; she has no relationship with - outside of the casino.
gambles wit~nt= because they are more experienced gamblers so
she often follows their lead .
Redacted Patron
-WJl•never pools her money with 1n•erv1ew
lden1rf •,n

-NI

Redacted

Patro n

- In 2018 1n•erv1ew den· fy ng and her husband were at the casino and tried to exchange $20s
for $100 bills.
- They did not know it would be a problem to try to exchange the bills at the casino until
they were advised.
- The $20s came from R • s business when a client paid a portion of the bill in cash
using $20s .
. - The Voluntary Self-Exclusion (VSE) program was discussed with8JA•
M1!1W advised that she can afford to gamble, including gambling with a $75,000 bank
draft and currently has no desire to take a break from gambling .
. . . . was advised that before removing her temporary suspension from gambling in
BCLC facilities, she is required to return to the casino with the chips she has in her
possession so that her statement and their whereabouts can be confirmed by BCLC
AML Unit.
- On 2019-JUN-07-presented 19 x $5,000 chips to BCLC AML investigators
(LEE and BEEKSMA).
Investigators' comments:
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Information provided byMW during this interview was corroborated, notably she
presented the large sum of chips she had removed from the facility.

~19-JUN-07.•J.1•; temporary gaming suspension in BCLC facilities was lifted.
-

·s gaming activities will continue to be monitored and conditions and reporting will
be escalated as required .

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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This is Exhibit" 72 "to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Cammi oner r taking Affidavits for the
Province of British Columbia
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2018-APR-05
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location: RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

On 2016-FEB-25Wa play was suspended pending interview with investigators due to
repeated incidents of attempting to or circumventing sourced cash/chip conditions.
Recent Activity:

•lll'las

generated 45 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-JUL. He hasn't generated
a record in BC Casinos for over 2 years which is not unusual when comparing past LCT records
(2-3 years gaps between play is normal).

On 2015-AUG-05, as a proactive measure/risk based approach, 10 casino patrons classified as
high risk were placed on the following conditions:
2015-Aug-05 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced
or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1866-815-0222 and provide a contact number for BCLC Investigators who will call them to
discuss further. Daryl Tottenham BCLC AML Unit.
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Following the intervieM:.l!IMcontinued to be subject of casino related incidents as such he
was escalated to a full suspension of play with the following comment added to his profile :
2016 FEB 25 BCLC Directive*** Effective immediately*** No further play. Please advise patron
to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC .com and provide
contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Ross
ALDERSON, Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC AML Unit
The focus of the interview will be establishing/updating SOF/SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC .
Considering more than 2 years has passed since his last reported incident only
simplified/general questions will be asked surrounding source of funds and in some cases
source of chips.

ltJIWs occupation as a

Re:Jac:ed Pat 'O'.l lnter11ew
1dentlfyng ln~crma' on

(presumably in China) may aid in establishing
SOW but not the origin of the cash .
There is also conflicting information on his OSI NT re ort which suggests thatRM may have
(or still is) involved in th
(see OSINT report in BCLC
AMLRiskFolder shared drive).

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
• •holds PGF accounts at both PARO and RRCR Casinos .
He opened the account at RRCR on 2015-JAN-06 but it was closed on 2015-MAY-20 as a
result of BCLC s : 1 1 • his play (setting his profile as "banned").
While it was ope
as putting a significant amount of funds through it. Review of past
PGF transactions located only 2 drafts of $300K each (RBC and BMO) and the rest of the
account movement was attributed to the recycling of funds in and out for play.
Last recorded activity before his plat was suspended was 2016-FEB-04.

.)?

Occupation:
Owne

Redacted

Pa·rcn Interview tde1trfymg nformat101

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

a. Does he own or rent?
b. Does he reside primarily in China to Canada?
2. What is the source of his wealth?

2

is current.
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a. Confirm his occupatio

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

b.

3. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced cash and chips is BCLC's primary concern.
4. Wher-did bring cash into the casino where does it come from?

a. How does he make the arrangements?
5. Encourag-·to re-open his PGF account and educate on other cashless

alternatives .
6. lnforrrlililimthat the landscape has changed in BC Casinos since he last
visit~~tify him that all cash buy ins must be accompanied by a receipt
from a recognized financial institution to prove the source of funds .
7.

Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

8. CautiorWJIW against using associates/3'd parties to conduct transaction on

his behalf. This could result in a suspension from BC Casinos.
RRCR UFT 2018-20524 / 2018-APR-02:

.- . -.

.-

Recac:ed -

was suspected of using a female ide~rnltlifileldlals~llll
to gamble. Another female identified a~,.,.•, ~·
,
: ccompanied
·· · · -. ·
in the casino this . .
c• ·· used an $80,000 bank draft to purchase c rps
roug
er PGF account an ··:: :
was
observed "squeezing" the cards. After being spoken to all 3 left the casino.
Pa:·on
··

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

1. How doe•J,Mknowll
a.

2. Was he using funds from llto gamble?
a. Discourage this behaviour.

Interview Results:
>--

When investigators attended the casinos VIP Salon to m e e - i t was noted he was
accompanied b•
. As we exited the Salon tolBNie prNaterOom booked for the
intervie1;Mfti1f•was entering the VIP Salon. ··: . . · spoke tclll.offering to sit in
the interview with him as we passed her. The offer was not accepted (and would have
been declined by investigators).

>-- 11···ng to OSINT reports, it was suspected-May also go b : a a f l t •
•
stated he doesn't know any ~lish and has never identified astk.
>--

. · · • provided his local address a •
number but different street as on file) .

MHEMH+fMl@HMiii
3

(same house
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•IWhas a wife and kids in Canada but splits his time primarily between China and
Macau. When he comes to Canada it is simply as a visitor.
Redacted Patron 1terv ew ldentrfymg lnfo·rnat1on
);> Neither businesses nor-·ons known to BCLC
are current occupations :
described himself as semi-retired and living off his
);>

-~tated that when he did bring cash into the casino it was typically funds borrowed

from local friends. He was not charged interest for these loans between friends.
o He added that 2-3 years ago he was new to Canada and at that time the large
volumes of small bills was not thought to him and his associates as unusual.
);> Investigators explained tcMle 1ow things have changed in BC Casinos since he last
visited~cated him regarding SOF requirements.
o - w a s told he will likely need to source all funds , regardless of amount
moving forward .
~He as encouraged to use a PGF account.
);> mlll was cautioned not to use 3rd party or associates to conduct transactions on his
behalf. He stated sometimes his female associate will allow him to squeeze the cards
but he is not betting through her. He was cautioned against this and reminded that on
camera it will look like he is using a 3rd party to circumvent conditions.
);> M•has heard of underground casinos but does not attend them . He does not want to
associate with the types of people that would operate an illegal gaming house. He didn't
want to risk running into any of these individuals while out in public with his family so he
avoids these kinds of places.
RE RRCR UFT 2018-2052412018-APR-02:
);>
);>

lfJ)l!M~
_ s his play was suspended and wanted to make it clear he was not betting
through · .
He's know ·

for more than 10 years and describes their relationship as old friends

~ ~~:~ not knov#Wwell , He met her recently. He told investigators that
~offered to come with him for the interview with BCLC this date.

Interpret~~ TWired: Yes, LEE _translating wit.h BEEKSMA taking not~s. It should be noted that
althougMM•speaks Mandarin he often switched to Cantonese which made some translation
slightly more challenging .

BCLC Conditions- is on full sourced cash/chip conditions.
Investigator Comments:

• •Nas cooperative with inve•
·.. _
.s but was very vague in his answers .
The general impression was that . . knew significantly more than what he disclosed.
Questions surrounding his source of'wealth were answered in very vague and somewhat
confusing ways.
Given his casino history and known associates it is reasonable to conclude he knowns a lot
more than he let on.
He was educated on how things will change on 2018-JAN-10 (rollout of the new SOF initiative)
and was told he would need to prove the source of funds moving forward .

4
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A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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This is Exhibit " 13
" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng lnformallon

BCLC II Summary

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAME Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#:
Interview Date: January 29th. 2016
Interview Time: 13:30 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

~as involved in a suspicious transaction in which he was associated with an
individual that has a history consistent with being a cash facilitator. Based on a review of
that incident along with the usual questions of focus the following was asked o«J.J•
1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. He is listed as a "Building Owner''
location of the building.

Redactea

Patron lnterv1e11
lnfo"rnat1an

tdenu~ying

Confirm this and ask the

3. How does he normally access cash when he is at the casino?
4. Who was the driver of th :.
January 5th and 5th7

Reda::ted

Pa· ron ln'erv1ew ldent1f)1 ng
Info rmal on

that he was with on

5. What rate does he get charged to use that cash?
6. Ask him if he is concerned for his safety given that amount of cash in
small denominations is consistent with being associated to criminal
activity.
7. How often does he use this service?
8. How does he pay it back?
9. Are you aware of any illegal casinos?
10. If so have you attended them?
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11. Are you a Canadian citizen?
12. Does he understand the conditions?
13. Educate on PGF Accounts.

Interview Results:

••shared the following information with investigators:
..,. An explanation was given to him with respect to reporting cash transaction because
of government regulations;

>-

He has landed immigrant status spending half his time here and the other half in
China;

>-

He used to own an import/export business in China that dealt with electrical
appliances;

>-

He no longer deals with this business as he cut all ties when he came to Canada;

>-

W:.l•accesses cash to support his play through the assistance of a friend here that
owns a restaurant. He wires money from his account in China into his friends
account and then receives the cash from his friend;

..,. He would not identify the friend;

>-

He was of the belief that he could not gamble anymore because of the conditions.
He was advised that this is not the case and the conditions were explained in detail
at this time;

>- He first stated that his son was the driver of llllmplying that it was his son's
vehicle. He later clarified that it is his friend 's vehicle and that his son was driving
because the both of them had been drinking ;
..,. He was questioned about his recent buy ins and the denominations used during the
transactions. It was further explained that a great number of small bills could come
from criminal activity and his safety is a concern;
..,. He advised that he does not borrow money and only uses his cash and further to
that only uses bills that are large denominations;

>- He then explained that about five years ago he was the victim of a robbery . He was
followed home from the casino and robbed of $100,000.00 in cash. A gun was used
during the robbery . He has no idea what happened with the investigation;

2
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;.. He is aware of the illegal casinos but has never attended them ;
)>

To ensure complete understanding of his current conditions they were explained to
him once again and he stated that he respect's BCLC's decision to have the
conditions on him ;

;.. There was some indication before the interview tha1WIW was attending the site to
also turn in some chips . He advised that he left them at home and presently he has
$100,000.00 chips (5K's) in a safety deposit box and that his wife will likely bring
them in at the beginning of Chinese New Year;
-,. He advised that he got all the chips from playing at the River Rock back in
September of last year and that he has no other chips ;
);>

Although he would not provide the identity of his friend associated to thM M it was
made clear to him that BCLC is aware of his associates and that one of them has a
similar car. Specific to that associates he was advised that it was likely not a good
idea to hang around with him .
Note: This friend is believed to be

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed on RJE"ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips.W.:1• was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.
Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.
BCLC Sanctions: W:IW continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on January 11 1h , 2016.
Investigator Comments:

WI• has not been completely honest with investigators specific to where he obtains the
money for his buy ins. It is likely he has the wealth to support his play but is accessing a
service to get Canadian currency. In this case the implication is that he is usingl f j \ • to
facilitate this . His previous UFT show a history of buy ins with small denominations. The
fact that he says that he has $100,000.00 in chips will be document on ITRAK 16-2640 in
the even the attends the site and provides information to the contrary as to the origin of the
chips.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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BCLC IS

*HF*"H'ii'l'f+'l!!.ill

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JUN-07
Interview Time : 12:00 hours
RRCR privet room MDB18
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LAM
Contact Approach: Patron asked to call Consumer Services to arrange interview
regarding current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
2019-JUN-04****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UN IT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-MAY-27 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE***- ALL gaming SUSPENDED until patron
information is updated on the subject profile. This includes CONFIRMING CURRENT
ADDRESS, CONFIRMING IDENTIFICATION, phone, occupation , AND the company
name for employees and business owners. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs,
BCLC AML Unit.
2019-MAY-27***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl
Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
Recent LCT Activity:
125 LCTs in total , mostly at Villa and almost daily.
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His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $1 ,199,900.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $1 ,503,880.00

The focus of the interview will belll recent activities in BCLC facilities (large buy-in
using small denominations, cash passing) and KYC
Occupation: Owner
Reda : te::i Patron l 'ltervew
Company:
lde rl11fy ng 11format10·1
History:

•

Redacted - FINTRAC

•

LCT records date back to 2015-0CT

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:

•
•

2019-MAY-25, IN20190034499, Grand Villa-Bought-in for $9,800 in $20s, spent
little time at site.
2019-MAY-25 at 01: 15 hours, Grand Villa .
received a cash disbursement of
$11 ,000.

Discussion Points:

•
•

SOW/SOF
Residency

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm patron's address and phone number.
•

With whom does patron reside?

•

Does he own/rent?

•

Patron's phone number?

•

Residency?
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•

Why AB license?

•

Why Saskatchewan address on license?

2. Vehicles?
•

Status of stolen truck?

•

Police report?

3. All sources of wealth?
•

Employment?

•

Business ventures?

•

Property? Other?

4. Associates?
•

Show pies of:

•

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

•

•

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

•

•

Nature of relationship?

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

•
•

Nature of relationship?

Nature of relationship?
Redacted

Patron

PARQ19-34844 LNU I Interview dentfymg
• Identity?
• Nature of relationship?

5. Gambling habits
•

Frequency? Location? Amounts used to gamble? Denominations? Source of
funds? Which banks/accounts used?

•

Banking information

•

Where doesllll bank?

•
•

Joint accounts? With whom?
Types and number of accounts used b•:·._-..

•

Purpose of each bank account used b · .
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6. lncident-IN20190034499
•

2019-MAY-25 at 01 :15 hours, Grand Villalllreceived a cash disbursement of
$11 ,000. Denominations? Where did he go after casino? What did he do with
the funds?

•

2019-MAY-25, IN20190034499, Grand Villa-Bought-in for $9,800 in $20s, spent
little time at site. Why did he not use the $1 OOs from his disbursement?

7. lncident-IN20190034844
• 2019-MAY-26, Parq Vancouver
• The suspici~u~ financial trans~ns in this STR total $12 ,000 ($1 ,000 forlll
1 $7 ~for • .
$4,000 for
• Cash passing between.and.PARQ19-34844 LNU
• Possible cash pass between
in the P2 elevator lobby.

•I.•;

8. From whom hasillborrowed money to gamble?
•

Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

•

How much?

9. Which illegal gambling sites isllfamiliar with?

Interpreter required: No
Interview results:
The following information was provided by
the interview:

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng !nformat1on

during

ila has no permanent address and splits his time evenly between Saskatoon,
Saskatchewan and Vancouver British Columbia
owns a home in Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng !nforma11on he rents out all three (3)
homes.
pays his taxes to
confirmed that he uses af°: 4Jriver's license (see above) that notes his
address as
- Without being asked by the investigators,
advised that his driver's license has a
address because at the time of acquiring the license he was splitting his
time between ;§§f'i!!l.M@*f§EMM!!i.M he also noted that the address is a business
address but he does not know why a business address was put on a driver's license.
- At the interview, .presented the sameM!Wdriver's license that is on file in his
casino profile.

•1.1;:m

--·oo'f!I
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-llllrecentl
onsumer Services number a local BC address,
which i
-..IbJi i
s local business address fo
··:. .· '.
of which he is part owner.
--provided the 1nvest1 ators a business card 1nd1cat1ng that he 1s the General
Manager for
·. .
.
, with the MIWaddress.
Patron 'lier\.' ew
- Since 2018-SEP, ··:· · has been renting a basement suite at
Identifying 1nfo·mat1on

.·
i

t~edacted

~nsure if he will make BC his permanent place of residence due to the cost of
in the Greater Vancouver area, includinq car insurance.
does not pay any utility bills for the•llfMMaddress.
has a lease at the
address.
often stays at the Delta Hotel at the Grand Villa Casino when the casino
complements him the stay.

-eturned to Vancouver on 2019-JUN-06 from Saskatoon via flight.
- While in Saskatoon,llflll;tayed in a hotel since he no longer keeps a home or
residence there for his own personal use.
- Later in the interview when asked his age,llllstruggled to answer the question, and
did math to provide an
~then stated that he i s - · .
is originally fromlffii ·-and has also lived in
··
.YP.lffi\HJM•
s ~riiipFi°ne number i s · - l t ":British Columbia) and his secondary
number 1s
..

\1j

·'¥1!.!!HH%Su ·
Redacteo

Patror'I lnterv1eu

is part owner of
his partner is his brother-in-law.
Identifying lnformal1on
primarily works out of the•'•IMl.M't'• office.

is a artner in three

.U locations:1;1¥lfli!!MMQ6M'W'

1s registered 1n Saskatchewan under business number rl.. __ - - · was previously housed at a Vancouver location, but the rent was too high so
Rcdactea Patro:i lnlc"Vtew Ident fyng lnforma· on
: · and T}yrtner purc~ased ~he building at
and then
relocated~itii to this location
. -z
-llmand his partner were unable to get a business license quickly f o - · so they
renovated the building in the meantime.
lliB is not aware of the status of this business license as the business' controller
manages this.
-•does not receive a salary or consistent revenue and could not provide an amount
o~ney that he earns monthly.
sa~s he rec~ives dividends from,-1.lfM
.
estimates his net wealth to be $ ~~ rTiin'ion due to all of the properties he owns.
guesses that his greatest income earner is from commercial real estate.
- He previously owned commercial real estate in Vancouver then sold it and split the
profits between him and six (6) other investors.
~mortgages from commercial properties get rolled over to new properties so that
-does not have to pay capital gains on the earnings.

I
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ll!lhas a holding account where the funds he received from the sale of the
c.ercial property were deposited .
- ·· · does not know the business number or have documentation for this holding

.any

· ·· did not file taxes for 2018.
- ·. ccording tcillll, his 2017 income declaration to CRA states that he earned $84,000
for the year.

-1.-:
· also uses the holding account for the three (3) rental properties he owns .
- ._ - has bank accounts and mortgages at TD, RBC and BMO .
- He keeps accounts at each bank in order to get a mortgage and remain a customer in
~standing .
.-owns a home at
and a
home for $3,200 month , th
month and th
home for $2 ,150 a month.
-~h one of these properties has a mortgage.
-ill is aid a ortion of rent in cash; the cash portion of the rent is delivered to
·- · - ·- - ·
·.
so ·_·· picks up the funds when he goes to lllM•
··· does not travel t
·
. on a regular schedule so the cash payments he
collects when he is there could be as much as three months' worth .
Reca:::tcd ::>a•ron 1n•erv1ew lde'ltrfy ng nformat1ori
recognized a photo of
as his gambling
associate .
Reaa:::ted Pa:ro n
nows lnter,11ew fdentrfyrrig .
•
prefers to go to Parq since he is subject of a Voluntary Self-Exclusion (VSE) and
he believes he is recognized less at Par than at other sites .
is the brother-in-law o
- -.
- - · · ··
ecognized a photo o M I • wholill knows as ·:· ·
nows - - through gambling at Grand Villa Casino althoughlllalso
•
socialized with-outside of the casino and has gone toM'll:•s house for
dinner.
•
Reaac-ed Pa' en lfl'ervrew lden•rfy ng 1format10 l
and knows him as

. '

l

. ..

know .-· .. through gambling at Grand Villa Casino.
recognized a photo of PARQ19-34844 atillwho is a dealer at Grand Villa
no.

- Regarl'iheincident at Grand Villa on 2019-MAY-25 when li!llJought-in for $9,800
in $20s, :· knew that buying-in with so many $20s would be a "red flag" .
- Originaily",' · _,- bought-in for $5,000 ill1',0s and then Grand Villa staff asked him if he
wanted to play at a private table; afte~ agreed, he was told that he would have to
buy-in for at least an additional $3,000 to have the private table, which he did .
- When asked why he did not just use the funds ($1 OOs) from the disbursement he had
received from Grand Villa in the early morning hours of 2019-MAY-25 rather than the
$20s-reported that he did not want to put the $20s in the bank because the funds
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originate from rent he is collecting in
(in cash) that he is not declaring
this cash on his income tax; therefore _ did not want to create a paper trail in the
bank system for the $20s.
- Regarding the incident at Parq Vancouver on 2019-MAY-26,18 first denied doing a
cash pass, but eventually recalled conducting a $1 ,000 cash pass (in $1 OOs) to his
associateiill(last name unknown).
is a dealer at Grand Villa (referenced above).
asked to borrow the money after he lost his bankroll .
has paid back LIM the $1,000, all in $1 OOs, but LIM cannot remember when Eric
returned the money.
- · · did not char.9.eR a fee or any interest to lend-he money.
. ... _
- ·._ · m~t_ up w i t h - in the elevator lobby in the parking garage. denies
passingll any item including cash .

I

-explained that he moves funds from his holding account to his personal banking
~mt, which he then uses to gamble.
--typically uses debit for his gambling.
- Once the funds are moved from the holding account to the personal account, these
transactions are registered a s - income.
-gambles in BC, Alberta, Saskatchewan, Ontario and Las Vegas.
- On one occasion ,
transported $20,000 across the Canada and US border and
declared it.

II

•
does not want to open a PGF because he does not want to keep large amounts of
money in the PGF that would then tempt him to spend it.

-1111; truck was stolen from

Grand Villa Casino on 2019-MAY-27 .
- The truck is registered to his business,lill.l.lfM and is registered and insured in
Saskatchewan.
- The truck was recuperated the next day and has some damage;IPad and Apple
ear buds were stolen from inside the truck.
- Police file number for Burnaby RCMP is BU19-21875 and Vancouver Police

Dl!rtment (VPD) is VA19-101178.
- · .: has the truck back in his possession, but he is not driving it because it is missing a
win shield and hW"laving difficulties with SGI insurance to settle the case.
- SGI is querying-about his residency and asking him similar questions as to what
the BCLC investigators were asking in an attempt to confirm his residency and
permanent address.
- - a s previously loaned money in the casino when people ask, but has never
c~lreed any fees or interest.
- ·· · has never borrowed money to gamble.
- ·.. uses illegal online gambling sites Bet365, Bodog and AAA Poker because he is
Patron lnte rv1e11
unable to open a Playnow account;El!I credit card's billing address is Rcdacte:::i
ldent1f
Info mat1on
so Playnow will not accept it.
in
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At the end of the interview, it was explained to llllthat the source of his wealth and the
funds' route to the casino remained unclearlilll 1ad no further information to add
despite indicating that he wanted to provide any information required to answer the
investigators' questions so he could return to the casino .
At the end o - s interview he was advised by the investigators that time would be
required in order to corroborat~rmation he provided and therefore the temporary
suspension remains in effect. expressed his disappointment in the decision and
understood that he was not permitted in BCLC facilities while the barring remains in
place.

Additional OSINT checks:
-Alberta Land Titles checks show that on 2012-M~~-~? . •11'-!tU.!*"
qeoacted Pa· en l n•erv1ew Identify ng 1format1:n
was transferred tcml!Mll .
this property is
associated to a Bank of Montreal mortgage.
- British Columbia Court Services Online shows a civil case (Supreme Civil-General; file
Pa1ro1 lntc ",,i 1ew
1n•erv1ew Identify ng
number Redactea
) against the following defendants: Reda:::ted Pa•rcn
ldcnt1#y1ng lnfo·mat1on
lnforma· on

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
e

Redacte::I - Patron 1nter\·1e1o11 ldent1'ying lnformat1on

·- .- ... - . .

.

I

•

cted ·Patron Intervi ew Identifying Information
with a mailing address oflli1illililil
Heda:::te:::I. ,_,atron ·'llervew
ldc1t1fy -ng -nfomlat1:n
- Sole Proprietorship is register • I •
qeaac!ed Pa:·on ln'.etv1ew
acnt:fy11g
ln'crma: -on
- The submitting party's name i
with mailing address li:l•H
Re::lacteo

Patro1

lnte~J1ew

ccnt 1fy11g ln'orma• on

. . ..

is under Sole Proprietorship (current as of 2019-MAY-27),
registration number
- This proprietorship was registered on 2016-JUL-05 and the business was started on
2016-MAY-09.
- Previous name is '
- The business address is
- Proprietorship is registered to
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M1Hi6!Qi§@H/.1%%*(see reference to BC Course Services Online case against
·- · - - above) .
. _
612
- The submittin~ lart~'s name i••!F.ll\ll!iir Fffiiwlii! •
• with mailing addresslM!W

+fff'i**hi§9lfn.;1m1.11. ..

is owned by

. .D

Reaacted

Pat on

lnt~1 v1ew

·dent fy1119 lnfo1matt0n

is registered as light industrial property.
which was incorporated on

- The owner of th is property is
2017 -MAY-31 .

and••
as the directors.
- There is a mortgage (CA6986939) on this property through the Bank of Montreal.
- Saskatchewan business entity number
corporation .
- A re uest was submitted b

Reda::ted

Patron lnterv cw Identifying Information

is a business

to remove "officer"
declared on 2019-APR-22 that he was authorized to file this request.
.
is the owner of Redacted · Patron Interview Identifying
parcel number ·:·
- As of 2015-JAN-01, this property was assessed at $287,800.

Redacted· Patron Interview Identifying Information

Information

(surface

, is owned by the City of

Saskatchewan.
Investigators' comments:
Throughout the interviewllwas evasive when answering questions regarding his
residency and his source of wealth, the two (2) main reasons for the interview. Despite
providing numerous details,
was unable to answer many questions about his own
investments, finances , and businesses.

II

Although.provided numerous details during the interview on the topics of his
residency and his source of wealth that were already known to BCLC, such as having a
Saskatchewan address on an Alberta driver's license, llremained unable to provide a
fixed address, an explanation for how and why he has an Alberta license with a
Saskatchewan address or why he has an Alberta license when he splits his time
between Saskatchewan and BC .
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OSINT searches conducted indicate thallll is the owner of on~mol3
Redacted Patron l nterv ew ldentrf)•1ng lnfornrnt1on
and that he is the owner of
Redacted Palrori lnle "J1ew aent1fy119
on
which was assessed at $287,800 as of 2015-JAN-01 .
Pa•1cn Interview Ide lllf)' ng 1nformat1:n
According to Royallepage.ca, the value of the property at
is $407,500.

a.1#1$
"it&+• re

1n~01ma·

R~da:;ted

~ lthough the value of the
Checks also associat ~ Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng lnformallon
business orllls revenue from the business is not known. However, given
authority to make changes to the business' structure, it can also be assumed·~
has some ownership in the company and therefore likel receives earnings from the
company. OSINT searches have also confirmed that ·· · · · ·. . _.,
is a registered
business (with franchises) althoughlill; association to most o t em is not
corroborated other than by his word .

Ills

The informa,.rovided b-during the interview as well as OSINT ~~a~ches do not
corroborate ··
statement that his net wealth is between $3-4 million. •as unable
to demonstrate any wealth despite being advised in advance that the purpose of the
interview was to confirm his source of wealth and documentation in support of th-ch
as business registration documents, would assist with the goal of the interview.
·. . ·
arrived at the interview with no documentation in support of his statements of wealth or
~.Qf_w~altb altb.Q.u.Qbi provided the investigators with a business card for
and he verbally provided the inv-at?rs the
.
Saskatche~an bus1nes~ number for"1Jf4WMtfllthere. . did not provide any
documentation or a business number or a o 1ng company .

*'fH*Hfl'$P@@

Despite stating that his greatest income earner is from his commercial real estate.
provided no information demonstrating income from any of his business endeavours,
includin from commercial real estate and the commercial property he identifies as his
· .. . ···· :·
location irPA•, which lists company directors asl-9and
·
OSINT checks do not revea- 's ownership of any commercial real
estate, including in BC .
B>llils own admission , he receives partial rent payments in cash to deliberately avoid
declaring his full income to CRA. Also b - own admission, he brings the funds
from the cash-paid rent he receives to the casinos and gambles with the funds.
Reda:;ted

Pa\ron

According to the driver's licens- irovided , his birthday is Interview aen· fyng , therefore ,
he is currently-I!'" years old and will turr*§'M@i!iiii'i"IE!d!I.'*
On 2019-MAY-29, the following was documented inlillls casino profile by BCLC
Investigator T. PLANTE:
. .
- SGI (Saskatchewan Government Insurance) advised thaBs use of a
Saskatchewan address on an Alberta license is suspect;
- SGI reported that the vehiclell uses with Saskatchewan license platellllifM is
legally registered to a numbered company for whictUllls named as the Officer;
- According to SGI,. company registered to thest'Oren vehicle uses the same
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mailing address found orlil• Albert driver's license;
- Alberta Special investigations Unit (SIU) Investigator stated that an Alberta driver's
license should not include an out-of-province, ie. Saskatchewan address;
- Alberta SIU stated that there is no information to indicate thatliisurrendered the
Saskatchewan ~·s license at the time of applying for an Alberta license;
- In 2017-07-27, mreported his Alberta driver's license lost;
- And , Albert SIU will send a fifteen day cancellation letter based on the inaccuracies
provided ir
application for the Alberta DL he reported lost in 2017-07-27 and did
not disclose that he had a valid Saskatchewan DL at the time of application.
After reviewing the ltrak personnel database, PARQ19-34844 LNU (SID:W:il•i is
believed to be the same person asll!lldd a dealer at Grand Villa.

llB

Regarding patro~RQ19-34844 LNU (SID: ·._:
and identified b~ as a dealer named · .. . ·
(SID:MIW) has since been identified as ·- · ·
who recently
enrolled in the Voluntary Self-Excl1:1sion (V@ program an~ is believed to the be same
person asMIM•with GPEB---with GPEB . . is a dealer at Villa.
Comparison of photos in ltrak for all three (3) profiles as well as the fact that all three
have the same first name, they are assessed to be the same person.
On 2019-JUN-08,.attended Hard Rock Casino and defended his presence on the
site by noting he had already had his BCLC interview. Hard Rock staff adviseclll
that his temporary suspension remained in effect according to casino records and he
was required to leave the premises.
In conclusion, it is recommended that a barring request be submitted forll and that
his suspension from gaming in BCLC facilities remains in effect.
·- .,

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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This is Exhibit " 7 5
" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC

IPlli§@l!l@(jfr§ijf"fQf@!.li+!!.i·ll

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-22
Interview Time: 09:00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE , BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-JAN-08 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-JAN-04 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending investigation.
Please advise writer by email when patron attends any site and is notified of this
directive. Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Programs
2019-JAN-02 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE***: Please update patron information on the next
visit and document the information in the subject profile. This includes confirming
current address, phone, occupation, AND the company name for employees and
business owners. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
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2018-AUG-01 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2018-MAR-12 BCLC For Fintrac purposes; NO further gaming at any BCLC sites until
valid photo ID is obtained and scanned into subject profile. Advise BCLC Tom Plane
when ID is obtained.

Recent Activity:
Last LCT was from 2018-DEC at River Rock. 70 LCTs total.
Her profile at this time shows:

Bl : $662,470.00
FX: $8,660.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $166,775.00
DISBURSEMENT: $258,657 .50

Occupation: Manager
Company:

Redacteo

Patron Interview ldent1'y119 ln1orrna: on

History:
•

IN2018008.
. 2018-DEC -14, Parq Vancouverpasses with : . both directions).

II engaged in multiple chip
·

Civil Courts:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Claims), opened 2003-APR-25
Recent Activity: January 2019
IN20180080757-see above
2019-JAN-06-Attended Parq and was told of suspension .

2

(Provincial Small
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Patron appears to attend BCLC facilities (using Encore card) approximately 2-3 x per
week.

Discussion Points:
IN20180080757
Relationship with -

sow

....

SOF

Specific Questions to Ask:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
1. Confirm address
and
telephone numbers.
• Who owns this home? Does she rent or own it?
2. Citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
3. Clarify occupation Reda:ted ::Jatron lnterv ew ldent1fy1ng lnfo·mati:rn
4. Other sources of wealth?
5. What was the purpose o f . visit to Parq Vancouver on 2018-DEC-14?
6. With whom did she attend/gamble?
7. What was the nature of her activities during this gaming session?
8. How does she kno ._·-·- :·
From where/whom? Since when?
9. Contact information for ..10. What does she know about

•

Address?

•
•
•

Email?
Occupation?
Associates in Lower Mainland?

•
•

Source of wealth?
Source of funds?

•
•

Purpose of visit to Canada and Parq?
How doesllfund his gambling in Canada?

II

• From whom else does
acquire chips/cash?
11 . Gambling habits
• How often do you gamble?
• Where? With whom?
• Why Parq?
• Preferred games?
• Budget?
• Source of funds? (Previous large buy-ins using small denominations)

Interpreter required: Yes
3
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Interview Results:
- People often a s . to ~et !or them becaus~ .she is known as a pushover.
-When othei;arons a s - o bet for them .•
feels too bad to say no; when the
patron losesD never asks to have her chips reimbursed and she never takes a
commission or charges a fee for giving chips or even asks to be repaid.
llmcan ejj' give between $50-$300 in chips.
- The most ·: · has given to a single patron is $6,000 worth of chips total over multiple
sions; the $6,000 worth of chips was never repaid.
does not know this patron's name although it is a female and this incident
•
occurred more than five (5) years ago.
-·practices Buddhism and believes that if someone does not want to reimburse her
the money/chips, she should not force it.
recognized a photograph o f l M • although she does not know this patron's
name.
- During one gaming session witrlllwas in Jade East, an unidentified male patron did
not have time to colour-change his chips in order to place a bet solillsaid she would
wager for him, which she did.
illloverhearc:ilMtelling the other patron that she would wa~or him so •
approached her table and asked her to wager for him as well ; illhad been playing at a
nearby table.
did wager forlland assed him the winnings.
-.. ·. later passed chiP.S to ·.· o repay her for the buy-in.
- ·. continued to ask -.·· to wager for him so she passed him approximately $1 ,000
worth of chips.
admits that there was chip passing between her and
because the bet had
gone through , it had won and thenlmfelt he was entitled to the winnings.
- Casino staff toldlllthat she cannot bet for Ilsa he was forced to give the chips
back toB however he wanted them back so there was another chip pass .
•
does not know m;r anything about him ; she has no relationship with him .

.
I

II

-II

-·resides a , Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
- - ..': stays for free at this home, which is owned b
- The address that BCLC had on record fo
belongs to the compan~ ..· works for.
'.7 works as a Sales Manager for · .. · - · .· ' ,
seafood distributor, which is a
BC company;
is the English translation of the Chinese name .
Reaac' ed Pat ron 1n·erv1ew
was previously named Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
also
1dent fy11g ln'om1.:1:1on
worked for previously.

··-71-

··- - . -- .- .... - ..

-llllpreviously owned a travel agency with an
company translated in English from Chinese is Redacted Patron nterv ew ldent1'y1ng lnfoT1at1on
travel
agency.
- The company was previously registered in BC and was dissolved circa 2006/2007 .
4
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- The company started to lose money when one of the agents employed byllwas
stealing from the company.
business partner insisted on suing the employee who was · -ing in an effort to
recuperate some of the lost funds ; as one of the business owners, -· was therefore
in the court documents.
ould only document approximately $7,000 worth of theft although the amount was
•
estimated to be much higher.
- A company with the same name exists in Las Vegas, Nevada and is owned by a friend
o.s.

-Ills

Investigator's Comments:
lllwas assessed to be open and forthcoming during the interview. She was willing to
answer every question asked and readily provided elaborations to ensure
comprehension , including showing the investigators communications and images on her
phone relating to her employment.
. s explanation of her interaction withll'lii i'i~rq Vancouver on 2018-DEC-14 is
supported by casino records. descri • •n of
behaviour at Parq on this date
is consistent with previous reporting about·:: repeated~ asking individuals for money
~r ch\?_ (see IN20190000480 and interview summary o rar.mfdi• 'Wl2D"r.oom:m.

ms

PIM•.
llllspoke easily and enthusiastically about her employment and appeared very
knowledgeable about the seafood industry. The investigators assess that &has a
legitimate source of wealth that supports her level of gaming.
Redacted

Pa· ron 1n·crv1cw lde1trfy ng

A search of ltrak shows no other patron profiles with the address
ln'c1mci·on
•lll'W According to BC Assessment, the most recent eva1·
· . for the home
indicates its value is $3,848,000.00. Investigators have updated . ·.. casino profile to
reflect her address and employer as she provided during the interview.
lnte J1en
Open source checks have not been able to confirm the existence of Redacted Patron
'
company, let alone one registered in this name in British Columbia (BC). That being
said, online searches of the name using Chinese characters resolved to images for the
company (images of seafood), but no website was found .

1111 was advised by the investigators to stop giving out chips and she was explained the
rationale behind the need to track proper ownership of funds/chips in casinos which
she now understands. Further to the information above, the suspension o~ play
has been lifted however, she remains subject to buying-in only with source~/chips.
Sheila Bondesen
BCLC AML Investigations

5
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This is Exhibit " 1
to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC I

d@§f'IHMibl&!.!Hifoh!H "*

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-02
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA

Contact Approach: Patron was advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
•
was placed on sourced cash conditions as a result of some UFT's occurring at
RRCR from 2016-AUG-01 through 2016-AUG-04.

Recent Activity:
On 2016-AUG-11 llwas placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:
2016-AUG-11 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Ross ALDERSON , Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC AML
Unit
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The focus of the interview will be discussing incidents of note, establishing SOF and
SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC.
History:

II has generated 15 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-MAY.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have averaged $20,000 per visit , in large part small denomination bills.
The follow RRCR incidents occurring 2017-AUG-01 through 2017-AUG-04 can be
summarized as follows :
Incident 16-43945: 2017-AUG-011··
· bought in for $20,000 in $20's.
Incident 16-44311 : 2017-AUG-03 · . bought in for $20K in $20's. Later he received a
ba containin a rox. 15K in cash for buying in from a male identified asl•MMIM
·
·
· · ·· · .- . and a male
identified as
was seen
meeting with a
acquired the money (short drive
around the block).
The $15K in mixed bills was refused by the casino due to the delivery of funds to a 3rd
party.
Incidents 16-44555 (41h) and 16-44707(51h): l l was observed meeting with aMIJIU
down Charles street where he got a black bag containing $20K in $20's. As a result of
the off-site delive the bu in was re~d.
2016-AUG-05, .. ·:· .· . ·:· :· picked.up outsicye resort (driving
Caravan) ._·· · ··
drove· ··· to the west parkade. Ill exited carrying a Quaker
Oatmeal box that contained $20,000 in mixed bills. Buy in refused and cash returned to

am•

..

Occupation:

Printing Shop Owner
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address in China is current.

2
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2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how lo~e has been
working there and where the business is located and what•s role or job
title is.
4. Prior to being placed on conditions
bills.

II was using large volumes of small

a. Where did this money come from?
b. How does he make the arrangements?
5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
· with being related to criminal activity.
7. Encourage. to use his PGF account. Review of Ills ?asino profile
confirms he · oes not hold a PGF account at any BC Casino.
8. Cautiorllllagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC may put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
9. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RRCR 16-43945 (AUG-01 ):

1. Where did the $20,000 in $20 bills come from?

a. How did he make the arrangements to get it (he resides in China)?
RRCR 16-44311 (3rd):

1.
2.
3.
4.

Reaacted - Pa• ron
How does he know 1ter\'1
ew ldent1'y1ng
I nforma• on
'
How does he know
1nten:1e111 ldent1fymg
Does he know who dropped off the $15K in the Redacte:I Patron
11format1on
Redacted - Pat ro, lnterJ1ew
Does
help him get his money when he's in Canada?

RRCR16-44555(41h):

1. Who did he meet on Charles st to get the $20,000?
RRCR16-44707 (51h):

3
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1. Di< - - provide him with the Oatmeal box? Where did he get the
money from?

BCLC Conditions.will likely remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt,
sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized
financial institution).
Interview Results:

~ -onfirmed the China address BCLC has on file is his current address.
-,. He does not own property in Canada but mentioned he has a son and ex-wife
that live in Canada.
Y He only visits Canada for 6-7 days at a time, usually staying in the hotel but on
some occasions stays with his son.
Y
confirmed his occupation as the owner of a printing business in China.
o He indicated it is a family run business.
o In addition to the printing business he runs a number of factories in China.
o
does not have any business interests in Canada.
Y
indicated most of the cash he was bringing into the casino was cash returned
to him by people who owned him money.
~ lllshowed investigators a text conversation on his phone between himself and
1
an induvial whose name showed up as •·r.r.1111r · • . • •· ·.: • tor LEE noted a
Chine~aracter next to the name that translates t
· ·
o ilmclaimed this individual owed him $700,000 RB (roughly $140,000
CON).
o As per the text conversation this individual had paid back $300,000 RB
still owes him $400,000 RB (roughly $80,000 CON).
o
indicated he's been chasing this individual for a long time trying to
recover his money.
o The majority of the moneyll used over the period in AUG-2016 was
funds paid back to him from the individual texting with him .
~ llllstated that a lot of people owe him money. He tends to lend money out to
other.. biers in the casino , even to those he does not know well.
o . : . stated a dealer at RRCR named
witnessed him losing
money to another player after BCLC placed him on conditions.
o He advised that after his buy in was refused he tried to get another player
to buy in for him. That buy in was also refused and the player left the
~no with his money.
o -suggested we could talk tcWawho according toRwitnessed
this ~nd called him "stupid" for trusting str~.n :rs with hi~ mone~
o Review of !Trak personnel sugg
·
ed by-as
having a chubby face) could be
· ·
· · ·
GPEB registration
-(dealer at RRCR).

II

1111

II

Ii

•1r=
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~ llllhas not heard of or been offered to be taken to any underground or "private"

casino(s) . He explained he doesn't go to (BCLC) casinos or visit Canada that
often and when he is here it's only for on average 7 days at a time.
RE RRCR 16-43945 (AUG-01):

~ •explained this is a portion of the money the individual in the text paid back to
him . •
o .' .. added he has no idea where the money he was being paid back with
comes from.
RE RRCR 16-44311 (3rd):

>-

When asked about

Redactej

Patron nter.:1ew ldent1'ymg
nfo1mat1on

explained that she also owes him

mone~ .

o

o
o
o

iii explained that he was gambling witl • • at RRCR when he
received a call that a portion of the money owed to him by the text
message ~ual would be dropped off to him.
He asked- to go outside to pick up his m ; a r him , she agreed.
When the casino refused the buy in they made ·: · , · take the money
back as it orig1nated from her.
According to I - l e f t the casino with his money andM•now
owed 1W1e money.
.. ..
• mwent on to explain he had difficulty trackin- down but
eventual! ot a hold of her through the phone number he had for
her and .. · s mother.
• According t ·:· · -·· - · ·. still owes him a relatively smaller amount
of money.

RE RRCR16-44555(4th):

>- - i d not speak specifically to this incident but the impression was it was also
money the person from the text message sent to him as re-payment.
RE RRCR16-44707 (5th):

>- iii did not know wh

Redacteo Patron
1n·erv1e\\ tde111 • n

is. He believed thami·" is simply the
individual the person who was paying him back money had sent to drop off his
money.
•

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking
notes.

Investigator Comments:

5
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l lwas respectful throughout the interview and willing to answer investigators
questioning.
. ... .
The impression was that.
s a little too trusting of people in general in lending money
to strangers. There was no indication that he gains anything from lending money to
people (interest).

toll

According
the series of buy ins occurring in 2016-AUG was all attributed to the
money owed to him by the individual in the text messages, paid back in segments.
The iTrak subject database (includin. 's known casino associates) was searched for
combinations oflif1..1M and/or• M I ;..with no clear matches.
l l l lwas advised that moving forward he would need use an account and all cash needs
to be accompanied by a receipt.

I I does not hold an account at a CON Fii but advices he may be able to obtain
sourced funds through his ex-wife.
The investigator suggests. :- :should remain on sourced cond itions as his source of
funds is still unconfirmed . :-. : _ casino profile has been updated to reflect this.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Inve stigation s

6
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:

NAM :

Redacted - Patron Interview

lden11fy1ng lnforma11on
SID#
Interview Date : October-?, 2015
Interview Time : 13 :50 hours
Interview Location :
Edgewater Salon
Language spoken: Mandarin BCLC Stone LEE translator
BCLC iTrak file : 15- 52246

Investigators:
Stone LEE
Thomas Plante

II

Synopsis:.as originally booked for this BCLC Interview on October 1, 2015 2:00PM.
was apparently confused abou! the time and the interview and was over an hour late. lnte~ did
not take place. LEE contactecllll, Interview was re booked for October 7, 2015 2:00 PM. Ill
arrived at Edgewater Casino at 13:45 hours. Times and location was agreed upon bYililthrough
BCLC LEE. Interview was conducted in at Private Salon at Edgewater Casino that was arranged
by VIP Host Sam PARK.
Conditions surroundin~ inability to use un-sourced cash/chips were explained to him.B
was educated reilJing casino PGF accounts and acknowledged he currently uses his PGF. It
was learned Iha·:· · currently has $SOK to $60K in chips in his possession of Edgewater Chips at
his home. Arrangements to be made to have these chips brought in and redeemed.
This interview went for sixty five minutes and was well received. was respectful and at no time
did it become heated or hostile.

The following points of interest were learnt fronill
Reg~g

the un-sourced cash:

.

- Ill was cooperative in describing how his money is brought into the casino. iii stated that

the cash are casino winnings, and that he will end a session of play, take chips off site and
return with these chips to resume play on another date.lil!lstated he has cash on hand at
home.
- llllappeared to know he was up about $800 Kin casino winnings.
When asked about buy ins conducted with small bills, he stated that he has friends in the
supermarkets that know he plays big in the casinos and they give him their small bills in
exchange for his $1 OOs.
Does not have cash dropped off at the casino
Does not borrow cash or chips from others, comes with friends, family and relatives.

Issues with PGF accounts:
Has a PGF account at Edgewater, doesn't use it much states it's a hassle, takes too long to
get a cheque and usually takes his chips home.
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Ju.rilling to II.lg in Bank Drafts to be placed into his PGF account. PGF was explained to
._.. does have a Canadian Back, abandoned chip policy explained.
PGF takes too long and at the end of a session he just wants to go home, doesn't want to
wait around.

Ill by LEE.

Unde'iijund Casino(s):
:·'. stated he has no knowledge of any underground casinos.
- LEE made it clear t~bout attending underground casinos not managed by BCLC.
These sites are illegal and he could be liable for prosecution.Ill understood.

Education RE Conditions andliid-options:
- •.
· currently has about $50 to $60 K in Edgewater chips at his residence.
· was advised that LEE would be in touch about how best to bring the chips he currently
.mat home back to the casino.
lllwas open to using bank drafts into his PGF & using the cash ($100 bills) he had been
paid out with and using these bills for future buy in's
Abandoned chip policy was explained, more explanation was provided about the use of
PGF, not being in possession of large amounts of cash- safety concerns, Make better use of
J;gino cheques.
- 111was advised of the restrictions placed on him in regards to un-sourced cash/ cash and
that cash would have to be accompanied by a Bank receipt

llils suggestions/comments:
Having a safety deposit boxes to store players chips
Understands why BCLC is taking these steps did not find it to be outrageous.
Credit offered by the Casino site. NOT a cheque but look at a person's wealth - credit should
be based on that
BCLC Cliental is shrinking - too heavily regulated; players are travelling more to Las Vegas
to play.

Interviewer comments:
- llllwas adamant that he has loti.,Q.f.money. His current listed occupation as
a farmer I rancher was ad~ss.
stated it was his wife who owned the
farm and he works on it.
has multiple business interests in China in realestate and Education - private schools.
- 11111 also stated he is able to access Canadian currency in Canada through a
friend (unnamed) and payback occurs from his China bank back to his
associates account.

a

m

BCLC's AML unit will need to provide direction to be passed t e l l with regards to the $50 - $60K in
chips he has at his residence .
A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATTO
and Kris GADE.

2
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Redacted - Patron Interview ldcnt1fy1ng
Information

BCLC llS

Patron Interviewed:

=

Reda:ted uatrcn
NAM tnter.•1ew
ae n· fyng
'lfor m al10 '1
SID#
Interview Date: 2016-JUN-10
Interview Time: 1145hrs
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve Beeksma

Reason for Interview:
The following questions during the course of this interview:
1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. Confirm her occupation and how long she has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Impress upon her that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
4. She has been using PGF accounts but she should be encouraged to
continue doing this.
5. How well does she kno.aM!f!lllmW
6. Why did she give her purse to -

on the 2nd7

7. It appears that this was to facilitate a cash delivery, was this the case?
8. What w i l l - e l l us?
9. On June 3rd where did you get the money from for your buy in?
10. On June 4th who was driving th :.

Reda::;ted 0 a• rcn 1n·erv1ew
cen· fy ng 1forma110,

?

11. Do you understand why the transaction was refused?
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12. What rate did she have to pay to use this cash?

13. Where did you get the chips that you passed to

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

?

14. Ensure she understands the conditions and if she does not comply she
will not be allowed to play.
15. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interview Results:

•

stated in part the following:

• 11111 confirmed she is still currently the

Financial Controller for a Chemical
Company based out of China. The company name is loosely translated a s W
Redacted Patro n 11rerv1ew lden:if)' ng , lformat10 1
. She explained the company specializes in refining
raw materials into other materials/chemicals.
Red<J:::ted Pat ron ln'e rv1ew lde!ll1fy1ng tnrorrnallo'l
• Address is still current as on file
• She will continue to use her PGF account. She was fine with this as it helps
control her spending.
o As a side n o t - indicated she doesn 't like using her bank because
every time she does a large transaction the manager comes out and asks
her what she needs the money for.
o It's embarrassing when they see she 's using it for the casino and she feels
like she 's doing something bad.
Pat101 lnte·v1ew
• 1111 confirmed that the unknown female seen operating the Redacted
lden11ry1ng lnfo 'mat1on
and dropping off money is named ··
(she spelled out the name for
investi ators but with ·ust on
is a close friend or "little sister" of
A search of subjects shows no possible match tolllB however she is
described as younger and tall . llllfllinked casino associate
Redactea Patron
ln'erv1ew tde1trfy ng
) fits the description as a possible match .
o " 8 f a 1 W r a y_be able to search by DL# to confirm if l'lllhas a
· . . "1.
registered to her.
RegarMJ the 2016-JUN-02 EDGE incident:
o ·:: describedlM8 as a close friend and stated they've known each
other since she first came to Canada in 2009 .
o lllhad cash at her house and in her words was too lazy to go home and
get it so she arranged for her "friend " to pick it up. Investigators learned
her friend in this instance was also
(this
occurred off camera and was not confirmed previously).
o
stated the cash ($50K in $1 OO 's) was an accumulation of money
disbursed to her from recent visits to RRCR.
o

•

BM$!$$

Ill

2
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o ~as helpingll.ll meet • • •· who was dropping off her money as
to take a phone call (in the washroom).
Regarilthe 2016-JUN-03 RRCR incident:
o _·.. · ndicated she received the cash this date ($50,000 in $20 's) from a
wire transfer place.
o She was asked if the wire transfer place provides receipts. She hesitated
or seemed to not understand then stated she doesn't keep the receipts.
o She went on to explain that she will often wire larger amounts (from
China) and some will go directly into her account and the rest is provided
as cash. For example: For a $230,000 wire, $200 ,000 would go directly to
her account and the remaining $30,000 would be provided as cash.
o She explained she gets around the $50,000 maximum per year per person
rule by getting multiple friends/relatives to send the money.
o
indicated she actually prefers $20 's because she has kids in activities
and they often need money. She would rather give them 1 or 2 $20 's than
have to give them $1 OO 's.
Regaw.io,g, the 2016-JUN-04 RRCR incident (refused transaction).
o . . indicated she attempted to use the ATM this date to get money from
her Chinese Credit Card but her accounts were not linked and all she
could get was $100.
o She called her friend •ll1T" and asked if she had any money she could
borrow.Wl.11• stated she had about $40,000 to $50,000 she could lend
her and she agreed to bring it to her.
o When the transaction was refusedlll indicated she was told it was
"because of BCLC". The BCLC Directive was not put in place until 2016JUN-06 (2 days later). Enquires with site surveillance staff indicate that
GCGC surveillance upper management may have implemented a protocol
whereby anytime a cash delivery is observed the transaction is to be
refused (cash returned to patron).
. .
o lillcould not recall being involved in a chip pass wit. .this date
(after the buy in as refused). She indicated she had approx. $3 ,800 in
chips from her last gaming session that she gambled with. She made
some money and cashed out for $10,000. LCT records confirm that at
0054hrs (actual date of 2016-JUN-07) she cashed out for $1 OK with no
buy in. She may have been getting her days confused.
Regarding "underground casinos:
ollllstated she has never heard of these and asked "where is that"?

llhad

•

Ill

•

•

Interview terminated at 1300hrs.
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Steve Beeksma taking notes.

3
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LEE explained that sanctions have been placed on ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips. l lwas encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.
Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

II

BCLC Sanctions:
continues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs, BCLC , on June 61h , 2016 .

Investigator Comments:
l l lwas cooperative with the investigators questioning and seemed nervous but more
comfortable toward the end.

II

It was reiterated to
that attempts to circumvent her conditions could affect her ability
to gamble in the casino .
mvas advised her sourced cash conditions will remain in effect.
Efforts will continue to identify -

and the license plate number of the

Redacted - Patron

Interview Identifying

Executive Host Lisa GAO was located following the interview and advised of same.
Steve Beeksma
AML Investigations

4
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scLc 1s§ff'MMH!ii'MHMh*

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-28
Interview Time: 1200 hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patrons to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
***NOTE
Language:
Mandarin

Reda:ted Patron
1n•erv1ew 1oen· fy ng

are husband/wife***
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Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview forll

Recent Activity:

l l f - has generated 72 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-AUG
All incidents associated toll! have been generated in 2017, with a trend of assistingli"-

11 circumvent conditions
"""'OfN~"

Appearsiilll is a seasonal players

On 2017-NOV-15 --placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning .

History:

• l l i s associated as a participant to 6 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as
unusual transactions (2 still open). 2x·b~i~in with $20'sj$20k range) , 1x cash
facilitation per below, 1x buy in and play for-·r.r.F.lil .ail!\M'ir""·filil"' w present)and the
$1 OOk buy-in by LIU Nov 15th and attempted buy-in of $1 OOk delivered b y • l l l ! l l •
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF and their
relationship to below noted .
Per below, what is your relationship to the following:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
INCIDENT:170034194
2017-JUN-14
16: 18 hrs
Redacted Patro, lnte'V1ew
MflWwas the driver of
n ln'crmal on
when Reda:::ted Pa rcn lnte1v1e\\ Ide l11f} n;i nformatl:J 1
collected a
bag containing $1000x100=$100,000 from the car (while idling in front of Sea Harbour) .
Iden!~

2
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lf'A•then parked the vehicle and she,
Salon.

Redacted Patio l lnte •v1ew
ldent1fy1ng lnfo•malton

exited and proceeded to the

INCIDENT: 170065228
2017-NOV-15
RRCR
17:56 hrs
Iii on site with $100k in $50's - loses all (arrived withMW
21 :57 hrs
arrived on site in witl-Wwho was driving her.Ml
. · ered a green shopping bag tollll'.placed it by his feet at the table in VIP
•
attempted a buy in using $50's from the bag wrapped in elastics and then
•
wra~eaain in ne. .aper (denied).
Patron lnte·v1en
wma.-.ar.ylf"'na.1aw
all then left together in Redacted
Jnformat on
ldent1f 1n- Information
0120 hrs

•r'·ii!mr.&r.(IJjfil. arrived back on site in thel"J.il•
.; ;

:es 3x$3k=$9k buy-in's all in a row with $50's (likely the same denied for

..

II

****
Re:::lacted

Patro1 lnterJrew oent1fyv1g lnforma• on

Bought in $47, 950 in total with $20k in $50's believed to be from thelillldenied buy-in

Since•s first LCT in 2013 his transactions are as follows:
Bl : $1 ,384,900
FX: $0
PGF: $0
DSB:$970,890
Average Bl : $20-$25k ... .... ..... .... .. ? why the increase in play?

Occupation:
Food Distributor

Company:
Reda:;ted 0 atron lnterv €\\
lden·1fy ng 'lforma!IO'l

Related Incident Questions:
3
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Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?
Why was it wrapped in newspaper?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current

a. Do they own or rent?/ Where is your primary residence?
2. What is the source of their wealth?
3. Confirmilll occupation/source of income including how long he has
been workin'Q there and where the business is located.
4. Educate them with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encourageilll to use a PGF account.

7. Caution lill against using funds belonging to others to conduct buyin 's/facilitate their play (i.e.MMNM Should this behaviour continue BCLC
might put further restrictions on their ability to buy in at BC Casinos.

8. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS .
Interview Results:

During the course of this interviev.fil'IM stated the following:
He primarily lives in China and comes to Canada on a visitor visa a couple times a
year and enjoys playing a the Casino when here as there is not much else to do
other than hang with family
He arrived on 2017-0CT-07 and is leaving 2017-NOV-29 with his wife
He. has no recollectio~ ~f giving llllm r:ioney in .2017-JUN (in review of the
1nc1dent 1t was a poss1bl/1ty his w~1cle was involved)
4
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- llllnet ~ear ago at the Casino; he does not know him otherwise.
llll<nows - , has known him for 2-3 years and again knows him form playing
at the Casino
- 1111 states he knows o• I • . only recently met her, again through playing at the
Casino
With respect to the $100K his wife retrieved for him on 2017-NOV-15, he does not
recall the date specifically but at times he will ask her to go home and get more
money for him
The $200k used November 15, 2017 all came from the house and was pay back
from loans ($1 OOk denied)
He wraps money in newspaper, it is just a habit
The money came from a friend of his to whom he had lent money in China
His friend had money he had intended to use to purchase real estate for his son
attending university here but the friends son went home, no property purchased , so
his friend paid him back for some of the money owing with the $200K he produced
on the evening in question .
He has had the money for a while, was down and asked his wife to go pick it up
After the second buy-in was denied he, his wife and W;.Q• went to Parq where he
asked her to buy-in but they were denied.
He keeps money at his home and in a safety deposit box
He prefers to keep his cash at home as it is easier to access
He did not know about PGF's (was educated by LEE)
There is no real "reason" whey he was buying in so high , he just felt like it and had
the cash on hand
He has played fo• •· it's just cultural if a friend runs out and you can help out
you do (since cautioned by LEE against this behaviour)
Often when dealing with business acquaintances a loan of $1Ok or, just helping out
is nothing when you consider the millions in business you may loose if you turn
someone down.
lnte '.'V 1e.>1 lden11fy119
His wife is the owner of th ...- Redactea Patro1
Information
The amount he gambles does not affect his personal life and wealth in terms of
overall wealth in any way
He did not give anyone money form the $100K denied buy-in to use that evening
The home they live in is one they built, they tore down the house they owned 5 years
ago and rebuilt using a contractor their neighbour used.

BCLC Conditions:

lllsourced cash chips .
2017-NOV-23
.
In discussion with D. Tottenham ,llllhas had his gaming privileges suspended
pending interview per BCLC AML .

Investigators Comments:
5
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was forthcoming and appeared quite relaxed during the interview.
•
did not seem concerned about using a PGF account advising he will see what AM L
management decides when he returns to Canada for another visit.
2017-DEC-06
Summary forwarded to AML management for review and advised• is to be kept on
sourced cash/chip conditions.
Profile/spreadsheet updated, interview filed .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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BCLC IS

hiffi§Eii,ffji!MIM'%*

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-0CT-23
Interview Time: 1245hrs
Interview Location : RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
l l s is presently on full cash/chip conditions with his play suspended pending interview with
investigators.
Recent Activity:
•

has generated 79 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-DEC .
On 2017-JUL-19, as a result of an $80+K . a t River Rock which involved cash provided by
3rd parties , the following comment added t ·
SID profile:
2017-JUL-19***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager
AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
On 2017-AUG-03 the following comment was updated orllls casino profile essentially
suspending play pending interview with BCLC investigators:
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2017-AUG-03***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed in any BCLC
sites until interviewed by BCLC AML Unit. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services
at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC AML
Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML
Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.

Ill occupation as a "student" does not clearly aid in establishing SOF or SOW.
History:
Redacted - FINTRAC
Redacted - FINTRAC

p

of younger gamblers, most also listed as students . BCLC has interview some oi Ws
associates and in most cases they claim to be financed by parents overseas and money may
come from exchange/wire transfer businesses .

l l l iolds PGF accoun• 1 8 • at PARQ Casino . He has used his PGF account twice since
opening his account in 2017-JUL (after being placed on conditions).
lncident(s) to discuss:
2017-JUL-19 I 17-41193 I UFT-PARQ/EDGE: LIU conducted $88 500 in cash bu. ins ~all $100
bills). $38,500 was received from a feml l i . sociate
..
identified aafti§@i@@@ji§i@h)M
aining $50 ,000 was provided to. :·. ..
a male associate identif~E?.d
In both instances it was suspecte ·· was purchasing chips
w o a een
p
on conditions by BCLC's AML Unit.

*"+*·
-ijt1•
f0tlf;lii!i

-

Occupation:
Student- -

RE 2017-JUL-19/17-41193 / UFT-PARQ/EDGE::
1. Where did he acquire the $88K in cash (footage shows some came
some fronilll?

. ··a.

•

-

.. .- .

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
b.

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information

2

frorr lifl• and
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
C.

3. Educate1 -·; regarding BCLC's concerns surround the source of these funds.
4. Caution :.: against using associates/3'd parties to conduct transaction on his behalf.
This could result in a suspension from BC Casinos .
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he reside primarily in Canada?
b. Does he own or rent?
i. Who owns the house?
c. Who are th•J..W• Casino records show up to 3 other individuals (not
linked as associates ot l l l also reside at this address.
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Information

i. What is his father's occupation?
ii. Casino records show him as a Construction Company Owner.
iii. Ask for company name.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
a. If he is financed by parents overseas explain the process of how he gets
money in Canada .
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as a student atW I •
a. What is/was he studying? Is he still registered as a student there? Does
he have any source of income in Canada?
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced cash is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Whenl ldoes bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. How does he make the arrangements?
6. Encourageliil to utilize his PGF account as his primary source of funds to
gamblewitr
7. Doe::mll 1ave any casino chips at home? Does he make a habit of leaving with
chips if so from where (which casino(s)) and how many?
3
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8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes , LEE translating with COUSINS taking notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

qcoaC"ed Pa"on
lnte 111e11 ldenll"yng

stated the following :

Pa·1cn Interview
He is no longer a student a Redacted
cen· f n 1format1o"l
While at the college he was in a Hospitality Management program
He did not complete the program
He now works for the family business , a Real Estate Development /Construction
company
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
The company name i •
(confirmed via
Google wherellllis listed as a shareholder; the company also lists furrier retailer,
tennis/basketball court construction/general construction and land development as
some of their ventures)
He lives primarily in China
The home at
is a family holiday home
owned by his father
None of his family live in Canada on a permanent basis
He is currently on a visitor visa and Qlanning to stay: 4-5 months
He is in Canada with his
they married 2018AUG 18
Pat ro n 1n·erv1ew Identify ng 1,fom1a!101
His fathe
and mum Redacted Patron Interview lde'ltrfymg 1nformat101
may
come out in Chinese new Year
His Auntie,
also uses the house when she visits
He has one sibling, an older sister who lives in China
Neither he nor any member of his family have any other investments in Canada
Neither he nor any member of his family have
business ventures in Canada
He was friends (though school)
Rejacted - Patro'l
) but they too have returned to live on more of a full time basis in China
11ten. ew ldent1f in.
and they have lost touch
He also knows
through the Casinol
When he was in school his annual allowance was around $200K but if he needed
more his father would get the money to him
He learned of the "wire transfer method" via money exchange though school friends
He also has Canadian Bank Accounts at TD , BMO and possibly RBC
Any money he received from
is repayment from loaning them money after
he
had won at play
0
He is not certain where the repayment money came from, butE&1•ra11iJ ·"• also used
money exchanges to access Canadian funds

wifeP'i·'Hl!MH§-%8¥1@Ufi!+*;

~edacted

8,;
wittf#f@lii!ZMl§fii§fyln!iihMl·!i,,f!i!.!.F

1111

Min•

4
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Whether he owed $20's or $100's he never gave it much thought, it was all money
to him
He has been approached on a number of occasions by both males and female "loan
sharks" offering cash at a weekly or monthly rate
The interest is "ridiculously" high, he has never used a loan shark
The "loan sharks" are primarily_fantonese and Vietnamese
On one occasion he was withll\land they ran out of money, it was after hours anctlj
ggested they go home
advised he could get them money via an exchange
hooked up with
-•. .
- - ·.
who facilitated a wire
exchange of money from . -: s account in China to the exchange facility in China and
on~~ t~e transfer ~as comple!~IJ?llYl?m• then gave the cash tciil with a
fac11itat1on rate skimmed by 11•:=!1!:
After that incident!leysed• l.UY!m'.\• himself 2-3x to ._
The facilitator •Jim) had an accent that is NOT from ·.-• M M l l sounding and was in his -- •. -, •. •
iil-lilli-liliAliillilllilt.il~illlli
Ffe 1s aware of underground casinos, there are numerous
He has never been to one
There is always chatter in the Casinos about them
He is not holding any chips
He does not like playing at RRCR as it has a "gangster" atmosphere, everyone
thinks they are the best, the players are all Asian where as he can mix with
westerners at other casinos and the atmosphere is much more pleasant

·=

BCLC Conditions:l l lis on full sourced cash/chip conditions . Post interview his ability to
gamble has been reinstated however it is recommended that he remain on sourced cash/chip
conditions _
Investigator Comments:
- .::· was very forthcoming in his interview
:-_; _ has been educated by LEE with respect to the new SOF Directive a BC Casinos as
well and reminding him he is on full source cash/chip conditions
The requirement for a receipt was reinforced with him
PGF was encouraged
He was advised against any chip/cash passing (even with family)
Recommend he stay on full cash/chip conditions
**Of notE5.i1 and his wifel l .used a BMO Bank Draft to facilitate play after the interview **

2018-0CT-24
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
Review

5
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2018-0CT-25
Interview approved for filing by TOTTENHAM and has been filed.

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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This is Exhibit " g I
" to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Commi oner D king Affidavits for the
Province of British Columbia
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BCLC I

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date : 2017-NOV-30
Interview Time: 1230hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

I I has generated 16 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-DEC .
On 2017-MAR-16 - placed on sourced cash/ch ips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning .
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF a s - attempted
buy-in of $17,005 was the result of a cash drop off (see below).
- h a s been using his PGF on occasion since he opened it in January 2017.

S i n e - first LCT in 2013 his transactions are as follows :
Bi : $426,155
FX: $0
PGF: $276,000
DSB:$335,000
Average Bl : $20k

Occupation:
CEO

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

LCT-SOF??

Inc: 170007247
Rejactea

Patio 1 lnte v1ev1 laent1fy11g

Footage begins on 2017-FEB-05 at approximately 1632hrs as •
lnfo·r1at1:::n
pulled
Redacted
Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
into 'The Hotel" driveway. This
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
could be the same vehicle that has been noted
in recent cash/patron drop offs. Due to the position of the available cameras no plate info could
be obtained on this date.

patrorf@l§*!d.i.f!i§M'l'*ffl@'h*

Th•MW.arked in the driveway, it was noted that
approached the vehicle and was viewed standing next to the passenger front window accepting
a brown paper bag. The driver was an older male and the front passenger was an older female.
Once the bag was passed t
drove eastbound on River Road then turned
right onto Great Canadian Way heading southbound.

2
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750x$20.00 & 401x$5.00 for a total value of $17,005.00 .
•

Ill

ntered the Salon private cash cage at 1635hrs to conduct his cash buy in.
placed the
"J<Jeh/'s est 1851 " brown paper gift bag onto the le···
removed a large bundle of bills that
were in a clear plastic bag with a knot on the top. ·· :· removed the clear bag and presented two
stacks of bills, one bundle of $5's had a small yellow sticky note with (1000) on it. The bills were
held together with multiple elastics bands.

111 was given his same funds back; they were put into the "Kieh/'s " brown paper bag.

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encourag.

to use his PGF account.

II

7. Caution
against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.

3
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Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacled Patro'l lnter11e:r1
ldent1'yng ln'orm at on

"'-

tated the following :

MW

He owns the town home on
His wife and 13yr old live here
Depending on how busy he is with work dictates how often and how long he is in
Canada .
He tries to come over 4-5x/year
He arrived two days ago and is here for only a week this time

- ilimary residence is China
·-:_ · is a tutoring school
and his brother own the Franchise on Chine, they have 30 schools
They bill by the number of visits; not a "tuition" based school
During the incident of not - cash drop off he was her cle31brating Chinese New Year
He had been in the Casino prior to the incident and he was running out of chips. The
site offered to comp him a cab but he was not confident in his English to be able to
Reda::::1ed -=>atron
he cabbie to know where he wanted to go so he called his frien 1 l nterJ1cw acn•rf in
(NOF iTrak) to bring the money
•
The money was his from his home
The reason the denominations were low was because they (he and his wife) has
specifically wanted them for Chinese New Year so they could pass out red
envelopes (a traditional practice amongst Asians)
He received the cash from•.lfltlM&i• who was with•IM-Nhen they pulled
up
He did not know he was not allowed a delivery of his funds
He generally gets his Canadian currency in China just under the $10k threshold
allowed. He does not always spend it all depending on the length of his visit in which
case he just leaves it here
He has a bank account; his wife helped him open it. He opened the account with a
casino cheque.
He does not recall the bank name, he doesn't really go there. The money from the
Casino cheque is still there
He has never used a money exchange
He has no knowledge of "Private/Underground" Casino's

·e

BCLC Conditions:

Per discussion between Inv. LEE and Manager Daryl Tottenham , BCLC conditions have
been lifted (2017-11-30, post interview).
will be monitored moving forward , Salon staff advised

- Ill

4
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Investigator Comments:
- · : · appear relaxed during the interview and forthright in his answers
:·.: . does have a PGF account and has now been educated by Inv. LEE on the wisdom
of using it/how it works
- .:
· has also been educated with respect to Bank Drafts
· . . has one associate on file who is not a person of interest
Conditions and spreadsheet updated.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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This is Exhibit" 82.
"to the Affidavit #2 of
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Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC

1~111Mf1fl!ll

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-25
Interview Time: 10:30 hours
RRCR (Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-FEB-21 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time . Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
[20190010044]
2019-FEB-12 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
9 LCTs in 2019-FEB . Last LCT was 2019-FEB-20 at River Rock with $30,275.00 cash
disbursement. 2019-FEB-15 at River Roe- cashed-out $10,000 worth of chips;
tracking card shows no buy-ins.
Her profile at this time shows:
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Bl : $215,125.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $261,080.00
The focus of the interview will be LIU's recent suspicious activities within BCLC facilities
as well as her source of wealth .
Occupation: Student
Company Reaac•ed Pat •o 'l lnt er11ew aen• fymg Information
History:
No incidents before 2019-FEB-07 ; since this date, 11 incidents.
Repeated buy-ins over $10,000 threshold
Received a cash delivery at River Rock
Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:
•

2019-FEB-22 , attended Parq after being told at River Rock she is banned
IN20190011900, 2019-FEB-20, River Rock-cash delivery
IN2019001044, 2019-FEB-11 , River Rock-cash delivery x 2

Discussion Points:
Gambling-related incidents, notably cash deliveries

sow
•

Associates

Specific Questions to Ask:
•

•

Confirm addres • Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
• Who owns this home?
Does she rent or own it?
• With whom does she reside?
Clarify occupation
All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property? Other?
Purpose of travel to Vancouver?
Who is she staying with in Vancouver?
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2019-FEB-15 at River Rocklia cashed -out $10,000 worth of chips; tracking
card shows no buy-ins.
Where did these chips come from?
How many chips does she stil l have, value , from which casinos?
Associates in Vancouver?
Show pie of
Pie of
Redacted - Patron Interview
Pie of
Identifying Information
Pie of
(IN201900122 17)
UFTs:
IN2019001044, 2019-FEB-11, River Rock-cash delivery x 2
• Who is the woman seen wittiill in the hotel (left hotel room and
took elevator toi Mer)?
From where did· ::· acquire the funds she used to feed slots?
(bundles of $20s held bye
. .. .
· s)
How ma!)1,2thertimes ha _.. _. used RRCR19-08788's services?
Why didlill!I leave the casino and get into a vehicle out front? (Pie
of RRCR19-08788 and his vehicle)
Driver's identity? Contact information?
How doesl l l know this person?
How much did RRCR19-08788 give her?
How much has she received from him to date? Fees/rates?
IN201900119
iver Rock-cash delivery
Who i
(were seen together going t- ·
Why did· ::· leave the casino and get into a vehicle out front? (Pie
of RRCR19-08788 and his vehicle)
How much did - ·:::· receive from RRCR19-08788?
How much did .. · ·. eive from RRCR19-08788?
From where di · · quire the TD bank receipt?
How much money has.::·borrowed to gamble?
• From whom ha :-.: . borrowed money to gamble?
Rates , fees , methods of borrowing/repayment?
Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,
information:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

provided the following
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~

has resided at this address for approximately two years .
moved told@!Jibecause she had a friend who was living there and owned a
~o~ee shop; twcussed going into a business together but never did.
owns th-=J:~~ property and her name 1s on the mortgage.
spends most of her time in China where her parents reside.
has Permanent Resident (PR) status in Canada .

l

s unemployed and is not currently a student.
only source of income is money that she is sent from China from her parents.
•
- In 2019-JAN she received a wire transfer from her parents of $100,000 USO ($50,000
USO from each parent).
- The funds sent from the parents are the funds thalll uses for all of her expenses,
ng mortgage payments.
father is approximately sixty years-old and he is retired from the automobile
•
industry.
- Her parents know she does not work.

-1111; previous employment as a student at the
-"While living in

Redac' ed Pat·on lnler11ew
ldent1f 11 1n•orma· on

s accurate.
also worked in a pool hall and as a cook.

- Currently,B is in the Vancouver area to visit with a friend in Richmond who just had
a baby.
- While in Vancouver. is staying at the River Rock Resort Hotel.
has been in Vancouver for approximately twenty (20) days.
- Currently,ll!llhas not made plans to I~ Vancouver.
- If she is unable to continue to gamble,iawill likely return to China.
- While in Vancouver.llldoes not have a vehicle .

-II

- On 2019-FEB-15 at River Rock, 1111 arrived with $10,000 in chips ; these chips were
from previ~ays' gambling.
- Currently. . has no chips in her possession.
- When she was advised that her play was suspendedB cashed-out her remaining
chips .
.ma.wved at the interview with her friend , Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information .
-masked the in-·ors if he could attend the interview wit-and also be
interviewed (note that ··:: :· s play is temporarily suspended although there is no
current requirement for him to be interviewed).
- UJ•s request to attend the interview was denied.

E

and B ~-r~ ~riends, but not boyfriend and girlfriend.
y knows Ml• from gambling at the casino.
dliWIIm met approximately one (1) month ago.
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- Wherlllwas first s - h o t o of RRCR19-08788 (SID~nd of the vehicle
he is known to drive, a
. · : illll!t¢with license plate• - ·· · ·
did not
recognize RRCR 19-08788 or the vehicle .
- However- later indicated that RRCR19-08788 delivered her items (see below for
~information) .

-llllwas shown a photo of RRCR19-12217 (SIDliMW, which she recognized
although she does not know his name.
-Rhas seen RRCR19-12217 at River Rock on level 1 main gaming floor with a
female with who111iimhas chatted;B also has this female's contact in her WeChat
contact Iist.
- When shown a photo of
(f) (SI
confirmed thalJbis is the
female associate of RRCR19-12217 and thats
hat username Ill.
who is also believed to
-did not recognize a .photo ofi; -~ · ...
with license plate ·.·:·· ·
have received a cash dellve
·
·
· has seen· .:· at the casino
-llwas shown a photo of · · · ·
(River Rock) , but does not know him or his name.

1111 explained all of the deliveries she has received are part as a service offered
through the Chinese community in Vancouver where any product can be delivered.
- The website is VanPeople and is accessed through WeChat.
llllhas ordered many personal items, such as toiletries and Marlboro cigarettes,
which she cannot buy at Canadian shops .
-llllshowed the investigators her communications through WeChat ordering cigarettes
and personal items, such as shampoo.
argued that she has no other way to acquire required items other than having
them delivered to her since she does not have a vehicle.
- When an order is made, any number of drivers could deliver the items anclll saw
-drivers.
denies ever receiving any cash delivery.

-Ill

- On one (1) occasionilllwent to a BMO branch to conduct a withdrawal.
- Her bank card only allows withdrawals of up to $1 ,000 per day.
- After having used up the withdrawal limit, she went to the branch and conducted a
withdrawal of $4,000 to $5,000; the funds were given to her in mixed denominations
including $20s, $50s and $1 OOs.
- On one (1) occasion,Ille-transferred a man $1 ,000 and once he received the funds
in his bank account he handed. $1 ,000 he already had on his person along with an
~receipt.

-•asked this unidentified man to help her acquire funds when she was at River Rock
Casino and had already used her $1 ,000 maximum withdrawal from her bank card so
was not able to make another ATM withdrawal until the next day.
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-illhad previously seen the man at the casino although she does not know his name;
he is described as approximately 40-50 years old, Chinese, average build, and his
height is less than 180 cm.
- The man chargecllano fees.
--then attempted a buy-in with the $1 ,000, but it was rejected when casino
personnel asked if the receipt was hers and she answered that it was not.
- The ATM receipt she presented was from a TD Bank.
- The investigators advised -hat this incident she described where she borrowed
$1 ,000 and had a TD ATM receipt has some similarities to an incident on file folll
having met the
with license platellilll8 she got into the vehicle
while her friendjJ waited outside of the vehicle and immediately after leaving the
vehicle she attempted a $1 ,000 buy-in with a TD ATM receipt.
- At firsllll denied getting into a vehicle in the West parking lot at River Rock.
lllllater remembered meeting a driver who was bringing her a delivery of cigarettes.
- Although she did not remember the vehicle, she believes the driver is the same person
whose photo she was shown earlier (RRCR19-08788 (SIDllH@IQ.
- She does not know the driver's name.

••@ts"

Investigator's comments:
Early in the interviewlill did not recognize the photo of RRCR19-08788 (Slew.IHI.•
who was the known driver of the
with license plate llliM• License
plate8111r.t'irst came to the attention of BCLC on the mornin. .2019-FEB-06 when
the van was observed dropping-off and picking up patron willriNffrl • • llfj2l&af!ii•:;m•
··:. :
at River RockMM• was observed feeding slot machines with $20s with little
to no play (IN20190008788). An ILPR was created for the vehicle and on 2019-FEB-08 ,
the ILPR system was activated at River Rock when the vehicle returned. A casino
profile was created for the driver of the vehicle (RRCR19-08788 (SIDM.r) when
he entered the casino and engaged in unusual activity including feeding slot machines
with $20 bills with no play.
On 2019-FEB-11 , at River Rock-as observed getting into a black vehicle on two
separate occasions; the second time the vehicle was confirmed to have license plate
although the driver was not observed. On the same da
is believed
to have conducted another cash delivery t · · · ·.
(IN20190010044) . Then, on 2019-FEB-20,
.
·. .
with license~te•hR
triggered the ILPR alert system at River Rock. Live monitoring showed im and her
associate8• going to the vehicle and~ntering the vehicle. Immediately after,
1111 attempted a $1,000 buy-in using a TD bank receipt, which was denied
(IN20190011900J Based on the information provided byill during her interview, the
driver ofllMli!IJZ in incident IN20190011900 is assessed to be RRCR19-08788 (SID:

I••

liMIJ:S.
VanPeople is an existing website that offers delivery of a variet~oducts . In the
unusual financial transactions (UFT) that were reported wherei"911appeared to
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Reda:::ted

Patron 11terv ew Identifying

Information
receive deliveries from the
believed to be driven by RRCR1908788 (SILMMe, on no occasion was she observed leaving the vehicle with any
objects in her possession, including bags, or loose items or placing items into her
pockets. That being said, she was observed leaving the vehicle and immediately
placing cash buy-ins at table games.

Althoughlls~ that she is in Vancouver to visit her friend in Richmond, it is
noteworthy tha. . expects to leave Vancouver shortly if her gaming suspension is not
lifted. And although she a r l j that because she does not have a car she has to have
everything delivered to her, -. gave the example of leaving the casino to acquire funds
through the BMO.

II

During the interview,
was advised that her suspension would remain until a decision
was made about how BCLC intends to proceed . Nonetheless, Rwas reported to
have attended Grand Villa and Parq Casinos on 2019-FEB-26.

•t•

casino profile has been amended to show the
address and to show that
she is unemployed. However, casino profile requires an occupation therefore "student"
was left in the employment field . A note has been added tciills profile indicating that
a scan of her BC identification needs to be added to file.

II

Overall, the investigators asses~ that there is some truth to what
reported in her
interview, such as ordering toiletries and cigarettes through VanPeople via WeChat.
However, it is also assessed thaiiillwas not forthcoming during the interview and that
Redacted Patro11 lnte v1fN/
ldent1fy1ng Information
she likely nonetheless received cash deliveries associa~
license plateBlfMllZ with driver RRCR19-08788 ( S I D -. At this time, there is
no information to indicate tha. . is knowingly or deliberately engaging in money
laundering; the investigators assess that she is facilitating and receiving cash deliveries
at BCLC facilities in order to facilitate her own gambling.
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BCLC 155

Mi.fiii.FHM!.i!HHibifii*!!.i'

Patron Interviewed:

NAME Redacted Patro l lnte·v1e11
ldent1'ying Information
SID#:
Interview Date: 2017-MAR-15
Interview Time: 1105hrs-1215hrs
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon (MOB 17 private room)
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

At the time of the intervieavas unable to buy in using any cash as of February 21 51
2017 until spoken to by BCLC .
On 2016-JUN-1711iwas placed on sourced conditions yet has not initiated contact
with BCLC to set up an interview until recently.
Recent Activity:

II has extensive history in BC Casinos. Since his first LCT record in 2005-APR he has
generated 139 individual records for both buy ins and disbursements.
-has been attached to 67 BCLC Directive files since being placed on conditions. A
random sample of these incidents show many of them were for relatively smaller buy ins
(>$2K) and the site has documented they have sourced to cash to recent
disbursement(s).
Due to the vast number of incidents and the length of time that has passed since being
placed on conditions some recent incidents will be discussed but the majority of the
question will be surrounding intelligence gathering.

iTrak 2017-08898 (EDGE):
Transaction Details: Introducing un-sourced $5K chips to play.
Transaction date and time: 2017-FEB-13@ 1043hrs
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Incident Summary:

MlaH

After losing a $5,000 cash buy itlilmwas observed meeting with a
being driven off site then dropped off again about 5 minutes later.
as in possessi~n of at least 2 X $5K chip~ _ ~fter meeting with the ve~ic/e ..
as tracked losmg $15K then shortly attetlll then cashed out $20K m chips.
•
iTrak 2017-14893 (STAR):
Transaction Details: $10,000 buy in ($20's), minimal play.
Transaction date and time: 2017-MAR-13@ 1030hrs
Incident Summary:
lilllarrived at the casino witlililllwho had $10,000 in $20's that he used for
buying in
seated with him) gambled for less than 15 minutes with
minimal best then presented $10,900 for cashing out. . .had the $20's retuned
to him.

Occupation:
Export Wood to China

Company:
Reda~ted

PatJOn I 1terv ew

l de rll1f~•tng

ln#ormatton

Specific Questions to ask:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm/clarify his occupation , including company name and how long he
has been working there and where the business is located .
3. Establish primary residence.
4. Confirm address as still current I

Rejacted

Patro,

l n te~J1ew

ldent1#yng 1n#crmat on

5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the chip
delivery is BCLC's primary concern.

2
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6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
7. Ask how he made the arrangements for the chips to be delivered . Names,
numbers, addresses, company name etc.
8. Ask who was driving the •w.1111"''·=
Redac'ed Pa·

~:in

tn·erv1ew aen· fy ng 1formaho 1

9. Ask who
STAR incident occurring 2017-MAR-13.

is to him? Question about the

10. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
11 . Confirm if he has a Canadian bank account and educate on PGF
Accounts .

Interview Results:

~ .explained that presently his occupation

is primarily playing both China and
US stock markets (freelance). He still has the lumber business but this business
slowed down considerably. He has 2 other artners in the lumber business.
~
·..· d his current address is the ..... .. · .~r., address on file

~

was educated about PGF accounts.lllclaimed he didn't know about
accounts stating that no one at the casino every explained it to him. Investigators
explained in basic terms how the accounts worked and encouragedlill to
discuss with site staff and open one. It was explained how much sim"JMt would
be for him to use an account, particularly for depositing slot jackpots :·
seemed very interested sayin~ounds much more convenient for him and he
indicated he would open onellmwas told that whenever possible he should
leave assets he intended to gamble with on a later date at the casino
~ndoned chips, PGF deposit etc).
~ . . spoke at length about issues he's had since being placed on conditions with
regards to the casino (RRCR named specifically) not accepting his receipts in
some instances. He also claimed he was not told to contact BCLC to set up an
interview. He was given the phone number but not told what to do with it.
Investigators advisecflll that we've been wanting to speak to him since 2016JUN regarding his conditions and the reasons why he wliiflaced on them and
also to answer any questions or concerns he may have·:· thanked
investigators for finally clarifying this for him .
"' . .also stated that the casino has told him in the past they would only accept
$100 denomination bills with a receipt. He informed investigators that sometimes
the bank gives him $50's or ATM machines disburse $20 which is out of his
control. He went on to explain that in the past the casino refused a receipt
because it was 8 hours old. He asked that we allow receipts further back than

3
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24hrs. also claimed that on one unspecified date he cashed out $3K then
was denied using it later that same date.
~ .eels that EDGE Casino does a better job tracking his winnings than RRCR.
~
xplained that
is his chauffer and runs errands for
him when he's in town . He stated that when he goes to ~ss meeting there is
often alcohol there and he cannot drive drunk so he has-to drive him
-~r~und. He explained that- only works for him when he's in town ; otherwise
has his own business interests exporting cars from Canada to China.
~ •
as heard of unregistered or "underground" casinos but says he has never
been to them . He added it is not worth the risk because you never know who is
behind them . He prefers the Government run casinos as they are safe and he
can trust them .
~
has used foreign exchange places in the past but he advised it's been a
couple years. He stated they had been used for business deals and the secretary
or treasurer of his company made the arrangements (he could not provide a
company name).
~ -stated most of the money he uses is from ATM machines or bank
withdrawals .
~ · .· s oke about 2 of his close friends identified a_s
and
·· · ·
- .. · · - ·
. He stated thaW+>:::: andMJ.ii·"are his
close friends from China and if they are in town they always gamble together
~erwise he generally gambles alone).
~ •was asked where his friends that come from China get all the CON money to
gamble with .ll!llwanted to make it clear that the money was not from him
adding that he doesn 't do "that kind" of business. He didn't offer any insight to the
question asked.

1111

11e.SN.tl'.1lttl"M"

Incident 2017-08898:

~ It took a moment for.to recall the incident at EDGE whereby he was picked
~

~
~

~
~

J:£PY •·1J.mzs:••1. - - llZl!Wand dropped off 5 minutes later with chips.
was adamant that he did not receive the chips from the driver and that he
had those chips on him all along . He claimed the chips were from a few days
prior (at EDGE). He added that he was in a hurry one day to get to Richmond for
a dinner and didn't cash them out_
Redac'ed Pa' on rn•erv1ew
dent fy1:ig
on
The vehicle was driven by a maleMillreferred to as
explained
works for his company and takes care of his home, drives his wife and kids
around , to school etc.
explained that on the date in question his wife and kids were shopping in
Costco and forgot the key to their house. The driver (RmW) came toge- to
bring his house key to his wife. This is why he was back in 5 minutes; Costco is
close to the casino.
lllfurther explained that it would have made more sense that he had cash
~ped off as EDGE told him they could source up to $100K in winnings to him.
--emembered he played in Salons 3 and 8 at EDGE this date and ended up
winning money.
ln~orma t

4
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Incident 2017-14893:

? . .stated thatllllhas his own money and he does gamble, just not often or as
much as he do~made it clear that ifllll is gambling that is his money and
he is not usingllll to buy in or place bets for him .
Incident 2017-15083 (BCLC Directive occurring 2017-MAR-14):
? This incident describe- >layi~ slots, seemingly using llllto feed
machines with cash then passin~the IVS tickets .
? .explained the money was his and encouraged investigators to review to
cameras to confirm it originated from him .
? The cash w~··rtion of $8,000 he had withdrawn from his bank.
~ He was usin ··:: :· to help him accumulate large value IVS tickets so he could
gamble on slots with less interruption (stopping to put more cash in).
~ During this sequence of plaYill received a number of slot jackpots. He was told
these jackpots could have been deposited into his PGF account if he had one.
llacknowledged that would be much more convenient.

Interpreter required: Yes; BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview with Steve BEEKSMA taking notes.

BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt , sourced to disbursements or bank draft or other
negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution) . ~obal casino profile
has been updated to reflect this including a comment to educatelillon BC Casinos
cashless alternatives (PGF).

Investigator Comments:
llllremained respectful throughout the conversation and once investigators explained
BCLC 's role in BC Casinos, our reporting obligations and our concerns surround source
of funds he understood .

I I indicated that he would open a PGF account. He seemed very interested in th is as
it seemed much more convenient.
BEEKSMA and LEE spoke with VIP Director Lisa GAO following the interview and
asked that she make sure all of BC Casinos cashless alternatives are properly
explained tciill GAO advised that they had had these conversations with 1111
previously but would definitely have them again with him.
Investigators also spoke to GAO regarding some atlas complaints and challenges
surrounding receipts being refused in the past. GAO advised it is the table game
department that deals with the receipts for players on conditions.
5
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His possible association or connection witl
--~-- ·· -. _j""
(who is linked to
numerous STR's and POi 's) may help shed some light on his SOF prior to being placed
on conditions.WJl!•s name has come up in a number of patron interviews.

1111 does hold an account at a CON financial institution . He was also told the recently

Ill was

BCLC made it possible to wire transfer money from an international bank.
encouraged to discuss all of these options with the casinos.

All ofl ls options moving forward were explained to him . He was advised he will be
able to buy in with cash accompanied by a receipt but was strongly encouraged to open
a PGF account.
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

6
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BCLC [IS]

Redacted

Patron 1riten 1ew

lderilrf 1 1n

lnforrnat1nn

Type of Interview: Non-Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-SEP-25
Interview Time: 1130hrs - 1215hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: Jim & Stone

Contact Approach: Patron is to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their source
of wealth and cash alternatives. It was also noted thatliilreceived a "cash drop off" on 2017-SEP-20.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions: Placed on the profile due to cash drop off in south parkade.
LU - 2017-SEP-21 BCLC Directive : ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to
schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC AML Programs

Recent Activity:

II has generated 130 individual LCT records.
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The focus of the interview will be establishing the actions ofljon 2017-SEP-20. Gaming history,
confirming several Service Provider/ Patron relationships, as well as incident specific questioning.
lililts occupation as a "Realtor Website with his number attached

Redacted

Patron Interview

ld entr~ying

lnfo·mal1on

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

History:
1 year of ltrak history, starting in 2016-SEP to present.
An overview of& ltrak Incidents have been viewed:
Assault - Edgewater- 2017-FEB-14
Cage - River Rock - PGF Opening Account liiliill ($50k BMO Draft)
Table - Dispute
Site Barring (2)
Violation - Starlight in relation to Edgewater Assault
24hr barring - River Rock- Pushed/kicked/knocked over chair in the High Limit Room .
Unusual Financial Transaction - (2)
IN20170048271- 2017-AUG-25 ~ $10k in ($20's and $SO's)
IN20170053470 - 2017-SEP-20 ~ $20k in ($20's)

II

has (2) casino associates attached to his profile.
SID
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information
SID

Vehicle:
Licens
Make
Mode
YearColor
Owne

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Occupation: Realtor
Company Name:

Reda:ted

Patron 1ntervew Identifying lnfo·mau::m

Specific Questions to Ask:
Can you confirm your current address? Address confirmed on
Address at

Reda:ted

Pa• ron lnteiv1ew Identify ng nfom1at101

,.

llM•

confirmed

Do you own the property or rent? Owned bJill
We noted that you have been attached to (1) vehicles, do own the following.
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
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1. What is the source of his wealth?
2.

Redacted

Pa·ro n 1n:erv1ew ldentrfy1ng nformat1on

Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that occupation and
where is it located.
Location:

lnll!l)!Ji it is a fairly new business confirmed via website.

Contact Information

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
3. It was noted thalliltvalked out to the south parkade to obtain a bag of cash from a

llillMJtill•
lfllremembered the incident and admitted to picking up the cash prior to his buy in.
te - ($20k in $20's)?

4.

Ill confirmed he accepted the cash ($20K) from•\ll:lilMl!lf:l•
5.

Did your frien lnfJ:Mlj!l'/J;.inform you that the vehicle was in the south parkade prior
to you exiting the casino to obtain the funds?

11 confirmed t h a - informed him that the funds arrived prior t.attending the
parkade to receive the cash. ($20K)
It was learned thagwas placi~ets folMlllRon a friendly basis prior to the
cash dr~off. llllwalked up toll and informed him the "payback" funds arrived
onsite. llthen walked out the parkade to pick up the "payback" funds, whictillthen
used on this gaming date.
lllstated that he would be paid back within a day or two receiving chips or cash. On
this occasion, it was paid back in cash.
6.

How do you knowft'IMllN°
.stated that he knowslllBli\\IFrom the high limit room.

7. lllBF/Husband • • •
llstated he believes that
8.

Redacted - Pat ron nterv ew ldent1fy1nJ
Inform ation

usband.

Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for his safety.
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- i d not think anything of the $20's B u s t thought the bank ran out of larger bills.
9.

It was noted that on Saturday night 2017-SEP-23 [IN20170054096] you were noted to
have punched the wall inside the Salon bathroom , pushed/kicked a chair over in the
high limit room. You received a 24hr barring pending a BCLC review . Remind his that
behaviour will not be tolerated moving forward.
(illNas asked about the incident on September 23'd, 2017. &tated that a known
player was questioning his previous play and it got on his nerveslllshowed his
frustration by kicking a chair over and punching the bathroom wall. He admitted to this
activity and was informed that this type of behaviour will not be tolerated moving
forward.

•m•

10. After that site barring incident,

M stated that the

Redacted

II exited the site and drove off in a

Patron 'lter\' ew

ldent1fy1ng Informallo1

Redacled Patron lnte "V1ew
Identifying lnforJllat1on

was his .

11. Doesllhave any know ledge of underground casinos?

12.

l

stated he had no knowledge of any underground casino.
has been using PGF but impress upon him the importance of continuing to use them.
stated that he will continue to use his PGF and refrain from accepting cash drop offs.

Interview over at 1215hrs
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigators Stone LEE and Jim HUSLER both conducted the interview on 2017-SEP-25.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed onlll ability to buy-in using cash & un-sourced chips .
llwas encouraged to continue to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account and was commended on his
efforts to date.
Interpreter required yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this interview. also
spoke English at times .
BCLC Conditions:lllcontinues to have conditions on his play at BCLC Casino as imposed by AML
Program Manager Daryl TOTIENHAM.
Investigator Comments:

lwas cooperative with investigators in answering the questions posed to him.
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BCLC llS

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Patron Interviewed:
NAME Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
S ID#:
Interview Date: May 25 , 2015
Interview Time: 1 :37 pm
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
The patron was recently added to a source of funds list requiring interviews by the site.
On May 15th, 2015 he was the subject of two interviews. As a result of those interviews
he was made the subject of no un -soured cash conditions and asked to schedule an
interview. What prompted this specifically were his responses on his May 15 1h
interviews when asked about his source of cash and he stated on both occasions "It is
money from home"

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Advise that there were some concerns with respect to the answers he
provided to the questions posed to him by the site.

4. What is his relationship to
5. What is his relationship to
5. What is his relationship to

7. What is his relationship to
8. What is his relationship to

Patron Interview
Identifying
Information

?
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9. What is his relationship to Redacted - Patron Interview •
Identifying Information
10. What is his relationship to

Ma

1954hrs both
entered the casinos VIP
are still seated in the dining area and notice the
enter and follow them
is stop
h
ri
officer for ID/age verification (he is carrying the bag).
"":. · ·. · .· .,
was followed b y • • thenlli_nto the Salons was~room. At 1955hrs
•Wentered the washroom asllis seen exiting.II turns back and
re-enters the washroom, all 4 men are in the washroom. What did they do
in the washroom?
12. Was there an exchange?
13. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
14. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
15. He is well aware of PGF Accounts but still uses other means to obtain
cash. Why he is doing this?

Interview Results:
f':IMshared, in part, the following information:
Reoac:ed

Patron tn•e1v1ew ldentrfy ng Informallon

is his blood brother and will be leaving for China on

June 8th;
~

He originally immigrated on a visitor's visa and wants to get his Canadian
citizenship;

~

He was advised that some of the questions may be direct and responded that he
has nothing to hide but if it was something he believed private he would not
answer;

~

He confirmed that his wife i

~

He thought we were concerned about his wife coming to the casino to exchange
chips. He stated that they were his chips and he tells her to take them when she
wants to go and play ;

Reda:ted

Pat ron Interv ew lde'ltlfying tnforma11c n

2

I
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'r He does not cash in his chips all of the time and leaves with them because it is
too inconvenient for him;

>-

His source of wealth is from his business ventures in China which include real
estate and mining;

'r The economy has slowed down in China so he is focusing on his immigration;

>-

He is trying to invest in Canada and is looking into purchasing a vineyard which
will specialize in ice wine;

>-

He has looked on Vancouver island for this purpose but feels his best bet is in
the Niagara Region in Ontario;

>-

Originally he said the he did not know Ei1W but when the May 15th incident
was brought to his attention he realized who we were talking about;

-,. • M i s a friend of his from China and would not comment more on this
relationship;
-,. In explaining cash deliveries he openly admits that he gets the cash from the wire
services. In reference to the May 15th incident he asked a friend to pick up the
cash and deliver it to him;
>-- He did not want to identify the friend but did state the friend does not play and

was only doing him a favour by picking up the money and delivering to him;
-,. He was adamant that there were no exchanges that took place and only went in
to use the washroom;
>-- He knows that exchanges do take place in the washrooms and has witnessed

this himself;
'r Recently he has had trouble getting bank drafts from his banks;
>-- He deals with RBC and HSBC;
>-- He has been dealing with HSBC for a long time and they terminated his account;
>--

He explained that this was because as soon as he was getting a draft in the
name of a casino or depositing a cheque the bank did not want to have anything
to do with him;

'r Someone has called him from RBC and warned him about requesting bank drafts
to be used at the casinos;

3
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>-

He would rather use his banks but because the trouble he has he is forced to use
the wire services ;

>-

The wire services usually run out of larger denominations right away leaving the
smaller ones ;

>-

The wire places charge a better rate if you take the smaller denominations ;

>-

He has been in Canada since 2012-2013 and his first child was born in Canada
in 2014;

>-

He did not recognize the following names

>-

He mentioned that during the SOF interview the site began by asking if the
money was his and of course he was going to say yes ;

>-

When he was asked about the origin of the funds he mentioned that at times he
is sarcastic and likes to joke with the site and tell them that the money is not from
a bank robbery or anything illegal ;

>-

He stated that when he cashes out he actually asks for twenty dollar bills as it is
easier to tip and easier to use;

>-

It was explained to him about the possible relationship to criminal activity and the

Redacted Pat ron lnterJ1ew laent fymg
lnformaltcn

•

amount of small denominations and he did not get it because in China money is
money;

Y It was mentioned that there may be safety concerns when he is bringing that
much money home with him ;

>-

He did not see the concern given that when it was pay day at the mine he would
carry large sums of cash to pay his employees ;

>-

He does not understand what the issue is when he gives money to his wife when
they are in the casino together;

>-

He mentioned an incident when they were in the casino back in Ontario when a
bunch of the staff swarmed them when he passed chips to his wife to cash out ;

>-

He has heard about the underground casinos but does not go ; He wants to
gamble but does not want to get mixed up that;

>-

According to him it does not matter the amount and he has just as much fun
playing downstairs as the high limit rooms .

4
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Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed onMW ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chipsWJI• was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions:M1Rontinues to have conditions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by Daryl Tottenham (Manager AML Programs, BCLC) on May 1ih, 2016.

Investigator Comments:
llllmwas schooled about the BCLC interview format. He brouqht up in points of
Cl'lSC1TSsion prior to investigators. It was more than likely.Qfll!Wdid this given he has
already been spoken to by investigators. A prime example of this is in reference to his
trip to the washroom along with three other patrons. He openly admits that he has seen
money exchanges in the washroom but claims that he, along with the others, was
simply going to the washroom.
When he was asked if he knew anything about the underground casinos he said no but
was shaking his head in the affirmative.
It was difficult gettin1B• to identify his associates. The names in their subject
profiles do not necessarily match their Chinese names. So as much as he may not
recognize the names does not mean he does not know the individuals.

5
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It would appear thaW:.IM has more information regarding money deliveries than he
wishes to share with investigators.
-

conditions should remain. The site was advised of this.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigati ons

6
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v

__
1 rir~ma t 1on

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAY-31
Interview Time: 11 :00 hours
RRCR; Suite 100
BCLC Investigators: Cousins/Lee

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
NOTE: 2018-AUG
Patron listed his address as:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Language:
Mandarin/English
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Conditions:

2019-MAY-27 BCLC Directive: All gaming privileges suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML Unit. Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any site
and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML
Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:

l;lias generat~~ 22 LCTs since 2017-JUN with his most recent LCT dated
2019-MAY-21.ll's average buy in is in the $9.5-10K range .

His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $136,840.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: N/A
DISBURSEMENT: $364,845.00
The focus of the interview will b e . source of wealth and a recent suspicious
incident at RRCR.
Occupation: CEO
Company Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
NOTE: 2018-AUG

Patron listed his occupation as Chemical Company Manager

Re::1acteo Patro1 lnte rv1e11
ldentrJy1ng Information

MllMI
Recent Activity:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Discussion Points:

•
•
•
•
•
•

SOW/SOF, confirm occupation and address
Why is he here
How long will he be staying
Explain what the meeting was all about
Who did he meet
How was it set up
2
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•
•
•
•
•
•

What is his address when he is staying in BC
I• :
I
How often does • e • ••
Redacted
Patron
Interview
Relationship with
Identifying Information
Relationship with

•

Relationship with young UAF sitting with him in Salon
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
Relationship with

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm address
Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it? With whom does he reside?
1 . Does he own any other property? Addresses?
2. Any family here?
3. What banks does he use?
4. Has he considered opening a PGF?
5. Knowledge of underground Casino's

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:
During the course of this interviewWIMMstated the following:
His primary residence is in China at the address noted on his profile
The address noted above from 2018 is OLD
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
His wife lives in
The noteclll•M residence is where he stays when he is in Canada
Per BC Assessment his home is currently valued at $2 ,345,000
The house is in his wife's name
Reda:;ted Patron I nterv ew
His wife's name is lden' lf)' ng nfom1allo,
M•does not attend BC Gaming Facilities
His wife has her Landed Status, she has been in Canada approximately ten (10)
years
He was not able to live here long enough to obtained any sort of PR/Citizenship
status
He had elderly parents in Chia to look after (they passed away last year)
He has one child a grown son, living in Toronto
His son has been in Canada approximately seven (7) years
He owns the apartment his son and family live in (i.e it is in his name)
3
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His son is married and h e - i s a Grampa
He comes to Canada 1-2 times a year
He is leaving Vancouver 2019-JUL-06 to go to Toronto to see his son and family
He will fly home to China via Vancouver (no specific date set)
He has no affiliation to

noted on his 2018-AUG

profile)
Redacteo

Reda:ted

Patron nter, 1ew ldent1'y1ng lnfoimat1on

is his badminton coach as is

Re:::l.:tcted Pat10'l lnle'V1ew
ldentr'y•ng Information

Pa·ron

lnfe"",11ew Iden! f in

- -

asMl"~M~l!l~-~llllllll
%1t9filt'1*

is also know
The facility he plays ~ut of
He:::lacled Palrori lnle"".i1ew
Per Googl ;. ldent1'y119 Informal on
is located a

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is confirmed affiliated to the facility
the company he is CEO of, is in road
construction for government (vrs private roads)
The "materials" the name references are concrete , rocks and rebar
He recalls the incident in question
The money that was delivered was money owed him through work, i.e. he had
sold construction material in China but had not been paid for it
As he knew he was going to be in Canada for a visit and wanted to gamble he
advised his colleague to give him the money in Canada
The money was dropped off by
who is approximately 30 years old
- • . . has relatives in China his company does business with
.·
was payin. on behalf her relatives
· · · also had given him money a few weeks prior to this incident, $11 K ($20's,
$50' s $1 00' s)
The $11 K was given to him at a restaurant, he does not recall which one , but it
was in Richmond
Again this was money owing through business in China
He gambled with some of the $11 K
He'd been for dinner witl
and the UAF on the date in
question
The UAF isllM!as girlfriend this is only the second time he has met her
He does not know her name
He'd been losing the day in question , having arrived earlier and after dinner
suggested to the group they return to the casino as he wanted to chase his
losses
He bought in when they returned from dinner, that buy in was only $500, he had
reached $9,900 and knew he could not buy in any more without receipts

'f?Sml!f?'!"M•
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He had arranged withM!ll prior to returning to the Casino to have the money
dropped off
The is no interest payment associated to the money he received fromR• it
money he was owed
The money was contained within a red bag and the car that delivered it was a
"small blue car"
He did ask his friends to buy in for him and give him the chips
He banks with BMO

Investigators Comments:

- recollection of events 2019-MA Y-25 is exactly as described in
INC190034648 and portrayed by surveillance
Cash passes and suspected cash passes (bathroorrai!ltRMIMm" and cash
.~illRmi:•has been confirmed)
- • · · · was reluctant a first in giving information but quickly came around and
erated
s not a big player
has been told not to involve friends in chip/cash exchanges as it only lands
them in trouble too
- lllwas educated on PGF/DebiUCredit at the cage , receipting requirements
lnitiallYll said he comes to RRCR so infrequently and that he is not a big
player so PGF was not ~od fit
- VIP Host Jenna advised- of the $3K PGF buy in amount and the process of
.=ning an account
- •was cautioned again joint account bank drafts

l

Recommendations:

- .was placed on sourced cash chip conditions prior to the interview and barred
pending interview
Barring lifted, it is recommendei ;tay on sourced cash chips, profile currently
has been updated to confirm same pending management review
Profile updated to include Richmond address
The barring's pending interview fo
seems overkill at this time
as the entire incident has been explained to investigators satisfaction and their
profiles otherwise are unremarkable
Sourced cash chips for them moving forward seems appropriate

5
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2019-MAY-31

Forwarded to D. Tottenham for review

2019-JUN-18
Filed

L. Cousins

Investigator, BCLC-AML

6
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This is Exhibit " ~p " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC I P - i l f f f . .
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-SEP-18
Interview Time: 11 :00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
Brandi CHAN (Interpretation), BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron's play was suspended pending interview. Patron will be
advised that an interview is required as a review of his playing history.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Cantonese

Conditions:
2018-SEP-06- All gaming suspended bending interview.
2018-JUL-13- Patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "unsourced" cash or
"unsourced or borrowed" chips.

Recent Activity:
1111as generated three hundred sixty-four (364) LCT records since 2017-MAR-27. His
last LCT was 2018-SEP-06 when buy-ins totaled $24,000 and he had a disbursement of
$50,965.
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $10,317,515
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FX: $1,322
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $16,965,926
DISBURSEMENT: $11,235,845
The focus of the interview will bells gaming activitie~ated to repeated ir:?idents of
cash and chip passing (possible cash/chip facil itation) ,
SOW, SOF and
associates.

ms

lls

Occupation:

Restaurant Owner
Company:
Redacted

Patron ln' erv1ew dent1fy 1ng Information

History:

30 Incidents including:
- 4 "exchange of cash/chips":
•
17-NOV-28, Grand Villa- Cash pass in washroom with.II
.....
.
. .

.. .

•

IN20~80~23584
Redacted

•
•

2018-APR-16, Parq-Possible chip pass in washroom betweenll

Patron lnter11ew aent rfyng lnfcrmat on

IN20180044197, 2018-JUL-17, Parq-Chip pass with unidentified female (PARQ1844197 (f)
) believed to be B; wife/girlfriend.
Redacted Patron 1ntemeV'1
IN20180053616, 2018-AUG-31, Parq-Chip pass with Identifying lnfo·mat1on

- 7 UFTs Redacted - FINTRAC
• 20180043237, 2018-JUL-10, Parq (and IN20180043087)- SOF suspicious as
gambled with bundled/wrapped $20s and~~lai:;a~b~{l• a cash
pass) in single-stall men's washroom
• 20180053325, 2018from Parqlll observed
passing something t
(believed to be a cash
pass) .
• 20180054526, 2018-SEP-05, Parq (and IN201800547 49)-Possible cash/chip
5 10
pass in single-stall men's washroom with•·iililifiif.ll•iAlmir"'r.r • mwwent into
washroom aftelll left); l lwent into the main washroom with PARQ18-54526
(SID: - . :
; shortly thereafter··
ent into the main washroom with
left Parq

II

witeS*F*@M@H@'*fl'I•

1111

Civil Courts:
Divorce 1997-1998 from

Rt:dacted

Pat1on

2
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Recent Activity: September 2018

-

last LCT was 2018-SEP-06 when buy-ins totaled $24,000 and he had a
disbursement of $50, 965.

- 5 LCTs in September 2018; 29 LCTs in August (all at Parq)
- 20180053325, 2018-AUG-30 (substantiated)-see above
- 20180054526, 2018-SEP-05, Parq (and IN201800547 49) (substantiated)-see above

Discussion Points:

-

Activities at Parq, notably cash/chip passing and cash facilitation
SOF/SOW
Associates

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirmllls address.
With whom does··
· reside?
Since when has
. esided 1n this home?
Redacted Patron Inte rv iew
2. What business(es) does
own? What is his role with lde nt1fy1ng Inform atio n •
Why do our records show that he is not the owner?
3. With which banks doesllhold accounts? Which b~~ks/accounts are used for
gambling? Where islls main branch? Why does.use so many different
branches (TD) to purchase bank drafts for the purpose of gambling (one sample
of bank drafts showed that of 12 drafts, 7 different branches were used).
4. Other sources of income?
5. Who owns the home in whict9 resides? When was the home purchased?
How was the home purchased?
6. Specifically, from whiilurce of income does.und his gambling activities?
Specifically, how doe . · .. then access/withdraw these funds?
7. H a . ever borrowed money from an individual or private lender to facilitate his
gambling? Which individual/company? How much? When? Why?
8. Doe- .ble in private establishments? With which other underground
casinos is . ·. familiar?
9. Associates:

II

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

3
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Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
10. What are people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within
BCLC facilities? What effect are these changes having on the gambling
community?

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:

Know your patron:
- · co~firmed that .he resides . . .
- :. resides here with his wife
· . .
, his two (2) children and his parents
while his parents' home next door is being constructed.
has resided in this home since 2017-September when he moved to the Lower
Mainland.
was given the house by his mother then had the house demolished and a new
h6u'se built in its place.
previously lived i - f o r f o u r t e e n (14) years.

,.!§M,GIM§!Ml.J!,:M![.J,*

.

-H

-II

B

Source of wealth:

-1·:
has been une~ed for approximately two (2) months.
- . · worked at-@iMa restaurant 2017-JUL to 2018-JAN as a cook, but he had
J!J!

to st~p ~s. he ~,!~.al_l~r;gi£ t~
spices used in the cookin .
-While living 11-S"llRmH..-leased the···:.. · · · · · ·
years; the lease ended at the end of 2015 and .· .. did not renew.
has no other employment and no businesses.

for over ten (10)

-II

- While living i1 'h-jijlm
owned two (2) apartments and a house.
- He lived in the house and rented each apartment for approximately $2000+ a month
(net $4000/month).
- When he moved back to Vancouver (and before he sold his apartment & house), he
rented all three properties out for approximately $2000+/unit (net $6000/month).
-Ill also previously earned money from the sale of a house and an apartment in
mehorse in 2017; he sold his house for $210,000 more than he paid for it and he sold
the apartment for $28,000 less than he bought it.
- Last yea.also cashed-out $100,000 worth of RRSPs.
1

"
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- Despite cashing-out RRSPs and selling properties, all the money has been spent on
gambling.
--has a CIBC chequing account and a CIBC Visa card.
-~as a personal line of credit (LOC) with the TD for $900,000; he used the equity in
the home to acquire the LOC ; currently, the LOC is maxed out.
- Usuall~takes out bank drafts from the TD LOC and uses the bank drafts for
gambling; his winnings go back into the LOC to facilitate more gambling.also uses
the TD LOC to pay credit card charges .
will acquire the bank draft from whichever branch he is near at the time he wishes
to purchase a draft (a small sampling found bank drafts from seven (7) different TD
branches) .

-II
•

has a TD mliage on his Vancouver house, which he needed to build the new

home; originally, .: · took out a $400,000 mortgage for the construction of the new

·~Isa has a mortgage through a fijte lending company on Number 3 Road in

Richmond , located above a Van City. ·. could not remember the name exactly, but
b_~lieved it sounded like "Ambo" (believed to be Amber M?-nv-ent) .
•
also has a mortgage on an apartment that he owns 1n'!!r.!!~the mortgage
was issued in 2012 for $210,000 .
•

has never borrowed money from an individual or private lender to facilitate his
ling .
has never gambled in private gaming establishments.
wife knows he gambles and has said that he can use the house to support his
•
gambling, but he is not allowed to borrow money from any loan sharks.
- The investigator advise.about the voluntary self-exclusion (VSE) program ; at this
time, Ill is not considering enrolling in the program .

: ·. ·

gam~en.with
n asliilii .. . lt11r .

a woman called

MF?· (believed to be the same

does not recall going into the single-stall men's washroom with anyone at any time
despite casino records indicating that this has happened on multiple occasions with a
variety of patronslllllexplained that sometimes he forgets to lock the bathroom door
so someone could"Wa!k in.
denies conducting any cash or chip passes in the single-stall washroom on any
ion.
sometimes leaves the casino to go for a walk outside to get fresh air or go to a
urant; when confronted with information that he is known to have gone ou•·..
. to
conduct cash passes and there was no visit to a restaurant or time to socialize .

•

-B

Il
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'SM1!8)

denied conducting any cash pass and reiterated that they (he and
like to go
e for fresh air.
denies all cash/chip passes in any washroom at any time and all cash/chip passes
•
outside of Parq.

II explained that small amount chip passes occur frequently amongst all the Chinese
players, including him ; this is related to Chinese superstitions about lucky and unlucky
ed that 1f he sees someone 1s on a winning streak and he 1s on a losing
ill ask the person on the winning streak to buy-in/chip-in for him .
is
a very lucky player so-ften has her buy-in and play forli8
•
- At some point after the hand is completed, an exchange of chips will occur to settle the
amounts; no interest or fee of any kind is charged for this service.
- This is very common amongst the Chinese gamblers.

Associates:
-does not know anyone by the name of Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information or simply
despite having had two (2) previous incidents of cash/chip passing w i t . in
casino washrooms .

II met wmw (believed to b

~

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

) at Grand Villa
circa 2017.
lilavould bump into '!filtl!M\!lfrequently at Villa and only in the last couple of
weeks, they started ma 1ng pans to meet and play together to buy the table so they
~ play private~ .
Reda:::led o:>atro n
reaches •w.rR"·"= at phone number lnte n.;ce'J/ ldent1fy1,g

Ill

..

ies knowing
despite: playing wit.h·:.
·· and
at the same table at Parq; conducting a suspected chip pass wit
_ ·. using
~e-stall men's washroom at Parq; and, des~'.~e- going out.side with . .·
nd

~es not recognize anyone who resemble$- physical description.
-·'swife is
gambles.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

!!i~:~~-;~~~~;~;el~, ~~~·th~~ -fol;~win'
Reda:::led

•
denies knowing
pass withll in a washroom.

::>a·rcn 1n·erv1e\\ lde1trfy n;J

rarely

spiteB coming to the casino,
to the main 3rd floor washroom .
despite conducting a suspected cash-

lnfcrma· on

6
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Investigator Comments:

On this date -:::::::11-1}~0 of his associates lde1t1fying tnfo•rnat1on
M;$$@IP"dri-?0namnrmm were all interviewed; all interview reports
will be submitted separately although references are made herein to the other
interviews.
Redacted

Patron nter-. 1ew

Whe-as met by the investigators in the VIP lounge to.art him to the interview,
he was on his cell phone. As the investigators approached- he removed himself
from the lounge and went i
back room to continue the conversation . Once the
conversation was complete -_ - returned to meet the investi ators .•
s interview was
the second of three for the daY·
·
·30
hours; lilitfiMM was interviewed at 1 :
interviewed at 13:00 hours) . In light o _
the cons istent information betwee
·
interviews, it is
suspected tha1IMIBbriefed bottW!tWilti""before their interviews .
•

was extremely nervous during the interview. When asked about specific incidents
at the casino ,liillbecame quite animated with his voice getting louder, his speech
quickening and his hands gesturing more than at other times. When asked about his
bank accountslill also seemed nervous as his voice began to shake when talking .
llwas not forthcoming during the interviewed and repeatedly denied knowing about
specific incidents, activities or individuals with whom he has been involved in BCLC
facilities .
When asked whether he has a mortgage on his house.I I changed the details about
the number of mortgages he has and which mortgages are on which properties.
never admitted to having a mortgage from
··· ·· .
.. .
_ . p1te·a
BC Assessment/Land Titles search showing tha -- · ha
rt
·t
for
$200,000 and that this mortgage wa~istered throug ·· · · ·
· · ·· ·
law
firm. The same checks indicate that.also has a TD mortgage for $900,000 and a
mortgage for $300,000 with Amber Mortgage Investment Corporation .

II

·-·: .- is documented in media reporting as a member of themllllcrime organization.
is also sub·ect to a 5-year BCLC Public Safety barring valid until 2022-JUL-11.
is the same law firm associated with a fraud where bank drafts
were produced by
law corporation is
currently under review by the BC law society for misconduct.
As of 2018. home is assessed to have a value of $1,929,000. According to the
above-noted information , he owes $1.4 million on the home despite being given the
original home (before demolition) at no cost. The following outlines the details of the
mortgages on his Vancouver property, as per checks conducted by BCLC:
- Mortgage CA6365647:

7
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•

Lender is Toronto-Dominion Bank, 500 Edmonton City Centre E., 10205 101
Street, 5th F

···is

•
•
•
•

also made the application;
Principal amount of the mortgage is $900,000;
Interest paid on the principal amount is the bank's prime rate plus 10% per
annum .
Mortgage executed 2017 -OCT-11

- Mortgage CA6789266 I CA67892667 :
• Lender is Amber Mortgage Investment Corporation , #415-5900 No.3 Road ,
Richmond, BC, V6X 3P7;
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
• Borrower is
•

--

Application made b

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

•
•
•
•

Principal amount of the mortgage is $300,000;
Interest rate is 11 .23% per annum;
Amount of each periodic payment $2,807 .50 (payment is last day of each
month);
Mort97?xecuted 2018-MAY-09 by Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

•~11t

0

Mortgage CA6926839:
• Lender is
•

Borrower i

Biiii&

· lllm®il1t.-Blllllrt•'"·'"'tm.1e•
•
•

Principal amount of the mortgage is $200,000;
Interest rate is 8% per annum ;
Mortgage executed 2018-JUL-11 by

Regarding mortgage CA6365647, the reasonmvould acquire the loan from a TD in
Edmonton, rather than a local branch is not known at this time . Internet checks for
• • • • • • • i n d i c a t e that it is located at
nd there is another office in
mortgage was also executed by
Mortgage.

8
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lfl

On all the mortgages. •is listed as a businessman; based on the information
provided during the BCLC i~iew, he was not a businessman, but rather a restaurant
cook. The interest rates fo~ mortgage are asses~s high . Noting that one
mortgage alone requires a $2807 .50 monthly payment,ii!mhas provided no information
to demonstrate an income that could support his mortgage payments.
Regarding the explanation for chip passing
se superstitions
around good and back luck, it is of note tha
all gave the same
explanation during each respective interview. Although this likely does happen in the
casinos from time-to-time, the investigator assesses that this does not explain every
incident of chip passing foli.ll
Redacted

Patron lnte-v1e.u ldent1fy11g

lnfo·mat1on
It is also of note that
all discussed going outside for a "lucky
walk" or for fresh air and all three were involved in cash Rasses outside. Although Ill
denies conducting any cash passes witt11NI• atron · · · · · ·
acknowledged
~terview that she was outside with · ·:. · .· . .·. "'
when there was a cash pass.
does not know how much was passed and believes that the pass was related to
buy-ins that were previously conducted regarding the Chinese superstitions about
having someone lucky buy-in on behalf of the unlucky person.

Redacted Patron lntcr.11ew

Both ldentlfy1rig ln'ormat on
denied knowinMi.l•although all three (3) have been
observed gambling together and leav;+ Parq together. During her interview,
acknowledged knowin~l't. . and that she originally met them at Grand Villa .

m•

is previously associated to MlilPf"' through a cash
pass that occurred at Grand Villa Casino on 2017-NOV-28 (IN20170066872). Of
particular note is thatBs assessed to be the same person who was previously
unidentified at River Rock. According to reporting in IN20180041458, on 2018-JUL-04,
a patron at River Rock made a complaint that RRCR 18-41458 was loan sharking on
the gaming floor and that she had previously borrowed money from him in the past as
he is a known loan shark. At the time, the service provider was unable to identify RRCR
18-41458 and therefore site barred him until he could produce identification and until
further review. On 2018-JUL-17, River Rock iersonnel were able to confirm that RRCR
18-41458 is believed to be the same person a1¥"

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

f1%'faM!f@fiEMMf!i.U*

~caac•cd

Pa··on 1n·erv1ew ccn• fy ng

Since 2018-JUN-07 ,
has been site barred from Grand Villa
Information
Casino for his involvement in a physical altercation with another male. llllhas nine (9)
vehicles associated to his rofile and thirt -four 34 incidents. Of the incidents
nineteen (19) are UFTs

The telAMliiiii~·-iljji-MilfH+H*f*i!.11* is the same phone
numbeJ:)fj
provided the BCLC Consumer Services line
as her phone number.

#% f£j{Q 1@@
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• i s assessed to have withheld information during thwerview and at times to have
been dishonest. Suspicious indicators documented in Ills gambling-related activities
include, providing doubtful information during the interview, engaging in cash and chip
passing with known cash facilitators that may be intended as a loan or repayment of a
loan, and most notably, acqu iring a mortgage
a known member of
organized crime . These are all indicators of money laundering and cash facilitation
activies.

fromll••·

Therefore, a 5-year Public Safety ban from all BCLC facilities is recommended .

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC -AML

10
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This is Exhibit " i8 " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Comm· sion for taking Affidavits for the
rovince of British Columbia
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Reda:ted

;::>atron lrilerv ew ldentrfy1ng Information

BI IS

Patron Interviewed:
NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview
SID ·
Identifying Information
I
I• • p
I •
lnterv
Interview Time: 1355 hrs.
Interview Location: View Royal Casino
Interviewed by:
John RAMSAY
BCLC Investigator
Christopher BROWN
BCLC Compliance Officer

Reason for Interview:
Concerns on passing of Chips/Cash and
Source of Wealth
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. • • • given occupation is a Taxi Driver. Do he own your own cab?
4. If he owns his own cab, or other assets related to a company, what is the
name of the company?
5. Does he borrow money from anyone to support his gaming and if so, who?
6. Does he lend out money and if so does he charge interest?
7. What is his relationship to

RPdacted

Pa1ron 11erv ew fd:>ntrfym;, lnfo·r1at1cn

(There have been several instances of exchange of chips/cash between
these 2 individuals. As well, are they in business together?)
r~edactec:

Patron lnterv1eu l::1ent1*y11g

lnfo·riat1:ln
8. What is his relationship with
(16 Mar '16. Sold this player $5000 in chips)

9. What is your relationship to
(16 Mar ' 16~s $6000 in chips to
and they are immediately
cashed out-had not played tables while in the casino)
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$3000=::m;.:~er

10. What is your relationship t o _ , _
(16 Jan '16 . Accepts
pays these chips
back. The following day he buys in for $200 and immediately gives the
chipst-8)
Pa'ro n In erv1ew Identify ng l"lformatio,
11. What is your relationship to
(05 Sept '15. Wl•gives this player $10,000 in chips to cash out)
~e<lac·ed

12. Educate on chip passing/ cash exchange policies.
13. Impress upon him that we are concerned as his activities are consistent
with loan sharking and that this is illegal and as a result his activities will be
monitored.
Interview Results:

attended the casino .
The interview was conducted in the Security Office (under camera) with the writer
conducting the interview, BCLC Compliance Officer, Chris BROWN recording the
questions and answers.
Interview Summary (questions asked - attached to this case).
M

l l •Nas asked about his source of wealth .

Reply: he does not work and has not for a 'couple of years' as he had a back injury. He
says his gambling funds come from his wins at the casino; specifically he had some big
wins a couple of years ago on the slots and the tables.
When questioned about his back injury he stated that he did not receive any
compensation for his injury nor any settlement.
-

questioned about his previous occupation as a Taxi Driver.
RedaC'ed

Pa''C n ln•erv1ew

This is when he worked part time for his friend oent fy11g ln'orma· on
Again he stated that he
has not worked for a couple of years due to a back injury.
(it should be recorded that his injury has not prevented him from sitting at gaming
tables, sometimes for periods of time of 1O - 14 hours, or more)
Questioned about any other sources of income to support himself. -Rent, food, car and
insurance, clothes , gambling funds.

2
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Answer is that he lives 'with family' so he does not pay for rent or food and all other
funds come from his 'wins at the casino'.
-1uestioned if he has any other assets, owns a company or has any company in
his name or any financial involvement in any company or business.
Answer is No.
- a s k e d about the exchange of chips/cash .
Did he lend out cash/chips and receive interest for doing so?
Answer - No
• • stated that "sometimes I loan to a friend but I don't lend or borrow or charge
interest"
Did her borrow cash/chips from other players and was expected to pay interest for doing
so?
Answer - No.
•Jn!IMwas asked about his relationship to

Redacied Patrori
nterv ew ldent1fying

He stated that they are friends.
Whe.n asked about any working relati~ns~ip wi_t_hm'!he stated he worked part time
for him a couple of years ago as a taxi dnver~ ~wned the cabs.
estioned about the exchange of cash/chips between himself and MiW
stated that he never did this. Writer replied that WA•w~ing truthful
as this behavior was recorded regarding these transactions. Again-stated that
this had not happened.
-

asked about NM to whom he either sold or lent $5000 in chips to on 16 Mar
'16. Answer: "No I never gave chips to him. I want to cash my chips, I am winning more
money for me, why give to others. I never give to others"

~sked

about his relat!on~hip ti
as on the same day (16 mar'16) as
llhe gave
00 in chips tciilllwho cashed them out. ·d. . ·
said that the chips
ca'me from . .- s wife, who is a table player. Writer ~told . . :~ ' that he was not
being truthful a · .. : · had only player slots that d a y , - wife was not in the casino
and the recorded evidence that the writer has observed was that he had provided.
with the chips. The question remaining is why.
· ·· ·

'!!11111!.fC

3
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M• again tried to protest his innocence and that he would never give chips to
someone as he would either keep the chips himself, or more likely, keep the chips for
his next visit to the casino.
The writer again remarked to was viewed by the writer.

that he was not being truthful and the transaction

I H • was then asked about his relationship tolRW who he received $3000 in
chips from on 16 ~ He paid these chips back later the same day then the
following day paid$200 (2 x $100 chips).
· - reply: "I did borrow, not borrow, I lost that day. I did borrow but not like a loan.
I never give more, we never give interest or anything , no. If sometime I did borrow, I
never pay back extra. In past, I have done a couple of times. Maybe she did ask to
borrow, never interest or anything ".
Writer again questioned the truthfulness of this statement given the payment of the
$200 (in chips) the following day.
R I - questioned as to whether he was a cash/chip facilitator or a Loan Shark?
Response : "No, no, I am not giving loan and charging interest".
B Bquestioned if he was getting players to cash out for him. Answer: "On , no, no,
no".
··:· ·
asked his relationship t-11'$' whom he was seen passing $10,000
(in chips) to on 05 Sept '15 and: : immediately cashed out the chips and he and
-

then left the casino.
Answer: "Yeah , the young guy. I never give him chips ... I give him $10,000 in chips?
No ... to cash for me? Yeah I think maybe I borrow once $3000 but I never give $10,000
in chips , no. I win the jackpot on slots a couple of times. Because he losing I give him
some money. You buy and then at one window, over and over again tomorrow, why
cash in? No, no, I don't cash in my chips because I play again next day. I had no reason
to give chips to someone else; I see others doing it but not me. I get same money back
and no extra money, like that".

M •questioned on how much he now has in chips, both on his person and at home.
Answer: "Right now I only have about $7000 - $7500, yeah , but I lost a week ago.5
thousand .. .a couple of weeks ago I also lost more that day. Since a couple of years ago
I am on a lucky streak."
Player again advised that he was not being truthful as the video evidence viewed did
not correspond on what he was telling the investigator.

4
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- a s k e d if he pays rent at the house he lives at. Answer: "No, ah yeah . I live with
a family"
Question: How do you support yourself?
Answer: "I do not work, I have a back problem, I cannot work.
Question: Again I will ask, are you a loan shark or a facilitator?
Answer: "yeah, no".
8Jllthen asked if he was related to any of the players he was seen passing chips to
or having chips cashed out for him.
Answer: "No, they are just friends"
When pressed,wWconfirmed that these players were strictly Casino friends and he
had no relationship to outside of the casino, except

foBllJJI

llll•then advised that his activities, as viewed, have all the appearances of loan
sharking and that any further recorded activity to this same effect - loaning or selling
chips, sharing of gaming activity with patrons that are not related to him , having other
players cash-out for him and any relate~would result in a BCLC Provincial
Barring from all gaming facilities on BC.-advised that this was a Warning and
asked if he understood.
This warning was repeated again s1 • • was aware that BCLC was fully aware of
his activities and there could be no doubt of the consequences if he continued in his
activities, as identified.
Reply: "Yeah, I will keep the chips, I have to play again on the second day, otherwise
chips I never give to anybody, I won't do it".
Interview concluded at 1425 hrs.

Interpreter required: No.

5
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Investigator Comments:
Throughout the interview the body language exhibited byM l i l • indicated that he was
very nervous. His eye movement, and lack of eye contact, compiled with his answers,
all reinforced the writer's opinion of the untruthfulness of his answers.
His denial of activities, that were documented by video footage , confirms that he was
being evasive and untruthful in his answers.

John Ramsay
BCLC Investigator

6
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scLc 1s*f'f''IEMH+&i'i!.!l·M!!.i•
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-APR-27
Interview Time: 0930hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room) .
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE I Steve BEEKSMA I Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about the ir current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
lll•was recently placed on sourced cash conditions as a result of a UFT occurring at
RRCR casino on 2017-APR-23/24 that involved a late night delivery of $55,000 cash
(mostly small bills).
Recent Activity:
On 2017-APR-24 liili!ll was placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:
2017-Apr-24 BCLC Directive- No further un-sourced cash or chip buy-ins at any
location pending interview by BCLC . Please advise patron to contact the Consumer
Services center at 1-866-815-0222 to provide contact numbers and arrange for an
interview. Advise writer by email when patron is advised. Daryl Tottenham , Manager,
BCLC AML Programs
The focus of the interview will be recent incidents, establishing SOF and SOW along
with enhanced CDD/KYC .
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History:
-

has generated 153 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-AUG.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to $100,000 per visit, in some cases small
denomination bills.
The following incident occurring 2017-APR-23/24 (just after midnight) can be
summarized as follows :

Occupation:
CEO

Company:
Reaac:ed Pa• ro n ln'er11ew Iden· fy ng
Informat ion

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address a

>i.eoacted Pat ro'l lnter11ew
ldent1f 11 lnfcrma: on

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located and whaliilm's role or
job title is.
a. Internet sea~~h ~1•?'¥'D"9fM!GIM®!"'·""f!il.J,*) lists the
CEO as··~...!,_
b. The company is a global fertilizer and feed company.
4. Prior to being placed on conditionslj]fMwas using large volumes of
small bills.

2
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a. Where did this money come from?
5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .

6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

7. Encourage-to use his PGF account. Review of~ casino
records • . ·rms he holds PGF accounts at both RRCRllll and
Starlight .. Casinos.
8 . Cautior M•against using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour be observed BCLC may put further restrictions on
his ability to buy in at BC Casinos .
9. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
RE RRCR incident 17-23496:
1. Where did the initial $45,000 (in $20's) come from?
2 . Who dropped off the $55,000 along the resort drivewayllW
a. How did he make these arran~ments?
b. .... . As he kno~•;:1m!Jl!,'l!llmll!!;lll!ll.,!!'11r.t:;!ll'l1!IJ.!IMllJ!l·•"'m"'!§"''"'9ll!lll§"'l""P'l!ll®'~umr"'illl!"'•••mlll!nl!ll,1!1J.!1;,!Jl!&nm"'.J.!llM•
i. Did-help him arrange for more money?

BCLC ConditionsBW will likely remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with
receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a
recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:

~ lln•tated this is his old address . He showed investigators his Saskatchewan
DL and confirmed his residence is as stated on his SK DL:
0

~ &!•confirmed his occupation as the CEO of
as a representative
of the China branch (in Canada-Saskatchewan). The company is a mining
company that mines for raw materials that is used to make fertilizer and other
agriculture industry supplies.
o 1111• stated that in Canada he is the CEO but in China he has people
higher than him he answers to.
o He described W;t!• as a family run business.
~ ·-·1:a1....-.·i~1id b..li
cai.d ~l:l~ljiiil.~r a jade mining company named
@.has a mining operation in northern

i:ii,,ali,c.a

l@M@ijflltf@(f@fWM§Mfo
3
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Re:facteo

Patro~

BC f nterv ew ldent1fy1ng Due to the colder climate up north he is typically only
perfor-is role in the summer months.
Redacted Palro '1 lnte'vrew
o · ·. · · · howed investigators a letter or invoice from ldent1'y1ng lnformat1c n on his
smart phone that detailed his consulting fee. Near the bottom of the letter
$11,000 was noted but other smaller amounts were listed as well.
~ When discussing past buy ins, particularly the small denomination buy ins,MUW
explaill
· .. t in most cases the cash comes from a money exchange business.
o
.
stated 99% of the time he uses a money exchange business he is
given $20 bills.
o He showed investigators scans of multiple receipts on his smart phone for
exchanges at a business named HENG SHENG . He added that as he
understands, HENG SHENG is based out of Ontario but has locations in
Vancouver and Burnaby.
o m•also presented a printed receipt from a money exchange business
on No.3 road in Richmond named SUHUIDA.
• The receipt was dated 2017-FEB-06 and detailed the exchange of
foreign currency equal to $20,000 CON.
• He stated he normally rips/throws away the receipts . He happened
to find this one and thought it could be helpful for his meeting with
BCLC .
o Wli•does on occasion withdraw money from his business account (CON
F/I). It was not clear what business this account is linked to, the
impression was he may have multiple accounts.
• He added that depending on the branch he can only get from
$3,000 to $8 ,000 so he will often go to multiple branches to get
more cash .
.. . ..
• He prefers to use the teller rather than the ATM machine.
~ is open to using a PGF account but does not like getting drafts from the
bank. He brought this up numerous times throughout in the interview at one point
stating, please, no bank draft.
o The investigators impression was tha1Mganted to protect his
corporate image. He explained that in Chinese culture gambling is looked
upon as a social issue or weakness comparable to drinking alcohol.
o He does not like the idea that when he asks for a bank draft he needs to
have the bank make it out to a casino.
o His gambling is not a problem (he is in control of it) but he considers it to
be a private aspect of his life.
o He went on to explain he does not have many friends in the casino and
when he does come he prefers to keep a low profile.
o He seemed concerned that if his superiors in China found out he was
gambling they may think less of him.
~ Investigators expressed our concern with large sums of un-sourced cash ,
particularly in small denominations and the fact it is consistent with being related
to criminal activity; Rlunderstood.

4
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Y M-1as never heard of any private or underground casinos or received an
offer to be taken to one. He stated he keeps a really low profile, doesn't gamble
too often and doesn't generally socialize with other casino players.

RE RRCR incident 17-23496:
~ Specific to this incid~11::r·1''\idvised that the cash was brought to him by his

friends son (driver oifMtM. He further explained that he had lent his friends
son the money sometime in January and he was paying him back at the casino .
lf..&ladded that they were going to drive to the Costco but he didn't feel he had

1
·eb
lrrJiiiifili4iiiirt.
.k

anythii!Nide and j u s
a
t :1
I 1
·
0
· ·•· . •
con~irmed th@qg
is the friend he referred to
and the driver of th---:--:"""':~ - ~~~ s son.
o -stated he didn't even need the mon·-~ had only lost about
$10-15K of his first buy in when they met ··:::
son.
o He did not k_now where . . .s son may have gotten the money from.
o He stated Mii is one of only a few friends he has in the casino and
when they are both in town the like to gamble together.
• He explained tha · :· · likes to hunt bear and w h·:·e
: - goes
up north to :··-··. · ·. for his jade mining consulting ... . likes to
come along to go hunting.

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and
COUSINS taking notes.
Investigator Comments:
lfJIM.vas very cooperative with investigators and was prepared show us documents to
support his explanations (money exchange receipts, letters from employer, updated ID
to verify address etc).
M»i•.vas advised that moving forward he would need use an account and/or all cash
needs to be accompanied by a receipt.
As detailed above , he does not like the fact he needs to ask the bank to make the drafts
out to a casino (he's embarrassed). All other options aside from drafts were explained to
him .
At one point in the interview he listed all of his credentials and university degrees to
investigator LEE as if to show he is not a criminal.
Investigators made it clear t••that we are not accusing him of wrongdoing or
making assumptions that he is involved in any criminal activity. We simply wanted to get
to know him better to aid in sourcing his money and ability to gamble at the level he
does .
•
will likely remain on sourced conditions. His casino profile has been updated to
indicate he has been interviewed and is no longer required to set up an interview.
5
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Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations
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BCLC IS

Ffa§@l§d"§§'§Ffii!il,11

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-APR-04
Interview Time: 1OOOhrs-11 OOhrs
Interview Location: RRCR - Private room (13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE , Steve BEEKSMA and Lynn COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron was advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
mwas recently set as banned pending interview with BCLC while on sourced cash
conditions .

Recent Activity:
On 2016-NOV-1. was placed on Source of Fund interview conditions. Typical
answers to SOF questions were "brought money from China" or from his "Chinese bank
account".

2017-FEB-10 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
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patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC.
On 2017 -FEB-24

Ill conditions were escalated to PGF usage only.

On 2017-APR-07 BCLC Manager of AML Projects Daryl TOTTENHAM placed••
under "BANNED" pending interview with BCLC investigators as a result of a STAR
incident whereby it was suspected
used his associate to conduct $1 OOK in cash buy
ins.

Ill

The focus of the interview will be recent incidents, establishing SOF and SOW along
with enhanced CDD/KYC .
History:
.has generated 195 individual LCT records dating back to 2005-JUN.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $20,000 to in excess of $100,000 per visit, in large
part small denomination bills.

~cident 17-18767:llused an associate identified a'!!S*lj.W:&Hilllll!&
lnforma· 1on

-

to conduct $1 OOK in cash buy ins (all $1 OO's, $20K then $80K; ." was
observed meeting with a vehicle in parking lot across from the casino where he
acquired the $80K for his second buy in. It was suspected he passed the $80K
the washroom who did the buy in.
At the conclusion of p l a - cashed out $185K and was suspected of passing the
disbursed cash
in the washroom.

tc:llil in

tcllll

Redacted Patron Inter view

EDGE incident 17-18037:llwas using a male identified as
to
ldentlfyin.;J lnfomlakm
conduct a total of $56,000 in cash buy ins (5 separate transactions). At least 3 cash
passes were observed by surveillance and supported by footage reviewed. The most
significant was $30,000 (1000X$20 and 100X$100).
Occupation:
Real Estate Building Developer
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
2
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1. Confirm his address at

Reda::::ted Patron Interview
1dent1fy ng nformal10n

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Conf~rm his occupation/source of. incon:ie including how lon,,e has be~n
working there and where the business 1s located and what · s role or JOb
title is.
4. Prior to being placed on condition- was using large volumes of small
bills.

a. Where did this money come from?
b.

I I often stated it was from China or Chinese account.
How is CON small denomination bills from China?
ii. How does he access money from a Chinese account in
Canada (money exchanges?)?
1.

5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
6. Why does he frequently gamble at multiple casinos ; often playing at
multiple sites within the same date?
7. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
8. Encourag-to use his PGF account. Review of llils recent LCT
activity shows he has used a PGF account frequently.
9. CautionB against using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour continue BCLC may put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.

10. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
RE STAR 2017-18767:

1. What is his relationship with

Re:::!ac•ed Pat ro1 lnter11ew
ldent1fy1ng lnforma• on

2. Who dropped off the $80K to him in the parking lot?
3. Where did this money come from?
RE EDGE 2017-18037:

3
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1. Where did this money come from?
2. Did you pay lll!Banything for helping you?
3. How does he know-

BCLC Conditionsllllis presently banned pending interview. He will likely remain on
sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or
other negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:
Y .confirmed his address a 1
is current. Ill
added that he spends about 7 months of the year in Canada; the rest of his time
is in China.
Y Ii.ii confirmed his occupation is as BCLC has on file, Real Estate Developer for a
company in China whose name sounds like
. According tollll
his business dealings are exclusively in China with no business interests in
Canada. While he's visiting Canada his business in China is run by family (family
business).
Y When questioned about his use of small denomination bills prior to being placed
on conditions-admitted to one instance whereby he "borrowed" $100,000
from a "friend". He described the source of the $1 OOK as "small business
partners". He provided the surname of this friend as
was
unwilling to provide any further information as he did not want to cause trouble
for this friend (he was asked for a given name or a description of his friends'
vehicle). He did not believe this money was from any underground banking or
criminal network. •reiterated this was a one-time occurrence and he would not
borrow money again.
Y Ill produced a TD bank Card and advised that he transfers money from his
Chinese account to his Canadian account. He added that China limits him to
$50K per person per year so he often uses friends to facilitate transferring more
the allowed amount.
clarified
that when he answered SOF interviews with "money from China" he
•
meant that the money comes from his Chinese bank account (money earned in
China) and suggested the casino may have misunderstood.
Y llstated he gambles in multiple casinos, often in the same date, because he
feels that changing the casino may change his luck (superstition).
Y •was told that money in small denominations is consistent with being related
to criminal activity.Ill stated that if BCLC has an issue with this, why do we
accept the money in the first place. He added that if had he known using small
bills would create an issue he would not have used them.
Y llseemed confused about his PGF accounts even stating he did not want to
open one because he finds it inconvenient. When he was told that he holds PGF
accounts at both STAR and EDGE casinos and has been using them regularly
Redacted

4

Patron lnte -v1ew .aent1fymg lnformat on
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he stated the casino must have opened them for him .lladmitted he doesn't
understand how PGF accounts work.
~
was warned twice during the interview that if he continues to disregard the
C Conditions and use other players in the casino to conduct buy ins for him
BCLC would suspend his play, essentially banning him from playing in all BC
~inos. This point was made clear twice and
seemed to understand.
~
added that most of the instances that involve someone dropping off money to
him it his one of his sons and it is his own money being delivered. He added his
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
son has a
llllstated that when he wins in the casinos he gives money to his son for
safekeeping ($10K here and there) . His son stores his cash in a safety deposit
box at the bank. When he runs out of money and wants to chase his loses his
son will bring him more money. The impression was his sons help regulate his
spending in casinos because when he's chasing his loses he has the tendency to
spend too much in an attemit to recover his money.
The son is believed to be ... iifilWWW!lilii.l\ir"i5iiis&J!.Presently enrolled in the VSE
program).

I

B

a

RE EDGE 2017-18037:

1:·

-,, Initially
denied passing any cash t o . this date. Once he was reminded of
the num.. er of cameras in BC Casinos and told in detail the number of individual
eYins he admitted to it.
-,, lllconfirmed he did not offer any payment or "tips" to.for helpin~
conduct the buy ins.
stated he does not really knowl• He simply asked him to do the buy ins
for him as a favor ancllll agreed to do it.

"'1111

RE STAR 2017-18767:
>-- lladmitted to everything suspected in this incident. He admitted to using

Ila

conduct buy ins for him , the cash passes in the washroom and the cash pass
following the disbursement.
-,, It was noted in the footage reviewed that.has approached a male in a grey
hoodie prio: to
agreeing to do the buy ins for him.lladmitted he asked this
~e to do 1t and he refused.
·
>-- . . stated the mone~ that was delivere<lJi$80K in $1 OO 's) was dropped off to him
·by. his son (driving a ,e.1¥/iiTWt'mr.ffiiinllLJ! stated this was his money and his son
was holding it for him .

Ill

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and
COUSINS taking notes.

Investigator Comments:

5
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l l lremained respectful throughout the interview. The impression was tha.
generally truthful with investigators.

was

m
was advised that moving forward he would need use an account and all cash needs
to be accompanied by a receipt.

I I status at the time of the interview was "Banned". He was told that following the
interview the ban would be removed and he would be able to gamble as long as he
honours the conditions put in place .
•
was also cautioned that if he continues to use other plaj i jto circumvent his
conditions BCLC would suspend his play in all BC Casinos. .:· understood and
reassured investigators he would honour the conditions moving forward .

II

Unrelated to the purpose of the interview;
spoke at length that he believed someone
may be stealing his Encore points. He did not want this looked into at this time as he
didn't want to cause trouble for anyone.
He advised he has never redeemed any points since he started gambling at BC
Casinos in 2005 (this is accurate to our records) and has never been offered any
rewards.Ill stated he consulted his lawyer who advised him that if his points were
compromised he would be able to sue.
This part of our conversation was completely unrelated
made it clear he did not
want it looked into at this time.

ancill

The investigator conducted a preliminary review ot l l l l Encore number';f!Wl!o!'" via
the GMS/CMP application. According to the player~ce summary between 2016NOV and 2017-JAN l lwas logged as redeeming points multiple times with amounts
from $100-$700 for a total of more than$ ~. The comps are logged under the slots
department according to GMS . Review o~ LCT records confirms no records in
2016-DEC or 2017-JAN ....e are some records in 2016-NOV) and no LCT's related to
slots in this period either .: ·.. is not known as a slot player.
As of 2017 -APR-Ot i l lhas $5,710 in comp dollars.
This will be brought to the attention of BCLC Corporate Security and Compliance
management to determine if further follow up is required .

Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigation s
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BCLC

1slll@ffl@i#N@(fti'f'i'fn.§IMl.l"'fii!.!:•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-AUG-24
Interview Time: 11 :30 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN (Tony HUYNH conducting interpretation)

Contact Approach: Patron was advised that an interview is required as a review of her
playing history.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Vietnamese

Conditions:
2018-AUG-18 -All gaming is suspended pending interview (with temporary barring)
2018-AUG-15 - Interview required, have patron call Consumer Services to arrange for
an interview
2018-AUG-13 - Please update patron information on the next visit and document the
information in the subject profile. (This was done, but patron provided the same work
information as previously, which is not supported via OSINT information)
2018-JAN-12 - Sourced cash/chip conditions
2017-DEC-08 - Receipts required for all bank drafts
2006-JUL-05 - Barred one year for leaving unattended children in her vehicle

Recent Activity:
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2018-AUG- Identified by JIGIT as one individual using TD bank drafts without having a
TD bank account.
3 x incidents of chip passing
4 x UFTs since 2017-AUG
On 2018-AUG-13, RR updated patron information as owner o• •,.hich
was already i~rrding to OSINT (2016) there was a 1ctonausiness
by this name . ....;..~:"":'."'\-·- as not the owner.

fil

Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $2 ,126,465.00
FX: $3822.90
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $3,862,500.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2 ,547,364.00
The focus of the interview will be establishing the source ofWWWn•s bank drafts and
confirming the)1itimacy of her bank accounts. SOW and enhanced CDD/KYC will also
be reviewed . lil0b'1.J:fwill also be explained the SOF directive and reminded to
respect it in order to avoid escalation of conditions.

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron tnterv1ew

1 aen~

fy 1ng

ln'ormaton

Company:
Redactea

Patron lntervie.,..,

lde'lflf 1n lnformal1an

History:
PGF
PGF
PGF
PGF

River Rock- 2017-APR-24
Grand Villa -2017-DEC-08
Starlight - 2016-SEP-24
Parq - 2016-JUN-27

Civil Courts:
Immigration appeal

Recent Activity: August 2018
2
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No LCTs in August 2018
Exchange of chips (further to being denied a buy-in with unsourced cash)
Directive violations
Discussion Points:

Banking information
Bank draft history

sow

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm her Canadian address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it? With whom does he reside?
When was the home purchased? How it was purchased (mortgage, down payment,
cash, etc.)
2.

•Wiifl

information:

•

Who are the owners?

•
•
•
•

What is
role?
Business address?
Income from the business?
Company documentation and proof of employment/ownership?

alft'5

3. Other sources of wealth?
4. Banking information and bank drafts:
• Bank account information:
o Which banks (TD, other)?
o Home branch?
o Account numbers?
o Which accounts are used for gambling? Which accounts used for
bank drafts?
o Are the accounts held with anyone else?
o Business or personal accounts?
•

Bank draft information:
o Bank account information including account#?
o Other account holders?
3
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•

Bank draft (RECEIPT only)# 83915624, 2018-JAN-19 (TD 7008 No 3 Road
Richmond) ; $8,000

•

Bank draft# 83915680 (and receipt) , dated 2018-JAN-23 (TD 7008 No 3 Road
Richmond) ; $8 ,000
Missing SOFD

5. Outside of BCLC facilities, where else have you gambled while in Canada? What
are people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within BCLC
facilities? What effect are these changes having on the gambling community?
With which other underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview Results:
During the course of this interview,
following:

Re dacted - Patron Intervi ew ldent1fy1ng Information

stated the

sides at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information ; this residence is owned
s husband and his sister.
Pa•ron l n•ervrew
oes not own any homes; her only asset is a Reda:::ted
ioen· fy ng nformal1o'l
-

- - opened a TD account approximately three (3) months ago (circa 2018-MAY) ; before
then she did not have a TD account, but used RBC .
nly banks through TD; she banks through no other institutions.
presented a TD Visa Debit card althou,j,h there is no name on the card.
s home branch is the location at l@§jl#§@M!§fl@Hln·WfMl.fojijl!!.!.M which is
near her home.

- MUI·• often lends friends money for their businesses or to associates in the casino who
need more money. She uses her casino winnings for these loans.
aft$1JJSjoes not charge interest for these loans.
- When she is paid back, she receives either a direct transfer into her bank account or a bank
draft.
•MJAstated that she has received two (2) bank drafts as repayment that were both made
out to her and that she took to River Rock where she deposited the bank drafts into her PGF
account; these bank drafts came from a bank account that was not

m l •.

4
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ronto to help
, then
then
eposited the

Reoac1ed

Pa' en 1n·erv1ew

- - received a total of two (2) bank drafts from
cent fyng lnccrma• on
the first was received
circa end 2018-JAN and the second draft was received some time within three (3) months of the
first.
- The two drafts received b . · ·· : . were for the amount of $17,000 and $8,000 or $9,000.
is a friend o · ·.
spent three (3) months visiting from Winnipeg or Toronto.
d with ·. ·.. ·..
nd when she ran out of money while at the casino,Miillii•
money.
·. . · - ·charged. .no interest.c:m the loan.
- The daY, .... _ oan, ij!lflpaid.pback wit~ a bank draft _made out to llilim.
- nitiall ·. .
said that she wenvri~nk with-· whereBlm• got th~
annot recall the location of the bank or from which bank the drafts came.
. '.
· then changed the information to indicate that she did not go to the bank with MM
to acquire the drafts.
-. . .
- .deposited these drafts into her PGF account.
- · : · . · does not have contact information for Huong.
··
id not realize that she was inappropriately using her PGF and violating the PGF
declaration by depositing funds into the account that did not come from her own account.

-11..
. . 's RBC account was shut down by RBC without consulting· . funds her gambling through savings that she keeps mostly at home, through gold
bars that she cashes in when she wants money and through casino winnings.
- · ·.:
· · cashes in the gold bars at a business located on West Broadway.
- .
. does not like to use her bank account much and therefore keeps her money,
including casino winnings, at ~
- When she uses bank drafts, Mil1•does not keep the receipts and typically rips them up
because she does not want her family to know she gambles.

-I l l • provided the investigators with bank statements from her TD "Every day chequing
account", account# 9692 6454380. The statements are dated from 2018-MAY-22 until 2018AUG-21. A review of the documents shows no examples of bank drafts being issued from the
account.

Investigator Comments:
-llM&changed her story multiple times and often deflected by not answerifMle ;uestion
at hand. The investigators had to repeatedly ask the same questions and recap?ll]JC
answers to ensure comprehension given the contradictory information she provided .
-.
-; .. .
:·
is assessed to not have been fully transparent during this interview.
. . · is motivated to resume gambling and asked repeatedly when she will again be able
to gamble.
- It is of note that quickly into the interview, without bein.sked about money laundering or
without discussing any topics that would indicate.IMF was being interviewed about any
5
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criminal behaviour,!M@'fur described all of the actions she undertakes to ensure that she is
operating legitimate y, inc u mg the fact that the banWji iimany questions when she
conducts banking transactions ; without being asked,£310 also advised that she is not
involved in any criminal activity or in any money laundering.

- According tollil!i££ she only has a TD account H . b a n k draft deposited into her
PGF on 2018-APR-30 was from RSC . That being said, ... ·· :·
advised that she only opened
a TD account circa 2018-MAY. Also , in her own words, , · "· ;, has reported that she is given
bank drafts from associates' accounts that IMB then uses to deposit into her PGF account,
which violates PGF usage regulations.
- The two (2) bank drafts that are of the primary focus of this interview are TD drafts for $8,000
dated 2018-JAN-19 and 2018-JAN-23. The investigators are unable to confirm a bank draft for
$17,000.
- I M l • i s unable to fully account for a source of wealth that supports her gaming activities ;
according to her own information, · ·. ·
's only asset is
and she works
very limited hours. lfl!!@!4 employment does not or would not have in the past supported
her level of gaming.
- It is also noted that on 2018-AUG-13, llRJJJSNas queried by the Service Provider (SP)
regarding her employment; she confirmed that she was a nail salon owner. Given the
information above provided by l'i!Jindicating she does not own any businesses and
queries conductEW J?:_BCLC corro orating thatflJIMiJIJA does not own any businesses , it is
assessed thatllfill!!'!!! has been misrepresenting her employment to SP and BCLC.

MIW

1·1te1v
lde·1t1fy1ng
- A BC land title search shows that
is the sole owner of Reda::led Patron
lriforma•1on
bought in 2015-APR with a declared value $939,000 despite indicating above that she owns no
property.
Pa•ron 1n•cr11ew
Patron 1'1terv cw lde1t1fymg
- An Internet check indicates that Reaac!ed
is located at
dent1f
lnformat on
lntorma• on
€\\

Reda~tcd

1111

iri

- In conclusion:

lnlW 1as misused her PGF account by depositing bank drafts into the account that did
not originate her from her own account; also of note is thatllili!M has also previously
completed source of funds (SOF) declarations where she confirmed that the funds were from
her ;ersonal bank account;
-IN!"IJ!ihas misrepresented her employment to the service provider and BCLC by indicating
that she is a nail salon owner, which is now confirmed is not the case;
- - s source of wealth is unconfirmed;
- - is lending money to fellow patrons who otherwise do not have the funds to continue
gaming;
- During the interview, l!Riiioften contradicted herself and is assessed to have been
deceptive.

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC-AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-AUG-15
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location : RRCR I Suite 3 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: BEEKSMA, CHAN
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Cantonese
Conditions:
•

is presently on full cash/chip conditions.

Recent Activity:

IIhas generated 137 individual LCT records dating back to 2012-JUN .
On 2017-AUG-11, as a result of a $200K unsourced (small bills) buy in at River Rock, the
following comment added tolills SID profile:
2017-Aug-11 BCLC DIRECTIVE- No further un-sourced cash or chips pending interview with
AML team. Please advise patron to contact consumer services and provide a contact number to
arrange an interview. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC AML Programs
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning .

MW occupation as an "Owner Real Estate Company" does not clearly aid in establishing SOF
or SOW.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
.hold PGF accounts 301 at River rock. He has been using his PGF account frequently since
opening his account in late 2015 .
•

does not have any known casino associates of immediate concern.
lncident(s) to discuss:

2017-AUG-11I17-45640 I UFT-RRCR:llarrived at the casino with a shopping bag th~
contained $200K in unsourced small denomination bills. After approx. 2.5 hours gamblin~
presented $221 Kin chips for redemption. He was paid back $200K in $20 bills by the site and a
cheque for the winnings ($21 K)
Occupation:

Owner Real Estate Company (no company info).
Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

is current.

a. Does he reside primarily in Canada?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as an Owner, Real Estate Company.
a. Request a company name.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced/small bills is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Whe.does bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. How does he make the arrangements?
6. Encouragell to continue to utilize his PGF account as his primary source of
funds to gamble with.
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-AUG-11/17-45640 I UFT-RRCR:

1. Where did he acquire the $200K in unsourced small bills?
2. How did he make the arrangements to get the money?
3. Educate llregarding BCLC's concerns surround the source of these funds .
2
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Interview Results:

>- ·:·. conf!rmed his address

>'

atll@g@*%k"%fi'f'jn·*lf'..is current.

.

- - confirmed the 778 phone num er we ave on I e IS ourcrared. There was an issue

with his number being issued to another individual by the carrier. His new number is:
Redacted Patron

ac1.:.·

•m•

lnlerv1ew Ide lllfy ng

>-

0

his company was an investment company named
(sounds like) .
·
made a phone call to someone (on speaker phone) and got th~litif
translation of the company which the person on the other end calle --- · :·

o

··..

=· ·

individual he called is his Realtor and his name is

•
•

>>>>-

No matches for name/number found in iTrak.
Internet search located a match for both name and number for alfJ.1•
a realtor for "i;@'H.@ii.i!i§fi§l+ffii!!.!H!.E
o The impression was that? used this company to aid in getting his permanent
residency in Canada.
o He stated he has since closed this company.
has family in Canada but splits his time between China and Canada as he still has
business interests in China.
BCLC's concerns surround the source of funds; particularly such a large volume of
unsourced small denomination bills was explained to
lllllis well aware of how P~ccounts work (he has used them frequently in the past) .
o Some other optionsmmay not be aware of were explained to him , IE: cash
and win (credit card), debit at the cage and wire transfer.
advised he has not heard of or attended any underground or unregistered casinos .
o lllwas educated that these establishments are illegal and potentially unsafe.

Ill

liill

RE 2017-AUG-11/17-45640 I UFT-RRCR:
> - . stated he made arrangements with a MSB to get the $200K he presented for buying
in this incident date.
o He could not recall then name but stated it was on No. 3 road in Richmond, near
the Skytrain and across from a pizza place .
o The MSB told him that they could do a wire transfer but it would take a couple
days. If he took cash he could get the money immediately so he took the cash.
o He did not request or specify preferred denominations and was given the small
bills noted in the incident file.
>- stated that he called a manalMt the casino named "GAO" to advise that he was
coming with $200K. According to .: this manager told him that it is his first time so it
will be no issue bringing the money in.
o The only manager at RRCR named GAO known to the investigator is the Director
of VIP Guest Relations Lisa GAO.
>acknowledged that the casino paid him out using $20 bills. He advised that this
money has since been deposited into a joint account he holds with his daughter (a CON
F/I).

II

Interpreter required: Yes, CHAN translating with BEEKSMA taking notes.

3
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BCLC Conditions:.s on full sourced cash/chip conditions.
Investigator Comments:

II only had one incident of note that caused immediate escalation to full sourced cash
conditions due to his ability to access such large amounts of unsourced funds .

IIhas demonstrated that he is capable and willing to utilize his PGF account as a method of
bringing funds into the casino.
-

was informed that unless he is updated otherwise, he will only be allowed to buy in at BC

~inos with sourced funds (all options explained to him) and he seemed fine with this.
The investigators recommends he remain on source cash/chip conditions .

A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

4
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I nformat1:>11

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-JUL-27
Interview Time : 1322 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions
Recent Activity:
.

has generated 24 individual LCT records dating back to 2017-MAR.
On 2017-JUL-24 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.

II.ill occupation as a Student,
or SOW.

Redactea

Patro1 lnle"V•ew tdent1fy119 lnrorma· on

does not aid in establishing SOF
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF a~ has used
bundled $20's when buying in and has buy-in's in excess of $500,000 in the space of
3.5 months. As a student the source of his cash is in question.
Buy in amounts have ranged from $9,000 to in excess of $117,200 per visit.

II is known to associate with a number of different VIP and HRP players as follows:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Sine~ first LCT in 2017- MAR he has conducted a combined total of $548,460 in
buy ins, $686,785 in disbursements and $300,000 in PGF. Some of the cash used for
buying in may have been recycled funds .

Occupation:
Student

Company:
Reda:ted

Patron rllerv ew lde'1t1fy1ng lnfo •n1at1on

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

170018230 - 2017 -03-28
19.6K in $20's - bricks
2
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-

Where do the $20's come from?

170019394 - 2017 -04-03
Againwit1···
- Di . introduce him to the Casino's?

170036646 - 2017-JUN-26
Buy in 18k 20's - bricks
- Where do the bills come from?
- Why isllsqueezing the cards?

170041193 - 2017-JUL-18
Redacted Patro:i
Interview ldentrfy1ng

lls winnings in the VIP dining room at

helped himself to $50K of
Edgewater
- Relationship too.::·.
- WhJdid he live· · the money?
- hasJIRlilkl paid back?

170041885 - 2017-JUL-24
Witl . . . (passenger in

did a pass to

I I out front Salon

~ewater ... .

-bought in for a total of $60k including a brick of $20's balance $100's
(white plastic bag with drawstrings) cashed out $97,300 in $100's
pears to be directing play/squeezin£ What is his relationship tom
··. ·. appeared to take delivery of$ from.at 14: 15 the next afternoon - got inll
·- · :· from salon patio no cash in hand got out with 472x$100, 500x$20. What
h~ened there?
- lsMa cash facilitator

-11··

Specific Questions to Ask:

3
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Confirm his address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?

3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how Ion~ has been
working there and where the business is located and what
role or
job title is.

ms

4 . Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6 . Encourageilllto use a PGF account. Review ofllls recent LCT activity
shows he just opened a PGF account (@Edgewater) .
7. What is his association to Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
(multiple cash and chip passes going both ways)
8. Association to

Redacted

9. Does he know

Patro1 lnte •v1eil'1

ldent1'"ymg lnformatmn

chip pass)

Redacted - Patron Interview
lden11fy1ng lnforma11on

-NO

10. Cautiorllagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos .
11. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notesiflspeaks English as well and investigators were able to ask some questions in
English .
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview, - i i stated the following:
He lives at

~eoaced

Pa•·on

ln~trv1ew

ldtrnfy ng

1for111dtio1

I

4
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He has been here since 2011
He started at BC Casino's about one ~1~ 9ear aio
He has graduated
in "Travel Management"
He is no longer on student visa , e 1s now on a wor visa
He does not have a job, he is "looking"
His source of income is his parents
His parents have maxed out the amount they are allowed to send him for one year
for school, books, living etc so now he gets his money from his parents through
wire/money exchange
A "friend" set it up for him - can't remember the "friend"
He cannot remember how he got the money or from whom (specifically referencing
the $19.6K he bought in with 2017-03-28)
He has been to the exchange facility at Crystal Palace Mall in Burnaby and Kinbok in
Richmond, generally he compares rates then uses one or the other
He did use a bank draft for one buy in, he had $60k cash and a friend needed the
cash so his friend transferred money in to his account and he got the bank
draft. ....... .
He was not specifically brought in to the casino's byilthey are friends
his DL was suspended for speeding (6
ion)
his suspension is over and he is in the
process of getting his car back
on the road
- lllM drive him around often during his suspension
WhenBvas placed on cash/chip sourcing he did engage in shared play with him
but was warned by the site not to and has since stopped
- llsqueezes the cards because he "has bad luck if he touches the cards so usually
he will not touch his cards"
Sometimes he askii!lwhat he should bet because l\lis good at reading the
tracking sheet"
He does not know wh. doesn't want to answer the SOF questions, that is a
~ersonal question"
- llis not buying in right now because he was going hard for a while
They "knl' -~i iliave to answer SOF questions upwards of $9K ***
He know4f Jfu\f£through mutual friends, on 2017-JUL-18 whenllllltook the
$50k that he had just cashed out he had told.he wanted to keep playing he'd run
out of money
He was not aware the money was really fo1MM!• 1e doesn't care, Iii was the one
who borrowed it he could do whatever he wanted with it.
The brick of $20's he used for his first buy-in on 2017-JUL-24 was mone~paid
back to him
He played late after that buy in and did have a large cash out. He can't "remember"
how it was he got home that night (event occurred only 3 days prior to the interview)
buy he gave the money if!to hang on to hold on to
Was not able to say why . · gave him a brick of $20's for the second buy-in in that
gaming session (paid out all in $1 OO's)
He does not "recall" the money pass tolllwhile he was inllMil•. brushed
the question off with saying he doesn't know.
He is not on a specific allowance from his parents, gets money when he asks,
smaller amounts are $20-$30k and larger amounts $70-$80K

from+f§f'f!HHG§* M!!Ull!

5
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When asked what he needed so much money for ($70-$80k) at one time he said that
is was personal question and asked if he had to answer it and was advised that it
was his choice if he wanted to answer it
he then stated is particular about his look, he likes to buy things when he see
something he likes - for example $4000 shoes
His parents do not know he spends their money on gambling
The many uses of PGF were explained to him
He called PGF and Bank Drafts a "burden"
He does not want to re-deposit in to a PGF because if he wants to go shopping he
has no money
You have to plan your play because you cannot get a bank draft at night and there is
a service fee .. . ... .

BCLC Conditions:
2017-JUL-27 ***BCLC*** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit, no longer required to
contact Consumer Services. BCLC Source Chip/Cash Conditions remain until further notice.

Investigator Comments:
l!llwas suffering from amnesia with respect to several questions asked and did not give
straight answers when he did answer questions .
. .is currently unemployed and gets his money from his family. He is looking for a job.
His family are not aware he gambles.

lilll argued with

Investigator LEE for approximately 15+ minutes in attempts to get the
conditions removed .

Rappeared confident that he and his friends can still buy in up to 1OK with no requirement for
receipts .
COUSINS recommends thought be given to adding to the conditions; i.e. All buy-in's regardless
of amount need receipts .
COUSINS and LEE believe that sourced cash/chips should stay o n - profile.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-SEPT-04
Interview Time: 10:30 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2019-AUG-27
Garn ing suspended pending interview
BCLC Directive 2019-AUG-27
Sourced cash/chip conditions
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Recent Activity:

-

has generated 388 individual LCT records dating back to 2010-APR
His profile at this time shows:

Bl : $40,500.00
FX: $17 ,223.50
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $160,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $6,968,682.40
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF, SOW and relationship to various
associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC and follow up on incident 2019-56085.

Occupation:

General Manager
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - FINTRAC

The primary concern is a cash drop off
2019-AUG-20. Further confirmation of SOW is required.
Redacted - FINTRAC

-opened a PGF at RRCR in 2016 and has not used it since 2016.
OSINT in 2016 - PGF account opening . Nothing of significance noted in report .

Incident of Concern:

2019-AUG-20

1181•. who had been playing slots in the Jade Room appeared to receive a phone call ,
after which he proceeded to leave the Casino via the west doors.R•lit up a cigarette
and appeared to be waiting for someone.
22:20 hrs
arrived at RRCR west doors as
The driver of the vehicle waslllll!8
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- p a s s e d - a small brown shopping b a g - : -· · · in turn passed the
same bag tc:lla'After receiving the shopping bag ·: ·
eturned to the Casino via
the west doors and returned to the Jade Room (slot ·:, . : removed two (2Jii•il
bundles of bills from the bag (approximately $3,000 in $20's and 8x$100 bills -...
continued to play.
After dropping the shopping bag t o p then proceeded east on River Road
a~d -~urned in to the hotel driveway.£ff ;ulled up in front of the hotel entrance and
M l • exited the passenger door and entered the hotel lobby.
Redacted Pat ro;i
l 'ltervoew Identifying

hen proceeded to the west doors and entered the Casino .•
proceeded to the Jade Room , had a brief conversation witlf'JI• before walking away.
NOTE:

- w a s involved in a similar incident with the same people in 2014-MAR
~40015015 refers).

Discussion Points:
•
•

SOW?
Family here?
How often in Canada?
Confirm occupation and location of company

Relationship to :

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
How often does he get drop offs?
How does he arrange drop offs?
Does he pay interest on the money he borrows?
Confirm Canadian address
Does he own his home?
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Other residences? Other addresses?
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

Redacted

Palron nterv ew

lde1t1fym;,J Info Prnl1::m

stated the following :

He is retired

He was part owner o t , _ .!Mfil::!iili& 10cated in the

of!d§~~i · (.

·

· · ··

province
He has since so
1s s ares w 1c accounts or his current income
He further has accounts payable outstand ing; i.e. further money owed him
related to his business ventures
l nfo·rrlat1on
His wife i ' Reda :::ted Patron l 1terv ew
He has a daughter who lives in Vancouver
He built her house
He thinks he owns the home he lives in (not aware of any mortgage
payments .. .... . )
He is working on staying in Canada a sufficient amount of time so that he can get
his Canadian citizenship
He plays slots cause he is bored here
He does o to home t · :. ·
several times a year
He know
through her husband, he and-s
husband are ve
He and · · ·
are old friends
· · ·· ·
· ·
·
is a friend they play together
He recalls the $5K drop off bylllJJ(]
Prior to this incident he had been in The Salon playing Baccarat, he does not
play Baccarat often as he really does not understand the game well
He bets along with whomever is at the table
He'd been playing for a while and wasn't having much fun, wanted to play slots
l de"ll rf~· ·n~

-i i
lii

(his game o f = · ·
He was with · ._- . · at the time

. ·: · ··
: ..

T

-

her the rest of his chips to further her play and left the Salon

lost the money, owed it to him
was getting ready to return to China where she owns a Hotel , (confirmed
k profile)
wanted to pay him back before she left
ailed him to ask where he was, he replied "the Casino"
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- •&proceeded to the Casino where she paid him (per observed drop off)
He had no idea he was not to receive cash drop offs
His daughter has dropped money off to him in the past
He did not know about SOF/SOW requirements prior to this meeting

BCLC Conditions:

2019-SEPT-04:
ment for interview has been removed from lf:lrnls profile.
urrently is still on full cash/chip conditions
Investigators Comments:

Per BC assessment, his home in Richmond is valued at $2,278,000 (u/k the
Vancouver home no address obtained).
He has wealth per sale of company shares
He expressed no financial concerns (not even aware if he makes mortgage
payments)
He has been a player since 2010,
and a cash
pass in 2019 (his buddll!lwas generating Tito tickets for him so he could play
uninterrupted)
He was educated on SCC requirements
Recommend the sourced cash/chip conditions be removed

2019-SEPT-12
Forwarded to management for review
Received "ok" to remove conditions
Conditions Incident 190059972 updated to reflect same

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC
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Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

Bl IS

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAME Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#:
Interview Date: June 81h, 2016
Interview Time: 10:47 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

I l l was asked the following questions:
1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. Confirm her occupation and how long she has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Ask who her husband is and what his source of wealth is.
4. Has she had any cash deliveries or heard about them?
5. If so, how does it work?
6. Impress upon her that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for her safety.
7. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
8. She apparently has used PGF but it would nice to encourage her to
continue to use these accounts.
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Interview Results:
-stated in part, the following:

?

She was advised of the requirement for government reporting of certain cash
transactions and understood;

»

Given that she was in the VSE program for a year it was explained that things have
changed and that one of the reasons for the interview is to educate on these
changes;

?

When she first started to play it was downstairs in the casino and involved small
bets;

?

She eventually moved upstairs to the VIP rooms;

?

The money that she uses is her own money;

?

Her occupation is "Housewife" but she receives an allowance from her husband to
support her play;

?

Her husband is in the export business in China and exports seafood products;

?

The name of the company translated as

?

She would only provide a last name for her husband, • • but did not want to
provide his first name as she did not feel the need to;

?

If she is losing while playing she will never borrow money;

Recac•ed Pa··on 1n·erv1ew
cent fy1 lg In'C1ma· on

>-- She has not received any cash deliveries and doesn't know how to facilitate one;

?

Given her history of STR's she was educated with respect to the possible
association of small denominations and criminal activity;

?

She believes that the conditions that BCLC are imposing on patrons is the right thing
to do;

>-- Her conditions were explained to her and she agrees with them;

Interview over at 11 :04 am

2
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Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on lllls ability to buy-in using cash or unsourced chips .
was encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Conditionsl l l continues to have conditions on her play at BCLC Casino as
1
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:
1

l lwas one of many patrons that was made subject of conditions on September 11 h, 2015.
Given that she was VSE until May of 2016 she has not been in casinos and was not aware
of the conditions. The purpose of this interview was to educate her on the conditions.
On June 151, 2016 she was advised of her conditions and on June 2nd she returned to the
site with receipts showing the source of her cash which demonstrates her compliance to her
conditions.
Efforts will be made to identify her husband to determine how her level of play is supported.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

BCLC II Summary

Patron Interviewed:

NAM ••

Reda::;ted Patro n
Interview Identifying
nformalaon

SID#
Interview Date: February 26 1h, 2016
Interview Time: 09:47 am
Interview Location: Starlight Casino
Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

There was l!oncern regarding this patron's level of play and the fact that she is
noted as an ··:: · tudent. There was also concern as background checks revealed the
possibility 0 ongoing civil action that could pose risk given her source of cash is
suspect.

The following was asked durina9 interview:
1.

What is the source of his wealth?

2. Confirm his occupation and how long She has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Ask her where she obtained the cash she attended the casino with on
February 241h, 2016.
4. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
5. Does she use a money service and if so what rate is she charged.
6. Advised her that there is some concern with her using a PGF account
considering she has been the subject of a petition as a result that she was
in default of mortgage payments. Further to this there were two civil
claims based on personal loans in an approximant amount of $50,000.
7. What is the status of the civil actions?
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Interview Results:

~ .

has not been a student for some time and is currently waiting for permanent
residence status;

~ She was a student a

. ; .• ·. ·. • .

r'

and graduated in Economics;

~

Her source of income is from her parents; They are in the construction business in
China and she is a shareholder in the company ;

~

She gets a return from the company at the end of any project and is also given
money from her parents every two months ;

~

She manages her money using four different banks: TD , CIBC , BMO and HSBC;

~

She usually calls a head to one of the banks to have money ready that she can take
to the casino;

?

When the banks are not available she uses a money service in Richmond that is
located on #3 Road by the Sky Train Millennium line.

~

She was able to show on her phone the money transactions that has supported her
gaming . The TD account on February 3rd, 2016 had a balance of a 1SOK;

~ Specific to February 24 1h, 2016 she received this money from the money service.
She has received $80,000.00 of which part was to facilitate a real estate deal and
the rest ($40,000.00) she used at the casino. She showed investigators the wire
transfer receipt to corroborate this;
~

Generally speaking she will call ahead to the banks to pick up money. If she orders
two days in advance than she receive a mixture of 100's, SO's and 20 's;

~

The most that she walked out of the bank for gaming with $60,000.00 from the TD ;

~

If she uses the money service it will depend on the time of day with respect to what
denominations she will receive . Early in the morning she can get large
denominations but as the day gets later sometimes it will be SO 's but mostly 20's.

~

Originally she did not want to provide the name of her parents business but when the
importance of providing this information in the context of support her gaming she
wrote it down (Noted Below) ;

2
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·.\ ..

.1 't.:: j ·,.i ' \l_·'
Cv ,t..

,I

>

I

;... This company is not only into construction but advertising in the form of bill boards,
mining and casinos ;
')' She would not provide her parent's names ;
.,,_ She does not attend the private casinos as she believes that they are dangerous;

>-

She stated that there are presently 13 of them of which one is in New Westminster ;

>-- Cash is not required to go to the casino as they use an honour system;

;... She was questioned about the civil actions ;
;... She was unaware of the actions concerning the personal loans;

-Y She has paid her default payments for her mortgage just last month and is in the
process of renewing her mortgage with the bank,
~

Her property is worth $345 ,000.00. She has a total of $260 ,000.00 in mortgages on
the property. $60 ,000.00 of this is a second mortgage.

Interview over at 10:25 am

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions: A directive had been placed on l l l l profile that no further play until
she was interviewed. This directive was removed and she is now able to play.

3
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Investigator Comments:
There is no question thal l • source of wealth is from her parents. She is currently
looking for work.
The documents suggesting she is subject of civil litigation has been explained. She has
never received documentation regarding the personal loans and has dealt with the
mortgage situation. She advised after the interview that she wanted to get more information
regarding the loans and was directed to the website that contained this information.
l i l l was told that she needed to provide her parent's name to establish her source of
wealth but was reluctant to do this. This is likely due to the fact she does not want her
parents to know how much money she is spending in the casino. It is likely she will have to
be approached again when doing background to clearly establish her source of money.
The money service location has been described exactly the same during another patron
interview. That patron provided a phone number which identified this money service in
Richmond: Suhuida Money Exchange, 5461 No.3 Rd, Richmond, BC. (778-231 -1567).

Tom Caverly
Cas ino Investigations
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scLc 1s§·'%'6M!.1'§5'¥%FIH'*!!.i*
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-NOV-08
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Interview request. Not presently on sourced cash/chip conditions.
Recent Activity:

M1iMhas generated 83 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-AUG
On 2017-0CT-23 - Comment added to profile requesting SOW info. -reportedly provided
the following information:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Father:
Information
Occupation:
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC.

History:

lllll!lldoes not have any incident of concern to BCLC's AML Unit. The reason for
interview specifically surrounds SOW and SOF.
Since. . first LCT in 2014 his transaction totals are as follows:
8/1: $998,350
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FX: $0
PGF: $89,000
DSB: $1 .25 mil.
Average Bl : $10-$20k

Occupation:
Student-·

--

Company:

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
a. Does he own or rent?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located if applicable.
a. Confirm if he is wired money from his father, explore the details of
this.
4. Encouragel'fJllo use a PGF account.
5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with Steve BEEKSMA
taking notes.
Interview Results:

llfJ1ffil
~

stated the following :
-

confirmed the address in his profile as current and advised investigators he
owns the apartment.
~
supported by his family in China via wire-transfer to his CIBC bank

P..l•s

accou~

o

il8 came prepared with a printout of his CIBC transaction history. He
went through the list of transactions and circled all relevant casino
transactions (ATM withdrawals, debit at the cage and cash advances).
2
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Amounts were in the $2,000 to $3,000 range . He also circled wire
transfers received from his family in China.
o · · :: ·: s father is a surgeon at the ·=:. ·· :· '. _· r
detailed above.
o .. · · . recently graduated from university w ere e studied business. He is
currently looking for work in the field he studied in.
);;-. ~stated he opened a PGF account at VILLA before but he does not find
1!i"e'iii'"convenient and he didn't like the minimum initial deposit being $10,000. He
added he does not play that big.

Topics discussed during interview:
It was explained tdl.i• that investigators simply needed to source his wealth due to
his occupation (student) not generating any income for him .

Interpreter required: Yes , .

did speak English though.

BCLC Conditionsl r l •was not on conditions previously. Investigators would
categorize him as low risk and conditions are not necessary at this time.
Investigator Comments:

At this time investigators do not believMJ.\!lll presents a high risk for money laundering
as such it is recommended that he can continue gambling uninterrupted to be monitored
moving forward .
He understands BCLC 's concerns regarding source of funds and why we requested to
meet with him .
A copy of this summary has been provide to BCLC's Manager of AML Project Daryl
TOTTENHAM for review .
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLCIS

- ••

F.lt

•

,. .! ' •.

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-19
Interview Time: 10: 00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2018-JUN-28
Gaming privileges suspended pending interview.

Recent Activity:

IA'W has generated 47 individual LCT records dating back to 2010-AUG.
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Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $31 ,900.00

FX: $9,786.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $583,200.00
DISBURSEMENT: $71 ,500.00
The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF, SOW and relationship
to various associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC and follow up on incident
20180040017 - threats .

Occupation:
Housewife/D ivorced
Company:
N/A

Redacted - FINTRAC
Activity Outline:

Discussion Points:
SOW/Outstanding Debt
Who else does she lend money to
What are the interest rates
What is the arrangement to get money
Who supplies her the money to loan?
Know of any other loan sharks
Undergrounds?
Request an overview of the situation per below

INC 2018-40017 - Possible Loansharking
Security Shift Manage
informed Investigator patro
patro
was harassing and threatening her.
At 1620hrs, Security Supervisor

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Redactej Patron
1n·erv1ew aen· fy ng

eported

was notified of a patron dispute in
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the Dogwood Room .

Redacle::l Patron Interview
ldenhfy1nt) tnfo·rnat1on

were reported to have been in a verbal argument.

After the argumen.was in medical distress and First Aid Attendant was called .
EMS was contacte an?m left the property with them .
-

stated she had borrowed $50,000 frorrll.and was paying $3000 a week in

interest. Further discussion w.r.evealed over ~Minjt 12-18 months-had
borrowed over $150,000 from•· · .. ··stated tha .:
threatened her kids and
family.
stated she had reported this to law enforcement this morning (2018-JUN27).

Ill

Re:facled

Patrofl

Rilshowe I tn•crv1ew lde1t1fy ng
amount borrowed.
lt®atated to

messages on WeChat frorr W:!J•that confirmed the

11111.&

i

... .. ..she would borrow money fro18•with the understaif
that for every
$10,000.00 borrowed she would pay $500 a week interest. · · showed us on her
phone in We Chat communications between her
in Chinese however there
was dollar amounts in the chat.- stated that ··· has big background", which was
further explained to us as connections and people~ Whenllil'!llneeded money she was
speak with
would contact her boss. I asked how she was given the
money, in cash or chips · : ·· aid cash. I asked in what denotation is she primarily
given and-stated $20 bills. -was asked how much money she had borrowed
and··::
-._ responded about $150,000. We asked how much does she owe right now
and. ... replied $50,000.00 ..... .

air

lllls

stated th-Wthreatened
kids and family, further that-has a log
_showing what is owed.fJMalleged she had already paid $3,000 for the week but
-wanted more.

-

Relationship to:
Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her address a 1
Family here

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

ho owns it?
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Source of income?
Who else has she lent money to
How does she approach and develop clients:

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:
During the course of her interview,
-

-

Redacted - Pat·o n Interview Identify ng rnform allon

stated the following:

The address in.O:")lliJIQis correct , she lives there with her husbanr

mr••w:1 ,

'i!M!•

They have no children
She has been frequentin
She used to own a
and got the
t
Redacted
Pa!ron
lntervew
lde111fymg
lnfo·rnallan
nicknameMllthere
She has since sold her business interests, it was open for six (6) years
She does not work now
She gets money from her parents (only child) on occasion and in-laws
In 2007 she got approximately $50K from her parents and in 2018 her husband
received $50K from his parents
Additionally she gets money on occasion from her parents if she asks for it ($6$8K in a month)
They spend approximately $6-$71</month with all bills and life expenses
Her parents don't know she gambles
Her husband is self employed in the construction industry - contractor
She initially came to Canada as an International Student studying Political
Science, at that time she played slots
She has a BMO bank account
She and her husband have a TD joint account
Her husband told her that since her barring he has heard that people within the
Casino have been spreading rumors that she was barred because A) she killed
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
8)5
year ban for pushing people to gamble C) banned 10 years for disrespect to
Casino staff
She knowtlflas a friend, she only lends money to - a s a "friend", she has
never disrespected Casino staff
Shen has never lent money to anyone b u t .
She is having marital problems with her husband as a result of these rumors
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She stated her husband did not know of her lending to until the incident in June
2018 (not true per a text lf$ahowed investigators and included as an
attachment to IS)
- -then P.!a ~d a phone messaij for invest%ators, which whe_~ intelE[eted by
Investigator · . as identified as_'f.!ll!ljjll(calle1lfi-!Mfor
money, wantin
o ask her "friend" for $5,000, but only give her $4,500
(interest up• • . When ask~d who her friend. w~s she said it_ was her husband
She knows ·
as a good friend (related an 1nc1dent where-toad up for
her in the casino)
- - h a s a boyfriend, an older gentleman who does not like h e .. . ling
On one occasion
had lost all and called her for money so ,-_. '.
boyfriend
wouldn't find out
- fl1!W 1as asked to borrow money from her on numerous occasions over the
years
used to gamble upstairs (Salon) but lost too much money
.- - -. started borrowing quite a bit after Chinese New Year 2018
·
payed the first amount back quickly in FEB-2018 but continued to borrow
until she got up to $SOK
She would askllllfor money once a month
She does not ask for interest
She and-nly talk over "we chat"
With regards to the incident that sparked the incident, she needed the $50K back
as it was from the joint account with her husband and he needed the money to
~me trades at his project
- _.,ad agreed to pay $2K a month starting in April but wasn't following
through
She did go to the police when- said she was going - wanted to report her
side of the story
Police to her it was a civil matter and she could approach-for money any
time
She was u stairs in the casino on 27-JUN-2018 when she received a call from a
friend that· -·- .-· as in the Dogwood
She approached : . at the c~sino and tolcRl!flto give her money back.an argument ensued whereby-called her evil things and was saying bad
things about her, she became nervous and fell down
She know
he is like a brother to her, she
knows him from before Casino life
ldcrit1fy ng
She does not know Reda:tcd Pa•rcn 1n•crv1ew
but often does not know people by
on
their Chinese name

I'll

-1-::.-·

1n~crma·
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BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips conditions
Play suspended pending investigation
Investigator Comments:

The incident that sparked this interview occurred on June 27, 2018, it was
identified as a Lottery lnvestigator/Police/GPEB incident but no interviews were
done by any of those units hence the late date of this interview
- Inf.was frustrated at how long it had taken to be interviewed
A past dealer in RRCR-identified a person named-as a loan shark
to the AML unit a numb~ars ago, it was not until this interview that MW
true identity was established
- • .:· .denied going by any name but• •mtil she was tripped up by Investigator
.. · . nd she acknow-~ she is also known a s • •
Per investigator LE, · . . · as not being truthful in general during the course of
the interview
She was up and down emotionally during the interview - tearing up on occasion
·
has ei ht 8 associates on her profile, patrons of note include:
(one (1) yr site barring RRCR lending out his
Investigators recommend a five (5) yr AML Barring, undesirable loan sharkin
Based on the comments made b atrons husband
text messages to
•
delivering m
y
1
recommendation of a 5 yr undesirable for him as well.

2019-FEB-27
Interview forwarded to Management for review.
2019-MAR-01
Received manager approval for 5 yr barring for botl
Files 190014526 and 14531 refer

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-JUN-28
Interview Time: 1030hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:
- · is presently on full cash/chip conditions.
Recent Activity:
- h a s generated 505 individual LCT records dating back to 2010-MAR.
On 2017-MAR-17, as a result of a refused buy in at River Rock, the following comment added to
- s SID profile:
2017-MAR-17 RRCR Refused cash buy-in as per BCLC Directive. No further un-sourced cash
buy ins to be accepted until further notice from BCLC AML Unit. Please advise patron to contact
Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to arrange an interview with the BCLC AML Unit.
Please notify Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Unit by email if patron attempts further cash buy-ins
at any site.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.

I I occupation as a "Stakeholder Management" does not clearly aid in establishing SOF or
SOW.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
1i111

- 1 o l d PGF accountsllllit River rock and account
at Edgewater. He has been
using his PGF account frequently since being placed on no un-sourced cash/chip conditions.
Ml8does not have any known casino associates of immediate concern.

Incidents to discuss:

cMIJIM!f'E

2017-MAR-17 I 17-15818 I UFT-RRCR: llflmet a vehicle described as
along the South hotel driveway. He was driven to the West parkade, access¥cJ111SOwn ve'Fiicle
then entered the casino where he produced $40 ,000 in $20 bills for purchasing chips .
The casino determined that due to the circumstances of ho«:!JRacquired the money the buy
in would be refused . The aim directive was added to his profile as a result.
2017-MAR-18 I 17-19327 I UFT-EDGE: On this dat~attended the casino and presented
$50 ,000 in $20 bills for buying in. As a result of the ~e added in relation to the River Rock
incident the buy in was refused and the cash returned tclilta

Occupation:
Stakeholder Management -

Redacted

Patron 1terv ew ldenllfying
1for m <1t10 1

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Redacteo

Patro1 lnter11ew
Identifying 1nrormat1on

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
b. Does he reside primarily in Canada?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as a Stakeholder Management.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Whenliilldoes bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. HOWdoes he make the arrangements?
6. EncouragMIWto continue to utilize his PGF account as his primary source of
funds to gamble with .
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-MAR-17 / 17-15818 / UFT-RRCR:

2
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1. Who was driving t h - h a t dropped off the money to him

Redactej Patron 1ntef'\•ew
lderillfy ng nformat1o'l

?

2. Where did the money come from?
3. How did he make the arrangements to get the money (delivery occurred just before
2100hrs)?
RE 2017-MAR-18 / 17-19327 / UFT-EDGE:

1. Was this the same $40,000 River Rock would not accept?
2. Where did the additional $10,000 come from?

Interview Results:
-, -~onfirmed his local address onlUB!nis current (he added in English
It was learned throughout the conversation that in addition to numerous
properties/businesses in China and the
has a property
Patron lnterv1e11
· and a property in Rejactec
Id
f 1n I f
property is in his wife's name.
pically spends his summers in
is too hot), winters in
nd fall and spring seasons i n - ~
stated that when he first moved to Canada in 2008 he brought with him $8 million
dollars.
o li1iln•added that it used to be much easier to bring money from China despite
the $50,000 per year per person rule . Anyone could bring money for you but
recently the rules changed .
o According tolil!I early this year, China changed the rules and only individuals
with the same family name (related by blood) can remove money from China for
family overseas.
.
This is not an issue fo1D!fl he has •
money in Canada.
" tcfMIPM!itltllQWccupation
as
th
··:
:
of
a Broadcasting company called
•
o

1111111111

The company produces numerous Chinese television shows (soap operas and
sitcoms) .
o He started this company in 2003 as a trade company and it evolved into what it is
today.
o Recent1.Mst.laway from this company and allowed his son to take
over the business ._- · showed investigators an onlin.on his phone that
featured the company and included a picture of his son · ··. ··
son was born in
1987).
. ...
~ WJM• business ventures started in the early 1990's when he created a real-estate
comp-s company is still active .and run by ~amily m.emb~rs in China .
o
·
owns numerous properties and businesses 1n China.
o He showed investigators live surveillance feeds from approx. 7-8 of his properties
in China that he could monitor from his smart phone (time stamp showed
0230hrs China time) .
~ lll!l!lrecently partnered with 3 of his close friends to invest in a Vancouver based
o

3
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o •eiihowed inves=tors multiple pictures of him sitting in a l M l ! M

_.. . ··lliUIMnl!fl:wm

At the conclusion of the intervie~lfA.:)ld investigators that BCLC should set
Redacted Patron lnte·vcew
_an example for "being green" and put ?RMas the ldc1t1fymg lnlo"Mat1cn
o - g a v e investiga~ors a sal.es pitch.whereby he pointed out how much money
Patron riterv ew
~be saved o n - 1 f we switched to Reda:::ted
ldenl n r>formatro'l
? 8.l!•also likes to play the stock market (freelance) in Canada. He stated he has lost
"millions" in stock trades over the years .
? Regarding the moneylllfllbrings into the casino, -advised he has more than
~h money in Canacraa'nd the cash comes from either his credit card or debit card.
11Zm5howed investigators a number of cards in his wallet:
o BMO Debit
o 2 Master Cards
o 2 Unio-cards.
• ···: :· added that he can get $10,000 per day from his debit card , up to
$30 ,000 per day from the Master Card and up to $1 Million Chinese
equivalent from the Union Pay cards . He added he cannot use the Union
-ards "here" (the casino) .
•
produced a stack of debit receipts from his pocket to show
investigators which were for withdrawals of $10,000 or more.
• The machines usually disburse $100 bills when he's withdrawing these
amounts .
~ -started gambling because he is facilitated with numbers and formulas .
o He became interested in Mini-Baccarat.
o -estimates he has lost approximately $1.8 million all time gambling.
o

RE 2017-MAR-17 / 17-15818 / UFT-RRCR:
?

?

As soon as investigators explained to lllthere was one incident in particular we
cuss he immediately knew what we were referring to.
d the following details regarding this incident:
advised that numerous people owe him money (up to $3 million China
currency combined).
o He feels he is constantly chasing people to pay him back.
o •
. ·.howed investigators a text conversation with an individual in China who

- c e d a lien on his home due to money owed. The individual was

?

asking .~: . · to lift the lien s~ h~ could sell the property to pay him back.
o ll.l!floniy ends money to his friends , people he knows well.
• He doesn't charge friends interest by if it is a business to business loan
he does charge a little bit of interest.
The $40,000 in $20 bills subject of this incident was money owed to him by a friend in
China .
o
stated he had been trying to get a hold of the unnamed friend (in China) for
3 days and finally succeeded .
o The friend (who was in China. •9vas in Canada at the time) agree~s
o~ contact info to an associate locally that would arrange to get. .the
mrowedhim.
o
received a phone call from the local associate of his friend who asked
where he was . When he told the male he was at the casino "on No. 3 road" he
was instructed the money would be brought to him there.

Bl

4
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The male pickec:IF.l!mup along the side of the driveway across the street and
him to his vehicle in the West parkade (footage supports this).
o •
did not know the driver but described him as follows :
o

'

•

•

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Redacted

Pat·o,

he may try to take his money.mDdescribed how he "sized him up" and
came to conclusion that he would be able to overpower the driver if he
needed to.
o Wl1•stated he didn't even need the money but was happy to finally collect on
the money his friend owed him .
o llllwas upset his friend paid him with small bills . He stated he called his friend
and asked him what is he supposed to do with all of the small bills? In the end
llllwas just happy to get his money back and willing to accept the bi lls.
• lllladded that he hates small bills as it takes too long to count it.
~ -·-arely lends money out anymore because he is tired of chasing people to get paid
back. He added that people are not as honourable as they used to be.
RE 2017-MAR-18 / 17-19327 / UFT-EDGE:

~ B!i!ilconfirmed this was the same money refused at River Rock and acknowledged that

~ater refused it too.
1mstated he added the additional $10,000 from his own money

~

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translating with BEEKSMA and COUSINS taking notes.
BCLC Conditionsll'J.l.is on full sourced cash/chip conditions but consideration should be
given to remove all conditions from his profile .
Investigator Comments:
ll'llllmwas very respectful and open with investigators throughout the interview process.
-rhe""9eneral 1mpress1on was that he was very truthful 1n his answers and was quick to provide
supporting evidence to back up his claims (receipts, phone records , internet searches, photos
on his phone etc).
It is clear thatM1Mbuilt himself up to be a very successful businessman , starting from his real
estate company that he opened in the early 1990's. He generates revenue from multiple
sources from both businesses and investments. The investigator believes tha-has more
than satisfied source of wealth requirements .

ll

prefers to use his debit/credit cards or bank drafts for gambling over cash.

added a recommendation that BCLC should consider allowing funds from his debit or
credit card to be returned to the same card when he's finished gambling. He was told this
cannot be done but BCLC is looking at the possibility of depositing sourced funds from his debit
card to his PGF account. Presently the casino forces him to take that money back in cash then
he has difficulty using it in the casino in the future.
lfl•showed investigators a picture he took of his home safe which showed 6-7 bundles of
CDN $100 bills which he stated is all money that was disbursed by the casino.
5
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. . .as told that any cash the casino disburses he should be able to use for buying in within
48hrs with no issue.
The River Rock incident appears to have been a one-off and e v e - advised that was a
that would not happen again.
llll!J!llias demonstrated a willingness to use a variety of the cash alternatives offered by BC
Casinos .1111 has no associates of concern and generally keeps to himself in BC Casinos .
~circumstance

Given what was learned in the interview,. u
orted by casino records, the investigator believes
consideration should be given to remove - -· . from the conditions list. He is already on the list
of HRP's and will continue to be monitore a ong with regularly scheduled reviews of his activity
in the casino.
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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BCLC IS

. I.!..

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-10
Interview Time: 1140hrs
Interview Location: EDGE
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA, Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron was advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
. , a s recently placed on sourced cash conditions as a result of some UFT's
occurring at EDGE casino from 2017-APR-13 through 2017-APR-17 .
Recent Activity:
On 2017-APR-19.was placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:

2017-APR-19 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC .
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The focus of the interview will be recent incidents, establishing SOF and SOW along
with enhanced CDD/KYC .
History:

. h a s generated 92 individual LCT records dating back to 2011-SEP.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to $40,000 per visit, in large part small
denomination bills.
The follow incidents occurring 2017-APR-13 through 2017-APR-17 were included in a
single STR and can be summarized as follows:
EDGE incident 17-21301 (APR-13, just after midnight): .bought in for $6,000 in $20's
on a gaming table . He gambled minimally and presented $4,000 in $20 bills at the
ier for purchasing more chips.
presented $10,535 in chips for redemption. He was told he would get his $20's
then took back the chips . He cashed out the $535 before leaving the casino with
the 2X$5K chips that remained.

@l

EDGE incident 17-21301 (continuation, morning of 131h).returned to the casino
t 7 hours later and bought in for $10,000 in $20 bills on 2 tables in the VIP Salon.
·-. .- · gambled minimally and was suspected of passing $1 OK in chips to a male identified
w~o ttem pted to redeem them for
The cash out was
refused and it was suspect~~ : _· returned the chips to&lllin the wa~m . While
site staff was dealing with
·as cashing out $1".419 in chips. • was told
that $1 OK would be paid in ··st' en decided to take back the 2X$5K chips only
redeeming the $2 ,419.

1111

.a ... · . .· ' _- . '. '

EDGE incident 17-21301 (continuation. APR 14, morning):llfteturned the following
morning in possession of 4X$5K chips that he coloured down and gambled with . The
site reported his bankroll never dipped lower than $19,500.
· .. _. · presented $22,145 in chips for redemption . He was told $20,000 would be paid in
. _ ' . • took back 2X$5K chips and accepted the remaining $12 145 in 20 bills.
was later observed meeting with an elderly male identified as · ... · ·- _
_..... : and suspected of passing him 3X$1 K chi s · .. · cas e
e c 1ps out
(on behalf o f . receivi~ills. Afterwards .. .,_ : '. . · .. nt in the washroom
whereby it was suspected-passed the disbursed cash t ._· .
-incident 17-21816 (APR 15):llllreturned to the casino the following morning
'Wmiafemale who was not identifiedthis date. Both entered the casino and the female
went directly to the cashier where she presented 2X$1 K clMor redemption . The
casino made the connection and she was paid in $20 bills · · · conducted 2 buyins of

'

2
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$2K each (all $20's) and the female was suspected of using the $2K in $20's disbursed
to her to also buy in .
1111 and the female left the casino together with up to 5X$1 K chips.
Occupation:

Coal company owner
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address at

Reda::;ted

Pat·on ln•erv1ew lde'ltrfy ng
lnfo rma1 1on

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how lo~ has been
working there and where the business is located and what. . s role or
job title is.
4. Prior to being placed on conditions.was using large volumes of small
bills.
a. Where did this money come from?
b. Why was he going through such great lengths to convert the $20's
to large bills?
c. Did someone ask him to do this if so who?
5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC 's primary concern.
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
7. Encourage. to use his PGF account. Review oflllls llJfjlrofile
confirms that on 2016-JUL-19 he opened account riUriiber · · .
at
EDGE ..
8. Cautiorlliltigainst using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour continue BCLC may put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
9. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

3
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RE EDGE 17-21301 (April 13/14):
1. Where did the $20,000 in $20 bills come from?
a. How does he know
i. Did he ge

to conduct transactions on his behalf and

?

b.

1-, , ~ I-~D!i~~·h~e~"!·~!~t~·111-!lo conduct transactions on his behalf and

why?
c. Did someone ask him to convert the $20 bills?
i. Who?

RE EDGE 2017-21816:
1. Who is the female?

a. Name, relationship?
2. Was she redeeming your chips and why?

BCLC Conditions-ill likely remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with
receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a
recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:
Redacted

Pabon lnte ·v1eo11ldent1fy119

'? .confirmed his address on
Information
as current.
o He advised that he is not a citizen.
o He has a wife and kids that live in Canada but he only visits about 4 times
a year, never longer than 2 months.
~ His wife does not gamble much and does not approve ollll; gambling.
'? mm:onfirmed his occupation as the owner of a coal company in China.
Reda::ted Patron I nterv ew Identifying
o The coal operation is located in the
I 1forma•1on
lliJlhas been involved in this business for approx. 10 years.
'?
stated that often when he comes to Canada he brings up to $50,000 in CON
•
0 bills. He stated that at the Bank of China (in China) he is able to withdraw
CON currency.
o lllencouraged investigators to check his declaration paperwork adding
that he always declares with customs the money he brings into the
.. _ country.
'? .explained the cash he was buying in with was monies owed to him by a
friend .
o The friends na~1i:l.li1rovided as . .
o •
stated that --Jwed him approx. $1 million in Chinese currency.
4
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o • • was also in China-told him he needed S<?_m~ of his money
back for his upcoming trip to Canada. MIMknows. .s telephone
number and address in Canada.
o Breturned to Canada on 2017-APR-12 and•llMarranged foriimto
have , . 0 0 CON delivered to him at his residence by a friend o f • :· . · received a phone call and went downstairs to the front of his
building where he received the $20,000.
• The money was delivered to him on the 121h, the same day he
arrived in Canada.
• llldescribed the packaging/presentation of the cash as 2 large
bricks.
• He does not know the individual that delivered it and did not note
the type of vehicle.
• lllbelieves this individual is a friend of WJi!IM and not tied to any
kind of business (IE: money exchange).
RedacteJ Patron 1ntef\1ew
lde1trfy1ng lnfo·maMn
•
• - o e s not know and did not ask where
friend) got the money from.
~WllRconfirmed he does have a CON bank account.
o On 2016-JUL-19 he opened account numberM•at EDGE.
o At the time of the intervie~stated he had $40,000 in his account that
he'd been using since being placed on conditions.
~ Investigators explained our concerns surrountM the source of large volumes of
cash , particularly in small denomination bills.
was unaware this was an issue
and now understands BCLC's concerns.
~ -has never been or been approached with an invitation to go to any
unregistered or underground casino.
RE EDGE 17-21301 (April 13/14):

llfasxplained the cash he used in the casino over the 3 days period was the
$20,000 in $20 bills thaW:flf,arranged for him .
o He seemed irritated that he was paid back with $20 bills as it's too big to
carry around .
);>--stated he only played a few hands because he was still jetlagged and wasn 't
feeling good about his play.
);;>- llllexplained that he knowsllll-from China. They are from the same
prov inc• . · · knows
father well.
o · : ·: mitted he a s k··:e··· ·to cash out the chips for him .
o
was hesitant bu
sured him it would be fine.
o He also admitted that ··: : passed him the chips back after being
refused in the washroom .
o llllwanted $100 bills as they are more convenient and easier to carry.
Reda:ted Patron 'lier.• ew
Y The impression was tha-foes not know
well , only from
ldentrfy1ng nformat1:J'l
his time gamblin .
o He asked
o cash out some chips for him as a favor.
o He recalled that · ·: :·
as paid in $20 bills.
);;>-

MN•
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RE EDGE 2017-21816:

~o
o
o
o

o
o

onfirmed the female that arrived with him on this incident is his wife.
Redacted - Patron Interview
~tated her name is
Identifying Information
l i l ladded that she does not gamble and we would not have any records
of her in our system(s).
There are no females attached as associates tohat may be possible
matches with this name.
informed investigators that his wife gives him a hard time about his
gambling and it was easier to hide $100 bills and chips from her than $20
bills.
~ dmitted that he felt he was stuck with the $20's and wanted to get rid
of them .
He also acknowledged that they gambled together after his wife was paid
back in $20 bills following her $2,000 disbursement.

Ill

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and
COUSINS taking notes.
Investigator Comments:
lifiRNas advised that moving forward he would need use an account and all cash
needs to be accompanied by a receipt he seemed fine with this .

!Im stated multiple times that he wanted to change the $20's to $1 OO's simply due to
the inconvenience of carrying large volumes of bills.

II

Since being placed on conditions
has been using his PGF account at EDGE . He
confirmed he does hold a CON bank account.
It is recommended that-

emain on sourced cash conditions.

Steve Beeksma
BCLC
A ML Investigations
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BCLC

1*@§@'¥MH'Hf'f'Mfr'*!ff•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2019-MAY-23
Interview Time: 10:30 AM
Interview Location : RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence (KYC/SOW) and reporting requirements .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin I English
Conditions:
Presentl~s not on any BCLC imposed conditions . She is nearly exclusively a PGF account
user as such funds used for play have been considered in large part sourced.

Recent Activity:

The primary purpose in interviewinilll is to satisfy BCLC's requirement to establish SOW
relative to a patrons level of play .
has been gambling at a high level and has often utilized drafts in excess of $100K.
is also known to take checks from one SP and use them at another.
•
Although much oflii.ll; play can be attributed to recycled funds (funds disbursed from a SP),
she has used some relatively significant Bank Drafts .
. .has utilized drafts from both BMO and TD banks.
History:

1111 has been generating records in BC Casinos since 2012-FEB with buy ins ranging from $6K
to upwards of $200K (PGF) per visit.
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Redacted - FINTRAC
l l lhas 3 individuals linked to her as associates that are
Casinos

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address a I

Reda~te1

Patron 1le1v ew lde1trfy1nJ lnfo-r1at1on

is current.

a. Does she own or rent?
2. What is the source of her wealth?
a. Confirm her occupation (restaurant manager
*Until recently she was a server/waitress.

Redacted

Patro1 lnle"V1ew ldentify1ng
lnformat1::m

b. Ask l lto explain her role in the company including which location she
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
works out of. There are 6:
Redacted

Pat"o n 1n•erv1ew lden'lf)' ng

c. Doesilllhave any other sources of income that is verifiable and can
explain her ability to gamble regularly at a high level?
3. l!mhas used both BMO and TD drafts previously.
a. Can she verify for investigators that she holds accounts at both Fl's?
4. Who is
5. Who is
6. Who is
7. Who is

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

8. Who is
9. What can she tell investigators of any underground or illegal casinos?

Interpreter required: Yes - LEE

BCLC Conditions: None.

2
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Interview Results:

During the course of this interview•IJIR!i• stated the following:
Reda:led

s-atron 'lien• ew lde'1t1fy1nt1

She lives at the listed address on
with her husband and two
l1forma!lon
children
She is not on the title for the house, just her husband is
Her children are eight rFl and eleven rm]
Her husband is
Her husband is not working at this time; he is looking after the children. It is expected
he will go back to work once they make other arranijlments
It is further expected he will return to his job at''™m &l.iir4 afMlhtJil!& (per profile)
where he knows the owner, does the books and purchasing (office role)
He does not really like gambling (in casino on one occasion only trying to chase her
losses when she had lost a lot several ears ago)
She still works with
now in an administrative role assisting the
owner ·· · · · · ·
The office she works out of is at
The office is in the basement of the building
There are
ocations
- She has been with the company from the beginning
m l • i s both her boss and her friend, she does gamble with him on occasion, and
when she does she tends to place larger bets
When she plays alone she is more conservative, she is able to control her gambling
The money she uses to gamble comes out of her personal accounts at TD and
BMO. The accounts are hers alone . d i d provide banking documents that have
been added to her 2019 OSINT folder supporting same)
She plays only at Parq , Villa and RRCR
She has never borrowed money to play, she does not lend money for play
She is aware people place bets for one another, she does not get involved in this
practice
Typically if her PGF account is flush she will put any winnings in the bank, visa
versa, if she is low in PGF funds she will put winnings in her PGF
She has been on a winning streak of late, betting larger sums , largely recycling
funds (validated per profile)

'M*'f'@!f@lf"M*'df.UE

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

are all

just "casino friends"
- - c a m e from the same area of China as her, but she met her in the casino
She will go out to dinner withRM after a casino session on occasion
She does not know who owns/runs undergrounds
She does not know of any specific locations
She has heard talk of underground casinos , but that was quite some time ago, not
really any chatter about them these days

3
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Investigator Comments:

- llllNas very polite, cooperative
,.,ad provided documentation supporting the bank accounts she is using to fund her
PGF account (s)
She primarily uses PGF to game
KYC/SOW has been satisfied at this time
No further action recommended

L. Cousins
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC

1sll@§@ifM@(f,ij[§ij@nifM!.ii.if!i!.!:•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-30
Interview Time: 12:30 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions:
2019-JAN-18 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise AML at
when patron is
notified of this directive.
2018-MAR-2018 BCLC Directive- Please update patron information on next visit and
document in their subject profile. This includes confirming current address, phone,
occupation, AND the company name for employees and business owner.
2017-MAY-02 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
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2017-JAN-05 BCLC Directive- Patron needs to be re-approached and provide income
source information- as he states he is a student, we will need to ascertain if he has
family wealth and the name and company information of that source of cash- please
document in ltrak report and advise writer by email when obtained . Daryl Tottenham
BCLC AML Unit.
2016-Mar-15 BCLC Directive- Patron needs to be re-approached and provide income
source information- as he states he is unemployed, we will need to ascertain if he has
family wealth and the name and company information of that source of cash- please
document in ltrak report and advise writer by email when obtained. Daryl Tottenham
BCLC AML Unit.
2016-Feb-27 BCLC Directive: On next visit please obtain name of spouse and
employment/company information to assist in confirming source of wealth. Please
advise writer by email when contact is made and info is obtained. Daryl Tottenham
BCLC AML Unit.
2015-FEB-16 BCLC Directive: Please update patron information on next visit and
document in their subject profile. This includes confirming current address, phone,
occupation, AND the company name for employees and business owners. B. Stephens
BCLC Casino Investigator.

Recent LCT Activity:
No LCT since 2018-DEC-11 at Parq for disbursement of $20,000. Sixty-seven (67)
LCTs since 2012-MAR-12.
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $2, 168,640.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $2,439,000
DISBURSEMENT: $3,253,546.00
The focus of the interview will be

Redacteo Patro1
l lerv ew Id~ 1tlfy1ng

Occupation: Director
,,cum, , d - Patron Interview Identifying
Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Occupation: Director
2

s source of wealth and source of funds .

Information
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e~iii-IMl!!:ll'9;11;r;u.w1m1.11 ..p 1 1 1 . 1 . _
Occupation: Director
company=-·il'llD•*HP®'"·W+m1.11.&1n.1.-

'®dt!•· . . - - . -

. . .I •
I

History:
•

Frequent change of occupation in ltrak along with multiple businesses (see
above); previously a "student", "stock trader" , now an "architect".
o PGF application at Villa, 2018-SEP identified as architect
o PGF application at Parq, 2017-SEP-19 identified as student

•
•
•
•

Redacted - FINTRAC

History of large cash buy-ins with small denominations
Numerous incidents of exchange of cash/chips
Sourced cash/chip conditions has reduced the large buy-ins with small
denominations however, he has a history of violating the sourced conditions

Civil Courts:
N/A

Recent Activity: December 2018/January 2019
•

•
•

Attended Parq Vancouver on 2018-JAN-17
tified female who
bought-in for $9,700 and never once played;
played all the hands,
UF did all the wagering (IN20190004005).
o Cash is .suspected to ha.ve_?~l~12.9ed to•i!Mll-who may have
passed 1t to the UF atlf,ifilNil!M
2018-DEC-10 at Parq, BCLC Directive, unsourced buy-in for $4,000
2018-DEC-11 at Parq, most recent LCT for disbursement of $20,000

Discussion Points:
•
•
•

SOW/SOF
Reoacted Pat ron
Identity of female with lnte :v1ew ldent1fy11g at Parq Vancouver on 2018-JAN-17
Identity of remitter on 3rd_party bank draft presented at RR on 2018-SEP-10

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
• Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it?
2. Clarify occupation
3. Gambling habits
• How often do you gamble?
3
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•

4.
5.

6.

7.

Recac•ed

Pa..on

What banks does lnte r... 1ew ldent1'ymg
use? Which bank for which purpose?
Branches? (BMO , CIBC, TD)
• Where?
• With whom?
• Preferred games?
• Gambling budget?
• Source of funds? (Previous large buy-ins using small denominations)
• Why no buy-ins or ......
de osits over $10,000 since December 2018?
Who is the female with
at Parq Vancouver on 2018-JAN-17 who
bought-in for $9,700 an ne~er once played?
Who is
remitter on 3rd party bank draft?
• Purpose of using a 3rd party bank draft
• Why does
. ··
1ave a draft f roml Mlt •·
All sources of wealth? (patron advised over telephone that much of his wealth
stems from gambling in BC, Alberta as well as Las Vegas)
• Employment?
• Gambling winnings?
• Business ventures (see above registered businesses)?
• Media reporting
• Other?
Explain directives and possible escalation for repeated violations

Interpreter required: No
Interview Results:
2019-JAN-28
- The interview with Redacted - Patron Interview ldenllfy1ng Information
was originally scheduled for
2019-JAN-28 at 11 :00 hours at River Rock Casino.
Reda:ted Patron
lnte1v1ew Iden: fy1 •1g
did not show up for the interview until approximately 13:00 hours the
same date; the investigators were unable to accommod
; late arrival ,
however, the writer and AML Investigator HUSLER met
in the River Rock
lobby to advise that an interview would need to be rescheduled .
Redacteo Patro,
provided his phone number as 604-762-0112.
ntcrv cw ldc1t1fy1ng
lnformattcn
arrived with documents from Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA)
mpany business registration ;
gave the writer the original
•••
documents so the writer could copy before a subsequent interview.
Redacted Patron
agreed to an interview on 2019-JAN-30 at 12:30 hours at River Rock
Interview ldenl • n
Casino, at which time ;· ·· ..,
rvas returned his original documents .
2019-JAN-30

4
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Redactec Patro1 lnle""'11e'I/
Identifying Information

confirmed his address is Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information he
erty for $4,000 per month.
oes not own any property.
Re'Jac•ed Pat'on ln•er11ew
Redacted Patro'l lnte:-v1e:u
hanged his phone number t I ldentrf 11 l n'crma· on , which is ldent1f lnfcnnat1cn
(see note below in Investigator's Comments regarding this phone number).
in

is unemployed.
has never been employed as a "stock trader" or an "architect" and
admits to makin this u to get the casino off his back.
- Currently,
s working on opening marijuana dispensaries as a future
business
endeavor.
Reda:ted Pa·rcn
tnle""'11ew oent fyng
owns Alberta numbered company,
(documentation
provided); the company was opened on 2018-JAN-19.
Re:::ac·ed - Pd! on

nter\ 1ev1 ldent1'ymg

ln'crma• on

-IJIYli•y
I=====~~opened

I!ll!ft:it*"is no~ actu~g.t;.,u.sine~z.m~.Q&Joes not generate any incom~.
business
•II
so that he could open a business
banking account, which gives him better rates and perks than a personal banking
account.
Redacted Patron ntervcew ldent1fymg
- The business bank account used fo
is at the Alberta Treasury
1nfom1at1o!l
Branch.
- Despite not having a job,
generates income and therefore requires a
business bank account.
Reda:ted - Patron
- Last year (2018) , on his income tax declaration, 1n1erv1ew cen• f n
claimed approximately
$150,000 as his income, which was generated through "personal and business income".
- When asked how he generates income for the Alberta business account referenced
above,
stated "I am not a loan shark" but he "gives out high interest
loans" .
also generates income through money from his "marijuana consulting
business" , investments, and money he earns from gambling .
Redacted Patron
l n'ervcev.• ldentrfy 1ng

gives out personal loans at a high interest rate for people he knows are
good to repay the money; sometimes he charges little interest or a flat fee for borrowing
from him .
- As an example, a high interest loan would charge approximately 10% interest per
month.
- On one occasion,
oaned a friend $200,000; this friend was a multimillionaire who needed some money for a real estate develo£!!leD!.,project.
- Because the borrower of this $200,000 was a friend•lltMi&Jmonly charged him
$5,000 or $10,000 to borrow it.

11111••

- Currently
owns no other businesses other tha
- When con ronfe · ·wit information by the investigators tha
owns
RcdJctC::l Patron
ldcnt1'y1ng
he
admitted
that
he
opened
this
business
with
the
intention
of
nfmma\101
opening marijuana dispensaries, but this initiative has not come to fruition .
lntervce~1

5
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denies owning any other business and when asked about two (2)
trucking companies registered in his name, he stated that he has a very common name
so these companies must belong to someone else .

Redacted Patro1
nterv ew lde~u1r in

's actions were not to blame for the bust; at the time of the bust, there
was another licensed marijuana grower using the same property and it was that
licensee who had more plants than the license allowed .
. -. In 2.31.roximately six (6) months before the bust on the grow-operation,
-IHI . .lQ sold the grow-op because it was too much work.
- At the time of the bust, Health Canada's marijuana grow licenses were attached to a
specific location limitin the growing activities to that address; therefore, when the bust
occurred, !' · I'
still had a license to grow marijuana specifically at that site
despite no lonier ownini the o~eration .
- The site
had his operation was a field with trailers, RVs
and a chicken coop .
Reaac'ed Pat·on
till has the Health Canada marijuana license as it is issued for life
ntervte\v lde nt1f11ng
although currently he is not growing any marijuana.

in%Ji.!*1ifodf@$f§}§".i*
~

Reaacted Pat·c n 1n·erv1ew
cent f 11 lnfcrma· on

has had some very large casino winnings including in BC; on one
occasion he won approximately $40,000 and many years ago he won about a million
dollars.
WlfMJarovided no documentation to demonstrate winnings from gambling
going into bank accounts despite reporting to the investigators that gambling is one of
his main sources of income and despite being advised by the writer to bring supporting
documentation to the interview.
Redacteo ~Pat ron lnte'\·1ew
n :'lteiv.ew
e
-1 1 1 1
gambles

in•iilllil

lden1'fy,n;; inro·riahcn

••

_

1

1

_

1

•

11 1

•

1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Redacleu .

Pdt10 ·1

does not gamble at the
asino.
most recently gambled in Las Vegas, Nevada in 2018-DEC and won
$14,000; he has no favourite Las Vegas casinos .
- Documentation from CBSA provided b
to the investigator on 2019-JAN,
28 indicates that a Ministerial Decision was issued on an appeal tha I Reoac:ed Pa'·on
made against CBSA.
- The decision advises that, under the provisions
of the Proceeds of Crime
(Money Laundering) and Terrorist Financing Act,
has contravened the Act.

6
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- Or
presented himself to CBSA at Vancouver International
Airport and declared that he was in possession of $150,000 USO; secondary inspection
f?_~n~ th~t--was_ in possessio_n of $151,915 USO and $15_5 CON ..
representative later provided CBSA with documentation showing the
legitimate source of the US dollars was casino winnings from the Cosmopolitan Hotel
and the Aria Hotel in Las Vegas.
Rcda:ted Patron
- At the time of the declaration, CBSA seized lnle1 J1ew IOen· fying s funds ; the Ministerial
Reda:ted Patron
Decision indicates that the forfeiture of the funds was not warranted as ln'erv1ew cen· fy ng •
supporting documentation has been accepted as sufficient to demonstrate the lawful
origin of the seized currency.
~as fined $250 (a Level I fine) for not reporting the entire amount of
funds in his possession.
- During the interview with the writer.MM!ij4iadvised that CBSA has since
returned him his funds in the form of a cheque.
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnformat1on
- The CBSA resrse C££,ied the law firm of
attention•,m:mfM•· il!!Mr
·
"llll!w
lnfo'Tnati:m

M...b

- Circa 2014
grandfather.

qccac•ed Pa••a n
1ntc ...,1e>'1 ldent1fying

eceived approximately $500,000 further to the death of his

-MIM!M also has bank accounts at BMO, TD and CIBC; all the bank accounts
are in his name and not joint accounts.
resented a CIBC bank draft to Parq Vancouver circa six (6) months ago
with the name
- - · " f @ t •'s ex-girlfriend.
could not recall why-gave him a bank draft and hypo• . ._·.ed that
maybe it was a weekend and he was unable to get his own bank draft so
gave
him one.
· ·
- First,
stated that he has never borrowed mone to amble and that he
did not borrow money from - t o gamble; nonetheless
: · ·· ·.
took a thirdparty bank draft from lil\ll that was not sourced fro ·· ·. ·· · . .
money and paid it
back with no interest).
- ."l · .. . cannot recall how he repaid lllJllFor the bank draft, but he hypothesized
that he perhaps repaid her via e-transfer or by depositing it directly into her account.

_j)jjji,

Re..iac-ed Pat on
ntel'\ 1e1.•1 tdent1'y1ng
1n•crma· on

h

has no assets.
is worth approximately $800,000 which is based on the $100,000 cash
e" and the other $700,000 cash in the bank.

1

~edacted

P~tron

did not give IHB

explained that he was the one playing because IBlmvanted
to teach her how to play baccarat.

7
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• i l l l l f - l d e n i e d saying that he said he was teaching her to play baccarat,
but instead ii·
asked him to play for her because he is a good player who could
win her some money.
Re:::tacled Patro1
-IMmecently came into $40,000, which sourced the $9,700 buy-in; lterv ew lde1t1fy1ng
did not provide an answer when asked more than once from wherelMl!Ja:cquired

~. .lives in Vancouver.
Redactej

Patron nter\1ew

understands that he is subject to BCLC Directive requiring that he buysin only using sourced cash and chips, but he nonetheless comes into the casino and
gambles until the casino stops him and asks him for a receipt.
- He is willing to take a chance and try to gamble without sourced funds.
ldc111fymg 1nfoT1at1::m

Redacteo

Patro'l

- When asked if .r1terv ew ldent1fy1ng had any questions for the investigators, he asked how
long it will take to make a decision as to whether or not he can return to the casino and
how he can a oeal whatever the decision will be .
was explained the review process and that should he receive a barring ,
he would receive the documents in the mail, which gives direction on appealing.
--l£E.vas reminded that his temporary suspension remains in place and that
he is expected to not attend any BCLC facilities while under suspension.
Investigator's Comments:
The investigators assess thMlillllimd"•vas not entirely truthful during the interview,
he was unable to show any source of income, he admitted to owning and running a front
company and he knowingly disregards BCLC directives and regulations .
Reda::ted - Pa•ran
lnte".i1ew dent fy119

often contradicted himself during the interview. For example, he said that
he no longer wants to own/operate marijuana grow-operations because it is too much
work yet he is a self-described marijuana consultant, teaching people how to
own/operate marijuana.ow Rerations and he is working on opening marijuana
dispensaries. As well , 4\llki!Mstated that six (6) months prior to the bust on his
marijuana grow-operation, he had sold the business; however, he also stated that all of
his plants and equipment were confiscated from the bust. It stands to reason that if he
had sold the business he would have no longer owned the plants or equipment at that
site.
At the time of this report, BCLC has yet to receive additional information from the RCMP
regarding the nature and results of the charges against
Therefore, at this
time ,
reporting about the bust of his marijuana grow-operation cannot be
verified.
Redac·ed - Pat ron
1nten1ew ldent1•y1ng

also contradicted himself when he said that he has never borrowed
money to gamble, but then admitted to borrowing money from his ex-girlfriend in the
form of a third-party bank draft in order to facilitate his gambling.

8
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Prior to both interview dates, MJBM!-was advised that the purpose of the
interview was to confirm his source of wealth so he was encouraged to bring
documentation to show the BCLC investigators proof of source of wealth . Based on the
information provided by IMM!'! other than gambling, his only regular source of
income is from collectin on ersona loans he gives out and for which he charges a
high rate of interest.
· · - ·. . s issuance of loans is not part of a registered or
licensed business and nehher-is his mar4uana consulting business. In his own words,
· ··
explained tha1•:&.Me• 00Mir·r.i!lill/Jfill!Ws provides no services, has no actual
Reda:::ted flatron
business function and generates none of its own income-wha ln'cr11cw cen· fy ng described
is a "shell company".
Despite fre uent ambling that includes winnings and disbursements from BCLC
facilities ~ ·· · - ·
brought no documentation to show de osits of these funds, or
al]; f~n_dJdnto bank accounts. Media reporting posted on
·-•. - . ·. indicates that
•was eliminated in 3rd place and won $38,655 CON . Large cash
transaction records also indicate some lar e disbursements in BCLC facilities including
one for $897,450 on 2015-JUL-04;
:1 I.··.·
took $775,000 in a cheque and the
rest in three (3) different cash disbursements.

filB·

Redacted

Patron

It is not clear why ln'crv1ew lde1t1 • n
has multiple bank accounts which he has used for bank
drafts presented to BCLC des ite using his Alberta Treasury Branch account as his
primary account. Given ·l ,., ·.
also has no job or clear source of income, it is not
known why he would require bank accounts at four (4) different banks.
Reda:::ted Pa:rcn
lnte".new dent fy11g

understands yet disregards BCLC directives and regulations . For
example, he knowingly comes to the casino and gambles with un-sourced funds , he
admits to lying to casino personnel regarding his employment, including lying on a PGF
application , and most notably, he presented a 3rd_party bank draft for deposit to his
PGF.

searches of casino re
these companies and
amended to show his · · - r a . During the interview£
said that his
However, note thatlMHIA

f£· •

phone number was
UIWresolvest I
~edac1 ed

~eaac•ed

Pa"::m 1n·erv1ew lden·rfy ng
ln'ormaton

Pa'ron

Note that lnle'111ew lden11•y11g • occupation in ltrak has been amended to "Business Director"
in relation to the fact tha ~: · . ·.
is documented as the Director oC'Ml'1t:!
l lll MM However, within ltrak,
; casino profile has also been amended
to indicate that he is "unemployed" (ltrak does not .allow t~e oc~ron ta.b to remai~
blank when someone 1s noted as "unemployed") g i v e n - ! ._admitted to having
no job, tha
oes not generate income and does not actually
operate as a business.
9
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Redacted

Patron

In conclusion, tn:e rv1ew Iden' fy ng has admitted to being an unlicensed personal lender, to
running a shell company, to being involved in the marijuana industry as a "marijuana
consultant" without this business being registered, and to having no documented regular
stream of income. He has also admitted to attempting to deposit a 3rd_party cheque into
~is P~F and to knowingly disr:gard~~f ~~LC directives. In lig~_t _of this information, the
1nvest1gators recommend barring•· • • f r o m BCLC fac1l1t1es.
Sheila Bondesen
BCLC AML Investigations

10
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Redacted

Patron 1nte1v ew lderillfy1ng lnfo'mat1on

BCLC llS

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAM : Interview Identifying
Information
SID#
Interview Date: June gth, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :17 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

lfliffl!IM.,,as asked the following questions during the course of her interview:
1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. Confirm her occupation and how long she has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Advised her of the reporting requirements.
4. Advise her about the manner in which patrons are monitored in casinos to
comply with the reporting requirements.
5. That this is the reason for her request to contact BCLC and that we need
to ask her some questions given her association with some patrons and
her transactions.
6. On May 25th, 2016 you were at the RR and received a disbursement of
30K in 100 bill denominations. After that, you bought in for 1O K using

small denominations. Why did you not use the money you received earlier
from this buy in?
7. Where did you get the money for the 1O K buy in?
8. Why was in small denominations?
9. What is her relationship t •

Reaac:ed Pat ron Interview
ldentlfyng ln'ormat on

•
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10. On Ma127'h, 2016 you were at the River Rock Casino and had contact
with
It appears you assisted him in obtaining cash delivery
(BOK). How did you do this?

•mlJJMll

11 . What is your relationship w i t h - 12. On June 4th, 2016 2:30 am she approached you and you had a
conversation and shortly after you were observed going into a washroom .
Directly after llWlfln•went into the same washroom and directly after
she exited the washroom he attended a ~as.h _c_ for a buy in (30 K all
$20 's). How did you get the money f o r 13. Did you get compensated for this and if so by how much?
14. Was it that you wanted toRfN!Nto gamble at your direction?
15. If so where did this money come from?
16. How does she kno~
17. How does she know

Redacted Patro!l lnte'"'.J1ew
ldent1f Pl Informal on

18. On May 14th, 2016 at around 10:22 pm you were observed together with
both of these people and attended your vehicle together. You took a bag
out of your trunk and gave it to
How much money was in
the bag?
19. How do you know

Redacte::i

Patron lnte-v1ew Identifying Informal on

20. How many times have you assisted him with cash deliveries?
21. On June 1st. 2016 at around 4:23 &m you sat at one of the tables and
received a blue bag

fromE;'NNEf!Hf§'§*MMf\ii!9?

22. Was she paying you back for money she owed you?
23. If so what denominations was it in?
24. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

2
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Interview Results:
•llstated, in part, the following:
).>

She was asked if anyone had explained the recent conditions that have been put
on her play and replied they had not;

).>

Her conditions were explained;

>-- She confirmed that she is living at the address noted on her profile;
>-- She was advised of the government requirement for reporting cash transactions
in casinos;
).>

Without being questioned she stated that she knew why we were talking to her
and that it had to do with the last transaction involving the 30 K that was denied;

).>

She went on to say that she is close friends with both

Rejacted - Patrori 1n1er11ew

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
).>

That when they are in the casino they "share play" quite a bit and that most of the
good friends will often do this. Because of this, it will be hard for her to follow the
conditions;

Y Sometimeslll would win and give her most of the money to hold but
sometimes is she is losing she will "dip" into that and play with it;
).>

There is never a concern if she loses it as they just pay each other back;

).>

She always pools money withR.to play;

Y She was questioned about a May 25th incident. During this incident she bought
in for a total of 84.5K. 20 K of this was suspect as it was retrieved from her
vehicle and in small denominations;

Y She stated that she did not remember the incident because she is at the casino
all of the time. (Implying that these transactions happen frequently so she could
not remember this one in particular);
).>

She said that a lot of the time she will get money from the wire transfer place or
borrow from friends;

3
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Y She says that this is common when they are losing because they want to "chase"
the money back ;
.,,. When they are "chasing" money they have no choice but to borrow it;
.,,. She says that lots of time that big players will pool their money and let ever who
is following the cards better do the betting ;
.,,. She has known lil!IMBror a long time ;
.,,. She confirmed the fact that on May 2?'h, 2016 she left money in the washroom
for him to pick up;
Y She explained this transaction by saying that the day before she was at one of
the tables playing and he came up behind her and pushed her remaining chips (6
K) on a spot that lost and because of that he owed her the money back;
);;>

In order to pay her back he made arrangements for her to meet someone at the
Husky station;

.,,. WIW told her it was his wife ;
.,,. She met this person who paid back her money back and at the same time the
person asked if she would give some money tolMBMwhen she went back
to the casino;

>-

She does not know the name of this person or was able to provide a proper
description of a vehicle;

Y She said it was dark and believes this person was driving a dark sedan ;
.,,. This was the money she left in the washroom for him;
.,,_ She would have given the money back on the floor if it was in chips but because
of the rules that is why she left it in the washroom;
.,,. When asked about M ii- s h e referred to her initially as W8 but then
Patron
stated she mixed two eo le u and that this was not I Redacte:::I
was
rv1ew Iden rf •
identified later as
1

>-

She did admit to leaving 30 K in the washroom forMMMM
play for her ;

and wanted her to

Y She stated that she had been losing and wanted to chase back her money and
was upset when the buy-in was refused ;

4
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? She did this because she was just informed about the conditions and still wanted
to somehow play;
? After this she phoned upall#" and apologized for causing her trouble. stated that she understood and that is was the government that she has to worry
about;
? She stated that she borrowed the 30 K form a friend but she does not pay a rate;
~

She buys her friend gifts when she wins or takes them out for dinner;

~

She stated that there was no rate because it is reciprocal as next time she may
lend the money to the friend;

Redactea Patron lnte'V1e11
? She recalls the May 151h incident with th ;
and stated that she
ldentrfy1n~ lnfo'Mallcn
knows nothing about the arrangements to get the money. It was • • h a t was
picking up money from a friend;

?

Discussion then focused on her transactions with-nd she stated they share
play together;

? She does not pool the money with

Redactea Patron
"llerv ew ldenl1fymg

will ask her to follow his lead;

? lllltold her when he bets big she should follow;

? She was asked if she ever helpec-btain cash and said that she never does
this as this would be a third party transaction and she does not get involved in
those;
? There are occasions where she may borrow money when she has lost and wants
to "chase" money back but it is usually from people she knows;
?

She was asked to explain the June1 st incident involving
Rft•when she received a blue bag from her;

Rejactec

Patron lnte"VreJJ ldent1fyng
tnfo·rr1at1on

? She stated that this was a gift and that there was no money in the bag;
?

She said that we need to take another look at the footage and we can tell this;

? That all the money she had was in her purse that day and the bag was also in
her purse;

? She said that the gift was thin implying it could not be money;
?

When she lends out money she does not charge interest;

5
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-Y She was asked what happens when people do not pay her back and she stated
that she only lends money to people she knows and it is done in good faith;

-Y If they cannot pay her back the cash then they can write her a cheque;
-Y She only lends out between 20-30 Kat a time and the most was 30 K;
-Y She was asked abou

and stated it was hard to
talk about it because if things get out that she did it would be awkward at the
table;
Redacted

Patron nterv1ew tdent14"y1ng Information

-Y She recalled asking lillfor some chips on June

as this is the day her 30 K
buy in was denied and she was advised of her conditions;
4th

~ -·arrived at the table and askeclilto place a $1000 wager for her, the bet
won andM!IWtook the winnings paid out by the dealer;

~•
~

does not usually bet high;
That when she is in Las Vegas it is not uncommon for people to share credit;

~ While in Las Vegas with.she has used her credit on occasion;
-Y She also shares a line of credit in Las Vegas w i t ! _ , ,
-Y At this point it was explained to her that we have conducted a number of
interviews and as a result aware that there have been a number cash deliveries
that occur at the casino and that some of these are related to criminal activity;

-Y Further to this we have mentioned a few incidents associated to her and we can
continue to talk about more but her incidents are consistent with being cash
deliveries;

-Y She responded by saying that she realizes that they look that way but that is not
what is happening. She said that her and her friends are just gambling, having
fun and that it is shared play;
~

She has been around for 20 years and knows a lot of people;

~

She currently is helping her friends sell real estate and helps with introductions;

-Y She has never been an owner of a hotel; that was a boyfriend that owed that;
-Y Currently she is estranged from her husband
are still living under the same roof;

6
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-Y She was asked how she supported her level of play given her present
employment and stated that she relied on family and money from her previous
business which involved the sale of exercise equipment;

-Y When asked about the small denominations she stated that she usually gets big
bills but gets her cash either from the money exchange or friends;
~

The money exchange will give you a better rate if you take small denominations.

Interview over 12:37 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed on PJW• ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips . •:li!lewas encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions:F.llMcontinues to have conditions on her play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by Daryl Tottenham, Manager, and BCLC AML Programs on June 3rd, 2016.

Investigator Comments:

BlilMhas 120 incidents associated to her since October of 2008 . • • ,l~ifiidM
Redacted - FINTRAC
She has involved herse in ot
borrowing and lending cash to support her play and the shared play with her associates.
The covert nature of this lends to suspicion and consistent with her facilitating cash
deliveries. Through her own admission on appearance it looks this way but she is
adamant that it is simply her having fun and that there are not rates involved when
lending the money as it is reciprocal in nature.
The footage from the June 1st incident was viewed by both the Writer and Stone Lee
prior to the interview and it appears as if there is money in the bluji,fii~e received
from
IW which is inconsistent with what · . :
aid.

'@IM'fiM@fj§i'fnMM.
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If one is to believe she is involved in the facilitation business she would be unable to do
this alone. Given
's history it is possible the two are
doing this together.
The conditions on her play are appropriate at this time. Consideration should be given
to suspend play indefinitely.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

NAMl-~~~~i::tEs

BCLC llS

Patron Interviewed:

9 1". 2016

Interview Time: 13:45
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Steve BEEKSMA
Reason for Interview:
- w a s asked the following questions/points discussed during the course of her
interview:
1. Remind her that that last time she met with BCLC was June gth and then
ask her if she understands her conditions and if she has any questions
about them.
2. On 2016-JUN-25 at the River Rock casino-helped herself to
another players chips and started gambling with them. Approached by
Guest Services and reminded of conditions. (ltrak 16-36249)
Q:

What is your relationship wit Redac'ed Pa' ' on lnter·11ew dent fy ng ·iformatio·1
How
were you going to pay her back for the chips you borrowed?

3. On 2016-JUN-26 at Elements casino she attempted to gamble with unsourced chips she arrived with. She was then observed playing slots and
approached by site staff and reminded of conditions. (ltrak 16-36588)

Q:

Where did the cash come from on this date that you used to play
with?

4. On 2016-JUN-30 at the River Rock casino She was Observed gambling
with another players chips. Approached by Guest Services and reminded
of conditions and that she could only play with funds from her PGF
account. (ltrak 16-37368)
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0:

Who did you get the chips from and how were you going to pay
back for the chips you borrowed?

•J11•

5. On 2016-JUL-19 at the River Rock casino
attempted to buy in for
$5,000. Only $1,500 could be sourced as such $3,500 was returned to
R•(ltrak 16-41152)

0:

Where did the cash come from on this date that you attempted to
buy in with?

0:

~rangements

6.

Redacted Patron Interview

were made with her and
ldent1fyng Informal on
lllm prior to play specific to squeezing cards. Explain to her that
it appears that she is trying to circumvent her conditions and that if
she continues it will result in further bans or prohibitions.

7. On 2016-JUL-30 at the River Rock casino ll•was observed gambling
with an unspecified amount of un-sourced chips. Approached by Guest
Services and reminded of conditions, cashed out and left the casino. (ltrak
16-43295)

0:

Where did the cash come from on this date that you attempted to
buy in with?

8. On 2016-AUG-01 at the River Rock casino-was observed gambling
with an unspecified amount of un-sourced ~e claimed she found
them in her jacket pocket). Approached by Guest Services and reminded
of conditions, cashed out and left the casino. (ltrak 16-43792)

0:

If she left these chips in her pocket, how long have they been
there for and is it possible she borrowed them from someone else
given she has a habit of doing this.

9. On 2016-AUG-16 at the River Rock casincMIWwas observed gambling
with approx. $1,500 in un-sourced chips. Approached by Guest Services
and reminded of conditions. Later the same date observations suggested
she was directing other players to bet for her-was seen using a
Baccarat tracking card to keep track of amou~names. (ltrak 1646899)

2
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Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

Q:

Did you ask
pay her for this?

to bet for you and if so did you

Q:

Did you ask
pay her for this?

to bet for you and if so did you

Q:

Does she understand that this is in violation of her conditions.

10. On 2016-AUG-22 at the River Rock casino she appears to be directing
other players to bet for her. Approached by Guest Services and reminded
of conditions. (ltrak 16-48062)

Q:

Did you as Reda':::led Patron •nterv rew ldenl1fy1ng lnfo·mat1on
you pay her for this?

to bet for you and if so did

Interview Results:
••stated, in part, the following:

~ Once it was explained why investigators were meeting witlMW she
Y
~

Y

~
~
~

~

~

immediately indicated she had done nothing wrong and has been honouring the
conditions.
•mwas advised that we would be going over some examples of how she had
n honouring her conditions.
was asked if site staff had ever approached her to remind her of her
ans and she acknowledged they had.
- • 11
With regards to helping herself to other players chip•H•stated she was
simply helping friends make up their mind on what to bet. If her friends are taking
too lonq to decide Player Vs. Banker she makes the decision for them.
EIWstated the chips she was seen with in the Elements incident were left over
from before she ever had any conditions.
Regarding the attempted buy in detailed on point sP-:l•believes all of that
~m past casino winnings but the casino could only verify $1,500.
advised then when she is observed squeezing cards for other players that
sne IS not gambling. Players ask her to squeeze the cards to change their luck
and she has nothing at risk.
Due to the redundancy of the incidents investigators elected to skip to point 9. On
this dateP•was observed using a Baccarat tracking card to seemingly track
monies won and lost. Other players' names were on the sheet. A copy of this
tracking sheet was taken into the interview.
Before being shown the sheet witl
hand writing on it she was asked to
be completely honest with the investigators.

ll

•II;
3
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~ • • was shown the tracking sheet with her hand writing on it, paused then
admitted that on that date she may have been asking other people to bet for her.
~ ••stated that she had lost her PGF money and wanted to stay with her
friends in the casino (and her friends wanted her to stay). She was adamant this
was the only time she did this thou h.
~ Regarding her relationship wit
.
advised she and Ml!•
have been close friends for ma~s. · '. . · went on to state that she re~
moved to the same building a s - loca'te on*;§511
Pa·':in
According to casino recordslt:JJ• does not reside in a building on 1ntc-v1eu
but may have moved since her address was last confirmed.
~ When told that her play is being suspended for 30 d a y s - seemed OK with
it as it will give her a break from gambling. The impression - e may be
having a hard time knowing when to stop (chasing losses). · ·. · indicated the
-break from gambling may be good for her to help her qui er addiction.
~
was asked if she was OK as it relates to her spending and advised that
as programs that can help her control her spending if she wanted to learn
more. She stated she would try self-control.

¥i'lf'§'l'M%'.!ii "•
f ~eaaC'ed

ldent1~y119

Interview over 14:15.

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Steve Beeksma taking notes.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed o m • s ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips.MIMwas encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

II•
was advised that her play has been suspended for 30 days and provided the
expiry date (2016-SEP-25).
Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview. The investigators impression was that. . did speak/understand some
English.

f

BCLC Conditions- continues to have conditions on her play at BCLC asino as
imposed by Daryl Tottenham, Manager, and BCLC AML Programs on June 3r , 2016.
As per her SID profile conditions were modified on June 20, 2016 to PGF use only.

Investigator Comments:
It was explained to-that the casinos has an obligation to monitor her activity in
the casino and any irregularities must be reported to BCLC. She was unaware of the

4
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scope of the work that is done for actions that she feels are not serious (like chip
passing , verbal bets etc) .
fully understands her current conditions as it relates to PGF only. She was fine
with that but advised the challenge for her is after she loses her PGF money and the
banks are closed , she needs to borrow from friends to continue gambling.
-

had indicated that it is not uncommon for her to leave with chips. It was
explained this is a ch... .
. for tracking purposes and she should deposit her winnings
to her PGF account ; .·:. ·. advised that she rarely wins.
The investigator strongly suggested she not leave the casino with chips. To avoid the
tracking challenges (given her conditions) the investigator suggested she simply leave
her chips at the casino and they would hold them for her until she returns .
The investigators impression was that WJI• had an explanation for each instance until
the tracking card was shown to her to which she had no explanation for other than to
admit she was having friends bet for her.
Some of her explanations could be plausible but based on what was learned the
investigator believes that in most cases she cannot help herself when she wants to
continue gambling , even if it means violating her conditions.

W,;I@• emained calm and respectful throughout the course of the interview.
She will continue to be monitored upon the expiration of the 30 day suspension.
Steve Beeksma
Casino Investigations
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary

Individual interviewed:
NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
SID#
Interview Date: September 25, 2015
Interview Time: 17:00 hours
Interview Location : Tramonto Restaurant, RRCR
Language spoken: Mandarin GCC Translator Yang (Lisa) GAO
BCLC Investigator:
Brad DESMERAIS - Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
Copy of report provided by DESMERAIS
On Friday, 2015-09-25 at 1700 hrs I met wit~-at Tramonto Restaurant at the River Rock Casino
Resort in Richmond , BC . The purpose of the meeting was to explain tolf:!ii•the "no-cash" restrictions
placed on him. Also present for this meeting was Rob Baker, CEO of Great Canadian Gaming
Corporation and Terrence Doyle, the COO. A RR7MI services manager, Lisa , acted as translator.
The following is a synopsis of the conversation wit · . :·
lifl•was upset that he had this restriction placed on him and suggested he would limit his
attendance at RRCR in the future ;
He indicated that he thought it proper and appropriate that he be given notice before this restriction
was placed on him. I advised that this is his notice and that , absent clear evidence where he obtained
currency from, he would only be permitted to play with non-cash financial instruments;
•
He ··about chips and I advised that only sourced chips would be permitted without a further
interview. :· ' said he had approximately $3M in chips at his residence (Terrence DOYLE advised
RRCR would review internal records to determine if that quantity of chips could reasonably be attributed
- - play/buy-in ; B.D.);
aid that cash is his preferred means o~BC Casinos because he does not want his
family (wife?) knowing what his gambling habits are. . . indicated his family (wife?) has visibility into
his Canadian bank accounts.
lf..lmobtains cash through an arrangement with individuals in China/Hong Kong/Macau whereby
he makes a call there and cash is delivered to him here;
• liiill advised he and most (all?) of his friends use this underground banking service everywhere
they gamt)1e, anywhere in the world. He couldn't understand why Canadians are upset with this
arrangement as it is in use in every country that has a casino industry;
He had no idea of the source of the cash delivered to him here; he settles the debt plus a very small
handling fee through a domestic EFT in China .
He also uses this underground banking system to circumvent Chinese law (presumably referring to
the
apital laws; B.D.)
•
•. : stated that the use of credit and international wire transfers (he specifically mentioned
Singa-ould significantly reduce the demand for cash amongst his contemporaries who gamble.
•
· . : was coy when asked about illegal gambling houses although he did state he had other
alternatives to BC Casinos if he wanted to gamble , even at high stakes.

• /'Y

FH!lf
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The meeting concluded wittltJIRMtamenting further about his inability to use cash and suggested there
was some discriminatory component to this rule because he had seen others using cash . t a d v i we had become concerned about the source of his cash which is why this step was being taken. ··:: :
said he knew there was a "list" of players who were no tonger allowed to play with cash and how unfair
this is. liiil.ilillshould have a crystal clear understanding of restrictions now placed on him with respect to
the use"'OT'Ca'S'h and un-sourced chips . The meeting terminated at 1745 hours .

Brad Desmarais
Vice President, Casino and Community Gaming
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Redacted

Patron Interview 1jent1fy1ng
lnformallon

Bii Summary

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted Patro'l
NAM •• ' ntcrv
ew lde'lt1fying
Information
SID#
Interview Date: March 181h, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :00 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
Shaw was asked to respond to the following questions:
As1Bil$iililif he knows the reason for this second interview.
Ask for the name of his company and where it operates.
How many chips do you have in your possession?
Where are they? (Based on the information provided above)
How did they get there?
Who currently has possession of your chips and how or what reason is
there for this? (Make it clear that he needs to provide names of these
individuals)
7. Does he make a practice of holding on to these chips?
8. When he told he told BCLC that he was in possession of 3 million in chips,
where were these chips and what has he done with them since then?
9. What is the real total of the amount of chips that he has?
10. Advised him that without corroboration of his information it is uncertain
whether BCLC will accept his outstanding chips.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Interview Results:

11111 stated, in part the following:
).;>-

- h a d just returned from China the day before;
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-Y W:fl11stated that he does not possess $3 million dollars in chips rather that since
starting play here back in 2006 people, in total, owe him this amount and that
when he is paid back it is either in cash or chips;
Y

He only identified these individuals as friends;

>=B•stated that is not fair that he is the subject of sanctions because he and
others like him have been contributing to the growth of the industry for so long
and that if there were to be sanctions it should have been day one;

-Y The only chips that he has he received from Reda:ted

back at
the beginning of February in the amount of 150 K. ,
owes him another
800 Kand believes that he will most likely pay him the rest in cash;
Patron 'lier.• ew lde'ltrfying lnfo·riaflon

m•

y rJ.!Mwas asked for a business card to confirm the name of his company but he
did not have one with him. He asked for a piece of paper and wrote something
down in Chinese. At first it was believed to be a company name until- state
that it was his name in Chinese and that all that we had to do is to "Google " his
name and we could see all of his businesses;
Redacted - Patron Interview

).>-

Y

~

He was questioned about his relationship with
ldent1fy1ng Informat1on
and
•
Reaac•ed Pa··on ln'e rv1ew
advised that -· : :· tarted as a VIP host at th •
then to
jent fyng lnfcrma• on
th
·
·
.:· .
:
oes the same thing in BC and there is a
office in Richmon
·
assist•a1ith shopping, purchasing
vehicles etc ..... ;

1·-·
: has knownMM!Msince 2006;
. · was asked about January 31st where he was watching Mi!•play and was
adamant that he was not directing play. He stated that he was not playing
because BCLC would not let him;

~ . s in Canada between four and five months a year;
~

He has no businesses in Canada;

~

He asked what would happen if the money people owed him was given to him in
chips and was advised that he would be interviewed again;

Y He was advised that this protocol was being used for everyone regardless of the
amount of chips;

2
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'Y l!lldoes not like that PGF system as it is too narrow in that it does not allow
him to wire money from his account in China;
'Y He also voiced the concern that his wife will find out where the money is going;
'Y He was asked if anyone else he knew was in possession of chips and advised
that some of his friends but he was not certain of how much.
'Y He believed that because of the sanctions it is forcing people to go elsewhere to
play which meant outside of Canada;
'Y He was asked about the underground casinos and was quite animated when he
answered stating that it was illegal and that he would not want to get caught in
one of those. He did offer that there were at least 7-8 in Richmond;

;... He was advised that prior to the casino accepting the 150 K in chips that it would
first have to be discussed at BCLC and that if he was allowed that the money
would have to be directly deposited into his PGF for play.

Interview over at 12:00 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed orW:.IW ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips.llllwas encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanctions:
-continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as imposed by AML
Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11th, 2015.
- h a s additional sanctions directing that he is not allowed any chip redemption
unless interviewed by BCLC.

3
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Investigator Comments:

1111 was, for the most part, cooperative with investigators.

In September of 2015 .
stated originally that he was in possession of 3 million in chips and that they were at his
residence. Shortly after the site spoke to him and he advised that it was only 500 K. At
this point he is saying he never had that either and it was misunderstanding due to
translation .

Redacted - Patron
Now he states he is in possession of 150 K which he received from Interview
This
Identifying
is a little concerning as it begs the question where did F:IW get the chips as his
history does not support this.

In more than one interview a patron has mentioned they would not turn down money
when being repaid for a debt. This is consistent withl l l l receiving the chips from

•:1•

lillllwas advised not to bring in the chips until a decision was made as to whether they
-wouid be accepted or not.
Attempts are being made to "Google f':IS Chinese name to see what the results will
be. Further information will follow on this.
At this point no un-sourced cash sanctions to remain .
The no chip redemption unless interviewed should also to remain given W$m
comments that he may receive more in the future .

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigati ons

4
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scLc 1p

me 1e1 iit+'f'E'+ "•
1 1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-11
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-JAN-08 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Programs
2019-JAN-04 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending investigation .
Please advise writer by email when patron attends any site and is notified of this
directive. Daryl Tottenham, BCLC AML Programs
Recent Activity:
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m• 1as generated only 2 LCTs. Last LCT was 2018-DEC at Parq when she had a
disbursement of $10,625. 2018-0CT-27,fli1Whad a disbursement of $11,000 at River
Rock.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $3,200.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $21,625.00

Occupation: Housewife
Company:

NIA
History:

•

IN20190000480, 2019-JAN-02, Parq Vancouver-conducted a cash/chip

~ level 3 main women's washroom with E;+£§£1.!ii!ii&ii'i*'*!!.i*

• lil!m; play was previously suspended due to refusal to provide ID ; refused to
provide ID on multiple occasions.
Civil Courts:
NIA
Recent Activity: January 2019

IN20190000480-see above
2019-JAN-07-Attended River Rock and was told of suspension.
Patron appears to attend BCLC facilities (using Encore card) approximately 1 x per
week.
Discussion Points:

IN20190000480
Relationship with811f

sow

P

Explain BCLC regulations and directives (re: chip/cash passing; providing ID;
respecting barring)
2
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Specific Questions to Ask:
1 . Confirm address
numbers.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

. and telephone

• Who owns this home? Does she rent or own it?
Citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
Clarify occupation
Other sources of wealth?
What does patron believe is the reason for the interview (in phone call to BCLC,
her son indicated thatM • said the reason is related to fact she loaned money
at the casino to a "bad guy" and this man has not repaid her).
•

What was the purpose o. . . visit to Parq Vancouver on 2019-JAN02?

•

With whom did she attend/gamble?

o Email?
o Occupation?
o Associates?
o Source of wealth?
o Source of funds?
o Purpose of visit to Canada and Parq?
o How does
fund his gambling in Canada?
o From whom else does cquire chips/cash?

Ill

6 . Gambling habits
• How often do you gamble?
• Where? With whom?
• Why Parq?
• Preferred games?
• Budget?
7. Outside of BCLC facilities, where else have you gambled while in Canada?
8 . With which other underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes

3
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-11
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-JAN-08 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2019-JAN-04 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending investigation.
Please advise writer by email when patron attends any site and is notified of this
directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs

Recent Activity:
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W;,IMhas generated only 2 LCTs. Last~s 2018-DEC at Parq when she had a
disbursement of $10,625. 2018-0CT-27,- had a disbursement of $11,000 at River
Rock.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $3,200.00
FX:$0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $21,625.00

Occupation: Housewife
Company:

N/A
History:

•

IN20190000480, 2019-JAN-02, Parq Vancouver- ·· . · conducted a cash/chip
pass in level 3 main women's washroom with
.•,...I·· ....
play was previously suspended due to refusal to provide ID; refused to
provide ID on multiple occasions.

• •J11a
Civil Courts:
N/A

Recent Activity: January 2019

IN20190000480-see above
2019-JAN-07-Attended River Rock and was told of suspension.
Patron appears to attend BCLC facilities (using Encore card) approximately 1 x per
week.
Discussion Points:

IN20190000480
Relationship withlMJl:Ji

- sow

Explain BCLC regulations and directives (re: chip/cash passing; providing ID;
respecting barring)
2
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Specific Questions to Ask:
1 . Confirm address
numbers.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

and telephone

• Who owns this home? Does she rent or own it?
Citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
Clarify occupation
Other sources of wealth?
What does patron believe is the reason for the interview (in phone call to BCLC,
her son indicated thatfl!W said the reason is related to fact she loaned money
at the casino to a "bad guy" and this man has not repaid her).
•

What was the purpose of •1W visit to Parq Vancouver on 2019-JAN02?

•

With whom did she attend/gamble?

•

What was the nature of her activities during this gaming session?

•
•

How does she know~ From where/whom? Since when?
Contact information f~

•

What does she know aboutllt
o Address?
o Email?
o Occupation?
o Associates?
o Source of wealth?
o Source of funds?
o Purpose of visit to Canada and Parq?

o How does llfund his.mbling in Canada?
o From whom else does .::: acquire chips/cash?
6. Gambling habits
• How often do you gamble?
• Where? With whom?
• Why Parq?
• Preferred games?
• Budget?
7. Outside of BCLC facilities, where else have you gambled while in Canada?
8. With which other underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes

3
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Interview Results:
During the course of this interview,

Redactea

Patroi lnte ..... 1e111 ldent1'y11g ln'crmat on

confirmed that she resides at

-

stated the following :

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

also goes by the name··::
.: .
s WeChat username is . : . .. .
wns her home. She purchased this home after selling farmland that she
~usly owned in the Lower Mainland.
is unemployed; ~he is supported by a boyfriend who is a realtor. Prior to coming
to Canada from China.MM did office work.

I

s boyfriend travel.s

ov.e~seas. for wor~,

including to Macau.

1s not aware o
·
·
dress or residence; she was under
the impression that · ·.·· has a place in
lilifil does not know··. occupation, associates, employment, source of wealth, etc.,
and knows very little about
uses WeChat to communicate with•J.ll•
1
11
· · s WeChat userna~e
11flr'*na·
<MW
lnforr>1at1on
is also known asl._lii '.

B

- 1·
·

§ll'""mffr.•"'

- P:.IWFirst met._::
· t Parq Vancouver circa 2018-DEC-25 although- had
reviousl see · in the Dogwood room at River Rock.
· · .., ·'
's mentor (see below for more information on • . introducedEll to

-

..... .

During the first interaction betwee
25, there was no exchange of cash betwee

- -

'ancouver circa 2018-DEC-

Ill

engaged in three (3) separate money exchanges with
gave
$2,000 on an unknown date between Christmas 2018
and New Year's 2019; the exchange occurred in a private room at Parq;
returned $1 ,500 tollll approximately two (2) days atteMIRI
iven him $2,000; the exchange occurred in a private room at Parq ;
• •
gavell$500 on the same day that he returned her $1,500; the
exchange occurred in a private room at Parq.
- lit:J.I• never charged any interest or fees for the money and only expected him to
return the funds .
- · :: ·s disappeared and still owee!.$1,000 .
. :··.
never engaged in any money or chip exchanges in the woman 's washroom with

... .

lfl

• Ill

• Ill

II

On one occasion, ll.lfollowedBM into the woman's washroom area;litJli!ll was on
the phone and could hearBcalling her in the washroom .

4
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The day thatlllfollowedlfllinto the washroom is the same day that he repaid
$1,500 then borrowed $500.

- .followed-into the washroom, he gave her a hotel room key where
·. ·
ater went and took a nap.
, - ... -.. snot sure which hotel gave ill a complimentary room (Douglas or Marriott)
although she knows it was room 1068.
lllvas desperate for money to gamble with and hassle8.to give him money.
Btvould contactf41iNvia WeChat and try to convince her to meet him at the casino
so he could pay her back but upon arrival ,
would not pay bac-M and would ask
for more money.

II

-

llborrowed ~oiil'all ov_~~ t~e plac~" including fromMlls associatell•
On one occasion
took .: .
chips off the table and kept them for himself.
During the interview ..:: · played an audio recording from her WeChat indicating that
the caller wasm
The male caller indicated he wanted money to gamble and when- advised that she
only has approximately $1, 100 in her bank account so she cannot afford to give him the
money, the caller indicated that he wanted the money nonetheless.

- . ".... :tarted gambling circa 2018-FEB at River Rock casino.
. _· ·
ambles with a man whose last name is Redacled Patro'l lnterJ1e11 (phonetic
Pa.. on ln:erv1ew 1den- f)' ng 1form at10'1
ciations) . . . is believed to be
meWI, at River Rock circa 2018-SEP or 2018-0CT.
.....
refers t(;Jtllas
mentors litl\1!1!1 in gambling a n d ~cts because he is a conservative and careful gambler.
- started gambling at Parq afterlililM invited her to play there althouglBM's
casino is River Rock.
~eaacted

ii

~s Pa~~~~~~:b:~

i--

is estimated to be older than 60 years .
is originally from Hong Kong .
Investigator Comments:

nl•pro.vided little.,Wrmat~on.about illa~ted that she knows very littl~. ~b.out ~im·
her acquaintance ofll!lwas indirect throug~ Th. .
. ...e and depth of
·
·
s
relationship is not currently known. During the interview :· · introduced ·· : ·· to the
conversation~ ~ny p~odding '.r~m the investigators and is assessed to have spoken
openly about- including prov1d1n8l•s phone number.

5
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Redac'ed

Pa··on 1n:erv1ew

oent fy119 ln'orma· on
Re::facLed - Patron
nterv ew ldentff rn

Also of interest, casino reporting indicates that on 2019-JAN-06, Parq Vancouver received a
complaint b
·-· ·
indicatin that on 2018-DEC-31, between
19:30 and 21 :00 hours, at table MEZB 502 , ·
· · ·.
· · stole $500 o ·f· · chips.
Casino tape review revealed that on 2018-DE -31 at approximately 19:38 hours ·
arrived
at table MEZ~ 50~ spot 6 w!th a bankroll Uproximately $~ ,000 in chips. At approximately
20:08 hours . . . . . was falhn,sleep ancm who was playin~spot 2, moved to spot 5 and
took some black c-~o bankroll. At 20: 13 hours, mtook another pile of chips
(Green chips) from ·:
bankroll and continued to play and lost. Between 20:18 and 20:20
hours-talked t
· · . a few times and later left the area. The casino reporting also
Patron
assessed that based on the footage review, Interview lden· •1n
know each other.
f~edacted

During the interviev.ifl.was very guarded when asked about her boyfriend and only
provided informationabouTa boyfriend when she was pressed to explain the source of her
wealth . Initially, she was also hesitant to speak about her source of wealth despite making it
clear at the beginning of the interview that she is single and unemployed.

M1$W dso struggled with dates and which details of events corresponded to which dates.
Hence, the dates are often referred to as "circa".
Regarding the hotel room thalEIJv~portedly provided by Parq Vancouver free of charge,
Parq surveillance has confirmed thatll!llwas provided a room by Parq fr--JAN-01 to
2019-JAN-02, but the room was number 837 and not 1068 as reported b
.

Rma casino profile was amended to include "unemployed"; however, the ltrak system will not
allow "unemployed" or a blank space to be documented as occupation so "housewife" remains
in the occupation field .
~clusion ,

-

at this time, the investigators assess that there is no information to indicate that
has engaged in cash facilitation. She has been reminded about casino and BCLC
directives regarding ch• •sh passing. The AML Escalation Tracker Spreadsheet was
updated to indicate tha
,vas interviewed on 2019-JAN-11 and that her suspension was
lifted.-· gaming activities will continue to be monitored and escalated as necessary.

S.BONDESEN, Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:

.

NAM • Reda:ted Pa: ron ln'erv1ew
oen fy 1ng 1lformallon
SID#
Interview Date: 2015-09-12
Interview Time : 1715 - 1740 hrs.
Interview Location: Private gaming room VIP Salon River Rock Casino
Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator David Slobodian (Interviewer)
BCLC Investigator Bruno Gatto (Notes)
Reason for Interview:
Reda:ted - Pa·ron

Patron lnterv1ew ldent1ty111g , was included on the Priority 1 List of players who have had
conditions placed on their abilij to conduct gaming play in BCLC Casinos as a result of
having dealings associated
The interview was scheduled in order to explain the
sanctions to the patron and intelligence gathering.

tCLlMB

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator David Slobodian conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator Bruno
Gatto taking notes.
Investigator Slobodian explained that BCLC was increasingly concerned with cash
deliveries to the River Rock casino as it poses a possible threat to the safety of patrons.
Investigator Slobodian explained that sanctions have been placed orli"JlmW ability to buyin using un-sourced cash or un-sourced chips.f'JIMwas encouraged to use a Patron
Gaming Fund Account.
Investigator Slobodian also advisedlwthat attendance at an underground Casino is a
Criminal Offence in Canada .
Interview Results:
In response to comments/ questions by David Slobodian,Wlmadvised :
~

she uses primarily bank drafts and is known for doing so

~

she does not borrow money from anyone

~

has not been approached by anyone offering to loan her money
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~

has not had any involvement with any outside casinos

~

when questioned about a 250K cash drop, she advised it was her friend that received
the cash

-provided the following additional information:
~

she advised that last year she and a friend played together. She identified her friend as

lllmlI!•nd said he lost 20 million last year

~

said that she has no chips at home or in her possession and nothing in her PGF account

~

said that she recently sold two condos and has no money left

Interpreter required: No.
BCLC ConditionsR• :ontinues to have conditions on her play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 , 2015.
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BCLC IP

*ii''iif!HH+M*@.%ii!.! ll
1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-01
Interview Time: 14:05 hours
Vancouver Island- Chances Courtenay BCLC Investigator's Office
BCLC Investigators:
Mike HILLER on behalf of AML Investigations
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions/Barrings:
2019-JAN-08 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE-ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2015-MAR-23 RRCR VSE enrollment for 3 years expiring 2018-MAR-23
2014-JUN-03 eLottery self exclusion for one year, expires 2015-MAY-25
eLottery self exclusion for one year, expires 2013-DEC-23
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Recent LCT Activity:
-

-

Erteen (18) LCTs since 2014-DEC-06.

l}la most recent LCT occurred at Chances Courtenay on 2019-JAN-02
when he had total disbursements of $17,499.11 .
2019-DEC-29, foreign exchange of $10,000 USO for $13,641 .00 CON.

His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $0.00
FX: $19,926.50
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $566,907.40
The primary focus of the interview will be to determine 11119 source of funds (SOF)
referenced in IN20180080222 as well as source of wealth (SOW).
Occupation: Stock Day Trader
Company: Self-employed, no company name
History:
• Has not used his Encore card NMlijjJICfor years
• 2 Incidents, recent UFT (IN20180080222)
• Known slots player
• Previously enrolled in VSE program
Civil Courts:
Unknown
Recent Activity: December 2018/January 2019
•

UFT IN20180080222- conducted a $10,000 USO foreign exchange with
no proof of source of funds.
o Originally, R . l • was not asked for a receipt but when he was
subsequently approached for a receipt he was unable to provide one.
·1·
primarily plays slots and is assessed to have had an increase in play.
His disbursements indicate substantial slot play.

• ·-··1·
•

Discussion Points:
•

SOF used in IN20180080222

• sow
•

OS INT results

Specific Questions to Ask:

2
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1. Confirm address and contact information.
• Who owns the home where M•resides? Does he rent or own it?
2. Confirm PJliiWs email address and website (ltrak indicates his website is
Redacted Patron
Interview lden11fy1ng
)
• What does he use this website for? (see analysis sent separately)
• Any other websites or email addresses?
3. Clarify all sources of wealth
• Occupation(s)?
o
Evidence of occupation?
o
Company name?
o
Address?
o
Pay stubs? Bank records?
o
Dates of employment?
• What other sources of income doeslil1Whave?
o
Family wealth?
o
Savings? Etc.
4. Gambling habits (to determine if his level of play is supported by his income)
• How often do you gamble?
• Where/when?
• With whom?
• Gambling budget?
• Source of funds?
5. How doesMW explain activities at Chances Courtenay on 2018-DEC-29?
• Purpose for being at the casino that day?
• How much money did he plan on spending that day?
• From where did he acquire the $10,000 USO he exchanged at the casino?
• Why did he bring the funds to the casino instead of to a bank?
• If he crossed the border from US with the funds, did he declare them?
Why or why not?

Interpreter required: No

Interview Results:
Redacted Patrori Interview

- l'!Q!~produced his
documents regarding his SOW and
Identifying Information
a v1sehis new address which he rents.
New address Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
3
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- RJ$• advised he sold his former address a 1Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
BC on November 29, 2018. The property did not have a mortgage and provided
the agreement for sale which stated the selling price as $393, 152.62.
Redacted

Patrori lnte •v 1ew ldent1fyng

also rovided a real estate sale agreement for
lnfoT1at1on
. He advised that property was jointly owned with his
, and the document showed it sold on March 12, 2018 for

- . .@#provided 2 investment account documents, one from RBC Investments
dated February 1, 2019 showing investment equity worth $138 ,723.10, the other
for Quest Trade Investments dated February 1, 2019 showing investment equity
worth $524 ,863.28.
Current email:

-11:
..

Reoac1ed

Pa··cn ln 1erv1ew ldentlf\'1119
Information

advised he no longer has website:

Redacted Patron
lmerv1ew lden•lfy1ng

· ··
advised his recent increased gaming is due to profitable real estate
sa es and investment trading. He considers himself both an entrepreneur and a
self-employed day trader. Money is transferred to and from his RBC and CIBC
bank accounts and investment accounts electronically. He keeps most of his
money in the investment accounts, and the money in his bank accounts is
minimal which he uses to pay bills.
-

-

also watches the currency exchanges and buys and sells USO as well
~foreign currencies when the price is right. He keeps U.S . currency in his
safe at home and will sell it or use it depending on the exchange rate.

- • • advised he plays the slot machine and usually takes $2 ,000 cash to
Chances Courtenay, which is less than the $5,000 cash he sometimes takes to
the Nanaimo Casino. He said he wins more at Chances Courtenay, so he takes
less cash there. He sometimes uses the ATM if more money is needed while at
the casino.

- lrM• said he previously worked in 2016 at a restaurant inMMl9 and before
that he was working in 2014 for a moving company moving and hauling
household furniture.
-

said he does not rely on any of his family's wealth . The one exception
Patron Interview
was his father helped him obtain his first property in 2011 at Redacted
Iden' if• n l nfo1matcon
Redac•ed Pa' on ln'erv1ew
oen' fymg I riformat t0n

- IM!IWsaid he goes to the casino by himself and gambles alone and sets a
budget between $2,000 and $5,000.

4
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- IMliiijiiVas asked about his $10,000 USO exchange on December 29, 2018 at
the Nanaimo Casino. He advised the U.S. cash came from his safe at home. The
person at the cage didn't ask him about the source of the money during the
exchange process, but he was asked later that day and didn't have a receipt.
-

•111M·"was asked about the $31 K disbursement that day at the Nanaimo
Casino. He advised he wagered all of it back into the slot machines and left
without making any money. He then chose to continue playing at Chances
Courtenay that night.

- -

was asked about his former website; - -

-IMQIA used the website when he was dealing with police auctions.

He
elaborated the police sell off seized and found items at very good prices, and he
used to bu and sell these goods to try to make a profit. He was dealin~ through
: · .,, ·.
at that time, which was formerly known

as"fM11iRlll

- lmJdyised he almost bought some police badges through the website. But
='i::::'.::±&W cancelled the sale prior to shipping because they determined
police badges were prohibited from sale.

Investigator's Comments:
• • w a s very open to questions and very forthcoming during the interview. He
came prepared with documentation to account for his SOW.

ft!MMN occupation as a self-employed day trader and a person involved in recent
real estate speculation and sales are both reasonable explanations for his level of play.

llNQiilwas advised that he will not be allowed to exchange U.S. currency as he did on
December 29, 2018, unless he shows that the cash was recently withdrawn from a
financial institution.ll!!Bwas advised that if the U.S. cash is from his safe at home,
then he will have to exchange it at a bank before coming to the casino . He indicated he
understood.
Investigator believes his gaming privileges should be reinstated .
Mike HILLER
BCLC Investigator

5
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BCLC IS
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAR-06
Interview Time: 12:00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-NOV-27
Patron gaming suspended three months with interview to follow prior to gaming
privileges reinstated .

Recent Activity:
has generated 301 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-FEB
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Her profile at this time shows:

Bl: $3,926,631 .00
FX: $62,690.10
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1, 191,916.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2,540, 171
The focus of the interview will be re-establishing SOF, SOW and relationship to various
associates, along with reinforcing the meaning of her full sourced cash/chip conditions
and possible next steps if she continues chip passing.

Occupation:

Doctor
Company:
Redacted

Patron l ntervrew ldent1fyl'lg
Information

Per OSINT:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Redacted - FINTRAC
•II has a PGF account at RRCR and uses it with frequency.
The primary concern is prolific chip passing. Arrogance with respect to her conditions,
passing despite them - blatantly.

PeWliWs OSINT in 2016-AUG, nothing negative uncovered.
Activity Outline:

-

41 incidents of Chip/Cash pass on her profile
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Discussion Points:

sow
•

SOF
Husbands name/job/employer
Family here?
How often Husband in Canada?

Specific Questions to Ask:

-

Confirm her Canadian address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

C onfirm the owner(s) of the home.

When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.) Citizenship?
Other residency?
Other addresses/Canada & Overseas?
Clarify SOW information - ? retired
Underground knowledge?
Family here?

Interpreter required: Yes, to clarify some points
Interview Results:
During the course of her interview,

Redacte::l

Patron 1nten:1ew
lnfo·mat1on

lde~t1fy1ng

stated the following :
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She was a doctor, the information from her OSINT portrays the correct name of
the Hospital she worked at
She practices western medicine
She first came to Canada in 2008, taking a leave of absence from work
She finally retired in 2013 and is now a housewife
Her husband is Redacte::t Patron 1ntef\1ew ldent1'ying Info rnat1on
She jointly owns a company with him called : - - Her source of wealth comes from her previous profession and her husband also
sends her living allowance from their joint company
She owns the house she lives in
She has a 30 yr old daughter
Her husband lives primarily in China
Her daughter gave birth to her grandson in Canada three years ago
Her daughter has been in RRCR downstairs play
Her daughters name i
(not in iTrak)
She and her daughter are back and forth between China and Canada
Her daughter lives with her in Richmond when she visits
She spent more time that usual in Canada this past year to qualify for her PR
card
She has no real friends outside the Casino, all mentioned associates are "friends
from Casino"
She has been interviewed and barred once in the past for chip passing
She says it is difficult to say "no" if a casino friend needs money/chips it causes
her to lose face to say no
She is aware of Private Casino - they are referred to as "Private Social Club", but
she has never been to one
She is heading back to China at the end of the month
Her address in China is:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash/chips conditions
Investigator Comments:
Patron was cooperative and forthcoming during the interview
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She acknowledged she has been spoken to and barred before about chip
passing
It was made abundantly clear to patron that chip/cash pass would not be
tolerated at any level moving forward
BCLC/Gov't position and processes were clearly spelled out to her
Recommend she stay on full sourced cash/chip conditions

2019-MAR-06
Forwarded to AML Manager for review
2019-MAR-07
Interview approved for filing

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLC IS """""' -· -- · "''""""··

0

""'"

•

•

_.,,,.

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAR-15
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
RRCR I Suite 100
BCLC Investigators: BEEKSMA, COUSINS
RRCR VIP Guest Relations manager Christy CHAN set up the interview date/time for
investigators and assisted with translation as needed.
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:

"2019-MAR-13 - BCLC Directive - Patron is requested to contact BCLC at 1-866815-0222 to arrange an interview with BCLC investigators. Patron must contact
BCLC within 48hrs of being informed of this request or play will be suspended
pending interview. Notify AML@BCLC.com once patron has been notified."
Recent Activity:
The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing which financial institutionslilill
currently banks with .
..,_
BCLC Analysts ran a report that detailed 8 casino patrons (includin.
who have
used bank drafts from 4 or more different banks in the last year.
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In the case ofllhe primarily has used TD drafts however in the past year he has also
used drafts from Coast Capital , HSBC and RBC.
As per report (2018-Jan to 2019-JAN):
5=Coast Capital :
2018-JAN-27 , $20,000
2018-APR-30, $40,000
2018-JUN-06, $30,000
2018-AUG-31 , $30,000
2018-0CT-29, $20,000
1=HSBC : 2019-JAN-23, $5,000
1=RBC: 2018-APR-23, $30,000
37=TD
The use of drafts from different financial institutions is permitted however it needs to be
established the PGF account holder holds an account at the corresponding bank to
alleviate concerns of patrons using 3rd party instruments.
In the case -

he seems to be exclusively using TD drafts of late.

In addition to the above, usual KYC/CDD will be revisited (confirming address,
occupation, company etc).
Occupation:
Chef/Owner Japanese restaurant
Company:
Redac ed

Pa· en lnte1v1ew ldent rry ng 1,...format1o'l

Interpreter required: Yes, in part

Interview Results:
During the course of his interview,

Redacted Patron
Interview lde111fy ng

stated the following:

);:-1
· confirmed the address we have on file is current.
);:- · · also confirmed his link to the Japanese restaurant.
o He described himself as somewhat of a partner in the restaurant with his
sister who runs the day to operations.
o liilil is a chef but only works as needed (IE someone calls in sick).
o He often goes to the restaurant at 1700hrs and kills time and/or helps his
sister when needed.
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o

He helps/supports his sister with any issues she has with the day to day
operations.
o The impression watll may be in a sense a kind of marketing person for
the restaurant, bringing people in to eat or spreading word of mouth about
the restaurant.
Regarding the 4 banks he used bank drafts from over the past year:
~

II arrived to the interview prepared with proof of holding accounts at 3 of the 4

s noted above (Coast Capital , HSBC and TD).
ould
not recall the circumstances surround the single RBC draft used on
•
2018-APR-23 for $30,000.
o He confirms he does not currently hold an account at RBC but suggested
he may have a long time ago.
o
added that he can't remember last week let along nearly a year ago.
o This draft seems to be a one-off.
~ A scan of the bank proof has been added to Bs 2018 OSINT folder.
~

lfl

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips conditions (existing)
Investigator Comments:

llwas respectful and pleasant when speaking with investigators. Only English was
spoken, CHAN was present but not needed for translation. The interview only lasted
approx. 10 minutes as
was prepared with the documents requested .

II

II came prepared with proof of all three banks and permitted investigators to retain the
copies .
Although he could not prove or offer insight into the one-time use of the RBC draft from
2018-APR, nearly a year has passed andl!I is well aware of what BCLC 's
expectations are moving forward.
As noted above, scans of the bank documented have been saved t . s 2018 OSINT
folder in the BCLC AML Risk shared drive.
Interview forwarded to Management for review on 2019-MAR-15.
S.BEEKSMA
Project Specialist
BCLC, AML Unit
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAME: Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#:
I
Intervie
2015
Interview Time: 12:30 pm
Interview Location: BCLC Office Vancouver
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
Specific questions to be asked:
1.

At one point she provided information that she was the owner of91!1.and later an
employee, which is it?

2.

If she states she is the owner, she needs explain how there was no company associated
with her.

3. What is the source of her wealth?
4.

Could it be from a family member?

The education aspect will centre around PGF use and her thoughts on how to make that work.
Synopsis:

She is self-employed and she secures contracts fronMJ:lm·"which is a company based out of
Coquitlam. She makes about $4,000.00 a month doing this ;
She has made money selling houses since 2009 . She has made $700 ,000 .00 doing this ;
She has access to her mother's line of credit ($300 ,000.00) .
She could not explain how based on the figures above this could support her gaming over the past 4-5
years. She buys in between 10-30 K and has a total over 5 million over the past five years .
She was concerned about Chip passing policies. She was concerned about sharing chips with her friends
and concerned about how she could account for this.
She was educated on PGF accounts.
She was VSE in the past and concerned about her present gaming. She was given an opportunity to
enter into the program but stated that she would think about it.
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Interview Results:

~as concerned about why she specifically was being asked to attend for an
interview;
..,_ CHAN explained that this was a new process and that she would not be the only one
that is going to be spoken to about this;
..,_ llfurther stated that she was upset because she was being approached by the
staff at the Edgewater to get information about her address and that this was
interrupting her play and it was giving her bad luck;
..,_ NORGARRED explained that it was the change that has prompted the questions
about her casino winnings;

. ,_ II was asked about her employment and she that she has made money from
buying and selling houses and that she is also self-employed doing office cleaning;
..,_ Prior to this she worked in a hotel;
..,_ She was asked if she was "flipping houses" and she said that this involved one
house back in 2009. She bought the property, tore down the house and built a new
one and then sold it and that this is what she is using to gable with;

. ,_ I•

stated that she was involved in the VSE program before and further stated that
she was still curious as to why she was being spoken to as her money is not
proceeds of crime ;

..,_ She was told that she was being asked because it was the law;
..,_ She said that she was in the casino trying to regain her losses;
).>-

She was , again, asked to clarify her employment;

..,_ llstated that she gets contracts fro11
about $4,000.00 a month;
).>-

'iT!!Hl1$'i! which is in Burnaby and makes

She also stated that she received money from the sale of her house and complained
about being interrupted while she is passing chips to her friends while she is playing;

..,_ She was advised that there was a process being created to deal with this in the
future;
..,_ She was spoken to about the use of a PGF accounts to help source the money that
she is bringing into the casino;

?

She identified an issue in using this process in going from one casino to another;

..,_ She does not like using PGF because it is inconvenient;
2
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-,,. She stated that she has not been playing as much due to family pressure meaning
that they do not approve which is the reason why she entered into the VSE program
before;
..,. She made it clear that she was not spending "dirty money";
>--

She wanted to know why BCLC was not talking to the young people and she was
advised that they would be spoken to as well ;

..,. She then asked if the purpose of the interview was to find out where her money was
coming from and she was told yes;
-,,. She was questioned about the source of her wealth and the amount of money that
she has been spending in the casinos and asked to explain this as the money does
not match;
~

She went on to say that she has sold more houses and broke it down in the way:
House #2 she made $500,000.00
House #3 she made $90,000.00
House #4 she made $110,000.00

~

She further stated that she has access to her mother's line of credit in the amount of
$300,000.00 ;

~

She was asked for her mother's name but declined to provide this information;

-,,. She went on to say that she had been gaming a lot and that all the interruptions
have been causing her to loose .
~

She was asked how serious she was about the VSE program and that she could be
signed up today but she declined ;

>-

She believes that she is being targeted by BCLC ;

~

She ended the interview abruptly and stated that she had to go .

The interview ended at 13:29 hours.
lllstated that she was open to talking to investigators later if need be.

Topics discussed during interview:

3
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BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom Caverly taking notes.
Brandon NORGAARD explaine~ that sanctions have been placed on~ ability to buy-in
using cash or un-sourced chips.if.lwas encouraged to use his Patro~ming Fund
Account.
·"

Interpreter required: Yes Brandi Chan used as Interpreter

BCLC Sanctions .

continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as imposed:

2015-0CT-13 *** BCLC DIRECTIVE *** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with
"un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until
further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Ross
ALDERSON, Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC AML Unit

Investigator Comments:
As a result of this interviewltllhas not provided any information regarding the source of her
funds that would explain her level of gaming. She has clarified her employment status.
At one point during the interview she said that she would just go gamble in the states.
The conditions imposed on her will remain .

Tom Caverly
Cas ino Inves t ig at io ns

4
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-17
Interview Time: 10:30 hrs
RRC R (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
Play suspended pending interview with AML.

Recent Activity:
. h a s generated 357 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-JAN
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Her profile at this time shows:

Bl: $6,287,043.00
FX: $130,197.18
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1 ,306 ,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $4,623,735.47

The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF , SOW and relationship
to various associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:

Housewife
Company:
NIA

Redacted - FINTRAC
Redacted - FINTRAC
•

Re~acte

, Global cash, ATM and $100 bills for buy in. The primary concern is SOW given
state of unemployment (housewife) .

P e - s OSINT in 2018-AUG, nothing negative uncovered.
Activity Outline:

Chip/cash pass
2x VSE , 2016-DEC and 2014-APR

File synopsis

20190004700- Parq
On 2019-JAN-20 at Parq Vancouver, multiple cash/chip passes occurred between
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
patrons
Introduced 2x$5K chips (sourced to previous Bl)
Went off site and returned with a plastic bag
lllllwent to single stall bathroom andlllioined her(? cash/chip pass)
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Discussion Points:

sow
•

SOF
Husbands name/job/employer
Family here?

Relationship to:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Chip/cash passes

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her Canadian address a 1 Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Confirm the owner(s) of the home. When was the home purchased? How was it
purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.) Citizenship? Other residency? Other
addresses?
•

Clarify SOW information
Loan shark knowledge?
Underground knowledge?
Family here?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:
During the course of this interview,

tated the following :

She and her husband (separated) own the property associated to her profile on
Redacted

P.:1t1on lnter\1ew lde nt 1'y1ng lnfo1mat1on

The property is currently for sale, price just dropped today
The property is for sale because she has run out of money to facilitate day to day
needs and mortgage
She has a 16 year old son and he lives with her
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Her son has done exceptionally in school and she hopes he goes to UBC
She bought an apartment in the area of UBC in 2014 from proceeds on the sale
of her home in China (near Hong Kong)
She sold the apartment in 2016 as she could no longer support the mortgage due
to gambling debt
She and her husband separated in 2016 due to her gambling
Casino 's have ruined her life
She only owes money to the bank, does not borrow from Loan Sharks etc.
Initially she played the slots and felt she had her gambling in check, she got
hooked after a big jackpot
In 2016 when she and her husband separated things started to spiral out of
control
She initially emigrated to Canada in 2012
She and her husband bought the M F • house and renovated it
She went to free ESL classes but switched over to UBC as she found the pace of
the free classes too slow
He intended to get some kind of degree in Canada so she could get a good job
She'd had a good job in China
Any job she was qualified for when she moved here paid poorly and did not
interest her
She did not complete a program at UBC , she felt out of place (age)
She got bored and did not have many friends , began frequently casinos
Visiting friends would ask her to take them to the casino , in addition to slots she
began to plar i i is
She has use ··:: :· chips to play, they are very good friends (go to one another's
homes for dinners etc. with family)
She did receive chips fror r 9 when she was at the casino 2019 -JAN-20
When she went to the washroom , l lcame in to have a cigarette (heavy
smoker) she did not receive any money from
There is no loan/interest when she borrows/uses llf; chips
When she went off site on 2019-JAN-20 and returned shortly after with a white
plastic bag she had gone off site to meet a friend . Her friend had called her
(validated per surveillance) asked her where she was as she wanted to give her
something. Her friend had just arrived from China and had her child with her,
therefore could not enter the site. The bag contained a scarf, a gift from her
friend . (Per incident review she did not "dip" in to the bag during her play that
date to retrieve an~oney. )
She originally meti l l at the casino , they live close to each other

ill

Her husband is an engineer, he works for a private company
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
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Company name is

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
She plans to return to Hong Kong next year to work; her husband will come to
Canada to look after their son. It is expected he could easily get a consulting job
with his engineers degree and experience
He husband does not go to casinos , he is too cheap
Her husband does send her a limited amount of money for care of their son
She is not involved in undergrounds in any way

BCLC Conditions:

Full cash/chip conditions

Investigators Comments:

has VSE 'd twice since entering BC Casino's. Investigators spoke to her at length
about the possibility of taking another time out, perhaps 3 years .
was visibly upset with her gambling issues.
was also spoken to about chips passes .
•

stated she would VSE by Chinese New Year.

It is recommended buy in's.

be placed on full cash/chip conditions to try and slow down her

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
PDF and filed 2019-JAN-30
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2017-0CT-27
Interview Time: 1230hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

llm has generated 25 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-SEPT.
On 2017-0CT-22 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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Specific:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF asllll's most
recent buy-in of $1 Ok cash following a drop off .
•

does not have a PGF

What is your relationship to the following :

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Sincems first LCT in 2015 his transactions are as follows:
Bl: $434,140
FX: $4,052 .63
PGF: $0
DSB :$259,834.50
Average Bl: $15-$20

Occupation:
Manager Real Estate Company

Company:

************Confirm business name and location**************

LCT's - SOF??

2017-0CT-22 - $20x500=$1 Ok

170060143

2
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Circumstances begin on 2017-0CT-22 at 1405hrs wit-waiting along the side of River Road near the
South hotel driveway. The above describecllll enters the driveway and stops next
The driver
opens his door and handsRand object (appeared to be light brown coloured) then drivewayiill
immediately placed the object received into his jacket pocket then crossed to the resort side making his
way up to the casinos VIP Salon.

tcH

-At 1408hr-pproached the VIP Salons cashier where he presented an elongated brown paper bag
(with black text on it} folded over its contents. From the paper bag he presented a single brick of CON $20
bills (bound by multiple elastics) initiating a buy in.

As noted above, surveillance conducted a review which strongly suggested the cash was delivered
by
driver as such it was determined the cash would be refused and returned t -

thelim

tollll

-At 1420hr. was escorted back to the cashier to take back the money (which was in 5 separate
bundles, each bound by elastics). The female identified a8JMfpwalked accompanieclll as he
retrieved the money and exited the Salon to the adjacent Phoenix high limit room.

AMl•lllvalked the hallway connecting the Salon to the Phoenix room. appeared to pass
the cash.llf1id the cash under a jacket she was carrying.

II

-At 1422hrsl\i&-look a seat on table MOB56 in the Phoenix room&roduced a single bundle of
$20 bills {bound by elastics) as well a relatively small amount of chips. She placed the jacket that was
wrapped around the cash behind her on her chair.

11.vas also approached and advised she would be unable to use the cash provided to h e r b .
- - e g a n to gamble here seemingly sharing the chips thatllalready had in her possession.

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the b·~ome from?
Relationship to : .
How drop arranged?

3
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Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encourage. to use his PGF account.
7. Cautio- against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview

~e:iac*ed

Patron tn•er11ew

1aent1fy119 ln'c1ma: on

stated the following :

He does not own property in Canada, he is staying at RRCR for his visit
He is now retired (no company name)
He is here visiting friends attending various Asian social gatherings
He arrived October 7th an is leaving November 7th
The money is from China, he gave it to his friend for safekeeping when he arrived
If he had known the drop off rules he would not have stood outside the front of the
Casino to pick it up
He is reluctant to give his friends name, he does not want to create grief for him
He is a small player
He has no-one here he can/would borrow from , even friends from his Province likely
would not as he is retired and it may concern them that they would not be repaid
4
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying

After the drop off and the denial a woman at the table
Information
~ised she would assist in helping him buy in
- •advised she could get a bank draft with the money and do a buy in and pass him
the chips (bank d~onfirmed in her PGF)
He was not awar-tned to make a buy 1n before she left and got a bank draft
- ~ave him chips after she did the bank draft (and he got called on it for source of
chips)

BCLC Conditions:

2017-0CT-22 ***BCLC*** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit, no longer required to
contact Consumer Services. BCLC Source Chip/Cash Conditions remain until further notice.
2017-0CT-27 BCLC AML- Interview has been conducted , conditions have been lifted. Daryl
Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML Programs

Investigator Comments :

COUSINS and LEE believe that sourced cash/chips should be removed from-profile .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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BCLC
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-DEC-05
Interview Time:10:00 hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions
Recent Activity:

lilllitas generated 94 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-NOV.

On 2017-DEC-01 - - a s placed on sourced cash/chips directive

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning .
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF as l l l ! is a
student at ll!llwhich does not source his buy in's, his play has increased of late and
he is currently believed to be residing at RRCR (6 1h floor west tower).
Buy in amounts have ranged from $20-$25K per visit with a significant buy in of 2017NOV-29/30, Total Bl of $90, 100 at RRCR with $3,475 disbursement.

is known to associate with a number of different VIP and HRP players with some
of interest to AML as follows:

07-0CT
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
r\~Udt;lt::U

- r'"dllUll

Interview ldent1fymg

29-NOV

29-NOV

Why is he accepting chip/cash from others .. . ...

Occupation:
Student
2
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•

Company:

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

2017-68359
2017-NOV-29/30
Total Bl of $90, 100 at RRCR in $50 and $100 bills wrapped in elastics
Where is the money coming from?
How does he get it?
Who provided him with the hook up?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his/his parents wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC 's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encourage-

to use a PGF account.

3
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7. Cautionillagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his intervie

stated the following:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
He is in his third year of study at
He just sold he apartment in Vancouver but will be renting it back for the duration of
school for $2500/month
He sold it because he will be finished school in 1.5 years, the market is up and
another woman was interested in an investment opportunity
He sold it via a realtor, the woman who bought it i ~m.11!11™
Interview
There is approximately $400K in equity in the home
He took a cash advance of $50K on the equity form IMQ!i4 and a payment
agreement was drawn up by a lawyer
When the deal closes in December, the bank will be paid off the topliMiJl&will be
paid next and he will get the balance of approximately $350K
was happy to lend him the money as he knew of the house sale and the
equity ··:· had in it
His parents live in China and his father is in real estate
All of the patrons listed above are friends . . .· ..
He does not recallllending him $10k or _... passing him $5-6K in chips
A cash or chip pass is usually because he is waiting for the count on his buy in
money
He has bought in with bank drafts on four occasions
He also plays at Starlight and Villa but at those sites he is in the $500-$900 range
He only plays big at RRCR
His allowance is $30k a month from his parents
He often gets the money from his parents friends and family here then his parents
repay them in a Chinese account
Friends and family will also bring money over from China for him
He also gets money from friends at school then uses email transfer the money back
to them in Chinese Yen

4
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When he bought in over $90K in late November he stated that money was from
home (he also stated he'd had a $26k cash out the day prior - fake news)
He has used cash exchange facilities on occasion, Parker Place Mall and 9 Star (not
sure on the Chinese - English translation for this one) located around Granville and
641h in Vancouver.
He takes chips home because buy-in is a waste of time
He currently has six (6) $5K chips at home (site has since been asked to source
them)
He never goes to underground casinos, they cheat and are unfair (said this comment
is based on his knowledge of Chinese underground casinos)

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash/chips.

Investigator Comments:
Redacled

Patro n

According to VIP hostess lnte ·v1evt ldent1fy1ng tays at RRCR approximately 2x/month
lnteNiew was conducted primarily in English with some Cantonese to clarify
Patron came across as arrogant during the inteNiew
PGF usage was reviewed with patron
He was cautioned against using associates to conduct transactions for him
He has been advised of his receipt only buy-in status
It is recommended that llilillshould s•....
, source cash/chip conditions
Profile has been updated to show tha ·.-. : has been interviewed and no longer
needs to call in
~

2017-DEC-05
lnteNiew forwarded to AML Manager for review and approved-will stay on sourced
cash/chip conditions
2017-DEC-06
InteNiew filed
Spreadsheet updated

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

5
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BCLC IP*;'§f'IMH'f'f*'f'%111
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-28
Interview Time: 12: 00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2019-JAN-29:
Patron gaming suspended three months with interview to follow prior to gaming
privileges reinstated .

Recent Activity:
llilhas 103 LCT records dating back to 2016-NOV
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His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $1 ,991 ,350.00
FX: $43,391 .05
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $3,642,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2 ,333,073.00
The focus of the interview will be questioning re-establishing SOF, SOW and
relationship to various associates, along with reinforcing the meaning of his full sourced
cash/chip conditions and possible next steps if it continues to occur.

Occupation:

Student
Company:

••
Redacted - FINTRAC

Activity Outline:
Redacted

?a•ro n ln•erv1ew

On the evening of 2018-0CT-18 two male patrons identified as Iden• fymg Information
and
Redacted Patro1 Interview
each presented $5,000 in $20 bills for purchasing chips in River Rocks
ldent1fy1ng Informal on
VIP Salon.
Redacted - Patron lnte--..-1ew
ldentr'ymg lnf:rmatran

were accompanied by another male identified as · ·:
Footage reviewed strongly suggests the cash used b ·· · · ·.
to them byl!iill
2017 -MAR-28 mwas placed on conditions that require he prove the source of funds
for all buy ins.
-stated he is in Canada to attend university and his parents send him money from
China. He uses money exchange businesses to convert the Chinese funds received
from his parents to Canadian currency. The small denomination bills are from these
money exchange businesses.
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Since being placed on condition-has been attached to a number of casino
incidents whereby it has been suspected he is using others to conduct buy ins on his
behalf (often with small bills) to circumvent his conditions .
-

was seen passing what is believed to be a bundle of cash t o B I who was seen
putting into his front sweater pocket as they entered the resort and made their way up to
the casinos VIP Salon. Just before they entered the casinos VIP S~was
observed passing what appeared to be a second bundle of cash to~ho put it
into his side sweater pocket.
Both bought in $5K in $20's.lill did not buy in , he sat between the two others
squeezing cards and appeared to be directing play.
CIO at end of play done b ) • • - $5K in $20's and $1 K in $100 bills

Who drov-1 to RRCR in the -(played main gaming floor, left alone) .

Discussion Points:

sow

•

SOF (from whom was he acquiring the small denomination bills).
How did he become involved in distribution money to colleagues ($20's)
How often in Canada?
Reinforce Will be banned again a the first reported incident of chip/cash passing
Reinforce We do not accept money from money exchanges anymore

Relationship to :
Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Occupation/Company name: Owner Real Estate Company - 1 Re:Jacttd
this is a Canadian investment company)

Ill

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Occupation/ Company name: Student

lllM

Patro 1 lnter11ew cent fy1 'lg

l n ~ar rn a·

on
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Redacted - Patron
Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

Stocks Trader
(Met wittllllin 2017 and observed sitting i n - vehicle for some time .)

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his Canadian address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Confirm the owners of the home. Other residency? Other addresses?
Parents names, occupation, company name and location
How many homes purchased to date

Interpreter required: Yes to clarify some questions

Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

Redactej PatJOn lntefv1e~·1
lderit1fy1n;, lnfo-r1ahon

stated the following:

is in his mums name
- The house he lives in on
His mum is
(NOF iTrak)
- Wil•s the manager of a building in
His uncle
owns the property itself; his mother is a shareholder. The company is
kH~owf nhas~ rent space in the building.
1saterisHis company is also located in
His father owns
they have many interests:
Redacted

Redacted

Patro1 tnterJ1ew Iden• fy1ng ln'orm at1on

Patr::n lnte·v1ew Ident fyng
lnfo·rnallon

Redacted

Redacted

Redacteo

Palron 11ter.• ew ldentify1n.;:l
1form at101

Patron lnterv1e.o1 ldent1•y11g
lnfo ' rnall::rn

Patron lnte -.1en ldentr•yng
lnfo rrnat1on

Per Internet Search:
and
distributes textile products. The company produces silk fabrics, raw
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
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-U.

s~~ te~i!e .cloct-ts, and other related products. . . .

lso engages in real estate, international
trade, hotels, restaurants, and other fields."

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
-

He has two apartments, one a 1Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information that he
rents for $3K/month, from that his mortgage is $2, 700
- He also owns an apartment in
he keep
that apartment for his own use
- He has a 15% share in Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
which nets him about $5K/month in income
The primary in the company is
(NOF iTrak)
- He is also invests in
Redac:ed

Patro'l Interview den' fy1ng
l nfo·111at1cn

- They buy used cars to flip, when there is a car to buy, he will at times
invest and when they are sold take some of the profit
- He is graduating from 1111 in the spring,
- He is hoping to get his PR card
- His is an only child, no other family here
- His allowance is $15K/month
- He can access more money if he wants, his mother will wire it to him
as he requests it
- The family has four luxury cars,
in his name
and a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information in his mum's name. All used cars
from
- With respect to the incident on 2018-0CT-18 he acknowledges he did
pass money to
on that date
All had been out for dinner an
.
wanted to
gamble, he ( - always has money so he gave $5K each ($20's) to
play
Reda:ted Pa•rcn Interview
1dell" fy ng , l fomMl10 i

Redacted

Patron l nle 'v1ew

lde nt1fy111g ln'crmal on
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-

He did squeeze cards but was not directing play
ived on site that night with a UM, this is• B driver

- 111-::
.-_. doesn't really work, he has money from investments
·: . : lives in the same neighbourhood as him WJ.1W
- They are very good friends
- They met through friends
- l l a l lis a friend of•
·.::·:·.. an~.th.u~,;ecame a friend of his
- The $10K he gave to · . · ndM!f came from a money
exchange a
t • e
The money exchange is owned by his friend
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnformaban

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

.

-·

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Foreign currency exchange
Support exchange services between major international currency exchanges, and also
support Alipay, WeChat, mobile banking , two-way exchange of foreign currency
business

RMB international two-way remittance
Mainly RMB two-way large-value rem ittance of Canadian dollars, US dollars and Hong
Kong dollars, departure and entry business

Offshore renminbi
Large amount of RMB wire transfer to all parts of the world

- After the last interview with AML he was no longer deals with.
has not seen him for a year or so
- He confirmed via photo that it was vho delivered him money
from the exchange in the past
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldenllfymg Information

Investigators Comments:
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as very open when answering questions
•

as been told that under no uncertain terms is he to pass chips or
cash or he will immediately be banned six months

-was further told money exchange currency would not longer be
tolerated in the Casinos
1411was told to use debit or PGF (Bank Draft) or provide ATM receipts for
future transactions
M!ilicknowledged the sincerity of the investigators with respect to these
stipulations.
-barring has been removed, he currently is still on full sourced
cash/chip conditions
Investigators recommend he stay on full sourced cash/chips moving
forward

2019-FEB-28

Interview forwarded to Manager for review and comments.
2019-FEB-28

Manager concurs with findings
Interview filed

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-APR-04
Interview Time : 1400hrs-1445hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE , Steve BEEKSMA, Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:

llillmis currently under sourced cash conditions .
Recent Activity:
has generated 48 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-NOV. Most of .
notable activity has occurred in 2017-MAR.
On 2017-MAR-28R l l was placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID~:
2017-MAR-28 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE *** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl TOTTENHAM, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit
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The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC .
• • occupation of a "university student" a t . does not aid in establishing SOF or
SOW.
History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $20,000 to in access of $100,000 per visit, in large
part small denomination bills.

lillls

Since
first LCT in 2016-NOV he has conducted a combined total of $1.6 mil in
buy ins and $1 .5 in disbursements. Some of the cash used for buying in may have been
recycled funds .

~017-18000 (EDGE) 201"'.-MA~:,.2zl?Ml~as observed meeting/associa~ing withlllland later both were 1ns1dell!!M:=- vehicle for an extended length of time.
Occupation:

University Student
Company:

-

.

Specific Questions to Ask:
Redacted - Patron Interview

1. Confirm his address at
Identifying Information
a. Does he own or rent.

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Conf~rm his occupation/source of. incon:e including how Ion• •has been
working there and where the business 1s located and what · s role or
job title is.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
2
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a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6.

otllil-

Encourag~ to open a PGF account. Review
recent LCT
activity shows he has used a PGF account previously (@EDGE) .

7. Cautio-against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
2017-18000 (EDGE) 2017-MAR-27:

1. How does he knov.9
a. Did h.eive the money for his second buy in
from : $50K in an orange bag)?

·

..

b. Has he use-for getting money
previously?
2. How does he know

i. · . · . ?

a. Did he receive the $20K in $20's fro11lll• in
the washroom?
b. Where did this money come from?

BCLC Conditions: To remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced
to disbursements or bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized
financial institution).
Interview Results:

~ Iii.confirmed he is in Canada alone and is enrolled i n - i n the area of "arts"
with classes on Tuesday, Thursday and Friday afternoons.
His SOW is from his Mom and Dad, primarily his mother (both parents are in
China) .
~ According tollm, his father is involved in an Export business in China and his
mother manages a furniture lease or rental company (also in China). The father
..lmE.2,rt business sounds like
when spoken/translated to English.
~ 111.mstated his father ambles at River Rock when he visits . His fathers name
sounds like:
.. . .
~ mother suppo ·- . ·· y wiring money from China to him in Canada for
living expenses, purchasing real estate, investments and tuition .
~

BM'

3
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-,. ll!lstated that his mother wires money from her Chinese account to the
~se account of a local individual.
-,. ll/lmjescribed that there is a "main guy" and his assistant (he knows asMW
that he meets with to receive the CON e uivalent of what his mother sends him .
He added that the "main guy" drives a
o Later in the interview it was learned that the "
.
-JJllWHl.i.'and the assistant is - · ·.
·
>-Mifl ecalled that on one oc~sion when his mother sent mane.sent him to
a currency exchange business located on I dH%1 ¥k.M!.ii.i!i¥%@+LJ
Jin
Richmond. lllRspoke the name of this business in Chinese which investiqator
LEE confirmed is the Chinese name displayed outside of

EIBMlt''"

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

o lllli!illstated that on this occasion he met with a female at the curren~
exch~nge place w~o•••w~~i?ed ~.i~ with t~e money arranged througt-mll
He did not meet w1tl
on this occasion.
>- advised that typically when his rnoth~~him money it is either
delivered to his residence or he meet•illi'MWat an agreed on location.
?
advised that when he returns to China for a visit he always brings money
back with him (up to $30K). He confirmed that he exchanges his Chinese
currency to Canadian in China (before returning to Canada). He added that in
China he always receives $100 bills but that the currency exchange places in
a only give him small bills.
?
dvised that
told him that if he needs money for purchasing real estate
ger investme~e can provide him with large bills but if its just money for
- the casino he will get small bills .
o lil!ldid not believe there is any benefit for him in taking small bills (IE a
better rate) .
o He believes the local currency exchange place makes money on the
exchange rate . Any service charge is built into the exchange rate.
>- H•stated he does borrow money from his friends if he runs out but he does not
use "loan sharks" and there are no interest fees.
? -confirmed th
o The

1-114•

Ill

Ill

vehicles.
.
dded that he and his friends often share vehicles "for fun" (to try
different cars).
R.eoac ed Patro n ln'erv1ew
>- 1··... stated that he had introduced his friend laent1fyng lntorma• on
but couldn't be sure
if·~. had usedlills service.
>- · . showed investigators an application on his cell phone which was a list view
of his Chinese account showing multiple transfers to and from the account. It
appeared to be to and from multiple sources, some repeated often (based on the
icons).
o

1

4
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.., -was encouraged to use his PGF account. He stated he used to get $100
bills which he could deposit into his bank but lately he's only been getting $20
bills.
o He added that the bank would only allow him to deposit $7-8,000 in $20
bills .
.., advised that he has been approached in the casino by individuals offering
to lend him money, asking to borrow money and offering to take him to "private
casinos".
o He confirmed none of these requests came from a casino employee and
he has not accepted any of these offers.
'? B!lwas told that money in small denominations is consistent with being related
to crimina . . ._·.ity. Investigators expressed concern for him and his family and
cautioned . · _ to be careful who he is dealing with and suggested he try and
contro~pending in the casino.
o mentioned earlier in the conversation that his mother knows he likes
to go to the casino but is unaware how much he spends.
RE: 2017-18000 (EDGE) 2017-MAR-27:

.., It was duD-Q_~j~ ~v~rsation surround-is inddent t.hat the connection
between~!----.-· and where : acquires his CON money from was
learnea.. ri:ofi
o - e r r e d to

B

by a nickname

hat translates to Wli1R

•

Investigator LEE recalled being involved in an interview with a
._ _ ay VIP em12loyee named-'11 During that interview,
·.
referred to a,;;..;smoollMI
·
Reda:::ted Pa•1o n
• As pe ·.- :· casino profile he goes by the Alias:
dent fyng
o -added he knows thatllll is banned from the casino for "passing
lnt e~J 1 ew

t~at.

th~.co~ ~uival~nt $70, ~oo. onl~

o .tated
he transferred
of
but
received the 1rnt1al $50,000 fr?m-M1nstructecllil-· into
the washroom where he received the add1t1onal $20,000 from . · .
o •

asked how he is able to get money on such short notice after
business hoursllllstated he is of the impression thatlill always has
money on hand.

Interpreter required: Yuvestigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and

COUSINS taking notes. ... · speaks English as well and investigators were able to ask
some questions in English.
BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash

conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution) .
5
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Investigator Comments:

•

remained respectful throughout the interview. The general impression was that
was very honest with investigators and he answered all questions asked of him .

It seemeddid not see that his methods of getting CON money from his parents in
China is out of the ordinary. The impression was this is a common way that parents
overseas send money to their children attending university in Canada.

lfl was advised that moving forward he would need use an account and all cash will
need to be accompanied by a receipt.
& l lasked about his continued use of Bm ind was told that if a currency exchange
place can provide a receipt with a denominational breakdown of the CON currency
rece ived it would be accepted but he was encouraged to use his PGF account to avoid
future issues.
-

was also cautioned against using his friends to conduct buy ins for him or
circumvent his conditions .

Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigation s

6
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron
NAM :
Interview ldent1fy1ng
SID#
Information
Interview Date: 11/06/2015
Interview Time: 13:54 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

What is the source of his wealth?

2. Does he understand the conditions?
3. Educate on PGF Accounts so that we do not have to speak with him
again .

Interview Results:

';. il!lil was advised of the purpose of the meeting and to ensure that he understands
his conditions;

?

He stated that he understands as he has been hearing "stuff";

?

He did not realized that there were so many regulations when using the casinos in
BC compared to Macau;

?

Since being advised of his conditions he has not used much cash;

?

He did advise that when he has a lot of cash it is more fun to play and that he feels
like he is winning more;

?

He was advised that he could still get paid in cash;
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~

He further explained that if he were to do this and return he would have difficulty
verifying where the cash came from and was told to tell the casino and it should be
fine ;

-,. He was told that his safety was an issue when receiving large sums of cash;
';- He stated that he is a manager/owner of a steel trading company and deals with any
kind of metal;

?

He wanted to reassure investigators that he will follow all the rules because he is a
landed immigrant and does not want compromise the chances of becoming a
Canadian citizen ;

?

In the context of chip passing or borrowing money he explained that is was part of
the Chinese culture to do this and that you cannot refuse to from either perspective
or you will lose face. This means whether you are lending or borrowing.

Interview over at 14:15 hours
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

orlll;

LEE explained~hp.t~anctions have been placed
ability to buy-in using cash or unsourced chipsl:IMwas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.
BCLC Sanctions ii.111 continues to have sanctions on his pla~ at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1 , 2015.

Investigator Comments:
This patron had conditions applied on September of 11 1h , 2015. Since that time and based
on talking to others at River Rock he opened a PGF account on November 2, 2015.
He should have no problems following the conditions that have been placed on him.
Tom Caverly
Casino Invest igations

2
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BCLC [15]

*MMM1 ¥MM!iri ifIMllM!.!U.i"!.!,ll
1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-JUL-27
Interview Time: 1103hrs - 1210 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (MDB18 private room)
BCLC Investigators: JIM & LYNN
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current activity in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
ENGLISH
Conditions:
Redacted Pa'rcn ln:e1v1ew
de n' fying I :iforma' 1on

- Barring placed on ltrak profile to ensure BCLC Directive Interview will be

scheduled.
Recent Activity:
Reddcte:J

Patron lnt erv1e~·1
lnfo·rnat1 ::i n

ldentrf~in3

has generated O individual LCT records .

On 2017-JUL-13 the following comment added to

Reda:ted i=>atron l !lterv ew
lden•lf 1n !lfonnat1on

SID profile:

2017-JUL-13 *** BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Please direct patron to contact Consumer Services at 1866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and leave contact information for interview with
the AML Unit. Daryl Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML Programs
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Redacted

Pa•ron 1n·erv1ew

The focus of the interview will be establishing the actions of •dent1fy1'1g lnforma•,on
Gaming history,
confirming several Service Provider/ Patron relationships, as well as incident specific
questioning .
Redacted - Patroci Inter J1ew
ldent1'y11g ln'ormat on

•

occupation as a "Construction Consultant

History:
Over 7 years of ltrak history , starting in 2010-JUL to present.
An over view of

Reda:ted Patron ' nterv1ew
ldentrty.ng 1nforma11an

·

ltrak Incidents have been viewed :

BCLC-6
Cage-2
Exchange Cash/Chips - 2
JDLR - 1
Redacted - FINTRAC

Unusual Activity - 11
Unusual Financial Transaction - 9
Redacted Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng lnfo 'rnat1on

has 12 casino associates attached to his profile.

Vehicles:

l'v1odel

mmlt+l!.I Owner Name

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
New Vehicle added on 2017-JUL-21
Reaacted

Patron ln:crv1ew ldCnt fy ng lnformat101

Associates: 12 in Total

2
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Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Occupation:

Occupation: Con- ·
Company Name:

?E\S'Mijn'"

S~ecific

Questions to Ask:

»

Can you confirm your current address?

»

Is your current address on lUi.1~•1•
Address at i;@i@i§M@'P#(@ifM(.]fo@I·!:·

>-

1

lnfonnallon

~

Do you currently own a place in- M!a

r do you just hold a PO Box there?

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

~

Do you own property in

~

We noted that you have been attached to (5) vehicles , do still own the following?

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentrfymg

lnformatmn

3
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Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
New Vehicle added on 2017-JUL-21
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

?

Confirm/clarify his occupation: Are you currently working fo

?

How long have you been working at

?

Are you currently working as a Consultant?
-What type of building does

Pat1on lntemew

liilll perform?

?

What city isllllbased out of?

?

Where i ...

Redacted Pa•ron lnterv1C\\
Iden· fy OQ " lfOrmat1on

Redacted
tden11f

Redacted

located?

Patron 1nter\1ew

tng lnfo-mat1 ::m

(two addresses the same - two city's)ptJMIW

-, Have you worked with-Wpreviously?
-Possibl -_

Redactea

Redacted - Pat ron Interview

Patron lnte"\ 1ew 1dent1fy1'.lg

'

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
4
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CA NADA
Formerly:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
~

Do you currently have a River Rock VIP Salon Access Card?
-Just wondering why you need a card if you are not a player?

Y

Ask - Do you gamble at all? And how much?

'?

It has been noted on several occasions - You have brought players to play but you don't
gamble yourself can you explain more about this?

-,

Do you have clients/patrons that require your services in Vegas?

?

Are you working with any "other'' people (assistants/helpers) that assist bringing these
players to the site? - do you take care of all these players on your own?

~

It has been noted that you bring big players into these facility's - What is your
connection or ties to these patrons .

Y

Do you have a website, or company on the side that links these patrons to you?

'?

How do you get into contact with these players or how do these players get your contact
details?

~

Do you know the following names?
What can you tell me about these people?

•!•

IBQ@# Yes current client
What can you tell me about • •

•!• -

lli(W8s'i7is second client and has a bad temper
Redacted

Patro n

1n•erv1ew aenl

r

NO

rn

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information

Rejacted Patro i
ite1\ ew ldenl 18 ymJ
ln~or mat on

0
NO

0
Yes first client, gambling addict, wife used to deliver money, now divorced

•!•NO

•!·-NO
E>.amp/es . (Extra info if needed. as to Viho

M'.flliild\i [I. brought to the casino)
5
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Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Y

We have noted that you attend the sites at all hours of the day, to drop off and pick up
these patrons - do you wait onsite for them or do they call you when they are ready.

Y

Do you get paid by these patrons for your services?

~

Do you get hotel rooms , buffet, dinner at Sea Harbour or any other services in return?

Y

Can you show me a paystub? Or is it all cash?

).>

Are you receiving any "comps/kickbacks" for bringing these patrons?

>-

Do you know any of the Great Canadian Casino Management?

Y

Do you

>-

Do you assist these players with obtaining funds or if requested?

knov';'!SR@•rn'tr!""f"?

I N20140040837

»

8/13/201411 :25:42 PM

If a patron is having bad luck do you ever take them to other places to play?
-example private casino's

6
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'°'

Have you heard about any private casinos and if so, where?

Thank you for your time; we forward this interview to our Manager so he can review your status .

Interpreter required: No, Lynn & Jim

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Re:::lacted

Patro!l lnt ervtew ldentlfy1rig lnfcrma• on

stated the following:

He has a Salon Card, he was given it by Salon Staff when the Salon first opened as he
would be in and out with his clients and or if his clients wanted something
The nicknamell.lll• comes form early days (1982) when he found people not
pronouncing Chinese names very well so he was called
it was a popular name
back then and it struck
The business he currently in is one he has been doing for the past 8 years
He is a "jack of all trades" and looks after his client, their families and friends and all their
needs. He is paid. He is their driver, books hotels, restaurants, entertainment, golf
games, looks after their kids (zoo etc when parents busy), looks after their car(s)
servicing etc.
His first client was
He knewMmrrom Hong Kong,
started driving him around when he was here and it became a business
AfteEHW he worked for
·· ·
.. '
he currently works fo ' " " ·. · !ti
the vehicles he drives belong to clients with the exception of his wife's
. .. :· ·.. , the~di~ have aliii!ll but sold it last year and he transferred the plates to
the :
likes thel!ls in the LP number)
he takes · andlilll{see below) cars for service and drives them around from time to
time whe : is in China so they aren't sitting all the time
the cars belong to:

Mima

.II

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
7
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ng 'lfom1at 10'1
the address o R.edacted Pa'"on
is correct, he is living in the basement as
he and his wife are getting a divorce. He has chosen to stay at the house as his kids are
young and they don't want to tell them yet. His soon to be ex lives upstairs with the kids.
he is not employed b
is doing renovations at Ull; home in
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
interior renovations) . His role is to ensure
that that everything that is to be done IS done asll primarily resides in China .
He knows
SID: as the owner of the owner o - He has dealt
with him while overseein~ renos.
Patro n 11tcrv C\\ Identifying
He is not familiar with
Information
They Ill and family) will not stay in the hotel once the reno is done
he looks afterlland 11115 homes here, he looks after the grounds/attends the house if
there is an alarm or something, the object being to make the houses appear occupied so
the owner
avoid the vacant house tax
He is to be available 24/7 even whe-is in China
pays him a monthly salary to look after things for him (in HK dollar)
is his only contract currently
is his only source of income
His clients come to him via word of mouth
lfltill friends come to town (usually July/August to golf) he will look after them too driver and making all arrangements for their stay (hotel/tee times/entertainment)
friends are typically here to golf, some of them will go to the Casino to play but it is
just a fun pursuit for them , they do not chase
If they win they might give him a $100 chip or something but nothing big, they do not pay
him for being their driver etc, he is employed b y . and these men are
friends
He does not facilitate cash for anyone
He has pulled in to Costco when requested by a client and seen them pick up bags but
has never inquired as to what is in them (thou he knows - states he just drives and does
what he is told , he does not organize the pick ups, goes where he is told has had two
pick ups this month, currently entertainin~nd three of his three (3) friends
His clients will at times get out of their car to get the bag or it will be delivered to the
client in his car
The drop offs are always done by someone new, primarily Asian males in their late 20's
to early 30's
he has also pulled in to Yohan Centre (cash exchange here) and again the client might
go in for funds or they are brought out to the car
he did deliver a bag toMI• in 2014, the bag was in . . . vehicle ,lilcontacted him
and he drove up to the casino and passed the bag out the window. The bag was in the
car when he initially dropped
off
he has encouraae.\to use bank drafts and PGF and to tell his friends to as well as it
makes him 1~ili!fl' look bad when they bring in the cash
he gambles may once or twice a year - $100-$200
he does not get "paid" by the site for bringing big players in, (like they do in Vegas). He
stated 65% of revenue goes to the government, sites cannot afford to do this he
occasionally takes is kids to the buffet on a complimentary basis (clients points)
1n~erv1ew lden·lf~·

Rcda~ted

-

l

II

a

II

8
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the most he has received from the resort
he has no association to Vegas , he is the victim of an identity theft 20-30 years ago and
his name was used in Toronto and then there. He recalled getting interviewed by "men in
suits", them asking him questions, checking his signature , looking at the photo they had
and declaring the person they were looking for was not him - none of the information
dug up on his name in relation to Vegas (per above) has anything to do with him
he used to deal with Rick DUFF (now at Hard Rock) to get hotel rooms etc for guests
DUFF invited him to the HR opening and tried to get him to direct VIP players to HR, this
never happened
He currently works with "Jenna'', "Lisa" and Randy for reservation to Sea Harbour, hotel
reservation, general fulfilling requests of his VIP clients
He chats with both Randy SOO and Walter SU when he is hanging around waiting on
clients, they both are really chatty and like to talk about the past
He has heard chatter of private casinos from other player while he hangs around waiting
for clients
He has never taken his clients to one, his clients are very wealthy, this is beneath them,
the only ones that go are barred patrons and those who cannot get any money loaned to
them
The last one he was aware of was near Steveston Highway
When asked aboi8MJl$5he said he'd heard he's been arrested
stated private casinos are dangerous, "you never know who is going to be there waiting
for you", they play on credit but you never know if you will get your money if you win or
what they will do to you if you lose

Current BCLC Conditions:

2017-JUL-27 *** BCLC ***patron has been interviewed by AML Investigators, no longer needs
to contact Consumer Services . Barring status remains pending review by BCLC .

Investigator Comments:
Reoac·ed

Pat ron Interview

ldent1fy11g l n 6 crma· on

emained respectful throughout the interview.

The general impression was that

Redac•ed

Patrori lnterJ1cw

ldent1fy1rig ln'orma• on

was honest with investigators.

He answered all questions asked of him .
Redacted

Pa1ro1 ln!er11ew

is encouraging. to use a PGF account and feels that one.does
his friends will follow suit.
l:::lent16 y11g Informal on

Re:lacted Pa' ron 1n·er11ew
l~en!lfy119

1n•arma· on

is currently barred.

9
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Reda:::ted

Pa• ron Interview

Investigator COUSINS feels 1den fy 1ng l'lformat1ori
could be an asset to investigations moving
forward and recommends the barring be removed and patron monitored .
1

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML
.

10
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This is Exhibit " / 'I " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

ACommi
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BCLC IS

'Mf*ii@A!§ffa'*dH'·'·•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date : 2018-JUN-06
Interview Time: 11 :00
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
2018-MAY-17
Full sourced cash/chip conditions pending interview.

Recent Activity:
- h a s generated 7 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-JAN
His profile at this time shows :
Bl : $77,361.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $48,952.51
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:

-

(on medical leave)

Company:

History:

inllls

Incidents noted
profile are sporadic. He is first the subject of an iTrak entry in 2015
when GPEB expressed an interest in him due to his profession (
. Ruling #19

Redacted - FINTRAC

Incidences occurred in

Ruling #19

respectively.

1111 is primarily buying in with $20 bills.
On Ruling #19

staff raised concerns again 011i11(and hisRuling #19 l!lflMWl!lil

Redacted - Patron
Interview ldent m

Redacted - Patron Interview

" Staff have brou; to our attention.,.gatron Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
ldent1 m lnformatmn
and his Ruling #19
iiffiii!il&.HiiiiMijfiir.~:mRuling #19 ) who always buy in with $20 bills (bar a
few hundred here and there) . They do both play but staff have noticed that sometimes it may be
minimal and then they cash out and get $100 bills.

I have attached one of Illa recent trackers; you will see he had two cash outs totaling $5. BK
where he got $100 bills
he proceeded to buy in for a further $2. 6K in 20s. This seems to be
- Patron Interview
the norm for both Redacted
and although it may be smaller amounts it does add up.
ldent1 m Information

then

Below is their tracked play for this year so far; I've included their last 5 visits. Can you take a
look and let us know your thoughts on whether we should start having them monitored, thanks.

YTD 2018

cash out

win/loss

2
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I

53K
300
10 visits .

7K

38K

-8662

Ruling #19

$4,950.00

211 in $20s

Ruling #19

$5,080.00

254 in $20s

Ruling #19

16 in $20s

Ruling #19

$800.00
$9,900.00

295 in $20s

Ruling #19

$8,100.00

405 in $20s

YTD 2018

I

13K
7K
10 visits .

Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19

cash out

win/loss

9K

-2718

$500 .00
$2,720.00
$0.00
$700 .00
$400.00

$100s
86 in $20s
chi ed in
$100s
$100s

Regards,

Lesley Nicholson
Relief Shift Manager"

**Of Note** GPEB has recently interviewed

II again (

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

3
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Redacted - FINTRAC

20:15 hrs
High Limit room
Man purse
200x$20=$4,000

Redacted Patron •nterv1ew
lderillfy1ng lnfo·mat1on

she went to slots)

21:34 hrs
50x$20=$1, 000
23:05 hrs
150x$20= $3, 000
After a disbursement of $500 in $100 bills he bought in $300 in $100 bills then another $120 in
$20 bills

Ruling #19

Unsubstantiated UFT:

Ruling
#19

t

~hrs

. .attempted $180 Bl (1x$100 and 4x$20) , denied as he has been placed on full sourced
cash chips and was unable to provide receipts.

Discussion Points:
Relationship to.Bl
How long off work
Current source of income
SOW for buy-ins
Where do all the $20's come from
Why using $20's when cashing out $1 OO's
minimal play and then they cash out and get $100 bills
Example of areas of concern: $5.8K where he got $100 bills then heyroceeded to buy in
for a further $2 .6K in 20s. This seems to be the norm for both-IG.lil!'"

Association to:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

(VSE)
sidence and business address in Ruling
#19
Ruling #19

- Ruling #19

4
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Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong Rulin
g
#19

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Encourage him to open a PGF account
4. Ensure he understands his full sourced cash/chip conditions
5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: (sporadic), Investigator Stone LEE and COUSINS

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,
He goes by ''MS'R·"
His common-law is Redacted

Redacted Patron lnte;v1ew
ldentlfymg Information

...,

tated the following:

Patron I nterv e\\ ldent1fy1ng Information

Ruling #19
Ruling #19
Ruling #19

-

He has no formal income at this time
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
His Rulin owns
(beside
g #19
Ruling
#19 ) and leases the Ruling #19
The rent is $11,000/month
The rent is paid in cash and cheque
He gets $3-$51</month of that money (cash) per month (not reported to CRA)
He has money in savings (bank) and a large safe at home
, she gets Ruling #19
works full time at the
primarily
likes
the
slots
•
Ruling #19

-

His mum is

(VSE)

li

a heavy gambler and borrowed money fron?liii!Sil'llfl·'lfiil!'liillll!il·ili.tll
·'ili'fl!!llil"•

Ruling #19

ro;i Interview loen! •fymg
,.
(currently barred) and Re:Jac1ed Pattnfo•mal1on
"" re loan sharks
To his knowled e dealers et aid a "hook u "fee to refer a player to a LS

are brothers
Ruling #19
Redacted

Patron lnterv ew
I nforma1 ion

lde'ltlf~•mg

5
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The cost to borrow is 5-7% weekly pending the amount borrowed
The more borrowed the lower the rate (i.e. $40k =2%)
Peo le suffer from broken limbs etc. , if they don't pay
.
is running two underground casino's on 4 Road
. · . provide
name in Chinese to investigators (confirmed by site hostess)
They are by invite only, there is no cash
The money (win/loss) gets exchanged in accounts overseas
To the wealthy players $100K is like play money
In China they can wire account to account $100K/day
To his knowledge, there are 2-3 dealers at RRCR working in the undergrounds (not
named
Ruling #19

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

is playing in the undergroundsM•knew he had
VSE'd at Casino)
-

-%ila~in9 in the undergrounds
• •• • • • •
• ij., .!MM" .

!!.!,+

Dealers in the underground make $30-$50 hour plus they keep all tips
It is very dangerous to deal there, no security
There is also a social house that runs games Ruling #19
there is a restaurant on the main level. Ruling #19
it is not as large scale as the Ruling gaming houses.
#19
Dealers, supervisors, servers, guest services in the HLR are aware of all that is
going on in the room
He estimates 5-10% of the players in the HLR are legit i.e. they have legitimate
above board companies, the others may have wealth but are "shady"
He has heard of a patron offering a dealer/server a car for a "hook up" (sleepover)
and a down payment on a condo
If he buy in and cashes out shortly thereafter he has cashed out because he has
won, not for any other reason

Ruling #19

BCLC Conditions:
Full sourced cash/chips

Investigator Comments/Recommendations:
-

Much of what lilsaid is consistent with what investigators suspect from site activity
ll!lwas not ='prepped for the interview, yet seemed knowledgeable
Ruling #19

In the way he speaks it would appear he has attended at underground casinos
He was not entirely forth coming on how he has come to have a safe full of money at
home other than advising of the cash he receives monthly from the Ruling #19
He should st.~n ~~11. s~urced cash/chip conditions
A full dive or
recommended

d!llSMll1liJC

6
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UPDATE:

2018-JUN-25
Interview approved for filing by D. Tottenham
L. Cousins - Investigator
BCLC-AML

7
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This is Exhibit" I i2. "to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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scLc 1s•iif'¥MM!ifl!§MIMllMH+H,E
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-22
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Vietnamese, English

Conditions:
2019-JAN-07 ****BCLC DIRECTIVE- ALL gaming suspended pending interview with
BCLC AML UNIT- Please have patron call Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 to
arrange for an interview time. Please advise writer by email when patron attends any
site and is notified of this directive. Daryl Tottenham , BCLC AML Programs
2018-DEC-28 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with any amount of "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank
or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice.
2018-DEC-28 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE***: Please update patron information on the next
visit and document the information in the subject profile. This includes confirming
current address, phone, occupation, AND the company name for employees and
business owners. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
Recent Activity:
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Last LCT was from 2019-JAN-03 at Parq, disbursement of $11,500. 82 LCTs total.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $735, 170.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $777,490.00

The focus of the interview will be ··:: ·
received a cash delivery fro
amount is unknown.

activities at Par on 2018-DEC-25 wherli'J.i\UI!•

Occupation: Nail Salon Owner
Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

History:

•

•
•

IN20180079493 (related IN20190003629), 2018-DEC-25, Parq VancouverllM
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
received a cash delivery fro
amount is unknown .
IN20180080650- 2018-DEC-31 , cash pass to
entered single stall
bathroom together, went to 2nd floor to buy-in and circumvent directive.
IN20180042866-2018-JUL-10, cash delivery tolllfrom an unidentified female
111!!1 was still VSE 'd).

Ma

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity: December 2018/January 2019

•
•
•
•

2019-JAN-11 , attended Grand Villa-violation of suspension.
IN20180080650-see above
IN20180079493 (related IN20190003629)-see above
Last LCT was from 2019-JAN-03 at Parq, disbursement of $11 ,500.

Discussion Points:

•
•
•
•

IN20180079493 (related IN20190003629)-SOF-see above
IN20180080650-see above
IN20180042866-see above
SOW/SOF

2
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Specific Questions to Ask:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
and
1. Confirm address
telephone numbers.
• Who owns this home? Does she rent or own it?
2. Citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
3. Clarify occupation- Nail Salon Owner, Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
4. Other sources of wealth?
5. What was the purpose ofli"""•,..•:11-;-a- visit to Parq Vancouver on 2018-DEC-25?

•
•

With whom did she attend/gamble?
What was the nature of her activities during this gaming session?

•

How does she knownMB• and his wife/girlfriend llRM• From
where/whom? Since when?

•

What does she know about Iii.I&?
o Address?
o Email?
o Occupations?
6. What was the purpose ofW$if6 visit to Parq on 2019-DEC-31?
• What was the nature of her activities during this gaming session?
• How does she k n o w - From where/whom? Since when?
7. What was the purpose of ~sit to Parq on 2018-JUL-1 O?
• What was the nature of her activities during this gaming session?
• Who was the female who delivered her cash in front of the casino?
• How does -know this female? Contact info?
8. Gambling habits
• How often do you gamble?
• Where? With whom?
• Preferred games?
• Budget?
• Source of funds? (Previous large buy-ins using small denominations)

Interpreter required: No
Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,
following:

Redacted

Patron nter..1ew Identifying lnformat1cn

stated the

-•
resides at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
rents .
works at _ _ _ IM!.!fofii!!·hdoes not own
.::!::-:~=:
or any other salon .
•
3

which she
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- · .. ·' s hours of work vary as needed ; in a busy week, she works 40 hours.
- ··
came to Canada circa 2003 and landed inlRBwhere she resided until
2014.
moved to Vancouver in 2014.

-Ifill

BN has no recollection of ever going into the single-stall woman's washroom with
any other patron.
does not recall being at a casino on 2018-DEC-31 .
~ W~en provided the scenarios invo lvi ~g iieli!.,!i,i,liilil@li-,iliMi!¥!i·RiNil,],iilrn••m•i•i§•·.j•ij11ij•n,•g•.•f&•i.!•i,,•f11
oes not know about whom the 1nves 1gffiors are talking .
1n1erJ1ew lden1 1fy1'lg
•
does not recognize a description of Redacted Patron
given by the
lnfo 'rnatro n
investigators.
- Sometimeslilll will go into single-stall bathroom with another woman so they can do
each other's makeup.

1111

ii!•.],ll

B!.11

admits to engaging in chip passing on multiple occasions.
- Since returning to gaming further to the end of her Voluntary Self-Exclusion enrolment,
aMhad been advised by casino personnel that she is not allowed to chip pass.
is not aware of any incidents when she received cash deliveries at any casino .
denies receiving any cash deliveries at any time.

·-IEi

. . . met her friend 81lM at Parq one day; -and her husband
1
·- . o see where she was and when she advised she was at Parq, I
met
her at Parq in the Jade East Salon .
- Upon arrival. • delivered- a gift of chocolates toM!fls children , which was
held in a plastic bag.
... _
-ll.llhad bought-in at another table then lost all his money so he aske-to buy-in
for him .
•
made numerous wagers forBand after each wager's win, gave
the

II

- In total ,

approximately $3,000 worth of chips .

does not know ·:
.
last names.
knowsllfl from · ', · :
.
m e t - at a nail salon where-was a
•
customer and where a friend o · :_: s worked .
a n d - met i ·- · · ··1· approximately four (give (5) years ago.
returns often to
.
md also got to know ..
during ··: .: . visits to
•
when the two of them would gamble together at the casino in ·- .· - oes not know what lilll!IM does for a living.
.. . · ..
oved to Vancouver in the last year.

was a guest

4
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Redacted

Patron nten•1(NJ ldent1Jy1ng

1nrom1at101
- Parq had given
two (2) rooms for free s o . stayed there
while her sister was in town.
WW explained that her presence at Parq on this date was to visit her sister (despite
being subject to VSE at that time).

Investigator's comments:

Reporting indicates that on 2018-JUL-10 at Parq Vancouver .•
received a cash
delivery which she then used to facilitate her gaming the same date. The same
reporting confirms tha-was obs;;aioing up to the 81h floor of the Dou las
Hotel; it was confirme~ time tha · :_. · was not a guest of the hotel .. _·.· :·
·
ented in casino records as an associate of ·
s
is documented as an associate of · ·; · ·· .
· : ·· · · . · . Based on a review of photographs in casino records , the writer
assesses that th™1an who brought the cash delivery to&Ell is notBa sister.
As noted above .. .denies receiving a cash delivery.
ng 1formc1110'1
same people as Redacted Pa··cn
and
who are reported in IN20180079493 (related
IN20190003629) to have delivere · : an undetermined amount of cash ($1 000 in
$20s was confirmed) on 2018-DEC-25 at Parq Vancouver.
casino records show that she is fromlMMalthough she has refused to provide
updated local address information to the casino.
11n~rv1~w ld~ntrt'y

'f'i'*H'HN'*"FH*

Reporting indicates that on 2018-DEC-31 at Parq VancouverllM•went into the singlestall woman's washroom w i t h - and is suspected of conducting a cash or chip
pass in the washroom as the two women had e n . in multiple cash passes
throughout the gaming session. As noted above, ·.
cannot recall any specific time
she would have gone into the woman's single-stall washroom with another patron
although provided a hypothesis as to why she might have. She also is not familiar with
anyone by the name o m despite engaging in multiple chip passes with her, going
to the bathroom with her and engaging in conversation with her.

lillwas repeatedly explained directives, policy and guidelines as it pertains to
gambling in BC, notably the requirement to source wealth and funds coming into BCLC
facilities . Should she be permitted to return to gambling in BCLC facilities, she was
repeatedly advised not to engage in any chip/cash passing and to r e - the directive
on her profile requiring her to buy-in using sourced cash/chips only. · . : was also
advised that a decision had not yet been made as to whether or not her suspension
would be lifted. MM esponded that a .nsion prevents her from spending money
in the casinos and is therefore positive; ·· was reminded of the VSE program and
that she can re-enroll any time .
5
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It is the investigators' assessment thalill was not forthcoming during this interview.
When asked about cash deliveries and for details surrounding her relationship witrilll
Reda::::led ::>atron l •1terv e\\ lde·1t1fy1n;i nformat1:n
became quite animated and agitated. The information she
provided during the interview was inadequate towards providing any plausible
explanation for what surveillance footage and reporting previously documented,
i~cluding cash deliverie~ tcll!ll on two (2) separate occasions and the visit to the
single-stall washroom w i t h Given the serious nature of the incidents in question, the investigators recommend a
barring against -.. - for a eriod of 2
rivile es have also been
suspended fo
pending investigation.

6
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This is Exhibit " I l '; "to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLCIS

r

1·

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-AUG-20
Interview Time : 11 :00 hours
RRCR (Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Language:
English

Conditions:
2019-JUL-23 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE *** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. BCLC AML Projects.

Recent LCT Activity:
122 LCTs since 2017-MAR. Has had 2 LCTs in 2019-AUG at Parq and Villa .
$90,000 worth of buy-ins (9 x $10,000) via Global Transactions at Parq on 2019-AUG13.
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $3,514,845 .00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $314,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $1 ,748,427.25.00
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The focus of the interview will be confirmation of

Redacted - Patron Inter\'1ew
ldenttf in tnfo "mat1on

..

source of wealth .

Occupation: Consulting Company Owner
Interview lderit1fy1ng
Company: Reda:ted Patron
ln#ormat1on
History:
18 incidents total
5 UFTs, none are substantiated; all related to lack of proof of source of funds
upon reaching $10,000 threshold
JDLR, 2019-JUL-30, cash passing at Parq

Civil Courts:
N/A
Recent Activity:
lnt er.-1ew denMy1rig
IN20190049649, JDLR Parq Vancouver, 2019-JUL-30; Redacled - Patron
Information
•.lllll!im.S eceived 2 x $1 oo from Redacted - Patron Interview
IN20190047666, Missed SOF, Grand Villa , 2019-JUL-22;
ried to
buy-in with a dated receipt (13:55 hours, $5,000 - un-sourced cash; 14: 10 hours,
$4,500 - un-sourced cash; 14:30 hours, $10,000 - Quikcash receipt dated July
15, 2019).
Discussion Points:
SOW/SOF
Directives

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who owns this home?
Does he rent or own it?
2. Confirm status/address in Canada or elsewhere?
Reda::ted

Patron :-iterv ew

Does ldentrf}• ng
have any other addresses in/out Canada?
Citizenship in which countries?
nformat1~m

3. All sources of wealth?
Employment? Registered engineer in any country?
Does
·f
still o w n " f 9 ' f f i l ' • From when to when
did
work for this company own 1s company? Where is
this company registered? Is it still registered/working?
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Redacted

Pa!ron i ntervew

In which countries doe .. ldent1fy1ng 1nfom1at101
hold funds, investments or bank
accounts?
Source of the f u _ , funds, investme~ts or bank accounts?
How much does .
.
..
receive from foreign sources? How are
the funds sent/received? How often?
Other employment or business ventures?
Reda:::ted
atron nterv ew
Property? Other? From where does lde1t1fy ng nformat 1:J1
0: cquire the funds he
uses to gamble?
Bank? ATMs? MSB? Friends?
qe::iac*ed Patron Interview
Which banks doe ""' lde ntrfy11g ln'ormat on
use? Joint accounts? With whom?
Redacted Pal·on lnter11ew
Why does l ae nt lf ln'o rma! on
not use his PGF account often?
0

1

1'1

4. IN20190049649 , JDLR of cash assing kto~·1•1r1·111r111·11··1,1IHl"·i'Sl*l·"I
• How doesllM•llft know
Since when do they know each other?
Why did
passMBMfunds?

m:::::==::.~

5. IN20190047666 , Missed SOF (dated receipt)
Source ~.~c,Ji this incident?
Why did#tlllMl,...provide a dated receipt?
6. How much money has Recac1ed Pa"a n 1n1e1V1ew borrowed to gamble?
•
icent fyng 1nforma· on
From whom ha
borrowed money to gamble?
Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

Interpreter required: No
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations

Interview results:
Reda:::ted

Patro n 1terv ew lde1t1fyin9 lnfo•Mat 1on

resides at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

which

he owns.
Redacted Pat ron l11lerv €\\
lden·rty ng 1fonnat101

owns three (3) residences in Canada, all in the Vancouver area.
Redacl en Patro'l lnlerv1e.o1
owns a house in
that he rents out; this house has a
lde nt1'ying lnformatmn

Pat ra 1 lntcrJ1cw
paid approximately 2.2
rthe Redacicd
house.
l dent1' n ln'ormat1on
s condo was bought by
r approximately $3.5 million ;
originally there was a mortgage on this property, but
has since paid off
the mart a e.
11jjf&F.1&1Rttll&
'. .·
also bought his daughter's apartment on •·9
ln'c rmd'
on
for approximately $550,000; this apartment is also paid or.

1JJp
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Redacted. Patron Interview
1de nl 1f rn lnfo rm aMn

which was established in 1981 in

1111

Reaacted Pa'ron 1n• erv1ew
ldent1fyng ln'crma: on

owes him between $3-4 million due to
aving to pay his employees from his personal funds as sanctions
·: made it difficult at times to receive payment for contracts.

~MMf'llM landed in Canada on 2015- SEP-01 fromllas part of his
1mm1gra ion.
- Previously,
studied i n M • and has travelled all over Europe, but
decided to immigrate to Canada because his daughter already lived in the Lower
Mainland and he already had siblings living in Canada.
Redactea

Patro1 Interview

-At the time of his arrival in Canada, ldent1'ymg lnfo·rnat1cn
had approximately $26 million
CON in bank accounts, including $650,000 in a Desjardins account from Montreal, and
$65 million US in real estate in Canada ···· ·

Rt::ui::IL;Lt::u -

r-i::lu u11

- Before arriving in Canada,
Canada _ _ _

. ...

111Lt::rview Identifying Information
•

Red.icted - Pd!ro·t lnle"Jle'll
ldent1'y1ng l nformat .on

-·

Pa'"C n tn·erviev.'
- Before immigrating to Canada, Redacted
estimates he was worth approximately
aen• fying I nforma·1on
$100 million, but it is now less because he gave hisBJ.oroperties to his son and
wife who are both currently i n .

-~~r'.~';-lilMf!t,as
approximately $400,000 in a BMO account.
1s MO account and a CIBC account for gambling.

-Ml\iilbl=: ~uses

- He never borrows money to gamble.

MRMM!ll't" is an associate of

Redacted · Patron Interview Identifying Information

from the

casino.
Redacted ·Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

considers
H.eda:ted Pa•ron
lnter-..•1ew ldent1fymg

Reda:ted
l nt e~J1ew

oa• 1o n
I dent fy1'1g

Redactea

Patro1

1ter\' ev, ldenltfy1ng

ran
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Redacted

Pa 1 ron Interview

- Nonetheless, lden•fymg
does not think he did anything wrong in this instance and
complained that casino personnel treated him like a criminal in the cash passing
incident.
lnforma~1on

~edac: ed

Pat·on 1n•erv1ew

- Regarding incident IN20190047666, rcent f Informal on
did not realize that he had
provided an outdated receipt for a transaction.
MNMWlltt!"explained that when he goes to the bank for a cash withdrawal that he
intends to use for gambling he keeps the receipt, but does not always spend all of the
money in one gaming session.
- He shows the receipt for all buy-ins because he is subject to sourced cash/chip
conditions and often buys-in for less than $10,000 so he is allowed to keep the receipt.
- Then, possibly a couple of days later when
returns to the casino and
wants to buy-in with the remaining cash from his original withdrawal , the receipt he had
to support the withdrawal is now dated.
Redacted - Patro1 Interview
- As a result of these challenges using cash , Identifying lnfo·mallon
has resorted to using his
credit card at the casino , which he does not like because he spends more than he
intended.
Hl

MIMl'*prefers to use cash to gamble as it helps him stay within a reasonable
budget and he ca~ with funds on his person.
- However, whenz;u;
uses the Global or Quick Cash at the Casino he may
spend more than he intended; despite preferring to play with cash, he is primarily using
his credit card because of the challenges with using cash, including the need to provide
proof of source of funds for all buy-ins due to being on conditions .
Redacted Patron nterv1cw
complained that the casinos do not issue receipts for cash
lde1t1f m lnfo·mation
disbursements so he is unable to prove the source of his funds when the funds are
lltima; issued from a casino.
toes not like to use his PGF because he does not want to go to the
bank daily to acquire a bank draft.

Pl'"

1WIL!N!!ft"

Redacted

Patron nterv1ew
lnfo·r1ation

arrived at the interview with numerous financial records in hand and
willi.showed the investigators his documents.
-•ZOOll!Mlrr'"was already organized with documents showing his wealth and
banking from when he completed his immigration to Canada.
tde1t1fy1n~

Investigators' comments:
Reda::tcd Pa·rcn lntcrvtc\\ ldc,t1fy ng nformat1on
was honest and forthcoming during the interview. He
provided information corroborating information already available to the investigators
includin~ his descr.iptio~ of the c~sh passing incident w i - · a s well as
1nformat1on regarding his profession and his company.
.
.
.
.vas able to
speak at great lengths and iMreat detail about his business and the contracts the
company had fulfilled . 9mlt!r"was also able to easily describe his previous and
current assets and how he transferred many of his assets to family before immigrating
to Canada.
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BC Assessments shows that as of 2018-JUL-01,
was worth $3.541 million . Previous casino records indicate that
address
interview,
that his daughter lives on
area. A check of BC
Assessments for
shows that as of 2018-JUL-01 , this
condo was appraised at $961 ,000.
Redacted

m-

Patro1 lnl erJ1ew

F. .:l,rview o~ . ldentrfyF1g Informal on
the inv~stigators are s.atisfied that:
has sufficient wealth to support his level of gaming;
- his source of wealth stems from
he earned as an engineering consultant with
his firm
!.
fulfilling Redacted Pairon Interview lde'ltrfy•ng 1nforma11ori
engineering contracts;
- and, additional source of wealth comes from numerous real estate investments in both
Band Canada.

- 45£i

*;'§f'IMM!i§!§'f'*MI

Redacted

Patro n Interview

All information available leads the investigators to assess tha I ldenl1fyng lnfo1ma· on
s sources
of wealth all stem from legitimate enterprises, the funds he is inserting into BCLC
facilities are earned legitimately and that his attendance at BCLC facilities is also for
legitimate gaming purposes.
Patron lnte'\11ew
The investigators explained to Redacted
the requirements to provide same-day
ldent1f 1n lnfo•matton
receipts and reminded him that cash passing is not allowed in the casinos . He remains
the subject of sourced cash/chip conditions. However, if
were not
subject to so~rced cash/chip conditioMiii~ltors would have no concerns
about the leg1t1macy of the source of
. )Ir
; funds.

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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This is Exhibit " I l. 4- " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

aking Affidavits for the
ritish Columbia
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:
NAM : Recac·ed Pa.. cn 1n·erv1ew
oent fy11g ln'orma· on
SID#
Interview Date: 2015-0CT-14
Interview Time: 1540hrs-1555hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Private room in VIP Salon)
Language spoken : English
BCLC investigators : BEEKSMA and WAKELAND
BCLC iTrak file : 2015-53736

Synopsis:
The following directive was placed o. . . SID profile comments by BCLC's AML unit:
"2015-0CT-14 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately (as per letter sent to SP management this
date) patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or
ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice . Please advise patron to
contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC .com and provide contact
details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Ross ALDERSON, Director
AML & Operational Analysis , BCLC AML Unit"
On 2015-0CT-14 at 1531hrs RRCR Executive Host Lisa GAO called Investigator BEEKSMA to advise
thatll!lwas on site and wanting to speak with investigators. GAO suggested doing the interview
ASAP and after confirming WAKELAND's availability it was agreed we would meet witl•M GAO
advised that we can use one of the private rooms in the Salon to conduct the interview.
Review o f - . , casino profile and associated records confirms he frequently uses his PGF account
and has n=rbe'en attached to a STR or unusual financial transaction report .
occupation however does not appear to match his level of play as such this was determined to be
the primary focus of the interview .
ator BEEKSMA along with investigator WAKELAND attended the private room as arranged.
was escorted to the room by GAO and introductions were made (business card for BEEKSMA
•
Reaac•ed Pa•ron 1n•erv1e\\'
provided to ccn"f m l!'lforma·1on
was thanked for taking the time to meet with us.
Conditions surrounding Iii• inability to use un-sourced cash/chips along with BCLC 's concerns
surrounding proving the source of cash was explained to him .
lllllwas thanked for frequently using his PGF account and encouraged to continue to do so. He was
also told if he does bring cash it needs to be accompanied by a receipt.
The interview lasted approx 15 minutes aniWJ.M•remained respectful and approachable throughout.

The following points of interest were learnt f r o m .
Regarding the un-sourced cash andlillls source of wealth:
-BCLC BEEKSMA explained tolilahe structure of BC Casinos and advised him that there are many
areas outside of the Casino tha~ monitor and have a role/influenijj\jaming. The FINTRAC LCT
reporting criteria (posted publicly at the cashier) was explained to him . · :: ,,' was also told that there is
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an expectation that BCLC attempt to source funds and a part of that is obtaining a patron's occupation .
g company name).
onfirmed his occu ation as u dated by River Rock on 2015-0CT-13 as a Food and Beverage
• p y e for the · ··· ·• •. ·. .· · ·
e
·
To support this lilllshowed investigators his Great West
~ended me 1ca car w 1c me u e
1s name and the name of his employer (matching the above).
-llll!lmade it clear that his job as a food and beverage employee is not what allows him to gamble the
amounts he does.
liiimwent on to explain that he owns his home (confirmed address as on file via BCDL voluntarily
~to investigators bylilill!JI and does not have a mortgage. He advised he has a line of credit at his
bank taken against the equity of his home that he uses for gambling/getting bank drafts.
llltrliitold investigators that he doesn't deal with anything illegal and prefers to use money from his
bank. The impression was thatllillwas telling investigators he does not use loan sharks for acquiring
gambling money.

Issues with PGF accounts:

EllJl 1as no issues to speak of regarding PGF accounts and seemed quite content to continue utilizing
them .

Underground Casino(s):
•Mstated he does not get involved in any illegal "stuff' and has no interest in even listening to people
talk about unground casinos. The investigators impression is that lllilis not aware of any underground
casinos currently in operation and is not interested in knowing of them .

Education RE Conditions:
lflm&as re-educated with regard to the terms of the conditions BCLC has imposed on him. He was
informed that he will not be able to gamble with any un-sourced cash or chips and the casino and will
need to be able to verify the source of his funds . lifiilcompletely understood this and seemed OK with
it indicating he will continue to use his PGF account .
lll'iltated he usually prefers to put any money he has left after gambling back into his PGF account
but sometimes cashes out smaller amounts for his girlfriend .

-

suggestions/comments:

ll

ad no suggestions for BCLC investigators and seemed quite content to continue using his PGF
o gamble .
as asked if it would be useful if credit was offered and stated no , the bank draft/PGF system
works fine for him (stating "doesn't matter" suggesting he likely wouldn't use it) .

Interviewer comments:
ll'illlwas very cooperative throughout the interview process (including voluntarily providing supporting
do'Cu'ments IE: DL and Medical Card) . As noted above, lilllhas never been named to a STR and to the
writers knowledge is not known to use "cash facilitators" or receive cash deliveries (or have a known
association to JIN , Paul King) .
With this in mind a lot of the subject matter that has been the focus in other Priority 1 interviews was not
applicable in this case as such more focus was placed on confirming his source of wealth and
encouraging the continued use of his PGF account.

2
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lfJ.118vas not asked outright if he had any chips at his residence/off site but review of his casino history
and LCT records suggests if he does it would be relatively insignificant amounts.

and1i111Jm

Executive Host Lisa GAO was informed when our interview concluded
casino profile
comments have been updated to indicate he has been interviewed and conditions remain in place.
A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATTO
and Kris GADE .
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC
Casino Investigator

3
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This is Exhibit " I"2. 5 " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
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BCLC IS-;fff1

@fi'iif!flf·f*@!h!i!ih-

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-JUN-19
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, Stone (interviewer); BONDESEN, Sheila (documenter)
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions:
2018-JUN-12
Interview Requested
Recent Activity:

lllias generated 175 individual LCT records dating back to 2007-SEPT
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $228, 175.00
FX: $170,580.09
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1,036, 149.00
DISBURSEMENT: $6,274,678.41
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:

Cage Supervisor, GPEB:35611
Date Hired: 2007-JAN-31

Company:

Parq Casino

History:

2007-MAR

1·:: self-excluded from the Casino for a period of six (6) months

2012-AUG , self-excluded from the Casino for a period of six (6) months
No other incidents noted until 2017-JUN whenlll>pened a PGF account
No other incidents that are remarkable
. i s primarily a high limit slot play but does play some table games

Per OSINT:

Patron was involved in two (2) civil claims:
Claim in 2011 for $2 ,000 she borrowed from a friend and did not repay
Claim in 2015 for $4,000 she borrowed from a friend (initially borrowed $5k, repaid $1 .3K - $4K
is balance owed at time of filing plus interest)
No adverse information

Incidents of Note:

No incidents of note to report. No unusual financial transactions (UFT) associated to the patron .
Synopsis

li!llil; Casino profile consists of large disbursements and buy-ins/deposits that are not
supported by her job as a

Redacted

Patron ln' erv1ew den' •fy ng 111format1on

Discussion Points:

sow
Use of LS for funds
High volume of play

2
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Association to

Redacted

Pa•ron ln•erv1e\\ ldent1fy1ng 1nformat1on

new profile created 2018-JUN-15)

Specific Questions to Ask:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
1. Confirm her address at
a. Does she own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong dad)

2. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No
SOW/'t<YC discussed

Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying I nformatron

stated the following:

-

llmives at home with her parents; she has no expenses, such as rent or mortgage
ents while living with her parents .
- •
is the oljhild .
Reda:ted Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Since 2007 , ·:·· works for
but she is currently looking for
lnformat •on
work elsewhere.
but has self-demoted back to cashier due to stress and
depression (see below); at this time, her work hours are very limited and she is
idered a "relief' worker.
owns no property.
•

- Ills prim~ce of wealth for gaming is from her boyfriend who is a stockbroker in
Hong Kong.- boyfriend frequently sends her large sums of money; she has no
idea how much in total she has actually received from him.
On 2018-JUN-08,lllreceived a wire transfer to her TD bank account from her
boyfriend in the amount of $250,000 CON forillto buy property in Vancouver. As of
the time of the interview, lllonly has $130,000 CDN remaining ; she gambled the other
~ . OOOCDN .

showed the investigators her TD bank account summary, which showed the abovenoted wire transfer as well as the purchase of bank drafts. Her current balance is
$60,000 CON .
iilm; boyfriend knows she gambles and does not question what she does with the
money he sends her as it is sent for her personal use. However, he is not aware that
Bhas lost $120,000 of the $250,000 he sent her in order to buy a property.

l
- a:·
.

is not aware of the full extent of her gaming buy-ins, deposits and disbursements.
advised that the largest jackpot she has ever won is about $19,000; she wins
quently, but does not leave the casino when she wins and instead puts the winnings
back into gaming (primarily slots).
biggest loss occurred circa 2018-JUN-15 when she lost $70,000 on slots .
.·
as not aware that since the beginning of her gaming activity (2007) she has
received over $6.2 million dollars in disbursements; she has nothing to show for it.

3
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In Macau approximately one and a half years ago (circa 2017illlwon 700,000 Hong
Kong Dollars. Currency converter for 2017-JAN-03 shows that 700,000 HKD was
equivalent to $121 ,240 CON (www.bankofcanada.ca/rates/exchange/currencyconverter).
llm9ave $20,000 CON of the winnings to her dad to "pay him back" although she had
no specific debt to him, but rather felt she owed him as she is given whatever she wants
and has no expenses living with her parents.
llllunderstands the AML and Fintrac requirements and would never contravene the
requirements. For example, she knows to bring a bank draft for deposit into the PGF
and she understands the requirements for the bank draft to be from her own bank
account, with her identifiers noted on the draft.
-has never borrowed money to gamble; she has never borrowed money from loan
sharks or cash facilitators and does not even use her credit cards to gamble due to the
high interest rates.
Regarding the two (2) civil claims againstlMJJ\lpreviously borrowed money from
two (2) friends at times when she had limited work and was short on cash.
Regarding ~st claim (Claim in 2011 for $2,000 she borrowed from a friend and did
not repay) , mborrowed money to pay back her father for general expenses and no
specific loans (see above for information related to ~avina back her father) .
The secon .c :m was brought against. by her friend'f!ft@Ml'ftl""*Nas not
aware that :·
trying to get his money back until she was served with papers to
appear in court. - : ·· as often in Hong Kong and believes that if
was trying to
reach her she wou not h _.._
, ived the calls while in Hong Kong.
can only assume that -.
claim included expenses for interest because he likely
ToOk the money off of his credit card.
did not borrow money from her friends for gambling.

11111

- 1111

Ill

-

Over the last four (4) years,llll has suffered from depression and takes medication for
the depression.
In four (4) years, five (5) oflla relatives have died. She has had to take substantial
time off from work over the years as a result of her grief and stress .
lflrl gambling has increased since being depressed. She is bored, depressed and
lonely so she gambles.
Since returning from a recent trip to Hong Kong (the trip was from 2018-APR-27 to 2018MA Y-13) ,
has been gambling more frequently as she has been suffering from jetlag
and her sleep patterns are disrupted.
does not believe she is addicted to gambling, but feels like her gambling has gotten
"out of control" .
On two (2) previous occasions, - a s voluntarily self-excluded (VSE) so she is
familiar with the program ; she is considering enrolling in the VSE program, but is "not
quite ready''. She feels pressure to go to the casino when family and friends are in town
and want to gamble.

11111

II

-

llllis also unhappy at work and feels that her supervisors treat her and her team badly,
often making it very difficult to change shifts or take off time.
4
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- lillilis not familiar with any underground casinos. She does not gamble outside of the
legitimate casino industry and almost only plays at River Rock Casino.

BCLC Conditions:
None

Investigator Comments:
-appeared nervous during the interview, showing signs of involuntary muscle twitches.
Despite nerves, she was assessed to be mostly open and transparent in her responses albeit a
bit uncomfortable at times with some of the questions posed to her, notably questions about the
civil claims in which she was previously involved. She appeared surprised that the investigators
were aware of the civil claims.

liilll account of the civil claims dur. .er interview varies from the court documents.

Notably,

~aim filed in 2011 indicates that ·: · borrowed mo.m a co-worker for what the
colleague thought was to buy RRSPs . As noted above, ·
the money to "pay back her father''.

told investigators she borrowed

Givenllill history of VSE , a review of her casino records, ancllms own account of using
money to gamble that was provided to her to buy property, it is not out of the realm of possibility
that she in fact borrowed money (refer to civil claims) that in the end was used for gambling.
mwas truthful regarding information that can be corroborated , notably showing the
investigators her banking information. With a bank balance of $60,000 and reporting to the
investigators that she has $130,000 remaining, it is likely that& has an additional bank
account(s).
Also, casino records show n-~ng foli!mfrom 2018-APR-23 and 2018-JUN-08, which
overlaps with the dates that ·: · as reportedly in Hong Kong . Regarding information that
cannot be corroborated at this time, such as details regarding her boyfriend's job, there is no
information to indicate thatlllwas not being truthful.
Despite being unhappy with her job atl;''R''takes a lot of ride in her work and is very
knowledgeable about her job functions . A review of
·· "" ·" · '"" '"
· · ,"
shows
5
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A review of her gaming history also shows that she is
respectful of AML requirements.
with the same address noted in the civil claim was barred sixJ§L_
months from Starlight casino in 2009-APR when he found money on the floor and kept it. has no other casino records.

Redacted

Patro1 lnte·v1ew aent fyng

1n~crma·

on

Investigator LEE encouraged . t o consider enrolling in the VSE program .
ll!lis not the subject of any BCLC conditions although she is the s ; ; of a "watch'', which
the investigators recommend is upheld for the time being. Although ·· 3 ppears to be using
the PGF appropriately and does not use unsourced cash/chips, her gaming behaviour and lack
of independent wealth makes her vulnerable to acquiring funds through non-legitimate sources.

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLC IS •@§1

f@'!i§!§'i*f'5f.U•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-FEB-19
Interview Time: 11 :00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2018-JUN-28
Gaming privileges suspended pending interview.

Recent Activity:
-

has generated 142 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-JUN.
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Her profile at this time shows:
Bl : $1 ,294,090.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $4,279,640.00
DISBURSEMENT: $605,568.50

The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF, SOW and relationship
to various associates, along with enhanced CDD/KYC and follow up on incident
Ruling #19
.

Occupation:
Reca~ed

Pa:·on ln·erv1ew lden•rfy ng

ln'orma· on

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Redacted - FINTRAC
Activity Outline:

Discussion Points:

SOW/Outstanding Debt
Who else does she borrow money from
What are the interest rates
What is the arrangement to get money
Know of any other loan sharks
Undergrounds?
Request an overview of the situation per below

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

- Possible Loansharking
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Ruling #19

Ruling #19

-howed DESMARAIS messages on Ruling #19 fromMM11that confirmed Ruli
ng
.
#19
•

stated to CARSON :
Ruling #19

Relationship to:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm her address at
Reda:::ted

Patron I ;iterv ew lde111ty1ng
lnfcrma· on

/who owns it?

Reoacted Pa·'on 1n·erv1ew
aen: fy1ng l1forma·1on
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? Family Here
Percentage of year in China

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:

During the course of her interview,

Reda:ted

Pat1on lnte1v1ew fdenllfy1ng
ln~ormat on

stated the following:

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

(NOF iTrak)

Ruling #19
Ruling #19

The address on

is incorrect, Ruling #19

Ruling #19

The home she now lives in belongs to her Ruling #19
He::iacteo Palro"'I
ldent1fy119
- profile updated)
She does not work (profile updated)
Her outgoing monthly is $5,500 (bills/utilities etc)

Redacted. Pat·o n lnte1v1ew Iden: fy ng
Informat ion

lnte ~1e11

rnfo~111at1on

Ruling #19

She has known
since 2014
is also know as
(alias updated on profile)
It is known in the Casino tha ·_ ·· I s a lender
She started "borrowing" money fromlllliRuling #19
$1 OK costs $500/week in interest (it can be as high as $700/week if-enses
you are desperate)
$5,000 will cost you $250/week
Each time she borrows money it is treated as a separate loan is treated and as
~he could end up owing interest money several days in a week
- - i s always looking around to see who may need money, then she calls her
boss and gets the money and lends it out
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
She sawltl• boss once, he is
·.. .

Ruling #19

- · -··: Ruling #19 accompanies-to get money from her boss
Ruling #19 i
·
unremarkable profile/alias
updated)
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-

If a male borrows llgives the patron in the washroom, if a female borrows
~oney -does the exchange in the woman's washroom

- i s a gambler too sometimes will want money from her •1M i.e if she
borrows $10K in a Friday and-runs out on a Wednesday she will demand
$600 in interest on a Wednesday even though it shouldn't be due until the Friday
Often times she would get less than she asked to borrow, would take her
first week interest off the top
Ruling #19

Ruling #19

&•
There is no paperwork to confirm the loan (see attached text translations, loan
mentioned there)

Ruling #19

Ruling #19
Ruli
ng
#19

Ruling #19

-

-

She does not visit undergrounds
She knows of more loan sharks but is afraid to name them
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BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips conditions
Play suspended pending investigation
Investigator Comments:

-

-

-

-

The incident that sparked this interview occurred on Ruling #19
, it was
identified as a Lottery lnvestigator/Police/GPEB incident but no interviews were
done by any of those u · · · ce the late date of this interview
A past dealer in RRCR ·: . ._· identified a person named Jll as a loan shark
to Investigators LEE and BEEKSMA a number of years ago, it was not until this
interview that~ true identity was established
lllflhas a lo~ information than she is providing, stating she is scared to
give too much awaY.
In her last interviewlfM:ienied knowing of any loan sharks, when challenged
she stated she did not want to say anything because she did not "want to get in
to trouble"
-questioned what BCLC could do for her that the police couldn't, and she
was advised BCLC could bar patrons
Ruling #19
·· ·
n her profile, patrons of note include:
third party bank draft barring)
(2 yr AML barring, undesirable cash/chip
·n I Ii
·· ...!.
• .n.,.!.
5 yr AML barring, undesirable, cash/chip
passing/deliveries)
Investigators recommend a five (5) yr AML Barring

2019-FEB-27
Interview forwarded to Management for review.
2019-MAR-01
Barring approved and processes
190014528 refers

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLCIP_t._

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-06
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:
Milli.has generated 42 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-FEB
On 2017-0CT-24 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
R~da:ted

Dat1on

cen· fy ng
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF a • ln1erJ1ew
..,,,., ..., ..........
Heoacted Pa ..on
recent buy-in of $50K cash is in excess of an average buy-in for him . lnten.1ew
ldentl' 1na
average is $10-$15k

•

most

What is your relationship to the following :

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
INCIDENT: 170054120
2017-SEPT-23
2201 hrs
$5K+ chip pass to. .''(Hard Rock)

INCIDENT: 170055840
2017-0CT-01
Hard Rock
llMll!Mdrovel!-gg•site wher1MB18'ran out of chips .....
When they returne-....::irn• had $50K for buy rn .....

~first buy-in was $100x100=$10k

**91Ff!:! stated in his interview they both went to their respective homes to g_et
money HOWEVER they left the site at 20:17 hrs and returned at 21 :05 hrs.Mfllll•
lives in
andMff.Zin'm!M@" .. ..
What really happened - not enough time for the driveMlftdescribed.***
Where did the $50k come from thatm/lflllt!.l:!bought rn wif w en he returned?
TUCKER cashed out for $57k
INCIDENT: 170061579
2017 -OCT-29
$50k Bl- RRCR- all $100 bills
??? Was this a buy-in for • F • a s m@IA is on conditions?? ..,Pstated
this was. .11•1 s money but he was NOT playing fo1Bllii!C, he was chasing his
own win.

-

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?

2
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Sine ""'r.IMws first LCT in 2015 his transactions are as follows :
Bi: $614,690
FX: $0
PGF: $0
DSB:$692,795
Average Bl: $10-$15k

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

Company:

-

.

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
a. Does he own or rent?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Encourag1

!;S?Wth'.i:!to use a PGF account.

7. Caution•ll@Pagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him
(if that was the case witr8118*.!:') . Should this behaviour continue BCLC
might put further restrictions on his ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigators Stone LEE and Steve BEEKSMA interviewing.
3
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Interview Results:

stated the following:
~ Introductions were made.JllM!Mwas provided a brief explanation on BCLC
investigators role in BC Casinos and the reporting requirements BC Casinos are
held to . It was also explained to. .l!!.l:!that some recent transactions in BC
~ve elevated him to a higher level re.irinM further CDD/KYC .
~ confirmed his address
is current
ana he owns the residence.
~ BRiii confirmed his occupation as
. He
added that he works a lot, usually 6 days a week. He booked a day off to meet

atl!§fi@f@!H iif fij,ii@!.li"fiil·l,i

~Ul.j~tigators.

~ iiMM offered to provide

investigators with a T 4 slip to confirm his occupation.
He was thanked for this but it had been established that most of not all of his
significant buy ins in BC Casinos was recycled funds so his "day job" was of less

>-

~e/importance .

=-::::=:rprepared for the meeting with investigators by bringing a small
ledger/note book. In the notebook, each page was dedicated to a month. Each
page listed the month then each line was the date he gambled and how much he
won/lost. At the bottom of each page his total win/loss for the month was written .
In the months shown to investigators as examples Mllt'ltwas up on average
$30K per month.
o Review of•lpw•s LCT records does suggest that the majority of the
cash he has brought into the casino can be reasonably sourced to recent
disbursements.
~ llllTT!:!explained that the larger buy ins can be attributed to him chasing his
losses. He likes to keep his winnings in cash , in his home safe so he has cash on
hand to chase losses if needed . His debit card limits him to $1,000 per day and
he does not want to pay the high service fees associated to cash advances on
his credit card.
o Investigators explained PGF accounts and the option to "abandon" chips.
It was explained to him one of the major benefits to PGF accounts is that
funds stay on site making it easier for the casino and BCLC to track the
source of funds. He seemed receptive to this but admitted he typically
does not want cheques as banks sometimes take up to 2 weeks to clear it.
For reasons stated above, he prefers cash but also admitted he does not
feel good about walkina around with large volumes of cash for personal
safety reasons .?'IR:·T:twas encouraged to speak further to
management at Hard Rock and consider opening a PGF account
(investigators suggested he could leave a portion of his winnings in a PGF
account so he does not need to walk around with large sums of cash) .
RE:

Redacted - Patrori lntcr.J1ew
lden1 1~y11g

Informal on

4
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~ -stated that he has know
>>>-

Reoac 1ed Pa'·o n

,. ince approx. 1988; they are
childhood friends and grew uA to~ether , were neighbours.
•=""1fiilli=·=stated he trusts•=t.t:rriili''=ike his own mother and added he is the
only person he would be willing to lend large amounts of~
He stated that they often gamble together but describedw#[s gambling
style as more loose and aggressive compared to his.
It was explained ti9IJl!Pthat the tracking of wins/loss and the accurate
reporting to FINTRAC is challenged when players share funds or engage in
chip passes.

nter\ 1ew ldentf'ying

RE INCIDENT: 170055840 (Hard Rock):

>J•M recalled many of the dates and locations that were brought up for
discussion. He stated that on this incident date he was chasing his losses and
•p!l!"''tdrove him to his house to get more money (as noted above he
stores his winnings in cash , in his safe).
RE INCIDENT: 170061579 (River Rock):

>-

11$11@ stated that 111M$14was not gambling at his direction this date. He
added that he would never gamble throug-.rp as they have very
different play styles and he likes to be in control of his money.
'5' He added that is not uncommon for one of them to lend the other money
when they are chasing losses.
Topics discussed during interview:
It was explained to lllM that at the time of the interview he is on conditions that
remove his ability to buy-in using un-sourced cash or chips.•f•was encouraged
to open a Patron Gaming Fund Account.
R'!"!Ewas informed that investigators would be preparing a report detailing our
conversation and forward to management to determine if he needs to remain on
conditions or can be de-escalated.
Interpreter required: No

1f!!'!!

17

BCLC Conditions
continues to have sourced cash conditions on his play at
BCLC Casinos as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager, and BCLC AML Programs on
2017-0CT-24.
Investigator Comments:

11$1Qii was very respectful and cooperative with investigators. He came prepared for
the interview with supporting documentation of his win/loss record and offered to
provide his T4 slip to prove his occupation.

5
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Review of LCT records, s:p.rp~~y the ledger thatl!lll:!Z shar~d wit_h investigators
does suggest that most oflll!iP-s buy ins can be sourced to casino disbursements
(paid cash) .
He has also confirmed that he and. U fP are close friends and it is not uncommon
for them to support each other financially when one of them is chasing loses.
At this time investigators do not believel l l l f t "presents a high risk for money
laundering as such it is recommended that he should be removed from sourced
cash/chip conditions to be monitored moving forward.
He is well aware of BCLC 's concerns regarding source of funds and now understands
why we requested to meet with him .
A copy of this summary has been provide to BCLC 's Manager of AML Project Daryl
TOTTENHAM for review.
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC AML Investigations
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Redacted

Patron

On August 25, 2015, BCLC Investigator LEE and I conducted an interview with VIP patron Interview lden•lfy1ng
Rcdactco Patro1
1riterv ew Identifying
The interview was to take place in Prize Payout Room #3 wit~ssisting with
translation.
At 1000 hrs, Ml'•ttended the Head Office and was escorted into the room for the interview. Basic
pleasantries were exchanged and-was informed of the reason(s) for the interview.

filclillll

When attempting to verifylUJIM address, ··.: :· stated that the address we had on
Reda:ted Patron lriterv ew lde111fy1ng
was incorre · ··· · stated that his son was living at that address and that
Information
tated that he could not remember what the
address of where he is currently residing is.
did state that he was staying at the Delta Hotel.
Which Delta Hotel is unknown at this time.
Upon confirming demographic informatioWwas explained the LCT regulations and reporting
requirements. ltJ.iMstated that he understood.

M'M stated that he had just arrived in April with approximately $8,000 in cash. IJPJMMW good friend,
had loaned him $200,000 to open up a PGF account at River
had obtained a bank draft to give to
in order to open
is the same associate that is living at the address

11111

mentioned above.
lll•hen asked if he can never use cash again, as he was informed of the sanctions imposed on him
by BCLc.RWfurther mentioned that he has also obtained a bank draft (value of $200,000) to game
with due to these sanctions. LEE and I examined the bank draft and informe-·hat he is more
than welcome to use bank drafts to game with, however, we would have to make a determination on
his ability to use cash to game with.
fl!!Wwas questioned on who these people are that he borrows money from . - s t a t e d that they
were wealthy Asian businessmen that he would sometimes borrow from, and pay back with no interest.
PJ\1.laborated that he does not know who these people are, however,
arranges everything formlll1Mrurther ~~ - l~.in_~~ tha
business th~t-is involved in, however,
was madelJmtook over the mining business.
-

·· ·.·

does, and
used to own the mining

was then questioned s ecificall about an incident on August 20, 2015 (INC: 15-43487), where he
Reda::ted Pa•ra n 1n1erv1ew
received a delivery from a
' . ·. '
(suspected of being associated t 1
acn: fy ng 'lformat1on
1

- t a t e d tha
will arrange to have funds delivered t · · · ·
outside and meet a certain vehicle (description and time will be given b
stated he does_ ~.ot know who these people are. Jl)Wdid state that the driver of the~as
wearing a hat llis known to often wear a hat), however, he could not say for sure if it wa~r not.
It is noted thatlifJMilalso mentioned he has seen Ilion one previous occasion.
. ..
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~as then shown a photo ollftlmllimmediately recognized him as being an associate of
Redacted Patron I nlerv ew
lden11ty ng nforma 11 ~r"1
1

and

Rej;icteo

Patro1 lnt e"... 1ew jent fy1'1g ln'crmat on

Redacted

whom are both known

Palro"l Interview

M•1as then questioned about a delivery he received from •
(suspected of
lde nt1fy 1ng lnfo·m at1on
being associated tell- INC: 15-35942 refers). •Mstated that as it was a while ago, he could not
recall who the patron(s) were that were involved in the delivery.
A discussion o t - PGF account ensued, andH•nformed us that he has approximately $1
million in his bank account here and has no problem using bank drafts to game with.
elaborated
that he does not like the treatment here and feels that the treatment in Las Vegas or Macau is much
better and more relaxed (referencing sharing chips, etc.).

w.1•

n•then asked if he brought in $1,000-5000 to game with with his "lover," could he do so.111\111
was explained that as long as a bank/ ATM receipt could verify that the funds originated from said
bank/ATM, that that would be no problem.

ll

was asked if he has any chips at home, to which he replied "No."

was questioned on whether he has any knowledge or has ever been to an illegal casino in
Richmond or the lower mainland . •J.1-tated he has not heard of any casinos and would not go as he
does not like private casinosMl.ftatated that any private casinos in Las Vegas and alike are setting
you up to get robbed/ripped off.

- w a s explained once more the concerns we have for his safety and that associating with loan
sharks is not good for business or for BCLC. •
understood and shared the same concerns .
· - v a s informed that he is m-ore
than welcome to continue gaming, however, he must do so with a
bank draft via his PGF account. ·.._: '. was informed that should he wish to use cash, that the cash must
be accompanied by a receipt showing the disbursement of funds. -understood.

ltll did state that he wou ld be leaving soon back to China and would return around Christmas time.
At 1035 hrs, the interview was concluded.P!IWas thanked for his attendance and escorted off-site.
It is noted that during the interview, his close associate (former business partner/associate who
Heda:::.ted Pa· ron lnte!Vle\\'
arranges cash deliveries) was identified through a photo shown toER Identified as den· f n rifo m1 at101
1

l.lltiMllb•
MM also stated that he has a driver, whom has been identified as Reda:::.ted

Brandon Norgaard
BCLC Casino Investigator
215001

~.:1t1on

·1terv ew lde·1tirym;i Info 111at1::m
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Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

B 11 Summary

Patron Interviewed:
NAM Re.'.laC*edldcPa1·01
ntr'y1ng
on
SID •
Interview Date: April 20th, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :33 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 16
nteMCl/1

tn~orma·

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
This patron was on the list of original patrons who were the subject of sanctions in
September of 2015. Between August 2015 and March of 2016 his visits to casinos was
almost non-existent.
He was asked the following questions :
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
Note: His profile reveals that he has been listed as having a number of
different occupations:

a. Dec 2014 as
b. Mar 2015 as
c. April 2015 as an owner of a

3. Ask him where he has been since August 2015 and March of 2016.
4. When was he made aware that he was subject of sanctions?
5. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
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6. He was asked why people were telling us he had knowledge of the
underground casinos.
7. He has been using PGF but impress upon him the importance of
continuing to use them.

Interview Results:

~ . .was given an explanation for the interview;
~

);>

He was asked when he was made aware of his sanction play and said that
he really could not remember but that it was about half a year ago;

if.'!11'tttM

He was in Canada between August of 2015 and March of 2016 and
wn~d UM
wit~. hi.~ son. The name of the business is
~!=an 1s ocate 1nlM@ii
Redacted Patron nter\'1ew
ldentrfyrng Information

owner;

);>

His only occupation is now

);>

fdenlff)ling lnfo ' Matlan
With respect to his other occupations he was never •
owner and believes that that may have been a misunderstanding and
0
likely related to his 1f'!IMlll;.that he did own back in China.

);>

He has never been
appeared on his profile;

);>

He no longer has business interest in China and his only source of income
Reda::ted Pa•rcn Interview
is with respect to hi
den' fy ng !lformallori

~

He source of wealth is as a result of this

~

He was questioned with respect to his previous buy ins that involved the
use of small denominations and explained that a lot of the time he is in a
rush so he borrows the money and that the rate for the service depends
on how quick you pay it back. If you borrow 100 K and you pay it back
within a day you will pay between $800.00 and $1000.00. If it is on a
monthly basis it will be 4%. It is not compounded and they do not care if
you pay back the full amount as long as you are paying the 4% every
month;

Redacted

Patron Interview

altlJMllruMand does not know how that

2

Reda::ted
lden•lf~·

Pat1 c n I l le1v e\'.

ng '1fomlat10'1
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';; He was asked if he ever considered that this cash maybe coming from an
illegitimate source but did not seem to understand this based on the
denominations. He further explained that there is no distinction in China as
cash is cash regardless of the denominations;

? He was educated how that may relate to criminal activity in Canada;
';; He has no idea why people would be saying he knows things about the
underground casinos. He knows that there are quite a few but you need
an invitation to attend but he has not received an invitation before;
);;>

He has heard that these casinos are owned by a number of shareholders;

);- He was questioned about the process to access funds and mentioned that
a phone call is made to him out of the blue. He said that he was surprised
the first time that this happened because he wondered how they got his
phone number. He did not question this too much as he thought it was an
opportunity for him to access funds right away which may allow him to win
his money back;
);- He was asked how he pays the interest for the service and he said it was
usually in chips;

? He does not know the names of the people who bring the cash as they are
different all the time.
?

He was told that it was not safe for him to pick up cash in this manner.

Interview over at 12:07 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained th~t have been placed onll1'f, abilit~ to buy-in usin.g cash
or un-sourced chips. ·.
was encouraged to continue to use his Patron Gaming
Fund Account and was commended on his efforts to date.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

3
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ml•

BCLC Sanctions
:ontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11th, 2015.

Investigator Comments:

MWW was more than cooperative with investigators in answering the questions posed
to him.

A search of the ·

fir

with the business
of ITRAK revealed a
Redac'ed

Pa••on 1n•erv1ew

1oent fymg lnforma11on

It may be worthwhile doing a background on M • o confirm his source of wealth.

It would appear that someone is providing patron's telephone numbers to assist with
cash facilitation. Even more concerning is that their play is being monitored so that the
calls are made at an opportune time to the benefit of the facilitator.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

4
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BCLC IS

'M¥1Mh!!'%i'dili Mi!+•
1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JAN-31
Interview Time : 10:00 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2018-JAN-18:
Full sourced cash/chip conditions with request for AML interview
BCLC Directive 2019-JAN-29:
Gaming Suspended pending interview

Recent Activity:
RrnMhas generated 278 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-SEPT
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His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $4,364,200.00
FX: $0

ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $18,758,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $8,798, 135
The focus of the interview will be questioning to establish SOF, SOW, relationship to
various associates, enhanced CDD/KYC and to reinforce his BCLC Directive.

Occupation:
Real Estate Assistant- define role
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

?????? LOCATION

Redacted - FINTRAC
·-opened a PGF at RRCR 2017-APR and uses it with reasonable consistency.

Per his OSINT in 2017, nothing negative uncovered.

Activity Outline:

January 2019 - RRCR - Allegations
16-JAN
Directing

Reda:ted

Pat ron lnterve\\ ldentrfym;J lnfo rmat1::>n

to place bets for him and squeezing cards

17-JAN
Reaac'ed - Pat ron Interview 1dent fymg
lnformatm n

18-JAN
• • bettingfo

wagering fo

Reda:ted Patron 1111erv1ew
lde·1trfy ng ·1formal1on

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

verbal betting throug-

squeezing)
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~WMR3MWQ& wagering
.
f orJ
...
.n'f" verbal betting
. through -Fl·
.£;
l nformat1cn

23-JAN
Received a $5k chip form

Redacted

Patron Interview Identifying l nformat1on

I

in the smoking area

24-JAN

Ml wagering foWJ1i8
Discussion Points:

• sow
Family here?
How often in Canada?

Relationship to :

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his Canadian address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Confirm the owners of the home.
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Other residency? Other addresses?
Clarify business information , location/role/how often
Undergrounds
Loan Sharks

Interpreter required: Yes
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Interview Results:

During the course of this interview, -Mlt''stated the following :

- He owns the home on Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
- He built the home
- He recently purchased acreage in Richmond to build a larger home
- He plans to build an 11,000 square food home, he has city
approval/permits but hasn't started the build yet (waiting for better
weather)
- The land is or and he has done the pre-load
- He owns one home in Vancouver and one in West Vancouver, each
occupied by one of his kids and their families
- His wife and kids are here
- He had four kids, 25,22, 14, 12 and one grandchild with one on the
way
- The phone number associated to his profile is correct, he does not
knowwhcllflllW is (per notes on his OSINT)
- He owned farmland when he lived in China
- He has immigrated here (landed 2013) but does go back and forth as
he has an 81 year old dad in China
- He is a property developer here with three partners
- They currently have four properties, two on hold and two under
development
- One property under development is in Redacted Patron l ntervew Identify ing
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
- One property under development is in
it
Information
too is an apartment build
- The money he uses to gamble is essentially from a "slush fund", none
of it is essential money.
- He gambles what he has when he comes to the casino, when it's
gone it's gone
- He has lent money but only to good friends ("brothers") for business
purposes and there is never interest charged and never for gambling
lnf:::ni1allon
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- With respect to the recent incidences he has never directed play or
allowed someone to direct him
- He did accept $5K chip fromWllrnW in the smoking pit, she owed him
money, he was out of chips so she gave it to him
- He knows11·
·. through her parents, they are friends of his
MWand
. . a friends of his from China, he has known them for
years
- He knowf-through the casino, they may socialize, dinner,
drinks on occasion
a n d - are in real estate development in China
- From a wealth perspective-is way out of his league
- He would never tell-how to bet, he's too scared he'd get it
wrong a - · bets large
- He and his friends have squeezed one another's cards, if one of them
loses 3+ hands in a row they feel they have "bad energy/chi" and will
get someone else to squeeze to change their luck
- He had no idea the BCLC Conditions were to be taken so seriously
- He will follow them to the letter now he understands it is "direction
from the government"
- He has no knowledge of undergrounds or loan sharks

-m•

Investigators Comments:

- I H • was very cooperative and animated during the interview
-

He appeared genuinely upset when he realized how serious this
issue is for BCLC
- He has been told he will be given a time out if he does not cooperate
- Investigator LEE stated ··.; · 's accent is guttural, small town
consistent with him being a farmer in China; that he would not be
highly educated which is consistent with him not really taking the
conditions seriously
- - i s on full cash chip conditions, and while his wealth is well
established it is recommended he stay on full conditions

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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2019-FEB-14
Forwarded to AML Manager for review

2019-FEB-22
Interview approved, patron to remain on conditions per AML Manager

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:

-

NAM • Reda::ted Patron l1terv ew
ng 1f01111<1llo1
SID#
Interview Date: 2016-MAR-16
Interview Time: 14:34 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
ldernf~·

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Jerome WAKELAND
Reason for Interview:

MiW is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash
without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further
notice.
-attempted to conduct a buy-in, and a review of hi~torical transactions found two
buy-ins in July 2015 that required follow-up. In addition • • was observed on the
River Rock VIP salon conducting play with $500 chips on March 12. The source of the
chips needed to be determined.
Interview Results:

• -provided an updated occupation of 'Shareholder in Mining Company' and
rovided business name of
•

··. ·
stated that he obtained the Canadian funds for the July buy-ins from China,
and then brought the funds back into Canada on subsequent travels. M$W brings
in less than $1 OK per trip and also arranges funds to be brought in the same way by
friends.
stated that on March 12 he conducted a small buy-in on the main floor where
he was not required to present IDNIP Card. After conducting some play on the main
flooMIW moved up to the VIP salon where he was identified and spoken to by
Service Provider staff.
• MJWstated there should be a lower level of cash play allowed instead of an
outright ban . He'd like to be able to come in and play for $2-3K with cash. It's difficult
to lose face when he comes in with friends and they can use cash but he can't.
• · · :. _
· will look into openin a PGF account.
•
·
was asked about ···· · · . . · · ·
·
. t h e y are friends involved in
similar industries ··.: ·· is involved in mining and ·. ·· is i . ... .·n forestry.
They frequently attend the casino together.MM stated tha . .
also obtains

• M•
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Canadian funds by having associates bring the funds into Canada when they come
from China.

Topics discussed during interview:

• Ell stated that he spends half his time in ~d the other half in B.C.
•
•
•

The reason for the interview was explained t~
Redacted - Patron Interview
The Patron Gaming Fund was explained and recommended to Identifying lnformatron
ed concerns that his wife would find out about the extent of his spending .
stated that he had heard of underground casinos operating in BC but he
een to any. He said friends had invited him to go, but as a businessman he
did not want to go. He did not want to become involved with "gangsters".

M

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Jerome WAKELAND taking notes.
LEE explained. that_~anctions have been placed on ~ abilit~ to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced ch1ps.W;l•was encouraged to use h~n Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions:WJWcontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:
Nothing Remarkable .

Jerome WAKELAND
Casino Invest igations
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BCLCl-l\j$Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-JUL-23
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (MDB63 Salon Premium)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN

Contact Approach: Interview required before patron's temporary suspension can be
removed

Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-MAR-29 -** BCLC AML Unit**- Three (3) month BCLC provincial suspension of
all gaming privileges. Ban commences 2019-MAR-29 and expires 2019-JUN-29 at
midnight. Patron is to make arrangements to be interviewed by an AML Investigator in
the final week of his ban prior to gaming privileges being re-instated . Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC AML Programs.
2019-MAR-06 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl
Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2019-FEB-22-BCLC Play SUSPENDED pending investigation

Recent LCT Activity:
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No LCT transactions since 2019-MAR due to BCLC temporary suspension. 6 LCTs in
2019-MAR. Last LCT was on 2019-MAR-29 when he received a cash disbursement of
$59,000.

His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $24,600.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $184,520.00

The focus of the interview will be
unusual activities within BCLC facilities , and
his repeated circumvention of scu:~ · oirective.
Occupation: Student
Company:ll!I
History:

•
•
•

22 incidents, 21 incidents since 2019
4 exchanges of cash/chips
7 violations of BCLC prohibition

•

Redacted - FINTRAC

Civil Courts:

NIA
Recent Activity:

•

2019-MAR-29 and 2019-APR-17 , BCLC Prohibition at Grand Villa and Langley
Casinos.
• IN20190020915, 2019-MAR-29 at Parq Vancouver.MW conducted cash and
.,~ss (worth $5,000) in bathroom in order to circumvent BCLC directive
•
•

2019-MAR-29 at River Rock,WJ.M• received chips (estimated worth $4,000)
from an associateB.
2019-FEB-01 at River Rock, $3,000 chip pass to an associate.

Discussion Points:

•

Gambling-related incidents, notably circumvention of BCLC Directive

• sow
•

Associates
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Specific Questions to Ask:
•

Confirm address

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

•

Who owns this home?

•

Does he rent or own it?

•

With whom does he reside?

Reda:led Patro n I nterv ew
ldemrf •1n nformat1on

•

Phone number:

•

Any occupation?

•

All sources of wealth?

•

•

Employment?

•

Business ventures?

•

Property? Other?

•

Parents?

IN20190020915, 2019-MAR-29 at Parq Vancouver,-conducted cash and
M i s s (worth $5,000) in bathroom in order to cir~ BCLC directive
•

From where does lltAl•knovl1117

•

From where/whom did ll•acquire the funds he passed tcRIM?

•

•

•

How much didRll pay/compensatefliiJ

•

Confirm photo o~

2019-MAR-29 at River Rock,received chips (estimated worth $4,000)
from an associate··::_.
...
• How does ·. ·
knov9
• Why did he ask her for =s?
• How many chips did he take from her?
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•
•
•
•

•

Why did s_~e ~ ree to give him chi~
How did .: .
eturn the funds tctll
How much di ··.
pay/compensate8for the chips?
Confirm photo

oil

.,.

2019-FEB-01 at River Rock, $3,000 chip pass under the table to an associate
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How does • • knowlill?
Why did he ask her for chips?
How many chips did he take from her?
Why did she a ree to give him chips?
How did ··.·. ·
the funds tolll
How much di
.: .. pay/compensat-for the chips?
Confirm photo o

• PflW was with-·when she took a suspected cash delivery
(IN20190011900).
•

What was the purpose of meeting the van in the parkade?

•

What dicil acquire from the driver of the van?

•

Identity of the driver?

• Ha41W ever used this driver and his services?
•

2019-MAR-29 and 2019-APR-17, BCLC Prohibition at Grand Villa and Langley
Casinos.

•

From where does

•

Bank? ATMs? MSB? Friends?

•

Why can he not provide proof of source of funds in the casinos?

•

How much money has··:·.borrowed to gamble?

•

II• acquire the funds he uses to gamble?

•

From whom ha

.:

borrowed money to gamble?

•

Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?

Explain toMWdirectives and escalating conditions

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:
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The following information was provided by

- · · h a s not been a student at
~

llllm recently graduated from

Redacted

Redacted

RedacteCl Patro'l lnte !'\11ew
ldent1fytng Information

during the interview:

Patro1 lnl e"\lleW 1cent fy1'lg ln'orma• on

for approximately two

Pair::> 1 lnle 1 w~w

where he studied accounting.
- While awaiting a work permit from the Citizenship and Immigration Canada (CIC),
~helping his un.cle at the uncle's immigratio.n c~nsul~ing firm (f~r no. pay).
would not provide the name of the uncle's 1mm1grat1on consulting firm.
- Currently, B • is supported by his parents and receives an allowance from his
parents who continue to work in China.
l:::lent1fytng tn'ormat on

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
recognized the photo o
knowsliil\liilf rom River Rock casino.
_
pp
mately six (6) months prior to incident 20190020915•1• had loaned Eric
approximately
$4 000 to $5,000 worth of chips.
- The chips t h a - g a v···
e ·· had been at -. . ·
house.
- Circa the end ~-MAR -... ·· epaid - :. . about $2,200 to $2 300 worth of chips
while in the men's washroom at Parq; the rest of the amount owed t a· ·
was repaid
in cash at another time nowhere related to a casino.
loane<lll.lthe chips when.had asked .
never charged any money, fees or interest when he loane- the chips.

Redacted Patron nten:1ew lden11•y1ng
-· ·
: recognized a p~oto o
as a patron from River Rock.
nfom1atr::>11
- · ·. does not know
name.
. .. ..
-At the end of 2019-MAR while gambling at River RockMW gave& $1 ,000 to
·n for him so it would not hold up the game by the service provider having to check
credentials and proof of source of funds when he tries to buy-in.
passed $1,000 tctRout on the smoking patio.
ed
lilWll the $1 ,000 worth of chips also out on the smoking patio .
•
- There was no charge , service fee, or additional money exchanged in relation tell
conducting the buy-in on-W; behalf.

II

II

recognized a p~ of Redacteo Patro'l lnte· .. 1ew ldent1fyng lnrorma' on as a patron from River Rock.
does not know . s name or remember any incidents of cash/chip exchanges

~

-has returned to China.

W:i1!1M vaguely recalls an evening at River Rock with

when
they went together to the parkade a n . . met a van in the parkade.
WJ.t!IM does not know the nature of -. meeting with the driver of the van or the
R:e::ac'ed

Pat·o1 lnterJ1ew aen' fytng l1form a·1on
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f the meeting.
memory of this incident was limited.

ii

currently has no chips in his possession .

Investigators' comments:

- - s temporary suspension was lifted further to completion of this interview on
2019-JUL-23 however, he remains subject of sourced cash/chip conditions .
Although-did not always remember specific casino incidents or did not always
e7iiiCide'nt details to corroborate all casino reporting, it is assessed that
s intentions in BCLC facilities are to engage in legitimate gambling. He
acknowledged chip and cash exchanges and understands that these actions can be
assessed as unusual or suspicious, resulting in an escalation of conditions .
There are no concerns regarding WJ!D,Ms source of wealth, which comes from his
parents, or the source of his funds.

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC l**;'§@*H·'+"M'fi*'E'h•
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-0CT-27
Interview Time: 1130hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview

Recent Activity:

MIWhas generated 117 individual LCT records dating back to 2014-MAY.
On 2017-0CT-20 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW/SOF along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF a ··· · s most
recent buy-in of $80k cash is in excess of an average buy-in" for him. .
average
is $50-$60k.

1111 uses his PGF on a consistent basis, having opened the account 2014-AUG.
Sinc44W; first LCT in 2014 his transactions are as follows :
Bi: $2,982,860
FX: $0
PGF: $5,594,300
DSB:$4,7 48,564.50
Average Bl: $50-$60

Occupation:
Sales Manager

Company:
Reda:::ted Patron lriterve\\
lden'lf)' ng riformat101

LCT's - SOF??

$80k 2017-0CT-19- Mixed Bills - $50x284=$14,200, $100x658=$65,800:$80k

-

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Where do the bills come from?

Specific Questions to Ask:

2
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1. Confirm address is current
a. Does he own or rent?

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6.
7. Cautior
against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interviewll!BllliJ.l~l
'w"

stated the following:

His company is calle
an importing company
The company sells primarilyMl\IMINmjf" Distributor
.
He is %50 owner in the compan--is partner named as~
Among those they distribute to ' · :
in Quebec
~·pin Ontario (confirmed by INV)
ey:ve recently begun distributing to the us
They did have an add running on the internet that also specified product pricing
With the move the to the States, the Agency they are dealing through there
asked that they remove the information on the Internet as the pricing is affecting
how much they can sell for in the States (the· ·
·cing)
- Patron advised he has two residences on i
··· · · · · •·
·
· ..
- lives between the two reside~ month or so at each back and forth
~SOK buy in that is in question- advises $15k was from home
MMproduced banking data showing two withdraws from RBC on October 16
and 17 for $18k and $37k respectively (buy-in 2017-0CT-20)
-

(confirm~llfliYm"

3
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Buy-in money was $50's and $100 bills

ll.11• owns his properties

BCLC Conditions:

2017-0CT-27 ***BCLC*** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit, no longer required to
contact Consumer Services. BCLC Source Chip/Cash Conditions remain until further notice.

Investigator Comments:

Patron was polite and answered all questions posed
Patron appeared to be answering all questions honestly
Patron felt the request to see his bank accounts was "personal" but did produce
the information when the SOW issue was explained to him
Patron primarily plays through his PGF account
Bank statements support a SOW for patron
Business as described by patron appears to be legitimate based on the
information provided
No $20's in the $80k buy in that created the need for this interview

In conclusion, Investigators CHAN and COUSINS feel th• • has demonstrated how he is
sourcing his bank drafts and buy-in's. Conditions at the discretion of Management.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

4
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-0CT-12
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:
BCLC - Barred pending interview (abuse of BCLC imposed cash/chip conditions)
Recent Activity:
• • has generated 741 individual LCT records dating back to 2013NOV.

On 2015-SEPT-1 R..IM placed on BCLC Directive - no unsourced cash/chip conditions (all
cash requires withdrawal slip for cash buy-in i.e. from bank or ATM)

On 2017-JUL-14 barred for abuse of BCLC imposed cash/chip conditions
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The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
reinforcing cash chip conditions and make patron very aware that there will be zero tolerance
moving forward should he abuse his BCLC imposed cash/chip conditions when he returns to the
Casino.

History:

MW is attached as a participant to 262 incidents within iTrak. For the most part the
incidents reflect UFT's or cash chip exchange.
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF forMW but
primarily the concern is the patron's abuse of his BCLC imposed cash/chip conditions.

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

received the chips first from

Redacted Patrori
l:iterv ew ldenlrf~·mg

170030673(May 271h) - afternoon
Redacted Patron lnter11ew 1dent1fying lnformaf1on
- ·-received chips from
($8k a f t e did a buy in with $20's, it is believed the chips were passed in Sea Ha~

- afternoon
bought in for $28kllJil directing wagers

170035047 (June 181h)
2
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Redacted

Patron l1tervew ldent1fymg
ln'orma'1on

Believed to be buying in for and taking direction fromRII•

170036074 (June 24th)
I

bought in for $18k
-... _
Believed to be buying in for and taking direction fron¥.IW
Redactej

Patron ntef\1ew ldent1'y1ng lnformat1cn

Redacted FINTRAC
What is your relationship to all these people
How did you meet them
What is the agreement surrounding the facilitation of cash
Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up

Specific Questions to Ask:

Confirm his address a
Who else lives there?

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying lnformat1on

1

is current.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

barred ,

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located (can he validate the
company).

3
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4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specifically abuse of his
BCLC imposed cash/chip conditions.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

6. Cautior Mi1Mthat should his behaviour start up again he will be barred
immediately
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview--INjf* stated the following:
-

He no lo,er lives at th4RMaddress, it is a mailing address for him

':f?!,!J!!UUM!'!'T" is his "special friend" and while he did not confirm he was in
residence with her it was eluded to
He ancllll bet for one another on occasion
He is currently in divorce proceedings
His wife has the •M•property, he does not go there very often
They have rooms in the basement that have been rented out
His son's friends rented rooms on occasion but believes there are none there now
Hi is not aware of who lives there except for advising he did provide residence follll
Redacted Patron !'llerv ew
lderl11fy ng 111fonnat10
whose wife was just about to have a baby when they found
themselves in a bind(lease up)
He does not direct play or pass money
He does squeeze cards for others, it's just a "friends/luck" thing
Redacted - Patron Interview is a special friend of Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information
Identifying Information
is a special friend of
Redacled Patron
in China together
Interview cent f n
He lives part time Canada and l2filt time China
He is the owner o•@ll"IO*Mi§Jj[§i$&1n·WIM'·ii,,@!.J.• (no longer has the other
l

-

~~~~~ the commercial for the company
l nfonnat1on

e 1s aware o un erground casino's but states he does not go to them

BCLC Conditions:

2017-0CT-24 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately (as per letter sent to SP
management this date) patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un~ sourced" cash
(all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further
4
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notice
is no longer allowed to remain in the high limit rooms or high limit area's
UNLESS he is actively gaming with his own sourced funds.

2017-0CT-12 *** BCLC-Patron has been interviewed and spoken to by AML unit. BCLC barring
has expired, patron remains on BCLC No Un-Sourced Cash/Chip conditions .***

2017-JUL-14 RRCR informed of BCLC barring/directive papers served and asked to leave@
0955hrs.

2017-JUL- 14 - BCLC AML Unit - Three (3) month BCLC provincial ban for abuse of BCLC
imposed cash/ch ip conditions . See media tab for barring letter and notice. Patron is to make
arrangements to be interviewed by an AML Investigator in the fi nal week of his ban prior to
gaming privileges being re-instated. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC
Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager, BCLC
AML Programs.

Investigator Comments:

Patron advised that if any of the scenarios we have seen from the past start to crop up again he
will be barred for a longer duration .
Current barring is over, new conditions for sourced cash chips recommended .

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLC I

Wf&!Mi!i!A!l!\-

119!\R

·111

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-DEC-21
Interview Time: 1230 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Arrange an interview
Recent Activity:

ftllil!ll has generated 5 individual LCT records dating back to 2017-SEPT.
On 2017-DEC-19 : Directive place on file for patron to arrange an interview with AML

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.

History:
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PJM is attached as a participant to 2 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as
unusual transactions.
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF as ••accepted
a $50k drop off on 2017-DEC-13.
An average buy in amount forPIW ranges from $20-$30K per visit.
mtldoes have a PGF account, opened on his first noted visit to the site and has
been using it regularly.

Since Li 's first LCT in 2017-SEPT he has conducted a combined total of:
81:$128,000
FX: N/A
PGF : $122,000
DISB: $165, 135

Occupation:
Owner, Investment Company

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

INCIDENT OF NOTE:

170072100- RRCR - 2017- DEC-13

KM!•

After a buy-in of $19K ($1 OO's in two bundles wrapped with elastic) and a PGF buy-in of
$11
an out of money/chips.
2104 hrs
Rif";ent a text message.

2106 hrs

2
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M•passed his salon card to a U/K A/M (SIDllllUIQI who was sitting at spot 1 of
MDB25. The U/K AIM then left the salon and waited inside the resort east entrance.

2119hrs
Redacted - Patron nler\ 1ew

A
(no plate obtained) turned onto River Road from #3 Road and
ldent1fy1 n,;J lnfo·rriat1::m
stops on River Road near the Sea Harbour restaurant. An unknown A/M (SIDIR!i\11$4)
exited the vehicle carrying a black plastic bag. Unknown AIM (SID llM£!Q then
headed across the street and met up with PJl•. They both then entered the casino
via the east lobby, took the elevator up to the salon and waited outside the salon door in
the hallway.

2123 hrs
M!Wreceived a call (S1c:lliMMBwas making a call outside the Salon doors at the
same time).p!IW exited the salon, SID lilBremoved bundles of $100 bills
wrapped in elastics from his pants pockets and handed them toR•who in turn put
them in his pants pockets. The three men then entered the Salon whereM1l•placed
the bundles of $100 bills on MDB25 for a $50,000 buy in and continued play.

Specific Questions to Ask:
What can you tell us about this incident?
What is your association to the two young men?
How did you meet them?
Where did thjiiilflme from?
Who owns th
§
the young man arrived in?
Who was in his entourage that evening?

Confirm his address at
current.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

a. Does he own or rent?
b. What is his address while in Canada?
c. Does own any other houses?

3
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2. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
Redacted - Pat ron Interview
3. What is his association to ldenlrfymg
?
1n~armat1 on

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC 's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that buying in for another patron consistent with
being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?

6. Caution llW against conduct transactions for associates. Should this
behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his ability to buy
in at BC Casinos.
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
8. When did he arrive/How long is he staying here?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Hedacted - Patro~
1nterv ew ldenllfymg

stated the following:

He has emigrated t · · ·· ·. ·
with his family
He splits his time between China and
owns a home in both
countries
He does not own real estate here
The company name he has provided is correct, he is 75% owner
His main business is buy/sell antiques and paintings
He is here visiting with friends, his wife is with him
ed Patro'l lnter·J1ew
- The name of the friend he is staying with is Redac
ldent1fy1 'lg
on
lilllives in Richmond
They arrived last week and are going home (China) next week after Christmas
Canada is the only country he gambles where he has to use cash (i.e. does not get
credit)
He brought $80k with him in his suitcase, he did not declare it
He exchanged his money in China
1

1n~c1ma•

4
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On the evening in question (2017-DEC-13) he was at the Casino with his wife and
friends
He calleclillwhen he started to run short of cash and asked him to get it out of his
suitcase for him and bring it over
Paf•on
The you-n he gave his Salon card to was his driver lnte·v1e11 tde nt1fy1 19 - not related)
He gave · . his card so he could meetll and bring him up to the Salon with the
cash
llilowns theEii!!lhe arrived in
For the most part he was the only one gambling, the others were watching
He finds with the time change he is up nights a lot and likes to gamble then
He has a BMO bank account here, he opened it 2017-SEPT
He can access bank drafts from BMO, the problem he finds is that he cannot get
bank drafts in the evening , he has to think to get them earlier in the day
He does have debit but the amounts he can get out is minimal relative to the level he
likes to play at
He prefers to bet big for the "thrill"
He has run out of the cash he brought in in his suit case
He does not use loan sharks or have any information on underground casinos
~edac· cd

-

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash chips.

Investigator Comments:
was very forthright and courteous during the course of the interview.
Given ··.. • · did not declare the money he was using and ha• •pts for it, has a PGF
account an
ank account in Canada, COUSINS recommend
·. .
stay on sourced
cash/ship conditions .

2017-DEC-21
Forwarded to AML Manager for review
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BCLCIP-Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAY-07
Interview Time : 09:30 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
2019-JAN-11
Patron gaming suspended three months with interview to follow prior to gaming
privileges reinstated .

Recent Activity:
WJ\l!IWhas generated 167 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-MAY
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Her profile at this time shows:

Bl: $1,400,000.00
FX: $1.50
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $11 ,400,750.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2 ,734,740.00
The focus of the interview will be re -establishing SOF, SOW and relationship to various
associates, along with reinforcing the meaning of her full sourced cash/chip conditions
and possible next steps if she continues chip passing.

Occupation:
House Wife

Company:

NIA
What happened to Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

?

Redacted - FINTRAC
-

has a PGF account at RRCR/Parq and uses it with frequency.
The Qr,im.§IY concern is SOF and chip passing.
Pe. . .s OSINT in 2016-AUG, nothing negative uncovered.

Activity Outline:
-

25 incidents of Chip/Cash pass on her profile
btb (previously denied) cash pass

File synopsis

Discussion Points:

sow
SOF
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Next time a suspicious event (suspected chip/cash pass, verbal betting on behalf
of others or others for her) 6 month suspension (per Wifff•
Husbands name/job/employer
Family here?
How often Husband in Canada?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her Canadian address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Confirm the owner(s) of the home.
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.) Citizenship?

Interpreter required: Yes, to clarify some points

Interview Results:
During the course of this interview

Reda:ted

Patrc n

lnle"'J1ew aent rfy1ng

stated the following :

She does not know wh!'-ihe was barred
She is the CEO of i;J!f®'i'ii·!.IMl§,ljj§jijijnWlmi.!lrlfii!.!.+
She does not know who altered her profile to "housewife"
The company has been in a bit of a hiatus as her colleagues are in China, they
expect to start up again in June/July
The mane she is current! amblin with is from previous savings
She own
She lives in the home with her parents and six(6) year old daughter
She is divorced, her ex lives in China, she has nothing to do with him
She essentially takes her daughter to school, comes to the casino to "kill time"
then picks her daughter up after school
She does not know the "young kids" that were hanging around her table outside
of the casino
Often if you have a "lucky shoe" patrons will join your table which was the case
with the "kids"
Yes , she did verbal bet on occasion for them
She did not chip pass with the "kids", she may have passed from one to the other
if she was in the middle but that is all
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She has never had the "kids" buy chips for her
She comes to the casino in the morning when often it is "dead" in which case she
will join a table, on occasion that may be with the "kids" because they are the
only other ones paying
She prefers to join a table than sit alone, better atmosphere and she can watch
the shoe without betting to get a sense for how things are going

Investigators Comments:

- 11··:
·· was very cooperative during the interview

-

·
· stated she did not know why she was barred
It was made very clear to•1AWthe reason for her barring (chip/cash
pass/verbal betting on behalf of others)
It was made very clear to her that should she choose to continue with the noted
practices she will be barred 6 months and so on .... .
RO, is on full cash chip conditions , her wealth is well established via OSINT,
is recommended she stay on full conditions

2019-MAY-07
Forwarded to AML Manager for review
2019-MAY-08
Filed

L. Cousins
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BCLC
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAR-27
Interview Time : 1300 hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
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Recent Activity:
- h a s generated 54 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-MAY
On 2017-DEC-18 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview

History:
· = · i s associated as a participant to 5 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified
as suspicious.
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF as well as
pursue questioning regarding a suspected chip passes and cash drop.

POINTS FOR DISCUSSION:

INCIDENT: 170066299
2017-NOV-21
RRCR
20:48 hrs
M!jWpassed approximately 7x$1K chips to Redacted Patlon
of the passllwas on sourced cash/chip conditions.

? relationship t I

ntel\'•ew lde!lt1fy1n;i Information

At the time

Redacted Patron
Interview ldentlf)• ng

? tell us about this incident

INCIDENT: 170066691
2017-NOV-22
RRCR
19:24 hrs
RejaC'ed

Pat on lnter11ew oen:1fy1ng lnformaf ton

play. Shortly after
-

entered salon alone and bought in for $15K with minimal
entered Salon washroom where it is believed

received $11K in chips from.
Redacted - Patrol

? relationship to 1nterv ew ldent1fymg
'
? tell us about this incident
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INCIDENT: 170071064
2017-DEC-14

RRCR
10:30 hrs

-

approached aw'""*wllil. . . . that was pulled over on Great
Canadian Way south of the bus loop- ,;·- :-got in the vehicle passenger side and
three minutes later emerged with
Both headed directly to
the Salon where ··:: :· entered the private room of CD19 and removed a white
plastic bag from her left pocketMW appeared to be checking the contents of
the bag (like she wasn 't sure what was in it) the approached the cage and removed
5 bundles (lx$S0/4x$100 wrapped in elastics) for buy-in.

? whose car was it
? who passed the money
?who/how was the cash arranged
? how interest do you pay
? How does repayment work
? How often does she borrow money
? What is her relationship with the driver

Redac•ed Patr::n
ntc1v1ew ldent1'y1ng

INCIDENT: 170071507
2017-DEC-16

RRCR
09:28 hrs
Mi!Wchip passing t I

Reda;;ted

Patron lr1terv ew Ide llrfy1ng

ifonnat1o'l

directing play

? tell us about this incident
INCIDENT: 170072994
2107-DEC-23

RRCR
16: 17 hrs
while in the Salon, picked up~ purse, both ladies
went to the washroom, 35 seconds later they exited an~took
approximately $15K in chips from her purse and commenced play.
Redacted

Pat1on nlerv ew ldent1'y1ng lnfo•niat1cn

? relationship witJWJ!HM
?Tell us about the incident
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Sinci:IHtlMM first LCT in 2016 her transactions are as follows:
Bi: $836,470.00
FX: $1.50
PGF: $719,400.00
DSB:$485,598.00
Average Bl: $25K

Occupation:
Advertising Company Owner

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm address is current
a. Does she own or rent?
2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long she has
been working there and where the business is located. (address)
4. CautionltJ.l•against using funds belonging to others to conduct
buy-in 's. Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further
restrictions on her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
5. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE interviewing with COUSINS.
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Interview results:
During the course of the interview

-

Redacte::l Patron
lnterv1e\\ lde1t1fy ng

stated the following:

She lives at the Vancouver address noted on her profile
She owns the property
Her company name is a
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
·
Redacted
- Patron Interview Identifying Information
(provided an address o
(updated on her profile)
Her company employs a treasurer, an assistant and herself (owner)
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
Her company arranges
here in
Canada
She has organized two events at RRCR
She organizes gala's with the entertainment she provides from overseas
(provided pictures of herself with others at gala's)
She was in China until recently, she returned 20 days ago
INC170066299 involvinglBMI• she does not recall th is incident, she
anc:llllare just casino friends
I NCl 70066691 involving
"'she denies the chip pass, she andH
are Casino friends
With reference to the above noted incident she states she does not like to
keep a lot of the chips on the table if she is winning she will often slip $SK
chips in her purse and $1K chips in her pocket
INC170071064 involvin
"'she knows-from the Casino,
she did not meet a•ll&or receive cash for Bl (Investigators did remind
her at this point that all incidents being discussed were in fact captured on
camera ............. )
I NCl 70071S07 involving • ·:. • :- '. _ •
is a menace always asking to
borrow money/chips. She determine ·.·: · ··
has no income and tries to
avoid her because she can't be lending money she is not going to get back
¥41• is squared up with her with respect to monies owing now
INC:170072994 involvin
"'she denies the $1SK chip pass stating
MM is just a $SK player and would not have the money to have a $1SK
buy-in or to loan it -Miiiis a casino friend
She does not know of undergrounds
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INVESTIGATORS COMMENTS:
- • •Nas evasive in her answers and often dancing around the questions
asked
·-.. r did open up her banking information on her phone and she clearly
does have money, and transaction to RRCR are also evident
- - i s using her PGF with relative frequency and was encouraged to keep
with this practice
It is recommendedmJ• stay on fully sourced cash/ship conditions
Interview forwarded to Manager for review on 2018-MAR-27
Manager concurs with findings (2018-MAR-28) , interview files
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC""AML
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary

Patron Interviewed:
Reda:::ted Patrcn
NAM •• tnte
v1e11 lde nt1ry1 lg
SID#
Interview Date: 11 /03/2015
Interview Time: 14:22 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
1fomHt101

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
The reason for the interview was to address the following questions :
1. Establish the source of her cash when she has brought it in ;
2. Who is the driver of the truck that you gave the 310

Kto on October 26 1h?

3. On October 2?1h where did the 1OOK come from?
4.

Confirm her spouse's information if possible for our records and source of wealth
documentation ;

5. As well she should also be given the usual positive feedback for her use of her
PGF account and how much we value her as a customer. I am confident that she
has the banking structure in place to utilize bank drafts consistently but we
definitely need her to reduce these large buy-ins with small bills moving forward .
6. To emphasize the need for her to use her PGF account and not be bringing in
large amounts of small bills (which she has done consistently in the past along
with her PGF deposits ;

Interview Results:

? She was advised for the reasons for the interview;
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Redacted

Patro1 rnte -v1e11 lde nt1fy1'1g lnfo rma! on

is her husband and

Redacted

Patron 'llel'\' ew ldent1fymg
1nformatton
1

is a friend

from her village;
.,, She has works as an exporter for her mother's
in China ;
.,, The company also manufactures
procedures ;

Redacted Patron nten. 1cw
lde'lt1fymg lnfo·rnatlon

company which is

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

for those

., ,_ She is a shareholder in this company;
.,,,_ She went on to say that she immigrated 6 years ago and at that time there was
restrictions on money and she relied on relatives to send her money ;
.,, She makes a habit of lending money out to friends and also borrowing ;
.,, She stated that she loses more money than she wins and when you lose you
borrow money;
"

The 31 O K was to her friend because owed money to a friend;

"

On the 181h and 19th of October the money she received was from people that
owed her money ;

.,, Unprompted she stated that she does not go to the underground casinos but
brought it up because the casino managers have been saying not to go because
it is illegal ;
.,,,_ She stated that lending money back home is not as frequent as it is here;

~ She further stated, referring to the October 19th transaction, that you are not
going to ask why the money is all 20's just as long as it is not fake ;
;, She was told by LEE that there is a concern over this as this amount in the small
denominations do not generally come from legitimate sources ;
.,, She was puzzled about this and responded by saying that it was not illegal to
possess 20 dollar bills ;
.,, In response to this she was advised that the money may come from the drug
trade and she was concerned about this ;
.,, She stated that she is a law abiding citizen and does not want any trouble ;

2
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>-

She then asked if it was Ok to get 100 dollar bills at which time she was advised
of possible conditions that may be placed on her profile that would require her to
explain the source of her cash;

>-

She advised that she understood and that she could use bank drafts and implied
she would also ask the people that owe her money to give her bank drafts;

>-

She was given praise as to her use of PGF accounts and that we want to see her
continuing to use them ;

>-

She stated that she will try to avoid the cash "buy In 's" and use her PGF account;

>-

She was asked to explain who she contacts to facilitate the cash and she stated
that it was from friends but that she did not think it was necessary that she
provide the identity of the friends .

Interview over at 14:50 hours.

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanctions• l • 1as had no sanctions on her play. She was advised that
should she continue with the buy ins with small denominations they may apply to her.

Investigator Comments:
The purpose of this interview was to rem inc M •of the importance of using her PGF
accounts and stop cash "Buy IN 's". She understood this and the reason why.
She appears to have a legitimate source of wealth .

Tom Caverly
Casin o Investigations
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BCLC IP

· - "'' -

"'·· ...~,

om

•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-0CT-05
Interview Time: 1130hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:
BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

Mi!IM 1as generated 57 individual LCT records dating back to 2012-FEB.
On 2017-AUG-10 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive pending interview (seasonal player,
just back in town now, hence the delay in contacting BCLC for interview)

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.
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History:

M• is associated as a participant to 07 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified
as unusual transactions ,05 exchange cash/chips and one (1) third party cash out.
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF aMI!• had a
cash drop in August 2017 (unsourced cash for purchase of casino chips) and has been
the recipient of chip passes in the past.
Buy in amounts have ranged from $1 ,000 - $111,000 (off the back of a win) with an
average buy-in of $10-$15K.
PGF account opened in January 2017 with moderate usage.
- i s known to associate with a number of different VIP players in particular:
Redacted

Patron ! riterv ew

f - Is this his wife?
- passe1PllMchips (x2 in 2014)
he is from the same Province in China, they have past business interests

lde ·1t1fy ng nfor mat10·1

Reda.::ted - Patron lnterv,ew lde:itrfymg lnfo ,rnat1on

·-

··-

Redacted -

Patro'l

•·

Pe · ·. · :· ·
"chip passed",
table.

· ·

• • · •
passed chips to him under the table 201i;
sat eh same table as him, ran out and asked to borrov?llW
won and paid him back immediately with a chip pass under the

·
· ·
p a s - · s to WJAl•2016)
Pe
this is his brother-in-law, ··.. :· deoe3s not sp[ecifically recall the incident
but wouldn't think twive about lending to his brother-in-law and believes he was likely
getting paid back.

*@+11+&!i•fri@!+ll
(passed $5k in chips t< • • a f t e r a debit buy in 2016)
Per ·: . he is a good fnend and company manager.

Average Bl : $10-$15k

Occupation:
Owner, Investment Company
2
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Company:
Redactea

Patron Interview ldent1'y1ng
1nfmmat10'.l

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

2017-3824 (January)
$20K Bl all $20's - dropped off by

Redacted - Pahon lnte view ldent1'ying 1nrormat1on

Where did it come from?
Who directed him there?
How often has he used that facility?
What is the process for exchange?

2017-6640 (February)
$1 OK in buy-in money ($20's)
Where did it come from?
Who directed him there?
How often has he used that facility?
What is the process for exchange?

2017-45474
2017-AUG-10- evening hours
Attempt Buy in btb $40K in $10, $20 $50 denominations - delivered
- Received a cashjass frorr.MMM!it'"who was sitt-·e rear of clfilM
•:&N&.•""IJWm&F.f!ii\H
.. •then exited the vehicle and joined · : :· after the pass.
lnfcrma· on
They entered the casino together
Buy in refused - btb $40K in $10, $20, $50 denominations (bills were held within
a pink plastic shopping bag)
Drop seemed to be arranged via cell phone
Initial buy in attempt at the table, directed to the cage and denied, money
returned

-

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Why does he need money d
. .d to him?
What is his relationship with .:
and how long has he known him?
Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up?
3
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How often does · ·: :
Who was driving the

ou?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC 's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encourage8• to use his PGF account.
7. Cautior-Wagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.

8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Reoac'e d Pa•r on
1ntel\ 1ew ldent1f m

stated the following :

He does have a home in Vancouver, address updated/corrected
Per google map his home appears quite opulent
He owns two other homes in Richmond , his daughter who has just graduated will be
living in one, the second an investment
He has another daughter in school here
4
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He lives both in China and Canada
He and his wif
travel back and forth together
His has many investment interests including interest in Real Estate, Construction

Mining.@fj@ll!(•l.imi§ri\jllJBl~iiJlll

The umbrella company name 1 1 ~
,
Currently all his business interests are in China, but he is looking at investing in the
BC Mining Industry (Coal or Natural Gas)
His bank account here is TD
He is very challenged with the English language
His daughter assists him at the bank when he is getting a bank draft or cash
He is not a big gambler (consistent with his profile)
He has never borrowed to chase/stay in the game if he runs out
His typical bank withdraws (assisted by his daughter) are $5k, if he does not need it
he will just keep it in his safe at home and that would be the source of the larger
$10k and $20k buy-in's with $20's noted earlier in the year
He is known by his friends to be wealthy, they do borrow from him
He often entertains senior company people from China in Canada
As his guests cannot access funds as easily as he can he will often give them $1 k or
$5k chip to play with
- With respect to the 2017-AUG-1 O incident.- advised he had bought in earlier
f-'a ron 1n·erv1cw
·n the da with a $50k bank draft (confirmedViaiTrak review Rcoac·cd
1oem r
Information
obse -.. .. uy-in and - .: . ·
utting the chips in his pocket
oache
.: ·
for a loan and ··: :·
ave him $45k in chips keeping
~himself ··:: :.
is not good friends with . : :· and was very acific that
- h a d to pay him back as this •
. was to last him a long tim@J:1!Mlost all
the money at the tables (per iTrak). .
did buy in for the $5k he describes (per
iTrak)
Redacted Patron -..terv ew
The delivery fro11 Mii was the money he owed lde'ltrf •1n 1nformat1::i11
was very annoyed
mall bills and told thi_~ tolti!IW
did not want to len¥Ji£ the money (chips) but did it to "save face"
advises some he has lent money to have not paid him back (smaller
amounts $1-$5k)
- d.P.• is now quite versed in chip pass policies and has been encouraged to use
his PGF more often
1

in

ll

BCLC Conditions:
2017-JUL-27 ***BCLC*** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit, no longer required to
contact Consumer Services. BCLC Source Chip/Cash Conditions remain until further notice.

Investigator Comments:
lllWwas a very well-spoken man. He was extremely polite and cooperative during the entire
interview and struck the investigators as an honest man. He is a successful executive with a
minimal play approach to gambling-answered all questions he was asked and he
answers reflect information in iTrak .~ he nor the bulk of his friends are HRP. His
5
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Vancouver home is opulent suggesting significant wealth . The source cash/chip conditions were
pending interview were implemented by the site and do not appear too been necessary in the
opinion of the investigators.
2017-10-13
After review -AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM concurs with investigators assessment and
has directed conditions be removed and player monitored moving forward. Patrons profile
updated:

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

6
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Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng Information

182575 B 11 Summary

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAM ; Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#
Interview Date. June 1 , 2016
Interview Time: 12:36 hours
Interview Location: Villa Casino VIP
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

During this interview, the following questions were posed

tcllmM

1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
ReOacted

Pat ron Interview

3. The
has only been in operation for a few months, how is
ldcnt1fyng lnforma: on
it generating so much income?
1

4. What is his relationship t •
5. What is his relationship t •
6. What is his relationship t •

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information

7. On May 141h, 2016 you attempted to cash in some chips and were not
allowed. Do you know why?
8. What is his relationship t I

Redacted

Patron

ln•erv1ew Idem •,n

9. Did he receive chips from him on the 141h and if so was he charged a fee
to get the chips?
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1a. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
11-uses PGF Accounts but has a number of abandoned chip
~s. The money from the chips is deposited into his PGF account.
Why does he leave his chips like this?
12. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interview Results:
IM•stated, in part, the following:
Y

He was advised about the government requirements for reporting cash
transactions and stated he understood this;

Y He confirmed that he owns a
wealth;

Redacted Pa 1 ·on Inte rview
ldent1fyng lnfo rmat on

and that this is the source of his

Y He was asked about the May 81h incident and stated that he received this money
from a friend;
Y

He stated that the friend 's name
phone number for him;

isll!IW but would not provide a last name or

Y He was asked how he paid back for the money he received from him and
he said that he does that when he wins;

Y He does not get charged a percentage for the money but he pay@W1-2
thousand when he wins;
>-- He was asked what happens when he loses but avoided the question and stated

that he pays him back when he wins;
Y The people that he was with on the 8th are only acquaintances and he met them

while playing at the casinos;

>-' They did not arrive together but played together;
>-- He was asked about the alleged chip exchange that was believed to happen in

the washroom and denied that this happened;

2
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>-

There was a washroom in the VIP room but he chose to go out of the room and
use another one. He was asked why he did this and stated that he was losing, so
he went to walk out to the other washroom to change his luck;

~

He was asked where the chips came from ($50,000 .00) and stated that this was
from previous play over the last year;

? He said he would buy in for 3-4 thousand and when he was up 6-7 he would
bring the chips home;

>-

He was question about the small denomination "Buy In 's" and responded by
saying "Isn 't all money? "

>-

It was explained to him how this could be looked at as being suspicious and he
suddenly understood ;

>-

Although he calls his friend M'M for the delivery another person delivers the
money to him but he does not know that person 's name;

>- -

is in now in China and he calls him to arrange the deliveries;

>-

The site did eventually allowed him to deposit the $50,000 into his PGF account
and he believes it was done because someone was doing a favour for him at the
site;

»

He claimed that someone said to him 'We 'll do some paperwork." To make the
deposit happen;

»

He questioned whether his conditions would be removed or not and was advised
not at this time.

Interview over at 1 :25 pm
Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator;
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that conditions have been placed onability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips. ··::' :·
was encouraged to us~on Gaming Fund Account.
Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LE E acted as interpreter during
th is interview.

3
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BCLC Conditions continues to have conditions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs BCLC, on May 161h, 2016.
Investigator Comments:
W!!Mcould not provide a reasonable explanation with respect to his income supporting
his level of play. Further to this it is more than likely that he is using the services of
cash facilitators.
It is also more than likely he received the chips in the washroom. A review of his history
shows that he was the subject of LCT reports at the Villa beginning in May of this year.
With this in mind there is no way he would of have accumulated that amount in chips
which is contrary to the explanation he has offered.
Conditions should remain and his play monitored closely.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations

4
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scLc 1s•@tf'IMif"f'f\f'i*f!.!ifi!i!+•
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-18
Interview Time : 1110hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE , Steve BEEKSMA, Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:

MMis currently under sourced cash conditions.
Recent Activity:
On 2017-MAY-17P4)'ill was placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:
2017-May-17 BCLC Directive: ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is
not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank
or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please
advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager, BCLC AML Programs
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC and establishin9$.'s relationships with some of his casino associates.
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History:

-

has generated 81 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-SEP.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to in access of $80,000 per visit, in large
part small denomination bills. Average or typical amounts have been in the $30K range.
Incident summaries (STR's in past month) :
2017-24864 (RRCR) 2017 -APR-29: · ·bought in for $23,000 ($10K in $20's).
2017-25075 (RRCR) 2017-APR-30: · · : arrived at the casino with his associatelll
. He resented a rox. 30K in cash
was seen associating with
was suspected of receiving chips from
2017-26141 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-05:MMwas seen coming from the bus loop behind
the South parkade where he picked up a bag containing $79K in $20 bills used for
buying in.
2017-28466 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-16: -bought in for a total of $108,760 (majority
$20's).lilll!im arrived at the casino Wittlilland bought in for $80,060 in $20's (insideu ~y themed gift
Later.he wa_s se~n entering ~he ~ashr~om wit 1 ·:::
aniMIW It was suspected · provided him with $28,700 1n mixed bills.

a

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Company:
Redacted

Patron nterv1ew ldentr'y1ng
nformat1::> 1

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm his address on

Redacted

Pa'·on Interview 1cent fy 1ng riformal101

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how lona;1s been
working there and where the business is located and what ·:: ·· s role or
job title is (if applicable).
2
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4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC 's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. EncourageM'ft"Wto use his PGF account. Review o~ recent
LCT activity confirms he holds PGF account 829 at R~7. CautionE/fliWagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-25075 (RRCR) 2017-APR-30:

RE 2017-26141(RRCR)2017-MAY-05:

1. Who dropped off the bag of money behind the South parkade?
RE 2017-28466 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-16:

1. Where did the initial $80K in $20's come from? SOF form states from his home
savings?
2. Confirm that-provided him with the second buy in ($28K) in the washroom.
BCLC Conditions: To remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced
to disbursements or bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a recognized
financial institution).
Interview Results:

Ell##

)r- • • confirmed

his address in Canada as noted above
in
Vancouver).
o He stated he has a wife and two kids that live primarily in Canada (they
vacation in China every couple of years) .
o MWspends a little more than half of the year in China.

3
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? -stated his company name is not

~ofile.

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fy1ng lnformat1on

as noted on his

He stated th.is is the name of his g?o~l'll
• His friends named sounds like .~... ..,.
• • .·· . has an associate in iTrak named · · 11.liroz.PS.m:IJill!w
Information
·-.. :·
which could be the friend he was referring to but the
occupation does not match.
o He assumed that when he and his friend first registered in the casino the
staff must have reversed or made an error when entering their company
names.
Pat ro n 1n·erv1ew
o He confirmed his company is involved in Reoac'ed
business.
,aen• 1f m lnforma:1on
• He is the owner of the company.
- Pa• ron
• The name of his company sounds like 11er\' ew ldc nt1rymg
• He has been associated to this business for over 20 years.
• He registered the business in 1998 (but it was operational before
o

~edac·ed

~ing) .

• - h a s no businesses in Canada.
• His and his friends company are two separate businesses but have
.
dealings with one another .
. - s t a t e d that he stores money at his residence, usually large denomination
I IS.
o He added that when friends/family come to visit they bring CON cash with
them (large bills). When the return to China they leave the CON with him
and he wires the funds in Chinese currency to their Chinese bank
accounts.
o He does not often use the money at home to gamble with because his
wife will notice it missing and he does not want his wife to know he
gambles.
o Instead, he borrows money from any one of his multiple "friends" then
pays them back in China.
• • • w a s unwilling to name any of his "friends" that he borrows
from in Canada.
• He stated he has multiple friends in Canada that are legitimate
businessmen .
• - · l e s of these individuals businesses provided by
· .
as follows :
o Grocery Store
o Farms
o Fruit Juice
o Spa
? ••does not borrow money from strangers or from random people in the
casino, only from friends/people he knows . He described this type of scenario as
shared play or pooled money.
~ ltJIWhas heard of unregistered or underground casinos but has never gone.
He has received offers in the past to go to one but declined as he feels they are

4
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not safe-couldn't guess as to where they may be located as he had
never been.

RE 2017-25075 (RRCR) 2017-APR-30:

RE 2017-26141 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-05:

? W:Efl•claimed that he wanted more cash to gamble in the casino and called his
"friend" to see if he could borrow some.
? He stated his friend lives close to the casino so he decided to walk to his
residence (he did not drive this date) .
? His friend did not want him to walk so drove to the casino to meetlil• . They
ended up meeting behind the South parkade near the bus loop.
o • • w a s not sure on the amount he borrowed but described it as
multiple bundles of $10K.
o His friend is a legitimate businessman but81• was unwilling to provide
his friends name.
RE 2017-28466 (RRCR) 2017-MAY-16:

? When asked where the $80K in $20 bills from his original buy in came from
WJ.i• advised he wasn't sure. He was reminded this incident occurred just 2
days ago then he answered he thinks he borrowed from his friend.
? Whe~oned about the answer he gave of "money from home" on his SOF
form-stated that was just a reflex answer he gave without really thinking
about it.
"-' ~ questioned about the suspected cash pass in the washroom from

~stated we have this wrong.
o He didn't even need this cash as he still had chips . It was his money and
~it on him all along.
o explained that sometimes when he feels that he is on a losing
treak he will buy in again to reset and start fresh again (superstition).
?
was asked what was the purpose in three men entering the washroom
together for less than a minute if not to pass cash.
o He admitted that they went into the washroom to smoke .
o The reason it was so short was that they've been caught before and didn't
want to get into trouble for smoking in the washroom .
o He explained that when one associate/player enters the washroom it is a
sign to others that it is time for a "smoke break" so often multiple people
will follow.
o
still claimed to not know wholilllwas .

F•

5
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o Investigators came prepared with a cropped image oflllls pas~
showing just his name in Chinese characters. This was shown t o - . still claimed to not know o
added that maybe if he saw his face he may know him but doesn't
know him by name.
o He stated that if he had any kind of dealings with-he would know his
name.
o Wl1•knows many people in the casino by face but does not know
everyone's name.

Ill

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and
COUSINS taking notes.
BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that he remain on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution) .
These conditions and all of
options for bringing funds into the casino were
clearly explained t•nm•

a•

Investigator Comments:

-

was respectful with investigators but unwilling to provide any names of his
"friends" . The general impression was tha-•was not being truthful with
investigators, particularly when asked about incident specific details IE : the cash
delivery behind the south parkade and his not knowing wh011111i1 is.
asked what he could do with all of the large denomination cash he has stored at
his residence. Investigators suggested he deposit it to his CON bank -. ·
did not like
this because he stated the banks ask too many questions. He was rem°irided that BC
Casinos are similar to banks in many ways which is why we needed to meet with him
this date, to ask him questions.

MIWasked how long he would be on the "blacklist" for-noted that players are
referring to sourced conditions as the "blacklist"). He was iriroiili8d that if there are any
changes he would be notified in the next week or two .
He informed investigators he would be returning to China next month (in June).
w'ij',stated he had slightly more than $30K in RRCR chips. He had just over $20K on
~e time of the interview and another approx. $10K at home.
- w a s told that if the casino can source the chips to him he would be able to use
them but moving forward he would need to use his PGF account or cash must be
accompanied with a receipt.

Ml!W has not provided enough proof for investigators to feel comfortable with his
source of funds as such it is recommended he remain on full conditions.

6
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Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-AUG-22
Interview Time: 10:30 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE (primary interviewer and interpreter), BONDESEN (documenter)
Contact Approach: Patron was advised that his bank account information needs to be
confirmed as well as previous bank drafts
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-AUG-18 -All gaming is suspended pending interview.
2017-MAY-17- Patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with "unsourced" cash or
"unsourced or borrowed" chips.
HRP

Recent Activity:
Bas generated one hundred forty-four (144) individual LCT records dating back to 2013-DEC31.
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $2,147,910.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $19,126,605.00
DISBURSEMENT: $2,842,651.50
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The focus of the interview will be establishing the source •Ml• bank drafts and confirming
the legitimacy of his bank accounts. SOW, relationship to associates, and enhanced CDD/KYC
will also be reviewed.

Occupation:
Redacted Patron lnte-v 1ew l dent1fy1ng Information

Company:
Reda::ted

Pah on Inter.•.ew Identifying
I nformat1on

History:

Redacted FIN TRAC
Pattern of return of PGF funds with no buy-in (August 12, River Rock $50,000; August 10, River
Rock $100,000; March 21, River Rock $5,000)

Civil Courts:
Supreme
Vancouver
Supreme Civil Law Courts
(General)

l f l • 23Aug2016 13Aug2018

Defendant in a
case about Real
Property

Recent Activity: August 2018
LCT (2018-AUG-16) for $112,750 cash disbursement at River Rock then a cash buy-in of
$104,250 as well as a deposit of $4,000.
13 LCTs in August 2018
Opened PGF in Victoria on 2018-AUG-11

Discussion Points:

Banking information
Bank draft history

2
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sow
Law suit

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his Canadian address Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
telephone numbers.

•), and

Who owns this home? Does he rent or own it? With whom does he reside? When was
the home purchased? How it was purchased (mortgage, down payment, cash , etc.)
2. Other citizenship? Other residency? Other addresses?
3. Why is he playing in Victoria?

4. Clari:~uslness information:

Ml~llN"'"

• Who are the owners?
• What is • •s role?
• Business address?
• Income from the business?
• Company documentation and proof of employmenUownership?
5. Other sources of wealth?
6. Banking information and bank drafts:
• Bank account information:
~ Which banks (TD, RBC , other)?
~ Home branch?
~ Account numbers?
~ Which accounts are used for gambling? Which accounts used for bank
drafts?
~ Are the accounts held with anyone else?
~ Business or personal accounts?
• Bank draft/SOFD information:
~ Bank account information including account#
~ Receipt for the draft?
~ Bank draft# 82871690 from 2018-FEB-14 (TD 4777 McClelland Rd ,
Richmond); $60,000
~ Bank draft# 82871687 from 2018-FEB-14 (TD 4777 McClelland Rd,
Richmond); $40,000
~ Bank draft# 84170174 from 2018-FEB- 15 (TD 3779 Sexsmith Road,
Richmond); $100 ,000
~ Bank draft# 82871701from2018-FEB-17 (TD 4777 McClelland Rd ,
Richmond) ; $25,000
~ Bank draft# 84170275 from 2018-FEB-23 (TD 3779 Sexsmith Road ,
Richmond) ; $200 ,000

3
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7. What i• • being sued for? How does he know the plaintiffs?
8. Nature of his property holdings? Who else owns them? (He owns 9 properties)
9. Have you ever been charged of any crimes in Canada or any other country? When?
Where? Crimes? Outcome of charges?
10. Outside of BCLC facilities , where else have you gambled while in Canada? What are
people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within BCLC facilities? What
effect are these changes having on the gambling community? With which other
underground casinos are you familiar?

Interpreter required: Yes
Interview Results:

During the course of this interview,

Re:1ac'ed

Patlo'l lnte111ew 1aen1fy1ng lnfo1ma'1on

stated the following:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
- - resides at
with his
wife and two (2) children .
-lr;,l!•and his wife own the home and have a mortgage on the house althoughEll$.is not
sure whose name is on the mortgage.
- . . .. .me was 12urchased in 2014.
Hedactea Patro1 lnterv1e11 lde nt1•yng lnfcrma• on
. 's wife is
Reda:ted

Pal rc n I 1terv ew lde'1t1f). 1ng

Bi.owns a
ln'orma· on
business name is
- The business is located i
- Addres"Mliiiiliii

'II·litlAI

n China. The English translation of the Chinese

rental property.

a•

and his wife use Scotia Bank, TD Bank and RBC.
- When they first moved to the Vancouver area, they used Scotia bank.
- The_ bank and branclM.1(j• most often uses is TD at 41 Avenue.
showed a TD Bank card and a letter from the TD dated 2018-AUG-20 indicating that
~eld a bank account with them since 2018-JUL.
. . . . never kept any bank draft receipts.
- At Scotia Bank, TD and RBC,
has a personal bank account and a joint account with his
was maintained joint accounts with his wife for a long time Qoint accounts are not new).
does all of the Canadian banking and manages all of the Canadian finances including
those related to the rental propert}M;T• does not understand the Canadian banking

WM•

1£1•

ii
J?Mlef

II

m a . i o f the Chinese banking, business, and finances.
anef
started with Scotia Bank when they first arrived in the Vancouver area,
but now use TD the most because TD offers the best service including good service in Chinese
MM•speaks next to no English) and he can call TD from anywhere in the world at just about
•
of
and someone will answer.
- ·. · arndllWknow one of the bankers at TD.
- · · spends a lot of time in Richmond socializing so it is often more convenient for him to
purchase his bank drafts while in Richmond .

\.HQ

1'
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•mM does not own nine (9) properties; he recently bought a large property with a group of
friends and owns the rental property referenced above.
-WI.holds Canadian and Chinese citizenship . He spends approximately six (6) months a
year in China while his wife stays in Canada full-time and manages the household.
's recent travel to Victoria was to golf at Bear Mountain.
has never been involved in any lawsuit.
has never been charged of any crime in any country.

ll

Investigator Comments:
- It is of note thalfd• arrived at the interview with a TD bank card and a letter from the TD
documenting he "is a client" of TD since 2018-JUL, which does not account for the TD bank
drafts presented in BCLC facilities before 2018-JUL. Alsol9W stated that he uses a joint
account with his wife for the bank drafts although he provided no documentation to support this .
OSINT folder).
(An image of the letter is added

toWJ.1•

lll!l!imhas been asked to provide the investigators with documentation showing that he has a
m-ba'nkaccount that was used to produce bank drafts.
appeared at ease during the interview and forthcoming , answering every question
asked of him.

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC -AML

5
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Individual interviewed:
R.coacted Pa• ron
NAM •• I1terv
ew ldent1fy1n;;
ln'onna· on
SID#
Interview Date : 2015-SEP-29
Interview Time: 1405hrs-1435hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Private room in VIP Salon)
Language spoken : Mandarin (LEE translating)
BCLC iTrak file : 2015-50711

Investigators:
LEE, Stone
BEEKSMA, Steve

Synopsis:
On the afternoon of 2015-SEP-26 an email was received from BCLC Consumer Service (Sales Force
case 02095966) . Edgewater employee Sam PARK was calling on behalf of the a~ed patron
informing that he wanted to set up a time to meet with BCLC investigators as per lllms SID
comments.
BCLC Investigator LEE calle•M£•10 set a date/time that worked for him . advised he did
not want to go to BCLC's Vancouver office and was more comfortable going to River Rock (RRCR) .
BCLC investigator BEEKSMA confirmed with RRCR AGM Rishi KHAIRA that he was OK with BCLC
conducting the interview at RRCR.
Working with Executive Host Lisa GAO and KHAIRA , 2015-SEP-29@ 1400hrs was agreed on as the
interview date/time . GAO arranged for the interview to take place in one of the private gaming rooms in
the casinos VIP Salon (tables 13/ 14). Investigator BEEKSMA confirmed with investigator LEE he was
available to assist with translation .
On 2015-SEP-29 at approx 1405hrs.ator BEEKSMA along with investigator LEE attended to the
private room as previously arranged ·:: ·· was esco~~~ roo~AO and introductions were
made (business cards for both inves 1ga ors provided t M i i and ·:· .". was thanked for taking the
time to meet with us.
Conditions surroundinclilllms inability to use un-sourced cash/chips were explained to him . He was
educated regardi~a~ accounts and acknowledged he has used them previously.
It was learnt that Ill had approx $60K in RRCR chips in his home .
The interview lasted approx 30 minutes andlillM remained respectful (but reserved) throughout.

The following points of interest were learnt fromllifl!Am
Regarding the un-sourced cash:
MIWwas unwilling to discuss anything with regard to this topic.
-He was asked were the cash comes from that he often uses to gamble withHJIMwent on an
unrelated rant regarding difficulties he's encountered when trying to deposit verified winnings to his PGF
account in the past. This was likely due to a misunderstanding with regards to verified winnings and
beginning his play with un-sourced chips .
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-Nexa•was specific~d if he could talk about where the $20 bills come from that he has been
known to use for gambling.B!lll indicated he was not comfortable with and would not be discussing
this or any related lines of questioning. He stated he would follow the conditions but would not be talking
~sh deliveries , source of cash, persons involved etc.
lll1!Jlms reluctance to talk about this w .
! . ssed between Investigators BEEKSMA and LEE
following the interview. LEE did not fee . •
s reluctance was out of fear but more so that they are
I and direct questions that he is un-willing or uncomfortable discussing with us.
did admit he has "borrowed" money in the past.
•
was asked how he arranges to pay the money back in these instances.lif!)j.offered an indirect
answer suggesting that "they" know when you win and "they approach you". He was not willing to discuss
what happens~ou lose.
-As a result oflillils reluctance to talk a large portion of the interview template was passed over.

Issues with PGF accounts:

lfJIMWs issue with regards to Bank Drafts is his account is a joint account with his wife . In order to
obtain a bank draft the bank requires bothllitl\1• and his wife present. IFJl•Nas not clear if the issue
was a matter of inconvenience or if he wanted to keep from his wife how much he 's spending.
-At the casino the process of depositing the bank draft, withdrawing (buying in) and re-depositing funds to
a PGF account it too time consuming , cash is faster -·went on to say when as a player you are
watching a game the ability to quickly buy in to begin wagering on a "hot" table is important.

Underground Casino(s):

has heard of there being "underground" casinos in Richmond (more than one) .
advised
he has never been though .
•
-in'vestigators made it clear t• • that casinos not m i . b y BCLC are illegal and he could find
himself in legal trouble if he is even in attendance at one : · , · understood.

Education RE Conditions and

MW options:

advised he currently has approximately $60 ,000 in RRCR chips at his residence .
was advised that he will be updated by the casino with regard to what he can do with the chips
•
he has at home .
-Other than the complications surround bank drafts detailed above (joint account with wife)
accepts this as h i s - to gamble.
-It was explained t ·· . :
that the casino has been asked to improve their tracking of players and if the
casino can source his funds he can gamble with them.
mawas informed of the casinos "abandoned chips" policy.
1 Ll as re-educated with regard to the terms of the conditions BCLC has imposed on him. He was
informed that he will not be able to gamble with any un-sourced cash or chips and the casino, along with
BCLC will need to be able to verify the source of his funds .

111111

- - suggestions/comments:

-*Have a safety deposit box like set up for players to store chips in (abandoned chips explained as
detailed above) .
..
,
-Allow wire transfers direct from Hong Kong to the casino.MM :laims this circumvents the Chinese
ents limitations on the amount of funds their citizens can take out of the China.
went on to explain that most players are wealthy but their money is in China. If BCLC could find a
way for them to be able to wire it directly it would completely eliminate the need for players to use loan
-sharks.

2
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-indicated that if the casino offered credit it would be something he would be interested in as an
~veto cash.
-Without sighting specific examplesM• believes some of "our" rules don't make sense and sometimes
guments between staff and patrons.
also believes "our" management style is killing the casino business .
-

Interviewer comments:

• • w a s somewhat uncooperative during certain aspects of the interview process. He was willing to
discuss the flaws in BCLC 's management style and quick to point out that our casino is empty because of
it but was unwilling to discuss anything regarding the un-sourced cash he has been known to utilize (or
the source of this cash).
Some of the information obtained via this interview re-enforced some of what BCLC investigations have
learnt via other patron interviews .
I l l . d i d offer some solutions/alternatives to cash for BCLC to consider including wire transfers direct
from Hong Kong and an onsite chip storage solution for players.
BCLC's AML unit will need to provide direction to be passed
he has at his residence .

tW.MllWwith regards to the $60K in chips

A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATTO
and Kris GADE.

3
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BCLC Interview Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
NAM
Information
SID#
Interview Date: 2015-SEP -11
Interview Time: 21 :35 hours to 22 :15 hours
Interview Location : Private gaming room VIP Salon River Rock Casino

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD
BCLC Investigator Jerome WAKELAND
Reason for Interview:
Redacted - Patron lntervtew

Patron
was included in a list of players who have had sanctions
Identifying lnforrnat10n
placed on their ability to conduct gaming play in BCLC Casinos. The interview was
scheduled in order to explain the sanctions to the patron.
Interview Results:
• • J I -stated if the same rules were applied to all patrons then he felt that was
fair. But if the sanctions were on~aced on him and a few other patrons, he
would have to talk to his lawyer.j · p r •Nas informed that these sanctions are
lied to all patrons who conduct certain transactions.
• Q : 9stated that he had approximately $500K worth of casino chips at his
home as well as over $800,000 in cash that he'd received as disbursements from
River Rock. I I • would like to know how to bring these funds and chips back
to the casino .
• stated that he'd heard that there were 2 or 3 underground casinos in
operation and maybe 2 or 3 more underground casinos might be opening soon .
stated that he'd heard the underground casino was on #4 or #5 Roads in
Richmond
• UM did not know who was operating the underground casinos or what types
of games were played at the underground casino

• Pl•

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD conducted the interview with BCLC
Investigator Jerome WAKELAND taking notes.
NORGAARD explained that BCLC was increasingly concerned with cash deliveries to
the River Rock casino as it poses a possible threat to the safety of patrons.
NORGAARD explained that sanctions have been placed on• • ability to buy-in
using cash or un-sourced chips.Wli• was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming
Fund Account.
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BCLC Interview Summary
. ] .provided the following information :
He used to bring checks but just recently switched to bringing cash
He doesn't associate with anyone who delivers cash to the casino
He frequently leaves the casino with chips because it is convenient. It takes too long to
cash out at the end of each gaming session and then buy-in again at the beginning of
the next session. Nobody ever told him this was wrong.
He will redeposit chips into his PGF account now when he conducts gaming play at the
casino. He was unaware of the rules regarding PGF account re-deposits and was
informed of such.
He feels that if the casino was able to issue credit to patrons that would decrease the
volume of cash deliveries.
Interpreter required: Yes. Mosaic interpreter Mike CHU provided translation over the
phone. Mosaic call lasted approximately 45 minutes from 21 :32 hours to 22:15 hours.

BCLC Sanctions W.IW continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 , 2015
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-JUL-25
Interview Time: 1000hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2018-JUL-20
Full sourced cash/chip and BCLC Interview request

Overview:
- h a s generated 79 individual LCT records dating back to 2005-APR
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $863,280.00
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $466,000.00
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DISBURSEMENT: $331,705.00
The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:
Housewife
Company:
Formerly wit

Reda:ted

Patron lntervew ldent1fym;i l nfo matD n

History:
- w a s first noted to be in BC Casinos 2004-0CT-11. Her first incident was noted to be

~EC-04 .

Redacted - FINTRAC
2017-0CT: -opened a PGF account at RRCR with a $30K RBC Bank Draft
2018-JUL-O~ opened a PGF at Starlight with a $100,000K RBC Bank Draft

Per OSINT:
As noted below Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
4.

On or about November 20, 2005, the Defendant and the Plaintiff entered into an

agreement (the "Credit Agreement") pursuant to which the Plaintiff agreed to lend money to the
Defendant, by way of a credit line, for use in the Casino (the "Credit Line"), on the following
terms and conditions:
6.

On March 14, 2008, the Defendant borrowed from the Plaintiff a total of USD$50,000

against the Credit Line by signing two Credit Instruments, payable in US dollars, in favour of the
Plaintiff confirming, amongst other things, that the money borrowed was covered by the Credit
Agreement.
10.

On August 21, 2008, the Defendant provided the Plaintiff with one payment of

USD$1,862.

2
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WHEREFORE the Plaintiff claims as follows:
(a)

Judgment against the Defendant in the amount of USD$48,138;

THIS COURT ORDERS that:

1.

The Order of the Honourable Chief Justice Brenner made in this action on August 26,

2009, as amended by the Order of the Honourable Mr. Justice Masuhara made in this
action on December 2, 2010 (the "Default Judgment"), shall be set aside upon payment
to the Plaintiff by the Defendant of USD 29,000.00 on or before December 31, 2010.

2018-JUL-13:WJ.\fl•opened a PGF at Parq with a $20K RBC Bank Draft

&ii• has been associated to numerous suspicious financial events
Discussion Points:

Address confirmation
Job update - when did the change in employment occur
Current source of income
SOW for buy-ins
Where is her husband (live in Canada or China) , what is his name, employer, company
location , income
Children? Canada or China

Association to:
5 years Public Safety
- 5 years Public Safety
Associated to nine(9) HRP's
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fymg Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her address a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

a.

Does she own or rent? (any other properties in Canada)

3
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2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Encourage her to continue using her PGF account
4. Ensure she understands his full sourced cash/chip conditions can be imposed at any time
5. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
6. What is her knowledge of loan sharks in the Casinos

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE with BEEKSMA taking notesM\I spoke
limited English.
Interview results:
During the course of his interview

Redacted

Patron nter\' ew Identifying
1

riformat1o'l

stated the following:

W;Sl8immigrated to Canada in 1996.
-She confirmed her updated/c
·- ' ··
She
ved at the address
1.
for 4-5 years.
wns the residence on -. . ...
s divorced and has a daughter (with her ex-husband) .
ex-husband does not gamble.
SOW is a combination of the following :
-Savings
-The sale of some properties over the years that she made money from .
-Her ex-husband still provides financial support for her and their daughter.
also gambles in the States and is able to wire winnings from Vegas to her
account here.
-She typically gambles in the "Tropicana" in Vegas and has wired $30-$40K to her
account here .
• • banks with both RBC and CIBC. She confirmep£8VkiIBi°@ti
pwne.
-The company previously provided has her occupationl-nlpL.fn.mpiw was a
business she opened/registered but it never came to fruition or was in operation. It was going to
be a wire transfer business .
-The civil suit between Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information from 2005 was settled long ago.
She has travelled to and from the USA since and stated she would not have been able to do this
if this was still on her record there (she stated she was just there recently) .
admits to sharing chips with friends but insisted she is and has never been a loan
shark. Any funds passed is betweenJr.i.QM1i,,,,U .OJi~v~!Ji~S charged .
.. ..
. ... ,,
stated her casino a s s o c i a t e - r l referred to as
b. . .
~oan shark as far as she knows.
- - 1 s aware of underground/illegal casinos but has never been.
-She stated she does not play at a high enough level to play in them .
-They are not trustworthy and only deal in credit.
-She has some guesses as to who may be running them or some of them but does not
want to name names in case she is wrong.
RIM stated there are not many loan sharks left in the casinos due in large part to BCLC
cutting off the cash.

011-1··11··1·1·~·

l

1·11

M•

arWher

RiJI•
-11&1

WJIW
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-Similar to her response to underground casinos, she has some ideas on who may be
lending money/chips but is not willing to name names as she can't be sure
(assumptions) and does not want to wrongfully name an individual.

lll!i!ms conditions and all of her options moving forward were explained to her (PGF account,

~ques (including from competing casinos) , cash with receipt from a recognized F/I etc).
-She was discouraged from engaging in chips passes and from taking chips home as the casino
may have difficulty sourcing them .
-If she does take chips home it was recommended she confirm with VIP staff how many
chips she has before leaving so they can log it.
-After the interview investigators spoke with VIP Manager Jenna QIU and suggested she should
speak with
and go over with her all of her options for bringing funds into the casino.

D•

BCLC Conditions:

2018-JUL-20
Sourced cash/chip conditions remain in place.
Investigator Comments:

•

was polite and cooperative during the entire interview.
has records in BC Casinos dating back to 2005.

-

has been banned from BC Casinos previously however the thresholds for categorizing

~idual as a loan shark was very low in past years, particularly in 2005-2010 . In some
cases simply passing chips categorized an individual as a loan shark and could result in a
prohibition from all BC Casinos .

- h a s been using her PGF account and sourced funds since being placed on conditions.
~ime she presents a moderately low risk for money laundering and will continue to be
monitored in BC Casinos.
It is recommended she remain on sourced cash/chip conditions. M •s aware of this and her
casino profile has been updated accordingly.
2018-07-25
Referred to AML Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for review.

5
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Redacted - Pat·on ln!erview

Interview with
ldent rfying lnformat on
iTrak BCLC file 2015-46176
Investigators Steve BEEKSMA and Stone LEE
2015-SEP-04
1030hrs-1100hrs
On the above date and tim~as met as previously arranged in River Rocks hotel lobby by
investigators Stone LEE and Steve BEEKSMAHI was escorted to a private gaming room in River Rocks
VIP Salon (tables 13/14) as arranged with River Rock Director of Table Games Arlene STRONGMAN.

alMm

While waiting f o . in the hotel LEE and BEEKSMA were met by a female patron identified
Redacted - Patron 1nten:1ew
is known to both investigators LEE and BEEKSMA from past interactions while
'
conducting unrelated investigations.
has been known to accompany big players (supposedly at th~yers' request) to the casino for
meetings with investigato~~.~c.tl£ ~_t plator for the patronillspeaks English)i!ilwas told t~at
we needed to speak witl. .
was fine with this and said she was only here becausellll
asked her to come, she didn't want to be involved.

Ill

•U1

Introductions were made and business cards provided t• FJft•was thanked for talking the time to
meet with us and informed that he was not in any trouble but that we simply wanted to ask him some
questions and go over a few things.
All questions were asked by investigator BEEKSMA and translated into Mandarin by investigator LEE.
Line of questioning as follows :
1-Does he reside in the Lower Mainland for the majority of the year or is his primary residence
overseas?
Redacted Patron Inte rview dent fy 1ng
Information

llill indicated he spends about half of his time in Canada and half overseas (China)ll was

~wn the local address we have on file and indicated he can't read English. He indicated his
local address is in Vancouver nowililshowed us his local address on his cell phone as follows:
Redacted - Patron
Interview ldenllfymg
Information

•

• • as being near a';'Pdf\1.1''

2-confirm his company name, is the business still active?

CF0-111••111.l·!rl"1··11·1

1111 cannot read English so the name of the company we have on file did not resonate with him.
He indicated he has many different business/investments but his primary business is a mining
company. The company does not have an English name but the Chinese characters were drawn
on the table (with his finger) for investigator LEE who indicated it sounds likef1Ri£i1£in
English . • stated hi-ompany is listed in the top 20 revenue making companies in
China.
attempted to locate a business card in his bag but was unable to find one.

ill
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3-lnquire if he still has accounts set up in Canadian banks to assist in utilizing his PGF account (RBC
account).
*From Oct to Dec 2014 he used his PGF account extensively with very high deposit amounts, discuss to
ensure he understands he can use that account without limit and encourage him to utilize his PGF
account.
-Not banned from playing.
- o e s still have a CDN bank account but indicated that it's very difficult and cumbersome for
him to get bank drafts. It was explained that he is not banned and is welcome to play as long as
he is using funds in which we can confirm the source (bank drafts).
&indicated that if Bank Drafts are the only way he can play now he will do that.
4-Questions about any information he may be aware of, or rumors he may have heard, about any
underground casino operation. •was asked if he is aware of any other casinos in Richmond.
m s aware of there being other casinos in Richmond. Immediately he indicated that there are
2 that he is aware (holding 2 fingers up) of but he does not go to them . He did not seem
surprised or confused by this question.
S- If one of those sites gets busted by the police, all patrons found in there will likely be banned longterm from BCLC sites.

1111 understood this point and indicated that he is aware they are illegal and this is why he does
not go, he does not want any legal trouble or to be involved in any illegal activity.
S-Does he have any River Rock SK chips at home/outside? How many?

No,lll indicated he does not have any River Rock chips outside of the casino .
6-Does he know anywhere where $SK chips can be obtained other than River Rock itself (we see many
players coming in with chips)?
No, this answer tied into question 7liill indicated that when he gambles he only borrows
money/chips from friends in, or known from the casino . He indicated that if he asked anyone of
these friends for a million dollars it would be provided to him without question.
He only gambles for fun/to fill time. Winning or losing is not important to him, in fact he
indicated most of the time he loses.
If he loses money borrowed from a friend he arranges to pay them back in Macau .
1111-vas asked if he has to pay back his "friends" with interest, he said no, no interest.
7-How he coordinates obtaining cash when he wants to play?

1111 does not deal with any of the local people outside of the casino . He has friends that provide
him with any money or chips he needs.

Iii was shown a single page Word document prepared by the writer which contained 9 images
of 9 persons of interest (no names or particulars, only images taken from iTrak SID profiles). He
was asked if he recognized or knew any of these individuals.
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. :_ :· ook time to scan over the images and said the only picture he recognized was that o~,
· •· ·· ·. . .· . •·
' . He seemed to indicate that he wasn't close to him but recognizes him
from a dinner party he attended in which - w a s also present.
8-Discuss having other people gamble for him . He is jeopardizing his and their ability to attend BCLC
sites with these continued minor violations of his restrictions and that if it continues we will have no
choice but to ban him for 5 years and that would not be easily reversed.
The current sanctions pertaining to un-sourced funds were gone over withll again . He was
also told that having other people bet for him may not only affect his ability to gamble in BC
Casinos but it is also potentially putting those other individuals in a bad position,i!ll
understood.
9-We are trying to help him regain his normal playing status as we value his business.
It was explained tclilllthat he is a valuable customer to BCLC and that we are not picking on
him. If he is able to demonstrate that he is able to conduct transactions in the casino with
sourced funds without attempts to circumvent the sanctions imposed his status may be
revisited by BCLC and possibly lifted.
10.was asked if he had any questions, concerns or suggests for BCLC?
-uggests that BCLC offer credit to high level players like himself. WEI was told that this is
something that BCLC are looking into offering but there are many challenges involved in this,
one of which are related to Responsible gambling initiatives (people spending/borrowing more
than they can afford) . • indicated this is not the case with him and that he has a lot of money.
In closingll!!iilNas reminded that he is welcome to gamble so long as he is using sourced funds (bank
drafts), He acknowledged. He was thanked for his time and exited the room.
The interview lasted approx. 30 minutes.
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-03
Interview Time: 1230hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA.

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English/Cantonese: BCLC Investigations Assistant Brandi CHAN assisting with
translation as needed .

Conditions:

~as recently placed

on sourced cash conditions as a result of SOW and SOF

issues.

Recent Activity:
On 2017-APR-26lllwas placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to her SID profile:
2017-APR-26 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
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to discuss further. Please notify Da~ottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML
Unit at
oncem is notified.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC .
History:

. h a s generated 117 individual LCT records dating back to 2007-NOV.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to more than $100,000 (one-off) per visit
Average or typical reported amounts are in the $15-$20,000 range .
Based on LCT records there does not appear to be a large number of instances of
recycling funds paid out by a casino.
All time buy in total over the past nearly 10 years is $2 million with only $250,000 in
disbursements.
As to not interfere with GPEB investigations, until now BCLC had not taken any action
Recently BCLC learned
against
the GPEB has interviewe
· on more than one occasion and have no reason to
believe she is involved in criminal activity. GPEB cleared BCLC to now complete what
we require for establishing SOW.
Occupation:
I

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
'

Company:
Ree1ac1 ed Pat ron 1n·erv1ew
ldent 1fy111g lnfcrma· on

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm her address a 1
current.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is

2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm her source(s) of income including how lo.Me has been working
there and where the business is located and wha ·. 's role or job title is.
a.
do not make enough income to gamble at this level.
b. Satisfying SOW is the focus of this interview.

2
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5. Educate her with respect to fact that her activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds and her occupation not supporting her level
of play are BCLC's primary concern .
6.

RRCR 16-71291.-:-.
- was observed passing
(belive o be her daughter) $2,500 in
casino chips each ($5K total). She waited in the car as they both went into
the casino to redeem the chips. Both were observed passing the cash
received from the disbursement t o .
a. Why did she use them to cash out her chips?

7. Encouragtillto use her PGF account. Review oBa casino records
confirms she opened a PGF account ($73) at Hard Rock (after being
placed on conditions) .
8. Cautiorllll against using associates to conduct transactions for her.
Should this behaviour be observed BCLC may put further restrictions on
her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
9. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

BCLC Conditions: To be determined post interview. May remain on sourced cash
conditions (Cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:

in1llllllllli

~~ II
confi···
. her address
Presently ._·. occupation atl

is her primary source
of income and she has no other sources of income of note.
0

,.

ali'~Lddld 1bl12~·Q[ larking as a FJ.11 she worked one day as a

II

II!!! 111 I !II
She didn't like it and quit after one shift.
er an er aug ter oun t emselves spending too much time and
money in BC Casinos and decided working in one would help control their
spending (or the amount of time available to spend in the casino
gambling).
o She's also worked for a computer company in an administration role (for
2yrs).
Redacteo Patron lnteT\11ew ldent1fy1rig
o Prior to that she work as admin at
lnfo·matt:'.:ln
~ lllMI was described b y - as her boyfriend.
0

3
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o He does provide some financial support, more so lately as she's been
losing,in the casinos.
o MMfMis retired andyreviously owned a business.
o She started datin;:9-in late 2016.
);>-stated she rarely uses the banks. She prefers to store her money at home
for ~uicker access (she stated she gambles nearly every day).
'?
stated the majority of the time she gambles it is relatively smaller amounts
($3K range) .
o She generally knows to quit when she's ahead (up $500 to $1 k) then
cashes out.
o Ill; understanding from observations working in the casino is that once
she cashes out $3,000 or more staff start tracking and generating records ,
asking questions of her etc.
• She generally cashes out around $2,800 to avoid attention.
• She does regularly take chips home as she knows she will return to
the casino but if she knows she'll be going to a different casino she
cashes out (casino chips are site exclusive) .
• She prefers to go unnoticed as she does not want any unwanted
attention from staff of from other players.
stated that it has happened before that when she's winning
players ask her to lend them money.
also stated players have offered to place bets for her.
• .
prefers to keep a low profile to void these situations.
• .
stated that the times she does lose 1~.w1. ~ts it is usually
due to pressure to leave the casino when§ji]d is with her.
She feels guilty he is standing around waiting for her to finish
gambling and increases her wagers. In these instances she
believes she is rushed, not thinking clearly or playing smart (losing
._
her concentration) and that is why she loses.
'? .came prepared to the interview with her wall calendar. On her calenda~ written dollar amounts on nearly every day (March and April were shown).
explained this is how she keeps track of her winnings. Amounts were
generally in the $1 ,000 to $2,000 range (buy in amounts were not logged).
o For example the month of March showed numerous small winnings then
toward the end of the month larger wins/losses .
o At the end of Aprilllll had written down losses of approx. $50,000.
o When applicable, amounts orills calendar were compared to LCT
records and the amounts she had written on her calendar matched the
.L..C.I records .
o •explained that if she is not sleeping she is in a casino, either working
or gambling.
'? •also brought with her 3 casino checks issued at Hard Rock Casino, all in the

11

• II

· 1-·-

llm

$2 , 00~ge .

o

Ill spoke at length to what she believes are flaws in our tracking system .

4
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She claimed it takes from % an hour to up to 2 hours for the casino to
verify her win to get a cheque (including what type of cheque she qualifies
for) .
• llilspoke of a specific example of her being up $2,000 and the
casino told her they tracked her being down $4,000. After further
review (and a long wait) they agreed she was up $2,000 and
adjusted the tracking accordingly.
~ •stated she started working a t • ! • in 2015-JUN (confirmed via personnel
'Pr'6?i le).
o Her and her daughter were spending too much time and money in the
casino so they decided to get jobs in a casino to help control their
spending .
o She stated she had previously worked a single day atllllll!Ras a
Redacted Patron nterv1ew
but did not like it.
o She had previously applied for a job
11MM!ti!f). giving her
resume to a manager namece11e;:;
~
a~T.i~te~ ~hat on the 2016-DEC-20 incident date@RRCR (16-71291) she
gavMl•M and her daughter
her chips to cash out for
her.
o ~stated she did this to avoid unwanted attention .
o -was told this type of act1v1ty looks susp1c1ous and actually bnngs more
attention to her.
o She was asked to conduct her own transactions in the casino moving
forward . •agreed she would from now on.
~ -asked inve$nQators to please consider removing her from the conditions
currently imposed .
o She stated it is embarrassing that every time she comes in staff are asking
her for receipts and players are looking at her like she did something
wrong .
o It also attracts the unwanted attention of players offering to place verbal
or her.
o •
tated she does not associate or deal with any criminals or loan shark
people.
o •
was told that everything discussed would be put into a report and
forwarded to the BCLC AML Manger for review.
>- • spoke about a promotion at Hard Rock whereby if a player buys in for
$20,000 that will receive a $1 ,000 match play. The promotion is only on for a
week and she did not want to miss out on the opportunity to take advantage of
this.
o LCT records (4 dates from 2017-APR-24 through 2017-APR-29)
support this with average $20,000 buy ins and disbursements of around
the same amount).
>- Investigators also spoke ttl!llabout responsible gambling initiatives. She was
told that if she is having trouble controlling her spending there are programs in
place to help her. She understood but assured investigators she is OK as she
usually wins .•
stated she knew about "VSE" from working in the casino.

o

af

II

5
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Interpreter required: No, BCLC Investigative assistant Brandi CHAN assisted in
translating on 2 or 3 occasions thatlfilllad difficulty articulating what she wanted to
say.
Investigator Comments:

l lwas advised that until further notice she would need to use an account and all cash
needs to be accompanied by a receipt.
After speaking withl l l land learning about her gambling habits the investigator
considers her to be low risk from an AML perspective.
It appears lii!il gambles smaller amounts, well below the LCT reporting threshold , slowly
building up winnings then toward the end of the month increases her level of play using
the winnings she had accumulated. calendar, when compared to LCT records
(when applicable) supports this.

Redacted - FINTRAC
a

now understands that her avoiding disbursements over $3,000 appears unusual
and has assured investigators that moving forward she would conduct her own
transactions .

The investigator is recommendincontinue to be monitored when attending BC
Casinos but can be removed from all AML Programs conditions.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations

6
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:

NAM ,'

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

SID#
Interview Date: 11/03/2015
Interview Time: 15:00 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
The following information was addressed during this interview:
1.

What is his source of cash;

2. Who supplies him with the cash ;
3. What is the cost of borrowing?
4. How do you pay it back?
5. What have you heard about the underground casino's lately?
6.

What his occupation is;

7.

His use of PGF accounts.

Interview Results:
;,;.. He was advised of the reason for the interview and his current conditions and stated
that he understood this;
;,;.. He understands that is the government that is making all of this happen;
-,_ He is getting cash from people that owe him money;
-,. He does not want to use his PGF account because it forces him to use bank drafts
and if he uses bank drafts then his wife will find out what he is doing with his money;
;,;.. He is in the llJ!iff!"business and also owns a
China;

Reoacted

Pal ·o1 Interview dent fy1ng lnfornn•1on

in
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..,. It is easy for him to access cash in the casino as people just approach him and ask
him if he needs any;

>-

He does not know how the money comes from his bank account in China to Canada ;

..,. He does not have an issue doing this because people know him and know that he is
trustworthy;
..,. He is concerned that when his friends come over he is going to lose face because
he cannot use cash ;
..,. He stated that he is charged 5% a month when he borrows money from the lenders
and 25% if he pays it back right away;
..,. He advised that there will be different rates from different lenders and those lenders
will apply different rates depending on the person;
..,. The money lenders are everywhere in the casino and you can tell them because
they walk around with 1000 dollar chips or have sachels and they can be found in
every casino;
..,. He does not know the names of these lenders or phone numbers;
1

..,. He was asked about the October 18 h 90 K "Buy In " and said that he received this
money from a friend. This friend was on his way back to China so he did not need it
to gamble and gave it to him;
..,. He said that he ended up losing that money;
..,. He was asked about the underground casinos and mentioned that he had heard that
they were raided by the police and stated later that they were on #4 and #5 road in
Richmond;
..,. He said that there were still some around ;

'Y He said that the government is forcing people to use underground casinos by putting
the conditions on patrons;
..,. He says the bank drafts do not work very well and that at the end you are stuck
using cash ;
..,. When he receives that cash he is not going to ask where it has come from;
..,. He was again advised of his conditions.

Interview over at 15:46 hours

2
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Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that sanctions have been placed onl ls ability to buy-in using cash or unsourced chips. 1111.tas encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account .

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctionsl l l continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as imposed
by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on October 191h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:

II clearly understands the conditions that have been applied to him . He believes these

conditions are not functional. He was advised that there are plans in place regarding cash
alternatives but it will take some time.

Tom Caverly
Casino Invest igations

3
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BCLC IS

2E;ff@'fii!fif!iif'§'iMM1!! 'iff

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2018-MAY-15
Interview Time: 11: 14
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Manderin/English

Conditions:

2017-0CT-12
Full sourced cash/chip conditions with interview request.

Recent Activity:

-

has generated 67 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-MA Y
His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $2,605,950
FX: $3, 150
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1,640,000
DISBURSEMENT: $2,399,658
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

History:

20170004841 - 2017-JAN-25

Afternoon Play

1111 on site with
Reoac'ed Patro1

1 lte1v ew tde1t1f

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

in

BTB cash pass in washroom fromlllltolll(50x$100=$5K)
20:48 hrs
Redac' ed

Patrcn 1n1erv1e\\' lden•rfy ng nfom1at10'1

20170006282- 2017-FEB-01

Afternoon to evening play
Redacted Patron
Possible cash pass of money from ln' elVlcw lden•lfy ng (entered salon wearing a backpack) in
bathroom ($30K in total, $100 billsl..........,.
It was after the bathroom visit t h a t - bought in (three buy in's in total for $30K buy-in).
is believed to have received more $100 bills from an associate later in the evening (23: 18
hrs-another bathroom pass, numerous colleagues in bathroom at the same time, unknown who
passed him the cash)
After the bathroom visit llllbought in 1000x$100= $100,000 and continued his play.

1111

2
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20170057336- 2017-0CT-08

111111 presented a $130 ,050 in buy in money for his session
50 sourced to recent disbursements and $100,000 unsourced
appeared to be staying on the 9th floor and was in the company of 2 Asian males and an
•
Asian female
In the early afternoon hours -entered the salon with one Asian male only
removed 3x $100 bundles ($30K total) for buy-in (money from jacket pocket)
and the U/AM are then joined by Reoac•ed Pat ron lnter11ew ldent fymg l1format1on
•
Approximately 1O minutes afterlll8 arrived he exited the Salon and met with a young Asian
male (U/K) on the sky bridge. The young Asian male passedllla black bag (containing
money) andliilll"eturned to the Salon and entered the washroom
Moments later,1i'aving lost all his chips,lllljoined l l l i n the Salon washroom .•
returned to the table moments latrteved his jacket from his chair and returned to the
washroom where it is suspected :·
assed him the money that had just been delivered
ey delivered in the black bag
took the money to the cage and bought in for $100,050 (601x$50 and 700x$100)
later cashed out for $133,275 with six (6) bundles of $50's returned as part of the cash out
put on full sourced cash/chip conditions after this incident

l

Redacted - FINTRAC
2018-MAY-07- INC 20180028729
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

arrived on site with '

bought in for $9,800.
It is believedlilllmay have been verbal betting through

Redacted

Palron 'lier\' ew ldentr' y1ng lnfo·mat1cn

iii

2018-MAY-10 - INC 20180029122
lll!llilarrived on site with Redacted Patron l nlerv ew lde;illfymg l nformat1orJ
onducted a $9,800 buy-in with $20
a;;'d"$50 bills
peeled 4x$50 from his bundle before producing the bills for buy-in)
arrived in a second vehicle and joined
and llilil
All parties went to the salon .•
also bought in for $9,800 (peeling 2x$100 from his buy-in
before passing the bills for bu -in
sa~eenllilan -... ·· ·.
h~hipslll!ilsqueezed all the cards. It appears
nd Ill bought in for ··· - · becausellll is on full sourced cash chips

MMJIQ

Ill

II.I

•

Svnopsis

lfJlft!IW appears to be involved in cash pass/sharing with a few select patrons in BC Casinos.
Discussion Points:

? Where did the money come from
3
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? How did you make arrangements to get the money
? How often to you use this resource to fund your gaming in Canada
? Actual occupation - validate it (work in Vancouver or China? ... .. Company name)
? Association to:
lifRIMhas further been involved in "cash sharing" with numerous HRP's
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Per OSI NT - association to:

Per OSINT - Any associations to:
Confirm company:

Businesses:

Does he live at:
Property Address :
Owner Name:

I

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

What is his relationship t •

Reoac'ed

Pa'ro n l n·erv1ew 1aen· fy ng
lnformat on

Per OSINT owns :
Property Address :
Owner Name:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Who lives there?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong dad)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Encourage him to continue to use his PGF account
4. Ensure he understands his full sourced cash/chip conditions
5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

4
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Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE and COUSINS

Interview Results:
During the course of his interview

Redac·ed Pa•ron
Interv iew ldent1'y111g

stated the following:

Redacted Patron rn•ervrew oent.fy ng I nformat1on
He lives at
He owns the property
He primarily lives in China and visits Canada 3x per year for 7-10 days

~: ~:en~~~~~~~~~l-···£jjj1..

He does not know the owners Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng lnformat1on
He and his family have not lived in a detached home for over 10 years
His parents emigrated to Canada in 1994
Redacted Patron Interview 1oent1fy1:ig
His dad started up the factory he now owns
lnfo·mation
He has run the factory since his parents emigrated here
- Patron 1nterv1ew
His company specializes in Redacted
Identifying lnfo·mat1on
His parents have since passed away and the company is now his
He also has interests in real estate (i.e.he owns properties in China)
He inherited his parents estate inclusive of properties here in Canada (three years ago)
He had lawyers sold the
erties

••
lJ · !(

~with

The all rew up in the same villa~._in China
·: ·. ·· ·
live in Canada and W l • i s just visiting like himself
He was not involved in any cash pass (INC170004841)
Redacted Patron
He does not know Inte
INC 170006282) and was not involved in a cash pass
rv iew ldentlfymg
with him
He does not recall the incident form this past October (INC170057336)
He does not know!J'MM'P'(per INC180028729) and was not verbal betting
- 1!1111\His his cousin formlilJill.;; er INC180029122)
He was squeezing the cards but it was "
money and bets
He has heard Casino chatter about active underground casinos but nothing specific, he
has not been invited to one
He does not use other people's money
His Canadian currency is primarily from his parents estate
BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash/chips

Investigator Comments:
INV requested a double check on the OSINT associatingllllto themlfi\l!daddress
Redacted Patron lnle v1ev1
and of note there is a slight difference in spelling of the name Ide ll1fy1ng Info r1att0n
versus

MlfMMl!tll
His DL has the4'•ddress on it
5
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-

He cannot read English well and is not sure if - - is his wife's name (per title on
the-1f" property)
He has been encouraged to use his PGF moving forward
He understands that he is on full sourced cash/chip conditions
. o f i l e has been updated , interview no longer required
: . has proven SOW
Recommend full cash/chip conditions be removed and patron be monitored

2018-MAY-16
Copy of this summary forwarded to D. Tottenham and advised removal of conditions approved .
Filed

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC - AML Investigations
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:

NAM

:

Re~act ed

Pat·o1

•ntervcew lde nt1'"y1ng
lnfcrma· on

SID#
Interview Date: 10/27/2015
Interview Time: 13:46 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
The patron has advised that her occupation is "house wife". She was called to confirm this
and if so where she obtains her funds from. Along with this she was involved in two
incidents where she was in possession of "un-sourced" chips.

Specific Questions asked :
1.

What is the source of her wealth?

2.

Could it be from a family member?

3.

Where is she getting her chips from?

4. Does she understand the conditions?
5.

Educate on PGF Accounts.

Interview Results:
'? She was concerned that she was in trouble and wanted to know why she was being
interviewed;
-,, She was told that a number of people were being interviewed and question about
their source of funds;
~

She confirmed her em21o~ment as "housewife" and stated that she gets her money
from her husband Wmti f!!i !MlrillrP.iiliiH4l1!.;
lntcrma· on
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>-

The two of them have a joint account;

?

Her husband's source of wealth is from trading on the stock market;

?

He lives in China and visits her now and again;

?

Her money comes from two sources which is her bank account and when she is in
the casino with her husband when he hits a jackpot;

?

Her husband only plays the slots;

?

She was questioned as to where the chips came from and she advised that she
takes them home and then brings them back;

?

She says that a PGF account will not work for her given the amount that she
gambles;

';>

She was advised that if she was going to use money she received from the bank that
she needs to keep the receipts ;

?

She was also told that if she is going to leave the site with chips that she needs to let
them know.

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed 018• ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips.llil.llwas encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

1111

BCLC Sanctions:
continues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:
The main purpose of this interview was to ascertain wherelilillwas getting her money in
order to gamble. She has provided a reasonable explanation pointing to her husband.

NIJallls profile was reviewed and it corroborates what she is saying regarding him
playing slots and jackpots.
2
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She now understands that she needs to provide receipts and is accountable regarding
where her funds originate.
Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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August 11, 2015 - This date, at approximately 1430 hrs , I was informed by BCLC GATTO that m.
l i &.s requested at the Vancouver Head Office to assist with the impending interview of

1Wlii•

The interview was to be conducted by BCLC TOTTENHAM , with myself taking notes, and BCLC Admin .
Assistant WU acting as a translator.
At approximately 1430 hrs , GATTO informed me tha-had arrived and was waiting in the front lobby.
TOTTENHAM and I met with Ill and escorted her to Prize Payout Room #1 where WU was waiting.
Brief introductions were given andli!llvas thanked for her attendance for the interview. Basic
demographic information such as her address and occupation was confirmed .

Ill was informed that the reason for the interview was to discuss recent activity at the River Rock Casino
including multiple cash deliveries. · · :· ·s informed that we are worried for her safety when she receives
deliveries of large amounts of cash · • answered that she needs to have the cash to purchase chips at
the casino .

llc:t~t~rl

that a few days ago she had $40 ,000 in cash that belonged to her. llilstated thai.allill
- o w e d her money andllil-had repaicfllthat money. This was that money that i.l'hcidUsed
on that day to attempt to buy in with. The transaction was denied at the River Rock , ancgthen took that
money home.

Ill was asked if she usually brings cash with her to the casino to which she answered , "Yes ."
It was reiterated to lillilhat we are concerned for her safety when she brings in large amounts of cash or
receives cash deliveries . llwas then questioned ifthe money came from a bank.

Ill stat~at sometimes she gets the money from the bank, and the bank will ask her why she needs so
lf:lliltwl:\i!IW

much . itJlwill also borrow some money from&iinds (like
andllwill then pay her friend(s)
back with no interested/fees/surcharges, etc. . · has also used bank drafts on occasion .
llllalso stated that she usually takes out $5 ,000 each transaction at the bank, and will borrow from friends
as they have known each other for a long time . When she borrows money from friend~stated that her
friends get the money from a bank.
lllwas then explained the regulations surrounding Large Cash Transactions (LCTs), and lill1is aware of
these .
lllfl.vas questioned about an incident that occurred at River Rock approximately 2 mo~ths ago (INC :
~2614) where she had received a delivery of over $100,000. It was mentioned tctilthat we are
concerned about who brought that money to her.
l!ilstated that she had lo~t. her money at the casino and was told by a friend (did not mention who) that they
~ cash in their car that
could borrow. il!lhad lost approximately $30,000-40,000 and had paid back
what she could . A few days laterlllhad won some more money, and repaid the funds owing.

Iii

l

was questioned as to who this person is that gave the money to you .
was questioned as to how she knows

El stated it was "lllilililliUI "

tated that she is a friend of a friend.

was then questioned as to whe1-gets her money from . llstated that HR.is very rich
and is visiting Canada from China . _,;...;._ad a lot of Chinese currency converted to Canadian .
- - ' l a s now returned to China but had lots of Canadian currency left over as she did nownt to travel
with it back to China . - · t h e n lent out a lot of that money to various people , includingfll The
money is then paid back via wire transfers in Chinese currency. No interested/fees are paid bylJll,vhen
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repaying funds .

I.II stated that she has also repaid 1 i'ff""in River Rock $5,000 chips.

Ill was questioned if she ever uses anyone else to borrow money from other than

Redacted Patron
..,
lated that
she borrows money from players at the casino , but these are small amounts and chips are used .
stated that it is pretty common in the casino for this to occur. This is likely referring to the ch ip passes that
are conducted on tables and in washrooms .

II

li!lwas questioned if she is aware of any loan sharks at River Rock . llllmstated that she would not ask for
any money from any loan sharks , and she only plays with money that she can afford.
Reda:ted

Pa•ron lnterv1C\\

estioned about her association to the company listed on her iTRAK profile
den• fy ng nformat1on
. lilllstated that her and her husband owned the company, however, she has not split from her
, nd she is no longer associated to it.
confirmed that she is still a housewife .

11

Ills opening of a PGF account at River Rock in May was discussed.

lilwas questioned on why she
conducted a buy in of $80 ,000 in $20 bills two days after she opened a PGF accountilil stated that she
doesn't know how to get a bank draft and/or finds it inconvenient to obtain a bank draft during business
hours as she likes to gamble at night and in the morning o~casion . lillalso stated that she finds it
difficult to find a bank employee that speaks her language. Ill further stated that she got the money from
ATMs .

lliflvas encouraged to use her PGF account and avoid cash and reiterated the inconvenience of obtaining
bank drafts, stating thataprefers to use ATMs. Ill was explained that we need to know that money
coming in is le.ate. mwas explained that she must bring in a cashier's receipl/ATM receipt for any
cash buy ins. ._.. stated that she understood this.

IIwas questioned about ~bove incident in June where a vehicle that dropped money off fo-is
associated to bad people . ll!lwas explained that should she continue to receive cash deliveries,
especially from bad people, that she will not be able to play at all.

llllw~uestioned if she is aware of any illegal casinos in the lower mainland or if she has ever attended

one . M stated that she does not ask any questions, does not want to know anything about them , and has
never been .

•

was asked i f B • s in Canada or in China , to whichfllanswered, "China ."

Ii.I was then asked if the banks are closed and M i . i s in China, who she gets money from. Ill stated
that she has another friend (male) and will usually go with her to the casinos . The male friend uses his
credit card with Global Cash and lends the money to lfil
lllwas explained once again that she cannot receive any cash deliveries , otherwise her ability to play will
be suspended .
stated that she understood this.

II

5 a s thanked for her time and escorted back out of the room and off-site .
At 1630 hrs, the interview was completed.
Briefing notes of the interview were given to ALDERSON, GATTO, GADE and TOTTENHAM .

Brandon Norgaard
BCLC Casino Investigator
215001
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1

nfom1at1on

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2018-JUL-19
Interview Time: 12:30
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English

Conditions:

2018-JUL-10
BCBC Interview request

Overview:

II has generated 343 individual LCT records dating back to 2013-DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $7,300,035
FX: $0
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $114,000
DISBURSEMENT: $5,782,617
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Clerk

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldentifyrng lnformatron

History:

Ill was first noted to be in BC Casinos 2013-DEC-03. Her first incident was noted to be 2015DEC-04.

Redacted - FINTRAC

Redacted - FINTRAC
In one incident (2016-APR)

II bought in with 92x$5/717x$20/144x$50

Ruling #19

Discussion Points:
Job update
Company name (unable to validate name on file per OSINT)
Address at work
Current source of income
SOW for buy-ins
Where did all the $20's come from
Why using $20's when cashing out $100's (2015/2016)
?Married - Husbands job etc?
Per OSINT :
Opened PGF at Villa 07 JUL 18 with $13K TD draft.
despite
$13K draft is from Ruling #19
patron living i n . , . and playing inRulin . Draft does
g #19
does the
not list patron's name on the RE line, nor
receipt provide any information linking the draft to her
concretely.

2
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Ruling
#19

any
but

patron lives i
Was/did she rent out her residence (per add found in OSINT)

Association to:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldenllfy1ng Information
Reaaced

Pa··cn 1merv1ew lden•rfy ng 1·1formallori

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

Ruling
#19

involved in cash passed, M l to her 2015/2016)

associated to several public safety patrons)

he is associated to two BCLC public safety patrons)
-:: ssociated to six patrons BTB tied to loansharking)

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her address at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
a. Does she own or rent? (Per OSINT she is
on her purchase docs for the res)

Ruling #19
Redacted

•

)

Patron Interview 1aent1fyng
lnfo rmat1on

2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Encourage her to continue using her PGF account
4. Ensure she understands that full sourced cash/chip conditions can be imposed at any time
5. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
6. What is her knowledge of loan sharks in the Casinos

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE and COUSINS

Interview Results:
During the course of this interview,. .stated the following :
She is originally from Ruling
Ruling #19

#19

Redacted

Patron Interview

ldent1~y1ng

Her address is confirmed and she owns the property
She is Ruling
#19

3
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Redacted

Patro1 1nte'V1e11 1dentrymg

The company she works for is
The company is based out of Ruling #19
The company belongs to her Ruling
Ruling #19

Information

#19

Ruling #19

Her role is Ruling #19

-

She has a very limited role
The co.any is registered to a home address (believed to be or
no specific house number given)

''$?!$ ·

'ffm"Mlt"

Ruling #19

She does not wish to disclose herRuling name
#19
She makes vary little working for him,
not even enough to play one hand in a month
Her SOW is her parents
Ruling #19

Her father is a Ruling #19
Her mum is a Ruling #19
She, her parents and visiting friends and family will bring cash back on each visit
They bring in under the $1 Ok reporting threshold
She put the money in to the bank, $5-$6K at a time
She has not been questioned by the bank as to SOW
The cash has to be brought in as there are rules in China with respect to how much
a person can take out at a time
She keeps much of the cash in a safe
She had issues controlling her gambling back in her RRCR days (2013-DEC to
2015-0CT)
Her parents told her to get control of her spending after which she switched to Rulin
g #19
She has used money exchange on two occasions (again the 2013-1015 time frameinvestigator suspects she used them more than is being admitted to)
She does not recall the name of the one she uses
The other instance was in Rulin when she was approached as she ran out of chips
g
and it was evening with no#19
access to her bank
On this occasion she transferred money from a Chinese account to Chinese account
and got the Canadian equivalent
She used to play on the main gaming floor in Rulin but after the incident became
g
afraid she was being watched and now will often
book a private room at Rulin to play
#19
g #19
Her parents were very upset and told her it was dangerous practice and she has not
done it since
Money exchange facilitators tend to give small bills
The River Rock days were "hell" she states that at RRCR, there are a lot of "bad
people"
She did borrow mone loan sharks while la in at RRCR
She identified
Barred Public Safe~ as loan sharks on the main gaming floor
She identified 1§§)
HRP) as a loan shark in the high limit
room
Loan sharks are easy to identify, they are around a lot, do not buy in too large and
only place occasional bets

l'!.l!l!i'HF@IU!ii.i·*

4
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Loan sharks know where you live -

Ruling #19

She once borrowed $10K (to chase) and paid it back in two days at $1000 interest
they charged her
She is frightened of the whole scene, provides the names so that RRCR can get rid
of bad people
Ruling #19

With respect to the Bank Draft she used to open her PGF , it is her account on
that the funds came from
She has a Ruling #19 bank account as all her friends and activities are in Ruling #19 .
She did provide a receipt to Rulin when she brought the bank draft in, she had to or
g #19
it
the casino would not have accepted
She also has a BMO account
She feels she now has control over her gambling habits and has really cut back
She has a friend she goes with when available (or if not goes alone) and her friend
at times will control her
She like the site staff, they will discourage her from chasing
She was in the past invited to underground casinos by the likes of';'f®" and other
loan sharks
She did not attend
She has no current information
She likes the new BCLC rules regarding cash , they keep her in check so she stays
at a reasonable amount when playing and she can't use the money her parents
send/give her

Ruling #19

BCLC Conditions:
NIL

Investigators Comments:
Showed her numbers to her, she was blown away
Ruling #19

Per her profile she has slowed down considerably from her early days
She is an HRP
She was for the most part forth right
She genuinely does appear distressed with respect to the loan shark involvement
Consideration should be given to full sourced cash/chip conditions given her efforts
to control herself
Reda:ted Patron nterv ew
Consideration should be given to barring
Identify ng Informatr:Yl
1

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

5
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Interview Report
Individual interviewed:
Reoacted Pat·o n
Play ; lnteMeu
lrifo1mat1on
SID:
BCLC iTrak file: 2015-49401
Interview date/Time : 2015-SEP-21 @ 1445hrs-1605hrs
Investigators: Steve BEEKSMA and Stone LEE
Language spoken : Mandarin (LEE translating)
ld e n11~y1 1 g

Synopsis:
On the late evening of 2015-SEP-20 an email was received from GCGC/RRCR Executive Host Randy
SUE informing that the a/m patron wanted to set up a time to meet with BCLC investigators. Working with
SUE , 2015-SEP-21 @ 1445hrs was agreed on as the interview date/time . SUE arranged for the interview
to take place in one of the private gaming rooms in the casinos VIP Salon (tables 13/14) . The writer
confirmed with investigator LEE that he was available to assist with translation .
On 2015-SEP-21 at ap~ 1447hrs the writer along with investigator LEE attended to the private room
as previously arranged-was escorted to the room by SUE and introductions were made .
Reaacted

•

Patro n Interview

verified the address on file is still current
Ide n• fymg lnfo rmat on
current occupation is the owner of a recycling company named Reaacted
copied off a hand written piece of paper taped to the back of his cell phone.

Patron I nterv1ew

. This was

Conditions surroundin~ ability to use un-sourced cash/chips were explained to(ll He was
educated rgrding casino PGF accounts and seemed receptive to using them moving forward. It was
learnt thatl!I had approx $125K in RRCR chips in his home . He advised this helped him to control his
spending .
The interview lasted approx 1.25hrs a n . remained respectful throughout.

The following points of interest were learnt from

Ill

Background orlilhis wealth:
-Before immigrating to Canadcfllwas a successful real estate investor in China . When he immigrated to
Canada he relinquished all of his assets to his brother in China. His brother owns a n~er of successful
Redac'ed Pa•·on Inte rview
in China and provides him with money whenever he needs it Ill advised that if
he needed 3 million for a house his brother would arrange to have it for him within a day) .
illgets his gambling money through his brother and often borrows against his brothers ' wealth .
-Money is either paid back locally via cash or settled in China by his brother.
believes that it is difficult for Caucasians to understand but in Asian culture an individual's wealth is
shared with other family members without question or hesitation .
immigrated as a foreign investor and advised it took him 7 years to complete this process. At the time
of beginning the immigration process he was assessed to be worth $10 million . By the time the process
was complete he was worth significantly more.
-pends the majority of his time in either China or Hong Kong but his daughter will be returning to
Canada to go to university here at which point he will spend more time in Canada .

-Ill

B

1i5 theory on where the majority of the cash comes from:
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~elieves t_~at a large portion of the cash we see in the casino originates from visitors from China .
-According toJJillthe Chinese government only allows their citizens to take a maximum of $SOK out of the
country per person , per year. He believes 100% of the people who come to Canada from China far
exceed this rule bringing substantially more than $SOK per visit.Ill confirmed that he is referring to CON
~ency acquired in China being brought over to Canada.
Ill explained that in preparation of coming to Canada, visitors arrange (in China) for the acquisition of
CON cash which they bring with them . While in Canada the majority of the visitors shopping is paid for via
credit card . The cash is often never utilized by these tourists and prior to returning to China the cash is
taken off their hands by local contacts and in part lent to casino patrons (the equivalent is then returned to
~e people in China).
l!I believes that 100% of foreign investors are breaking some sort of law with regards to either money
leaving China or being brought into Canada (undeclared cash).

Cash - a s been known to bring into the casino:

Ill does not deal with criminal types, advised they do not trust him to not report them to the authorities .
gets his money from friends/associates.
• - · believes that he is not doing anything wrong in his mind with regard to the un-sourced cash he has
been known to bring into the casino.
-He had nothing to do with how the money was made (sighting an example of marijuana growers , using
loan sharks to lend their proceeds to casino patrons) .
also does not believe any money is successfully laundered if more often than not, it is lost gambling .
was asked that if it is lost how it is paid back to which he responded the loan is settled in China/Hong
•
Kong .
i.ll's believes that BCLC 's strategy to reduce the reliance on cash is forcing people to come up with
more elaborate ways to acquire funds creating a more complex problem.

Underground Casino(s):

(;ii has been back in Canada for just a few days and has already heard talk of multiple "underground "
casinos . These casinos have VIP programs similar to BCLC Casinos and he has been taken for dinner in
an attempt to get him to gamble there .
-The underground casino offers incentives like buy in $1 OOk and only pay back $90K if it is lost.
-1111 has not and does not want to gamble in these underground casinos as he prefers the safety offered
by BCLC Casinos. He is more comfortable at RRCR because BCLC Casinos are regulated and he can
trust that he will not be cheated .
-These underground casinos are run by loan sharks and once a player's wealth is determined they are
able to gamble all of their assets, in some cases in a single visit. Once wealth is verified cash is not even
needed to gamble. The underground casinos have a direct link in China and buy ins/cash outs can be
via an underground criminal network connecting Canada and China.
believes BCLC has created this problem and the loan sharks/criminals are making significant profits
•
as a result.
-These underground casinos are particularly problematic for people who have trouble controlling their
ding.
advised that all of the players BCLC have placed conditions on/restricted cash are now gambling in
e underground casinos.
Mis fully aware that these underground casinos are illegal and even being caught inside one could
have legal ramifications.

l

Education RE Conditions ancills options:
.advised that he has approx. $125K in RRCR chips at his residence . He takes chips home as a way
to control his spending; only taking an amount of chips to the casino that he is comfortable losing in one
session.

2
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l

as never opened a PGF account. The accounts were explained tciilland it was confirmed that he
hold bank accounts at a CON financial institution .
. ad concerns as he knows of "a few people " that have had their bank accounts closed after
withdrawing a 3rd bank draft made out to a casino. He believes there is a flaw in our system that makes
~hesitant to use bank drafts for fear of his bank terminating their business relationship with him.
has tried to open a PGF account previously but was refused. This is likely due to a misunderstanding
•regards to verified winnings and beginning his play with un-sourced chips .
-.Vas advised that he will be updated by SUE with regard to what he should do with the chips he has
at home .
lllwas re-educated with regard to the terms of the condrtions BCLC has imposed on him. He was
informed that he will not be able to gamble with any un-sourced cash or chips and BCLC will need to be
able to verify the source of his funds .

m

1111 suggestions/comments:
-Have accounts for players to store cash/chips on site (reminded him of PGF accounts) .
-Ability to have his brother in China wire transfer direct to the casino for him.
- n l y gambles due to boredom when in Canada. If we don't want him to come to the casino he'll
simply stop coming.
-After speaking with BCLC investigators he will have better control of his spending (gamble lesser
amounts) .

Interviewer comment:
Bwas very cooperative throughout the interview process . He spoke at great length and at points had to
be asked to stop to~w investigator LEE to translate. Many of the points to be covered in the interview
were addressed bfillbefore questions could be posed .
A lot of the information obtained via this interview re-enforced some of what BCLC investigations have
learnt via other patron interviews.

Ii.Ill concerns regarding some CON banks closing accou~Js W withdrawals made out to
casinos are made is not an isolated claim. Another playerliti.-nJr_ claimed that recently his
account was closed for this same reason. This may require further enquiries by BCLC with some of the
major CON banks to confirm if this may be happening and what possible solutions there are.

BCLC 's AML unit will need to provide direction to be passed tc8ivith regards to the $125K in chips he
has at his residence .
A copy of this interview summary has been sent via email to BCLC Corp Sec management Bruno GATTO
and Kris GADE .

3
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BCLC IS 1;@§@1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-SEPT-20
Interview Time: 10:30 hrs
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
BCLC Directive 2016-APR-08:
Barred pending AML interview
Full sourced cash/chip conditions

Recent Activity:
llhas generated only seventeen (17) individual LCT records dating back to 2014-0CT
His profile at this time shows:
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Bl: $1 ,454,980.00

FX: $9,319.50
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0
DISBURSEMENT: $854,667.50
***Of note his average buy-in was in the $30K range prior to this summer 2018 visit.***
The focus of the interview will be questioning establishing SOF , SOW and relationship
to associate, along with enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Redactea

Patron Interview Identifying
lnforrnat1:m

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
History:
Whilelfll has been documented in BC Casinos since 2014-0CT incidents of large cash
buy-ins using small denominations have only been recorded during his most recent visit
JUL/AUG 2018):
- IN20180046976, ····bought-in for $8,500 in $20's (2018-JUL-31)
- IN20180046824, ·. bought in for $9,800 in $1 OO's and cashed out $21 ,000, he then
attempted Bl $20's (bundles, multiple elastics= approx .. . $SK) 2018-JUL-30
- IN20180047165,1
··· attempted to buy in approx. $6k $20's denied bought in $100's
2018-AUG-01.
. ·
- IN20180047442, .
having been placed on conditions tried to buy in $1 OK $100, no
receipt - denied

Civil Courts:
Last
Name,
First
Name
Style of
Cause

•

•

•
•

Classific
ation of
File

Court
Location

Provincial
Small
Claims

Surrey
Provincial
Court

File
Number

2

Date File
Opened

Date
Last
Updated

070ct200
8

09Dec20
08
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Recent Activity:
A/A

Discussion Points:
Company name and location

sow
SOF (where acquiring the $20's)
Why buying in $20's when disbursed $100 bills
Rela~ion~JW~;lffl@lij!i.!.IMl§pjj@ip@iin•WIM!.!i..pi!!.J.
Conf1rm !'!!!!jl~s wife
Why one year absence (Sept 2016 - June 2018)
Family here?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his Canadian address at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
•

· and telephone number.

Confirm the owners of the home. When was the home purchased? How was it
purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.) Citizenship? Other residency? Other
addresses?
2. Clarify business information

Interpreter required: Yes - Mandarin

Interview Results:

He owns Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
OSINT)
He and his family emigrated her in 2014
3

- confirmed
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He has a daughter in grade 11, son in grade 8 and another son in grade 3
Redacted Patron
is his wife
1n•erv1ew
Redacted Patron Interview aent fyng lnfcrma· on
- lllis in partnership with a friend of
', an asset
management com
established October 2017 (confirmed OSINT)
In addition to th
. he owns in China '111'~
rmed OSINT) he also owns · · ··
(business card provided). This company
deals in · · : . and is also located in China
His English name i s l B •
He spends about 60% of his time in Canada and 40% in China
He runs his companies form Canada when he is here via weekly phone meetings
etc. , he also has a brother in China that has a hand in the business
He was playing quite heavily in 2016 lost $300K and decided to take a "time out"
(hence the gap in play noted on his profile)
- At no time was he approached by staff in Parq and asked to provide his
employment status
Coincidently, when that incident is reported to have occurred he'd had a run in
with Parq staff whereby he had brought $20 bills in to the site to buy-in and the
site refused his money stating he had to bring in $100 bills
He is aware of the news articles regarding money laundering but reasons that he
the site is quick to take his $100 bills and wanted to know why $20's aren't
accepted as they are legal currency
At the time of this incident he took a picture of the FM badge and advised the FM
he would be following up with legal counsel
The next day there was a report that he refused to provide company name and
AML Manager barred him pending interview
He was able to provide the source of the $20's he did use (and attempt to use)
On one occasion while playing at Parq he w~.7 approached by . . .ijlQ'•
Redacted Patro--. lnl e''.t1ew
who said he'd noted he
was winning , he . had run
lnfcrmat on
out of money and wanted to know ifllwould go in with him
· ··
At the time of the interview he did not knowlls full name only that he was
lden ·lf~• 1 ng

II

....
lden!L~y1:ig

- ill did have a photo ofll which is how investigators identified him
- While he Ill did not know Bwell he agreed

II lost $30K and apologized t o l l

~ tolcllll he didn't care that he had lost but tha.had to pay him back
.asked for a few days to come up with and then made an initial payment of
$20K in $20's and said he would pay the rest in a few days
A few days laterllil:Jaid him the remaining $1 OK in $20's

4
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RlfN

**Of note** this entire incident was documented via text between
and
llllpulled the "conversation up" for Investigator LEE to review. LEE advises the
text are entirely consistent withlls accounting of events
- The dates on the texts coincide with whenllwas bringing $20's in to the
Casino
He is not aware of underground casinos

SUMMARY:

- Ill provided investigators the opportunity to review his banking transactions
Because Union Pay is not accepted at the casinos ,.ransfers money from his
Union Pay card to his Bank of China credit card and he can then use the credit
card in Casinos
provided the two cards with his name and account numbers on them to
compare with the banking information he was providing and all the information
matches up
Writer and LEE observed at least ten (10) like transactions recently conducted all
in the $13+K range
.was extremely open during the course of the interview
clearly has an established SOW/SOF
PGF was explained tolllas well as LCT avoidance

- II

-

RECOMMENDATION:

llwas put on full conditions and interview status it would appear, due to a
disagreement with Parq staff that ended with the staff saying he was uncooperative.
This misunderstanding landed him with conditions.
Investigators COUSINS and LEE recommend all conditions be removed .
2018-SEPT-20
Interview summary forwarded to AML Manager D. Tottenham for review and comment.
2018-SEPT-26
Per AML Manager D. Tottenham conditions removed , profile updated, interview filed .

L. Cousins, Investigator, BCLC-AML
5
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

BCLC llS

Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron
NAM ••
Interview Identifying
Information
SID#
Interview Date: 12/11/2015
Interview Time: 1300 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

BCLC Investigators met withlf:.d• to talk to him about the following:

1.

What is the source of his wealth?

2. Confirm his occupation.
3. Where does he obtain his cash from?
4. Does he think that the amount of cash he brings in small denominations is
suspicious?
5. How did he arrange to pick up the money there?
6. Tell him there are concerns for his safety given the manner in which the
cash is put together is consistent with money laundering and possible links
to organized crime.
7. Does he understand the conditions?
8. Educate on PGF Accounts.
9. How often are you in Canada?
10. Do you have any information on underground casinos?
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Interview Results:

•

In China, - the owner of

•

He is also an investor in an investment company in Richmond which is located o .
Red<tcleo

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Patro:-i lnter.11ew cent fy1rig ln'orma· on

•

He stated that he had a number of investment properties in West Vancouver siting
this as one of the sources of his wealth;

•

He is in agreement with the conditions and is using his PGF account;

•

He did mention that he is familiar with friends dropping off cash in front of the casino
but would not elaborate on who his friends were. He did say that he was not
charged a rate to use this service and it was based on trust alone;

•

He is aware that you cannot get this kind of cash from a bank;

•

He is aware of private casinos but does not go there as it is not safe;

•

At the time of the interview he stated that he was not in the possession of any chips
from the casino.

Interview terminated at 13:37 hours

Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed onW:..IM, ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips. B•was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions:-continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015.
2
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Investigator Comments:

WJ!Wwas not as forthcoming as expected with investigators.

He was vague in his
answers and would not provide names of anyone that may be involved in cash facilitation.
He was extrj f , .ervous at the time. This was evident at the end of the interview when
shaking my :: . · hand which can best be described as "clammy". It was made clear to
him regarding the expectation to adhere to conditions. Oddly enough, he told the VIP host
that BCLC told him he could "chip pass" and he no longer had conditions. The site staff
was told that this was not the case and conditions remain.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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BCLC

1s+@§il!d!ii!fiff'llM!IUll

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-SEP-23
Interview Time: 12:00 hours
RRCR (Main floor conference room)
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
N/A
Recent LCT Activity:
Last LCT was in 2019-AUG
Sixty-five (65) LCTs total.
His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $686,840.00
FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
DISBURSEMENT: $617,745.00

Occupat
Com pan

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
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History:
5 incidents total
0 UFTs

Civil Courts:
N/A

Recent Activity:
Transaction summary analysis shows thaW:IMhas had $206,700 in buy-ins and
$84,360 in disbursements since 2019-JAN .
More active (according to LCTs) in 2019-JAN to 2019-MAR.
2019-APR to 2019-AUG fewer LCTs :
No LCTs in 2019-APR
1 LCT in 2019-JUN
2 LCTs in 2019-JUL
1 LCT in 2019-AUG

Discussion Points:

sow
SOF

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

worth $710,000)

Who owns this home?
Does he rent or own it?
With whom does he reside?
2. Confirm-s position/title at

Redacted Pa tr on 11terv ew
Ide ll1fy111g Info mal1::m

3. All sources of wealth?
Employment?
Business ventures?
Property?
Family
Other?
4. - : ; gambling habits
o How often doesM•gamble within BCLC facilities?
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o
o
o
o

Does he gamble _ _.._ e else?
From where doe : .. ·. acquire the funds to gamble?
How much haslfJ/fl.borrowed to gamble?
DoesrJitlever engage in illegal gambling, gambling houses, etc.?

Interpreter required: No
Interview results:
resides at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
:,

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

- Prior to the
strike in 2018, •Mavas
• • a n d then unng t e stn e he moved to the position o

Reda:::ted
~

Patron I ritcrv C\\ lde111ty1ng
I~'~•-~• ~~

Reda:::ted

0 a•ron Interview lde'lltfy ng

n format1~n

residence and he owns another property located at
,
rom t e equity o t e second home and put it on a home line of
uses this $200,000 to gamble.
is down approximately $180,000 from the $200,000, most of which he lost in
2019-FEB .
- Although 19Mhas the funds to support his gambling, he recognizes that he has
spent a lot of money and does not want to lose any more money so he has currently
s~gambling .

-~dvised that at this time, he is not considering enrollment in the voluntary self-

exclusion (VSE) program as he feels he is able to stop gambling without enrolling and
he has his gambling under control.
- · :· : recognized a hotograp
·· ·
· · ·
- - . only knows · .:
from ··- ··
employment
personal relationship an · .: · knows very little abou
works.

; they do not have a
including whereM•

•!IM has never borrowed any money to gamble,

including from casino patrons or
from any individuals or institutions outside of the casino.

Investigators' comments:
During the interview, the patron was forthcoming and is assessed by the investigators to
have been honest. He understood that BCLC reviews patrons' gaming activities,
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including patrons who are also casino employees. At no time during the interview was
MWassessed to have been deceptive.

Based on the information that ··:: ·
rovided during the interview and the land titles
searches corroborating · ·. :·
information, the investigators assess thatEWW;
source of wealth stems from his properties and that at this time,Wmlfta wealth
supports his level of gaming.
Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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Redacted

Patron Interv iew ldenl1'y1ng tnforma' 1on

BCLC II Summary

Patron Interviewed:
qedacted Pat'O'l
NAM : 1nterv
ew ldcnt1fy1ng
lnfo rma• on
SID#
Interview Date: February 151h, 2016
Interview Time: 11 :00 am
Interview Location: Villa Casino

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Occupation:
Financial Manager

Specific Questions to Ask:

1.

What is the source of his wealth?

2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Where does he get the large number of $20 bills from?
4. Does he pay for this service and if so what is the rate?
5. Why did he buy in with $20's when he could have used the $1 OO 's he
received from the casino?
6. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
7. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
8. Explain his current conditions and ensure he understands.
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9. Educate on PGF Accounts .

Interview Results:

-

in part, stated the following:

? No one has really explained the conditions to him or the reasons for them;
? At this point the conditions were explained and the reasons for them;
?

He plays for the most part at the Villa as this provides easy access for him off the
highway;

? His source of wealth is from real estate investing in China. He does not conduct
any business in Canada as he does not speak English;
.,, He provided company name and wrote it in Chinese .
.,, Within the last couple of years he has spent more time in Canada compared to
China ;
?

He recalls the transactions that occurred on January 31st that invo~ollar
bills and states he received the cash from a friend know to him a s (translated);
· '

?

This friend runs a cash business in Richmond that is located 0tlill!*t'in a
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

? The phone number is
~

Redacted Patro1 lnte·v1ew
Identifying Informal on

He did not meet this person at the casino but when he came to the country;

~ He assiste1WJ•n accessing cash to get him set up in the country;
?

When he immigrated he brought in a large sum of cash as he immigrated under
the guidelines of the Immigrant Investor Program;

? He received the $20's fro11IM!l!Ato help him out aslMll-dvised his other
customers like the larger denominations;
? • .··:· · ndicated that he now understood why the bank would not take the cash
a ay;

? He does not borrow cash but uses a money service;

2
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);.>

He believes that the casino should be responsible for telling patron's about the
concerns over large numbers of small denominations buy ins;

);.>

He has no associates and does not want his wife to know that he attends the
casino;

);.>

He does not know anything about underground casinos;

);.>

He is not fond of using PGF because it takes him over an hour to get a draft from
the bank because the draft is made out to a casino ;

);.>

As a suggestion he thought the drafts could be made out to a sister company of
the casino i.e. Great Canadian or Gateway.

Interview over at 11 :38 am

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that sanctions have been placed or. .ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chipsMi!!Wwas encouraged to us
· ··
on Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Sanctions:M1@• continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on 2016-FEB-09.

3
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Investigator Comments:

! • • w a s easy
provided comes back

to~ak with andiftlieared honest.

The telerfthone number he

t.m@@mtilCC.J.im§fU*tiP@lHNUi!I c•m.fl!t.J.-

Since this intervie~has been associated to ITRAK 16-10542 where it appears
as if he is trying to circumvent his conditions. After losing his cash he exited the casino
with an associated and was observed taking a brick of hundreds out of a vehicle. He
passed the money to an associate who later bought in with the money. The implication
is that Mii couid not explain the source of this cash and because of this asked an
associate to game on his behalf.
With the latest incident in mind the conditions are to remain .

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations
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BCLC 1

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-DEC-12
Interview Time: 1230hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions
Recent Activity:

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.
Occupation:

Chairman of the Board
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Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF a - 1 s e s a
significant amount of bundled $20's when buying in , un-sourced cash used for
purchasing chips . Further, he is using the $20's even after cashing out in $1 OO's.
Buy in amounts were initially in the $10-K range with his last buy-in at $100,040per visit.

- i s known to associate with one VIP and HRP player, as follows:

Sinc1P.MfilW; first LCT in 2014 - MAY he has conducted a combined total of:
Bl: $.131,040
FX: N/A
PGF: N/A
Disb: $44,610

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

2017-66859
2017-NOV-22 - mid-afternoon
Dropped off at Sea Harbour
1. Who dropped you off?
Salon , $2000 in $20's at table with a c/o an hour later of $7460 in $10's ($60 in
$20's)
Proceeded to Phoenix where he withdrew four more bundles from jacket pocket
($20's=$8k) played briefly with a c/o of $10k in $100's
1. Where do the bills come from?
2. How do you order them up?
2
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3. How does the money exchange occur?
4. Who told you to get your money this way?

2017-NOV-23- mid afternoon
-

Arrived alone in

Redacted
•

Pat•on ln'ervrEw Identify ng
lnformat.on

1. Whose car is it?

-

On brick from jacket pocket to CD17 (Salon) for Bl (bought in 2x$500 at the table
while waiting for chips)
2 hrs play and c/o of $16.050 ($100's and one $50)

INC: 170067081
2017-NOV-24 - mid afternoon
-

Arrived from sky train area

1 . How did you get to the Casino
-

Wandered around main gaming floor on phone then proceeded to Salon

1. Who were you talking to on the phone?
Proceeded to Salon and CD19, Bl $1 Ok One(1) brick of $20's from jacket pocket)
Four (4) hrs play with a c/o of $19.5K, $10 in $20's, balance in $100's
1.
2.
3.
4.

Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up?
How does the money exchange occur?
Who told you to get your money this way?

INC: 170069834
2017-DEC-07 - late evening
-

+@t*?\"fifi'tl'l!r+i.!:f

Arrived on site alone in
parking on 4th floor in the VIP
area, he removed a brown out1que ag ram trun
Proceeded to Salon, CD19 and removed a white plastic bag from the paper bag
and placed 9 bricks of $20's and other miscellaneous bills on the ledge of the
cage for Bl .
Bl= $100,040 (12x$5, 9x$10, 4,947x$20 .. .... ($98,940), 15x$50, 2x$100)

3
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Upon receiving his chips he placed approximately 15 $5k chi s in his ocket and
•· ·· .' . · ~,,.,

~· then headed to the washroom followed by

Upon returning to the table ··.. : was bettingm;il&watching; often covering
his mouth appearing to directing ... · on bets for him .
After about 20 minutes
oloured up, took his chips with him and
···: ·
ollowed him with both exiti;.seconds later
then met withU91
who was
being served barring papers on the Resort side of the skybridge (non AML
related

§i@!fo'i'+H?M!l.!H'·*

1. Tell me about this incident
2. Did you pass some chips t . . .·. .after you received them in the table
3. i i i f i l t i r f t h e chips t · . · prior to leaving (washroom) and meeting
4.
5.
6.
7.

1. Where do the bills come from?
2. How do you order them up?
3. How does the money exchange occur?
4. Who told you to get your money this way?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a 1Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Redacle~

Patron lnl ervre\•/ ldent1fy1ng
nformat101

Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
b. Where does he stay when visiting BC
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.

a. Where does the cash come from?
4
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b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6 . EncourageMll to use a PGF account.
7. What is his association to :
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

.•

Caution · .- ·· against using associates to conduct transactions for him.
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.

9. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview

Redacted . Pa'ro n ln1e1v1ew
Ident fy1ng 1n~o 1ma t on

...

tated the following :

His primary residence is China
His wife and two kids live in Canada and have for the past five (5) years , they have a
1
residence ir :f•Mtfmdoes not know the exact address)
He owns both residences
His kids are 17 and 22 years old and are both in school
This is the first time in 1.5 years he has been over to see them
He is on a visitor visa
He is going home in January and will spend Chinese New Year with his mum
He has no idea about directives or how the Casino works
He know
from his home Province
- llill&lil&Natched out for his wife and kids when they moved here
He only recentl met · .._. :·
He did not giv
He did verbally bet fo . · - -

ny money or chips
he had no idea this was "against any rules"

- ~ural to help a friend, not doing so would "offend:115ct" them
- - i s his friend , he did not see it as a big deal whe
·.
asked him to bet
Now that he has been advised of how Casinos work in terms of government
requirements and BCLC directives he will follow the rules
The small bills he has been using is money he received from a friend (who lives in
China) who wanted to buy property in Canada

5
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His friend has

..

R.edacted

Pa·•on ln:erv1ew den:1fy ng lflformat1on

in his Province and has a son living is

Redacted Pat ron lnler11ew
ldent1fyr:ig Information

His friend dropped the repayment ($200K) off at his residence ir - - on or
about November 18, 2017
The bills were in a gym bag
He gave no thought to the denomination of the bills , to him money is money it did not
occur to him there was anything wrong with small bills
He put $20k of the money he received in repayment in the bank here
He still has $70k in small bills at home
He does not play is long sessions, he gets flushed and "heated" when he plays for a
long time

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced cash/chips .

Investigator Comments:
R•Nas very respectful during the interview.
He was forthright in his answers .
He showed Investigators approximately $29k in chips that he was carrying on his person.
COUSIN 's recommends he stay on sourced cash/chip conditions. While he has the wealth ,
culturally he sees any denomination for buy-in as "ok". Conditions will help him keep in line with
requirements within BC Casinos.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

6
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAR-09
Interview Time: 12:00hrs
Interview Location: RRCR
Contact Approach: Establish SOW
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
None
Recent Activity:
- 1 a s been gambling in BC Casinos at a relatively high level when considering his
listed occupation as
The focus of the interview will surround establishing his SOW by performing enhanced
CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Company:
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Specific Questions to Ask:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation , including how long he has been working there and
where the business is located.

BCLC Conditions: None.
Interview Results:

~-

met with investigators prepared with paperwork to support his SOW inside
a BMO bank folder.
~ It was explained t¥li•that investigators needed to meet withlft.W to
confirm his SOW as his level of play does not match his occupation a s • • ! •
Re:facted Patro1
Inte1v ew Ide ll1f~·111::1

-,. He produced a franchise agreement for a

Patron 1n1erv1cw
lden!ofy11g ln*crmai on

~eaac•ed

location on

Redacted Patro1
1tel'\' ew ldent1fy1ng

-·fDNHf!ifS!.§.!l@@l.l!.!@·1· ).
~ r •
advised he has a partner in the.9"usiness who is also listed on the
paperwork.
He urchased the franchise in 2014-MAY .

e comes roman accounting background and has an office in
He went on to describe how he does or has done the taxes for a
number of individuals including police officers and other government employees .
This was brought up due to the fact ll!flwas explaining that its difficult to get
by with just one job.
~ W:ft• indicated he was interviewed by GPEB investigations late last year and
they were making similar enquiries. Investigators explained that BCLC and
GPEB are 2 separate entities.
~ -explained the only reason .he .still worked f o - was to see the
friends he's made there. He also 1nd1cated he 1s presentl(I oMarental leave (his
wife had a baby) and it was unlikely he would return to
once his leave
is finished.

lftllJ•

Interpreter required: No
BCLC Conditionsl"JI• primarily uses his PGF account. He is not being considered
for any conditions at this time.

2
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Investigator Comments:
-

was cooperative with investigators and answered all questions asked. He may
have been somewhat irritated that he had to answer these questions again but once we
explained GPEB and BCLC are separate entities he understood (the impression was he
thought GPEB and BCLC were one in the same).

l l l l was thanked for taking the time to meet with investigators and assured his
casino profile would be updated to avoid any confusion moving forward.
Steve BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

3
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-MAR-15
Interview Time: 1OOOhrs
RRCR I Suite 100
BCLC Investigators: BEEKSMA, COUSINS
RRCR VIP Guest Relations Manager Christy CHAN set up the interview date/time and
assisting with translation as needed.
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos. Specifically the number of drafts from
different F/l's.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:

"2019-MAR-13 - BCLC Directive - Patron is requested to contact BCLC at 1-866815-0222 to arrange an interview with BCLC investigators. Patron must contact
BCLC within 48hrs of being informed of this request or play will be suspended
pending interview. Notify AML@BCLC.com once patron has been notified."
Recent Activity:
ocus of the interview will be questioning establishing which financial institutions
currently banks with .
. ... _
C Analysts ran a report that detailed 8 casino patrons (including .
who have
used bank drafts from 4 or more different banks in the last year.

'l
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In the case oflll he primarily has used TD drafts however in the past year he has
also used drafts from CIBC, HSBC and RBC.
As per report (2018-Jan to 2019-JAN ):
7=CIBC
2=HSBC: 2018-MAY-16, $50,000. 2018-JUN-08, $20,000
10=RBC
21=TD
The use of drafts from different financial institutions is permitted however it needs to be
established the PGF account holder holds an account at the corresponding bank to
alleviate concerns of patrons using 3rd party instruments.
In the case a - h e seems to be exclusively using RBC and TD drafts of late.
In addition to the above, usual KYC/CDD will be revisited (confirming address,
occupation, company etc).
Occupation:
President
Company:
Redacted Patron l1terv ew
lden'lf\• ng 111fonnal1011

Interpreter required: Yes, in part

Interview Results:
During the course of his interviewl!llMll stated the following :

~
~

•
confirmed ~·Ml!Bm*" is cum;:~!· _He lives there with .his
friend he named===~1111-does not gamble to. .s knowledge and 1s
~not known to BCLC.
-does not have any property in his name in Canada.
o He was looking at property in South Surrey/Whiterock ("Morgan Creek")
but stated the
.1l.12e~i;,s!n~s. . .
is an organizatio~ that at one time hadll
· ·•I
under its umbrella. TheMllliB• have been sold off
nformak>!l
but the parent company still exists (the impression was it does not have any
assets or notable income at this time).

!oot'ry
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-Y WR also has a company in China that involve~sale of cars . He has a
partner in this business. This company may beBms only notable source of
income at this time.
Guest relations manager Christy CHAN provided the following regardins9s
business in China:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
? •. .
:· stated he does not have any family in Canada, he has a father in China.
-Y •.
goes to China approx. 5 times per year; usually every 3 months or so.

Regarding the 4 banks he used bank drafts from over the past year:

-Y Due to some miscommunication/misunderstandingliflldid not have physical
copies with him to prove he has accounts at each of these F/l's.
? He stated he does not have a paper statement mailed to him and does all of his
banking online (on his cell phone) .
? He logged into his CIBC account with investigators present to begin to prove he
holds accounts there.
olit:Nf•was told that what we require is a paper print out from the bank that
shows an account number and his name.
o -stated he would get this for investigators over the next day or 2. He
was instructed we did not need to meet again and that he could provide
the documentation to Guest Relations Manager Christy CHAN when
ready. CHAN will notify investigators once received .
-Y W'Jll!Masked if bank (debit) cards were suffi • .. . He the proceeded to present
bank/debits card for CIBC, TD and HSBC.
confirmed he holds accounts at
all of these banks.
·· ·
? - w a s asked why he holds accounts at so many banks. He stated that when
he first came to Canada and was allowed the first time (one time) transfer of a
significant amount of currency, he spread it out over multiple financial institutions
so all of his assets were not in the same place. He used a large portion of these
funds for purchasing properties , vehicles or whatever else is required when
moving to a n~ntry .
-Y The only bani.- not longer holds an account at is RBC.
o
stated he recently received a letter from RBC requesting he make an
appointment with them (reasons not specified in the letter). He was busy
and never followed up with the bank. The next time he tried to log into his
account online he received an error messageliil!Mattempted to log in to
show investigators (on his smart phone) confirming he no longer could
access it.

1111
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BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash chips conditions (existing)
Investigator Comments:

- w a s very respectful and pleasant when speaking with investigators. Pri~
English was spoke, in some instances CHAN assisted with translation to help . .
better understand .
produced bank/debit cards for 3 of the 4 banks and had an explanation for the 4th
one (RBC).
Although investigators are convinced he does in fact hol~unts or at least has
access to these 3 bank accounts (CIBC , TD and HSBC)-was asked to acquire
paper proof that can be left with investigators. He indicated he would get these
documents over the next day or 2 and leave them with RRCR Guest Relations CHAN .
CHAN has been sent an email reminder to notify investigators when documents are
available for pick up.

11!'11

*Post interview (approx. 1200hrs),-eturned to the casino with the required
documents which were delivered to investigators by CHAN. Documents have been
scanned and saved t~ OSINT folder in BCLC 's AML Risk shared drive.
Interview forwarded to Management for review.
S.BEEKSMA
Project Specialist
BCLC , AML Unit
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BCLC

1+;'*11¥MHMHl'9 '*!!+•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-APR-09
Interview Time: 11 :00 hours
RRCR (Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
BONDESEN , LEE
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
2019-MAR-20***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed in
any BCLC sites until interviewed by BCLC AML Unit. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML
Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
2019-MAR-20 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Daryl Tottenham ,
Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Recent LCT Activity:
6 LCTs in total (all in 2019).
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $51 ,600.00

FX: $0.00
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $0.00
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DISBURSEMENT: $46,500 .00
The focus of the interview will beBs recent suspicious activities within BCLC
facilities.
Occupation: Student
Patron lmerview
Company: Recacted
aen• fy1ng I nformat1on
History:
No incidents before 2019-FEB; since this date 22 incidents.
Incident (supplementals only) related to-•lHM"(IN20190012217)
1 incident of small denomination buy-ins (STR IN20190013403).
Chip passing.
Disrespects barrings.
Civil Courts:
Unknown
Recent Activity:

•

Patron l ntervrew
IN20190012217Mffls associate RRCR19-12217 met Reda:::ted
Identify ng 1nformat1on
FEB-21 .
2019-MAR-30; 3 x prohibition violations (Parq , Hard Rock, Villa) .
9 x violations since suspension imposed on 2019-MAR-20.
Chip passing (IN20190019070; IN20190018436; IN20190016891 ;
IN20190015418; IN20190009180).

Discussion Points:
SOF (IN20190013403)

• sow
•

Chip exchanges/Explain directives
Associates

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm patron's Canadian address.
2. Clarify occupation as "student".
• What is patron studying?
3. All sources of wealth?
• Parents? Parents' employment?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?

on 2019-
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•

Property? Other?

4. Associates in Vancouver?
• Show pies of:
o RRCR 19-12217
0
0

0
0

0

Keaacie - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information

5. IN20190012217, 2019-FEB-21, River Rock
• Identity of RRCR19-12217?
• Nature oMMs relationship with RRCR19-12217?
• Where, when, how did they meet?
• RRCR19-12217's contact information?
• RRCR19-1221 ?'s relationship withlill?
• Appeare-mwas booking a hotel room for RRCR19-12217? Why?
• What was RRCR19-1221 ?'s purpose at River Rock?
• Why did he go outside and meet
?

1111

6. - s relationship wit!
• Nat~ationship w i t • Has. . use . · .. s services?
• Where , when , how did they meet?
• Ills contact information?
• Who else is associated to WU?
7. IN20190013403, Riverrlil 2019-FEB-24/2019-FEB-25
• Who dro.d
o .:
at the casino? Reda:te:;t Pat1on •1tef\' ew lde11llfy1ng tnforr.1atron
• Why did ·: · ·· leave ·the site and return at 0353 hours?
• Where did°·· · · go when she left the site? Where did she procure her
funds?
8. H a - ireviously used cash delivery services/money service businesses?
• Which services?
• For how much?
• When?
• For what purpose were the funds procured?
• Fees/rates?
9. How doe-fund her gambling? Ever borrowed money to gamble?
• From whom has she borrowed money to gamble?
• Rates, fees, methods of borrowing/repayment?
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Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:

The following information was provided by
interview:

Redacted

>=>a•rcn ln' erv1ew lde'1l1fy ng nformall:J'l

during the

-resides a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
- She rents this unit and has no relation to her landlord.
- h a s no family in the Lower Mainland.
- ~is from China and has resided in the Lower Mainland for 5 years.
-llR is a student at
and will resume studies in May
2019; she is doing a degree in Economics.
- ·· s only source of wealth is from her parents.
- .·.:. .·. funds her gambling with the money she receives as an allowance from her
parents.
Redacted

Pa•rc n Interview

fii;n•recognized a photo of RRCR19-12217 a .., lden•rfy ng lnformal1on who she calls "little
brother."
turned nineteen (19) years old in 2019-JAN .
was previously in high-school in Canada and now a t t e n d s - - could not
•
remember the exact name of the school, but believed it was possibl ~·~~£1•
- Pa:~o n 1n:erv1ew
'cen:fvin lnfor -·

~edac:ed

the. ~on o • • mother's friend in China.
sides in the same building a Redacted Patrort Interview cent fyng ln'orma·1on
.
Interview
'de n: fy ,n
g ln'crma rives
t on
.." not aware o ·: ~- leaving the casino to meet up with a vehicle however,1$\118
Re
I
Cl · have used VanPeople to order products for delivery, namely cigarettes and junk

Redactc:::i •
Da~ rc n

•I.Ill.?

•••
- d i d n~t rec~gnize a ph'?.~?
and does not know
about a relat1onsh1p between.and
· · ··
(phonetic).
- In 2019-MARll!I contacted a delivery man at VanPeople who had previously
delivered her goods; he advised that he is no longer doing deliveries .
.111J1 was not sure if the driver meant he was not doing any deliveries that same day or

_ofi;MMll*§"Hif.U.

ararr-

-1111 does not know this driver's identity and no longer has his contact information
because she deleted all of her previous VanPeople communications.

-Ill showed the investigator her VanPeople communications which were empty.
- On two (2) occasions, ~has stayed the night at the River Rock Hotel; once the
room was comp'd to her=the other time she paid for it.
- On one of these occasions,111 stayed with her in the two-bedroom suite .
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•.I•

lilllm does not recall an incident where she was dropped off at River Rock in ;
-.~ 00 lnfo
1.iilIBA&MHRMiilllllthen
left and later returned at 03:53 hours.
•mat1on
+>does not have a car and does not drive so she gets rides from Uber, taxis , SU or
friends .
- h a s never received any cash deliveries and has never used a money exchange
service; typically, when she leaves the casino and returns, it is because she went home
to get more cash.
- It is typical fo11FJ1•0 gamble through the night.
-

know ...

Re:iactea

Patro1 lnte "'Jlew aent fyng ln'orrnat on

~~does ~ot kno~ ~n.ne by the name o

from River Rock.

however,
ecogn1zec9&1=- photo.
does not recall chip passing withRl1!•and only remembers meeting him once
•
at River Rock circa end 2019-FEB or beginning 2019-MAR.
oes ~~t kno:w the namell§*l'@ffi'ij9'1'SH@fi.f.*. butcll~zed ~ photo of
metlllat River Rock when helost al of his chips, aske
: . or chips then he
•
grabbed some of her chips which he used to play ($1 ,000 worth) .
ed back--000 via a WeChat e-transferlllilhas not see.since.
has
not loane . · any other funds .
•
Redacted

Patron 1nterv1ew Identify ing lnfarma11on

Investigators' comments:

llllis assessed to have been truthful during the interview. She displayed no physical
behaviors to indicate that she was hiding the truth or providing untruthful responses and
when she did not know the answer to a question, she said so.
The investigators assess that. has never been involved in any cash deliveries or
that she is aware of any cash deliveries to BCLC facilities. The investigators also
assess that she does not know Reda:ted Patron riterv ew ldentrfying lnfo"rlall::m
This is the fourth interview that BCLC has conducted in relation to th • a,w.UIMMwflden· rfy ng 11formatton
erview of
The

It should also be noted that in all three previous interviews, the patron. each
commented onlllprocuring and delivering random goods. Although· :· . · was unable
to identifyll or his relationship tcill she too has used the delivery services of
VanPeople.
To date, these interviews have not corroborated any information t h a . is making
cash deliveries to BCLC patrons.
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- s gaming privileges have been re-instated although she remains on sourced
cash/chip conditions.

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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Redacted

Patron Interview

ldent1'yrng Informatio n

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:
,

Redacted - Patron

NAM ' Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information
SID#
Interview Date: October 51h, 2016
Interview Time: 09:09 am
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
Redacted

Patro,

Over 2 consecutive gaming sessions on 2016-SEP-30 and 2016-0CT-01 111terv 1e\\ lde1t1fy1ng
produced a total of $399 ,980 in CDN currency (mixed denomination bills) for play in
River Rocks VIP Salon which also included CON $20 bills. The cash could not be
sourced to a recent casino disbursement.
The following was discussed withlll during his interview:
1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
3. Who has he been attending the casino with?
4. Between September 30th and October 1st. 2016 he has bought in for
$399,980. Where did the money come from?
5. Did he use a money service for the cash and if so what rate did he pay?
6. Where did all the chips come from that he brought into the casino?
7. Who owns the

Redacted

Pallan lnter .. 1ew

Ide U1f~1 111J Info n1at1:;n

8. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
his safety.
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9. On October 2nd , 106@ 2:45 am he pulled back a 45 K bet and was
spoken to by the site regarding cheat at play. Remind him how serious
this is and should he continue he may be barred from all casinos in British
Columbia. Does he understand this?
10. Get to him explain why he brought in over 200 K in cash when he still had
a substantial amount of chips he could use to play with .
11. Educate him with respect to this activity being consistent with money
laundering .
12. Does he understand the conditions?
13. Does he understand the reason he was placed on these conditions?
14. Have he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
15. Educate on PG F Accounts .

Interview Results:
l l i n part, stated the following:
?

He was advised for the reason of his interview;

-,. He spends most of his time in China;
-,. He has not been in BC for two years;
);>

His three older sons that live in Vancouver;

., The 2nd and 3rd sons are in China at this time ;
.,_ His BC residence is still located on 43rd Avenue as noted in his patron profile ;
-,. He runs a corporation that involved Imports and Exports that is run here in Canada;
-,. The name of the business i

•

Rc:::tactea Patrori lntcrv 1ci11
ldenl1'y mg Information

-,. One of the products he exports is
);>

Hedaclec

Palro'l

lnle ~ 1e:11

ldenti•yng ln•crma• on

He has been in BC for 3 days now and arrived September 30 1h , 2016;

2
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?

He was questioned about the 199K in small bills and he was clear that it was large
bills mostly and 50 K in 20's;

..,. His son provided the cash to him so he could not speak to where it came from other
than it was in payment for a loan extended by his son;
..,. He brought more cash into the casino because he had no idea he was going to win
and when he did the other cash was not needed ;
..,. It was his oldest son that got the money for him

Redac'ed. Pat ron ln:erv1ew
ICenflfyng lnforma· on

..,.. .s in the same business as him but owns his own company;
..,. He does not know anything about loan sharks or underground casinos as he leaves
it up to his sons to arrange any gaming activity for him;
..,. It was explained to him that it was his transactions over the past few days that
caused him to be subject of no-unsourced conditions;
-,,. He stated that he understood this;
..,. He was concerned that he could not take money out of the casino because of the
conditions clarifying that if he is not allowed it does not feel like he is winning;
..,. He was asked if he was in possession of any chips and stated he had 450 Kat home
and the site did not allow him to bring them in given his new conditions;
..,. He did not know about the rules and now that he knows there will be no issue;

09:43 am Interview over

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron 's ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund Accounts.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

3
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BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC Casino
as imposed by Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs BCLC, on October 3rd, 2016.

Investigator Comments:

llfl had not been in BC since February of 2015 and subsequent to this BCLC began to
impose conditions on patrons. lllapologized for his behaviour and stated that it would not
have happened if he was aware of the new rules.
It is convenient that he does not know the source of cash for his buy in 's stating that his
sons look after him and he does not ask about their business dealings.
With respect to the 450 Kin chips he was advised that we would get back to him. Stone
Lee spoke with the site and asked that they track the chips associated withlll It is
reasonable that he would be in possession of this quantity of chips given his recent play.
l f lshould remain under his current conditions.

Tom Caverly
AML Investigations

4
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2019-DEC-05
Interview Time: 12:00 hrs
RRCR: MDB63
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin

Conditions:
2019-0CT-24
Patron gaming suspended one month with interview to follow prior to gaming privileges
reinstated .

Recent Activity:
Mi!Whas generated 584 individual LCT records dating back to 2005-SEPT
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Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $17,046,525.00
FX: $97,403.60
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $4,289,000.00
DISBURSEMENT: $12 ,910,638.50

The focus of the interview will be re-establishing SOF, SOW and relationship to various
associates, along with reinforcing the meaning of her full sourced cash/chip conditions
and possible next steps if she continues chip passing .

Occupation:

Housewife previously

a-II in China

Company:

llMll!M{previously owner current noted to be a director per 2019 OSINT)
Per 2019 OSINT ~Nexis search-is affiliated to noted • .
Per 2019 OSINT,M i s the owner orreCord for t h e - - a d d r e s s

Redacted - FINTRAC
The primary concern is prolific chip passing.
P e - OSINT in 2019-APR, nothing negative uncovered.

Activity Outline:

-

30 incidents of Chip/Cash pass on her profile
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Discussion Points:

sow
•

SOF
Husbands name/job/employer
Family here?
How often Husband in Canada?
How she splits her time between Canada and China
Confirm banking
Confirm current vehicle

Per recent chip passes - Relationship to:
(Chip pass to YOU - $5K 2019-0CT-17)
pass - from YOU [$1500))
Currently 5 yr barred - undesirable)
(Currently 5 yr barred - undesirable)
hange in the past)
ossible money drop off)
(provided mortgage)
same residential address

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm her Canadian address a

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

Confirm the owner(s) of the home.
When was the home purchased?
How was it purchased (mortgage, down payment, etc.)
Citizenship?
Other residency?
Banks?
Other addresses/Canada & Overseas?
Underground knowledge?
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Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:
During the course of this interview,IMft!ll stated the following :

She
She
She
She

-

Redacted

Pat'o n ln:erv1ev:

lives at the ldent1fy1ng lnformatt0n
address listed on her profile
lives alone
is retired
moved here late '90's
Redacled Patron lnl erv1ew ldent 1ty119
is her son (note added to his profile to update address)
1nformat1on
lfil• lives in Richmond with his wife and they have four children
Her three grandsons are living in China with Mis in-laws
Her granddaughter is a baby and lives in Canada
She and her son are both Canadian Citizens
Her parents, brother and sister also emigrated to Canada, they all came at the
same time
They all live in their own homes
No-one else in her family gambles
She is originally from :-..
1format101
Reoac'ed Pat·o n 1n•e rv1ew ldentrf}• ng
She was a Manager at a
Inform.:tl 10 l
in China
ln'o11nat on

I..I.· .P.

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
She is now retired and a shareholder
As a shareholder she receives an income
She transfers money from her account in China to her Canadian bank account as
needed
She currently banks at TD and Scotia Bank (presented bank cards to INV to
confirm)
Her husband,
is a Real Estate Developer in China
- •..
·· . is very rarely in Canada
· · · does not gamble here
s'o·w can also be attributed to her husband's income
She does not have any other real estate in Canada
At one time she had two storefronts, a house and an apartment
She lost these properties due to gambling and now lives in a townhouse
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-

She has borrowed at the table now and again when she is "chasing" but just from
friends
She has been caught doing same and has since stopped this practice
Typically she just wagers what she has
She does not lend money
She is not aware of any current undergrounds, there used to be chatter about
them "back in the day" but it has since ceased
She has not been to an underground, worried they "cheat"
She drives a · ·
(both on her profile)
She has sol
a 1s associated to her profile
She know ··· :· from the casino, he did lend her $5K (chips) when she was
chasing but the site saw the pass and she had to return it
~he_ know~om the casino; _ th~ $1 ,500 cash pass on 2019-0CT-15 was
pay1n~ack for a b e - had made for her
At their table, the patrons often bet for one another, it is common if one patron is
waiting for the cage to process their buy in
She knowsllas 81£14 who is "not allowed to come in to casinos". They are
not friends, casino associates only
She know:llll via casino, recognizes her but does not know her name
She knowsl!ilfrom the casino, that he is a "big boss" (CEO) and not here
(RRCR) to often
She has no recollection of a cash pass wit~
She and-Ware best friends , they knew each other in China before
emigrating to Canada
She does recall buying in with small bills, that it was a very long time ago
She got the bills from a money exchange, wiring money from China to Canada
then receiving the bills. The small bills exacted a lower exchange rate .
She learned of the money exchange in question from "someone" (does not recall
who)
She was instructed to just call the exchange place, make arrangements to wire
money, when they receive the money they will either deliver or she could pick the
cash up herself
She does not recall the exchange location now; it was a long time ago.
This past year she has been in Canada a lot as her son 's wife had a baby.
She expects to spend more time in China next year
There is no particular formula with respect to how much time she spends in
China and Canada

Ill

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash/chips
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Investigators Comments:

- HliMwas pleasant during the interview but it is the feeling of the investigators
that she was not entirely truthful , gaps i n . r y were "convenient"
It is fe·~·ossibly she is~ rr:iistre~s to·:·;.·: . v~s a wife (one son , differ~nt last
name · .
rarely v1s1ts, M • kids are with his in-laws not "fathers" side of
the family)
Investigator LEE explained the sourced cash/chip conditions again tclll!; that
there will be zero tolerance for shenanigans
LEE also reviewed all the functions of the PGF funds she has (Parq and RRCR);
that she can get ROF and Verified win cheques she does not always have to
"cash" out
LEE discouragecMllfrom taking chips home as her conditions also include the
sourcing of chips ; if the site cannot source chips she brings in , she cannot use
them in a new session
"No buy-in pending interview" has been removed from her profile
Site updated
It is recommended-remain on sourced cash/chip conditions
2019-DEC-06
Interview forwarded to AML Manager D. TOTTENHAM for review

2019-DEC-10
Interview approved and filed

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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This is Exhibit " I b't " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BCLC

1s•;'ll'i"·!:IMl§i**illntj!!Mi.!1Ufi!i.!.-

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAR-01
Interview Time: 10:20
RRCR (Theatre Suite 300)
BCLC Investigators: HUSLER, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
2018JAN-24
No further cash buy-in's at any site until status is changed by AML unit.
Recent Activity:
R:edac'ed

Pat en 1n•e1v1ew Iden' fy ng 1•1fo1malt01

has generated 126 individual LCT records dating back to 2012-

DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $739,685.00
FX: $13,501 .30
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $12,293 ,000.00 (a lot of churn)
DISBURSEMENT: $3,235,205 .00
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Property Developer

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

History:
has made a significant number of account deposits that have
not been sourced to the satisfaction of the AML unit.
Redacted Patron , ter\' ew ldent1'ymg lnfo·matrcn

Per OSINT:

Synopsis

•

Unable to confirm occupation. There are no Physicians, Doctors , Sur~eons
Pharmacists, Nurses, or Psychologists that have a name similar to =tlliilfi'IRllM'"
Redacted Patron nter.tc\/'1 ldc nt1ry1ng
in BC. All of these professions are publically searchable through
online databases. St. Paul's switchboard does not list anyone with this name.
nfor m at1~· 1

•
•

•
•
•

!iillli!!llll!llilMillflJl·l~llilllli!llffilll
l'.

-unconfirmed

unconfirmed

RTIC=Negative, Not on PTEP lists
No adverse media or court records
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

owners and business mers connected t

- - -

-

- -

-

-

w.&mw:MwMaf!ffi&JWISee Link Chart in folder for connections. It is believed these
nformat101

com anies are in relation to commercial real estate. His brother is likel · ·. ·
is currently listed as a mortgage broker with
and has previous employment history with
as a prope
manager.

ll•llammllll•

R:e(':ac'ed

y

Pat·on lnferv1ew cen• fymg I :iform al con

- dissolved
2012 - in debt to RBC $113K re LOC and interest

Redacted Patro'l lnte·
cent fy1 19
on
's Casino profile is unremarkable (other than the volumes of
money to be discussed this date)
11e'll

ln ~m ma t

Discussion Points:
Actual occupation - validate it
2
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Work partners

sow

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong to brother)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been working there and
where the business is located.

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of unsourced
funds/chips is BCLC's primary concern.

5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigator Jim HUSLER and COUSINS interviewing and taking
notes.
Interview Results:
During the course of his interview

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

stated the following:

- llhas variations on his name depending on what he is doing (i.e . legal - passport
name) but does shorten it on more informal occasions as it is so long
Nicknames"iPWlt'f
He graduated h.\iih school in 1999

a.a

•W"""WWW
Science d e .
He went to med sc~~o~:~~a~~~:+Mm!f?<MifM(.jj,,@i·!:·

He went to''""

Redacte:l Patron lntenitew
lderit1f 1n lnfo-r1at1on

He started his internship a M e = he was there one year (did not complete it)
He entered in to a LOC agreement with RBC for $250K for his schooling
He was given $140K initially and when he went in for the balance, the rules around LOC
changed and he could not get the balance of the funds without a co-signature
His parents couldn't so-sign as they were still recovering from the 2008 markets
He has never paid the LOC - he has a 7 year waiting period before he can have a
property etc. in his name as within that window the bank can seize any assets
His girlfriends mum co-signed at a different bank for the balance of his tuition
August (28th or 30th) 2013 he got himself in a bad position with a $10K gambling debt
3
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He had borrowed the money fro
and could not
repay him
It is not clear how this was resolved
He decided btn; a Dr. wasn't for him, he didn't have the passion for it
He moved to . . .when all this occurred and startiniworking
f-!e. _ot t~~ ·ob through his girlfriend (at the time)lfl@

fo11:11

¥@@q;Mj jf@(.j!..f!ii.!:M

-

he went back to . · ·· :
and worked in payment transaction processing
(his good friends father is CEO there)
He returned to Vancouver in the summer of 2016
His mum and dad are now divorced
He and his father bought two properties to develop together (one inlMIJllJiand one in

Wlim

They hired a builder
They sold one property in June 2017 and will be putting the second on the market in
May 2018
He and his dad had a verbal agreement on how the money from the sale of the
properties would be split, his dad took more than agreed upon ($30,000)
He is not going to d
·
·
·
ny longer
His father is behind
He
is now working with hi m
He and his mum sold a property a
last May
(closed June 13/17) for 13.5 million (he provided the documents of the sale for
investigators to review)
The split on the sale was $8.5 million for his mum and $5 million for him
He mentally set aside some money for gambling, he has $100K left
He has been on a bad streak since January when he got back from vacation
His mum, thinking he is working mon business ventures transfers him money upon
request and he in turn gets bank drafts for the Casino (bank records and cheque books
provided for investigators to review)
He doesn't want his mum to know he is gambling again given his troubles in 2013
He expects he will be tapping out soon
Pa'•on ln'e rv1ew
fy ng
He and his mum are looking at properties in
Informal on
for property
investments
He paid the down payment on the. . .property and pays the mortgage but
his brother is on title due it his ban ing pro ems with RBC
Redacte:t Patron
Same goes for his car, that is why his mum is on title for his car ln!Prv1ew
oen· f 111
His brothe · · · ·· is a mortgage broker and is involved in all their deals. He lives at the
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
dress and is affiliated t •
···. · ·
· ·
handle all their legal matters
·· · · ·
·
· ·
·
are their accountants - F o r m e He believes his mum has or is creating a numbered company but~
Rcda::tcd Patron
details (later discovered to b
with the Director listed as: lnte·•1EN1 ldentlfyng
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
mum. Company registered
2017-MAY-29)

Wi!IW

1

~edac·~d

4

l d~ n ·
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Investigator Comments:
........... - · '"""'"" · •
as extremely polite and well spoken, answering all questions
asked, forthcoming and providing significant detail with respect to the chapters of his life.
Investigators did discuss VSE given his history and his current bad streak.

BCLC Conditions:
Sourced /chips
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC - AML Investigations

5
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This is Exhibit " I bS " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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BcLc 1s •;@1®'1!1·1.111angp;np1m1.11rr1m.1. •
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAR-01
Interview Time: 10:20
RRCR (Theatre Suite 300)
BCLC Investigators: HUSLER, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
2018JAN-24
No further cash buy-in's at any site until status is changed by AML unit.
Recent Activity:
Re:1acleo

Patro, lnte:-vien l denl rfy1ng ln'orma· on

has generated 126 individual LCT records dating back to 2012-

DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl : $739,685.00
FX: $13,501 .30
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $12,293,000.00 (a lot of churn)
DISBURSEMENT: $3,235,205 .00
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC.

Occupation:
Property Developer

Company:
Reaacted - Pa•ron 1n•e1v1ew 1den: fy ng 1nfonnallon

History:
Redac·ed Pa•·on lnterJ1ew Iden· fy ng 1nformat10n
has made a significant number of account deposits that have
not been sourced to the satisfaction of the AML unit.

Per OSINT:

Synopsis

•

Unable to confirm occupation. There are no Physicians, Doctors , Sg°J8
Pharmacists Nurses or Psychologists that have a name similar to '/iii· ·
Reda::ted Patron nterv ew
' in BC. All of these professions are publically searchable through
Iden! • n nforma1101
online databases. St. Paul's switchboard does not list anyone with this name.

•ltt"

.i -

•
•
•
•

.

unconfirmed
RTIC=Negative, Not on PTEP lists
No adverse media or court records

•

- dissolved
2012 - in debt to RBC $113K re LOC and interest

' Reaac·ed

Red<Jcted

Pa•ron 1n·erv1ew cen· fy ng 1formall01

Patron nter-.1ew ldent1'y1ng Information

Casino profile is unremarkable (other than the volumes of

money to be discussed this date)

Discussion Points:
Actual occupation - validate it
2
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Work partners

sow
Uses a variety of spellings for his name - what is correct

s~~.---.
Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong to brother)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been working there and
where the business is located .

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of unsourced
funds/chips is BCLC's primary concern.

5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigator Jim HUSLER and COUSINS interviewing and taking
notes.
Interview Results:
stated the following:

- Ill has variations on his name depending on what he is doing (i.e. legal -

passport

name) but does shorten it on more informal occasions as it is so long
Heda:ted '-'atrcn t1tervie\'.
Nickname
den• fy ng nformatio'l
He gradua~ii-,,,,j·R.·
S .
7
He went to ·
and got a c1ence degree
He went to med school ; two ears at
M • n d two years at
He started his internship a
, he was there one year (did not complete it)
He decided being a Dr. wasn't for him , he didn't have the passion for it
He entered in to a LOC agreement with RBC for $250K for his schooling
He was given $140K initially and when he went in for the balance, the rules around LOC
changed and he could not get the balance of the funds without a co-signature
His parents couldn't so-sign as they were still recovering from the 2008 markets
He has never paid the LOC - he has a 7 year waiting period before he can have a
property etc. in his name as within that window the bank can seize any assets
His girlfriends mum co-signed at a different bank for the balance of his tuition

3
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August (281h or 301h) 2013 he got
gambling debt
He had borrowed the money fro
and could not
repay him
It is not cleaJiiliiwas resolved
He moved t•£.j
when all this occurred and startini workini fo • •
. .
•. "ob through his girlfriend (at the timelff!

f'

-

@•@(

mwhi"·!l,,f!!I."*

and worked in payment transaction processing
(his good friends father is CEO there)
He returned to Vancouver in the summer of 2016
His mum and dad are now divorced
He and his father bought two properties to develop together (one i - · and one in

IJJ.!•

&

.

..

They hired a builder
They sold one property in June 2017 and will be putting the second on the market in
May 2018
He and his dad had a verbal agreement on how the money from the sale of the
properties would be split, his dad took more than agreed upon ($30,000)
He is not going to do business with his father any longer
His father is behin•
•· · ·· ·.
· •~, · · ·
He is now working with hi~ mum at · •• ·· · · "'·· ..~., ,,.., · · ·• ...
(she created
the company after she and his dad got divorced)
He and his mum sold a property at *;@§@'¥@Mi§i§i'i*MM!i+•last May
(closed June 13/17) for 13.5 million (he provided the documents of the sale for
investigators to review)
The split on the sale was $8.5 million for his mum and $5 million for him
He mentally set aside some money for gambling, he has $100K left
He has been on a bad streak since January of this year when he got back from vacation
His mum, thinking he is working on business ventures transfers him money upon request
and he in turn gets bank drafts for the Casino (bank records and cheque books provided
for investigators to review)
He doesn't want his mum to know he is gambling again given his troubles in 2013
He expects he will be tapping out soon
He and his mum are looking at properties ir
, .· !"" . ' '
for property
investments
R.eaac·ed - Pat-on
He paid the down payment on his condo on 1nte"V1eN
property and pays the
n
mortgage but his brother is on title due it his banking problems with RSC
Reda:ted Da•ro n
Same goes for his car, that is why his mum is on title for his car
ce nt ryng
His brothe ·
is a mortgage broker ao.d....i~OYQl~ed.ln.alltb!illi" .deals.. l::l~ l~~~e
dress and is affiliated
handle all their legal matters
Redactea Patron lnte·v1eJ1
are their accountants - Forme
ldcntrfy1ng lnfo'r1auon
ldent1~

1n1 c~J1ev1

t+!MWf@N!!Mf1f·41@111M. .

Investigator Comments:
qeoac'ed Pa'':m ln'ervrew cen· fy ng 1forma1101
was extremely polite and well spoken , answering all questions
asked , forthcoming and providing significant detail with respect to the chapters of his life.

4
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BCLC Conditions:
Sourced /chips
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC - AML Investigations

UPDATE:

2018-04-04
1100 hrs
Secondary Interview - Points to be covered:
Since his last interview the following has transpired:

03/06
$250K BD - initially from CIBC numbered
ersonal BMO and returned with BMO draft)

company•llilllllll

?
?
?
?
?
?
?

?
?
?
?

?

(left site deposited to

confirm mother
what is this company
business account
what is your roll
any money his in the business account
copy of $850K cheque (is the $250K and $850K out of the same numbered company ... TP)
how are you going to pay it back
curently holding any chips
updated phone number
Is your mum aware of the funds being moved within this account to further your play
Do you have further debt to this company
Are you considering VSE for 3 yrs

03/13
c/w 79 .5K - c/o $10,675
03/15

5
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$200K Bl ROF Cheque from Parq - Re-deposit- Take another ROF Cheque and c/o $13,830

03/19-20
c/w $75K chips - ROF $200K@ end of play on the 20 1h and c/o $6,550
03/22
c/w $80K chips - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K and
c/o $6,250
3/23
c/w $2, 100 - c/o $10,200
3/26
c/w $5k chips - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K - c/o $12 , 100

03128
$200K Bl PGF - LOST ALL
03/29
$850k numbered company cheque to personal BMO account - BMO bank draft to PGF withdraw PGF $850K - LOST $694,500 - ROF $155,500

04102
Attempted to redeem a Parq ROF cheque at the cage in Jade West for a table CPV. The buy in
was refused since a new condition on his profile had a BCLC barred until an AML meeting was
conducted.
04/03
Arrangements made to interview patron on 2018-APR-04

2018-APR-04

Interview Results:
During the course of this interviewl;fffi§MM!iHl§H@ij,ij!M(.jj,,ijii!.l,Mstated the following :

- •1•1
his mother (maiden name)
-z y.1l1ifi1iJIQllll'•is
eM&Ct@• Jf~1.11..gm.1
• • is a Real Estate Holding company
1

-

The initial money in this account is derived from the sale of
lm1astMay
(closed June 13/17) for 13.5 million
Redacted Patro1
...
$11 million of the money is currently with
ldentrfying lnfo·nat ion
who can 't get conventional mortgages)
The money is currently out in loans for 11%-12%
lnte~ 1e11

6

~ecacled

Pa•ron ln•erview ldentrf}• ng

'

'

(private lending for people
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The numbered company is solely in his mother's name (reiterated in an email patron
sent to writer in response to his desire to have an interview and a request on the part of
the investigator for paperwork per below):

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
From
Sent: April-03-18 3:24 PM
To: Lynn Cousins
Subject: Re: Interview

"That cheque is from my moms company , business account that I deposited into my
account that day.
There is absolutely no association between me and that account. That account is under
a numbered company and if there was any problem with it, bank would have questioned
it long time ago.
The funds in that business account is from the sale of our property back in 2017.
I can bring a copy of that draft (if I can find it) , however I can not bring anything that
associates me to that account.
However I maintain the daily activities of that numbered company, including depositing
monthly cheques to the account of that numbered company.
I'm free anytime. Let me know ASAP.
It's beyond me to understand why I have to go throw so many interviews where all my
purchases are through bank drafts from local Canadian banks!!! If there was something
remotely fishy government and bank have been long on my case before the "gaming
industry".
This is becoming inconvenience and almost a waste of time as stated by my thoughts
earlier.
Let me know when this interview can be done ASAP.

-...
Sent from my iPhone "

They have an agreement that she will fund business ventures from the $13.5 million sale
up to $5.5 million
The CIBC bank draft for $250K that Parq accepted on 2018-03-06 was from his mother's
numbers company
Parq did accept the draft and then realized their mistake (third party) and told him they'd
"made a mistake" in accepting the draft stating it had to come from his account ("your
name to your name")
Parq returned the draft to him and had him deposit in to his BMO chequing account and
get a draft from that account which he did. He then returned to the site with the new draft
The $850K BMO draft presented on 2018-03-29 was funded from the same numbered
company (learned at the time of this interview), he put the money in his BMO chequing
account then acquired the BMO draft (he had learned from the $250 draft this is how it
had to be presented to the casino)
Provided a copy of the $850K CIBC numbered company draft to investigators today

7
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On both occasions he told his mother that the money was for business investment
purposes
His mother has no idea he has spent the noted money in the Casinos
He cannot get money out of the account, it has to come from his mother
His mother will call the bank when he requests investment money and have the manager
create the draft in his name
Shortly after he LOST $694,500 of the $850K, he received an email that their Capital
Gains Tax was due and was $350K more than originally estimated . They did not have
enough money to cover the extra
He has to go to
who currently are holding their $11 million for
investment and ask for a short term loan of $350K (11 %) to pay the shortfall as he'd lost
at the Casino
His mother is not aware of the short term loan to complete the payment on the Capital
Tax Gains
There is no accessible money left in the numbered company at this time as it is all
invested
He is not ready to VSE (three year VSE was offered)

Investigators Comments:
Patron is anxious to get back in the Casinos asking if he could at least play poker
Patron stated was not aware of the third party rule, investigators reminded him it was on
the SOF document he signed and is part of the PGF account opening process (policy)
He stated the site should not have accepted the $850K if he is not allowed to buy in with
third party money
Patron was reminded he deposited the money in to his BMO account then acquired the
draft, that the site would have no way of knowing it was third party money if he did not
declare it (Scanned in to LCT 20180006738 BMO Account
Branch :0836
Patrons still has the ROF cheque for $155,500 from his play on 2018-03-29 (***that we
now know is third party money as a result of this interview today)
2018-04-04
Interview results provided to Manager Daryl Tottenham for review and action

UPDATE:
2018-04-09
Patrons profile updated :
"BCLC Corp Sec - Provincially banned 1 year for third-party PGF transactions exp 2019APR-09. See media for barring documents (letter and notice) ."

2018-MAY-16
Interview Filed
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC -AML

8
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This is Exhibit " 16 b " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020

A Commis 10ner fi taking Affidavits for the
Pr vince of British Columbia
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scLc 1s •@l®'il'ii·!.IMM*Mkl§ln·Wf!•M!.!i,,fil!.!. •
Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-MAR-01
Interview Time: 10:20
RRCR (Theatre Suite 300)
BCLC Investigators: HUSLER, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English
Conditions:
2018JAN-24
No further cash buy-in's at any site until status is changed by AML unit.
Recent Activity:
Redacted

Patro'l lnter.i1ew Ident fyir19 ln'crmat on

has generated 126 individual LCT records dating back to 2012-

DEC
His profile at this time shows:
Bl: $739,685.00
FX: $13,501.30
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $12,293,000.00 (a lot of churn)
DISBURSEMENT: $3,235,205.00

Produced pursuant to Ruling #8 of Commissioner Cullen (September 18, 2020)
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The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with
enhanced CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Property Developer

Company:
Redacte:;t

Patron lnler\'ew ldent1'y1n;i Info mat1on

History:
Redac·ed Pa:·on Interview
ng 'lfom1at10,
has made a significant number of account deposits that have
not been sourced to the satisfaction of the AML unit.
lden·lf~·

Per OSINT:

Synopsis

•

Unable to confirm occupation . There are no Physicians, Doctors, Surgeons ,
Pharmacists, Nurses, or Psychologists that have a name similar to B!IRal~~I'
Pat'on 1n1erv1ew
in BC. All of these professions are publically searc a et roug
l.:Jentlfyng ln'orma· on
online databases. St. Paul's switchboard does not list anyone with this name.
Re~ac'ed

-

•
•
•
•

I

-

~

.

unconfirmed

RTIC=Negative, Not on PTEP lists
No adverse media or court records

•
~eaac·ed

Pa·r::m l rre1vu:w icerr fy n
lnf.::rma! on

...
Reda:ted

2- in

e

0

Pa· ron lnteiv1ew lde1t1fy ng nfo rmat10'1

- dissolved
re LOC and interest
Casino profile is unremarkable (other than the volumes of

money to be discussed this date)

Discussion Points:
Actual occupation - validate it

2
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Work partners

sow

•

. .-

.-

• •

•

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Hedacted - Pat ron

l~lerv

ew lden!lf)••ng Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent? (per searches, appears to belong to brother)
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been working there and
where the business is located.

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of unsourced
funds/chips is BCLC's primary concern.

5. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigator Jim HUSLER and COUSINS interviewing and taking
notes.
Interview Results:
During the course of his interview

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

stated the following:

- II has variations on his name depending on what he is doing (i.e. legal -

passport
name) but does shorten it on more informal occasions as it is so long
Nicknames
He graduated high school in 1999
- He went to•w.~•9,!"F'a<&ni!li1•41!M=ind ot a Science de ree
He went to me sc oo ; two ears a
IP.I• and two years at·- :_ . .: - • - He started his internship at
, he was there one year (did not complete it)
He decided being a Dr. wasn't for him, he didn't have the passion for it
He entered in to a LOC agreement with RBC for $250K for his schooling
He was given $140K initially and when he went in for the balance, the rules around LOC
changed and he could not get the balance of the funds without a co-signature
His parents couldn't so-sign as they were still recovering from the 2008 markets
He has never paid the LOC - he has a 7 year waiting period before he can have a
property etc. in his name as within that window the bank can seize any assets
His girlfriends mum co-signed at a different bank for the balance of his tuition
3
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August (281h or 30 1h) 2013 he goth.
gambling debt
He had borrowed the money from
and could not
repay him
It is not clear how this was resolved
.
He moved tBll•when all this occurred and starting working
He got the job through his girlfriend (at the time) i@§@l@MMl§J!!A- ¢1m1.!l,,@!.!.E

follll'.1111

·

and worked in payment transaction processing
fo · ·
his good friends father is CEO there)
He returned to Vancouver in the summer of 2016
His mum and dad are now divorced
He and his father bought two properties to develop together (one i n M t • and one in

•im•

They hired a builder
They sold one property in June 2017 and will be putting the second on the market in
May 2018
He and his dad had a verbal agreement on how the money from the sale of the
properties would be split, his dad took more than agreed upon ($30,000)
He is not going to do business with his father any longer
His-behind .,. ... . . ·. ·. · ~, ·
He · .: · · is now working with his mum at
· I ' '°"
(she created
the company after she and his dad_ggt divorced)
He and his mum sold a property a*fii·'@'!di+JH+'*@!.\Mh'.U•1ast May
(closed June 13/17) for 13.5 million (he provided the documents of the sale for
investigators to review)
The split on the sale was $8.5 million for his mum and $5 million for him
He mentally set aside some money for gambling , he has $100K left
He has been on a bad streak since January of this year when he got back from vacation
His mum , thinking he is working on business ventures transfers him money upon request
and he in turn gets bank drafts for the Casino (bank records and cheque books provided
for investigators to review)
He doesn't want his mum to know he is gambling again given his troubles in 2013
He expects he will be tapping out soon
He and his mum are looking at properties in
for property
investments
qedac'ed Pa·'on
He paid the down payment on his condo on lntC'VIC'/I ldent1'y11g property and pays the
mortgage but his brother is on title due it his banking problems with RSC
Rcda:tcd Pa•ro n
Same goes for his car, that is why his mum is on title for his car lnte"',riew :lent f 11
His brothe
·· · is a mortgage broker and is involved in all their deals. He lives at the
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
dress and is affiliated t •
handle all their legal matters
Redacteo Patro1 lnte'v1e11
are their accountants - Former
ldent1'y1ng lnfo·nahcn

Investigator Comments:
was extremely polite and well spoken , answering all questions
asked, forthcoming and providing significant detail with respect to the chapters of his life.
Redacted

::>a·rcn ln'erv1ew lde'lt 1fy ng nformal!::n

4
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BCLC Conditions:
Sourced /chips
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC - AML Investigations
UPDATE:
2018-04-04
1100 hrs

Secondary Interview - Points to be covered:
Since his last interview the following has transpired :
03/06
$250K BO - initially from CIBC numbered company
personal BMO and returned with BMO draft)

Redacted
ldent

Patron •'lterv ew
1

n

nformat1cn

(left site deposited to

Redacted - Patron 'lien ew ldenh'y1ng
'lfom1at1o'l

Director:

?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
?

Redd:::led

Pdtron 1ter\' ew Ide lt1ry1rq Info mat1:;m

confirm mother
what is this company
business account
what is your roll
any money his in the business account
copy of $850K cheque (is the $250K and $850K out of the same numbered company ... TP)
how are you going to pay it back
curently holding any chips
updated phone number
Is your mum aware of the funds being moved within this account to further your play
Do you have further debt to this company
Are you considering VSE for 3 yrs

5
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03/13
c/w 79.5K - c/o $10,675
03/15
$200K Bl ROF Cheque from Parq - Re-deposit- Take another ROF Cheque and c/o $13,830
03/19-20
clw $75K chips - ROF $200K @ end of play on the 2Qth and c/o $6,550
03/22
c/w $80K chips - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K and
c/o $6,250
3/23
c/w $2 , 100 - c/o $10,200
3/26
c/w $5k chips - Bl $200K PGF - Re-deposit $200K - c/o $12, 100
03/28
$200K Bl PGF - LOST ALL
03/29
$850k numbered company cheque to personal BMO account - BMO bank draft to PGF withdraw PGF $850K - LOST $694,500 - ROF $155 ,500
04/02
Attempted to redeem a Parq ROF cheque at the cage in Jade West for a table CPV. The buy in
was refused since a new condition on his profile had a BCLC barred until an AML meeting was
conducted.
04/03
Arrangements made to interview patron on 2018-APR-04

2018-APR-04

Interview Results:
During the course of this interview

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

stated the following:

r (maiden name)
is a Real Estate Holding company
Redaclt!'C Pat10·1 lnte i,.1e11 lde nt1'yng
The initial money in this account is derived from the sale of
Info r 1at1J n
last May
Redacted - Patron Interview ldenllfy1nQ Information

1

11 • 1 -

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

6
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(closed June 13/17) for 13.5 million
Redacted Patron lnte rv1eu
$11 million of the money is currently with
ldt nt1fy1ng lnformat1on
(private lending for people
who can 't get conventional mortgages)
The money is currently out in loans for 11 %-12%
The numbered company is solely in his mother's name (reiterated in an email patron
sent to writer in response to his desire to have an interview and a request on the part of
the investigator for paperwork per below) :

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
From
Sent: April-03-18 3:24 PM
To: Lynn Cousins
Subject: Re: Interview

"That cheque is from my moms company , business account that I deposited into my
account that day.
There is absolutely no association between me and that account. That account is under
a numbered company and if there was any problem with it, bank would have questioned
it long time ago.
The funds in that business account is from the sale of our property back in 2017.
I can bring a copy of that draft (if I can find it) , however I can not bring anything that
associates me to that account.
However I maintain the daily activities of that numbered company, including depositing
monthly cheques to the account of that numbered company.
I'm free anytime. Let me know ASAP.
It's beyond me to understand why I have to go throw so many interviews where all my
purchases are through bank drafts from local Canadian banks!!! If there was something
remotely fishy government and bank have been long on my case before the "gaming
industry".
This is becoming inconvenience and almost a waste of time as stated by my thoughts
earlier.
Let me know when this interview can be done ASAP.

Sent from my iPhone"

They have an agreement that she will fund business ventures from the $13.5 million sale
up to $5.5 million
The CIBC bank draft for $250K that Parq accepted on 2018-03-06 was from his mother's
numbers company
Parq did accept the draft and then realized their mistake (third party) and told him they'd
"made a mistake" in accepting the draft stating it had to come from his account ("your
name to your name")
Parq returned the draft to him and had him deposit in to his BMO chequing account and
get a draft from that account which he did. He then returned to the site with the new draft
The $850K BMO draft presented on 2018-03-29 was funded from the same numbered
company (learned at the time of this interview) , he put the money in his BMO chequing

7
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account then acquired the BMO draft (he had learned from the $250 draft this is how it
had to be presented to the casino)
Provided a copy of the $850K CIBC numbered company draft to investigators today
On both occasions he told his mother that the money was for business investment
purposes
His mother has no idea he has spent the noted money in the Casinos
He cannot get money out of the account, it has to come from his mother
His mother will call the bank when he requests investment money and have the manager
create the draft in his name
Shortly after he LOST $694 ,500 of the $850K, he received an email that their Capital
Gains Tax was due and was $350K more than originally estimated. They did not have
enough money to cover the extra
He has to go to
who currently are holding their $11 million for
investment and ask for a short term loan of $350K (11 %) to pay the shortfall as he'd lost
at the Casino
His mother is not aware of the short term loan to complete the payment on the Capital
Tax Gains
There is no accessible money left in the numbered company at this time as it is all
invested
He is not ready to VSE (three year VSE was offered)

Investigators Comments:

Patron is anxious to get back in the Casinos asking if he could at least play poker
Patron stated was not aware of the third party rule , investigators reminded him it was on
the SOF document he signed and is part of the PGF account opening process (policy)
He stated the site should not have accepted the $850K if he is not allowed to buy in with
third party money
Patron was reminded he deposited the money in to his BMO account then acquired the
draft, that the site would have no way of knowing it was third party money if he did not
declare it (Scanned in to LCT 20180006738 BMO Accoun
Branch:0836
Patrons still has the ROF cheque for $155,500 from his play on 2018-03-29 (*** that we
now know is third party money as a result of this interview today)
2018-04-04
Interview results provided to Manager Daryl Tottenham for review and action
UPDATE:

2018-04-09
Patrons profile updated:
"BCLC Corp Sec - Provincially banned 1 year for third-party PGF transactions exp 2019APR-09 . See media for barring documents (letter and notice). "

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC - AML

8
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UPDATE:
2019-MAY-16

Follow up interview- End of a one (1) year barring

On 2018-APR-09 the following was placed on patron's profile:
"BCLC Corp Sec - Provincially banned 1 year for third-party PGF transactions exp 2019-APR09. See media for barring documents (letter and notice)."

On 2019-MAY-09 patron was again interviewed per Directive. The interview was conducted by
Investigators Cousins and Husler.

Interview Results:
He has moved tclHllJQ profile updated in iTrak
Reda::led Patron lnlerv1ew lderilrfying
He is still involved with his mother's compan
however they
nformat101
have not done any deals this past year due to the market
He has no access to his mother's company account, further the company is fully
invested right now
Redacted Patro1 lnte "'J1ew
They are still sittini on two properties - listed not selling, one is in ldent1' n ln'ormat on
and
oneir•llMMH'f"
Redac' ed - Patron lnter11ew r:en· fy1ng
He and his mother did not look at any properties in
as
lnfo'rnauon
mentioned in his last interview, again due to the change in the real estate market this
past year
He has paid back the $350K he borrowed to pay the company Capital Gains Taxes (per
last interview)
The bank account he is using is a BMO account ending inlliland it is solely his (of
note, document supporting this is has been scanned in to his OSINT per discussion with
AML Manager D. Tottenham)
He understands that within BC Gaming Facilities he will only be allowed transactions
from that one specific account (profile updated in iTrak under "characteristics" to reflect
this)
11
3
In addition to working with his mother, he is also invested ir*'™ fSl!H•Ml'll!r'*™
mw not
ln'arma! on
yet up and running at $35K per store
generating an income on its loans
is still a mortgage broker and involved in all their deals. He lives at
address and affiliated t • Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
He un erstan st at if he is to use a bank draft from a joint account in the future he will
have to have that party attend the Casino to sign a consent form for that purpose
He has no specific friendship with the young Asian students associated to his profile,
met them at the Casino
He does not wish to VSE at this time
He understands he is still on full cash/chip conditions

9
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Investigators Comments:
Investigator recommends patron remain on sourced cash/chip conditions
It has been made very clear to patron his is approved to use his BMO Account ONLY
His profile has been updated to reflect same per discussion with AML Manager Daryl
Tottenham
2019-MAY-16
Interview forwarded to D. Tottenham for review
2019-MAY-24
Interview filed
L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML

10
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron

NAME Interview Identifying
Information
SID#:
Interview Date: 10/27/2015
Interview Time: 14:40 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

The Reason for the Interview was to determine the following:

1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. Who owns the Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
3. A few hours lateW41l1!iW requested a security escort from the Sea Harbour
Restaurant to the casino and conducted a buy-in for $399,940.
4. Who is the u/k female he was with when he was playing after receiving the
$399,940.
5. How did he arrange to pick up the money there?
6. He asked for a security escort, what was his concern?
7. Does he understand the conditions?
8. Educate on PGF Accounts.

Interview Results:

..,, llA'flwas quite upset at the fact that he had to speak to investigators and that the
only reason he was doing this was to save face;
..,, He advised that his source of wealth stems from the fact that owns a number of
corporations and is partners w i t h -
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.,. . w a s sending a plane for him once he was done speaking with investigators;
-,. He further stated that he owns

?

Redacted

Patron 1ntcn·1ew Identifying lnfo·mat1on

Money is not an object to him;

-,. He has status all over the world and people owe him money;
.,. He threatened to call in his lawyers to deal with this situation but was told that there
was no need to do this as we were not the police;

?

He does not use credit and only uses cash;

.,. He was looking on his cell phone and showed that he had just made an $80,000.00
transaction;
1

?

He was asked about where he got the money from on October 18 h, 2015 and stated
that he told someone who owed him money that he was going to be at the restaurant
so they could pay him back;

?

He was questioned about the denominations and responded by saying that if
someone was going to pay back their debt he was not going to question where the
money is coming from;

?

He was given a full explanation of PGF accounts and the expectation to use it;

'? He did open up an account in 2013;

?

He does not like to use them as his wife will see where the money is going and see
that he is gambling;

?

He stated that our rules are all wrong in that we wait until someone loses and then
ask them where the money comes from and stated they should be asked when they
bring the money to the cage;

-,. He said that this should be posted at the cage;

?

He would only identify the female he was with a s e l· and declined to provide
further information as to her identity;

?

He sees not issue with the way that he is using the money as it is part of the Chinese
culture;

?

It was made clear to him that the conditions will remain on his profile and the
expectation is that he will used sourced funds when playing;

2
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Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator CAVERLY taking
notes.
LEE explained th~ons have been placed or lfJ,fjfA ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes, BCLC Investigator Stone Lee was used as an interpreter.
BCLC Sanctions W:till continues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on October 19th, 2015.
Investigator Comments:

.

has been advised about his conditions and the expectation around using source

The fact that he says he owns a number of R J l -hould make this easier for him to
understand.
He was vague about the details concerning the transaction on the 181h.

Tom Caverly
Cas ino Investigations

3
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'

lnfo•mat1on

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-AUG-23
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MOB 18 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA , HUSLER
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
transactions in BCLC Casinos.
BCLC learnei-was in possession of up to $100,000 in discontinued $5,000 chips. He
needed to be interviewed prior to redemption could be authorized.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:

-

...

·. .
; play was suspended pending interview with BCLC investigators regarding the source
of the discontinued series River Rock $5,000 chips.
Recent Activity:
• • has not been very active in BC Casinos of late. The significant portion of his casino
activity occurred in 2013/2014.
On or about 2018-AUG-11 BCLC learned thatEl• may be in posse;:;~o~f up to $100,000
in discontinued River Rock $5 ,000 chips. River Rock was advised thae®Mwould need to
arrange to be interviewed by BCLC AML investigators before any consideration would be given
to redeem the chips .
The following comment was placed on his casino profile:
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"2018-Aug-14 "**BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, All patron's gaming privileges are
suspended pending AML interview. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit."

The focus of the interview was to confirmM•is in possession of discontinued chips,
determine the total value to the chips and attempt to determine the source of the chips.
Direction given was thatllfl• is to be issued a receipt for the chips and the chips would be
held in River Rocks vault pending further investigation.
History:
- - h a s been the conductor of numerous suspicious transactions, most of which occurred
in 2013/2014 and detailed large volumes of small denomination bills used for purchasing chips
and gambling in BC Casinos (mostly at River Rock).

WlfilW does not hold a PGF account at any BC Casino.
Occupation:
Real Estate Company Owner

'lf@i@MMHfl'§lf@jfMi·JU.i"'·"'

Interview Results:
On 2018-AUG-23 at 1050hrs River Rock AML Investigators were advisedEJ-Nas on site
and making his way to the casinos VIP Salon.
BEEKSMA placed a call to RRCR surveillance and spoke with shift manager Mark LIANZA.
LIANZA was updated on what would transpire and was asked to call the cage to ensure a
supervisor or higher was present in the Salon cage. He was also asked to have security on
standby shoulcfti'f®" become upset once he is told the c~_, would be held and not
redeemed . LIANZA was a . .
.. . entire interaction wit~1S. •would take place in the VIP
Salon so investigators and :. . (and the chips) would remain on camera at all times.
At 1055hrs investigators LEE, HUSLER and BEEKSMA attended River Rocks VIP Salon and
met withMftlWwho had already been escorted into the Salons private cashier room bl, the
casinos executive host. An unidentified (younger looking) Asian male accompanie1 p,1t•
who was described as his assistant. The $100,000 in discontinued $5,000 chips was already up
on the transaction counter.
provided his ID (Chinese passport) when asked by investigators confirming his identity.
Cage manager Rosa TRUONG was present and confirmed the chip total by cutting them down
(20 pieces) then confirmed the chips still read on the RFID reader pad .
TRUONG was instructed to issue a receipt t•afl!= or $100,000 in chips, place the chips in a
tam~roof evidence bag and secure them in River Rocks vault.
- s i g n e d the receipt (carbon copied) and was given the bottom (yellow) copy. The top
(white copy) was scanned into the iTrak incident (2018-51760) and secured with the chips in the
evidence bag .
M!•was then escorted by investigators to the private gaming room that houses table
MDB18 in the Salon to commence with the interview. His assistant was asked to wait outside
while investigators spoke with.ill

M•

• •stated in part the following via translation done by LEE:

2
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Reaac•ed

Pa1·on 1n1erJ1ew 1aem1fying 1nrorma•1on

. .

)>-

stated he and his family moved back to China in 2014.
o He moved his family back to China so his children could learn Chinese.
o They usually return to Canada at least once per year to take care of things here
__ .. -taxes etc) .
wife had/.has a
d.eposit
in a • ·
· bank. The chips were found
1n the - o s 1 t box by his wife and given to - .
to redeem .
o · .: . · did not know what Canadian bank his wife had the safety deposit box at
but offered to find out from his wife if requested or deemed relevant.
o He stated about 15 days ago his wife (who has since returned to China) was in
Canada taking care of some things and located the chips in the safety deposit
box.
o M•and his wife had completely forgot about these chips until this moment.
• This is his explanation as to why it took him so long to attend the casino
with these old chips (over 2.5 years have past since the chips were
swapped). He only learned of these chips being in his wife's safety
deposit box 15 days ago.
o ~is wife gave him the chips and tol~-he should cash them out.
o
could not recall when these Clps were first in his possession. He
couldn't even narrow down to a month to aid investigators in sourcing the chips
to him. He stated it was 2013 or 2014.
o •I-stated that when he gambles in Macau and Vegas the amounts are far
more significant compared to when he gambles in Canada . The $100,000 in
question was described b)•'lfl• 1s a small amount which is why the specifics
surrounding it is not memorable to him .
o The impression was thalRB; level of wealth is such that a $100,000 is not
a significant amount to him .

•.•s

saf~ty

b~x

MW

Although the primary focus of the interview was to attempt to source the chips investigators
took the opportunity to ask him some general questions surrounding some of his suspicious
transactions occurring in 2013/2014.
)>-

)>-

Regardi~rge amounts of small denomination bill · :. - . as bring into the
casino, -stated he got the money from "friends" liere in anada.
o It wasn't just one friend he received the funds from, it was multiple people.
o He stated he would transfer funds from Chinese account to Chinese account
then receive the Canadian equivalent when he arrives in Canada.
o If he borrowed the money from one of his "friends" he would pay back the funds
...W China.
MM~laimed he was not aware of underground or unregistered (illegal) casinos. He
stated the idea of attending an illegal casino is frightening to him.
o He added that he knows of cruise ships that go out to international waters near
ng that have casinos. The idea of gambling on one of these is scary to
as well.

Conclusion:
)>-

-

••stated he will be returning to China on 2018-SEP-07.

3
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:;...

It was explained to him that due to the fact the chips h _
_
out of circulation for over
2.5 years BCLC needed to confirm they are authentic.
..
was also told that BCLC
needs to be confident he is the rightful owner of the chips before we would be able to
authorize them being redeemed.
:;... W a was told to keep the yellow receipt he was provided with for his chips . He was
provided with a generic BCLC business card with the phone number to BCLC Consumer
s should he have any further enqui~
:;...
wrote down his phone number as
BCLC needs to get a hold of
him in the future .
~ - Wj)ff!•
did not seem overly concerned or anxious with the $100 , 00_~ c~i redemption.
He was more concerned on if he is able to gamble in BC Casinos.
· · s play was
suspended pending interview; now that he has been intervie · ' ' was told the ban
would be removed but he was reminded that all buy ins over $10,000 need to be
sourced via receipt.

iliM)M,f

Interpreter required: Yes , LEE translating with BEEKSMA and HUSLER taking notes.
BCLC Conditions: None. Standard SOF requirements apply at this time.
Investigator Comments:
I M •

was respectful and calm with investigators throughout the interview process.

Based on casino record,M H " s not nearly as significant player as he once was . His primary
residence is in China and he does not come to Canada often.
His wife and children have their Canadian citizenship or permanent residency but he does not.
The following iTrak files can be referenced for further documentation into this dates events :
2018-51764 (UFT)
2018-51760 ("Abandoned chips")
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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BCLC IP

····

· · .... !.., •

" .. ·'""'

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2019-JUN-27
Interview Time: 11 :00 hours
RRCR private salon
BCLC Investigators:
LEE, BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron asked to call Consumer Services to arrange interview
regarding current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

. ..

..
...

.

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

2019-JAN-24****BCLC DIRECTIVE***-All play SUSPENDED pending investigation.
Daryl Tottenham, Manager BCLC AML Programs

Recent LCT Activity:

66 LCTs in total
His profile at this time shows:

Bl: $1,474,284.00
FX: $39,057 .72
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $1,311,300.00
DISBURSEMENT: $1,638,960.50
The focus of the interview will b e - · s source of wealth and suspicious bank draft.
Occupatio
Company:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
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History:

..

• a:

•

Redacted - FINTRAC

Civil Courts:
NIA
Recent Activity:
•

•

IN20190005305, 2019-JAN-23, Parq Vancouver, "Criminal Event-Fraud"
• Iii'" presented bank draft for $5,073.32 to deposit into PGF account.
• Bank draft was denied as was out of date (dated 2018NOV).
•
later sent a letter to VIP Host to support bank draft that included
letter form the bank.
• IMMadvised VIP Host that he had been mailed the draft by the bank
for money that was owed to him.
• Parq called the bank further to number in the letter:
• Letter head was missing;
• Bank (RBC) could not verify the draft, reported to not be
valid .
In 2018 and 2019, 1 LCT generated at River Rock, all others at Parq (LCTs for
2018-2019):
• Last LCT, 2019-MAY-14, River Rock, disbursement of $12 ,410.50
• Fx on 2019-JAN-23 for $4,700 USO .
• History of mostly CIBC bank drafts, 1 RBC bank draft
• History of Cash Club deposits from a Visa Card

Discussion Points:

• sow
•
•

Possible fraudulent bank draft
Associates

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm patron's address and phone number.
• With whom does patron reside?
• Does he own/rent?
• Patron's phone number?
2. Clarify occupation/company as Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Rejactec Pa1ro1
lden11~ in

•

1n1e~1ew

Information

Is the business still active?
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• What i8IAQ role within the company?
• Income from the company?
3. All sources of wealth?
• Employment?
• Business ventures?
• Property (home address is assessed at 4.7 million)? Other?
• Source of US funds?
4. Banking information
• Where does ··.:' :·
bank?
• Joint accounts?
• Types and number of accounts?
• Records show: RBC and CIBC, along with a Visa.
5. IN20190005305, 2019-JAN-23, Parq Vancouver, "Criminal Event-Fraud"
• Why did Parq refuse to accept a bank draft that•D• presented for
$5,073.32?
• From where was the bank draft acquired?
• From where dicllM• acquire the letter that he later sent to the VIP
Host confirming the bank draft?
• From where were the funds acquired that were used to purchase the bank
draft?
• IMBsaid the bank owed him money) Why would the bank pay him in
the form of a bank draft and not simply deposit the money in his account?
Interpreter required: Yes
Interview results:

The following information was provided by

Reda:tcd Patron 'lier.• ew
lden•1fy ng nfom1 at1on

during the interview:

resides a Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
owns thc"mlii-J.residence.
sold his busines;-.;z · · iW"K&fflti& which is based in China.
made
a large profit from the sale of the business and also has income from
•
~1nerties in China.
MLhas a daughter in school in Vancouver and since he has sold the business in
China he is S.J2.ending more time in Canada.
- Current1.-.JJIU is unemployed, but is looking for future business opportunities in
Canada.
IJIWas shown a copy of the RBC bank draft for $5,073.32 and recognized the
ratt immediately as the draft that was refused by Parq Vancouver.
111£1& explained that the draft was provided to him by the RBC after he closed all of
his bank accounts at RBC.
•ll!was not happy with the service he was receiving at the Royal Bank (RBC) and
ne
to consolidate his bank a c c - m multiple banks) before going through
the immigration process in Canada, so . . ·
decided to close his RBC accounts.

waA\Ji
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llMliJiilrequested that RBC deposit-]ls remaining balance into his existing
CIBC bank accounts, but RBC advised that they could not do this.
- Becausell!IMwas closing his accounts, RBC insisted on issuing the balance to
lilUIJ!ilvia RBC in Toronto.
- RBC advisecmR•they would send the draft to the RBC at Oakridge Centre where
•ill!I could pick it up.
- At the time of the accounts cl~ .atJ.d issuance of the draft, ··:: ,., was in China
which he told RBC ; as a resu1t,Mjti• was not able to pick up the draft until midJanua~

IMMwent to RBC at Oakridge Mall where he picked up his draft; the draft was the
remaining_ balance from his RBC accounts, thus explaining the odd number.
lll@i#ook the draft with him to Parq, but did not initially intend to gamble with it;
when he lost his bank roll he remembered the draft in his pocket and attempted to
deposit it into the PGF account.
- After a couple of hours with the bank draft, Parq advised that they would not accept it;
· ·''
then sent an email request to his private personal banker at RBC to send a
statement showing that the draft was in fact issued from RBC.
WMW received the statement from RBC, showed Parq staff, but the draft was still
not accepted by Parq.
- After the deposit of his RBC bank draft was refused by Parq,
deposited the
draft into his CIBC bank account and had no issues with it.
- During the interview.
.·. .·.
.hawed BCLC Investigator LEE email communication
betweenM$• and ·:
personal banker at RBC ; the email communications
confirmed_..s statements that the draft was sent by RBC in Toronto for pick-up at
RBC in Oakridge Mall, tha .. ·. · .
advised that he was in China, that RBC
acknowledged tha · · . could pick up the draft in 2019-JAN upon his return to
Canada, tha ···. ·
requested a statement from RBC to show Parq, and it showed a
copy of the statement.
- On 2019-JAN-18, RBC s e r n · - awi!~nfirming that the draft had arrived at
RBC in Oakridge Mall and was ready tormd•to pick up the draft.
provided documentation-the has a CIBC bank account, #
nd a TD bank account,
· ·
's accounts are only in his name and are not joint.
often has US funds because he sometimes brings US funds from China and
because he often goes to the US .
1819; sister-in-law lives in Redacted - Patron .. o he and his wife often go there to
also gambles often in

Interview Identifying
Information

was asked about previous large buy-ins using $20s· he s12ecifically
•
remembers one incident some years ago when he sold hi4fll11Qor just under
$200,000.
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- a l s o noted that the ATM machines at River Rock give out $20s; after having
gambled with the $20s from the sale of his car, he received his cash-out back in $20s,
as per casino policy.
- Along with the cash disbursement in $20slH!M conducted an ATM withdrawal
which was also in $20s; these funds were used for additional gambling .
_:. _
·
does not gamble at illegal gambling facilities although he has heard of them .
- · · sees no point to go to an illegal gambling house as he assumes that the
organizers would be cheating .

Investigators' comments:
•tRW.!:lis assessed by the investigators to have been forthcoming and honest during
the interview. When he was shown a copy of the RBC bank draft that was refused by
Parq, immediately he started talking about the incident with great enthusiasm and
frustration with Parq Vancouver. At no time diclM•demonstrate any deceptive
behaviour and the information he provided verbally, notably about the bank draft, were
corroborated by the email correspondence he voluntarily showed the investigators.
It is the investigators' assessment that the RBC bank draft thaWM• attempted to
deposit into his PGF was not fraudulent, it was valid, and it was issued by the RBC
when•J•ciosed his RBC accounts.
Redacted Patro1 lnte·v1ew dent1fy119
Accordin to BC Assessment,
s residence a
lnfo'P\al1011
is worth 4.7 1 million dollars. An OSINT check was conducted in 2018-FEB
when ·. · · ·
ened his PGF account; no adverse media was found . At the time of
the OSINT, · .: . · s property ownershpwas not confirmed so it has not been
confirmed that he is in f~ct the owner of
That being said, there is no
reason to believe thatM• is not the owner. As well, having a personal private
banker at RBC is indicative of substantial wealth . Further to this interview and review of
189: casino records ,W • s wealth is believed to support his level of gambling.

_;f'IMl!li'fm

IMQ$ gaming privileges have been reinstated; the investigators assess that no
further action is required .

Sheila BONDESEN
BCLC AML Investigations
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BCLC 11 S

Redacted

Pat1on 1r1terv ew ldent1fy1ng lnfo·mat1on

Patron Interviewed:
NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
SID#
Interview Date: January 24
Interview Time: 10:55 am
Interview Location : River Rock Casino VIP Salon MOB 15

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
Patron lnterv1eu
On the evening of 2016-0CT-30/early morning of 2016-0CT-31 , Redacted
Identifying Informatio n
conducted 2 cash buy ins for purchase of chips totaling $90,000. The majority of the
cash presented was in small denomination bills.

Casinos do not typically disburse small bills as such the cash, in large part is considered
un-sourced.
There are elements otM!fB activity, casino history and questions surrounding the
source of cash which make the circumstances unusual.
The previous date P'JDMwas very active gambling in the casino and received a total
of $214,000 in cash disbursements. This makes the circumstances reported here even
more unusual aWlj!lshould have had up to $214K in CON $100 bills disbursed by
the casino the previous date yet brought in using $5, $10, $20 and $100 bills for
purchasing chips .
. . . is presently on conditions imposed by BCLC 's AML unit that require the site to
conduct a_n interview witl.U;J!Uor any un-soured cash buy in . As per the interview
formMIWadvised the ?OK cash was from his "own savings".
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Interview Results:
IBl@#stated, in part, the following information :
•

•

He was given an explanation of BCLC 's role in the casinos and the FINTRAC
reporting requirements and he stated that he understood;
He is still in the real estate business in both China and Canada. His China
Redacted Patron 1nterv•ew
1nforma1101
.9£JJ1i.i.i.infn\i.!fu,8Q.U~at is listed on his subject profile
ld ent1fyin~

lnformatron

•

•

'

He is a minority partner in the business in Canada. It operates out of Vancouver
but he could not say the name as it is in English , no Chinese;
He wal as~e,i i@l<tllt the Oct 2016 incident which involved a friend of his •
During this incidentll!Wwas denied a buy in because it
appeared to be a cash delivery;

a:&ima;;; nformal101
· • wAfu

• .· · .
· ·· ..explained that the night of that incident he was with some partners,
·: . :
eing one, and were celebrating the close of a business deal that made
them some money;
• IMl9does not frequent the casinos often wanted to play and that it was his
money but he gave it to someone to hold when he went to the washroom. He
stated that this was not a cash delivery;
• IRBwent on to explain how when he first immigrated he had no friends he
started attending the casinos and began to know people;
•

He is now a member of the community and giving back citing that the night
before he donated some equipment to an organization;

•

He does not mind sitting down with BCLC to discuss matters but is not happy
about the conditions as it causes him trouble when he attends with his friends
who have no conditions . They can play but he cannot;

•

He was questioned about an October 3Q1h , 2016 buy in for 90 K of which 70 K
was in $20's. He said he had lent money to a friend and that the friend went
back to China. This friend arranged to have the money paid back by someone
else who gave him the $20's;

•

was educated with respect to the concerns as an indicator to money
launder along with concerns for his safety;

•

He was unaware of the association but now does;
2
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•

He was question with respect to his knowledge about private casinos and stated
that he was a one before but did not play as he was concerned that they may be
cheating ;

•

He said that they were referred to as a social club and was taken by a friend
about a year ago when Chinese New Year's was on ;

•

He stated that the club was located on #5 Road in Richmond by a freeway
underpass and was in a residence ;

•

He is not happy with the conditions as he loses face with his friends and believes
that they are not fair;

•

He was encouraged to use PGF and to consider electronic fund transfers;

•

He said it was a great idea but it is not practical as China has limited the amount
of money that can be transferred ;

•

He stated that in 2017 the casinos will not do well because of the conditions and
the manner the casinos are doing business;

•

He does not understand why the government is operating them in the manner
they are and was told that it was a balance of generating profit while being
compliant with government regulation and law.

Interview over at 11 :39 am

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron's ability to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts .

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC
Casino as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC , on November
15 1,2016.

3
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Investigator Comments:

IMB 1as been education with respect to the concerns over large buy ins with small
denominations and cash exchanges. He should remained the subject of no-unsourced
cash buy in conditions .

Tom Caverly
AM L Investigation s
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BCLC IS

ll@f@i§if!Hiil'!'ffE!i.h.

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2018-FEB-22
Interview Time: 12:30
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE , COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

2018-FEB-18
Gaming privileges suspended Province Wide pending interview with AML.

Recent Activity:

has generated 157 individual LCT records dating back to 2011-AUG .

is a seasonal player and through LCT tracking he appears to have arrived for the Christmas
•
season with two LCT's around Christmas 2017 and then another one on 2018-FEB14 .
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INC 20180000441

mW is suspected of utilizin

to facilitate hM i js he W:IW WAS on
full sourced cash/chip conditions at that time (2018-JAN-02 - Parq). :: . · had been placed on
conditions 2016-NOV-01 .

INC20180010292

On 2018-FEB-1711;,l- bought in for just over $200K in unsourced $5K chips .

The focus of the interview will be incident specific questioning establishing SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC .

Occupation:
Owner, Real Estate Company
Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fyrng Information

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Confirmed to be lfll•s company per interview results.

History:
Per his profi19 ' M ms associated to numerous HRP's, all discussed with him during his 2017
interview.

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

INC 20180000441

• l l l is suspected of utilizing
to facilitate his play as h• l : & wAs on
full sourced cash/chip conditions at that time (2018-JAN-02 - Parq)M%W had been placed on
conditions 2016-NOV-01.

2
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INC20180010292

Who did he get the chips from
What is the process
How much did he pay for them

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address at Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been working there
and where the business is located.

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced funds/chips is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Encourag ¥ : 1 • to use a PGF account.

6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

stated the following :

He primarily lives in China
He owns the house o · ·
where his wife and three (3) of his kids live (has a son with
him in Ch ina and a son a
.. .
_.
· . ·
.
· · ·
.
Is his company, it is located in "''~
In addition to the noted real estate , company he is a large shareholder in
Information
ir lRQ;Ji(confirmed via google). He invested in the winery about two years ago .
He was in BC for ten (10) days over Christmas to be with family . The day before he left, he
stayed at the hotel and gambled . He won about $185K and kept the chips with him
The chips from the 5 th of January (approx.) were what he used for the suspect chip-in on
February 17/18 when he returned to celebrate Chinese New Year's with family (site cannot
source the noted chips)

2J.f.C~ · · """'"ilfili!•

3
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He is a respected business man in l i i l -and donates to Children 's Hospital annually and
does not want this business reputation sullied
He does not want the grief caused by gambling at BC Casino's
He was returning to China on 2018-FEB-23 (of note, consistent with what he described as his
routine , he bought in with a bank draft on 2018-02-23 {$100K} to play prior to his fl ight home)
He was interviewed in 2017 and did have underground information, none provided during this
interview

BCLC Conditions:

Per discussion with Manager Daryl Tottenham, BCLC conditions have been updated to:
2018-FEB-27 ******BCLC DIRECTIVE: ****** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy in at
any BCLC site with "unsourced" cash (a ll cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced
or borrowed" chips until further notice. Any buy-in with chips MUST be sou rced before patron is
allowed to use them. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs , BCLC. "

Investigator Comments:

- · ·:·: :ppear relaxed during the interview and forthright in his answers
,. · ·
oes have a PGF account and uses it fairly frequently
· ·
as encouraged to use PGF and drafts ALL the time
Conditions and spreadsheet updated.

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC - AML
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BCLC I!

•. •

m.o ,\ , r.r.mn

m

...

n

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2018-JAN-08
Interview Time: 1200hrs
Interview Location: RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

IMIGi#s presently on full cash/chip conditions pending interview with investigators.
Recent Activity:

- h a s generated 131 individual LCT records dating back to 2008-DEC.
On 2017-NOV-20, as a result of a $100,000 ($50 and $100 bills) cash drop off to another
patron, the following comment added t•ll1•s SID profile:
2017-NOV-20 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager
AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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M•s occupation as a "Real Estate Developer" may aid in establishing SOW but not the
origin of the cash.

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
IM!IWdoes not hold a PGF account at any BC Casino.

lncident(s) to discuss:
2017-NOV-1S I 17-6S207 I UFT-PARQa!• was observed providing a white shopping ba9_
along the side of the road of the resort to a male identified as•@§@lf@ffi!M!i**M.li@il
2£1"!!t1lMiltrlrtlW The bag contained $100K in cash ($SOK in $SO's and $SOK in $100's)
• · used for buying in.

Occupation:
Real Estate Developer - No company name on file .

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address

Redacted
-

Patrori l nte rv1e:11 ldentifyng
lnfo·mat1:ln

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
a. Ask for the name of his development company.
b.

3. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced cash is BCLC's primary concern.
4. WhenMfW does bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. How does he make the arrangements?
S. Encouragc--o open a PGF account and educate on other cashless
alternatives .
6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE: 2017-NOV-15/17-65207 I UFT-PARQ:
1. Where did he acquire the $1 OOK in cash?
2
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a. Why did he drop it off tcll!il
b. How did he make these arrangements?
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

c. How does he know
2. Educat·

·:.- :·

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fyrng Information

regarding BCLC's concerns surround the source of these funds .

3. Caution ··. · .' against using associates/3rd parties to conduct transaction on his
behalf. This could result in a suspension from BC Casinos .

Interview Results:

lf.:I• stated the address BCLC has on file is outdate. He showed investi

~

L ~~h -~ urrent address in

.

~

• - •. - • •. •

-

-

•-

•

•

• •

When li,!!Wwas asked for the company name of his real estate development
company (occupation in iTrak) he seemed confused .
advised he is not involved
in real ~e,.aLJi ll. In fact. he _has no ~usiness inte.rests.in Canada .
o ~- occupation 1s a Media company 1n China .
o The company name was written in Chinese and with the assistance of RRCR
Interview Identifying
Executive Host Jenna QIU translated into English as : Redacted - Patron
Information

11:1•

·:··.. .- -i .

-,. l i l l i .is trying to get his Canadian Citizenship and spends more time in Canada than
rly in the past 2 or so years .
~
retires he plans to cut his business ties in China and retire in Canada .
~
was educated regarding PGF usage and the upcoming changes being
impleml~garding SOF requirements .
o
advised that he use to gamble at a very significant level. He added that
he estimates he lost more than $1 million dollars at RRCR alone M1(1~nd his
wife each enrolled in the VSE program for 1.Y,,J}_ar and since returning _
has been able to control his spending W l i -stated he averages about $5K per
visit now.
~
has not heard of any underground or unregistered casinos.

1W!Ni

:=:::•

RJ•

RE: 2017-NOV-15 / 17-65207 / UFT-PARQ:

? !IMl~tated he did not provid-

ith any money and never has.

o ? l •andll.ilare friends and both come from the same area in China.
o Although they are clo ~ends he stated he does not have any business or
o

financial dealings witt m
Investigators described what was observed on review of the UFT incident.
• llMiii:liZ advised that he anclil golf together frequently. They usually
van as it can accommodate uf d 4 sets of clubs comfortably.
•
was adamant the money was .: sand he may have left it in
s vehicle when they went golfing. Of note was the bag the money
was in was branded "Gold Town".

ll

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking notes.
3
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BCLC ConditionsP..l•is on full sourced cash/chip conditions.
Investigator Comments:
- - w a s cooperative with investigators. As noted above , he is not as significant a gambler

~cewas.

He was educated on how things will change on 2018-JAN-10 (rollout of the new SOF initiative)
as such the conditions he is presently on his of little consequence.
His casino profile has been updated with the new data provided b,llHBoccupation,
address etc).
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

4
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-NOV-17
Interview Time: 1300hrs
Interview Location : RRCR I Suite 1 (theatre)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron to be educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos, the need to conduct enhance due
diligence and reporting requirements.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
B i & i s presently on full cash/chip conditions pending interview with investigators .
Recent Activity:
MfWhas generated 104 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-JAN .
On 2017-SEP-11 , as a result of a $20 ,000 (all$• .
.·.. .ttempted buy in at RRCR that involved
a cash drop off, the following comment added to · .
s SID profile:
2017-NOV-06***8CLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager
AML Programs , BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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1844 occupation as a

Redacted

Patron lnte rv1e11 l::lenltfy1ng

Information

'(in China as per casino records) may aid in

establishing SOW but not the cash .

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
• • does not hold a PGF account at any BC Casino.

lncident(s) to discuss:
2017-SEP-11I17-51706 I UFT-RRCR:MMWconducted $20,000 in cash buy ins (all $20
bills) . Surveillance reviewed su ested the cash was dropped off t • I W by the unknown
occupants of ·- · · · . ·
along the resort driveway.
The $20K was re use a e cas ier an1M1Wtook back the cash . After the refusal it was
suspected th~al~l!JD.J.iliftM.~h to purchase at least 1X$5K chip from another
lnformal1on
patron identified a s - I
inside the Salon washroom.
1

Occupation:
(china)

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Reda:ted

Patron l!lterv.ew ldent1fymg
l"lformatton

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
a.

As~to explain his role in t h - - $ . b a s e d out of China
an~gets funds into Canada.

3. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced cash is BCLC's primary concern .
4. WherM-does bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
a. How does he make the arrangements?
5. Encourage MIWto open a PGF account and educate on other cashless
alternatives.
6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE 2017-SEP-11/17-51706 / UFT-RRCR:

.

1. Where did he acquire the $20K in cash?
a. Who dropped the money off to him?
2
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b. How did he make these arrangements?
Redacted - Patron Interview
c. Get as much info as possible surrounding the
and its
ldenttfymg Information
occupant( s) .
i. There appeared to be at least 2 occupants and the driver appeared to be
an Asian female.
d. What did he do with the $20 bills that the casino returned to him?
Redacted - Patron
i. Did he use a portion to purchase a chip from Interview
Identifying
ii. How does he know

, ,_,..,.,..,,... .., - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

2. Educat. · :
. · : regarding BCLC's concerns surround the source of these funds .
3. Caution
behalf.

.. · : against using associates/3rd parties to conduct transaction on his
1s cou d result in a suspension from BC Casinos .

Interview Results:

~ • l •confirmed his address on

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg
Information

as current and he owns this
residence.
~ Wl\1-also confirmed his
. . in China~~e- .lS~~Mijd*is
accurate. He added the company spec1f1cally make ~.- .
~ Wl\1- just returned from Ch ina on 2017-NOV-11 , T I & F -SEP-11 Had he
been in the country he would have set up an appointment sooner.
~ llM~stated that he typically gambles in the $5,000 to $10,000 range.
o
he cash from his initial buy in usually comes from his bank account (he
confirmed he does have a bank account at a CON financial institution) .
o If he loses his in itial buy in he has used an ATM at the casino, debit at the cage
and/or Cash and Win/Global Cash to further his gaming.
~ 1188 is aware of PG F accounts but is hesitant to use it.
o He does not like the idea of storing funds at the casino in part due to the
temptation to use it all when he's losing.
o He also feels that when he wins in the casino he should take those funds away
from the casino rather than leave them on site (in a PGF account) . This is more
. .. . .. nsychological than practical.
has not heard of underground or "private" casinos before. Investigators had to
explain what it was to• J • and he still didn't quite understand. When he was told
they are illegal he then understood what investigators were referring to.

}-•I•

RE 2017-SEP-11/17-51706 / UFT-RRCR:
~•• stated he was in Richmond and wanted to gamble but had no cash . He called
1iis mend to see if he could lend him any money. His friend had cash on hand and
offered.
. it to him .
o
::~ ..:· recalled his friend w_a_s i.~ the back seat of the vehicle and was
accompanied by a female Rl\1. did not known the female) .
o • J -did not even consider where the money ($20,000 in $20 bills) may have
come from .
o ··:
: · : stated his friends name is ~s~ible spelling, sounds like lifJI•).
o
.. · · . not a casino patron accordfn9'fall•
3
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~eview

. ... ..

o
s ~nown casi~o asso• •ows no possible matches.
.
was also described as a friend by · ..
·: ·. ·· . · '
as not the same friend that arran;ed to let him the money.
· .: ' stated he did not buy any chips f r o m M - on the incident date
after the buy in was refused .
o While RRCR Executive Host_Ra~.ifr ~UE _ escorted the _invesit?rs to r;ieet with
- h e suggested thaaMd-1s known to him a s r i l i • i £ •
brother.
o

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking notes .
BCLC ConditionsWfl• is on full sourced cash/chip conditions .
Investigator Comments:
- w a s very receptive to investigators questioning and came across a~ly truthful.
The incident in question appears to be a one-off and has been explained b y -.
· - i s now aware of BCLC's concerns surrounding source of funds.
It was learned in the interview thaR4\1!1W does use a CON bank and review of his past LCT
records ($SK to $10K per gaming session) would put him in the lower risk category.
does not have any known casino associates of immediate concern to BCLC
investigators.
Based on the totality of the information available the investigator believes•;l-poses a low
risk for money laundering and recommends he be removed from the sourced cash/chips
conditions . His activity in BC Casinos will continue to be monitored and if his risk level increases
conditions can be reinstated.
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

4
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BCLC IP

*@§@1@i@!foi1Bfllfl.iif\lfU•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2018-JUL-04
Interview Time: 11 :30
RRCR
BCLC Investigators: BEEKSMA, LEE

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
English

Conditions:
2018-JUN-25
Patron barred pending interview.

Recent Activity:

WWhas generated 11 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-DEC.
Bl: $97,900.00
DISB: $72,975
FX: 0
PGF: N/A
The primary issue with • •came from an occurrence whereby he was cashing out $6,000
and asked for his ID and occupation
believed he was not
required to provide this information un ess
ucting a transaction of $1 OK or more. He
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agreed to show ID but refused to confirm his occupation which initiated the action taken by
BCLC's AML Unit.

Occupation:

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

History:
A/A

Discussion Points:
Validate occupation
Confirm residence
How often he gambles
Sites he frequents
Usual; Bl amount
Debts from play?

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .
4. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: No, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking
notes.
Interview Results:

During the course of his interview

Redacted Patron Interview
1aen• fy111g lnforma11on

2

stated the following :
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Redac'ed Pa: rcn Interview ldent1f}' ng

- He lives at
(address on file)
lnformaton
.
with his parents who own the house
:· · ·
does not have any other sources of income other than his job aMTH•
-- Technically his is a part-time employee but most weeks he works a full 40 hours.
- The amount in which•'•gambles depends on many factors (money, free time etc) .
- When he does gamble his typical buy in amounts are in the $1-$2K range. He usually
employs a "hit and run" style of gambling. If he doubles his money he cashes out.
- Typically if he reaches $5,000 to $6,000 in buy ins he stops.
-The majority of is transactions at the casino are Debit at the cage buy ins (sourced).
-The reason he was hesitant to provide the information at the cashier when asked was he
was running late and had to get to work.
-•:l11J•is aware that there are illegal casinos in operation but does not know where they
may be, who may be operating them and has never been to one himself.
BCLC Conditions:

2018-JUL-04 **BCLC** Patron has been interviewed by AML Unit on this date and is no longer
required to contact BCLC Consumer Services.
Investigator Comments:

was somewhat confused what the issue was . It was explained to him that casinos are
required by Fl NTRAC to update patron information every 2 years . Although he was not cashing
out for $10K or more the casino needed to update his records•JI• now understands this
remained very respectful with investigators.
.
s casino profile commen.ts have been updated to indicate he has been interviewed
ana the temporary ban has been lifted. Standard SOF requirements apply.
S. BEEKSMA
Investigator
BCLC AML Unit
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Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:

NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview
SID# ldent1fy1ng Information
Interview Date: July 13 , 2016
Interview Time: 1:52 pm
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

As a result of an incident that occurred on May 13th, 2011
sourced cash conditions.

was placed on

Specific Questions to Ask:

1.

What is the source of their wealth?

2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
3. If the business is in China, what province?
4. Ensure that the conditions are understood?
5. Bring up the July 101h incident and suggest that it appears that the
conditions are being circumvented by directing play.
6. If this is the case he may be subject of further conditions if he continues.
7. On May 13th, 2016 who was driving th ;.

Redacted

Patron lntervrew lde nt1#"y1rig Inform al on

-

P.

8. Where did the money come from that he received from the trunk of the

9. How did you make arrangements for the delivery?
10. Did you have to pay a fee and if so how much?
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11. How often do you use this service?
12. Ensure it is clear that it is because of this May 13th incident that caused
conditions to be imposed.
13. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity and that there is some concern for
their safety.
14. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
15. Educate on PGF Accounts and encourage continued use of this account.

Interview Results:
· - i n part, told investigators the following:
'fr'

He was advised about the reporting requirements relating to some financial
transactions in casinos and he understood this;

'fr' He owns a production factory in China and is also involved in mining;
'fr' The province in China where the factory is located
factory for 20 years;

iWll and he has had the

'fr' There is an element of trading in his business;
'fr'

He has no business interests in Canada;

?

He stays in China most of the time and comes to visit his family who live in
Vancouver;

'fr'

He arrived back in Canada on July 8th, 2016 after leaving April 30th, 2016;

?

Regarding the May 13th incident he said it was a friend that delivered the money to
him but he does not know this person's name;

'fr' He called a friend in China to facilitate the cash delivery but does not know who the
friend contacted in Canada to make it happen;

"

He does not know who the delivery person is;

'fr' This is not the first time that he has asked for cash deliveries;
'fr' There is no interest paid for this transaction;
'fr'

He does not know specifically where the 20's came from;
2
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-,. He was advised about the concerns of the small denominations and how that may
relate to criminal activity;

?

This was the first time that he had heard this about the 20's;

>--

He advised tha I
were in China;

?

He advised tha 1

>--

He has never asked anyone to bet on his behalf;

>--

His conditions were explained to him and he understood;

Redacled

Patron lnte rv1e.i-1 ldent1fy111g

is a longtime friend of his from when they

Information

Redacted

Patron ' nterv ew
1nforma11on

lde nt ~ymg

is his wife;

-,. He was advised that there was some concern over his safety given the cash
deliveries and how that relates to loan sharks;
>--

He voiced concerns over the conditions and stated that they were inconvenient for
him;

>--

When he comes to the casino all that he wants to do is relax and this gets in the way
of doing this;

>--

Given that he does not know who the delivery person is he was asked if there was a
concern that they may be giving the money to the wrong person;

?

He responded by saying these people will ask questions for verification;

?

He does realize he has a PGF account but he has not used it. The account was
open in 2013 and in 2014 he stayed in China because he was busy with his
business;

?

He believes that laws to take money out of China are too strict and he should be
allowed to take more money out;

>--

He advised that he had a problem and then shortly after presented 290 K in 5 K
chips;

?

He further advised that once he was placed on conditions he went to his wife and
asked for all the chips that he had and was concerned about how to use them;

?

He was asked where the chips came from and explained the following :
o
o
o

100 K was as a result of a chip exchange during which time he was
interviewed by BCLC;
This exchange took place in the beginning of May of this year;
The remaining chips were accumulated from May 131h and onward.

3
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~

His wife also plays in the casino and would have chips as a result of her play but
more so she would have received them from him;

?

He advised that the reason she has chips is a means of limiting how much she
knows regarding his amount of play ;

~

When he loses he mentions nothing but when he wins he would give her a few chips
and then hides the rest.

Interview over at 2:36 hours.

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron 's ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips . It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund Accounts .

Interpreter required: Yes . BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC Casino
as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC , on May 15th, 2016.

Investigator Comments:
This patron is well aware of his conditions and the reasons why they were imposed. He
was educated with respect to the expectation to use the account and not to leave the site
with chips.
There was some concern over the ownership of the chips so they were treated as
abandoned chips until they could be properly tracked .
Further investigation was conducted in order to account for the 290 K in chips which
revealed the following :
o

On May 4th, 2016 he was interviewed by Steve to facilitate a 50 k chip exchange. At
that time we were able to source the old 5 K chips. They were from last year's
play He was also encouraged not to leave the site with chips by Steve;

4
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Redacted - Patron

lntervrew ldent1fymg

o

Information
... pends more time in China than Canada so if he is in the habit of
leaving the site with chips it would not be unreasonable for him to accumulate that
amount from his level of play;

o

The site was able to track 238 k in chips by crossed referencin! • •·s tracking in
CMP, LCT, and blue card broken down this way:
o
o
o

May 131h, 2016 - 130K chips in possession ;
May 141h , 2016 - 21 K chips in possession;
May 151h, 2016 - 87K chips in possession.

This is close to 290 K.
In considering the above it is reasonable that the chips belong tcliMM• and he
accumulat~d t~e ~°t! The site was advised that the chips could be cashed in
and deposited int~~ PGF account.
-

should remain the subject of his current conditions.

Tom Caverly
BCLC-AML Investigation s
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BCLC

l•@l@l@!i,!,lrn'9JM11AIM@!IM!,]l,,,!I!,],-

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-DEC-13
Interview Time: 1200hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS

Contact Approach: Patron (s) to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about
their current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
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Language:
Mandarin/English

ConditionsMllMC*
BCLC - Banned pending Interview with BCLC AML Investigators

Recent Activity:
- · h a s generated 44 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-NOV.
On 2017-NOV-29 placed on sourced cash/chips conditions pending interview
On 2017-DEC-08 - placed on Banned pending Interview with BCLC AML Investigators
. a s generated 04 individual LCT records dating back to 2017-NOV-03
On 2017-NOV-08 placed on sourced cash/chips conditions pending interview
On 2017-DEC-08 - placed on Banned pending Interview with BCLC AML Investigators
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.

Occupation:
"Landlord"

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

LIU Occupation:
Housewife

Company:
N/A

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Rcda::ted z:>atron 1n·crv1cw
Oen' fy ng nforma!lo'l

use a significant amount of bundled $20's when buying in , un-sourced cash
used for purchasing chips .

MHW is known to associate with VIP and HRP players, as follows:
2
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Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Reca~ted

-

r=>atron

•

.
,

-

. . -· - .. -· .- .

-

Bl : $1 ,115,840

FX: NIA
PGF : N/A
Disb : $851,945

S i n e - first LCT in 2017-NOV she has conducted a combined total of:
Bl : $44,200

FX: NIA
PGF: N/A
Disb : $49,800

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

Redacted

Patro'l Interview

Although the amounts may be considered relatively small both Identifying lnfo1mat1on
conduct buy in's
frequently in BC Casinos using mall bills . The source of funds remains in question and neither
occupation helps in this regard.

Below are examples of Bi 's with $20 bills - primary concern is the source of the $20 bills and
the circumvention of directive (i.e sourced cash chips)
2017-AUG-03- early evening

2017-AUG-05- early afternoon to late afternoon
- · Bl x 2 brick's of $20's=$20K
3
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2017-0CT-28 - shortly after midnight
INC 170061242
$20K in $20's of which $10k was retrieved fromn!Ms car by

11 for Bl

2017-NOV-03 mid-evening
$6k $20'~ and $14k $20' . (one brick- two buy-in's)•i.I• appeared to be
coachinlll
2017-NOV-06/07
. B l 24K $20's over two days.lillbtb sharing chips witllRa

2017-Nov-25
assumed possession of the chips purchased b -

9

on the 25th incident date.

0231hrs wittillgambling on table MDB23 in the casinos VIP Salon. She is seated at the table
with a h i level male player identified as Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
l:Mliiii&.W~i'P'r.filiir.::11&a
have a documented history of gambling together.
t 1forma•1on
After a significant winning hand. • is seen tossing a single $1 K chip to-She continued
gambling alongside0259hr:-·arrived in the casinos South parking facility alone, after a few minutes in his
vehicle, crossed skybridge in to Casino/Salon
0311 hr•J.Wl•approached the exterior window of the Salons cashier where he presented a
brick of $20 bills (bound by elastics) for buying in ($10k) . The brick was comprised of 5 equal
sized, smaller bundles, also bound by elastics.
0319hrs. . . . accepted the chips on table MDB23 completing the buy in transaction . He set
the chips on the table wherellwas playing earlier (some of her belongings were still here) .
0335hr ···· · ·. ·
chips purchased by

_ r~~~rned to table 23 and gambled here.assumed

possession of the

· - · w e r e spoken to by the gamin~ manaaer as per related incident 2017-67236111
acknowledged the chips belonged t1 ••Mfjj"·eclaimed his chips and was observed
putting them into his side bag .

4
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2017-NOV-28

0026hrs with the arrival of a vehicle described as a Redacteo Patro 1 lnte view ldent1'yng ln'onna• on with BC plate
·-driven by•J'lm•in the resorts South parking facility. (****what cars does he currently
own****)

0029hr•l••approached the exterior window of the Salons cashier where he produced a
brick and a bundle of $20 bills initiating a buy in ($10k).
Soon after accepting the chip8iillMsat next toBfll•on table MBD26 where he began to
gamble putting significant amounts at risk relative to his buy in amount.

II had recently been placed on conditions that removed her ability to purchase chips with
M!IG,

unsourced cash. It was suspected previously that she was buying chips for
now
Mill• appears to be buying chips for her. Consideration will be given to place
on the
same conditions should he continue to present unsourced small bills for purchasing chips.

4•

2017-NOV-28

20:45 hrs
M•conducted a buy in's reported as unusual by the casino totaling $35,000 (1000X$20,
Reda:;ted Patron I 1terv e\\ lde1Hf} tng lnfo·r1at1::m
100X$50 and 100X$100 bills) . He arrived on site in a
. The
$20's were comprised of two bricks and the $100 and $50 bound by elastic.
All money unsourced.

mll placed on sourced cash/chip conditions.

2017-NOV-30

M!W passed money to.pwe!lt1'?M• on smoking patio (covertly) s . could
buy in for him (allowing•A·
elastic.

to circumvent his conditions) . Total $7,680 in $20 bills bound by

lilsdmitted to same statintM•owned him mone~om bets he was conducting with his
chips forMl!.sarlier .. .. buy-in was denied an1R$)1lrM took possession of the money not
- h i c h creates doubt as tc:ll.lms story.
2017-DEC-03

-·passed $1k chips t o .

INC: 170069834
2017-DEC-07 - late evening

5
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Redacted

Pa:ron Interview lden•rfy ng
lnforma• on

arrived on site alone in .. Redacted Patron nte1\' ew lde nt1'y 1ng lnro tt1at1c n
parking on 4th floor in the VIP area, he removed a brown boutique bag from trunk
Proceeded to Salon, CD19 and removed a white plastic bag from the paper bag
and placed 9 bricks of $20's and other miscellaneous bills on the ledge of the
cage for Bl .
Bl= $100,040 (12x$5, 9x$10, 4,947x$20 ... ... ($98,940), 15x$50, 2x$100)
Upo.n r~ceiving his chips he placed approximately 15 $5k jt!!,12.s. in his f.9,?Ajt and
5-6 1n his hand, then headed to the washroom followed by.?i911!m~•··Redacted Patron
1n•erv1ew lde1trfy ng

-

Upon returning to the tabl ..._ . .
etting.watching ; often covering
his mouth appearing to directi . ·.
on bets for him .
After about 20 minutes
coloured up, took his chips with him and
·. ".' ·
allowed him with both exitin_g seconds later
· · ··
·then met withf@d§ff%%Bf'l'@f'*ifi* who was
being served barring papers on the Resort side of the skybridge (non AML
related
···: :·
and • • left together andlland.
·:·· .
:·
ft to~r
,. . .
eturned approximately 2 hrs later wit . . . . ancm and cashed out
$70K (done by gaming manager)

1. Tell me about this incident
2. Did you receive chips from
3. Did you receive all the chips from
meetin1 PJJ• anctlll?

Mfm'!I ...

1.
2.
3.
4.

JllWprior to leaving (washroom) and

Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up?
How does the money exchange occur?
Who told you to get your money this way?

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his addres Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Why is it different from his wif ;,

is current.

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

a. Are these properties owned or rented?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located .

6
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4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encourag-andll"I·I"

to use a PGF account.

7. What is their association to :

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Reaac'ed Pa:·on

8. Caution 1ntervtew
against using associates to conduct transactions for
him. Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on
his/her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
ldent1~ying

9. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking
notes.
Interview Results:
During the course of his interview
Redacted

Reda:ted Da•ron lnte1v1ew
•oen· fy ng '1formatt01

Patron

stated the following :

He lives in the ln'er11e-w Iden• f • n
updated)
He immigrated here in 2011
He was in the hospitality industry in China and sold his company when he moved here,
the payment for the sale is in 10 installations, the sale was multi-millions
He still has money in China to move over here
He also owns numerous properties in China that he rents out creating a monthly income
The 20's he has b~. ilf·•jmoney a friend owed him . His friend borrowed money to
start a restaurant i d k ?
, the restaurant failed , it took his friend seven months (vrs
the agreed u .
nths) to pay him back
Since Augus
· M has bought in for $180k (mostly small buy-in's with $20's)
7
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He generally only buys in for $10-$20K
He also borrows money from friends for buy-in (phones around to see who has cash)
The most he has borrowed is $43k
It's normal for wealthy guys like him to borrow money back and forth
He currently has about $10-$20K in $20's at home he does pass cash and chips and bet
for others as they would do for him
- He had $5KxR chfil i.!J.JJLsRocket at the time of the interview
~sc;"'':SMl' t'IW•tried to buy i·-17-NOV-30) was money .
- - o w e d ~When the buy-in was rejected, ·.: · took the money and paidlll
off site (he me- about two weeks prior to the incident)
He rarely goes to China, has not been there for 11 months
He paid $80k in taxesg r for overseas investments
In addition to his wife, -. · he has three children and two grandchildren
He has really only been coming to the Casino with more frequency in this past year
He is not entirely up to speed on all the rules of BC Casino's (he has since been
enlight.
He and .: do not understand why it matters if they buy in for each other or pass chips
as the money is all from the same place
He knowslllilm from his Province in China
He met~ the Casino but has since learned t h a 1 • also grew up in the same
area as him
He knows
a~as his boss in the 90'slllwas the
richest man in their Province - calls him uncle" - he is a distant relative)
Redactej Patron 1terv ew ldent1fy1n.;J
currently on a 5 yr. AML barring (undesirable) arrived here in
1format101
1996, he knows him from Chinalii.lll introduced them
His wife does not drive
- He drives one of three cars, hisMMW hi ... Redacteo Patro1 lnte·v1eu ldent1'y119 ln'mmat on
or his

·m~n•

serv~arring

;

Redacted - Pa•·on ln'erv1ew 1aen' fy ng

Atte1was
docs on the 30 1h, h
out to dinner to "cheer up"
The chip#JJI• cashecfout were his, he has been up lately

went

BCLC Conditions:

Sourced cash/chips.

Investigator Comments:

Patron was cooperative during the interview
PGF usage was reviewed with patron
He was cautioned against using associates to conduct transactions for him
He has been advised o~.
- i~Q~uy-in status
It is recommended thatM!i@M•hould stay on source cash/chip
cond1t1ons
Rcdactca Patro1 lntc·view
Profile has been updated to show that lden11•y1ng lnfcrmat on
have been interviewed
and no longer need to call in

8
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2017-DEC-15

Interview forwarded to AML Manager for review and approved--IOO:'"will stay on
sourced cash/chip conditions .
2017-DEC-15

Interview filed
Spreadsheet updated

L. Cousins , Investigator
BCLC-AML

9
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BCLC 11

-f§flH!lifilfifSf!.IM!I ·-

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2018-SEP-18
Interview Time: 09:30 hours
RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators:
Brandi CHAN (Interpretation), BONDESEN
Contact Approach: Patron's play was suspended pending interview. Patron will be
advised that an interview is required as a review of her playing history.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Cantonese

Conditions:

2018-SEP-06- All gaming suspended pending interview.
2018-JUL-28- Patron information to be updated.
2018-JUL-17-Site barred RR 48 hours pending review for accepting funds from
suspected loan shark

Recent Activity:

- h a s generated two hundred twenty-one (221) LCT records since 2013-FEB-18.
Her last LCT was 2018-SEP-05 when her disbursements totaled $57 ,308.
Her profile at this time shows:
Bl: $3,478,090
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FX: $12,607.15
ACCOUNT DEPOSIT: $800,000
DISBURSEMENT: $3,762, 182.5
The focus of the interview will b~ gaming activities related to repeated
incidents of cash and chip passing (possible cash/chip facilitation) and her associates.

Occupation:
Housewife
Company:
N/A
History:
- Very few deposits into PGF in comparison to the amount of LCTs; out of 221 LCTs,
only 14 deposits (by date)
- 32 Incidents including:
8 "exchange of cash/chips":
Redacted Pa;r on ln:erv1ew
IN20180044793, 2018-JUL-20, Parq-Chip passing with
dent1f irig
on
ln~cr mai

NIJ)IQ)
•

IN20180044114, 2018-JUL-17 , River Rock•ll• left RR casino and got
~i§i@lf@M!iMIMIM·!iuHhl W~ile in car
passed .
- a stacK'OfDTIJS. Once 6ack in casino~···IQassed something
(btb the cash) to•@M$@i@!i.i,IMl§iiM1
a

Ill

idMMJ@,fi!i.!,.is

Redacted

Patron 1ntef\1ew

ld e nt1~y in g

1nrormat1cn

IN20180038135, 2018-JUN-19, Grand Villa-Chip passing between
IWIR• and two other patrons.
IN20180035247 , 2018-JUN-06, River Rock-...
• placed bet on behalf
of another patron.
·: ·_
IN20180035117 2018-JUN-05, River Rock- ·: - ••
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

assed chips to

II

1 suspicious financial transaction-IN20130057604, 2013-NOV-28, Edgewater,
conducted buy-in of $28,500 all in $20s

Redacted - FINTRAC
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•

IN20170045120, 2017-AUG-08, River Rock-$37 ,500 in cash b•-.· .
. using
wriii,ed $100 bills. Cash believed to be a portion belonging to ·.

1f (ji@NM!ijfo§'ifiij,il&!.ii.!H!!.i,+

IN20180053325, 2018-AUG-30, Parq-Across the street from Parq,.
observed passing something t. . .4'%'¥"%99%5@!,fd!!.i.believed
to be a cash ass . Twice,MrnM believed to pass cash t
.·-. 'IN
· · ·
while in the single-stall female washroom together.
-· - got into a
driven by
in
front of Parq and exited vehicle inside parking garage, returning to the
gaming floor with chips.

Civil Courts:
Probate case related to death of former spous · · · ·· ·- .· !'""
2007-NOV-10, MVA, Failed to stop on marked line at stop sign.

Recent Activity: September 2018

IM!Ws last LCT was 2018-SEP-05 when buy-ins totaled $9,800 and she had a
disbursement of $57,308.
3 LCTs in September 2018; 19 LCTs in August (2 at River Rock and 17 at Parq)
Redacted - FINTRAC

Redacted - FINTRAC
Discussion Points:

Gambling-related incidents, notably cash/chip passing and cash facilitation
SOF/SOW
Associates
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•

Specific Questions to Ask:

-!~ ~~~r~~~;'ith whom d o e - A reside? Since when has
1·1 1a.1h1

DoesRl• work? What business(es) does she own? What is her role with
these businesses? Previous employmenUbusinesses?
With which banks does. . ._.
:'. .
. .old accounts? Which bank~~~c~ounts are used
for gambling? Where is
main branch? Why doeJIM•rarely
deposit money into her PGF? Why does•tt•Jrefer Cash Club over bank
drafts?
Other sources of income?
Who owns the home in whichM•resides? When was the home
purchased? How was the home purchased?
(Waitress))
Specifically, from which source of income does Pwfund her gambling
activities?
Ha-JjJ(S ever borrowed money from an individual or private lender to
facilitate her gambling? Which individual/company? How much? When? Why?
Does•.l•;ble in private establishments? With which other underground
casinos is
familiar?
Associates :

Redacted
- Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
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What are people saying about the new BCLC directives and changes within
BCLC facilities? What effect are these changes having on the gambling
community?

Interpreter required: Yes

Interview Results:
Know your patron:
- · ·:·: : confirmed her address as Reoacted Pa'·on ln' erview ldem1fy1ng lr1fonnal101
- .
. resides at this address with her two (2) sons; one who is a minor and one who
t.
•

has resided in this home since 2005 and she is the owner of the home.
is unmarried.

Source of
- Currently,
works
restaurant, at the corner o
has worked at
(8) years.
- Prior to 2018-JUL .·.

•ITT

Redacted

Pa1 ron lmerv1ew •dent rfy 1ng 1nformat1on

in Vancouver.
as a waitress for approximately seven (7) to eight

Redac•ed - Patron
Interview ldent1fy1ng

Reaacted Pa··on
lntervte11 ldent1•"y119

•J•

due to health

or four (4) years.

- Currently,
does not own an businesses.
- Approximate
· ·
a business that she owned; the
business sold
rgets the name of this business,
but phonetically it sounded something like
..
.
as had no other businesses.
wes the bank approximately $400,000 on the home which includes one (1)
•

-1llllllhga~ used the TD mortgage for close to twenty (20) years.

- - a l s o has an account at the TD that she uses for her savings and for personal
~di.!J.9.:
MNIM has also had a bank account with the Royal Bank for over twenty (20) years;
currently she has a chequing account with the Royal Bank that she uses to pay bills.
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IMMhas a TD personal line of credit (LOC) with a $200,000 limit, which•.I•
uses to support her gam~
- For gambling purposes,-always uses credit cards to conduct her initial buyins; if she wins, she cashes out and puts the money back on her credit card to cover the
initial charge/buy-in. If she loses, she uses her TD LOC to pay the credit card.
lllf"showed the investigators six (6) credit cards including a TD Visa, Royal Bank
Visa, CIBC Visa, Capital One Master Card (MC) , a President's Choice (PC) credit card
and an American Express.
-... ·
estimates that she has over $100,000 in credit amongst all of the cards with a
credit limit on the TD Visa between $20,000-$30,000 and a credit limit of over $40,000
on the Royal Bank Visa. MIWestimates the other cards have approximately
$10,000 credit limits.
- In 2017-DEC ,. .sold a condo for around $640,000 and made about a $400,000
l?.!:ofit which is also being used to pay for her gambling.
188 never borrows money from individuals or private lenders to facilitate her
gambling. She only uses her credit cards and she has good credit so she does not
need to borrow money from any individuals.
has never attended a private gambling institution although she had heard that
~t; she knows no specifics about these establishments.
is holding no casino chips.

Wot•

- The investigator advisedwW about the voluntary self-exclusion (VSE) program ;
llRl•is familiar with the program as she has previously self-excluded .
- At this time, she is not considering enrolling in the program .

s explanation for chip passing is related to superstitions around good luck and
bad luck.
- For exam le if she sees someone is on a winning streak and she is on a losing
streak, -. : ·
will ask the person on the winning streak to buy-in/chip-in for her; then
she will reciprocate by buying-in or chipping-in.
-Mwexplained that if the "lucky" associate who buys-in for hili!Wen she
would keep the winnings and the associate would- back b....:,...:,. ___ f~
original buy-in; if the associate who bought-in on · .
s behalf loses, therB41$4
would repay the loss to the associate with no other fees or expenses.
- This is very common amongst the Chinese gamblers.
was familiar with IN20180044114, from 2018-JUL-17 at River Rock when she
left the casino and got in car of
who passedlRIM
a stack of bills while in the car.
tMMwas at River Rock and only had $4,000 in her purse; she was worried that she
did not have enough money to con!inygaming so she called a frier;.,.d named lflm•
(phonetic) to pick-up money from•:ll!!!s home and deliver it t o • • at River
Rock.
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was adamant tt~oney was hers and was not borrowed.
. .does not know ·- " f u l l name; he is currently in Hong Kong and will be
back in about one (1) month.
- While in the car with he passeclM•$3,000.
-llHWtook the fun~ept it in her purse for her personal use that evening; she
~ssing the money to anyone.
_
showed the investigator a photo oBMt. . .has linked t~
contact information in her phone; the picture showed
:W:aring a white
and white shirt or jacket.

ii

ba'ii'CaP

- Regarding IN20180053325, 2018-AUG-30 at Parq, as well as IN20180054526, and
IN201800547 49 at Parq, MIW does not recall any occurrences when she went into a
single-stall women's washroom with anyone.
-~oes not know a woman named Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
--·MBIS!\MJ.LWWWdespite
sharing the single-stall washroom with each of them.
nformatlO"I
M$1$iexplained that sometimes she might need to go into the single-stall women's
washroom when one woman requires a feminine hygiene product.
- · · . denies passingll any cash at any time , including while outside for a walk.
- .. · ·. explained that she often likes to go outside for some fresh air in the middle of
gambling sessions or leave the casino to get food or leave the casino to go for a "lucky
walk around the block.
- When asked where she could walk in four (4) seconds (referencing a cash pass with
llacross the street from Parq),ll'Bappeared surprised and could not answer the
question .
- Regard in! IM!llb visit in a car at Parq with an associatelB!Wstated that she
got into the car of her associate
in order to have a conversation with him
about making dinner arrangementsjt@ii!Q is believed to be the same person as
111~rnl ~ comments below for more infor=·
explained she needed to talk to ---. :
'in person because her phone often
does not receive a signal when inside the casino.
- When asked how she kne.
-... .
: . was outside in his car waiting for her if she did not
have a signal on the phone, · .
orrected that she did in fact have a signal , but that
it was ~oor so she had to go outside to talk to him .
-Cdenies receiving anything from including chips despite only being in
the car for approximately thirty seconds and exiting the vehicle with chips that she was
believed to not have before she got in the car.

IW

Ill

l;JM

Associates :
w!IMshowed the investigator a photo o - t h a - -:
has linked t a .
contact information in heHrnie ;_ the picture "'Sh"OWed ·· ·
wearing a_~hite ball cap
and white windbreaker ( -.
1s assessed to be the same person asB see
comments below for more information) .
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,

Redacted

Pat·o1

- · -.-: · uses WeChat to communicate w i t h - ; his username is ntcrv cw lde:itrfymg .
- .. :. ·__ met MIW at Grand Villa approxi~ve (5) to six (6) years ago; he used
to play blackjack.
1

=i.eaac·ed Pa·ron

metMIB· a I nter\'1ew ldentr'"y1ng restaurant approximately three (3) to four (4)
years ago when he would come to the restaurant for dim sum .
. .:is Chinese and a Cantonese speaker, estimated to be in his forties.
_ ~Y.~ .ontacts Redacted Patron ntenle\'' Identifying Information
- · · mel.tMHat Grand Villa approximately one (1) year ago where they
would gamble together.

Investigator Comments:
Reda:ted
Redacted

Heda:led

Pa ~ro n

Patro n 1n·erv1ew ldent1fy1ng
lnformmon

lnte 1v1ew Iden· ry ng r1rormat10·1

r:ia1ron 1terv ew lde'lt1fym;J
1nformatt0ri
qe:::iaced

Pat·on Interview

ldent1fy119 l11'0 1ma• on

Casino records suppor l • I M s statement that she typically gambles using her credit
card at the cash desk (she never uses bank drafts) . However,Ml•s explanation
that she received a cash delivery at River Rock because she was worried she did not
have enough cash on her to continue gambling is inconsistent with her own description
of her gambling habits and casino records . A review ofm1filWs casino records,
including LCTs, shows that she does not play with a lot of cash, but seems to favour
conducting debit/credit withdrawals at the cage rather than bringing cash to the casino.
Sometimes she cashes out her chips in the middle of a gaming session then uses the
cash to conduct additional buy-ins.
who brought her the money is assessed to be the same person
casino profile indicates that he is also
. The name
.:
and MIW have the same
pronunciation and .· · ·
WeChat user ID contains the word
identified
the individual who deliv_ered her the cash to River.•. .
_ as H• but casino records
know this individual aslll As well, the photo of
resembles casino records
photos o f . WeChat is a messaging app that also offers mobile payment options.
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••Pt'

m s a1so previously associated to
through a cash pass that occurred at
Grand Villa Casino on 2017-NOV-28 (IN20170066872). Of particular note is tha.is
assessed to be the same person who was previously unidentified at River Rock.
According to reporting in IN20180041458, on 2018-JUL-04, a patron at River Rock
made a complaint that RRCR 18-41458 was loan sharking on the gaming floor and that
she had previously borrowed money from him in the past as he is a known loan shark.
At the time, the service provider was unable to identify RRCR 18-41458 and therefore
site barred him until he could produce identification and until further review. On 2018JUL-17 , River Rock personnel were able to confirm that RRCR 18-41458 is believed to
be the same person as Redacled Patro1 tn1e·.-1ew dent fy1r19 ln'o1 ma on
1

Redacted

Pabon

Despite previous incidents where MIW engaged in chip passing with nterv ew ldentrfyin;J
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
says she does not know these names.
Redacteo

Pat101 lnte v1ew 1aent1fy11g

lnfo;n1at1::::n
Since 2018-JUN-07,
has been site barred from Grand Villa
Casino for his involvement in a physical altercation with another male.
has nine (9)
vehicles associated to his profile, and thirty-four (34) incidents. Of the incidents,

Ill

Regarding the explanation for chip passing bein
around good and back luck, it is of note tha
all gave the same
explanation during each respective interview. Although this likely does happen in the
casinos from time-to-time, the investigator assesses that this does not explain every
incident of chip passing for .,,,.: '.
Rcaac1ed

Pa•ro n 1n·e rv1ew lden•rfy ng

It is also of note tha I
ln'ormat on
all discussed going outside for a "lucky
walk" or for fresh air and all three were involved in cash passes outside. Althou h
- d e n i e s conducting any cash passes witliillwhile outside, ···.·· :· . ·.
acknowledged in -- ..
iew that she was outside with · ··: · ·. ·. .·.
when there
was a cash pass. ·.
does not know how much was passed and believes that the
pass was related to buy-ins that were previously conducted regarding the Chinese
superstitions about having someone lucky buy-in on behalf of the unlucky person .
Redacted

shows tha .. ·
possession .

Patro'l lnter.11ew

stated that she has no casino chips however Ide ntifying lnformat1on
always has casino chips in her purse. A review of casino records
often starts her gaming session with chips already in her

Wti!S's source of income as a part-time waitress does not support her gaming
activities although it is noted that she has equity in her home. Based on casino records ,
the writer believes that RJ!Al• is using credit cards to facilitate her buy-ins on site and
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that she is likely moving money from a LOC to pay-off gambling debt on the credit
cards. However, her LOC and her credit card limits surpass her own financial gambling
needs seeing that her buy-ins and disbursements are almost equal.
Althougl IM9stated that she owes $400,000 on her home, records available to
BCLC only show that she has one mortgage (CA6983384 / CA6983385):
- Mortgage is for $150,000;
- Lender is--1':'1@""-,!ll!!m-rm'"·•.:1211!!1'!.'""'·"'hl"M!ll"l!""9·"'*"'S"'·i"P!ll!!®'ll!ll"ll'lUt•m"'·••11111m""!.lll!ll!!i,"'6"'!!11!111!11!,1.-

•1:111;~

lication was made b
Hedacte1 - Patron nter. 1e.-, tde nt1'ying

nfonna t1:n

- Prior encumbrances permitted by the lender are: Mortgage 88874479 and Mortgage
88874480, both registered in favour of The Toronto-Dominion Bank;
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
- Mortgage was executed by
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information
Online searches fo
•MJ&were inconclusive. The investigator cannot confirm an online presence for this
company or confirm its location.

BCLC checks confirm thaBllll•previously had a company called

Rcda:::tcd

?atron

l11te·v1e11 ldent1fy119

EffUf.1!ll'llil',.is located atllll

that . , ,..
Internet checks for

J/$j§~+@MH !:-show

Althougt-IM!i!Rprovided a substantial quantity of information, she is nonetheless
assessed to have withheld information during the interview and at times to have been
dishonest. Suspicious indicators documented inlMJI££ gambling-related activities
include receiving cash and or chip deliveries from known cash facilitators for use in the
casinos, providing doubtful information during the interview, passing cash/chips that
m~ be intended as a loan, and storing chips outside of the gambling facilities .
ltMl9s mortgage, line of credit and amount of credit cards are also suspicious
indicators. Together, these are all indicators of money laundering and cash facilitation
activities.
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In light of the above information and review of casino records, the investigator
recommends barrin!FJ.J• from all BCLC facilities.

S.BONDESEN , Investigator
BCLC -AML
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This is Exhibit " 11 S " to the Affidavit #2 of
Daryl Tottenham, sworn before me at
Vancouver, in the Province of British Columbia
this 30th day of October, 2020
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Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

BCLC 11 S

Patron Interviewed:
NAME:
SID#: 47784
Interview Date: June 23rd, 2016
Interview Time: 12:56 pm
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
- · w a s asked the following questions:
1. What is the source of their wealth?
2. Confirm their occupation and how long they have been working there and
where the business is located.
3. If the business is in China, ask what province.
4. What is his relationship t I

Redacted

Pat1 on iriler\ 1ew lde nt1'y1ng
!lformahon

5. Why did , . ! l l g i v e him a brown paper bag containing money on
11
June 15 , 201 .
6. Did he have to pay a fee for the money?
7. If he says no, tell him it aw,ear~ that he was charged a fee when he
passed the 1O K chip to

MRlilM

8. Where did

Redacted Patron
1n1erv1ew Identify ng

9. Who owns the

Redacteo

get it from?

Pat rofl lnte•v1ew dent 1fying
Information

10. What is his relationship with

Redacted

Patron lnte·v1ew ldent1'y1r1g
nformat1:Jri

11. On June 161h just after midnight who did he call?

?
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13. Who was the driver?

-

14. What fee did he get charge for the money he received after he entered the

15. His second Buy In was presented to the cage and was wrapped in
newspapers and secured with elastic band which is inconsistent ffe.ffi with
coming from a legitimate financial institution. Impress upon the patron that
money in small denominations is consistent with being related to criminal
activity and that there is some concern for their safety.
16. Have they heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
17. Educate on PGF Accounts.

Interview Results:
• l • >tated, in part, the following:

Y He was advised of the government reporting requirements for transactions in
casinos ;
'r He has not been in Canada long and has just recently immigrated;

Y Previously he would just keep cash around the house and that is where he would
get his money to play in the casino ;
Y

He did this because he had difficulty depositing cash from the casino into his
bank account ;

);- He would leave this money at his residence because he cannot take it back to
China ;

Y He advised that he presently has 135 K in $5K chips at home. These are new
chips but because of the conditions he was uncertain if he could bring them back
into the casino;
Y He repeated that the cash he brings to the casino is from his house from past
winnings;
Y He keeps it at his house;

Y His wife is

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

2
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-,, In the past he has provided documentation to the casino to show that the two are
husband and wife;

>-

He feels that it is silly that they cannot "Share Play" from the same bank roll;

-,, In the past he would be playing and have chips in front of them and just give
them to his wife to hold;
~

This was because she had a purse and he could not fit much in his pockets;

? • • i s a friend of his and the three of them play together;
-,, He owns a

Redacted

Patron lnter.i1ew

ldent1fy11g ln'crmat on

and it is driven by his son;

? His business are in China and he does not have any businesses in Canada;
?

Because he is immigrating he is slowly selling off his business in China;

? He is involved with a l l l l company;
?

It was his son that delivered the money to him ;

? He was advised that there was some concern for his safety given the manner in
which the money is received;
? He plays for entertainment and does not borrow money ;

-Y He finds that PGF accounts are not convenient which is the reason why he takes
his chips home when he wins;
"' He then has access to the chips day or night if he wants to play;

'Y- He was encouraged not to take chips home;
? He had no information regarding underground casinos;
? He believes BCLC is making it hard for him to enjoy the casino ;
?

He has nothing to hide from BCLC;

? With respect to his chips at home he was advised that right after the interview
they would be looked into and once they have been tracked he will be contacted;
Interview over: 1 :35 pm
Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview while BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY took notes.
3
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LEE explained that conditions have been placed on this patron 's ability to buy-in using
cash or un -sourced chips. It was encouraged that the patron use Patron Gaming Fund
Accounts .

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions: This patron continues to have conditions on their play at BCLC
Casino as imposed by Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs BCLC, on June 161h ,
2016.

Investigator Comments:
-

occupation supports his level of play.

He has now been educated on his conditions and the expectation with respect to
sourcing his cash.
His recent playing history was reviewed to corroborate whether he could have
accumulated 135 Kin chips . This was based on viewing the Site 's player rating system
along with his LCT's and found to be reasonable.

11111 should remain the subject of conditions at this time .
Tom Caverly
AML Investigati ons

4
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BCLC ISWM.RIJIS.AiM.,jMKISiltttll!ll
lnforma' •on

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-APR-27
Interview Time: 11 OOhrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room).
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE I Steve BEEKSMA I Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin
Conditions:
lfi9Mwas recently placed on sourced cash conditions as a result of a UFT occurring at
RRCR casino on 2017-APR-22 that involved a late night delivery of $25,000 cash (all
small bills).
Recent Activity:
On 2017-APR-25ll.lwas placed on full cash conditions with the following comment
added to her SID profile:

2017-APR-25 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to
buy-in at any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise
patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through
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BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview
to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be recent incidents, establishing SOF and SOW along
with enhanced CDD/KYC .

History:
- h a s generated 75 individual LCT records dating back to 2009-0CT.

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $10,000 to more than $600,000 (one-off) per visit, in
some cases small denomination bills.
A typical buy in foPmwould be in the $10,000-$30,000 range.
The follow incident occurring 2017-APR-22 (late night) can be summarized as follows:
.: . presented $20,000 in
by a female identified as
who was playing with her at
the gaming table . Prior to the buy i
as seen receiving a phone call then
leaving the resort and meeting with a vehicle described as a late model, black Jeep
Grand Cherokee where she
a white bag believed to contain the cash .
Upon returning to the casino · :.
met with-in the Salon washroom at which
~it was suspected she provided he~ Vv'.ith the cash .
. . produced $20,000 in $20's andlM-5,000 in $20's.
Buy ins were refused by the casino, followed by BCLC, placed both individuals on
sourced cash/chip conditions.

Pli;M

Occupation:
Housewife: iTrak records

~gest

'@§f1¥dH1'fl*§hE!!+•

her husband could be Redacted Patrori
Rejacted Patrn'l lnten;1ew ,cent fyng
owns •
company.
lnfn·r1al!Cn

lnte~vcew

ldent1'y11g ln'ormat on

Company:
NIA

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm her address at

Rcdacte:::I

Patron 1tcn cw ldent1'y1n9 lnfo·rnatmn

2. What is the source of her wealth?

2

is current.
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3. Confirm her source of income including how l . e has been working
there, where the business is located and wha :_ s role or job title is.
a. Confirm her spouse as ·: ·· ' ·
i. Confirm .·: :
SOW · " · · Ml!!"'
· ·
on
b. Doeslllhave her own income or is she supported by

T

ln ~arma'

4. Prior to being placed on conditions
bills.

liMiW

Ill had used large volumes of small

a. Where did this money come from?
b. How does she make the arrangements to get the money?
5. Educate her with respect to fact that her activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
7.

8. Cautior- against using associates to conduct transactions for her.
Should this behaviour be observed BCLC may put further restrictions on
her ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
9. Has she heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
RE RRCR incident 17-23269:

a.
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

b.

i.

help her arrange for more money?
Does she know where the money comes from?
iii. How doesll&I• make these arrangements?
iv. Is it a business/individual(s) etc.
11.

BCLC Conditions:llll will likely remain on sourced cash conditions (Cash with
receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable instrument from a
recognized financial institution).
Interview Results:

3
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-Y • .•_. ·• confirmed her addre
is current.
);-- .
advised that her and
are divorced. The impression was that
this was a sensitive topic that . . was not comfortable talking about.
o She did inform investigators thate•provides her with monthly
payments as part of a settlement.
o - e s not have any income other than the monthly payments from
).o-

11111 explained she stores a lot of her money at home. The example she gave is

that when she wins in the casino she redeems her chips for cash and keeps it at
her residence.
o She was asked about the $20's she had bought in for in the past and
didn't offer much explanation other than that she stores money at home.
o As an example investigators asked her about a date approx. 2 years ago
when she bought in for $600,000 cash. She seemed shocked by this and
advised she has never bought in for that much and wouldn't know where
to get that much money. Further review of the LCT shows it was
$310,000, then a disbursement then a re-buy of $310,000 (LCT 201511794).
? lllwas advised that BCLC's forward most concern is large volumes of unsourced cash .. . was told that this money is consistent with being related to
criminal activity.
).o- . .has not heard of or been offered to be taken to any underground or "private"
casino(s). She explained she doesn't go to (BCLC) casinos that often.
RE RRCR incident 17-23269:
).o- -

inve.stigators that the moneyWIOO= received via vehicle delivery
was
· ·
savings from her home.
o She could not recall if-offered her the money or if she asked for it
but admitted she borrOW9ci""$2o,ooo from her.
o She described llMm:ts her good friend from China (they are more than
just gambling associates). When they are both in town they like to go to
the casino together.
o She did not go outside witl 1111• to retrieve the money but speculated
it was probably a family membe--n) who dropped off the cash .
o She informed investigators that . .owns a restaurant ir
llMMland owns a rental property. She couldn't be sure but guessed
that the cash could come from either of those revenue sources.

M•

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and
COUSINS taking notes.
Investigator Comments:

. w a s advised that moving forward she would need use an account and/or all cash
needs to be accompanied by a receipt ; she understood.

4
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Although average buy in amounts are relatively sma1 W-:'.1M could not provide enough
information to convince investigators of her source of wealth or funds .
The investigator recommends she remain on sourced cash/chip conditions until SOW
can be validated .
Her global casino profile has been updated to reflect this.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations

5
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BCLC II Summary
Patron Interviewed:
Redacted - Patron
NAM Interv1ew
Identifying
Information
SID •
Interview Date: January 2?'h, 2016
Interview Time: 14:41 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

This patron is on the Priority One Interview list and was also at the site to return chips. He
was asked the usual questions as it relates to the chips and outside of that the following:
1. What is the source of her wealth (Real Estate Developer)?
2. What is his company's name and where is it located?
3. What does he does he obtain his cash from to support his play?
4. Does he borrow it and if so what rate does he pay?
5. Is he aware of any underground casinos and if so has he attended?
6. Does he understand the conditions?
7.

Educate on PGF Accounts (Note: He has a PGF and made a big deposit
on September 1oth, 2015).
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Interview Results:
.stated the following during this interview:
~

He is •

Y

He plays with his own money and facilitates Canadian currency by conducting a wire
transfer to a friend that owns a restaurant who then provides him with the cash;

~

He did not want to identify the friend;

Y

He does not borrow money but lends it;

~

He does have PGF accounts;

~

With respect to borrowing and lending money there are not rates involved as they
are all wealthy businessmen and there is no concern about getting the money back;

~

He does not like the conditions and believes that this is hurting business for BCLC.
BCLC need to learn from other casinos mentioning Las Vegas and Singapore.

~

He was making reference to using credit when talking about these casinos;

~

He does not get cash delivered to him while he is at the casino and if needs more he
gets it from home;

~

He has heard about the underground casinos but has not attended ;

~

He comes to BC about 5-6 times a year as his wife and daughter live here;

~

He was in possession of $170,000.00 in SK chips;

~

All the chips came from his play at River Rock;

~

It is a result of play from back in June of 2015;

>--

He takes home the chips because it is just like cash and easier for him to

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

resume play when he returns to the casino;
>--

He has no other chips;

>--

He has been in China and just returned on the 22nd and will be here for a month.

2
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Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

:·

LEE explained that.~an.ctions have been placed o,.·:~ ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips. • f ! l l was encouraged to use
Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions:WJ.!1f• ontinues to have sanctions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015 .

Investigator Comments:

M •Nas, for the most part , straight forward when answering questions. The fact he did
not want to identify the friend who facilitates cash is a common theme with these interviews.
The chips in his possession consisted of two stacks; one was wrapped in cellophane and
the other elastic bands. A review of his history corroborates that he was here in June of
2015 and could have left the casino with the chips given his play. He was later told that he
was not to take chips from the site anymore.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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Reda:ted Patron lnteiv1ew
den• fy ng 1,,format1on

BCLC

I I Summary

Patron Interviewed:

NAM '

• Re:lacl ed Pat ron lnter11ew
ldent1fy1rig ln'orma· on

SID
lnteNiew Date: January 21, 2016
Interview Time: 14:47 hours
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP MD19
1

Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:
Redacted

Pa• on Interview Identify ng

on
llilhas an association wit
, who is also a sanctioned player.
There was an implication that he was trying to circumvent h i s
··· •itions by gettinglllto
play for him. Ill also told investigators during his interview tha ··. is an employee of his
and at times holds his funds. He also stated that he had no chips in his possession but last
he claimed that he had $500 K in chips but they are in possession of a female patron
who works for him .
ln'orma ~

I

.

as asked of her during the interview:

1. What is the source of her wealth?
2. What is her relationship with

Redacted Patro1
1nte1\'1ew ldenll'ymg

,

3. Where did she get the $75 ,000.00 from on January 51h, 2016?
4. What about the small denominations?
5. What did she do with the chips they she first bought in with on January 51h,
2016?
6. Who did she meet at the Sea Harbour Restaurant?
7. Was"l.llWdirecting her play on January 51h, 2016?
8. What is her understanding of chip passing policies in the casino?
9. Does she understand the conditions?
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10. Educate on PGF Accounts.
11. Does she have any chips in her possession at this time?
12. Does she have any oflill; chips in her possession?

Interview Results:

lnitiallyl!llwas reluctant in talking to investigators and did not want to provide any
information regarding here source of wealth . With prompting she provided the following
information:
?

Her source of wealth is from her business interest in China. She owned a
supermarket, hair salon and invested in the stock market;

?

She does not rely on money from these business interests and her brother now
looks after them.

?

She characterized herself as being well off and said the same thing about her family;

?

She has been in Canada for 1O years ;

'? She is a Canadian citizen;
? •

wife is a close friend of hers and she does not work for him ;

?

She does look after their house when they are not in Canada but does not receive
any compensation for this;

~

She stated that they are there for each other and consider each other as family;

?

With respect to the January 5th, 2016 transactions she spoke
sure it was Ok to bring the money into the casino;

?

She is at the casino every other day but only plays in small amounts;

withBRIJJ(C to make

'? She explained the small denominations as coming from people that owe her money
and that she could not refuse or they would lose face;
~

She offered that the 20's probably came from the underground casinos but offer no
information as to why she believed this;

~ She said that she lost all the chips that she received on January 5th, 2016;

?

She had dinner with
at the Sea Harbour restaurant and there
was about fifteen peop e in a en ance;
2
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-,. She stated that it was possible tha9-vas directing her play on the 5th as he has
done it in the past. She explained this as shared play and that at times the players
pool their money in order to make the minimum bet;
-,. She thinks that BCLC is crazy for imposing conditions on her and feels that she has
been black listed because of it;
-,. She also stated that it is because of these conditions on other players that more
underground casinos have popped up;
~

She has difficulty using a PGF account because this account requires a minimum
$10,000.00 to be opened and he never plays with this amount;

~

She is using her credit card now to obtain cash from the bank machine and receiving
cheques from the site when she wins;

-,. She pulled four of these cheques out of her purse with the largest amount being
around $900.00 ;
-,. People have approached her to go to the underground casinos but she does not
want to go;
~

She stated there are currently 6 or 7 in operation and one of them is located on #5
Road;

~

She is not in possession of any chips at this time other than the 5 K chip she
received on Monday. She showed investigators the chip;

-,. She does not have any chips that belong
any time;

tol nor has she held any of his chips at

-,. That she also helps out w i t l - who is currently attending university in Toronto.

Interview over at 15:51 hours.

3
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Topics discussed during interview:

BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that sanctions have been placed onl l l l ability to buy-in using cash or unsourced chips. B was encouraged to use her Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required:

Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this interview.

BCLC Sanctions:

ll.llcontinues to have sanctions on her play at BCLC Casino as imposed by AML Director
~s ALDERSON on September 11 1h, 2015 .

Investigator Comments:

ii was reluctant to talk to investigators at first.

Even when she provided information it was
vague in nature . She was adamant that she has never held any chips belonging tol l

Tom Caverly
Cas ino Investigations

4
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Hedacled

;;ia:ron 1n•erv1ew lde:itrty ng

ln'"orma: on

BCLC I I Summary

Patron Interviewed:
NAM Redacted Patron lntc'\1cw
SID • ldent1fyin;, Info r1atlcn
Interview Date: Jan 4 , 2016
Interview Time: 0900
Interview Location : River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator P. Jerome WAKELAND

Reason for Interview:
ll••l•currently has conditions on his play as noted below. The conditions were
enacted on Sept 11, 2015 howeverlldid not conduct gaming play until Dec 24 when he
was informed of these conditions.
Redacted ,Ja·rcn
liil Redactec Patro1 l nle'\ICv'I involved in a ch ip pass and possibly directing the play of Interview
ldcntr'y1:ig
an • ldenh'y1ng lnfoT1a11on
on Dec 26.

-

.....

"2015-Sep-11 *** BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately (as per letter
sent to SP management this date) patron is not allowed to buy-in at any
BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM
withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips until further notice.
Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-815-0222 or
via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC
Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Ross
ALDERSON , Director AML & Operational Analysis, BCLC AML Unit"

The follow information was discussed:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the source of his wealth?
What is the name of his company and where is it located?
Do you understand the conditions?
Where does he get all the 20's from given financial institutions do not keep
denominations in this amount/
5. What is his knowledge of cash facilitation and the rates involved?
6. Mention that we are concerned for his safety given this type of cash may be
related to criminal activity.
7. Is he aware of any illegal casinos?
8. In relation to ltrak incident 20150067255 it appears as if he is directing play for
Was he directing play?
9. JH•S5uy 1n 1s similar to his implying it may have been his cash which begs
the question where it came from.

111•lllllW
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10. Educate on PGF Accounts

Interview Results:

I

Source of Wealth is from Real estate, Mining and Advertising
s in the cou~try on a Visitor Visa. His children are in school locally
All the moneYll gambles with has come from previous disbursements received
from the casino
These cash disbursements are held in a safety-deposit box in a bank or in his own
..b,Qme. The funds held in the bank are not deposited into bank accounts.
lldidn't deposit the cash into an account because the casino also doesn't give out
receipts when it issues disbursements, making it difficult to deposit the
bursements into a bank account
sometimes converts these $100 bills into $20 bills for his own convenience
will no longer convert the large bills into smaller bills.
No association with cash facilitators
No experience with illegal casinos
..
All the fund_s brought to the casino are b . relatives or associates who are
accessingls own funds.
is an employee who is sometimes sent to get his
funds.
Did not direct the play of
and claimed to not be familiar with
in any way.

l

'+'%'§61. FP:!fiii!ii@!!!.IM

MM

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
taking notes.
LEE explained that sanctions have been placed on IAllll• ability to buy-in using cash
or un-sourced chips.lllWN\IMwas encouraged to use Patron Gaming Fund Accounts.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during this
interview.

BCLC Sanctions-fM•continues to have sanctions on him play at BCLC Casino as
1
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on September 11 h, 2015.

2
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Investigator Comments:

II was eager to return to gaming ~CLC casino and enquired if smaller cash buy-i n in the
$30,000 range would be allowed.llwas informed that all the sanctions on cash play
remained in place.
llwas informed that if the casino could verify an amount for past winnings, it might be
possible that this verified amount could be vouched for by the casino and deposited intclls
bank account facilitating bank drafts and deposits into his PGF account.

3
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BCLC Interview Intelligence Summary
Patron Interviewed:
N A M · ·_·
SID#: ·: . '
Interview Date: May 91h, 2016
Interview Time: 1:30 pm
Interview Location: River Rock Casino VIP Salon 13/14

Interviewed by:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY

Reason for Interview:
1. What is the source of his wealth?
2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. What is the name of his company?

·-··

_ Hedactea

4. On February 2ih, 2016 who was the driver of th ._

Palroi

ln1e~.11ew

1cent1fyng

lnfo·nat1on

5. Do you know where that money came from?
6. Were you helping him to play on Feb 2y!h7
7. How do you kno~i@f@i§MM!fol§ijijij!llM!.!!uijili•i,i7
8. Were you staying with them in the hotel on the 301h?
9. What does your Dad do for a living?
1O. Impress upon him that this amount of money in small denominations is
consistent with being related to criminal activity and that there is some
concern for his safety.
11 . What is the reason that you are sitting with these people and not play?
12. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?
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13. Educate on PGF Accounts.
Interview Results:
-

stated, in part, the following:

>-

He has been in Canada since 2005 and the rest of his family immigrated in 201 O;

>-

He speaks English but preferred Chinese for the purpose of this interview;

>-

BCLC's role was explained to him and the government reporting requirements as
it relates to some financial transactions in casinos;

>-

He confirmed that

>-

He remembers the incident on February 2ih, 2016 with his father and theWJ.flq
MDII!@'' and figured that BCLC wanted to know where all the $20 bills came

Re:iac'ed

Pat'on ln·erv1ew den: fy ng
Information

is his father;

from;

>-

He does not know the driver of the vehicle but the vehicle is associated to the
place where the money comes from;

~

He onll'....knows him by an English name and could only remember that it was
either ataM-";

>-

The money is from a wire transfer place on Number 3 Road by Costco;

>-

The money originates from a bank account in China and is wired to an account in
Canada at which time the cash is delivered from the business on Number 3
Road;

>-

It is his father that owns the business which is back in China;

>-

He does not own a business but works for his Dad;

>-

The name of the business is
Pa·rcn 1n·crv1cw
cert' fy 119 1·1formci11on

Reca~ted

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng
Information

are business associates of

Ill father;

>- • • has been here before and has the contact to obtain cash;
>-

The phone call to get the cash was made while they were in the hotel room on
April 301h, 2016;

>-

He was not paying attention to this but was asked to go get the cash ;

>-

At this point he met with an

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

2
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'r This person
)> '

'r

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
tnformatmn

asked this person where all the $20's came from but received no answer,

··. was spoken to about PGF accounts but this was of little value as he really
oes not play;

'r He has heard about the underground casinos and overheard

Redacted - Patron Interview

ldentifymg Information

talking about it but they never attended ;

'r The underground casinos are translated from Chinese to English as a "Social
Club"

Interview over at 2:05 pm

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Stone LEE conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.

LEE explained that conditions have been placed onl i l l ability to buy-in using cash or
un-sourced chips.I I was encouraged to use his Patron Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: Yes. BCLC Investigator Stone LEE acted as interpreter during
this interview.

BCLC Conditions: l l continues to have conditions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML Director Ross ALDERSON on March 02nd , 2016.

Investigator Comments:

WJ.W• was honest with investigators and offered to help with anything in the future.
From a cultural perspective he is bound by his father's directions. This is what caused
him to be subject of this interview. He was following his father's direction on February

iftri&:i~tW I j~h iii ~ lfrftl1at~~ ~~ i lerence to assisting botrMMMll
c3z3
S .; m 51p;; ; •• WOJ! 1 obtaining cash to facilitate their
gaming at the River Rock casino . He was educated with respect to the association of
crimina l activity and small denominations and clearly does not want to be put in the
same situation . Although he does not appear to play the conditions associated to him
are appropriate .
Tom Caverly
Casi no Invest igat io ns
3
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Redacted Patron ln' erv1ew
1dent tying l n•ormat on

Bl IS

Patron Interviewed:

NAM : Redacted - Patron Interview
SID • Identifying Information
Interview Date: April 29th, 2016
Interview Time: 12:00 pm
Interview Location: Villa Casino
Interviewed by:

BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD
BCLC Investigator Tom CAVERLY
Reason for Interview:

-contacted BCLC to discuss his conditions. Along with that the following questions
were explored:

1.

Confirm his source of wealth?

2. Confirm his occupation and how long he has been working at that
occupation and where.
3. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
4. Does he know of any loan sharks and if so what rates they charge for
services.
5. Commend him on his use of PGF Accounts.
6. Ask him what his concerns are about his conditions.

Interview Results:

The following information was discussed during this interview:

~ l l J l l l l i s quite concerned about his conditions as they make him feel
criminal;
~

It was made clear to him that the conditions may remain;

like he is a
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..,.. He was curious about the Villa asking him where his cash came from when he has
left a couple of days prior and simply has returned with his winnings;

'? He was advised that the site would be spoken to about this;
?

He has worked at the Fairmont/Pacific hotel in the Food and Beverage department
making $48,000.00 per year;

>-

The only other source of cash that he has is from his home equity line of credit which
is in the amount of $600,000.00;

>-

He is willing to show BCLC his banking statements to confirm his source of funds;

'? He uses PG F at both the River Rock, the Edgewater but not at the Villa but was
encourage to open an account at the Villa;
..,.. He agrees with the PGF system;

'? It was made clear to him why patrons are subject of conditions and as this was not
clear to him;

>-

He banks at both RBC and CIBC;

'? He has never used loan sharks and has no knowledge of them;
'? He was unaware of any underground casinos .
Interview over at 2:00 pm
After the interviewMll!•mentioned that he would be willing to provide banking
information of a period of a year to BCLC. It was made clear that BCLC cannot ask for this
information and that it was up to him to provide it voluntarily.

Topics discussed during interview:
BCLC Investigator Brandon NORGAARD conducted the interview with BCLC Investigator
Tom CAVERLY taking notes.
NORGAARD explaine? tha!_c_o~ditions have been placed ~n ~ abili_ty to buy-in using
cash or un-sourced chips. - w a s encouraged to use his ~Gaming Fund Account.

Interpreter required: No.

2
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BCLC Conditions ~ continues to have conditions on his play at BCLC Casino as
imposed by AML D~oss ALDERSON on October 141h, 2015.

Investigator Comments:
M f i l -was open and honest with investigators and wants to do whatever he can to
show there is nothing untoward about the source of his funds. Should l!MJ;J Aprovide
banking records that clearly show that he consistently uses his line of credit to support his
play consideration should be given to remove conditions with that the understanding that he
may be spot monitored specific to his source of cash.

Tom Caverly
Casino Investigations

3
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Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng Information

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-0CT-02
Interview Time: 1130hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Theatre Suite 100)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted Patron
Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

BCLC - Sourced cash/chip conditions
Currently barred pending AML interview
Recent Activity:

• • has generated 128 individual LCT records dating back to 2008-AUG .
On 2017-SEPT-11 - placed on sourced cash/chips directive

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning .

11111
History:

occupation is Owner, Construction Company

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg lnfonnat1on
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llJll is associated as a participant to 24 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as
unusual transactions AND 06 exchange cash/chips. He was the conductor in all of the UFT
incidences . The UFT activity started in 2016NOV and since that time he has bought in for
$468,940 in $20 bills, buy-in 's ranging from $9 ,900 to $60,020 . Most recently, he attempted a
$90,000 buy in and was denied .
The concern and reason for interview is to establish SOW and SOF as lf$6• uses a
significant amount of bundled $20's when buying in, un-sourced cash used for purchasing
chips .
Buy in amounts have ranged from $1 ,000 - $89 ,100 with an average buy-in of 0-20K per visit
with an average of $20k.
PGF account opened in January 2017 with moderate usage .
•

is known to associate with a number of different VIP and HRP players in particular:
Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information

***What is your relationship to the above noted men , where did you meet them and how long
have you known them?***
***Why do you use so many $20 bills for your buy-in 's?***
Since f"l18s first LCT in 2008-AUG his transactions are as follows :
Bl: $2 ,027 ,290
FX: $93,875.68
PGF: $2 ,704 ,000
DSB:$1,935,620

Occupation:
Owner, Construction Company

Company:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

**Google Search could not locate the company specifically - one possibility i •
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

INCIDENTS OF NOTE:

2

Redacted - Patron
Interview ldenhfymg
lnfonnat1on
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2017-51516
2017-SEPT-10- early afternoon (had just been in Sea Harbour, met llW there)
Attempt Buy in $90K in $20's- delivered
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Received the bills from the trunk of
(parked in south parkade - pink Holt Renfrew bag)

Information

Related Incident Questions:
Whose money was it?
Why does he need money from
Whose idea was it to pass $60K of that to *§§§i§i@lfo!i!iil'*M• after he was
denied (both drove off site after the denied buy in in separate cars ·· returned 1O
minutes later with $60k in $20's)
Where do the bills come from?
How do you order them up?
How does the money exchange occur?
Whose idea was it to try and buy-i n again with $20k Late afternoon - right pants pocket
- denied)
How often doesW;IW get your bills for you?

p:n•

Specific Questions to Ask:
1.

Confirm his address a Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
a. Does he own or rent?

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been
working there and where the business is located.
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes
of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with
being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encourag. a l t::.i use his PGF account.
7. Cautio#;4Wagainst using associates to conduct transactions for him. Should
this betiav1our continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his ability to buy
in at BC Casinos .
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
3
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Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with COUSINS taking notes.

Interview Results:

During the course of his interview,

Redacted - Patron lnte1V1ew
Identifying Information

stated the following :

He currently lives and owns at the noted address in Vancouver
I
t f
11 d

H

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

(confirmed)
He has 1O employees and otherwise sub-contracts
The Big jobs i.e. building a house are paid by cheque, typically in 5 installments
He does take cash for small reno jobs which he keeps in a safe in his house
He has been in Canada since 2001
He started his company in 2011
He does take credit card advances or use the ATM system when he is in need of cash, but
at times he has maxed out his daily limit and can 't get any cash
He is prone to chasing a win and when he can 't access cash immediately he does borrow
from friends . He will also borrow from; .. :~;9§ i.f h~. ~@rr.5 · l i 'ay outside banking hrs (i.e.
INC170051516 - $90 kin $20 's frorr
·mil
on a Sunday evening)
If he loses he just goes to his bank when it is open and get the money to pay them back
He banks at TD
It is easy for him to get $1 Ok from the bank without notice but larger sums take 3-4 days to
get.
The money from the banM &ensed in large bills ($100's wrapped in elastic)
He does not know where ·. ·
ets the money he borrows
He does not use mon ~I exchan; e facilities
He was friends witlMJ.lfMP"=>utside the Casino first - they all live in close proximity
to one another (4-5 yrs)
He also will gamble with some of his wealthy clients
He plays off and on, not in the Casino every day (consistent with profile)
He does not use cash facilitators, they are "too dangerous"
He does not go to or know of underground casino 's
He was not aware he has used quite so many $20 's in the past year
He now understands the guidelines that the Casino's operates under and will no longer be
using $20 bills.

'ti

I

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translated as COUSINS took notes.

Current BCLC Conditions:

2017-0CT-02 BCLC-** Patron has been interviewed by AML unit, patron no longer requ ired to contact
BCLC consumer services. Patron is allowed back to play but the "Noun-sourced cash/chip condition
remains until further notice remains ."
4
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Investigator Comments:

•

remained respectful throughout the interview.
The general impression was tha F:IW was honest with investigators.
He answered all questions asked of him .
as encouraged to use his PGF account to avoid future issues.

•

currently on SOF .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC - AML

5
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BCLC IS

HfffifM!fHflfllfl.!f'!il "•

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-AUG-14
Interview Time: 1130hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (Suit 1, theatre box)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, BEEKSMA
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos. BCLC's role in the conduct and manage of BC Casinos
was explained
along with BC Casinos reporting requirements to other branches of
government.

tcall

Patron details:

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:

ms

is presently on full cash/chip conditions .

Recent Activity:
-

has generated 90 individual LCT records dating back to 2015-JUN.
On 2017-AUG-09, as a result of a refused buy in at River Rock, the following comment added to

f':49 SID profile:

2017-AUG-09 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at
any BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "unsourced or borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager
AML Programs , BCLC AML Unit.
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF/SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as
well as incident specific questioning.
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fJ1W occupation as

Redacted

..

Patron Interview ldent1rymg

does not clearly aid in establishing SOF but

Information

may help SOW.
History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
11111 holds PGF account-

at River Rock. She has been using her PGF account frequently
since being she opened it in 2017-MAR.

Iii is linked to 23 individuals as casino associates.
Incidents to discuss:

a!lfPIJI
a

Ruling #19

I UFT-RRCR: met a vehicle described as
Ruling #19
along the resort driveway. She opened the front passenger door and retrieve
bag that contained $30,000 in $100 bills that she attempted to use to buy in.
The casino determined that due to the circumstances of ho~ acquired the money the buy
in would be refused. The aim directive was added to her rofile as a result.
left the casino wit
and returned 1O
minutes later and attempted to buy in again (with the same money).

Ill

Ruling #19

I UFT-RRCR: On this date a female associate of lil!lt identified as
'· ·:. ·· . · . _-, ·,.
conducted $3J~££~'1 ~as~_ Bl"i:~~~~ · At least a portion of the cash was
suspec e o e1ng on behalf of
·
·Mf1
llillW were seen entering the washroom
to~eth~r afte~ whic · ··: ··
presented $15,000 in $20 bills for buying i~n receipt of th~
chip
··:. " . · · _-. ·
returned to the washroom together. Soon after. . was seen holding
a handful of chips .

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

Specific Questions to Ask:

1. Confirm her address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

is current.

2. What is the source of her wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify her occupation as a
company based out of?) .

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fy1ng

(where is the

4. Educate her with respect to fact that her activities specific to the large volumes of
funds being delivered along the driveway is BCLC's primary concern.
5. When
a.

till does bring cash into the casino where does it come from?
1roW does he make the arrangements?

2
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6. Encourag- to continue to utilize her PGF account as his primary source of
funds to gamble with.
7. What canllll tell us about any underground casinos?

RE 2017-AUG-06 / 17-44733 / UFT-RRCR:
1. Who was driving the llllthat dropped off the money to her
rear passenger side window)?
2.

Re::1ac•ed

Patro, lnter,11ew cen: fyng

Redacted. Pat ro n lnterv1ev-,1 lden•lfy ng 'lfo rmat 10,

3. How did she make the arrangements to get the money (delivery occurred at approx.
1830hrs)?
4 . Why did she attempt to buy in again with the same money about 15 minutes later? Was
the issue not clearly explained to her?

5.

How does she knowlRIM-?

RE 2017-AUG-08 / 17-45120 I UFT-RRCR:
1. How does she knowW:.1118?
2. Where did the $15,000 in $20 bills come from?
3.

Make it clear to
result in a ban .

Im that if she continues to use other individuals to buy in for her it will

Interview Results:

» llllindicated she recently sold the house o
is
It sounded as though · · · was in the process of building a new home so this address
may be temporary.
-,. Th
listed in her casino profile as her occupation is a Ruling #19
Ruling #19

RERuling #19

/ UFT-RRCR:

-,. 1111 advised the individual that dropped off the money to her was her Ruling #19

.

Ruling #19

..,.

»

.
The $30,000 ($100 bills) was money she had stored at home as back up money in case
~eeds to chase losses in the casino when the banks are closed.
1Bstated in early August she was gambling in the Salon and in the Dogwood room at
River Rock . She was losing initially (down $50K) but eventually gained her money back
in the Dogwood room . When she tried to deposit to her PGF account the site would not
do it as they did not have sufficient tracking to confirm her winnings so she was forced to
take cash .

3
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Review of her LCT records suggest this may have occurred on Ruling #19
. On this date she left the casino with up to $51,500 in cash
disbursed to her. It would not be unusual for her to have money stored at her
residence.
Redacted - Patron
o Post interview investig~-oke with RRCR VIP Guest services Interview Identifying
f!IMM!llto update o ··:: :· s status.ll!llindicated the 1111 does tend to
play on multiple tables, including in the Dogwood room.lll!ladmitted that it is
od due to the pace and
very difficult for tables staff to track players in number of players per table . This corroborates · ·:· · statement about not being
able to deposit her winnings, forcing her to take cash home.
y m
added that if she felt like she was doing someth ing wrong she would have made a
greater effort to hide it.
o She added that she knows people meet cash lenders at the Costco parking lot to
evade casino cameras; this was her money so she was not concerned.
" ~t took_a moment forl l l l to recall exiting the casino withl i.ililillmil':• but when
1nvest1gators ment1oiied"tlie name IJ;Jl:r' she remembered .
o

o

Ruling #19

o

She added that "we know whal f l • is into" and "she didn't want to discuss
that" but that "we know''. The impression was that lifllwas hinting thaif:ERm
is into some illegal or questionable things .

RE Ruling #19

I UFT-RRCR:

"lifJ!M could not recalll f : I • ; Chinese name but did recall entering the washroom with
her.
o

~

She added that she knows many players at RRCR , most of them by their English
first names, not their Chinese names.
.
• Post interviewl l l l walked by a table in the Salon and said hello to a
female patron she referred to as llli!I .

Ruling #19

~
~

?

~ l i l l i ladded that she does not like lending people money as it is too much trouble

Cha'Sing people to get her money back.
o Ruling #19

'r

Ruling #19

RE Underground casinos:
4
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).>

was asked what she could tell investigators about underground casinos. Ruli

-

»-

ng
#19

Ruling #19

o

She stated no cash is on site , everything is crediUreceipts to be settled on a later
date.
When you arrive they take your BCDL and make a phone call to get approval for

o

Ruling #19

o

Ruling #19

o

).>

,._

If you lose you get 10% off you debt if you pay in the first week.11111 did not specify but
interest likely kicks in after the week is up.
If you win you are issued a receipt and the organizers will pay you with a week, always
in $20 bills.

-,. Ruling #19

o

o

o

,.. .

One player came to mindf@§Ufl§!!§l§"@"MMM!!.i.+Nas interviewed by
investigators and was on full conditions prior to enrolling in the VSE program
recently.
It was learned in the interview that Ruling #19

1~is not linked to 1111 as an associate but is linked to an associate of ill.m
~i@ 1 ¥@ 00 M§i§ij@ 1 M'M 1 1 • 1 ·+
ated that as she understands the underground casino is run by people from

A forme Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
came to mind.
Iii.II was provincially banned by BCLC for assault and never returned to BC
casTnos afte~ed in 2015-NOV.
o l l l has an i i l i i l on file and previously used ar i l l address .
was cautioned that these underground casinos can be dangerous and that
investigators have heard stories of assaults and criminal activity that could put her in
danger.
o
o

-,. 1111
o

Ill

o

Ruling #19

o

Ruling #19

o

Ruling #19

Ruling #19

o Ruling #19

ldent1 m lnformat1on
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Interpreter required: Yes , LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking note~id speak some
broken English ; enough for the investigator to have a conversation with ~
BCLC Conditions- is p~..
. . on full sourced cash/chip conditions but consideration
could be given to remove her. . _ . profile has been updated to indicate she no longer needs
to call BCLC to set up an interview.
Investigator Comments:

11111 was very cooperative with investigators and seemed generally truthful.
Investigators are satisfied that the incident that resulted her being placed on conditions (the
$30,000 in $100's) is of little concern. This likely was her money that she arranged to have
dropped off to her.
Review o - s recent casino history confirms she frequently uses her PGF account and
rarely arrives with large volumes of unsourced cash to buy in with. Investigators believe the risk
of a repeat incident is low.

1111 also provided some valuable intel regarding the underground/unregistered casinos and
the people behind them .
Consideration should be given to removeBJl'rom the BCLC-AML Conditions list to be
monitored moving forward.
If her behaviour changes and she is classified to a higher risk level she could be placed back on
conditions.
A copy of this summary has been sent to BCLC AML Projects Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM for
review.
S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations

6
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Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date : 2017-JUL-13
Interview Time: 1015 hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (MDB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE and COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised that a number of patrons have been spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English
Conditions:
-

laced on conditions pending interview due to him being the subject of a cash delivery at RRCR.
Recent Activity:

i lhas generated 171 individual LCT records dating back to 2011 -MAY.
On 2017-MAR-Odel ivery at RRCR.

placed on conditions pending interview due to him being the subject of a cash

2017-MAR-08 BCLC Directive 2017-MAR-08 BCLC DIRECTIVE- No further cash buy-ins at any site
until status is changed by the AML unit- subject of cash delivery and pending investigation . Please
direct patron to contact Consumer Services and leave contact information for interview. Please advise
writer by email if subject attends any site and attempts to buy-in . Daryl Tottenham , Manager BCLC
AML Programs
Redacted - Patron

According to casino record s l lresides in Interview ldent1fymg
(supported by •fm). Investigators will
attempt to determine what he is doing in BC and if he has a permanent residence in BC .
The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning .

II occupation as

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

does aid in establish ing SOF or SOW.
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History:
lllis attached as a participant to 11 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as unusual
transactions and was the conductor in all instances.
I l iad been known to associate with a number of different VIP players , two of whom are on the BCLC
HRP Program .

17-13344/ 2017-MAR-05 I UFT-RRCR:
2355hrs

··-~\lflljij!1:if" driven by a ~ale . i~entified

a • Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

1-1·-1• )with a female passenger 1dent1f1ed a · Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
Wil•- As they cross the Sky Bridge toward the resort/casino sidelfJ\19rvas observed to be in

t

possession of a red shopping bag . (Per iTra

~

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1fymg Information

are married).

2357hrs

WI•

Redacted - Patron Interview
ldentrfymg lnformat1on

entered the casinos VIP Salon
concealing the red plastic bag by draping
her jacket over her arm .
was already in the Premium area of the VIP Salon lfJl• was observed
stepping into the Premium area of the VIP Salon and seemingly getting the attention
After
catching the attention it l both entered the men 's washroom separate ly from 11111 and was seen
with her jacket off, draped over her arm/hand that was holding the red bag . UMtook possession of
the red bag fro11 9 J ahen entered the washroom . lllentered the washroom too.

II

all

Midnight:
, Redacted - Patron Interview

& xited the washroom just ahead o Iden!! m lnfonnat1on
He was seen holding the red bag behind his
back as he got the attention of a VIP Host who escorted him into the private cashier room .
At the transaction windov l lemptied 2 bricks of CON $20 bills (each bound by elastics , approx . $1 OK
each) from the red bag (there appeared to be a second white bag that was inside the red bag).
Due to the cash delivery red flag the buy in would be refused.
l l lreturned to the gaming floor and took a seat next to liiJ1• who was sitting witl R!ll
0024hrl lwas observed accessing his right side pant pocket and discretely passing a portion of the
cash refused tof l M who was seated to his right.
l lgot up from the table and sat at a lounge area near the cashier on the Premium side.

W;lm then tried to buy in but was refused.
After being spoken to by the Executive Host
dining area .

Redacted - Patron
Interview ldent1 m

2

were last seen together in the Salons
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The specific relationsh ip between these individuals is not known
Occupation:

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying
Information

Specific Questions to Ask:
Confirm his address a 1

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
b. Does he have a residence in BC?
c. What is he doing in BC if he resides in &
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as

Redacted - Patron Interview ldentifymg Information

4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of funds
with no SOW is BCLC's primary concern .
5. What is his relationship with : -.. - :· . .·.r···
a. Does he regularly get deliveries from ";.,",'. .:·:.... .-J:'"'"
b. Has he taken delivery of funds from others?

?

6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

BCLC Conditions: None
Interview Results:

During the course of his interviewMllMIJI stated the following:
He currently lives at the noted address in
He owns a restaurant called
(confirmed)
The restaurant is a cash business
The restaurant is under an umbrella company called Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
lf;EA- (confirmed)
His son manages the business, they keep the cash at their home
He does not use credit or debit as he struggles with the ATM system (can 't read,
embarrassed to ask for help).
Using cash is something he does in both Canada and China .
Chinese like cash, he carries a lot of cash with him
He does have a Chinese Union pay card but doesn't use it much
When he heads out on business or pleasure he takes cash from the home with him
His son bundles the $20's (as seen in the noted incident)
He has spent a lot of the last two years in Canada as he is trying to get his Canadian
Citizenship
Interview ldenttfymg
He is retired from the Redacted - Patron
lnfonnation
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He does have another business he is trying to get off the ground , Redacted - Patron Interview
Redacted - Patron Interview
ldent1 1n Information
is the only person in Canada with approval to import the product to
China . He has not been able to develop the business much due to being in Canada so
much while seeking res idence. The product helps lower blood pressure, maintain youthful
skin and blood flow in the brain.
He plans to spend more time in China developing the business once he has obtained the
criteria for citizenship.
He has bought a home it l;f!lill@R (hasn 't closed et
He plans to sell his home and business in ·· · ··
and move to BC
He hopes to be in BC ermanentl b Februa 20 18
He has confirmed
lllBD
are married .
He has been friends wit
. for over 1O years from back in China .
He is currently staying at RRCR as he has a friend over he is assisting with opening a
restaurant and looking at farmland to purchase
His "B.C" business is more hosting friends than a business. If a group are coming over he
will arrange tou rs, site seeing etc. His friends pay for the actual tours ; he is not responsible
for that he just organizes . He is not paid it is someth ing he does as a friend .
When his friends come over, they gamble a bit, but are not heavy gamblers. He does not
ass ist with any cash facilitation .
He often sta s with ·· ; . ·· :· . .
when he comes. His extra cash it there. The have a
home in ···· ._. : ·' "'
He gambles as entertainment, keep him busy.
He was recently advised of PGF and did open an account (July 6/17 - confirmed). He does
not like the system as it took about an hour to process a $1 OK buy in , he has to specify what
table he was going to and likes to wander (staff confirm he wanders from table to table) and
when he tried to redeposit $4 ,000 they wouldn 't as they didn 't have tracking sheets of his
play. Further, if he goes to another site he has to open another account. He has however
used his PGF since opening it at RRCR.
- W ith res ~ to the delivery of funds , yes that has happened, he keeps his extra money at
"i'lltW\Jm'f'a and if he is down (which he states he often is) he will ask them; a
some of his money and bring it in. The pass in the bathroom was out of his control ··:_- : ·
beckoned him and he followed, he did not prearrange for it to be done this way.
He now understands the guidelines that the Casino's operates under.
He has not heard of underground Casino's and would not attend anyway; it is below his
status to attend such a place.

·r..

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translated as COUSINS took notes.

Current BCLC Conditions:

2017-MAR-08 BCLC Directive 2017-MAR-08 BCLC DIRECTIVE- No further cash buy-ins at any site
until status is changed by the AML unit- subject of cash delivery and pending investigation. Please
direct patron to contact Consumer Services and leave contact information for interview. Please advise
writer by email if subject attends any site and attempts to buy-in . Daryl Tottenham , Manager BCLC
AML Programs
4
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Investigator Comments:
l l temained respectful throughout the interview. The general impression was thatlill was
honest with investigators . He answered all questions asked of him . He struck the investigator
as "old school " Chinese (with respect to money beliefs and handling).

I

was encouraged to use his PGF account to avoid future issues.
is currently on SOF interview.

Investigator's COUSINS and LEE recommend conditions be removed .

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLC IS

'%i@if§@IHfa'§f9fM!i+M

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date: 2017-JUN-28
Interview Time : 1402 hrs
Interview Location : RRCR (MOB 13/14 private room)
BCLC Investigators: LEE, COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised that a number of patrons have been spoken to about their
current transactions in BCLC Casinos .
Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin/English
Conditions:

llis currently on SOF conditions.
Recent Activity:

l lhas generated 95 individual LCT reco rds dating back to 2010-JUL.
On 2017-JUN-26l l l was placed on SOF with the following on his SID profile :
2017-JUN-26***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately , patron is not allowed to buy-in at any
BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or
borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-8150222 or via email through BCLC .com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule
an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

The focus of the interview will be establishing SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC as well as
incident specific questioning.

History:

II is attached as a participant to 34 separate incidents in BC Casinos identified as unusual
transactions . He was the conductor in all the incidents, primarily $20 bills (some $50 bills).
1
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The concern is the large cash buy in 's with small bills and source of those small bills.
l f lhad been known to associate with a number of different VIP/HRP players . Some of them were
identified as follows :

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Occupation:
Investment Manager

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address a

Redacted - Patron Interview ldent1fymg Information

a. Does he own or rent?
2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm/clarify his occupation as an Investment Manager.
4 . Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of funds
with no SOW is BCLC's primary concern .
5. l lnas been known to associate with a number of VIP players in BC Casinos.
a. What is his relationship with these individuals?
b. Does they provide some sort of service for him? If so what?

6. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so , where?

17-3583212017-JUN-22 / UFT-RRCR
Evening of June 22, 201 7'11 met with Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information
at Sea Harbour Restaurant
along with a group of other individuals . After dinner the whole group took the elevator to the k
Brid~evel after dinner,M was wearing a small black backpack (appeared to be em t . ··:: : ·
and eft separated themselves from the ~rou~ and went to the south parkade where -. ·;· · :· . vehicle
was parked . They accessed the vehicle «&.mihiiil'i1M1'mr.llll1nJJ111!• and when they returned to the Casino ,
bacJ§t was filled out (i .e. appeared something had been transferred in to in while they were at
the truck) .; removed 5 brick's and one bundle of $20's at the cage .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
2
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17-3586212017-JUN-22 / UFT-EDG
Evening of June 22 , 2017 111 attended at Edgewater Salon (after buy in denied at RRCR) wearing the
same black backpack . At the cage he presented a $40 ,000 buy in (money wrapped how River Rock
had just bundled it when the buy in was denied earlier in the evening) . The bills were
1500x$20/200x$50).B then went to a table and bout in $4000 in $20's while waiting for his chips at
the cage.
cashed out at 1am on June 23 ,2017 for $56 ,005 ($1 OO's)

II

17-36282 /2017-JUN24 / UFT/EDG (all bundled).
Evening of June 24 , 2017l lattended at Edgewater Sal ~J° ught in for $15 ,305 (most 20's) . It
would appear to be the balance of the money he got from~ at RRCR on the 22"d.
1. Why did he buy in with $20's when he'd been paid out in $1 OO's at Edgewater the night
before?

BCLC Conditions:
2017-JUN-26*** BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at any
BCLC site with "un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or
borrowed" chips until further notice. Please advise patron to contact Consumer Services at 1-866-8150222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for BCLC Investigations to schedule
an interview to discuss further. Daryl Tottenham , Manager AML Programs , BCLC AML Unit.

Interpreter required: Yes, LEE translated as COUSINS took notes.
Interview Results:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldenlifymg

- l lconfirms he lives in and owns the house in
also stated he has a
Information
total of four (4) homes in the area, one rented out, two vacant and the one he lives in

~ -~~~~~;;~~~;~:;~~~0:;~~~; ;;;~;~;~~~~il;::h:~:e in Vancouver with his wife and three

1

1

stated he's known
from local "society" meetings i.e. they are from the same
Province in Ch ina and the people from the same Province have gatherings
- ill adama~tly denied getting money from• l w sn the dat_e in question ; statin_g that when
they came in to the Casino from the Sea Harbou - ~.1)8 said he had to go to his car to get
money so as a friend , hel l walked to the car with him while the others waited for them
before enterin_9 the Salon Prive.
Per CCT\,Mfff• did pick up a brick andl f ls backpack was noticeably bulkier when they
returned from the car
- ··-·: stated he has never received money fro11 Wl$= 1or does he lend money to anyone
:· stated he an• 4 • have a separate bank rolls when they play but that if one of them
runs out they will bet for one another "shared play"
- l l lstated that he had three friends over from China April 23'd for a visit (confirmed via text
reviewed by S. LEE)

3
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- l lstated his friends typically come over with $50K each in $20's CON (he stated the $20 's
are what the banks give to combat counterfeit which is contrary to what other players have said
~ch is that Chinese banks give out $100 bills CON)
ml stated his friends typically travel first class which allows them three suitcases and they
~k one with money ... .... .... .
- Ill stated that typically when his friends go home they give him their left over $20's and he
transfers the equivalent in Chinese currency in to their accounts , most recently he got $69K
combined from his friends who visited in April
When asked what he does with his $100 bills from payouts he says he likes to keep those
(pulled a stack of $100 bills from his backpack to show investigators), that he uses them to
play poker with his friends
stated that at times he does not cash out just hangs on to his chips so it is easier to return
to a given site and get playing immediately rather than waiting for a buy in
stated he currently has approximately $20,000 combined in chips from Edgewater and
River Rock and $2 ,000 in $20's
··:: stated more friends from China(with $20's) will arrive 2017-JUN-29
does have a PGF at Edgewater but doesn 't like to use it as it is not "convenient"
_· stated he does not know of or play in underground casinos
.. stated his wife does not like his gambling so he keeps his wins and losses from her
.' confirmed he was paid out in $100 bills for his win on June 22 nd at Edgewater (using the
money RRCR denied) and stated the $20's he bought in with in the 24 1h were just left over
from the money he got from his friends stating "who wants $20s'

- II
- lill

BCLC Conditions:

Conditions amended on 2017-JUN-29 keeping the same conditions but taking away the need for
interview.
Investigator recommends conditions remain
***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately, patron is not allowed to buy-in at any BCLC site with
"un-sourced" cash (all cash without a bank or ATM withdrawal slip) or "un-sourced or borrowed" chips
until further notice. Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC AML Unit.

Investigator Comments:

Investigators Cousins and Lee did not feei l lwas being entirely honest in his answers

I.II has asked that his conditions be dropped as he has friends arriving and he will not be able to play
at their level if he not continue at his current level of play and therefore in his mind will "lose face" with

l

as made aware that he is still on sourced cash and chips
was ~sked numerous times exactly how much he had in chips but was evasive stating about $20k
in total. Ill was not the least bit worried about using them ; he was advised that right now they are
considerircr"unsourced" and to report the amount to LEE so that the source could be validated .
lllseemed very aware of the $3K allowed on site without receipt

L. Cousins, Investigator
BCLC-AML
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BCLCISType of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.
Interview Date: 2017-MAY-17
Interview Time : 1300hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA

Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to
about their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.

Patron details:

Redacted Patron Interview
Identifying
Information
Language:
Mandarin/English

Conditions:

li'J.1Mis currently under SOF conditions .
Recent Activity:

Hlahas generated 26 individual LCT records dating back to 2016-APR-18.
appears to be fairly new to BC Casinos .
On 2017-APR-12-was placed on SOF conditions with the following comment
added to his SID profile:
2017-APR-12 BCLC Directive- Patron requires SOF (source of funds) interview for unsourced cash buy-ins. Please document in an iTrak incident file, scan copy of interview
into media file and advise the AML unit by email at aml@bclc.com of the incident file .
Daryl Tottenham, Manager AML Programs, BCLC.
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The focus of the interview will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced
CDD/KYC .
• . • occupation a "student" at
or SOW.

Redactc:::l

Patron ntcrv1ew ldent1'y1ng
l'1formallo 1
1

does not aid in establishing SOF

History:

Redacted - FINTRAC
Buy in amounts have ranged from $1,500.00 to just under $32, 160.00 per visit, in large
part small denomination bills.
arrived at the casino with a male associate
arrived onsite with . .· .·n a
ntered the facility (appeared that · : · was
carry • •mething under his jacket). They both went up to a hotel room on the gth
floor. · :. : exited the hotel room wearingSJl•s jacket and immediately conducted a
cash buy in . $16,880.00 (844x$20.00).
2017-21338~RRCRl 2017-APR-13: l'lllwas observed exiting the hotel to meet up
1
with •·Mllf.ififi.,. 'IM nJJ.1awwwwto obtain a bag. lli!Jilobtained the bag and went directly
to his room, then to the Salon to conduct a cash buy in. lilllproduced 100x$10.00 &
1558x$20.00 for a total value of $32,160.00.

Occupation:
College Student

Company:
Redacte:::l

Patron .ntcrv1ew ldent1'J' ln9
1fom1at101

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Redactej

Patron

1 nte~1ew

ldent r'y1ng 1nb~at1cn

is current.

a. Does he own or rent?
2. Confirm the name and location of the college he's enrolled in.
b. Does he have a current student visa?
3. What is the source of his wealth?

2
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4. Confirm his occupation/source of income.
a. If money is from parents overseas ask how she gets the money in
Canada.
b. Ask for parents SOW.
5. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large
volumes of unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern .
6. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent
with being related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
8. Encouragelilll to use ~is PGF account. Review
confirms he holds PGF accoun- at RRCR.

oaa profile

c. Explain his options moving forward.
7. CautiorfAM against using associates to conduct transactions for him .
Should this behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his
ability to buy in at BC Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
2017-20537 (RRCR) 2017-APR-09:
1. What is his relationship witl
a. How long have they known each other?
b. Who's hotel room was on the

gth

Floor?

2. Where did the $16,880.00 in $20 bills come from?
a. Describe the circumstances of how he acquired the money.

2017-21338 (RRCR) 2017-APR-13:
1. What did you receive from the

·-Ii·

a. Who was the driver?
b. How did you know or meet the driver?
3
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c. If cash was obtained, have you received cash from this driver in the
past? Is he linked to a local business?

2. If the cash did not come from theMl9 where did he obtain all of the
$20's that were used in his cash buy in?
3.
•
4. SOF interview was conducted and ·_·: . · stated the funds were from his
father?

Extra Questions:
How long have you had a hotel room at the River Rock Casino?
How do you know

Redacted - Patron Interview
Identifying Information
How do you know
BCLC Conditions: Post interviewMMwas changed from SOF interviews to sourced
cash conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements or bank draft or other
negotiable instrument from a recognized financial institution). These conditions were
clearly explained to him.
Interview Results:

}- •
}-

introduced himself to investigator BEEKSMA a s • •confirmed he no longer resides at thellfllll!Jiaddress on his SID profile.
o He was renting it but hasn't lived there in a "long time"
o He has been living in River Rocks resort full time and has no fixed address
since leaving theNl!l~ress.
o For the first few months-paid for the room but since then River Rock
has been paying for his hotel room.
}- confirmed he is in Canada on a student visa .
RE:da::ted
atron
o He was/is enrolled a 1 1nte
~ 1e11 l::ent1fy1rig
• He used to go to the Richmond campus then went to the Down
Town Vancouver campus but admitted he doesn't go to school
much anymore.
? B!i!I has been in Canada for approx. 2.5 years . He has never worked since
being here.
o His father wires him money from Chinese account to Chinese account to
support him while in Canada.
o W.t•uses money exchange places to convert the money wired from his
father to CON currency.
o - w a s hesitant to talk about his father and his source of income in
China as he didn't want to bring any unwanted attention or problems to his
0

4
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father. It was explained to . . that investigators needed to be
comfortable he is capable of gambling at the level he has been .
stated his father is involved in a•lll4"company.
• He doesn't know his exact role or position in the company.
• lilllvisited the factory when he was 2 years old and doesn't know
Wharhis father does there. This could suggest his father has been
associated to this business for more than 20 years.
• -stated his father has sent him $180,000 to date (Casino
records suggest it would be much more than that) . This may be his
most recent transfer amount.
>-- lllladvised that he has used 5-6 different money exchange businesses.
o He usually searches the Chinese classified websites like "VANSKY" or
"VANPEOPLE " to find a money exchange place.
o He will often call multiple ones to check if they have enough cash on hand
before choosing which one he will use.
o Often the MBS will deliver to him at no extra charge.
o He stated they will even come to him with the CON cash in hand and allow
him to do the electronic transfer (using a smart phone) face to face.
o He hesitated to name any of the businesses because he didn't want to
bring any negative attention to them . Once it was explained that if they are
a legitimate businesses they should have nothing to hide lilllprovided
the name of "KIN BOK" as one of the ones he's used.
o The exchange places always provide him with small denomination bills.
o He uses the money exchange places because he doesn't want to worry
his father with how much he's spending (this didn't make much sense to
investigators).
o •Mwas asked if any money exchange places lend money.IJ,1•
laughed at this adding an exchange requires money from both parties.
o -showed investigators multiple electronic transfer receipts or
notifications on his cell phone that appeared to be currency exchange
confirmations. It appeared to be in the form of a text message from sender
"95533".
• One showed $51 ,000 Chinese currency to CON and another
showed $180,000 Chinese currency to CON .
>-- ••sked if he could use money from a MSB if it was accompanied with a
. t" He was told ~o IOJJR as _it -:vas an officia!lverifiable receipt he could use it.
>-- •
did not know e 1 t h e 1 - I M by their names when spoken.

• lilil

RE: 2017-20537 (RRCR) 2017-APR-09:
>-- Pl!llstated he metllMin.!h~ casino, gambling.
o He added the he and 8118 are from the same town in China originally.
o
went for dinner on this incident night. They went to a
room on the gth floor then entered the casino .
• H•couldn't recall if it was his room or not (he stated he's stayed
in multiple rooms on different floors in the resort.

5
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•

He admitted he was wearinglilMs jacket.
• He stated he was cold and didn't want to look through his
suitcases to find a jacket so llill lent him his.
• The money inside the jacket w~e laughed at.1L_
suggestion that the money w a s - s adding t h a t - does not have money.
• The money was obtained from a MSB .

RE: 2017-21338 (RRCR) 2017-APR-13:

~ . J ; i n o t know who the name of the person who was driving t h e 8 •
o

He stated he looked familiar to him ; likely from using the same MSB
previously.
o The cash came from a MSB.
o The cash was indirectly from his father (as per SOF form).

Interpreter required: Yes, Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA taking
notes.
BCLC Conditions: The investigator recommends that llllbe placed on sourced cash
conditions (cash with receipt, sourced to disbursements, bank draft or other negotiable
instrument from a recognized financial institution).
These conditions and all o f l l • options for bringing funds into the casino were
clearly explained to him .
casino profile has been updated .

-s

Investigator Comments:
-inquired with investigators what he had done wrong to be placed on these
conditions. He was told a number of factors contributed but it was primarily SOW and
SOF issues.
llllwas advised that moving forward he would need use an account and all cash
would need to be accompanied by a receipt.
MiWmderstood somewhat how PGF accounts work. It was suggested to him that he
speak with RRCR VIP Director Lisa GAO to learn all of the options when it comes to
PGF accounts .
•
was also cautioned against using his friends to conduct buy ins for him or
circumvent his conditions and advised that if this type of behaviour is detected it could
result in a suspension of play.
-asked if he could accept chips from his friends and was told no.

6
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S.BEEKSMA
BCLC
AML Investigations
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BCLC IS

-·1vw
.

I

•

.!..

Type of Interview: Non Script, Instructions below.

Interview Date : 2017-JUNE-01
Interview Time : 1100hrs
Interview Location: RRCR (private room 13/14)
BCLC Investigators: Stone LEE, Steve BEEKSMA, Lynn COUSINS
Contact Approach: Patron to be advised a number of patrons are being spoken to about
their current transactions in BCLC Casinos.
Patron details:

Redacted - Patron
Interview Identifying
Information
Language:

Mandarin
Conditions:

- - play is currently suspended pending interview with BCLC as a result of concerns
regarding information contained within•l@"s OSINT report.
Recent Activity:

On 2017-MAY- 19PJ.if"s play was suspended as a result of OSINT report info with the
following comment added to his SID profile:
2017-May-19 ***BCLC DIRECTIVE*** Effective immediately patron is suspended from all
gaming pending an interview with BCLC AML unit. Please advise patron to contact Consumer
Services at 1-866-815-0222 or via email through BCLC.com and provide contact details for
BCLC Investigations to schedule an interview. Daryl Tottenham , Manager BCLC AML
Programs
The focus of the i~~e ry iew will be establishing SOF and SOW along with enhanced CDD/KYC
and establishi s • • ·s relationship/dealings with l@@@•@@mlfoi§M@n·'@'Mi.li,,foil·lr*

'i'ST'INl\''M · ·
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History:
M l • has generated 141 ind ividual LCT records dating back to 2010-JUN .
Total buy ins to date: $2 .6 mil
Total disbursements to date: $1.8
Negative $800K all time

Redacted - FINTRAC
Incident summaries

Redacted - FINTRAC

*Ruling #19
bought in for Ruling #19 (all $20 bills). The
investigator that reviewed the incident noted the money was carried into the casino byW:!ii'f•
inside a brown paper bag . The investigator also notes the cash was presented in bundles
bound by both elastic bands and paper straps (consistent with money from a Fl) JIM!9
drivin a ·: ·. ·· .··
arrived at the cas ino in the com any of an Ruling #19
identified as
Ruling #19

This incident is a site ban file that details an Ruling
#19
Ruling
identified as
tr ing to collect
#19
"money owed to her" from ·
· · Casino surveillance reported that ··:.· :·
lost all but
Ruling #19
.it1e'n ·.·: confronted him to pay her back ~-ed . When
Ruling
questioned.Ill informed staff that
#19
.
Ruling
#19
Ruling
On
(same file)
received a phone call from a male identifying himself as
#19
f t l l ! J . (no casino profile) indicating he was call ing on behalf of l f land informing the
casino tRuling #19

Ruling #19

1 • bought in for $40,000 (all $20 's) . He arrived at
the casino alone and gambled without irregularity noted by the casino. Tracking documents
suggest he was about even at the end of play but did not redeem his chips . This is the last
documented transaction in any BC Casino attached t1I M B s profile.
BCLC OSINT report:
On 2017-MAY- 19 BCLC AML Analysts completed an OSINT report on patro rll911Mlijnt•
at the request of BCLC AML Project Manager Daryl TOTTENHAM due to a sudden increase in
play level.

Ruling #19
Redacted Patron Interview

BMIM

Identifying Information
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Ruling #19

Redacted - Patron

as the Director for a company named Interview ldentdymg
and another company named : Redacted - Patron Interview ldenttrymg Information

Occupation:
Redacted - Patron Interview ldenlifymg
Information

Company:
Company name not clear (to be determined)

Specific Questions to Ask:
1. Confirm his address at

Redacted - Patron Interview Identifying Information

is current.

2. What is the source of his wealth?
3. Confirm his occupation/source of income including how long he has been working there
and where the business is located and what l l role or job title is (if applicable).
4. Educate him with respect to fact that his activities specific to the large volumes of
unsourced funds is BCLC's primary concern.
5. Impress upon the patron that money in small denominations is consistent with being
related to criminal activity.
a. Where does the cash come from?
b. How does he make arrangements to get it?
6. Encourage W;.lm to use his PGF account. Review of f!!!OJM1ia recent LCT activity
confirms he holds PGF account
at HRVC .

Ii

•II

7. Caution
against using associates to conduct transactions for him . Should this
behaviour continue BCLC might put further restrictions on his ability to buy in at BC
Casinos.
8. Has he heard about any underground casinos and if so, where?
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RE Ruling #19
Redacted - Patron

1. Describe his relationship with the femal : Interview Identifying
a. How did they meet?
2. Where did the Ruling #19 in $20 bills come from?
3. Ruling #19
4. Is the issue wit~ settled?
RE Ruling #19

:

1. Where did the $40,000 in $20 bills come from?
a. What did he do with the chips? (Tracking suggests he was about even when he
left and did not receive a disbursement.
RE OSINT related questions (explain tc:llMJ:J $;CLC's requirement RE CDD/KYC):

If

1. Doel f 11.have a~y o~en ca~es b~for~ th~.?ourts?
2. Ask ::~~ describe his relat1onsh1p with .
a. How did they meet?
b. What is his impression ofl l l occupation?
c. Were the loans personal loans between himself and
or was there a business
involved .
d. What did he borrow the money for?
e. Has he paid any of it back Ruling #19
f. Was he ever fearful dealing witrlilt
g. Were there ever any threats (implied or direct) made~rd him by.
or
individuals he believes were acting at the direction otll?
3. Confirml l M 8 ' companies as detailed above and their current state (do they still
exist?).

II

BCLC Conditions: To be determined post interview.
Interview Results:
Introductions were made and l M • was educated on BCLC's role in BC Casinos and
advised that BCLC is required to conduct enhanced due diligence on some of their players.
~ -

advised that he sold the house in niMM!rll and is presently renting a home

i~f'l'f!d!iii!fl'E'*ll+~
Ruling #19
o

}- ~t years he has spent more of his time in Canada than China .
;;... advised that he owns a Ruling #19
Ruling #19

;;...

Ruling #19

o He provided the nam .···· :· · for
o He described this company as
o It is based out of theR:Efl• area.

Patron Interview ldentifymg Information
that
no clear iTrak matches .
Redacted ~

his Rulin
g
#19
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0

>-

~

advised most of the money he uses in the casino comes from either his
numerous "Union Pay" cards , from a money exchange business or from individuals
advertising on classified ads with o~xchange foreign currency.
started removing multiple "Union Pay" cards
o At this point in the interview from his wallet (4 total , the impression was he had more). He advised that he can
get up to $2,000 (CON) per day per card from nearly any major banks A TM (he
named Scotia, BMO and CIBC in English).
o He typically uses these cards when he needs money and the banks are closed .
RE: Mone~Exchanges:
o
stated he uses the one located in Ruling #19
most
often .
o He has used ones in Richmond but doesn't like them because they charge more
money on the exchange than the one in Ruling #19 .
• 11111• usually exchanges large amounts at a time so a slight difference
in exchange equates to a lot of money.
• He mentioned the one in Richmond he'd used in the past was near
Ruling #19
and the name roughly translates into English as Ruling #19

llMB

Ruling #19

·j----

o .-.........
~
stated in all of his years using exchange places he can only recall one
instance when he received large bills. He nearly always receives small bills from
MSB's.
o W;EO• stated he never gets receipts from the exchange businesses, he doesn't
ask for them and he is never offered one.
o How it works is he transfers money from his Chinese account to a Chinese
account provided by the exchange place. One the money clears he receives the
~ uivalent in cash .
o advised that he often searches the class ifies section on a website
named "VANPEOPLE.COM". He brought up the website on his smart phone and
showed investigators lists of ads offering to exchange currency.
• It was noted that only the top 3 ads were from businesses and the rest
were individuals (investigators recognized Kinbok was the second one

>-

• &
stated an individual will always give you a better rate than a
business that has overhead and other costs related to running a business.
• was asked if he feels safe meeting with strangers to exchange
iargeamounts of funds .
• He was OK with th is adding he only meets in public places and the
transfer (China to China account) is done face to face using smart
phones . Once cleared the CON is turned over.
l l M B showed investigators his Chinese bank account activity on his smart phone to
help convince investigators of his source is wealth . Numerous significant deposits
($10,000 to $100 ,000 RB) were noted with withdrawals in between. Under each
transaction was the running balance which often totaled in access of $250,000 RB.

RE Ruling #19

:
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~ I l l .stated that he knows the female involved in this incident
owner of
~he iJa~t. .. ·:: : ·

~

Ruling #19

~

Ruling #19

as the
that he had gone to

Ruling #19

Y
Y

~

~

~
~

mlm has not seen or had contact wit~ since the incident date.

RE Ruling #19
~

The money he brought into EDGE this date was a combination of money he withdrew
via his Union Pay cards and money received from a MBS .

RE OSINT related questions:

~ 1111.W_was asked if~~ ~as had any legal issues that wer~ befo_re th_e courts. The
1mpress1on was th al.
quest1. .
. ...followe .
o Ruling #19

was very honest and forthcoming with his answers to the
into any of the answers given .

·::•was not lead or coerced

o

0

0

Inform ation
Redacted - Patron
lnte1view Identifying

··

as asked if he knew his name andcalled him l inds like)
hich investigator LEE translated ~ r surname: .:· .
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o WJ.i• did not know l l lwell. He had seen him in the casino several years ago,
socializing with friends/assoc iates.
Ruling #19
o

o

o

o
o
o

Ruling #19

o
o

o

o

o
Ruling #19
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Ruling #19

•

•
Interpreter required: Yes , Investigator Stone LEE translating with BEEKSMA and COUSINS
taking notes.
BCLC Conditions:M l f • was informed that he would be updated on his status wi th BC
Casinos and that he would be unable to gamble until such time .
Investigator Comments:
The general impression left with investigators was thawas very open and honest
throughout the interview. He provided significant intel ~ er workings of how wealthy
Chinese convert their Chinese currency to Canadian .
did not hesitate to discuss Ruling #19
with .
ither.

M•

II

His dealings with
seemed to be a one-off occurrence and it is very unlikely he would
repeat this behavior.

IMll;@lsatisfied investigators need to source his wealth which

included providing details of
his businesses , showing numerous Chinese credit cards that allow him to access CON funds
via ATM , allowing investigators to review his Chinese bank account activity summary on his
mobile device and detailing how MSB's work (which is consistent with information learned in
other recent interviews).

A copy of this interview summary has been provided to BCLC Manager of AML Projects Daryl
TOTTENHAM for review.
Steve Beeksma
BCLC
AML Investigations

